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PREFACE 

As pan of its 'IWJFt on n1ional policy issws. the &tional and Country 
Studies Branch c~s Olll policy-orientm Sllldies and provides advisory snvicu in 
'Uy issues of indllSlrial policy that qffecu 1roups of ~lopin1 countries. Theu 
indude is~s of economic illte1ration. issws in the relationship bttwttn 
1echnolo1ical chan1e and indllSlriaJ orraniltllion and policy issues in illterrrational 
cooptrarion for industrial developmnll. 

An imponanr 01?11 of analysis is that of automation in industry. ~ spnad 
of automation is having a profound impaa on the mtlllllfactllrinl seaor. both in tmns 
of products and processes. It is assodoled with equally sitnifiClllll chan1es in the 
or1anivJlion of industrial prodaaion. The effects of indllstrial automation in terms 
of costs and spnad and jlaibUiry. as wdl as in terms of reduad inpuls of labour. 
are uodin1 cosr adwwa1es enjoyed by developin1 countries in traditionally labour 
inremiw industriu. In faa automation is associatm with a 1eneral reSlrUCtllrin1 of 
world indllSITy. and this finds apression in MW and distributed forms of prodllction. 

UNIDO. in cooperation with the lnt01llllional llUlilllle for Applied Synmu 
Analysis (I/ASA). Launbur1. All.Stria. has aurW our a dnailed aamination of the 
impaa of indllSlrial automation and how ii is chantinl the prodllction proass. The 
analysis aamiMd policies. both at the national and the company level 10 make 
recommendations on approacMs 10 automation for comitkration by dntloping 
countries. The wrri cowrs the whole field of indlUlrial automation. bur rhere has 
been a special concentration on the rmiles, dothing and footwear seaon. Fmancial 
suppon for the MOrk has bttn provided by w GovtT1111te111 of Finland. 

The present ~nt pmvides a wide analysis of w main trends in 
industrial automation. It uami"'-?s types of automation and their diffusion. It 
sununarises national policy requirements, trends in the cons of automation. the role 
of design, and education and training needs, rogaher with or1anisational change. 
It also provides the basis for fu.-rlu!r work, and has been used in the prqxzration of 
guidelines for automation and of programmes of technical cooperation in this field. 
which are shonly 10 be issued. 

Wuh respea to co11111ry coverage, the research has included both developed 
and ~loping colllllries, with a special concentration on research in six African 
colllllries and in Braz.ii. 

The SlUdy has been carmd out by the Regional and Co11111ry Srud;,s branch 
of UN/DO in cooperation wilh Dr. W. Haywood, Dr. P. Vuorinen and Ms. E. Torh
Hiunytlc of the I111erna1ionm Institute for Applied Systmu Analysis (I/ASA). 
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SUMMARY 

(1) The advent of the computer, and infonnatioo technology in general, Im created 
a radical transformation of productic-J possibilities which Im provided the 
opponunity to integrate manufacturing processes in a way no earlier 
technologies have offered. The ability to link the whole process of a company's 
activities from design, through malerials processing, manufacture, packaging 
and transfer, bas increased dramatically. 

(2) A holistic response to international competitive demands is required. Only by an 
evolution towards a simplified sttuctural set-up, e.g.,reduced functional and 
hierarchical barriers; allied to organizational adapbtion, e.g.,just-in-time production, 
total quality control, design for manufacture, closer supplier links; and with the use 
of new technologies, e.g., CAD, Robotics, FMS, could modern industry compete 
internationally. The •systemic• nabJre of information technology based on the 
microchip, is pemle3ting all aspec15 and functions of companies. 

(3) Without creating a vigorous design function developing countries may be 
increasingly consigned to tlle role of providing low value added goods or 
agriculblral/raw materials supplies. This is because in traditional product cycle 
theories it was assumed •.hat only very minor cbang~ in product d§i.&n would take 
place in the mature phase of a product, and this was the point at which relocation to 
low cost countries woold occur. Now there is a danger that the product will go 
through rapid and constant change facilitated by flexible production processes and 
CAD options. The relocation may thus not take place. 

(4) With respect to organizational and manpower issues, some combination of 
technological and organizational adaptalion is essential for manufacturing efficiency. 
This bas profound jmplications for national education, skills, and training 
institutions. 

Such an integrated and total concept of industrial adaptation requires: 

• the development of coordinated skills, 
• design and redesign for manufacture, 
• a joint technological/organizational approach to change, 
• closely coordinated buyer/supplier relations, and the adoption of JIT; and 
• allocating to the computer what it is good at, and leaving th~ innovative, 

creative, and flexible actions to the human being. 

(S) The emphasis in explicit disr JSSion in this repon focuses on mechanical engineering 
as well as textiJes, clothing, ;;,nd footwear on which there is a special concentration. 
However, the technologies 11'e of much broader application, as is highlighted 
throut-'lout the repon. 

(6) With regard to individual technol~gies, robotics, in the context of developed country 
use, is still relatively unsophisticated, expensive and lowly utilized. How much more 
difficult for developing countries must this then be? Since this is a technology which 
is largely labor replacing, it is probably the Jeast relevant. 
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(7) Of all technologies covered in this repon CAD is probably the most relevant 
option for African countries for a variety of rea.wm. lbe cost of bod! 
hardware and software had reduced signific:andy - md in the ~ of the latter 
it is now possible to buy packages for applicarion in textiles, dotbing and 
footwear that are exb:emely cheap. For example. complete systems are 
available for under SIS,000. 

By application in the basic development industries, teUiles, clothing. footwear, 
etc., the learning-by-doing. demomtralioo effects, and diffusion impacts of CAD 
would spread acnm industrial sectots, and the engineering, construction and 
many other industries would also benefit. 

Some of the benefits of the technology include: 

• savings in material costs - up to 9 per ceut; 
• increased productivity - up to 20 to I; 
• replacing scarce labor stills; 
• maintaining competitive position vis-1-vis developed countries; 
• increased user countries design/redesign capability. 

(8) As with CAD. and in close association with it, NCMT has now become a rational 
investment decision for even low-to-medium wage countries. In a direct c.omparison 
with traditional machine tools, NCMT has now become a logical choice. 

Examples of productivity increases achieved by NCMT compared with conventional 
machine tools indicare that the funner is on average around 3 to 4 times more 
productive; instances of improvements up to IS to I have been suggested. 

As noted for CAD, NCMT is imperative for industrial development; and in 
conjunction with CAD it furms the !mis fur a significant improvement in 
performance. 

(9) As for FMS/FMC, the rationale for the technology is a logical exten :ion of many of 
the requirements for NCMT, e.g., to improve production flexibility, reduce Jead
times, etc. In addition it offers sys1em operatiom during an unmanned third shift, 
reduces physical machining areas (4 machines in an FMS normally replace about 16 
conventional machines), and can be toUlly '1.ntegrated with pre-machining functions, 
e.g., materials and tools planning, etc. ' 

In appropriate sized companies in Africa, a' limited approach to the use of FMC, in 
panicular, might prove the best approach ~ in terms of economic coses and 
benefits. Significant benefits in a learning .S demonstration sense mipt be 
forthcoming. 

(10) A (Swedish) cechnology policy approach, with the ~evelopment of education a;Jd 
stills, the provision of ronsultancy services for small to medium-sized enterprises, 
and heir with markering and work orpnization chances, appears ro be the most 
appealing approaches for Afrii:an councries '-and probably ar somewhat lower costs 
than some of die other approaches, e.g., funding of basic re&earch. 
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The advmtagm of German suppon schemes bas been that they have generally: 

• been administered simply, usually through existing professional 
organizations, e,g, industrial engineers; 

• have a very simple appliatioe and approval system; 
• concentraled OD specific industries, and/or OD small- to medium-sized 

enreiprises; 
• undergone comrant evaluation procedures. 

A further advantage Im been that suppon bas been directed to exactly those areas 
in which Germany bas been industrially strong in the put, e.g., machine tools, 
precision equipment. etc., and in the specialist small/medium-sized firms. 
Concentration bas therefore been focused upon established strengths, and on its 
established highly stilled workforce, working in collaboration with technical institutes 
and Olher research bodies. 

The Japanese approach bas concentrated on four general types of policy objective: 

• to modernize industry which bas failed to adopt best practice techniques; 
• to correct imbalances in business practices; 
• to erJCOUrage development and growth in small- to medium-sized 

eme:.,rises; 
• to assist companies facing financial/investment barriers. 

The support provided in order to perform these mks includes: 

• Development of the manpower and skills infrastructure. In this they have 
developed extensive training programmes and these have been largely 
administered by the Japan Small Business Corporation (founded in 1980). 
The demand for such training is very heavy. 

• The creation of special support programmes aimed at diffusing new 
technologies, e.g., robocs, FMS. 

• The establishment of collaborative networks for research in high-tecli 
areas. 

(11) Among the policy options that could be considered are: 

• Support for the provision of information and advisory services regarding 
specific technologies. 

• Support for consultancy services and feasibility studies regarding 
appropriate technoloaies. 

• Support for the purchase of - at the least - demomtration sites where 
those technologies can be seen in action, and people can gain hands-on 
experience. Funds for th~ir diffusion throup the appropriate industrial 
sectors would be desirable. Application .:uppon was 'trona in almost all of 
the developed countries covered. 
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• To provid~ IS far IS possible. a long-term programme of suppon in order 
to reduce uncertainty. though not to create dependency. 

• To encourage inter-firm oollaboralion bocb in an engineering sense and in 
a modem buyer/supplier sense. In addition to this, to help create stronger 
links between educational and technology research fmtitutes, and the 
bodies they are intended to serve. i.e.,manufacturing industry. 

• To help organizational adaptation. Ir many companies visited in the case 
study countries, management expertise wm weak md bued on traditional 
structures. The whole system of managerial control and organizational 
structures needs to be modernized by less hierarchical or functional 
activities; and by the adoption of JIT, TQM, etc. 

• A considerably greater concenlnlion on educalio!l, stills and training at all 
l~ls. There is clear evidence from the experiences of the developed 
countries, that this bas proven to be the starting point for a •virtuous circle 
of success· in a development context. 

(12) The basic industrial policy issues in most African countries have often been impon 
substinr.ion as a main target and strong confidence associated with comparative 
advantages based on cheap labor. In this setting, it is mumed that impon 
substitution - in contrast to export promotion - is a less demanding target, a strategy 
in which a coontty can rely on a less sophisticated industrial base. 

Expon promotion strategy bas been seen as the next step in this development. It is 
~med that expon promotion requires a more developed and productive industry 
to be competitive on the global market. In the African context, this next step is 
often something of a mirage since domestic industries lagging behind international 
standards in performance are safeguarded behind protective barriers. In most cases, 
where export promotion bas been adopled as a target the strategy bas usually been 
based on the same competitive basis as import substitution, relatively cheap labor. 

(13) There is a pressing Jk:e(l for comprehensive industrial development policies. 
Experiences from countries with above average success in manufacturing in the Sub 
Saharan region at leat point to some guidelines for policy options: 

• price factors are not the only, not even the major issues behind success: 
management, design and engineering skills often play a more critical role 
in explaining differences in performance. Even more generally, the 
development of manufacturing depends critically upon the presence and 
promotion of adequate skills; 

• sustained manufactured expaning does not succeed by looking only at 
shon-run cost advantages; 

• questions relaled to management and machinery-choice are of critical 
importance in creatin1 vitaJ industries; 
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• sheltered, but not toe protected, regional markets can assist in 
aemog efficient manufacturing units. Thus a very liberal regime is 
not a sufficient condition for efficient manufacturing production; 

• the role of product quality has increued, and is to a growing 
~tent ranked above price factors in market oompetition. 

(14) Rigid impon regulation policy is more barmful than beneficial to industry. even if 
impon substitution should be the prevailing strategy. Thus a reduction in import 
tariffs and an elimination of quantitative restrictions should be oonsidered. In this 
oontext, a policy promoting the expansion of manufactured expons and an impon 
substitution policy should be linked with each other, but in the oontext of policies 
which give priority ro raising the level of efficiency of existing manufacturing firms. 
Sensitivity to market signals - a buic issue in expon promotion - is required, but 
there is also a need for more interventionist policies to strengthen the expansion of 
manufacturing industry and surpon the creation of inter-linkages with the other sub
sectors of the economy. 

(IS) In developing countries, technology policy has quite different objectives to those in 
the developed countries. ·Jbe role of technology transfer is crucial, and the main 
policy targets are to manage the technology ttansfer process efficiendy and to 
assimilate the technologies imported into the existing structures in a way that could 
contribute to a sustainable, dynamic technological and economic development. In 
this, the main policy areas are: 

• management of the international technology transfer process; 
• execution and management of technical change; 
• acquisition and accumulation of technological and managerial 

capability. 

Technological capability lies at the heart of ~fu! technological development. It 
is through mastery of the technical basis of production that many of the increases in 
production efficiency arise. However, the aco .ulation of technological capability is 
not an automatic process. and it is not costless. ..:apabilities accumulate through 
experience, experimentation. oonscious efforts and allocatiol! of money and people 
to solve technological problems. The methods to acquire technolcgical capabilities 
are many; dynamic capability development can only arise from a mixture of various 
methods such as institutionalized education, formalized training programmes, 
learning-by-doing, technological apprenticeship programmes, learning-by-researching 
and reverse engineering. 

(16) In most African countries no clear priorities have been developed for technology 
policy objectives. In addition to the ad hoc manner in conceiving policy objectives, 
there is also an obvious lack of a clear sequence of the objectives oudined. In a 
counuy with scarce resources prioritizing objectives would be even more necessary 
than in more affluent counuies. 

Concrete action pro1rammes are missin1. Based on poor monitorin1 of 
technolo1icat problam, vague theory. and unclear and unsequenced policy objectives 
it is not easy to formulate clear action programmes. TedmololJ policies in Kenya. 
Tanzania. Zambia and Zimbabwe have been described as badly "operationalized" 
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and no real action programmes have been generated. Policy documenls concemrate 
on broad statements. 1 be lact of action programmes limits lhe usefulness of the 
policy documents and puts into question the opentionability of tedmology policy. 

(17) There is a bias towards scientific imtitutions ndier than tecbnologkal ones. The 
scientific bm of research is comadictory to lhe logic of technological development 
in the East African countries where most technological development takes place · 
tbrougb minor changes and increwemal innovations. This does not benefit from 
highly specialized talents and tmic research. It needs comiderably DllJfe general 
technical assistan\:e, tmic tedmicai capabilities, and the overall mastery of all the 
technical and economic ~ of the production process. 

(18) Generally. technology policy seems to be comidered in a rather subordinate role in 
the countries under study. In spite of recognition in official documents of the 
importance of technology. the actual policy seems to be to ignore technology. It is 
more often regarded as t possible creator of unemployment, rather than a possible 
generator of iadustrial development and economic wealth. 

(19) The main identified technology policy considerations are as follows: 

• There is a need to reorganize •variety of public technology policy institutions. 

T 

They shoold be dealing with tasks more relevant to the local economic and 
technological development and this should be done in more intense cooperation 
with individual firms and other economic actors. This implies more 
cooperation between universities, research institutes and firms. 

• There is a specific need to spread information on the use and possibilities of 
new technologies. This could be done through, for example, establishing specific 
'information technology centres' with differing targets, e.g., CAD centres. There 
are many possible alternative forms to organize this kind of centre, but it is 
important that they are in close contact and cooperation with educational and 
training institutes as well as with firms. This kind of information technology 
centre has proved to be rather successful in developed countries. 

• Companies need direct aid in getting information on production technology 
developments anci making technology acquisition decisions. This could be 
arranged for example through sectoral research institutes, branch organizations 
or parastatal holding companies employing personnel specialized in infonnation 
gathering, land creating contacts to sources of technological informatit>n abroad. 
The specialists should carry out contract tasks for individual firms, to help them 
both in creating contacts to technology suppliers and in technology contract 
issues. 

• Quite similar aid is needed by firms in cecbnology assimilation and adoption 
matters. In this case, however, the need is for highly specialized knowledge on 
production technoloaies and for lo111-1erm support, which aans before the 
actual implementation of new technoloeies and continues until the new systems 
have been totally incorporated into the everyday activities of the firm. This 
kind of aid may, in many African cases, ~only available through foreign 
donors. 
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• Even more general awareness programmes on the effects and possibilities of 
tedmological development are needed. They should be associated with an open 
and wide social discussion on the themes of tedmological development. 

• Companies also need more direct financial aid in technology acquisition. This 
mear" facilitating the regulation of foreign currency in production tedmology 
matters. New production technologies are, however, meam to make t!le 
economy more effective and productive and thus creating new possibilities for 
economic growth and increased exports. The need to make customs procedures 
less complicated and less bureaucratic is as important. 

• For capability building it is important that local firms are deeply involved in 
every technology tramfer case, even when foreign donors are completely 
responsible for the process. Technologies imponed should be 'appropriate' in 
at least three senses: they should fit the existir.g production processes in the 
recipient organization, they should raise the technological level of the 
organization and serve as a basis for capability building, learning and funher 
technological development, and, third, they should suppon the macro level 
national development targets. The last topic may often include for example the 
target of diminishing the variety of machine types and makes in the country. 

(20) The three sectors studied, textiles, clothing and footwear are all quite important in 
the six African case study countries. They are also industries where the 
microelectronics basec:! automation has not yet caused any major changes. However, 
signs of changes in the global market environment, current technological 
developments and new enterprise strategies in the developed countries are evident. 

Production processes in the textiles industry are characterized by mainly incremental 
but continuous technological changes. The introduction of micro-electronics into the 
control operations of textile machinery has significantly increased both productivity, 
effactiveness, reliability and flexibility in the industry. 

(21) The textiles industry is, out of the three sectors studied, the most technology driven. 
The basic products are quite standardized and not changing dramatically. The role 
of manufacturing performance is highly important. There is little room for 
technological indiffere.,ce, for the international standards of product quality and 
company performance are determined by the best practice equipment. 
Consequently, if a developing country firm intends to reach international 
competitiveness, it does not have many alternatives. Continuous development of 
production technology and further automation is a necessity, in order to reach better 
product quality and overall performance. 

(22) The clothing industries were less important in the case study countries, both in 
terms of output and employment. In this respect Mauritius was an exception 
because i' had a very large clothing industry, mainly producing knitwear from 
imponed raw materials for developed country markets. The clothing industry is also 
less production cechnology driven than textiles. PrJduct design and market 
considerations are more imponant. It is also a much more segmented industry with 
very differentiated products - in terms of materials, designs and production 
requirements - for a variety of markets. 
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The clothing industries in the l:aSe study countries, with the exception of Mau.1tius, 
seemed to be t3cing more problems than textiles. 

(23) The footwear sector is, of the three industries studied the lezt automated and 
the :nost labor intensive. Paradoxically it was illso the sector facing the lbOSt 
serious problems. Only a few firms in the case study conntries were operating 
profitably, and they were mostly plants of multinational corporations. There 
were problems with supply raw materials, quality of products, uncompetitiveness 
in relation to imponed shoes and overall productivity of manubcturing. 

(24) Generally the main problems faced by companies in all of the three industrial 
sectors were, however, more policy and infrastructure related. The companies bad 
problems especially with ilnport duties and regulltions, restricted finances -
availability of foreign currency above all - telecommunications problems and 
shortages of labour skills, particularly managerial skills at all 'evels of supervision 
and administration. 

From the study of the three sectors it seems that there is actually an iawerse 
relationship between labor inteosi:.y and company performance. The more 
automated the finn ~. the fewer performance problems it bad. 
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ACP 
AED 
AGV 
AMS 
AMT 
BIPE 
BMfT 
BRA 
BS 
CAD 
CAE 
CAM 
CAP 
CBR 
CHIM 
CIM 
CLSMB 
CMEA 
CNC 
COMEIT 

DC 
DFCK 
DME 
DNC 
DOD 
DTI 
EC or ECE -
EDI 
EIU 
EPROM 
EPZ 
ERP 
ESPRIT 

FAS 
FAST 
FINNIDA 
FIRE 
FMC 
FMS 
FMU 
FY 
GAIT 
GDP 
GNP 
GSP 
GT 
IBM 
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UU of Abbreviations 

African, Canl>bean and Pacific Convention 
African Economic Digest 
Automated Guided Vehicle 
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Automated Manufacturing Syst~ 
Automated Manufacturing Technology 
Bureau d'lnformations et de Previsions Econorniques (France) 
Bundesministerium fiir Forscbung und Tecbnologie (Germany) 
British Robotics Association 
Batch Size 
Computer Aided Design 
Computer Aided Engineering 
Computer Aided Manufacturing 
Computer Aided Planning 
Centre for Business Research (UK) 
Computer and Human Integrated Tecbr.ology 
Computer Integrated Manufacturing 
Cotton Lint and Seed Marketing Board (Kenya) 
Council for Mutual Economic Assistance 
Computer Numerical Control 
Cooperation between Universities and Companies in the Field of 
Technology (EC) 
Development Certificates 
Development Finance Company of Kenya 
Developed Market Economy 
Direct Numerical Control 
Depanment of Defence (USA) 
Depanment of Trade and Industry (UK) 
European Economic Community 
Electronic Data Interchange 
Economist Imelligence Unit 
Erasable Programmable Read OnJy Memory 
Expon Processing Zone 
Economic Recovery Programme (Tanzania) 
European Strategic Programme for Research on Information Technology 
(EC) 
Flexible Assembly System 
Forecasting and Applications of Science and Technology (ECE) 
Finnish Ir.ternational Development Agency (Finland) 
Fully Integrated Robotised Engine 
Flexible Manufacturing Cell 
Flexible Manufacturing System 
Flexible Manufacturing Unit 
Financial Year 
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 
Gross Domestic Product 
Gross National Product 
Generalised System of Preferences 
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Introduction 

This repon descr.'bed the results of research into the adoption of autOmation in 
developing countties. The main sectoral emphasis lw been on the textiles. cloching. and 
footwear 56."tors and the main developing countty emphasis has been on six African countries: 
Ethiopia. Kenya. Mauritius. lllanu'bia. Tanzania and Zimbab~ with one Lalin Ammcan country 
- Bra=il - as a compararor. 

The research bas been to adopt a vecy broad view of what comtitu!es automation. 
We include office and factory computer systems, Computer Aided Design (CAD). even at its 
lowest levels of application, and SWldalone Numerically Controlled Machine Tools (NCM1). 
as well as highly integrated technologies such as Aexible MJnufacturiJlg Systems (FMS). 
Intelligent Robots, Stb Generation computers. or full Computer Integrated Manufacturing 
(CIM). Chapter I contaim a description of automation, and the systemic changes brought about 
by microelectronics and information technology. 

However. automation in developed countries is not merely a consequence of the 
technology itself. but is a function of the infrastructure that exists. No discussion of technological 
adoption and diffusion - and no research into policy options that might be adopted - would make 
any sense without a detailed discussion of. for example, government policies. financial 
constraints. logistical suppoi.1 systems, educational and still availabilities. etc. 

It is clear that different industries and different countries have taken on board 
computerisation as an international competitive weapon, at different •ates and with different 
measures of success. 

It is not the intention of this repon to overemphasize the problems faced by 
widespread diffusion of micro-electronics in the developed countries, but it does have great 
significance for the prospective international division of labour and the abilities of developing 
countries to catch up, or even to maintain their current positions. 

The repon has nineteen chapters, with Chapter exam1010g some of the 
automation trends and some of the theoretical and empirical considerations and findings. 

Chapters 2 to S contain an overview of four specific technologies, i.e., industrial 
robots, computer aided design, numerically controlled machine tools. and flexible manufacturing 
systems and cells. This is done in terms of the technologies themselves, their diffusion and the 
infrastructure for successful use. 

Chapter 6 contains a supplier profile, based on questionnaires distributed to 
machinery, equipment and software exponers from nine countries; the United Kingdom, 
Germany, the United States, Japan, Italy, France, the Netherlands, Switzerland and Sweden. 
This was concerned with the economics of purchase, and the barriers or potential barriers 
concerning buyers. 

Chapter 7 utilises the earlier chapters to synthesise what has been occurring 
related to the costs and benefits of the use of the four tecllnologies. Chapter 8 brings together 
a thread which runs throughout the report regarding the imponance of design and re-design. 

Chapter 9 goes into more detail on the infrutructural issues which go towards 
making an economic success -- or failure - of adopting automation. As noted earlier theae issues 
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are critical in die effective and efficient use of automation; and Cllapter 10 is the final one 
relating to developed countries. concaining analysis of policy options which seven OECD 
COblllries bave pursued - in one form or aaodler. 

Chapter 11 opens die debale on developing country issues by examining the broad 
theon:tkal ~ existing in developing countries and resulting practices. It examintS 
development lbeory. industrial development. etc. CllJpter 12, as was done with the developed 
countries. looks II industrial and tedmology policies, and particularly policy fonnubtion. 

Chapter 13, examines some of tbe infnmruCIUral issues, this time in relation to 
developing countries. It uamines here such factors as logistical support systems, tbe educational 
system and other manpower factors. 

Chapter 14 looks in greater detail at tbe case study countries. examining tecbno
economic developmenrs. Olapters IS to 17 deals wi1h ~e three key manufacturing branches 
of textiles, clodling and footwear. with particular reference to global markets, technological 
developments, and the case study countties. 

Chapter 18 assmes developments in a number of ocher industries, in particular 
electronics, machine tools and motor vehicles. 

Chapter 19 contains conclusions. and offers a number of policy options for 
consideration by both developing countries policy makers and the international community . 
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I. DeYeloped Countries and Technology mues 

At both national and company level, considerable attention bas been focused on the need 
to upgrade technological capacities to successfully meet increased international competition. 
The respo~ to this have, of course, varied, not merely because of the different cultural 
framework in the countries adopting microelectronics based technologies, but also within each 
country, depending on the l'leed in individual companies. 

Organizational adapwion is also developing as an important determinant of how well 
firms are able to appropriate the full benefits of automated technologies. Currently there is a 
considerable gap between the adoption of technology and organizational adapWion in many 
countries. 1 

Developments towards some concept of a •factory of the future• requires a significant 
rethink of how production is organized, and more sophisticated managerial attitudes. In the 
future a blend of •best practice· production engineering will need to be combined with new 
management techniques and organizational forms. 

These are likely to include serious reconsideration of the relationships between labour 
and technology, and the political and social objectives that managements operate under, and may 
evolve into a ·new production paradigm• .2 

In many companies - and in some countries - much less attention has been focused on 
how the technology is to be introduced, and on the organizational and structural changes that 
are necessary to use technology to its best advantage. 

Certainly the importance of such organizationally linked adaptation can be gauged from 
a number of reports which have remarked on the fact that SO per cent, 3 60 per cent,' and even 
90 per cent' of the benefits of such technologies as flexible manufacturing systems (FMS), come 
from the radical organizational changes which accompany the introduction of such technology. 

Attempts some five to ten years ago to develop totally automated factories have, in the 
fullness of time, come to be seen as only meeting the needs of a small minority of production 
situations, partly because of the types of products and the variety of parts that need to be 
manufactured, and partly because of the enormous risks and costs associated with such 
developments. 

Historically, the introduction of computerization to the factory floor has been 
fragmented. There was little of it, it was expensive, time consuming and there were few people 
who knew how to run it. In addition, it was devoted to specific functions such as tool stocks or 
salaries. Most of these factors have changed rapidly, and in many w.-ys the greatest effon must 

Perez (1985>. 

2 Dosi (1982). 

Heywood Ind Intent c 1985 > • 

' DlllpSey C 1983 > • 

' McCrecken (1986). 
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now be made in providing adequate training of personnel, or in providing an adequate policy 
of bow labour can be used in such technologies. 

In many companies management thinking may have become too conservative to 
encompass effectively the integration possibilities of all upects of manufacturing, from the sales 
department through design, planning, production, assembly and despatch. To complicate issues 
funber, relationships have moved on and into tighter lints with both customers and suppliers 
as well. 

I .I Presmre5 for change 

There are two basic types of pressure for change in order. These are found to respond 
flexibly to the needs of customers particularly in the small to medium-sized batch area (an area 
in which approximately 70 per cent of all manufacturing companies find themselves located, i.e., 
with average batch sizes of less than SO parts). 

First, internal pressures. There is a wide range of traditional problems which are 
inherent in many firms, a few of which are listed below: 

• 
• • • 

high inventory levels tying up large amounts of capital; 
low machine utilization; 
poor delivery performance; 
poor production control . 

Second, external pressures. These mean than companies must increasingly be aware of 
the need to respond quickly to customer requirements, with the ability to be •quick on their feet' 
or to have the capability to display •agility' in reacting L> markets that are increasingly 
resembling the fashion industry in changing customer consumer tastes. These require: 

• • • 
shoner lead times for delivery purposes; 
high and consistent quality in the product; 
meeting increasingly customized markets . 

What is called for here is the need to develop more flexibility and responsiveness -
factors that might be called ·improved manufacturing agility'. 

In the past, many companies have tended to respond by purely technological means, a 
few of which are contained in Figure 1.1. 

Figurt 1.1 Technological options 
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The use of Computer Aided Design (CAD), Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM), 
FMS, Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs) and Robotics, have been intended to upgrade 
production potential in order to meet the challenge from low wage countries, and to compete 
with other developed countries. 

However, as observed above, this approach may fail to take note of organizational 
changes which can be introduced and which are included with the technological changes in 
Figure 1.2. 

FiglUY 1.2 TedulOlogkal tllfd Ol'fanizational optio11S 
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Taking this to a third and final stage offers a more integrated approach to the 
organizational and technological implemenwion of best practice techniques in Figure 1.3. 

Figurt 1.3 Holistic integration of manufacturing 
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Within this framework it becomes possible to conceive of a much more integrated 
approach which takes on board the impacts of technology. the organizational changes that then 
become necessary. and the methodologies arising out of the changes that are created in the new 
international competitive environment. 

1.2 Systemic Approaches to Manufaduring 

It bas become increasingly obvious that it is this systemic approach to manufacturing that 
provides the best use of resources. It is also clear that these approaches have been adopted 
most frequently in countries with a hi~ly developed educational and skills base that have 
consensus as a goal, although there may be Jifferent forms of consensus in different countries, 
such as Germany, Japan, and Sweden. 

The predominant mode of production in most developed countries consists of a small 
number of large manufacturing enterprises usually producing goods in a continuous flow or 
process manner. Such companies have sought to exploit the benefits of •economies of scale" as 
a consequence of what has been termed "Fordist" production methods. This has made 
production ·relatively" cheap but has meant that quick response to customer needs has been 
difficult. 

The large scale industrial companies have been accompanied by very many small to 
medium-sized companies producing goods in a rather less eo:onomic manner as a consequence 
of smaller batch sizes. but who have been able to exploit the advantages associated with 
producing small batches in fairly rapid response to customer needs. In fact it has been 
estimated that between 60 per cent and 70 per cent of all batches produced in the engineering 
sector consist of less than 50 parts. 

However, in these smaller companies a major drawback has been the very low utilization 
rates of traditional machine tools due to numerous changeovers, waiting time, fixturing, etc. 
Figures for such production show that up to 95 per cent of the time that material or components 
are on the shopfloor is spent waiting or being moved. Of the other 5 per cent, three fifths is 
spent being positioned, loaded or gauged, leaving two fifths (or just 2 per cent of shopfloor time) 
in which machining takes place. 

The modern goal is to achieve as many of the benefits of the large firms flow line 
approach as possible, but to link this to the flexibility that can be seen in smaller companies. 
What companies are increasingly seeking is an •economies of scope• solution to increased 
international pressures, with moves to a more process orientation, but one which allows a rapid 
response to customer demand. 

1.3 Manuraduring Automation 

Much of the above discussion of technology, pressures for change and systemic 
approaches to manufacturing have been intended to provide a background to the discussion of 
automation in both developed and developing countries. However, first it is necessary to try to 
define what is meant by automation. 

"Historically, there has been some dispute as to the meaning of the concept of 
automation. At issue is the specificity of the term. Thomas (1969) for example 
argues that: 
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•automation• is a technology quite distinct from mrdwUxation anJ it is 
concerned with repl-=ing or aiding humm IWlllal effort as distinct from 
aiding man's physical effort. 

- --r 

The vinue of lbomas's perspective is that it emphasizes the control 
characteristics of automation technology (cybernetics), a field in which 
microelectronics devices have a particularly crucial role. However, despite its 
attractions, it is more common to view automation in its more general sense. 
defined by Einzig (1957) as 

a technological method that tends to reduce cunmt production costs in 
tenm of DllD hours per unit of output. . .• Its loose use pnctically as a 
synonym for advanced medwnizetion may shock the technologist. but 
serves the purpose of economists. 

Despite the logic of viewing automation technologies in the broadest sense, 
distinguistling control from other subsets of automation technology is important. 
Bell (1972) offered some clarity Iii a muddy debate when he suggested that there 
are, in fact, three different elements to automation technology in manufacture: 
namely control, transformation of inputs, and transfer between worlcpoints. In 
each of these areas, degrees of automation exist but a high level of automation 
in one area need not be associated with a high level in the other two•. 6 

Kaplinsky goes on to develop these elements into a coherent and logical framework 
within companies, which have been significantly impacted by the arrival of the computer. These 
three forms of automation he defines as Design, Manufacture and Coordination automations 
(see Figure 1.4). Within each sphere specific applications of automation appeared, but none 
of these were linked (intra-activity). As the technologies evolved and their integrative nature 
became clear, applications within a sp'1ere became linked (intra-sphere activity). At the third 
stage of development the three spheres may become linked and the enterprise becomes an 
organic whole (inter-sphere activity). 

At this third stage of activity it becomes possible via computer applications to 
systematize the whole enterprise from design through sales and marketing, to purchasing, 
manufacturing, assembly and packing, to delivery. This means the ending of the Tayloristic, 
Fordist mode of production in many enterprises and the re-emergence of the unitary, 
undifferentiated company. 

But what exactly are these three spheres and what do they contain? 

"(a) Intra-activity automation refers to automation that occurs within a 
particular activity. Clearly, in line with our earlier definition of 
automation, this intra-activity automation may take a variety of forms 
ranging from the simple substitution of machine power for human power 
(as in the use of computer-aided drafting systems) to the more complex 
incorporation of machine 'intelligence' and control (as in computer-aided 
design systems). The determining characteristics of this type of 
automation, however, are that it is limited to a particular activity and that 

6 ICllpl i Mky ( 1985). 
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it is comequendy isolated from other activities within or beyond the 
particular sphere of production. 

(a)~ 

(b)~ 

Coordlna1lon 

Automation 
ManufKture 

Automation 

(c) /nn-$pll9/e 
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(b) lntra-SJ'Mre automation refers to automation technologies that have links 
with other activities within the same sphere. Indeed, the origins of the 
term ·automation' in the Ford assembly plant of the 1920s illustrate this 
type of automation well: the new transfer line mechanized the flow of 
materials between different activities such as lathes, drilling and boring 
machines. In its more complex form - as in the newly flexible 
manufacturing systam - intrMphere automation involves the monitoring 
of the progress of production with an ability to adjust components of 
individual activities, if this becomes necessary. 

(c) Inrer-SJ'Mre automation is the third and most complete form of 
automation and involves coordination between activities in different 
spheres of production. In view of the number of activities within each of 
the different spheres, there is a wide variety of potential inter-sphere 
combinations. These may be relatively limited and simple; for example, 
using design parameters to set machine settings automatically; or they 
may be wide-ranging and complex, such as in the linking of changes in 
the specification of productions to parameters generated in redesign, and 
thus in continual adjustments made in machine settings• .7 

The use of automation technologies in developed countries is thus leading inevitably 
towards an approach to manufacture in which specific ·islands of automation• are being 
transformed into ·continents of automation·. The central focus of this automation is, of course, 
the use and control of information and communication networks brought about by the use of 
electronically based equipment. 

•Evidence is increasing that electronics-based automated production, built around 
centraliz.ed data bases, permits a greater level of control by senior management, but that 
this requires changes in patterns of managerial organization. In these circumstances, 
management is required to implement a wide, enterprise-level of organization, restructuring 
coordination to exploit the potential for systemic productivity gains•.• 

This analysis by Kaplinsky recognized that a major re-adjustment is also taking place 
in the relationship between firms. He did not, at that stage, develop the logic of a more systemic 
supplier - manufacturer - customer relationship . 

The use of micro-electronics based technologies allows greater interaction between a 
customer and manufacturer, for example in design and redesign of :>roducts, and the use of 
digital data in exchanges between such firms - similarly between manufacturer and supplier, for 
example, quality or delivery issues can also be resolved. 

One way of visualizing such links in Figure 1..S where, for example, the use of 
Manufacturing Automation Protocols, or Initial Graphic Exchange Specification provides the 
vehicle for inter-firm exchanges of information and data flows. 

1 IC1pllnsky (19115). 

1C1pllnsky (1985). 
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What are the implications of automation trends in the developed countries for 
developing countries? Given the above discussion and the integrative nature of these trends, 
the costs, infrastructural requirements (education, skills, etc.) and the scale of production 
perhaps necessary to justify its adoption, many developing countries may face severe problems 
of adjustment. 

• ••. asthe systeam-based automation technologies - which depend upon tbe widespread 
interlinking of digital logic automation lecbnol«>sies tbrousJK>ut tbe enterprise - spread in 
competitor countries, these partial responses to the imperatives of innovation are likely to 
prove inadequate. lostead, a comprebensive approach to tec:bnololY acquisition is 
neceaury, requirdi& the state (or its pro1iea) to intervene to comet the 1ipa11 provided 
by the market. It may, therefore, not be sufficient to merely facilitate the purchase of 
obviously aeceuary electronics-hued lecbaol«>sies such u CNC IDICbine-tool1 or CAD, 
because for these tec:bnolo,iea to ralia their ultimate productivity 1ains they may 
aeceuarily have to be linked to leas obviously attractive tec:bnoloiiea such u word
proceuon, electronic printers and penoaal computers. Inevitably such policies will 
stimulate raistance, since it is not euy to justify hip-cost automation technologies (such 
as word proceuon) when labour costs (e.1 .• for clerks and typists) are so Jow•.' 

• 1Cepltn1ky (1985). 
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While we agree that the problems are huge, we believe that if one takes a contingency 
theory attitude, the picture is not an entirely pessimistic one. 

Although there are many difficulties in such an approach, especially for developing 
countries, companies (and countries) may be able to adopt specific technologies, e.g., CAD or 
Numerically Controlled Machines Tools, and use th~ quite effectively to focus on particular 
products or markets. African countries, for instance, could not adopt a Japan~ or German 
approach to development as it currently stands, but it should be noted that these countries too 
were once developing ones. The major problems associated with the current technologies is that 
they call for very strong infrastructural under-pinning to be successful. Few African countries 
possess these; and the Newly Industrialized Economies (NIEs), e.g.,Taiwan, Republic of Korea, 
etc., may have been very fortunate to have started their industrial development at the time they 
did. For follower countries the task may be much more difficult. 

1.4 The Integrative Nature of New Technologies 

A considerable literature has been devoted in recent years to the role of new tecbnoh>gy 
in economic development. 10 Probably one of the most significant areas of interest has been the 
focus placed on the Schumpetarian concept of technological innovation as the driving for .;;e of 
economic progress. 11 This, in tum, was a further extension of the principle of long-waves of 
economic development put forward by Kondratieff, where a cycle of progress was suggested as 
peaking every 50155 years. 12 

These theories are beyond the scope of the present report. However, in recent years the 
imponance of a whole range of new technologies based on micro-electronics has become very 
clear. I) 

The bunching of new opportunities for production has dramatically altered whole 
industries which have existed for many years, and led to the creation of entirely new industries. 
One example of the former, which has been termed a "sunset" industry - printing - has been 
transformed into a "sunrise" industry in the developed countries, by the introduction of such new 
production techniques. Technologies that had barely changed in 70 years - and some parts 
which were similar to those of 500 years ago -had become superseded by the late 1970s I early 
1980s by equipment which could hardly have been envisaged ten years earlier . 

Photo-typesetting of text; graphics generation by color scanners utilizing opto-electronics; 
inputting of text and graphics to a central computer; computer controlled inking, and finishing 
functions integrated on printing presses capable of very high speeds; are all elements which are 
altering the international competitiveness of the industry, and with it the international division 
of labour. Jobs which might have gone to developing countries for production now become 
feasible once more in the high wage countries. The integrative or systemic nature of such recent 
trends has also become clear. 

1° Frte1111n, (1987); S':one.n, (1987), 

11 Schuapet er C 1939 > • 

12 Kondretieff, (1939); Mendel, C19llO); llNntch C1979). 

13 See Ayres et el., 1991e,b,c,d • 
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One impact is that in the United Kingdom industry, which lost jobs heavily between ~ 970 
and 1980 (-121,000) but which has now invested heavily in new technology, employment has 
staned to grow post-1982, stabilizing by 1988 at a point 8 per cent above the 1982 level.14 

The impact of such tecbnologies can be seen graphically in Figure 1.6, where the 
integration of production in the printing industry pre-press bas been facilitated by electronic 
means. Such integration in production is becoming diffused across other industrial sectors, and 
has widespread implications for both developed and developing countries. 

Figurr 1.6 A sdronatit rqraenllllion of tlae nolution of tlae p~ras stage 

Tec:Mabglcll niglmes 

Input 
c:aplUre 

1950l-1960s 

Source: Haywood & Guy (1985) . 

(a) 

Figure 1.6 .1eeds some explanation. In essence it tries to convey the following points: 

In the l 9SOs and 1960s the pre-press stage could be described in terms of a large number 
of functionally distinct phases, all of which used combinations of technologies rooted in 
the manual, mechanical and electro/photo-mechanical regimes. An example of a pre
press system of this era was the hot-metal system. Text was captured by a typewriter 
before being passed to a compositor who re-keyboarded material on a mechanical 
composer. This prepared the punched tape ready for use in a hot-metal typesetter which 
cast letters from a molten lead alloy. In a parallel process, camera captured graphics 
were etched onto metal plates before hand assembled page make-up took place and a 
stereo plate produced as output ready for the press stage. 
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' H~, C1915e, 1990) • 
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During the 1960s and 1970s a number of developments took place which had two major 
characteristics. In the first instance, new technological regimes had a differential impact 
on functional phases within the pre-press stage. Those phases nearer the output end 
were less affected initially than those in the central manipulation and input phases. The 
·oowed· picture of developments in Figure I.I tries to capture this. Secondly, the 
smaller number of discrete phases along the ·oowecr axis uf the 1960s and 1970s is 
meint tlJ depict a tendency towards the integration of functional phases towards the 
front end of the pre-press stage with the development of technologies stemming from 
the electro-photo-mechanical anci opto-electronic regimes. 

(c) During the late 1970s/early 1980s, in the digital phase, it became possible to capture 
input, to manipulate this input and to outplit this to the printing press as one integrated 
activity. 

It is also apparent that such integrative changes have not been restricted to pre-press 
functions, and that the whole printing function has been affected. The extent of changes in the 
industry are further illustrated by reference to Table 1.1, which highlights the integrative nature 
of the new technologies which have evolved in printing. 

We use this example of printing merely to illustrate how interlinked and interrelated 
previously discrete functions have become as a result of the spread of new technologies. 

Such new technologies have also created whole new industries, for example, in the 
electronics and communications areas. These industries have generally been based on high 
levels of research and development (RkD) - typically 10 to 12 per cent of sales revenue per 
annum - and highly qualified personnel - typically a 30 to 40 per cent graduate level of 
employees. 

These examples emphasize our view that technology can no longer be viewed as a 'one
off approach, but must be carefully planned. The more sophisticated and costly - but cost
effective - these become the greater the barriers that may emerge for developing countries with 
limited skilled manpower and financial resources. In fact the first of these, education and skills, 
may even prove the biggest hurdle to overcome. Th~ ~!oblems in this regard may be higher in 
developed western economies than in Japan, according to one observer: 

·we are going to win Md they (the West) are going to lose. We are beyond the Taylor model the 
survival of firms depends on the day-to-day mobilization of every ounce of its intelligence. For us 
the core of management is precisely this art of mobilizing and pulling together the intellectual 
resources of all employee11 in the service of the firm. The intelligl"lce of a handful of technocrats 
is not enough to take up (the technological and economic clu.llenges), with any real chance of 
success•.'' 

For the present examination of developed country experiences and policy adaption, a 
limited num::,er of technologies associated especially with the mechanical engineering industries 
will be used. Those covered are: 

(1) Robotics (IR) 
(2) Computer aided design (CAD) 
(3) Numerically controlled machine tools (NCMT) 
(4) Flexible manufacturing systems and cells (FMS/FMC) 

" BesHnt & Chishol•, (1986). 
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Tobit I.I 11le tkfflopmtnl ofprinlillg teduwlogy 

Phase 

Mamuil (l 5th
l 8th Centuries) 

Mechanical (19th 
Century) 

Electro-mechanical 
& ElectnKhemicaJ 
(late 19th Century and 
first part 20th Century) 

Electronic (1950s and 
1960s) 

Digital (1970s +) 

lnnoWllion 

Wooden prea (Gutenberg) 

Iron prea (Stanhope) 

Large steaoHlriven units (Koenig) 

Mass-produced presses (Albion) 

Semi-auto casting 
(Linotype/Monotype) 

Pbotolithognpby; pbocogravure; 
process camera; better paper, inks, 
plates 

Small electric motors; 
independently powered machines; 
typed text (IBM) 

Colour scanners (Printing 
Developments International); 
photosetting (Berthold/ Monotype) 
mainframe computer typesetting 
(Compugrapbic/ Ferranti); visual 
display units (Cossar/Fairchild) 

Full page make-up 
(Optronics/Daily Mirror Group); 
laser electro- photography (Hell); 
automatic page composition (Sci
tex/ Hell/Crossfield) 

Source: Based Oll Bollard (1983) and Haywood (1985a). 

--./ 

Esa.hlisbed mm:machine 
relatioas 

Increased labour productivity 

Increased capital intensity and 
labour productivity 

Cut capital cost 

Increased capital cost and labour 
productivity 

New specialist processes; better 
quality work 

Small flexible units 

facreased labour productivity; 
changing capital costs; altering 
man:machine relations 

Increasing integration of 
production phases 

The rationale for this is that this has probably been the most extensively researched area 
of developed countries industrial development; and that - to varying degrees - each of these 
technologies is equally applicable in a range of other industries, including the cases of texriles, 
clothing, and footwear examined later in this study. 

1.S Technology and Organization Issues: An Overview 

The systemic na.'Ure of the current information technology and microelectronics based 
technologies has been noted. In the next 4 Chapters we go on to describe four of these 
technologies as applied in developed countries, and also try to assess their applicability in 
African countries. 
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Before this it is appropriate to raise several organizational mues that are becoming 
incrtZingly important for the successful use of these new automation technologies. 

Observations highlight a number of organizational factors in the effective implementation 
of flexible manufacturing syste1m - and new technology in general. First, for example, it could 
be argued tba in many instances, low risk, low cost changes in production llldbods, such as 
group technology or just-in-time Systelm, might bring significant benefias more rapidly than high 
risk tcdmological investments lite FMS. For small- to medium-sized firms this may represent 
a more viable option than full scale technology lmed factory renewal. 

The second point concerns the strategy for change. It could be tba the ·island of 
automation• approach might be the correct one, or organizational change, or quantum leaps in 
technology, or simultaneous organization and technology changes. Options and consequences 
need to be examined very thoroughly and perhaps more attention paid to simulation exercises 
geared towards a post installation analysis of existing systems, so that learning curve benefits 
might be achieved. 

Third, functional structures and hierarchies need to be adapted in order to obtain 
effective implementation of automation. It appears tba traditional Tayloristic approaches may 
be less than appropriate for integrated tasks and the skills that will be required in the future. 
In particular, in the developed countries there is considerable discussion around the options for 
devolving power and autonomy back to the shopfloor - by using stilled labour as a key 
integrative interface. One concept that might be of some use here is the one advanced for the 
European Communities FAST programme, of computer and human-integrated manufacture 
(CmM) - rather than the more restrictive idtZ contained in CIM. 16 

Figun 1.7 Condensing stnu:turrl spedalirJltion and hUTLTChia 

16 
Heywood Ind lnNnt (1987). 
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Fourth. and linked to item three. a consequence of traditional patterns of organization 
has been the need for long vertical hierarchies in firms but research suggests that this is likely 
to be increasingly challenged by the needs of integrated technologies. 

This trend towards flatter and less structurally functional occupations is being accelerated 
as a result of the introduction of information technology and the organizational changes that this 
brings with both vertical and horizontal movement occurring (see Figure 1. 7). 

Functional specialization and hierarchical structures which are inimical to modern 
infonnation-tecbnology systems may begin to break down. perhaps along the lines illustrated 
above in Figure l. 7. Instead of just being one way (downward). both top-down and bottom-up 
communications may develop. and horizontal expansion may also occur. 

Fifth. there is a need for companies to achieve closer links with perhaps a more limited 
number of suppliers. i.e .• the so-called •preterential supplier•. Many benefits result from this 
organizational readjustment which involve improved product quality. reduced units costs. and 
improved delivery performances. While traditional linkages between suppliers and users have 
focused on price negotiation. evidence suggests that a radical change in this pattern is required. 
And as noted above. the use of electronics based technologies for interactions between suppliers. 
manufacturers and customers is increasing. 

Finally. although there is growing evidence regarding the probiems posed by integrated 
technologies and the need for organizational adapwion. there has been relatively little work 
done in this field. Factors such as education and training. job design. and organizational 
development interventions need to attract considerable extra attention. since these will prove 
to be increasingly important factors if developing countries wish to improve their adoption of 
new technologies, and with it their competitive pm:ition. A decision not to adopt more effective 
means of production means a decision to remain reliant on the sale of primary products or low 
value added manufactures. 
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2. Industrial Robots (JR) 

There is no readily accepted international definition of exactly what a robot is. For many 
years even simple pick and place equipment ~ considered to be a part of the robot •ramily•, 
especially so in Japan. However, a gradual consensus is emerging and the definition adopted 
by the British Robotics Association (BRA) is probably becoming accepted ~the standard. 

·An industrial robot is a reprogrammable device designed to both manipulate 
and transpon pans, tools, or specialized manufacturing implements through 
variable programmed motions for the performance of specific manufacturing 
tasks•. 17 

Moreover, after some 2S years of development there are now succeeding generations of 
robots: 

•During this first decade (to the late 1970s) the industrial robot evolved from a 
bud-wired controlled hydmalic device suitable only for highly repetitive, relatively 
simple handling tasks, to a fully programmable electric-drive awhioe capable of 
complex assembly work. Nevertheless, apart from more general trmds such as the 
application of microprocessor control, or eJectric:-drive motors, the development 
of the industrial robot has not followed my single predetermined technological 
trajectory; rather the evolution of the technology has been intimately mated to 
particular areas of application. Thus the original coacept of •umversal automation• 
bad been abandoned, and robots hmd become increasingly task-specific. The main 
drawback of first generation machines is lbat they cannot obtain infi-rmation 
cooceming their work enviroameot and therefore require well-stiuctured 
environments involving expensive and inflexible fixtura and parts-orientation 
devices; in addition they must also be progrL1lllled on line, i.e.,taugbt a particular 
sequence of movements on the shop t1oor•." 

As a result, product-specific fixtures, grippers, and parts-feeders may account for between 
a half and two-thirds of the total cost of a first-generation system. Second-generation robots are 
more expensive, but in principle at least, the cost of such fixtures should be significantly reduced, 
and they promise the ability to be programmed off-line, allowing better computer integration. 
However, serious technical obstacles still exist: 

(a) Sensors are still relatively expensive and require considerable computational 
power to translate signals into appropriate action; 

(b) lnform.ation from sensors cannot readily be fed into robot or process control 
systems; 

(c) There is still no single interface standard. Compliance with Manufacturing 
Automation Protocol (MAP) is still the exception rather than the rule, and in 
any case MAP does not deal with software compatibility; 

(d) On-line programming languages are still used extensively, but are unsuitable for 
CIM; 

17 UA, 1989. 

II Tidd, 1991. 
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(e) Current off-line languag~ cannot exploit CAD databucs in real-time, and are 
unable to incorporate sensor input or the effect of tool compliance; 

(f) The absolute positional accuracy of existing robots still results in deviations 
between the geometric model used off-line and actual conditions on the shop 
floor. 

Consequently. existing sensor~. second-generation robotic applications are expensive 
and application-specific. radier than cheaper and more flexible than their first-generation 
counterparts. For example. the use of machine vision usually requires the use of special light 
sources. high optical-con~t between parts and enviro~ accurate positioning of cameras 
and parts. and dedicated programming. Flexibility is sacrificed to ensure system robustness and 
reliability .19 

2.1 Types or Robots 

There is now a broad range of robot types and many suppliers. (See Table 2.1) 

Table 2.1 Robot suppliers 

Country 

Japan 

USA 

FRG (Pre-unification) 

UK 

Sweden 

France 

Italy 

Austria 

Norway 

TOTAL 

No. ol Suppliers 

24 

16 

10 

9 

4 

4 

3 

72 

~ Derived from Mortimer and Rooks (1987). 

From data for specifications and characteristics of the equipment supplied by these robot 
manufacturers it is possible to identify the types of equipment most commonly available across 
nine types of industrial robot. (Table 2.2). 

19 Tidd, 1991. 
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Robot confiruratiou 

Type No.alV~ .. alTotaJ 

Jointed Ann 163 40 
Seara 96 24 
Cutesian S9 14 
Cylindrical 46 11 
Gantry 26 7 
Spherical 13 3 
PenduJar 2 } Pivot Ann 2 I 
Portal 

• By number of \rariants we mean, for- eumple, tbat of the detailed 
information contained in the volume, 163 different Jointed Ann IRs are 
available from the 72 suppliers manufacturing this type of robot. 

Source: Derived from Mortimer &: Rooks (1987) . 

Clearly the Jointed Arm and Seara robots are the dominant forms of IR, representing 
almost two thirds of robots available. Some typical specifications of assembly robots, for 
example, are given in Table 2.3. 

Table 2.3 Spedfications of l]pical assembl1 robots 

Manuractura- Model Type Year Repeat- Muimmn and intro. ability payload nationality 
(111111) (kg) 

Olivetti (Italy) SIGMA Gantry 197S 0.10 10 
Unimation (US) PUMA SSO Articulated 1978 0.10 2 
DEA (Italy) PRAG MA Gantry 1980 0.02S 6 
Fanuc (Japan) .A.series Articulated 1981 o.os 10 
Toshiba (Japan) Tosman SC ARA 1981 o.os 8 
Hitachi (Japan) A3020 SC ARA 1983 o.os 2 
Adepc (US) Adepc I SC ARA 198S o.os 6 
ABB (Sweden) IRB 1000 Articulated 198S O.JO 3 
IBM (US/Japan) 1S1S SCA RA 1985 0.02S s 

1516 SC ARA 198S o.os 10 

• Alticulated robocs include, of course, the Jointed Arm variety. 

~ Mortimer &: Rooks (1987): A111oma1ion, January 1990 . 
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With regard to the devdopment of Seara robots the concept was: 

•Conceived by Professor Makino md developed by a consortium of compmies in Japan. the SCARA 
was l11mcbed in 1981. Five potential users md suppliers originally funded the ~ect. but by the 
time of its launch tbirtec:D compaies Md bec:n involved in its development. The aim was :o 
produce a robot that was more versatile lban Cartaian robots such as the SIGMA md PRAGMA. 
but daper md less sophisticated lban oda articulated coofiguratiom like the PUMA. This was 
.cbieved through a simple but ingenious horimatwl jointed-arm coofiguralioa using just two ~ 
motors. Thus the SCAR.A is significantly cbeaper' lban convmtioaal jointed-vim robots. but bas 
a large work envelope md is more versatile lban Cartesim designs. The unique coofiguntion bas 
nabml mechmical complimcc: in the horizontal pbme to correct for lateral errors. but is very rigid 
in the vertical direction. As a result the SCAR.A is claimed to be suitable for around 80 per cent 
of all assembly wort.» 

In Japan relatively simple SCARA-type assembly robots are the most commonplace. md are used 
extensively by all mmufacturers of con..CUDJer electronics: Sony, Pioneer. Toslu"ba. Matsushita 
(National Pmuoaic. Teclmic:s). Hilllebi, md Mitsubishi Electric. 21 But in areas demmding the 
use of more sophisticated robotics mpplicalion is :imited. Nissan cunmtly uses robots at its showcase 
Zama plant to install baaeries, window glass. seats. rear doors. lamps. md speie tires into its cum:nt 
range of cars, but plans to be able to automate uound SO per cent of all final assembly operations 
as soon as new models which bave bec:n designed for robotic assembly are introduced. n Honda 
aims to go further still,md plm to intqnre its existing ISO assembly processes into just fifty.using 
hybrid electric-bydmdic robots to automate 80 per cent of these operations. :z.J In contrast to the 
trmd in Europe md the United States wbcre a few. highly automated show plants exist alongside 
m111y plants having very little assembly automation, m111ufactums in Japan bave consist.!Dtly 
aulomated simpler tasks.•"' 

For the potential investor in robotics, a reading of these two source books - Tidd, and 
Mortimer and Rooks - might prove a beneficial exercise, particularly since the latter contains 
a considerable amount of detailed information on suppliers products and their configurations. 
A rather more dated source:?S provides information on robot costs. These costs may have 
changed considerably in the ensuing years (Table 2.4) though the supplier survey (in Chapter 
6 in the present study) does not indicate this. 

Utilizing data provided by the Japan Industrial Robot Association (JIRA), Mori did an 
analysis of potential automation applications of robots and Computer Integrated Manufacturing 
(CIM) in Japan. It was concluded that the automation of current manual operations may impact 
by industry as illustrated in Table 2.S. 

:ID Makino & Fur-.,ya, 1985. 

:1 Makino & Y ... fuji, 1985. 

z: lairstow, 1996, p.28. 

:z.J Jtpl!'! Econqeic Journt!, Oec..,.r 1996. 

,. 
Kr•fclk, 1989 ..S Tidd, 1991. 

:is Flor•, 1984 • 
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Table 2.4 TJpical 10bot -.otkls used to •lflk lUllllmllilfl 'UtlUM tools 

Robotmocld 

LOW.COST RANGE 

Copperweld, CR5 

ASEA, MHU junior 

General Numeric, MHO 

MEDIUM.COST RANGE 

Pnb 4200 

Unimate 2000 

Pnb,E 

Unimate 4000 

Pnb FA 

HIGH.COST RANGE 

ASEA, lrb-60 

CM TJ S86 

Bendix, ML series CNC 

Prab,FC 

•Base price of robots from Flora (1982). 
Source: Flora (1984). 

lS,000 

30,000 

46,000 

Sl,000 

64,000 

6S,OOO 

60,000 

1S,OOO 

120,000 

Robot ~ fm 1'81 dollar QJues) 

17,000 

20,000 

2S,OOO 

lS,000 

62,000 

80,000 

7S,OOO 

SS,000 

100,000 

130,000 

20,000 

S0,000 

64,000 

72,000 

74,SOO 

90,000 

120,000 

lS0,000 

Utilizing data provided by the Japan Industrial Robot Association (JIRA), Mori did an 
analysis of potential <.utomation application of robots and Computer Integrated Manufacturing 
(CIM) in Japan. He concluded that the automation of current manual operations may impact 
by industry as illustrated in Table 2.S. 

For example, in Textiles an average of almost 43 per cent of current manual operations 
may become automated . 

2.2 Current Robot Diffusion 

With regards to the diffusion of robots, although introduced commercially in 19S9, initial 
acceptance was slow. Robotics began to diffuse widely in the mid 1970s in parallel with the 
diffusion of Computer Numerically Controlled Machine Tools (CNC) and preceding Flexible 
Manufacturing Systems (FMS). Some of these robots were for use in FMS but most were in 
the automobile industry for welding and painting. Although diffusion continues at a fast rate 
(over 20 per cent per annum in many countries), there has been some slackening of growth. 
Part of this can be attributed to saturation effecrs for certain applications of robotics - such as 
in the car industry. For example, in the early 1980s the US auto industry accounted for as much 
as 40 per cent of all robot investment. Many expens still consider that present levels of 
appl!eation are very low, being held back by lack of suitably sophisticated and intelligent 
technology. This is particularly true for the assembly area, where lack of suitable sensors - for 
vision, touch, etc. • mean th;n robots have so far only found limited application. Japan tends 
to be the exception here with nearly 40 per cent of IR applications being in the assembly area, 
as Table 2.6 reveals. 
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Tabk 2.5 Pouldiol tllllormlio• rate: ,,, job tJpt """ ilttlafl1y Stdor (peiulllllgtJ 
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I j .s • ! l I I i 1' J t9 l l .I 

........, __ 
JI e • t. • .a • ~ . • • "V D. • • • • 

i9Dd 30 40 10 30 30 31 34 -- n ...... ~ 30 IS 2IO 2IO SS ...,.piper 30 30 IS .............. 44 '° 30 40 IO IO 43 4S 44 

oilA-1 SS 2IO IO 4S ....... 
nllbcr ...... 2IO 50 IS 10 so 30 so so 
CClllClllAday 30 n 40 40 JO '° 70 3S '° 70 21 ...... 25 4S 33 '° 10 2IO 30 4S '° so 43 

-faroaa...U 29 40 4S 40 3S IS 2IO 10 so 40 36 4S 40 40 3S 
.-.lprodudl 24 JO 10 32 JS 34 41 41 s SI 40 46 SS 36 J3 43 ..... ~ 34 52 40 17 40 24 29 J7 47 46 17 37 24 40 29 26 

dDc:uic ..daiacry 25 4S 43 SI so 41 32 44 21 4S JS 37 41 39 33 39 
aalolllClbik 29 31 34 37 SS 41 41 47 10 " 2IO 4S 46 36 21 13 

' 
Giber 23 2IO so 33 30 44 3S 4S 46 43 10 37 23 40 
lnlllpOlla&iaa 

prciciaiaa 40 4S so 2IO 40 2IO JOO 39 39 31 3S 30 29 
..miacry 

pluaic produc:u 31 40 10 4S 20 40 42 
odlcn 50 30 2IO 7S 25 4S 3S 49 30 JS 46 so SS 36 ..... JO 40 39 33 44 37 37 43 JI 45 J3 40 4S ,, 34 37 

Soutcc: Mori {1991) . 

... 
Tabk 2.6 ApplialtUl11 distribl/IUJn of IR (ptr ant} 

J.,... 
(1'82- UK FRG Italy ....... 

Appliaitioa 1'85) (1'85) (1'85) (1'84) (1'84) 

Weldin1 (Spot) 9.2 16.9 29.0 28.0 60.0 

Wcldin1 (Arc) 13.9 13.6 20.2 10.8 7.3 

Asleu.bly 39.9 9.7 8.6 11.8 o.s 
Loedin1/UaloediD1 6.3 9.S 9.2 26.~ 8.4 

Paiatin1 2.2 6.4 8 .. 8 8.9 

IDjeccioa moldia1 13.9 18.3 

Impectioaffac 1.2 1.9 1.2 

Odacrs 13.9 23.7 24.2 12.8 23.8 

(Educaaioaal, etc.) (S.S) (2.4) (11.4) 

~ Tllli (1991). 
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Tani notes: 

•Japmt U5 a lllllCh higher share of aaembly robots compared with olbea countries. In 
Japllll Ibis share was about 40 per call from 1982 to 198S. while it was only about 10 per 
cent in Olber- countries. The Jmpaese lead iD iDlroducing assembly robots Jarseiy explains 
che Japaese lead iD IR pmetratioa ovenll. Most assembly robots are used in tbe 
elcctrical machinery industry (including tbe electroaics industry) iD Japmt. Howeva-. this 
is slightly misleading. because robot aaembly is most advanced ir. tbe camera. wMcb. and 
consmner electronics manufacturing subsectors. Japmt•s absolute level is more than 20 
times higher Ihm any Olber- country•_» 

Although assembly robots are relatively rare in other OECD countries there are growing 
numbers of applicatiom. For example27 of a total population of 17,7001Rs in Germany (FRG 
pre-unification) in 1988, 3,370 (19 per cent) were for assembly purposes. This trend is very 
important since in many manufacturing processes, assembly represents between 40 and (i() per 
cent of manufacturing costs. 

It has been found that in many sectors assembly has become an automation ·bottleneck•, 
with up to (i() per cent of inventory costs in lhe membly area. 21 

It has also been noted that at Hitachi's VCR plant in 1981, lhat: 

9The product consisted of 460 discrete mechanical, dectrical, md electronic parts. 
Electronics assembly was fullyautomared. bat tbe remaining mecbanical and electrical parts 
were assembled by band. The 1983 design 11811 370 parts which were assembled by a 
combination of 11 SCARA robots, S2 spec:W-pwpose (piclt-md-place) mecbines. md 9 
workers. The 198S model had just 2SO parts, md was aaembled by 24 robots md 71 
special-purpose machines. As a rault tbe number of operations automated bas increased 
from 86 per cent to 98 per cent•. 

Table 2.7 Propottion of robots usedforaaDllbl1 

1980 1983 1987 

FRG 4 s 16 

Italy n.a. 12 IS 

France n.a. 7 12 

UK 6 10 

us 4 14 

Japan 7 IS 26 

Source: Tidd (1991). 

llll Teni, 1991. 

77 
Finl! end w.rnecke, 1991. 

:II Tidd, 1991. 
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In general there is a trend away from ~ of applications to ~. with much of the 
new growth coming in new application areas, including some in non-manufacturing areas such 
as construction. 

There bas also been a discerm"ble trend toward.; use by smaller firms, esi.ecially for 
complex applications which exploit the flexibility rather than the labour-saving potential of 
robotics. Table 2.8 lists the latest available data on IR installations. 

Recently, much more information about the former USSR and Eastern European 
experience with mecbatronics bas become available. Measured by diffusion statistics <,,ne 
things appear to be moving. with significant levels of application of these key technologies (fable 
2.8). But closer inspection reveals a serious problem of under-utilization.211 This has been 
attributed to a system which bas been inflexible. engineering-driven and dominated by a 
·command economy• in which there is little customer orientation or feedback. This creates an 
environment in which the dominant manufacturing strategy increasingly emphasizes price rather 

Table 2.8 Robot populatio11 in selected countria 

Country or area Robot*mmbers 

1'81 1988 

Japan 21000 176000 
USA 6000 32600 
EC 4600 43000 
of which 

GFR 2300 17700 
UK 713 5034 

Italy 450 8300 
France 790 8026 

Netherlands NA 845 

Denmark SI 349 
Belgium 242 1231 
Spain NA 1382 

Sweden 1125 3042 
Finland 35 545 
USSR NA 59218 
Hungary NA 89 
Cuchoslovakia NA 5961 
Total 32,760 363,322 

NA = Not available. 
• Reprogrammable robots only. 
~ ECE Annual Review of Engineering Industries and 
Automation, Geneva (1990). 

29 larenson, 1987 • 
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than non-price competition. The relevance of this to the strategies in the case study African 
countries, and discuss these issues further later in the repon.30 

In the former USSR, it ~ reponed that ·no less than a third of the 50,000 industrial 
robots produced between 1981 and 1985 had not performed even one hour's wort. A sample 
inspection made by the People's Control Committee of the USSR in 1985 showed that the 
annual return on introducing 600 robots, at a cost of more than 10 million roubles, ~ a mere 
18,000 roubles· .31 

Similar problems may face the developing countries should they fail to recognize the fact 
that the introduction of new technologies - while being a prerequisite of advancing their 
productive capacities - is not a guarantee of successful use. There are many instances of the 
installation of modern technologies and factories being underutilized because of problems 
associated with logistical deficiencies, educational and skills problems, and spare parts 
unavailability. 

Trends in the use of robotics technology are towards increasing diffusion across sectors, 
firm sizes and applications, with, as noted earlier, assembly automation set to become a much 
larger user in the medium-term future. Indeed, since the development of the SCARA (Selective 
Compliance Assembly Robot Arm) robots in Japan for general purpose assembly tasks this area 
has experienced the most rapid growth, both in Japan and in other countries. Future diffusion 
to other sectors and to smaller firms will depend critically on improvement in the flexibility of 
robots - since this will increasingly enable them to be cost-justified on the basis of factors other 
than labour cost. This progress is primarily limited by technological factors; robots remain, at 
present, relatively unintelligent and insensitive tools which are not yet capable of the necessary 
judgement and adaptation for carrying out most tasks in manufacturing; and this is panicularly 
a problem in clothing where the characteristics of the materials present major problems for 
robotics. 

• 
• 

• 
• 
• 

Amongst key technological developments currently being explored are: 

direct drive robots, in which motors are directly connected to arm joints rather 
than via gears and transmissions 

advanced sensors, especially in image processing for vision systems 

improver.I, more sensitive grippers 

anificial intelligence based programming so that robots can "learn" from their 
own mistalces. 

R&D is going on in all of these areas and several expensive and dedicated applications 
already exist. The real challenge is to create a "second-generation" of general purpose robots 
with these characteristics; if and when this emerges, the diffusion of robotics is likely to broaden 
considerably. 

30 T ldd, 1991. 

31 Glazlev, 1990. 
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As Figure 2.1 below indicates robot density per employee in a selected number of OECD 
countries is now quite high, with almost 2(i() IRs per 10,000 employees iii Japan, and almost 90 
in Sweden. 

Some EC countries are clearly in a strong position to exploit flexible automation 
technologies, for example, Germany now Im a relatively high rate of use of FMS, robotics, etc, 
and can build upon its position of strength as a specialist machine builder. Its ability to develop 
alternative working practices and obtain higher levels of responsiveness and flexibility will 
depend less on the question of stills availability - with around 70 per cent of the workforce 
possessing some vocational qualification Germany is well-endowed and the reunification with 
East Germany will swell still further the labour supply in stilled personnel - than on managerial 
attitudes towards changing working practices. 

Figun 2.1 Intensity of robot use 1981. 

Robot density (robots/10,000 employees) 
280-

234-

208 -

182 -
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Country 
Source: Tidd (1991). 

2.3 Forecasts or Difrmion 
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A variety of attempts to forecast the diffusion of robots, using different criteria, have 
been carried out since the late 1970s. Miller summarizes these in Table 2.9. 

By reference to Table 2.8 above, a total of 32,600 robots bad been installed in the US 
by 1988. Assuming a growth rate of 20 per cent per annum for 1989 and 1990, one would 
assume a population of approximately 47 ,000 robots by the beginning of 1991. At this level the 
medium estimates of the earliest forecast, the Eikonix (1979) one, is the most accurate. The 
high forecasts of almost all the forecasters has been far hiJher •.ban the acn~aJly achieved levels 
with even the nearest, the UM/SME Delphi forecast of 198S, being nearly 30 per cent too high . 
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However, this latter forecast covered a much smaller range of estimates - from a low of 30,000 
to a high of (i(),000, and might be considered the most realistic. 

Table 2.9 Co,.arison o/th HIUll 111111 HIUll/ontllSI with «Mr /ontasts o/th 1990 robot 
populatio11 in th us 

Eikooix (1979)" 

Robot Institute of America (1981)• 

UM/SME Delphi (1982t 

Hunt ad Hunt (1983)• 

Tech Tl'UI (1983)~ 

Lcontief ad Duchin (1984)4 

UM/SME Delphi (1985)" 

• Eitoaix, 1979:236-238. 

• As l'CpOl1cd in fflllll and ffunl, 1913:34. 

~Tech Tran Corporation, 113:21; only a poilll atimale is ,liven. 
4 

Leonliefand Duchin, 1914:1.23. 

Low 

24500 

75000 

50000 

22000 

30000 

• Smilft and Heyller, 19BS:l67. The medium value is lhe median l'Cllf'OllK. The low and hip 

values arc the inlerquartile ranps (the middle SO pcn:enl of the rc:ipOlllC dillribulion). 

~ Miller (1990). 

Medium 

48000 

69000 

40000 

High 

209000 

100000 

150000 

100000 

69000 

127000 

60000 

Given the Hunt & Hunt reserv?tions about the barriers to robots noted below (Section 
2.4), even they have probably overestimated installations somewhat, though they are very close 
to the actual installations with their lower estimate. 

A recent estimate of the potential diffusion tlf 1Rs32 has suggested that on a basis of 
one robot for every two workers in the semiskilled operative categories, there may be a market 
of three to four million robots in the USA alone, and up to fifteen million worldwide. However, 
this is presented as a maximum penetration level and unlikely to be realized. 

Another estimate3
3 

suggests a saturation level of only 400,000 robots for the USA 
(excluding manual manipulators and fixed sequence robots), 500,000 for Japan, 190,000 for 
Germany, and 90,000 for the UK (see Table 2.10) by the year 2010. 

32 Ayrn, 1991. 

n Tc:hljov, 1991b • 
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Tobit 2.10 Forecasts of JR diflusio• - 2010 (in thousands) 

lndustrits Japan USA Germany UK 

Final Metal Products (SIC 34) 15.0 20.0 15.2 5.4 
Noa-Electrical Machinery (SIC 35) so.o 48.0 32.3 9.9 

Electrical MKbinery (SIC 36) 18S.O 136.0 38.0 15.3 

Transport Equipment (SIC 37) 100.0 88.0 51.0 29.7 

Other Manuf"Kturing 110.0 108.0 47.5 29.7 

Total soo.~ 400.0 190.0 90.0 

•Japanese figures of 40,000applications for the insbumeots sector (SIC 38) needs to be lidded to reach 
500,000units. 
Sou~ Derived from Tchijov (1991). 

Since these countries collectively account for a considerable number of IR installations 
it is unlikely that the penetration levels will reach even half of the Ayres figure of fifteen million. 
As Table 2.8 indicated, even including Japan, the US, most of the EEC countries and several 
East European countries, a figure of only 363,322 robots existed in 1988. 

Talcing a sample of five countries, it is also clear that considerable disparity exists with 
regard to the industries within which IRs are used. Table 2. l l indicates the importance of the 
automobile industry for robotics in Spain, Belgium and Italy. This is also true for the UK - to 
a lesser extent - though the dispersion across industries is considerably wider. 

The importance of the electrical electronic sector in Japan is a reflection of the high 
degree of assembly robotics in that country. 

Tobit 2.11 Industrial distribution of JR ('li) 

Japan UK Spain Belgium Italy 
Sector (1985) (1985) (IMS) (1984) (1984) 

Automotive 24.4 34.3 72.3 66.9 48.9 

Electric/electronics 33.9 11.5 1.9 1.7 9.4 

Mechanical engineering 18.2 16.3 11.4 11.9 24.l 

Plastics 16.7 !7.3 0.0 2.1 1.9 

Others 6.8 20.6 14.4 17.4 15.7 

Source: Tchijov (1991). 

2.4 Problam and Potential or Robots 

A number of factors have been identified" that might impede the rapid assimilation 
of robots, in the US in particular, and world-wide in general. 

3' Hwit Md Hwtt, 1983. 
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(1) 

(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

the lack of trained personnel bocb to implement robotic technology and to 
m.ainuin and suppon that technology once installed; 
the large financial commitment nrressary to implement robotics; 
the extemive management commitment needed to ldopt robots succesmatly; 
general economic conditions. which will result in incremental and gradual 
investment; 

(5) 

(6) 

the unlikelihood of a much more rapid diffusion of robot technology than in 
earlier process technologies; 
the limited diffusion of robotic technology to large ~. perhaps just Forbllle 
500 firms, for the foreseeable future. 

Since this assessment is largely concerned with the USA, it might be expected that the 
obstacles in developing countries would be even greater. 

In analysis of future problems associated with robot penetration by industrial sector 
(Table 2.12) price has been identified as an imponant or very imponant factor - except for the 
textiles industry .

15 The most imponant barrier to the use of robots in textiles was associaled 
with vision systems for pattern recognition. This latter failing in robotics was the second most 
imponant barrier to use overall. 

Tobit 2.12 Futrur pro"blems of in4ustrial robot ptnttl'llliDn bJ industry stt:tor. 

11 
1il • ! c: - 11 - ~ "' .2 0 

11 
0 

if IJ 
! - II l t -a~ :s c: 

IDdusuy secror .; • i 8 .r.: 1 i -;:: - - u 0. 

IOOCI 0 0 0 • lalile 0 • 0 

wood " wood producll • 
pulp " paper 0 0 0 0 0 0 
cbemical producll • • • oil A coal producu • 0 0 0 0 
rubber producll (\ • 0 

cemcm " clay 0 0 0 0 0 

il'oa " steel 0 0 0 0 0 • aoD-fenuus mals • 0 • mecaJ producll 0 0 0 0 • &eaeral macbiaety 0 0 0 • • electtic lllldsiaety 0 • • IUtOIDObile 0 0 0 • ocher lnDSpOrWioa 0 0 • precision macbiaety 0 0 0 • pl&uic producu 0 • Olber'I 0 • 0 • 

" Jlorl, 1991. 
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Another barrier. u a consequence of the cost problem, is the sheer volume of purchases 
necessary in order to reduce the unit costs of robou. Using a $60,000 priced robot u an 
example, the installation of one robot is roughly double that of the unit cost obtained from the 
purdme of 30, u Table 2.13 illustntes." 

The consequences of this are, of course. that the adoption of robou will be a function 
of the size and scale of the user, i.e., that companies with large volumes of investment capital 
and employing considerable numbers of people are the ones likely to invest in IRs. Developing 
countries, in general. do not have many companies operating on this scale. Even in the 
developed countries e.g. between Europe and the USA, and Japan. and one classification of the 
difference is reproduced in Table 2.14. While it might not ~universally accepted it is useful 
in indicating the possible range of emphasis in automation strategies. 

Tobh 2.13 Total an4 Offtflft cost of $60,0IJO..bast-pria robot, tuSll1IWlg tkwlop•t1ll cost 
tkarasa with •ultiplt applicatiom (ill tlrollSIUlds of dollars) 

a= S., a= IK 

Number Average cost Avera~ cost 
or Total cost• per robot Total cost"' per robot 
robots 

I 240 240 240 240 

15 2,832 189 2,329 155 

30 4,627 154 3,523 Iii 

• Tocal cost of inslalling n robots is approximated by 

I. = tocaJ cost of installing robots 
R = robot base price 
D = development cost for first installation 
a = ccnstant percentage of decrease in development portion of tocaJ cost for each successive 

installation 
Key assumption: The development cost for each successive application of a similar installatioo decreases 
by a constant percent (given by the paramclet' a). 

~ Miller (1989). 

,. Milter, 1989. 
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Tabk 2.14 Fadan illftwradlat tlw ~ 111111 Moptio• of }luillk ~ 
teduloloria ill} ... 111111 IW Wat 

Source of most significaat 
deYelopmmts 

Primary motMs for 
developmmt and adoption 

Manufacturillg strategy 

Source: Tidd (1991). 

2.5 The Bendits or Robotics 

E.-.pewlUS 

Poorly cniDed. low-stilled 
opentors; little c:oaammialion 
bdwma desip. wrmfwctnriac. 
wl sales fullCtiom· disc.al 
rei-t'-<'Dship wida ~ ad 
customen; •JObust• production 
Sys&elm 

Specialdl suppliers. esR1di8Hy 
'techaology pu.sb. 

To increase productivity md 
improve quality duougb the 
elimjm«ioa of direct labour 

Complex. sopbisticared 
technology coasislenl wida 
loag-tcrm goel of CIM; 
cssmti1lly a •computer systems• 
lpPlmcb 

R.educlioa in diversity of 
production to facilillfe further 
automation and compller 
inrepioa 

Highly lniDed. amlti-stilled 
openlOrS; good CCIUWIWMjc:Mjon 

belwem desip. .......t:.:twm,. 
wl Siies ~. cfGse 
Plefioooship between suppliers 

wl customers; ·-· production systems 

Major mas. escmti•lly ·c:1e
mmd pun· 
To improve ftaillility of 
productioa but continue to 
reduce C05IS darougb the 
dimjmljon of waste 

Some estimates of increases in available production time resulting from factory changes -
though this is nor a consequence of robou alone, and includes odler technc.logical and 
organizational factors,, are given in Table 2.1 S. 

Increase in 
lacreaw in utiliiatioa al 

utiliutioa al days unscheduled Tots! pen:mtaae 
plant is dosed produdioa tillle increlse in output 

Hip volume 28 3 31 

Low volume 
(two-shift operation) 74 43 117 

Medium volume 83 11S 198 

Low volume 
(oae-sbift opetlllion) 148 187 335 

~; Miller (1989). 

'
1 Miller, 1919. 
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Anocber estimate of savings from the point of view of differmr factors is given in Table 
2.16. 

Tabk 2.16 BmtUowa ofatimotal~ oftollll saUrsfrom 1flllot au rqraellktl b1 
tlind laboru am, p'°"'6d flllllit1, a4 olMr /odors /or 1'85 111111 1'95 

~r.1"5 Ellimuls r.1"5 

Dinct ..... ....... Odlers Dinct ..... ....... Odlers 
A ... f ...... li,il1 ...., r.mn- pWl"!l!jlilJ ...., &den8 

93 6 I 74 IS 11 
Ma::IUne tending 

Material tn:nsfer S6 6 38 SS 12 33 
Spot welding so 32 18 60 18 22 

Ase welding 62 IS 23 S4 27 19 
Spray painling 40 34 26 34 28 38 
Processing so 18 32 so 21 29 

E1ectroaics assembly 38 38 24 41 32 27 
Olber assembly 41 26 33 47 13 40 

Inspection SS 36 9 S6 38 16 

• Includes savings u a result of improvement in indirect labour productivity, reductions in energy and floor 
spmce requiranads, material wute, inventory. and worker safcty-relaled costs, a simplification of 
mmagement, and improvement of other factors not specified. 

Source: Smith and Heytler (198S), given in Miller (1989). 

In terms of individual company improvements resulting from IR applications, in Italy. the 
Fiat plant at Termoli introduced a Fully Integrated Robotized Engine (Fire) assembly system 
which is alleged to have automated 90 per cent of production and employs 56 robots together 
with 92 programmable handlers. Taking the experiment further, Fiat now has about 25 per cent 
of final assembly at Cassino automated using over 400 robots, together with a labour force of 
around 7 ,000. 

In Germany, Volkswagen have automated approximately 30 per cent of final assembly at 
Wolfsburg; while at Emden a labour force of 10,000 people uses over 500 robots to assemble a 
wide variety of versions of the Golf and Passat cars. 

In the UK. the benefits claimed for robots have largely centered on increased productivity 
and improved quality. (fable 2.17) 

It is notable that one of the early claims for robots, i.e.,increased flexibility of production, 
has not been experienced in practice in the UK. 

In Japan, the diversity of products, and improvement in the working environment were 
considered to be very important across a wide range of industrial sectors. Similarly, improved 
capacity utilization rates and financial circumstances were considered important results of the 
use of robotics. (fable 2.18). 
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Tabk 2.17 &Mjils tltdmel "1 -~of robotic tmoU1J ill IM llK 

tftPlants with benefit 

None Some 

lncreaed productivity 12 44 
Better quality 16 37 
Improved Process control so 34 
Better use of marerialslless sc:np 41 47 
Greater flexibility for volume change S6 28 
Less work in progressfmventory (>6 12 
Greater flexibility for produa change (>6 22 
Reduced lead time (>6 2S 

~ TDl(19U)_ 

Tabk 2.18 l11allli~ for robot ilrlplalelllation; bJ illdllSlly sec:tor ill Japoa 

IDdusuy seclDr" 

food 

taliJe 

wood &: wood pruducu 

puJpltJllpcr 

cMmiclJ pradllCll 

oil ~ cmJ praduccs 

Nbber pradllCll 

cemeac It clay 

iroolt ... 
llOD-fcnoul .... 
.... pradum 

pacnl -rirny 
elearic .......,. 

aucomobiJe 
OCher bUlpOrCl&ioD 

pncisioo -riioery 

plu&ic pruducla 
ocbcn 

A: wry illlpoNDI 
8: imporuol 
C: ndla' impMaa1 

... .I 0 i 1 ';.J ii 
i 
~! JI li 

A 

A I 

A c 
B 

A A 

A 

• 
A A 

• 
A 

A 8 c 
A 8 c 
c A 

8 A 

A 

A c 

3! 

I~ -l J > j ... I .. • 11 ij ~I J. 1. -~ li I .. !J 
B c 

c c 
B B 
I 
c A 

• A c 
A A 

B • 
A c 
A 

• A 

B c 

B 
c 

c A 

B 

Sou«c: JDlA (1911) 
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"The key feature is that the use of robols, in conjunction with oCber types of IUtOmatioa (e.g., 
CAM systems), makes it possible to increase the capKity of the factory substantially without 
proportiomldy increasing labour md capital inputs. As a result. tbe average cost per unit 
deaases as the qmntity of output inaews. The primary reason for tbe increase in capKity is 
that the reorpniud r.ctory is more fullyutiliz.ed lhaa a convmtioaal r.cility. It is designed to stay 
in operalioo around the clock for tbe whole year. In c:ontnst, many coaveotiomlly orpni2lld 
t.lch production factories do not operate on weekends or holidays, and they .. y 8lso close down 
during puts of the days they are scbeduled for openb<Ja. The secoact.ry rasoo for tbe increase 
in c:apKity is that the lhrougbput mes are higher in the reorpniJzd &ctory lhaa in the 
coavadiaaal one as a result of robols operating more continuously and Slricter control over 
operating conditions •. 31 

Other analysis of the international diffusion of IRs has been summarized in six conclusions 
as follows. 

• Differences amounting to a factor of more than five in IR penetration are oot 
only observed at present. but also existed ten years ago between the leading 
country (Japan) and other major countries. 

• The penetration trend curves show a very similar pattern among the countries 
studied, including Japan. 

• The differences of IR penetration can be expressed by introducing a time lag for 
each country. The time lags behind Japan for the USA and the major European 
countries range between 4.4 and 7 .8 years. 

• The application distribution of IR is different between Japan and the other 
axantries. Assembly robots prevail in Japan, while welding robots are still 
dominan! in other countries. 

• The industrial distribution of IR, as well as their application, is also different 
between these countries: they are mainly applied in the electrical/electronics 
industry in Japan, and in the automotive industry in the other countries. 

• Industrial robots have so far been used mainly for welding in the automotive 
industry and for assembly in the electrical/electronics industry. These applications 
and sectoral distributions are strongly correlated." 

2.6 Industrial Robots: A Briel Summary 

Roboti have developed quite considerably over the years but are still re1atively inefficient 
and expensive for the modes and scales of production carried out in many developing countries, 
including most African countries. There is also a need for considerable computational power 
to drive the technology at present. 

Of the types of robot available, the Jointed Arm and SCARA are the most popular with 
the latter being more versatile than the Cartesian robots but cheaper and less sophisticated than 
articulated configur~ions like the PUMA. One consequence is that the SCARA robot can be 
used in around 80 per cent of all assembly work. 

31 Miller, 1919 • 
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Assembly robots. of course, are likely to prove invaluable to developed countties in the 
longer term since assembly can usually result in 40/liO per cent of final product costs. Assembly 
robocs are very widely diffused in Japan - particularly in electronics - and are also increasingly 
important in Germany. We should also note that of the many developed countties using robots 
it is the structure of their industrial sectors which bas been the driving ~ e.g .. automobiles, 
el~"trical/ electronic, mechanical engineering, plastics, etc. These are not in genenl strong in 
developing countries at present. 

There are several areas which have proven to be inhibitors of the diffusion of robotics even 
in developed countries. These include: 

• shortages of trained personnel to maintain or support the tedmology; 
• the general economic conditions; 

• only large firms can afford multi-purchases thus justifying robots economically.,. 

Successful applications have usually been in such industries or large companies, e.g .. Ford, 
Volkswagen and Fiat. What is perhaps more important is that these have been utilized in the 
context of broader changes in production. for example, in conjunction with CAD and FMS. 

Given the forms of production most African countries possess, and their surplus of low cost 

labour, robots are not amongst :he most useful forms of automation which could be applicable, 
and this is unlikely to change in the short-term. 

However, robots can be fairly extensively utilized even in the NICs, and as industrial 
development grows, and the technology reaches a more mature state, robotics use may increase 
providing the industrial structure (i.e. the size of companies and the sectors they operate within) 
allows for this . 

J9 H111t llnd H111t, 1983. 
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3. Computer Aided Dfsip (CAD) 

CAD systems can be based on various computer configurations, from large. expensive 
and sophisticaaed mainframe computers costing USS I million or more. through minicomputers 
costing approximately USS 100,000 to simple personal computers (PCs) costing as little as 
USS S.000. Edquist &: Jacobsson (1988). ·fbe capability of such systems does, of course. vary 
tremendously but as the tedmology evolves and costs reduce per unit of computing power, the 
PCs gain in applicaaion and popularity. 

lbe growth in efficiency has been outstanding. 

"Today we find PCs priced iD tbe ss.ooormge performing s lo 10 millions of imtructioos 
per second (MIPS) at tbe low end of die spectnun. These ue PCs wida 80386 « 80486 
miaoptocessors that cm 11111 most two-dimemioaal CAD mpplicatioas. Tbey ca, for 
example. perform limited SI brnwtic ClplUre. cin:ait layout. roubag, simulalioo, wl wlysis, 
wida a 1apoase lime lllld better daaa that of tbe time-sharing eaviroament of 
minicomputas. Programs for these functions are seUiDg from $1001o SS,OOOeach.. 

DramUically improwd perfonnmces have n:a:ady been l:1pCrienced iD 32-bit 
miaoproccssor-besed RISC-mchitecture work slllioos, first introduced in 1987 by. for 
eumple, Sua Microsystam. Hewlett-Pxbnl, and Intergnpb.ci 

These work Slalions perform from S lo SO MIPS. The price of these work stations nmpd between 
$40,000and $100,000at daeir lime of introduction md now~ SS,OOOUid SS0,000. Ia 
c:oaipuisoo a $100,000VAX 11nso minic:omputer bad a pemk performmce of I MIPS in J9n. 
An imporlalll feature of dacse work stalioas is die dedicated gnpbics processor with bumt-iD 
gnpbics algorithms, so-called 3-D CAD llCCderators•. 41 

The shift to PC based systems is clear. 

·users ue finding that ·persoaa1 computer-based sysaems oft.en give daem 70 per cent of 
tbe benefits for 20 per cent of tbe cost ... •. This is reason enough for a explosive 
8CCeplU1Ce by the market. As a matter of fact, a whole new market segment bas e!!:.erged. 
Wida au estimated 42,000units inslallcd globally at tbe end of March 198S. it is believed 
that already more than one-dainf of all CAD seats ate based on PO,. The move lo 
persoaa1 computers is expected to llCCe1erale quietly now that more powerful machines with 
better displays ate in tbe process of introduction. By 1990 •persoaa1 computer power will 
bave increased so much that more than nine of every JO CAD/CAM, CAE seats will use 
a personal or desktop computer•. c 

CAD systems in the garment industry share certain common clwacteristics. 

·Although available CAD systems differ in their hardware coafipntion. all computer 
graders and marker makers include a digitiurfor convertin1 tbe basic paUern coafipratioa 
into computer languaae, a minicompuur for storio1 information llld cmtrollin1 equipment. 
a graphic display unit for visual monitoring and peUerD checks, and a high speed plonu for 

., lllold1off, 1917•, 1917b. 

" Astebro, 1991b. 

r. puil!'! Grtd!!n world, 1915. 
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drawing llCCunle Nll-siJ.e procfuctioa milkers. The basic applicaticlas software is sold as 
put oflbe systaD with DO bratdown ~ budwue md software cos1s•.41 

3.~ CADs lnrecntive Bias 

Computer aided design itself is a relatively :iew technology, it being the late I %0s before 
integrated systems were evolved. However, at tbi! stage the systems were expemive and not 
extemively distn'buted, and it was not until some fifteen years later that growth in installations 
really toot off. In pan this ~ u a consequence of the growing computing power and diffusion 
of the personal computer - u noted above - and expansion of tbe mainframe computer sector. 

•ongiml CAD approacbcs aUOMld computer-based ent!y, llllDipulation md skn'a£e of 
symbols. They were primarily useful for graphic or topolop:aJ reprcseatatioo. 

The new CAD technology captures wl keeps track of the snhstmtive information the 
symbols represent. It mikes poml>le significant analysis of engineering designs which was 
not previously possible, and it creates ID engineering dafl!lwse. In other wonk, the 
technology of the 1970s helped draw diagrams; that of the 1980s designs and analyses 
systems• ... 

The spread of CAD involves a movement towards the inteiration of processes or a 
"systemofacture" rather than the traditional "machinofacture" of previous eras. This point has 
already been emphasized in Chapter I. The integrative nature is summarized in the following 
comment: 

3.2 

"The integration concept will see to it that formerly discrete approacbcs DOW converge 
uocler ooe system - and this convergence goes well beyond classical design references. It 
includes bills of materials, quality control aspects, inregratioo with manufacturing 
(particularly robotics) and the ability to follow up product reliability at the end-user sire. 

The greater the competitive pressure to design new products rapidly. and the quicker the 
old ones become obsolete, the greater the need for computer-based approaches. This leads 
to m«.m rapid adoption of CAD in consumer electrooics, architectural design and service 
oriented companies than in older businesses less subject to product and process evl)Jution. 
Yet these, too, can be revifl!lized through newer, more competitive CAD-assisted 
products"." 

The Diffusion or CAD 

It is clear that CAD has now become a widely diffused technology - especially in the 
developed economies - and the range of capabilities has broadened considerably.46 It has been 
calculated that by 1986 over 300,000 CAD seats were in operation in 21 countries (see Table 
3.1) though clearly the 12 Western developed countries listed accounted for about 98 per cent 
of these installations. The three East European countries accounted for about a third of 

43 Hoffmn .,., Rush, 1988. 

44 Chor1f11, 1987. 

" Chor1f11, 1987. 

46 A1ttbro, 1990 • 
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one per cent; Latin American countries for about one tenth of one per cent; and Korea, India, 
Singapore and Taiwan collectively, for only a fraction over one per cent. 

Table 3.1 11le di./fusio• of CAD ill ll colUllria tuUI the world 

Year USA UK FRG France Italy Japu Yugosl. Sweden Rqiublic India 
of Kora 

1976 160 

1977 120 ISO 

1971 170 320 

1979 7,lSO 260 730 240 

1980 9,900 400 410 1,120 360 20 

1981 14,000 l,660 1,230 S80 1,530 sso 40 

1982 3S,800 4,000 1,500 2.2SO 800 2,900 820 80 

1983 44,100 10.000 11,000 10,000 890 S,300 100 1,340 130 100 

1984 S4,400 13,000 16,000 12,000 1,000 9,100 130 2,200 2SO 200 

198S 132,200 17,000 21.000 14,000 l.SOO 10,400 2SO 3,620 430 390 

1986 210,000 23,000 26,000 16,000 S,880 740 110 

1987 31,000 

1988 S6,000 

Year Arg. Brazil Norw. Sinp. Finl. Dcnm. led. Bulg. USSR Taiw Canad World 

1976 4,000 

1977 S,200 

1978 6,900 

1979 9,000 

1980 17,60 
0 

1981 190 28,80 
0 

1982 40 60 280 3SO 47,00 
0 

1983 70 110 360 0 6SO 2,000 60,00 
0 

1984 90 190 4SO 200 60 76,00 
0 

196S 190 340 900 290 630 1SO 20 120 110 1,30 S,000 211,l 
0 00 

1986 1,26 1,260 30 170 l,000 303,0 
0 00 

1987 230 2.300 

1988 290 10,00 
0 

~ Aslcbro (1991a}. 

If Astebro's data is correct (Astebro, 1991), and there is no reason to suspect it is not, 
explosive growth in the number of CAD seats in place has occurred in the mid 1980s with 
spectacular annual growth, leading to a US capacity of some S00,000 seats and a worldwide 
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61 per cent in 1985. The ~ computing power since the mid-19<JOs is clearly illustrated 
by reference to Figure 3.1. 

.... y-~ 
e DB:VAXNH,;, q leas 

• Mia:llC"""''*'* 
0 RISC--.. CampulCn 

117U 

Source: Electronic Design, Jan 7, 1988. 
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In a personal communication with Joe Off (Managing Director of Textile/ Clothing 
Technology Corporation [T.C]

2
of North Carolina) he notes that textiles and clothing application 

software packages on their own now cost as little as $6,000, and he understands that there is 
another package on the market for as little as $3,800. He comments that there are now many 
small companies who can use CAD systems who could not do so in the past. 

He further states that: 

•As far u foreign use of CAD systems in Africa, Asia, and Latiu America, lbe btest I have 
beard is that lbe Mattel toy compay is iastalling many automated cutting systems in 
lndooesia in very remote locations. Tbese will be fed CAD data by electronic data 
inlerdlanse (EDI) sent from lbe United s1a1ea directly to lbe cuuine room in lbeae remote 
locatioas•. 

Another [T.C]
2 

expen was able to write, in 1988, that CAD systems in the garment 
industry could now be obtained for $40,000 which embodied all hardware and software costs, 
such as, computer equipment, monitors, digitizer and plotter; with the software containing 
programmes for pattern design, pattern digitizing, marker mating and full scale marker plotting. 
He further noted that: 

•Introduced for lbe fine time wu an Apple-Macintosh bued marker lllllkine sySCem. Fully 
utilizine lbe 32-bir arcbileclure of lbe Mac, this 1y11em demoascraled icon1friveo user 
interfaces to p1ttern desip, prmeor daip, specification sbeds, COit sbeds, marker 
llllkin1, autoawic marker makine utilizin& artificial inlellipace, outpal to almost any 
plotter, and textile desip and data 1D1Dasemea1. OplicaJ disk mus 1torase capabilitiea 
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allow for a vast number of markers and designs to be stored and 'CCessed via the relational 
cbbibase. 

Another first for the marker making arena was the introduction this year of a new system 
running OD the PC mi~ro-computer technology operating under Microsoft Windows. 
Windows is a multi-tasking environment for the IBM PC and clones. This allows for more 
than one program to be running at the same :ime, generally allowing for increased speed. 
Anyone accustomed to the Microsoft environment won't have any trouble using these 
systelm. Probably the most striking cliffermce in this system is its software price tag of 
$3,375. That is, manufacturers may purchase the software only if they already have 
banfwue or wish to purchase the banfwue from !heir local vendor. In lddition, a 
Developer's Tool Kit is liVailable to enable customiDtion of the program to meet specific 
needs. 

These low-price systems are obviously targeted to bring the smaller companies into the 
computer marlcmg age. With a bit of ingenuity at work, any company can have complete 
marking, grading and plotting including hardware for under SIS,000. In some cases, only 
a 36• width plotter is available at such a low system price. However, this may be perfectly 
applicable to some companies since 72 •makers can be plotted by plotting the left side first 
and then the right. Wider plotters are also availabte•.'7 

3.3 Problems to Solve 

Such incremental improvements in the effectiveness of the technology are apparent and 
will clearly be continued in the future. In a Delphi type study carried out by Ranta and Ebel, 
and utilizing data from L'le Office of Technology Assessment in Washington, they found that 
many of the key problems currently associated with CAD usage would be resolved in the next 
ten yi:ars - as Figure 3.2 indicates. 

3.~ CAD's Economic Viability 

The question then becomes one of whether CAD technology is economically viable, and 
whether improvements in productivity match expectations. Clearly in the early stages of 
diffusion of technology there may be some element of experimentation and learning about the 
opportunities afforded by any technology. However, CAD has now gone through a period of 
approximately 25 years of development and its potential is now quite well understood in the 
developed countries. A few examples of the use of the technology give us some idea of how 
effective it is. 

One Swedish company {ASEA) adopted CAD for transformer design in the mid 1970s. 
Design times for some of these transformer variations was said to have declined from 3000 
hours using traditional design methods, to 40 hours utilizing CAD.41 Other researchers,49 

have remarked on productivity increases ranging from 2. 74 to I, to 20 to I, depending on the 

., ~. 1988. 

41 Kjellborg, 1986. 

'9 Arnold (1984), Srier C19S2> Ind Kaplinsky (1983> • 
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Figurt 3.2 KtJ problons of CAD 

Before 1987 1987-1990 1991-2000 2001 and • beyond 

t 
HflJ'tiwan --- 1. High resolution, color 

display of designs, with 

• rapid generations of 
11 

images <> • a 
0 

Borh hardwan and software 
2. Low-cost, powerful 

microcomputer-based 
work stations for: 
a) electronics design • • <> 0 • a b) mechanical design • <> 0 a • • 

3. Independent CAD work 
stations linked by 
network, with access to 
super-computer for 

, powerful analysis and 
simulation • 0 a 

<> • 
Software 
1. Three-dimensional solid 

modeling systems, 
resulting in: 
a) more realistic images • • <> • 0 a 

~ 
~~ b) enhanced ability to 

4 '~ connect with 
) ~ manufacturing 

equipment • 0 • 0 <> • 
" 

... 
S. Comprehensive, powerful 

computer aided 
engineering systems for 
mechanical design • • • 6. Extensive 
design/manufacturing 
integration • • 0 • a • <> 

• <> Solution in laboratories . .._, .o First commercial applications. 

•c Solution widely and easily available (requirin& minimal custom en&ineerin& for each application). 
Solid symbols ( + 8 •>: OT A, 1984. Open symbols ( <> o C): IIASA, 1988. 

~ Ranta & Ebel. Vol. II. r • 1 
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Tobit 3.2 Dtvt/op«l COlllllT] UyolU of 1111UU1ftu:tura fro• UJdoping COlllllries ill rtlation 
to daign and draughting illtellSity 

Value$ million R•nkinp (N = 15) 

1'70 1'71 Growth Value Growth Drafting Desi&n 
1'7811'70 (1'71) intemity intemity 

Major traditional 
manur.ctures 

Semi-finished 
textiles 1,815 9,615 S.3 1 13 11 11 

Clothing 1,181 9,502 8.1 2 10 12 14 
Shoes 151 2,033 13.S 7 6 14 13 

Major higher-technology 
manufactures 

Chemicals 588 2,282 3.9 5 IS 9 6 
Metals and 
metal products 319 2,223 7.0 6 12 10 9 

Machinery except 
electrical and 
business 81 1,136 14.0 8 5 4 3 

Electrical 
machinery 372 4,4;.,3 12.0 3 7 I I 

Busin~ machines 81 600 7.4 12 11 2 s 
Scientific 
instruments 24 359 15.0 13 3 3 4 

Motor vehicles 23 603 26.2 11 2 8 10 
Aircraft 18 737 40.9 10 I 6 2 
Shipbuilding 40 355 8.9 14 9 5 8 
Consumer 
electronics 214 2,391 11.2 4 8 • • 

Total other 
manufactures 401 2,922 7.3 

Total major 
traditional 
manufactures 3,330 22,095 6.6 

Total major higher 
technology 
manufactures 1,762 15,178 8.6 

Total manufactures S,493 40,195 7.3 

~ Kaplinsky (1982). 
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environment and type of products; while improvements of up to 100 to 1 in labour saving 
associated with modifications to existing desigm have also been cited.'° 

Furthermcre, they indicate that savings in fabric usage resulting from the use of CAD 
averaged 4-6 per cent in companies interviewed by them - with one company achieving a 9 per 
cent saving. All the companies were satisfied that the material savings alone were sufficient to 
justify the CAD investment. This is not too surprising a result since fabric costs averaged 
between 40 and 60 per cent of total costs for these companies, and almost all of them bad 
annual fabric costs of between $10 million and $200 million." 

What are the implications of CAD for developing countries'? Given the rapid diffusion 
of CAD post-1982 in the developed world, it appears dtat although developing countries have 
started to adopt CAD - and as seen in Table 3.1 Brazil, Argentina and Taiwan have higher 
growth rates than many developed countries - the volume of installed systems in the developed 
countries is dramatically higher. 

This may have profound impacts when relating CAD technology in the OECD countries, 
with the manufactured products of the less developed. Using 1970s US data which now clearly 
understates the adoption of CAD in the OECD countries, it has been shown that CAD was 
diffusing in exactly those product areas where exports were high in the 1970s, and in which the 
less developed countries were likely to specialize in the 1980s.'2 

3.5 

It has also been noted that: 

·Given the very significant gains in labour productivity and lead time which the use of CAD 
confers, unequal diffusion between devefoped and developing countries could erode the 
international competitive advantage of Third World firms operating in owlcets when: their 
competitors are using the systems•. 9 

The lnrrastructure 

·The developed countries face an extremely broad policy agmda as a result of the pervasive 
character of the technology and the complex economic and social changes that will 
1CCOmpany its diffusion. These changes are occurring so rapidly that it is imperative that 
policy makers in those countries formulate a comprehensive set of policies that deal with 
both the short and the long-term problems. 

From the perspective of the developing countries one could argue that the technology's 
effects will be equally pervasive and that these countries too must develop comprehensive 
policies. Indeed, a number of ualysts and institutions such u UNIDO have been 
propounding such a view and urging the formulation of national •informatics• policies as 
a main priority for the Third World (181, 1980;Nolaa, 1983). There can be little doubt that 
the technical, economic and social changes associated with this technoloay will profoundly 
alter the alobal COD!ellt within which the Third World pursues development in the future. 

'° Hoff111n & Rush, 1988. 

" Hoff111n llnd •Ult!, 1988. 

57 Kapllnsky, 1912. 

5' Hoff111n end Rush, 1988 • 
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Policy-makers must become well informed 8bout lbe nature of these c:bmges so di&! they 
cm re3pODd in a reasoned manner: and this sboulcl ideally be done OD lbe buis of a 
comprehensive policy framework•.,. 

This becomes increasingly obvious when we see that the infrasuucture within which such 
a technology as CAD is implemented, and the relationships between this and its successful use. 
In the work of Astebro reported earlier, a suong positive relationship was found between the 
level of research and development (R&D) activity in a country (r = 0.78), l;bour costs (r = 
o.n), a good educational framework (r = 0.71) and the availability of a suong CAD supplier 
presence in the country (r = 0.70), related to successful adoption of CAD. The labour/capital 
ratio was a lesser though important factor too (r = 0.54) (see Table 3.3). 

Table 3.3 

LAB/ 
CAP LAB CAP SUPPL SIU UD INT EDU CAD 

LAB/ 
CAP 1.00 

(16) 

LAB .88" 1.00 
(16) (18) 

CAP -.40 -.36 1.00 
(16) (16) (20) 

SUPPL .23 .33 -.08 1.00 
(16) (18) (20) (21) 

SIZE .03 -.II -.18 .19 1.00 
(16) (16) (20) (20) (20) 

R&D .25 .34 -.19 .S4" .61" 1.00 
(13) (13) (IS) (IS) (IS) (IS) 

INT .38 .49 -.30 -.36 -.10 -.28 1.00 
(16) (16) (19) (19) (19) (IS) (19) 

EDU .61" .12• -.19 .56" .JO .25 .IS 1.00 
(13) (14) (16) (17) (16) (11) (IS) (17) 

CAD .S4" .77" -.31 .7<:/' .27 .18• .09 .11• 1.00 
(16) (18) (18) (21) (18) (14) (17) (IS) (21) 

"significant at O.OS level. 

•significant at O.Ol level. 

Key: LAB/CAP = Labour I Capital Ra1io 
LAB = Labour Cost 
CAP = Capital Cost 
SUPPL = Local Presence of US Supplien 
SIZE = Natural Potential User Industry 
RAD = Level of RAD lnten1i1y 
INT = Subject to lntemalional Competition 
EDU = Hi&Jler Levels of Education 
CAD = CAD u a Function of the Above Facton 
~ Astcbro (1991a) 
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From this analysis the greater use of CAD is related to a high labour/capital ratio since 
CAD is a positive function of the a>St of labour. and a negative function of capital. Other 
positive factors include strong local presence suppliers. the level of R&D activity in a country. 
and substantial higher levels of education."' 

Astebro (1991) concludes that: 

•for developing COUlllries the situatioo is difficulL Not only is infonmtioo and bowledge about 
the technology scarce, but also there is limited awi!ability of the technology. Edquist md 
J8CObssoa (1988) mention that for a long time the US Goverameat lpplied an export embargo 
to India. In [the Republic of] Korea therc was a general lack of information about CAD, md a 
Id of tnained persoane1 to use CAD; the praence of a supplier industry was low. In J 98S there 
were only five sales offices from the supplier industry in Korea md six in Jndja, This problem 
stam from the fact chat there bas beea primarily one supplier country (the USA) md many 
recipient COUD~. 

The lecbdology tends to be undersupplied. » The recipient countries can form a coalition to pay 
a lump sum to the supplier for the provision of .dequate amounts of goods, but free-rider 
problems among recipient countries induce aich to try to avoid payment. Another poaibility 
would be for aich country to subsidize the supplier industry to set up sales or production offices 
in the recipient country. These offices should disseminate information md facilitate the 
installation md maintenance of equipment. 

Another measure would be ro promote the growth of domestic CAD industries. However, in 
developing countries labor is cheap and the firms mosdy compete in national markets. These 
factors reduce the demand for CAD. A further complication is that developing countries to a 
large extent depeod on the licensing of foreign technology. n The market for CAD in the 
engineering sector thus becomes substaolially reduced since little design work is carried out. 
Because the domestic market may be too small, the domestic CAD industry would most certainiy 
need to compete in the international market; this may require large subsidies. 

The study indicates that major barriers ro adopting CAD are related to llCCe5S of information and 
knowledge and to tbe ability of the potential adopters to gather, auimilate, and apply this 
knowledge. This was also identified by the Ministry of Industry in Sweden•." 

3.6 Computer Aided Design: A Briel Summary 

In this chapter evidence has been provided of substantially reduced costs associated with 
CAD. Hardware and software is now found suitable for applications in even very small 
companies. and evidence exists of widespread diffusion in the developed countries, in those 
industries most prevalent in developing countries, e.g.,clothing, footwear, food processing, metal 
manufactures, etc. 

" Astebro, 1991. 

'° Tirol•, 1988. 

' 7 EdcJ,list Ind J1cobl1on, 1988. 

,. C1rl11on Ind Selg, 1983; SOU, 1981 • 
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These simple PC or desk top based CAD systems are available for less than $15,000.59 

This provides potential users in developing countries with a cost effective production aid which 
is capable of giving them considerable savings in the materials used, up to 9 per cent in the 
clothing industry, for example.• 

CAD also provid:s a greatly enhanced productivity capability which, because of slcills 
sbonages, may well be one of the most considerable benefits of its use. 

Competitiveness is increased through the use of CAD, and failure to adopt it would 
perhaps be increased dependence on companies in developed countries transmitting data 
electronically to remotely located production sites in the developing world, e.g., Mattel to 
Indonesia. 

The importance of developing a design and redesign capability in developing countries is 
thus highlighted. A failure to do so may well lead to the failure of whole markets, and loss of 
value added in many others. 

Finally, the infrastructure for the successful introduction of CAD is highly importailt. The 
existence of a reasonably high level of R&D nationally; a good educational framework; and the 
presence of a strong supplier of CAD equipment within the host country, have all proven to be 
vital to success. These are all factors that policy makers in developing countries must consider 
in what is an inevitable and essential move into CAD . 

59 ~. 1988. 

llO Hoff_,, end lllMh, 1988. 
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4. Numerically Controlled Machine Tools (NCMT} 

The inttoduction of computer controllers to machine tools began in the 1940s. largdy 
as a consequence of the interest of the American Air Force in achieving improved accuracy and 
repeatability in the machining of aircraft parts. At this stage of development the focus was on 
metal-cutting machine tools and not on metal-forming. However looms. weaving. cutting and 
sewing machines. etc. can also be NCMTs. 

"There are two kinds of IDllChine tool used in mdalworking. The first shapes the mdal by 
c:utting it to the comict shape and comet size. MKhine tools of this type remove the mdal 
in the form of chips. These tools are power-driven. usually by electric motors. and are too 
large and too heavy to be hwl c:uricd. The second kind of nwchine tool shapes the mdal 
in one of two ways, either by shearing, or by hammering or squeezing the mda! into shape. 
Such nwchine tools are known as mdal-fonning too1s•.11 

The earliest NC applications were to a Swiss jig-borer and a Parsons Corporation milling 
machine, both in 1948.c At an early stage the Massachusetts Institute of Technology became 
involved, largely as a result of contracts issued by the Air Force; which subsequently employed 
a strategy of heavy investment in the technology in order to improve diffusion in its supplier 
companies. 

"The point of this story is that the same thing that made NC possible. massive Air F :>n:e 

support, also quite possibly determined the shape the tedmology would take. Criteria for 
design of machinery normally include cost to the user. H~ cost was hardly a major 
consideration; machine tool builders were simply competing to meet performance 
specifications for govenunent funded users in the aircraft industry. They had little concern 
with cost effectiveness and absolutely no incentive to produce less expensive nwchinery for 
the commercial market" .13 

In the UK too, concentration became centered upon sophisticated applications and 
control of the technology, rather than on simple micro-processor control of basic machine 
tools."' 

4.1 F.arly Developments and NCMT Rationale 

The first really new machine tool to emerge as a result of numerical controllers (for 
almost ten years the NC function was an add-on to existing models) arrived in 1958 with the 
Kearney and Tracker machining centre - which could perform milling, drilling. boring and 
tapping operations. This was thus the first real instance of a numerically controlled, multi
functional machine tool. Previously these four operation.~ would be carried out on several 
different machine tools. 

The impact of the evolution of machine tools from conventional manually operated ones 
through to full CIM can be seen by reference to Table 4.1 with regard to the seven steps of the 

61 Sclberr1S end P1yne, 1985. 

11 Sclberre1 end P1yne, 1985. 

63 llobl1, 1979. 

"' lh1tt1eh1r1y, 1976 • 
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machining process. With the evolution of the technology the degree of control possible by the 
computer becomes greater. 

Tobi~ -I.I 

Conventional 

I. Move workpiece to machine manual 

2.1..oad and fix workpiece manual 

3. Select and insert cutting tool manual 

4. Establish and insert speeds manual 

5. Control cutting manual 

6. Sequence tools and motions manual 

7. Unload pan from machine manual 

Key: Conventional MIC Tool = PR Numerical Control 
NC = Numerically Conlrollcd Machine Tool 
MC =Machining Ccnuc 
CIM = Compuccr lnkgratcd Manufacturing. 

NC 

manual 

manual 

manual 

computer 
controlled 

computer 
controlled 

manual 

manual 

MC CIM 

manual 
computer 
controlled 

manual 
computer 
controlled 

computer computer 
controlled controlled 

COmplOter computer 
controlled controlled 

computer computer 
controlled controlled 

computer computer 
controlled controlled 

manual 
computer 
controlled 

As noted above, early development centered on metal cutting rather than metal forming 
and this area is still by far the heaviest user of NCMTs, with about 80 per cent being of this 
type.°' 

•Metal cutting is one of the mosc fundamental processes of modem society. In the past 
decade it bas undergone imporiant changes as regards the technology used. Manually 
operated machine tools are being substituled by computer numerically controlled machine 
tools. This process starred in the 19SOs but only took off after 1975 when the 
microcomputer began to be used as the basis for the computer numerical control unit. 

As a response to the technical and economic changes in the 1970s, the choice of technique 
in turning bas altered and this change is reflecled in a decline in the market for the simpler 
types of laches that the NICs have specialiud in producing. This change is in itself 
sufficiently alarming for the lathe producers in the NICs to contemplate ldjusting md 
startin1 to produce CNC lathes too. The CNC ladle technology is, however, a technology 
whose operation involves the use of such a combination of factors of production that one 
may well ariue rhat Ibis technology is of as 1reat a benefit to investors in the NICs as in 

°' Alleric..i "-«:hini1t, 1983a. 
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the developed countries. Furthermore. the btt.ak-eveo wage for skilled workers, when the 
choice of CNC lathes becomes profirable, is fairly low, indicating that even if there is not 

an absolute scarcity of stilled Imour the use of CNC lathes am be .tvantageous to 
investors•.• 

The rationale for the introduaion of NCMT is based on the opportunities it affords to 
change what is essentially a one off or small batch production ( < SO pans) into a more flow line 
process. The nature of produaion can be captured by the trade-off between large-scale 
·economies of scale· and small-scale ·economies ofscope·. (see Figure 4.1). 

F 

R.EXIBLE lllANSFERUNES....., _____ _ 

VARIETY OF PARTS 

It is now accepted as conventional wisdom, and as a result of empirical observation, that 
by far the highest proponion of production produced across the manufacturing sector, is in batch 
sizes of less then SO. 67 

One consequence of this has been very low utilization of machine tools. Taking an 
average component (in the upper half of Figure 4.2) it can be seen that it will actually be having 
cutting operations performed on it for only about I per cent or 2 per cent of the time in the 
workshop. The lower half of Figure 4.2 indicates the future potential that might be achieved by 

• Jecob91on, 1986. 

67 
Nltao (1913), l>erqudov Ind Solc.entHv C1991). 
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a combination of computerized machining and planning functiom, allied to effective 
organizational control, e.g. Just-in-Tune (JIT) pans control. 

Fipn 4.2 Modd•i"8 ti.a to•Jalillul ad ./llllln 

TIMEIN 
SHOP 

TIMEON 
MACHINE 

TIME IN 
SHOP 

a 
._an...cM• 

·--.... ______ _ 

·-··-··-----------------------.... __ _ 

., cut less... poslllcJM1g. loldlng. gauging, Idle, ele. 

75~ 

1lme on ITllChlne 
25~ 

moving Ind wafting .__ _____ , .. ·I 

·. ·. ·. ·. ·. 

I I 
··. · . ··. ·. · .. .. · .. .. 

···· .... 

r:gH~~E _________ ...... ! __ _._· . ..;..._--'.;.;...:.-;...;:"',...;'·-·:,·.-~' 
----1-----1 

In cut positioning, loading, 
gauging, lcle, etc. 

4°" 

In closing this section we should note that despite the benefits of NCMT and its growing 
diffusion in the developed countries, it was estimated that in 1985/86, only 7 .1 per cent of 
employees were working with programmable equipment/machines in the Federal Republic of 
Germany - a country where we might anticipate NC adoption to be high compared to many 
other countries (FiJUre 4.3). 
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Fifiur 4J flu of~ of protbu:til>a bJ aylo,as in IM Federal Rtpublk of &lllUlllJ 
ill 1985-1986, bJ Ind of tullontation and rudumimtion 

..... NC./Ol"'9diiM ........ 

t-ior 
••-tion/nccliMiation 

..-&. VDU. PC. CIDl"flllniml Hisfiat 

_...••••~•at -------~L.:::::::.~....J.•JrllllL....,,...tt:C..~ 
•. , .. ..._,ic i.the. 
,_.....,__ Hip 

,..... ~- fillifts ~ -----+J-____ _.._ ___ .._l 
M-n, CC111trolled tnachina/equiprnent. 

211% ................. _.__ 
aniitc lethc . ._. .. ~ 

•. , ...... MHhilie. ,,,_..,_ . .,... 
•1 .. ilt ................. . 
"*· microscope • 
... .teftlils 

Source: Ebel (1991). 

4.2 NCMT Types and Applications 

There are six major types of operation involved in metal-cutting, though these no longer 
need discrete items of equipment to perform all these operations. 

1. Turning and boring 
2. Milling 
3. Drilling 
4. Grinding 
S. Shaping, planing and slotting 
6. Miscellaneous, e.g.,Electrical discharge machining (EDM), laser cutting, etc. 

These may be performed by conventional standalone machine tools or a variety of 
increasingly sophisticated NCMT equipment. 
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Numerically controlled and standalone 
Computerized numerical control, and linked equipment 
Direct numerical control and linked equipment, under central computer 
control. 

Examples of modern capabilities are provided in Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2 Examples of products oflM 111/Hkm machine tool indust'Y 

CONVENTIONAL 

Standalone 

Systems 

CNC 

Standalone 

Systems 

GENERAL PURPOSE 

Standard Custom 

Turret Longer bed 
lathes, lathes 
milling machines 

CNC lathes, Larger bed and 
machining taller bead 
centres machining 

centres 

Flexible Flexible 
manufacturing manufacturing 
cells (FMC) systems (FMS) 

Source: Sciberras & Payne (1985). 

SPECIAL PURPOSE 

Standard 

Jig-grinders 

CNC jig-borers 

Custom 

Transfer lines 

High precision, 
extended tool 
magazine 
machining 
centres 

CNC gear- Versatile 
cutting machines transfer lines 
with robot feeJ 

Data on the growth in sales of NCMT among OECD countries shows that the percentage 
value of installed equipment has risen from 36 per cent in 1976 to 76 per cent in 1984. (Table 
4.3).61 

Table 4.3 Share of NCMTs in total production of milling, drilling and boring machines, lathes 
and machining centres in six OECD countries, 1976, 1982 and 1984 

1976 1982 1984 

(US$m) {%) (USSm) (%) (US$m) (%) 

NCMT 1,145 36 3,658 66 3,750 76 
Conventional 2,005 64 1,846 34 1,157 24 
Total 3,150 100 5,504 100 4,907 100 

"NCMTs for turning, boring, drilling and milling functions can be said to be mature 
technologies in terms of the S-curve concept. They had already moved to the stage in their 
product cycle where standardization and mus production was essential by the latter half 

61 E~lst Ind J1cobuon • 
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of the 1970s. Today, the main innovative efforts lie in syscem building. The mature 
cbanlcter oftbe reclmologies is reflected in the diffusian oflbese NCMTs to smaller firms 
too. In Japm, firms with less tblll 300 employtieS have accounled for the majority of sales 
for some time. In tenm of s:ock, data from the USA in 1983 revealed that 40 per cent of 
the number of NCMTs installed are in firms with less than 100 ~loyees. In the period 
1978-83, these firms llCCOUDted for 47 per cent of the muket for NCWs in the USA. If 
we Mid to this market share approximately IS per cent from the group of firms with 
100-lOOemployees, the share of ·medium and small firms• in the market for NCMTs would 
be about the same as that in Japan in l 98G-l. Hence, in the USA also the smaller and 
mcdiUDHiz.ed firms have accounted for the bulk of the market for some time•.• 

A little caution is required in interpreting these figures. since .. share of total production" 
is mea<;ured by value and not by units installed. For example. in 1987 in the UK some 37 per 
cent of all machine tools manufacturoc bad numerical controls fitted, and this was considered 
as catching up with the world trend.10 

However. a productivity increase factor of 2 or 3 to I was found in the transition from 
conventional machines to NCMT; and by 2.5 to 6.5 to I from using conventional machines to 
the adoption of Flexible Manufacturing Systems. 71 

In terms of the production of one specific type of NCMT, lathes, Jacobsson has recorded 
the extent to which Japan bas emerged as world leader as a consequence of a concentration on 
an "overall cost leadership strategy". i.e. producing a product of low/medium performance 
aimed at the medium to small sized firm. (fable 4.4) 

Table 4.4 The production of CNC lalhes in Japan, Europe• and the USA (Ullits) 

Var J•pan Europe USA Total 

No. per cent No. per cent No. per cent 

1975 1,359 30.0 1,535 33.8 1,640 36.2 4,534 

1976 2,073 41.0 1,656 32.8 1,321 26.l 5,050 

19n 3,900 52.6 2,332 31.5 1,178 15.9 7,410 

1978 4,986 49.8 3,551 35.5 1,464 14.6 10,001 

1979 8,06S 51.9 3,505 25.2 2,354 16.9 13,924 

1980 12,036 60.4 5,137 25.8 2,751 13.8 19,924 

1981 12,133 63.6 4,904 25.1 2,021 10.6 19,058 

1982 10,344 64.4 4,225 26.3 l,489 9.2 16,058 

1983 10,020 65.3 4.106 26.8 1,203 7.8 15,329 

1984 16,555 72.3 4,818 21.0 1,524 6.7 22,897 

• FRG, France, Italy, the UK and Sweden. 
•Assuming production of 300 unit. in Sweden. 

k!!r£E 11cob1aon (1986). 

119 E~i1t and Jacobblon, 1988, 

10 Garnett, F.T., 4.10.19118. 
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The trends in development have been summarized as follows: 

•RAD aims at simplification wl ellS'J use. Eqmsjs is also given to designing a product 
tbat am eaily be amau&cbual at a low cost. i.e. duough a reductioa in the number of 
compoaeals in the lmCbine. A large volume of output is required. A few firms produce 
their own CNC units. The main burien to mtry are economies of scale. access to a large 
muteting networt. wl design slcilJs•. 72 

Clearly, as a result of this concentration on lower performance/price, the price ratio 
between conventional and NC lathes has reduced dramatically from the mid-1970s to the 
mid-1980s (see Figure 4.4). lbe ratio bas dropped from roughly 4-1 to almost parity by 1984and 
remaim fairly stable post 1981. 

Figun 4.4 CNC & to•rentional lalha ill Japan. Unita purthased ,,..; pria rlltio 
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1975 

Price per unit. conventional 
lathes (million yen) 

• 

Source: Jacobsson (1986). 

1980 

Price per unit, CNC Price ratio: CNC to 
lathes {million yen) conventional lathes 

······•······ ----
Note: 1981 data assumes no imports of CNC lathes 

Two of the most imponant developed countries with regard to NCMT are Japan and the 
USA. While by the early 1980s the latter country had a stock of NCMT four times greater than 
the former country (103.308 to 26,725) the percentage distribution by sector was roughly 
comparable. (Table 4.S) 

72 Jecot.1on, 1996 • 
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Table 4.5 Distribudo11 of th stock Df NCMTs by sector in Japan (1981} an4 
th USA (1983} 

Japan• 

No. " No. 

General machinery 11.394 43 52,541 

Electrical machinery 4,262 16 10,772 

Transpon equipment 6.276 23 15,284 

Precision machinery l,n5 7 4,874 

Metal products 1,460 5 14,463 

Casting/forging products 580 2 2,662 

Miscellaneous 978 4 2,712 

Total 26.725 100 103,308 

USA• 

" 
51 

10 

15 

5 
14 

3 
2 

100 

• The Japanese inventory coven plants with 100 employees and more. The USA inventory coven all size classes 
b Fabricated metal products 
' Primary metals 

The five largest user branches are: 
1. Miscellaneous machinery, except electrical, which means mainly what are called 

"jobshops". 
2. Metalworking machinery. 
3. Aircraft and parts. 
4. Construction, mining and material handling machinery. 
5. General industrial machinery, e.g. pumps. compressors etc." 

4.3 NCMT Diffusion 

By the mid to late 1980s the number of NCMT installed had risen rapidly - more than 
doubling in the USA (222,356) and rising by approximately 160 per cent in Japan (70,255). By 
this time the FRG had 50,000 units installed and France 35,000. (Table 4.6) 

Table 4.6 Tiu populalion of NC machine tools in the USA, Japan, the Federal Republic of 
Gennany (exduding the former Gennan Democratic Republic}, and France 

Country Year NC machine tools Source 

USA 1989 222,356 American Machinist, 
1989 

Japan• 1987 70,255 Mm, 1988 
FRG 1985 50,000 Fix-Sterz and Lay, 1986 
France 1985 35,000 Margirier, 1987 

•The survey was carried out for all establishments with more than 50 cmploycca in the machine industry. 
~Tani (1991). 

" J1cobl1on, 1986 • 
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Table 4.7 Sharr of NCMTs in total prodlu:lio• of mdal-attillg ~tools ill a IUllllber of 
OECIY counlria, 1976, 1982and1984, bJ IJpe of.achbae tool 

Growdaof 
produc1ioa 

1976 1982 19"' 1976-14 

USSm " USSm " USSm " " Boring machines 

NCMT 92 3S 297 S7 174 S7 89 

conventional 171 6S 116 43 131 43 -23 

tolal 263 100 S23 100 30S 100 169 

Milling machines 

NCMT 14S" 23 633 SJ S97 64 311 

conventional 493 77 SS7 47 332 36 -33 

total 638 100 1.190 100 929 100 46 

Milling machines 

NCMT 34 13 93 34 S4 29 S9 

conventional 229 87 178 66 13S 71 -41 

total 263 100 271 100 189 100 -28 

Gear cutting machines 

NCMT 0 0 IS 6 29 17 

conventional 193 100 250 94 U6 83 -24 

total 193 100 26S 100 175 100 -2 

Grinding and polishing machines 

NCMT 10' I llS 8 126 11 1,160 

conventional 480 99 J,330 92 998 89 108 

total 490 100 l,44S 100 1,124 JOO 129 

Lathes 

NCMT 479 30 1.403 61 1,492 73 211 

conventional 1.112 70 SSS 39 SS9 27 -SO 

total 1,S91 100 2,288 100 2,0Sl 100 29 

Other complctc mctal-cuuing 
machine too Is 

NCMT 441 30 1,617 38 2.084 62 372 

conventional 1,016 70 2,639 62 1.236 38 22 

total l,4S7 100 4,256 100 3.320 100 128 

of ~hich :nachining centres 39S 27 1,232 29 1,433 43 263 

All mctal-cuuing tools 

NCMT 1.201 25 4173 41 4,511 S6 27S 

conventional 3,694 15 6065 S9 3,575 44 -3 

l>tal 4,895 100 238 100 8,086 100 bS . USA, Japan, Federal Republic of Gcnnany, France, Italy and the UK . 
• for boring macbincs and latha; excluding the UK. 

For drilling machina; cxcluc1ing the UK and Italy; US data are from 1983. 
For 11inding and polishing; excluding the UK and Italy. 
for othcn; excluding Italy. . For machining ccntrea excludin& UK. In the USA in 1976, in the case of N<"F ~· d-(:Utting and mdal-
forming machine tools', mainly NC milling, NC grinding and NC polishing . ,iJuccd at the value: of 
USS67.9 million. Al very few grinding and polishing machina were being cq• . ,_ , we have u1umed 1 US 
production of $60 million worth of NC millin1 machina (National Machine Tool duuden' A1toeiation, 191U/2, p. 101). 
Al ii 1hown above, grindin& and poli1hing machines were llill, in 1982, ~per cent conventional. 

4 USA data are excluded•• they do not 1how NC pindin1 machinea acparately. 
~ Elaboration on data •upplied by CECIMO. 
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Tani notes that the share of NCMT in the total machine tool population of Japan had 
reached 9 .2 per cent by October 1987; apparently the USA achieved roughly this proportion (9 .S 
per cent} in 1989. Japan has clearly been utilizing the technology a little faster then the US, 
though still lagging in the total numbers installed. 

Table 4.7 shows the position in the mid 1980s, with growth being seen in each type of 
NCMT and a consequent small decline in the use of conventional machine tools in six OECD 
countries. 74 

Although the decline in use of conventional machine tools is relatively modest - from 
3,694 to 3,S7S (-3 per cent) the growth in the use of NCMT was very strong - ttp from 1,201 to 
4,Sll (+27S per cent). 

Similar calculations for Japan and the US, though compiled slightly differently in each 
case show that in Japan the percentage of all turning machines (lathes) installed which were 
NCMTs. rose from less than I per cent in 1970 to almost 63 per cent in 1986; similarly 
machining centres rose from 0.27 per cent in 1970 to almost 31 per cent in 1986. The 
comparable figures for US lathe installation.~ in 1968 of 1.6 per cent to 18.3 per cent in 1989 -
a much lower rate of adoption. (Table 4.8 and Table 4.9).75 

Table 4.8 NC lluue in production for tada IJpe of mathine tool in Japan (per ant) 

Year 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1974 

197S 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1984 

1985 

1986 

Turning 

0.93 

1.42 

1.S7 

2.94 

3.92 

7.07 

9.66 

16.19 

21.00 

28.SS 

34.72 

36.74 

41.74 

4S.93 

S2.63 

S6.92 

62.84 

Drilling 

0.12 

0.1S 

0.2S 

0.36 

0.46 

0.40 

0.33 

0.6S 

0.66 

0.3S 

0.62 

0.87 

0.61 

1.70 

1.60 

1.82 

S.07 

Boring 

2.63 

2.24 

2.88 

3.6S 
2.3S 

2.2S 

1.69 

2.29 

2.78 

2.4S 

4.14 

4.SS 

6.0S 
6.67 

12.31 

8.19 

13.32 

•Share • machinin& ccntcnldrillin& + millin& + borinJ. 
~ lncludin& ocher machine toolt. 
~ Tani (1991). 

" fdqui 1t end Jacoblson, 19aa. 

75 T1ni, 1991. 

Milling Grinding MC/CBM" 

1.22 0.16 0.27 

1.79 

1.71 

2.31 

3.29 

4.62 

S.3S 

S.S2 

7.16 

10.61 

14.00 
20.24 

21.93 

2S.41 

2S.88 

23.37 

27.24 

0.14 

0.IS 

0.29 

0.29 

0.19 

0.33 

0.67 

0.26 

1.00 

l.39 

1.99 

2.62 

3.Sl 

4.99 

7.34 

9.97 

0.37 

0.48 

0.64 

0.80 

1.26 

1.12 

I.SS 

3.12 

s.ss 
9.SI 

IS.09 

lS.12 

JS.SS 

19.74 

27.68 

30.S2 

Total~ 

O.S7 

0.1S 

0.82 

1.30 

1.80 

2.48 

2.7S 

4.14 

S.37 

8.72 

12.33 

lS.63 

16.47 

18.8S 

22.00 
25.66 
2S.27 
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Since the NC share amongst recent installations ~a little over 33 per cent in Japan -
compared to a rate of only 11 per cent in 1987, which covers the period in Table 4.8 above, a 

greatly expanded population of NCMT by the year 2000 may be assumed. The predicted NC 
share of installations is 40 per cent which implies a population of 240,000 by 2000, more than 
three times the late 1980s level; bringing significant economic and social impacts. 

Table 4.9 NC shorts of .adtiae tools ill tM US llldalworling UulustfJ (per «lllJ 

Year of installation• 

Consumption Installation 
Machine 1968 1969-1978 1974-1983 1984-1988 1989 
Turning machines 1.6 11.0 33.2 52.0 18.3 
Boring machines 8.8 17.4 3S.l S2.0 22.2 
Drilling machines 1.4 3.3 4.S 8.6 3.6 
Milling machines 1.8 6.S 17.S 26.9 11.3 
Grinding machines 0.9 2.1 3.1 8.4 2.9 
Machining centers" 0.9 4.2 14.2 30.9 9.2 
Total metal cutting 1.8 6.3 lS.3 27.1 10.S 
Total metal forming 0.7 2.0 6.3 14.6 3.9 
Total machine tools 7.6 S.4 13.7 2S.2 9.6 

• Share = machining cenler/drillinJ + milling + boring. 
~Year of instaCation ccrraponds to the folJowinggcneration of machine tools: 04ycan, 1984-1981;S-9ycan1974-1983; 
10-19 ycan, 1969-1?78;more than 20 ycan, before 1968. 
Source: Tani (1991). 

Since past trends in Japan and the US have been similar (see Figure 4.S) similar 
increases in the US to those in Japan can be expected. 

Figun 4.5 Past tnnds of NC sMn instaJJation, mdlll cutting and mdlll forming, in the USA 
and in Japan 

1965 1970 1975 1980 
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The sam~ analysis used a logistic curve fitting formula to calculate the growth in NC 
machine tool installations. Comparing this with the actual data for these years, a very close fit 
w~ found for most years, and this w~ (see Table 4.10) then extrapolated up to the year 2000 
using a 12, 15, and 18 year ~is of diffusion to saturation point levels, these ranged from a high 
of 33.32 per cent to a low of 30.87 per cent. 

Table 4.10 Logistic-curH fittillg to NC shan in pnNhu:tion ofrnaclline tools in Japan 

YQC 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1984 

1985 

1986 

/:l/(a+b•EXP(-c.,)) 

PARAMETERS(IT "'8) 

SD of a "" (2.04186E03) 
SD of b = ( .592942) 
SD of c = (.0277865) 

Source: Tani (1991). 

Estimated ( ") 

.418999 

.600309 

.85807 

1.22246 

1.7335 

2.44227 

3.41021 

4.70461 

6.38776 

8.49847 

11.0282 

13.9007 

16.9689 

20.0396 

22.9188 

25.4579 

27.579 

Observed ( ") 

a = 0.0294022 
b = 2.35723 
c = 0.364993 

•If = 0.992445 
R SS = 9.57137 
D. W. = 1.10768 

.51 

.15 

.82 

1.30 

1.80 

2.48 

2.78 

4.14 

5.37 

8.72 

12.33 

15.63 

16.47 

18.85 

22.00 

25.66 

28.27 

The diffusion of any technology depends on a variety of factors. These include: 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

the cost of the technology; 
the stage of the life cycle the technology now represents; 
the presence of a pool of skilled workers to run and maintain the system; 
linkages into customers, suppliers, etc. 
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Table 4.11 Forecasts of NC shan in Japan 

NC share ('Ii) 
NC share ('Ii) in installation 

in production 111=12 Ill = 15 ,. = 18 
Year /(t) g(t) g(t) g(t) 

1987 29_27 15.85 13.04 10.97 (11.3)" 

1988 30.57 18.11 14.99 12.64 

1989 31.55 20.35 16.98 14.36 

1990 32.26 22.50 18.97 16.11 

1991 32.77 24.53 20.93 17.86 

1992 33.14 26.37 22.82 19.()() 

1~3 33.40 27.99 24.62 21.32 

1994 33.58 29.38 26.30 23.00 
1995 33.71 30.52 27.81 24.61 

1996 33.80 31.42 29.13 26.14 

1997 33.86 32.12 30.26 27.54 

1998 33.91 32.65 31.19 28.82 

1999 33.94 33.04 31.92 29.93 

2000 33.96 33.32 32.49 30.87 

• Observed data for the establishment of more than SO employees in the mechanical industry at the end of Scpccmbcr. 
Source: Tani (1991). 

NCMTs are now relatively low cost compared with ten years ago; extensive numbers exist 
and they are in the mature stage of diffusion; in the developed countries there are skilled 
personnel to use them; and information links between manufacturers and their customers and 
suppliers are improving, in general. Price trades have an important role in eAplaining diffusion: 

•All the projections suggest a very rapid NCMT diffusion during the period 1990-2000.This 
can be explained by the significant reduction of NCMT relative prices in the 1980s, 
corresponding to the expansion phase of the technological life cycle. Leontief and Duchin 
(1983) considered the NC/non-NC price ratio to be equal to 11 to 1. But this price ratio 
is true only in average (for a mixed bag of non-NC machine tools). If we compare the prices 
of NC and r'm-NC machines by type (for example, NC lathes versus non-NC lathes 
(NMTBA, 1989)),the price ratio drops to three or four to one for lathes and to about three 
to one for boring machines in the mid-1980s. If we also take into account the higher 
productivity of NC machine tools (four times greater), we are able to conclude that since 
the mid-1981Js NCMT implementation has become economically beneficial enough to be 
justified even by conservative •cost minimiurs•. This corresponds with an expansionary 
phase of the technology's 'lifecycle ... 16 

The forecast expansion of NCMT in the USA, UK and FRG is graphically presented 
Figure 4.6. 

76 Tehijov, 1~1. 
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·comparing the foo:icast3 for the US md UK metalworking industries one can observe 
similar lmdencies: 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

The NCMT diffusion process ICCdentes in the I990sllld is followed by satuntioo 
effects_ 
1bere are two main •engines• of the process: cooventioaal turning machines are 
replaced by NC latbcs wl single function drilling/milling/boring machines are 
replaced by NC npchining centers. 
NC machines of new types (laser cwters, electronic beam machines, etc.) will play 
ID important role in NCMT diffusion in the forecast period. 
The non-electrical npchinery sector will remain the main NCMT user, though the 
shares of NC machine tools used by the electronics md instrumeots industries will 
increase significantly. 

The main difference betweai the two forecasts is the lower saturation level predicted for 
the UK in comparison with the USA. Io other words, the share of NCMT in the total 
number of machine tools in the USA is projected by approximately 50 per cent higher than 
in the UK. We can suggest no explmatioo for this diffen:oce, except perhaps the greater 
importance of the NCMT-intensive 1efOSP11CC industry in the USA. 

A comparison of the future structures of the NC machine population in the three countries 
(Figure 4.6)(for the USA, the UK, md the FRG) suggests that the share of NC lathes and 
machining centers will be more than 50 per cent in the first two countries, while in the FRG 
it will be lower. This is because of significantly higher shares of NC milling and boring 
machines in the FRG. 

The overall NCMT share is higher for the FRG, reaching 35 per cent of the total number 
of machine tools in 2000 and 44 per cent in 2010. There are also some differences in the 
industrial distribution of the NCMT populati'ln. The share of the main user (non-electrical 
machinery) is higher in the FRG thao in the USA and the UK•. 77 

The OECD countries are not alone in the pattern of their development and the diffusion 
of NCMT. Analysis of data in the former Soviet Union, shows that the share of NC machines 
in relation to the total populatJon of metal-cutting machines is still relatively small, though this 
was stated to have risen to 15.1 per cent in 1988 (from 0.8 per cent in 1970). This is a healthy 
proponion given the data on the USA (9.5 per cent in 1989) and Japan (9.2 per cent in 1987) . 
However, reservations are expressed about the quality of these machines (see below). 71 For 
metal forming the percentage was 4.8 per cent in 1988. Figure 4.7 shows the curve of NCMT 
diffusion by physical and value indicators in the Soviet Union. Figure 4.8,shows an extrapolated 
trend of diffusion which is similar to those forecast by Tani (1991) and Tchijov (1991) for Japan, 
the USA and a number of other countries. They note that the Soviet saturation level of 
diffusion is similar to that of Japan - over 30 per cent - but that a major time-lag exists of about 
10 years. 

•For the USSR the saturation level of the process seems to be close to that of Japan -at 
least 30 per cent. However, there is a major difference in the time period that is required 
for the diffusion process to approach this level in the two countries. For example, it is 
estimated that the saturation level will be reached in 1990 in Japan (using Tani's simplest 
model estimate) and in 2000 in the USSR. Hence, the time lag between the two countries 
is 10 years. 

77 Tchljov, 1991. 

71 Pen11inov Ind lotvinova, 1991. 
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FflUn 4.7 CIUW of NCM diffusion JUaSuml bJ ph,mal (1) indicators and wdw (2) ilulUators 

06--~~~~~~~--~~--------------------
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Figun 4.8 Foncasts of NC machiM diffusion in the fonner USSR 
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f(l) = tbe NC machines share in the total number of metal-cutting machinea produced; 
l(l) • r.he NC machines share in the total number of metal-cuttin1 machine:: installed; 
m • la1 (Tani refers to this a s•replacement time•). 

lo Fiaure 4.10,estimaled curves f(l) and 1(t) for the USSR are shown. Accordin1 to our eatimatioa, the 
curve l(l) seems the most realistic when m • • IS for the metalworkin1 industry and when m =- 20 for the 
economy u a whole. 
~ Perminov & Botvinova (1991) . 
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·However. the lag may be even greater taking into .ccount that. as it bas already been 
pointed out, the amount of modem equipment among the NC 1DEhines produced in the 
USSR is still rather small. If the diffusion rate of more modem equipment as a proportion 
of the NC machine tool population in the USSR maintains past tendencies. NC IDEhines 
in the USSR in the late 1990s will. a priori, be somewhat less advanced than equipment 
installed in Japan 10 years earlier•.11 

The conclusion is that: 

I. Trends in the USSR have certain similarities with those observed in countries with 
market economies. Similarly. the predicted diffusion process saturation levels appear to 
be comparable (based on the S-curve describing the NC machine diffusion in total metal
cutting equipment produced). For the USSR the saturation level is estimated to be 30 
per cent. Tani's model, which investigated the NC machine diffusion in Japan, turns vut 
to fit the process in the USSR quite well. 

2. A rather lengthy time lag exists between NC machine tool diffusion in the USSR and the 
same process in Japan. This time lag is estimated to be at least 10 years. This value may 
even be underestimated because NC machines currently being installed in the USSR 
belong to a different generation from those now being installed in Japan. 

3. In the USSR. groups of technologies or t1roducts that are considered to be "highly 
developed" often appear to consist mainly of technologies that are obsolete or utilize 
obsolescent categories of equipment. In fact, the dynamics of the group life cycle is 
rather slow for advanced technologies. This is illustrated, in the case of diffusion of NC 
metal-cutting machines, by the limited number of really progressive kinds of equipment 
within the NC machines group". 

4.4 Main Users or NCMT and Finn Size 

Taken that the above diffusion rate is likely to occur - installation rates of over 30 per 
cent by the year 2000 in Japan and the US - which sectors of manufacturing are likely to be 
impacted ll"(;st heavily? Edquist and Jacobsson (1988) conducted an analysis of sectors adopting 
a four qu tdrant approach, with the number of NCMTs installed divided by their value added 
(on the horizontal axis), and the normalized scheme of NCMT in the total stock of machine 
tools. (Figl1re 4.9). The results in the USA in 1983 were an impressive indicator, which provides 
developing countries with a useful tool of analysis, since from the figure various industrial 
sectors, e.g.,metalworking machinery, miscellaneous and general machinery can be identified 
that are heavy users, but that do not have the high barriers to entry found in the aerospace, 
engine, or special machinery sectors. 

In the north-east quadrant lie the heaviest intensity and users of NCMTs. In the north
west quadrant, heavy intensity of NCMTs, though less utilized. In the south-east quadrant only 

j • 

' 4 .. 

four branches exist, with low use of NCMTs; for example, screw machine products are ·- , 
manufactured in large batches and made on relatively inflexible specific machine tools such as 
heading, slotting or rolling machines. In the south-west quadran' are the branches least 
impacted by NCMT. 

79 Per11tnov Ind 8otvinov1, 1991. 
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Source: Edquist cl Jacobsson (1988) . 

What would have been of considerable interest here is the location of the textiles, 
clotbin1 and footwear industries. One assumes a south-western location, but movin1 in a north
easterly direction under the influence of automated design and cuttin1, NC sewin1-machines, 
NC looms, etc. 

Given the preponderance of small to medium sized firms in all national manufacturing 
structures the likelihood of adoption of NCMT (or other new technolo1ies) wumea 1reat 
importance relative to size facton. 

An examination of new teclmololY adoption in the TJS found clear evidence that the 
likelihood of a firm installina NC or CNC (what they refer to as PA) is related to firm 1iu (see 
Fipre 4.10). • 

• hl ley Ind lroolts, 1991. 
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Figlll't 4.10 Pro'babilily of PA adoption by siu ofpartnl company in the USA 
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Source: Kelley and Brooks (1991). 

Where less than 50 people are employed the likelihood of adoption of NCMT ranges 
from around a one in ten chance, to around a four in ten chance. However, by the time we 
reach a level of employment of around 250 the likelihood is almost 80 per cent and by 10,000 
almost 100 per cent. 

"There appears to be considerable qualitative similarity among industrialized countries in 
the pattern of adoption with respect to firm siz.c or plant siz.c or both. For the United 
Kingdom, for example, the results of a 1987 survey of manufacturing establishments from 
a wide variety of industries show that large plants (with 1,000 or more employees) are 
nearly four times as likely as small plants (with between 20 and 49 employees) to have 
adopted CNC (Northcott, 1990). In their 1988 survey, Ewers er al. (1990) find that large 
plants with 1,000or more employees are nearly three times as likely as small plants (20 -
49 workers) to have adopted computer-controlled machines in two regions of Gennany. 
Our 1986-1987 survey of US manufacturing plants in 21 metalworking and machinery 
manufacturing industries yields a similar pattern: large plants (with 1,000 or more 
employees) are more than two times as likely as small plants (with less than SO employees) 
to have adopted PA machines. 

Comprehensive statistics on adoption rates for a r.mdom sample of pl~ts across industries 
or :'eJions or both are not available for Japau. However, statistics from a 1988 survey of 
firms that are subcontractors to major machinery equipment enterprises show that larae 
firms (with more than 300 employees) Are more than two times as likely as small firms (with 
20 or fewer employees) to have adopted any NC/CNC machines" .11 

11 1Cel tr1 Ind lrooltt, 1991. 
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The role of large firms is then very imponant. In the study it was discovered that only 
two variables were dominant in the company learning about new technology. 

(I) Contacts with sales representatives from equipment manufacturers or their 
distributors, and 

(2) Meetings at trade or professional contacts or associations. 

"For all plants but those an.ched to the largest finm (SOO or more employees). we find that 
when management bas 1etive/social linkages to external resources for learning about new 
technological developments the chances of PA adoption arc substantially higher than those 
plants with passive/asocial types of linkages. Active/social linkages raise the chances of PA 
adoption the greatest among plants belonging to the smallest-size firms. For the very 
smallest finm with fewer than 20 employees that have only passive/asocial linkages to 
various external resources, the chances of PA adoption arc quite low, less than one in five 
(prob. = . 18). With 1etive/social linbges through which the exchange of technical expertise 
and learning among firms is facilitated, the conditional probability of PA adoption increases 
by more than 2SO per cent (prob. = .6S). For small firms with 20 to 99 employees, 
1etive/social linkages to external resources outside the firm increase the chances of PA 
adoption over firms with passive/asocial linkages from less than three in ten (prob. = .29) 
to more than three in four (prob. = .77). Even for medium-sized firms with 100 to 499 
employees, we fmd that such 1etive social linkages to resources external to the firm augment 
the chances of PA adoption by a substantial margin. 

When the very smallest firms (with fewer than 20 employees) are well connected to all four 
of the active/social linkages we have identified as having a positive impact on PA adoption, 
these external economic advantages compensate for much of the diseconomies of small sire 
and scale. Indeed, the chances of PA adoption for such well-connected small firms actually 
exceed those estimated for the typical plant of medium-sized firms that are nearly IO times 
at large (with between 100 and 499 employees) but have only passive/asocial linkages to 
external sources of expertise• .12 

These findings are summarized in Table 4.12. 

However in Japan, while sales of NCMT to large firms have increased by a factor of 
approximately 6 between 1970 and 1981; sales to small firms (<300employees) have risen by 
a factor of almost 21, clearly a reflection of the Japanese suppliers technology policy noted 
above; and the long established network of formal contacts which have been established between 
large and small firms, and buyers/suppliers. (Table 4.13)13 

It should be noted that because the sheer number of small to medium-sized firms is so 
much greater than those in the large firms range - as observed earlier in the chapter - the 
widespread diffusion of NCMT, CAD, etc., depends to a large extent on small firms entering 
the new technology field. 

12 
ICel lty and Brooks, 1991. 

" Edqul1t ..:nd Jacobsson, 1988. 
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Tablt 4.12 &tilnaJts of tht impottanct of uttmal learning opportunilia to IM probability of PA 
adoption in plants of difftr~nt size jinns. For both scenarios, IM plants of that Jinns 
an ass111Md to stll output from tht machining process to some othtr firm 

Estimated probability or PA adoption• 

Size or Passive/asocial" Active/sociar Percentage increase 
parent company linkages linkages 

20 employees .18 .65 +256.5 
20-99 employees .29 .77 + 167.7 
100499 employees .42 .83 +105.4 
500 employees .94 .99 +5.6 

• Probabilities arc estimated for each scenario by setting all other variables in the model to the means for the sample 
of establishments in that size category. 

b Passive/asocial linkages refer to plants in which management depends only on written media (newsletter, brochures) 
as an outside source of information about technological developments, is not an active participant in industry or 
professional association meetings, docs not rely on know-how trading with managers or engineers outside the plants, 
docs not depend on contacts with sales representatives from equipment vendors or their distributors 'to learn about 
new technology. and docs i..Jt have business customers who share any technical information or expertise. 

c Active/social linkages refer to plants in which management is an active participant in industry or professional 
association meetings, relics on know-how trading with managers or engincc:rs outside the plant, depends on sales 
representatives from equipment vendors or distributors to learn about new technology, and has special-order customers 
who provide technical information and expertise. 

Source: Kelley and Brooks (1991). 

Table 4.13 Sales of NCMTs to large and small enJerprises in Japan, 1970-81 (in billion yen) 

Year Large firms Medium and small firms• 

1970 15,510 7,404 
1971 17,278 8,639 
1972 13,951 10.600 
1973 23,075 25,122 
1974 25,310 25,547 
1975 12,921 17,756 
1976 17,069 22,178 
1977 23,820 24,856 
1978 19,957 38,445 
1979 49,013 79,017 
1980 68,84i 126,960 
1981 92,068 153,292 

• Firms with lc11 than 300 employees. 

~ Edquist & Jacobsson (1988). 
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4.5 The Cost Effectiveness of NCMT 

I. 

The use of NCMT offers a number of advantages to potential users. 

It is a technology which is still savinc. In the UK the technology has been adopted 
because of shortages of stilled labour which is consequently high priced." For 
developing counbies too, there are advantages to such a technology where stilled labour 
is just unavailable. 

2. It is not necessarily a labour replacinc technolou. While in instances, for example the 
UK, it has been used as a substitute for stilled labour, in developing countries it may act 
tc enlarge demand as a result of improvements in quality and productivity. 

3. It is now a relatively rational caoital investment choice, as noted above by Tchijov, in 
regard to its unit tradtH>ff with several conventional machine tools. 

Thus NCMT represents a technical change which is a function of both stilled labour and capital. 

•The economic efficiency of (stand-alone) NCMTs is well established. The degree of saving 
on lhe cost of production of a part varies, however, as would be expected, from case to case. 
In one study of lhe Federal Republic of Germany (Rempp et al, 1981), the range of total 
cost saving varied from 3 per cent to 40 per cent. In a Swedish study of six firms (Elsisser 
and Lindvall, I ~84), five firms dectt.Ued their cost of production of parts by using NCMTs 
(though for the sixlh firm lhe use of NCMTs resulted in an increased total cost of 
proda.ction). lbe maximum cost n:ductioa amounted to around SO per cent• .15 

On both CAD systems and NCMTs the payback is usually quick and easy to see. For 
example, 

·Newman Industries, a British maker of electric motors, is achieving the same output of 
spindles from two CNC laL'ies chat it was getting from 30 standard ladies two years ago• .16 

This implies a ratio of improvement in productivity by a factor of 15 to 1 by using NCMT 
rather than conventional ones . 

The impact is, of course, not purely a technological one. As with other technologies, 
panicularly FMS - the subject of the next chapter - their are less quantifiable benefits that 
accrue. Bud Whitney of Allen Bradley commented: 

•When discussing our own company's major investment in a new CIM assembly line, I 
argued that it would keep us on top for the long-term. Based on traditional ROI (return on 
investment) criteria, it would never have nllde it• .17 

" Senker, 1983. 

" E-.ilst end .IKoblson, 1988 

16 Rodger, FT 7.1.1986. 

,., lud lillltney of Allen lradley COlllllentld. 
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It has been found that in a high technology environment there was quite a difference 
between the true measure of costs and that achieved by measuring by standard costing systems. 
(fable 4.14).• 

Table 4.14 Relative costs 

By CGStiftl systsm True costs 

Materials 10~ SS~ 

Overheads IS~ 3S~ 

Direct labour 25~ 10~ 

Clearly using traditional costing systems is an almost inverse relation to reality. For 
example. should the adoption of NCMT save say S skilled jobs. traditional accounting would 
measure this without reference to such benefits as the reduction of lead-times. or increases in 
flexibility or quality. 

•As the level of investment in factory automation increases, the amount of direct labour as 
a percentage of total product cost decreases. Correspondingly, lecbnology cost as a 
percentage of total product cost increases. As this happens, it becomes important to assign 
the cost of the tecbnolon to the products that are using it. The process of making this 
assignment is referred to as Technology Accounting. 

Technology costs should be allocaled to products based on production usage IDd 
deprecialed based oo the expected useful life and output of the te=bnology. This is in 
contrast to current financial accounting principles which use fixed depreciation periods. 

Focusing oo simple payback, return oo investment or net present value a.uses inaccurate 
assessment of alternatives in today's manufacturing environment. The decision process must 
include qualitati~ and qua111i1ativr non-financial measures that arc crucial to long-term 
viability• .19 

Also. it has been found that in the majority of US manufacturing industries, very few now 
have a cost structure in which direct labour cost represents more than IO per cent of sales.90 

With specific reference to improvements in the cost relationships between, for example, 
conventional and NC lathes, it was found in one Swedish company that while the unit capital 
COSlS were higher for the latter, the real benefits lay with NC machines.91 (fable 4.15) 

a Hopwood (referred to by Lawrence in lncllstrial COlllpUting, April 1988). 

19 
frat iJ1, 1989. frat ix is 1111neger of ..,.,facturing operations at [TCl 1 llhlch Is the us National 
Appertl Centre. 

90 Skinner, 1986. 

91 .lacobsson, 1986. 
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Table 4.15 l•rallftlft talculation eo,.,,.,U., CNC tuUI eon~lltional latha, assllllri1ag one shift 
operation (Sw.kr. per unit of outputf 

Cost item CNC latm Conftlltional latm 

Ma~ine investment p.a. 875,000 S<i0,000 

Building 126,00<t 

Labour 793,968 2,101,680 

Total costs l,<i68,968 2,787,680 

• Other assumptions arc: {1) One CNC lalhc operator's annual wage (including social securily and other costs incurred 
by the employer) is 96,744Sw.kr.(2) A setter's wage isl 16,760Sw.kr.Onc seller is used for seven CNC lathes. (3) One 
conventional lalhc operator's wage is 100,080Sw.kr.(4) The ptfac:lor is 3, i.e. three: conventional lalhcs arc assumed to 
produce as much as one CNC lathe. (S) Ten year dqm:ciation and IS per cent inlcrat rare. 
~ Only the extra cost of buildings (i.e., for more r.pace) associated with the choice of conventional lathes is known. 

Source: Jacob~son (1986). 

Using CNC lathes increased investment by 27 per cent and reduced labour costs by 62 
per cent. Even on a single shift basis the NCMT option was best. However, with a double shift 
operating on the high cost NC equipment. the advantage increases further. (fable 4.16) 

Per unit of output costs reduced by 52 per cent over conventional lathes, though the 
labour saving costs dropped to 58 per cent. 

Table 4.16 Investment calculation assuming two shifts/or CNC lathes and one shift/or 
conventional lathes (Sw.kr. per unit of outputf 

Cost item 

Investment p.a. 

Labour 

Total cost 

CNC lathes 

1,041,000 

1,587,93/l 

2,628,936 

Conventional lathes 

1,235,~ 

3,783,024 

5,018,124 

• A dcp1"iation time cf 7.S yean is assumed for CNC lathes. It is also assumed that the output of the second shift for 
CNC lathes is only 80 per cent of that of the fmt shift. The other assumptions arc the same u in Table 4.lS. 
~ T'nC' extra costs for the building arc included in investment costs p.a. 

~ lacotmon (1986). 

The operation of CNC and traditional lathes in Argentina has &lso been calculated: 
Where the CNC lathe was a substitute for 3 or 4 traditional lathes, both with one shift and two 
shift working, it was more economical to use CNC. (fal.ile 4.17a,b).92 

v.i J1Cob11on, 1986. 
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Tablt 4.17a Choi« bttwttn CNC latlta allll conrtntU.•naJ latha in Argtlllirla assll1ninf one-shift 
operatio .. (US$J 

CNC lathe Confflltional lathe 

p=4 p=3 p=2 
130,000 72,000 54,000 36,000 

Initial investment costs 

P.A. depreciation 13,000 7,200 S,400 3,600 

Interest 6,SOO 3,600 2,700 1,800 

Subtotal 19,SOO 10,800 8,100 S,400 

Repair and maintemnce costs 10,400 3,600 2,700 1,800 

I..aOour costs 

(a) operators 12,000 48,000 36,000 24,000 

(b) progmnming. etc. 2,400 

Total costs 44,300 62,400 46,800 31,200 

• Aauq>tions: {I) 10 per c:eal inlerai me; (l) l(}.ycardcprec:ialioa; (3) I per cc .. repair a:-.d mainle111ncc cOlb oa die initial invcllllle .. 
for CNC lalhcs; S per ceal for casme lathes. 

Tablt4.17b Choict bttwttn CNC laths and conrtnlional laths in Argtntina assuming two-shift 
operatio,,. (USSJ 

CNC lathe Conventional lathe 

p=4 p=3 p=2 
130.000 72,000 54,000 36,000 

Initial investment costs 

P.A. depreciation 17,3~3 7,200 S,400 3,600 

Interest 6,SOO 3,600 2,700 1,800 

Sub-total 23,833 10,80C 8,100 S,400 

Repair and maintenance costs 10,400 3,600 2,700 1,800 

labour costs 

(a) operators 24,000 96,000 72,000 48,000 

(b) programming, etc. 4,800 

Total costs 63,033 110,400 82,800 SS,200 

• Atsumptiolll: as in T1blc 4. I 7a, except for die dcpm:iation lime whic:h is 711.i years for CNC lathes. 

Making the same calculation for both Taiwan Province and the Republic of Korea, he 
discovered there were even better returns than for Argentina because of these countries higher 
priced labour. 
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4.6 NCMT: A Brief Summary 

As with CAD, the conclusion must be that utilization of NCMTs is imperative for 
industrial development. This is for reasons of improved quality in the product, improved 
delivery performance, savings in materials, and their ability to compensate for scarce stills. 
Their inc!'"eased productivity bas brought them to a point where they can also be considered a 
r.itional economic proposal. 

NCMTs are now acknowledged as having progressed to their mature stage of 
development, and have diffused widely through the OECD countries with, for example, Japanese 
and American firms employing less than 300 people accounting for around SO per cent of their 
national markets since the early 1980s." 

By the late 1980s this diffusion bad lead to over 220,000 installations in the US, and over 
70,000 in Japan. This represented about 10 per cent of the capital stock of all machine tools in 
those countries. However, this figure alone is not a good indicator of the increased interest in 
the technology since by the late 1980s, around 30 per cent of annual sales of machine tools in 
most developed countries was of NCMT."' 

Reference to Figure 4.9sbows that while the aerospace, special industrial machinery, and 
engine and turbine industries are heavy users of NCMT (not areas where developing countries 
are strong) metalworking machinery, miscellaneous machinery, and general industrial machinery 
are also heavy users, and these are areas where developing countries might increase their 
activity. 

Since most indicators of future diffusion" suggest that the OECD countries will have 
a stock of NCMT which represents around a third of their equ!pment by about the year 2000, 
developing countries would be well advised to note the comp~itive threat this represents -
should they fail to utilize the technology. 

Analysis of the use of NCMT lathes in a number of de·1eloped and developing countries 
suggests that in the Republic of Korea, Taiwan Province and Arg~ntina, investment in NCMT 
is indeed a rational decision - even iil these relatively low lzbour cost countries. 96 

Some combination of CAD and NCMT tools "ould prove a valuable, indeed 
indispensable, form of manufacturing. Not only metal cutting or forming equipment is NCMT; 
but that automated looms, printing presses, wood working machines, etc, are NCMT too. 

Production based on these tv.':; t~:-.uio~!es lVOuld help developing countries to produce 
high~r quality goods, more ~apit!ty, at lower cost, a.,d using indigenous design capabilities; and 
could lead to broader ir.dustriai development, in an upanding range of industries. 

93 
E-.,isr Ind J11cobs1on, 1988. 

"' Teni, 1991. 

95 
J,llijov (1991), TMi (1991> Ind Mori (1991). 

96 
Jecobsson, 1986. 
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S. Flexible Manufadurin1 Systam and Cells (FMS/FMC) 

As with so much advanced manufacturing technology there is a major problem with 
definitions. Suppliers, users and others resemble Humpty Dumpty in ·Alice in Wonderlancr -
to whom words meant whatever he wanted them to mean! In the case of FMS/FMC the 
problem begins with the user, for whom there are a number of different dimensions of flexibility 
which may be sought and which may be more or less important in competitive terms, depending 
on the individual company context. 

What is evident is that FMS/FMC represents the clearest stage yet of what is evolving 
into computer imegrated manufacturing and which is a "philosophy" applicable in a very wide 
range of industries, both metal based and others, e.g., clothing, plastics, woodworking, etc. 

5.1 User Requirements, Benefits and Applications 

Typically users are looting for flexibility:97 

• • 
• 
• 
• 

• 

in product life - to permit frequent model changes; 
in product range - to permit high levels of product differentiation and produce 
to individual customer specifications; 
in volume flexibility - to cope with fluctuating demand levels and match capacity 
better; 
in routing - to mate efficient use of plant, to avoid bottlenecks and consequent 
delays and to reduce response time; 
in machining operations - to extend the range of tasks and products which can 
be made on a single piece of equipment and hence improve the utilization of 
capital; 
in plant life - to permit the same elements of capital investment to be used for 
a different range of products. 

In order to meet these needs they require answers to one or more of the following 
problems: 

• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 

Machine flexibility: the ease of mating the changes required to produce a given 
set of part/product typ~; 

Process flexibility: the ability to produce a given set of part/product types in 
different ways, each possibly using different materials; 
Product flexibility: the ai>ility to change over to produce a new (set of) part(s) 
product(s) economically and quickly; 
Routing flexibility: the ability to cope with breakdowns and continue producing 
a given set of part/product types, e.g. by processing via alternative routes, or 
every operation can be performed on more than one machine; 
Volume flexibility: the ability to operate a system profitably at different 
production volumes; 
Expansion flexibility: the capability to expand the system modularly; 
Operation flexibility: the ability to interchange the order of several different 
operations for each part/product type; 

97 lnsent and Haywood, 1988. 
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• Production flexibility: the universe of pan/product types that the system can 
produce.• 

Thus, the reasoning behind the adoption of FMS/FMC seems to be wide ranging and 
·contingent• on the particular circumstance facing the firm. Decisions are largely the result of 
•strategic choice• and are influenced by management skills and style." 

All manufacturing firms share the desire for some 111easure of flexibility. even at the high 
volume, process industry end of the spectrum, where there is a marked shift towards shoner 
production runs and greater product differentiation to match fragmenting specialised customer 
demand, e.g., the car industry. But the problem is perhaps most acute for the small/medium
sized batch manufacturers. Evidence suggests that most pans are made in batches of less than 
fifty and recent studies of flexible manufacturing bear this out. For example, a study of French 
FMS firms found that 54 per cent had batch sizes of less than one hundred pans, IOO and a 
study of Scandinavian FMS indicates that around two-thirds (62 per cent) averaged less than 
fifty pans per batch. 101 

The UN/ECE 1986 repon on flexible manufacturing offers some general observations 
on possibie beneftts. As a rule of thumb, it can be estimated that the potential of FMS are of 
the following order of magnitude as compared with conventional systems1cr.z summarized in the 
UN/ECE 1986 repon: 

• Labour costs: savings of 30 per cent or more; 
• Material costs: savings of 13-15 per cent; 
• Inventory and work in progress: reductions of 50 per cent or 

• 

• • 

• • 
• 

more; 
Lead time: very substantial reductions, on average of 40 per cent . 
Examples of reductions in lead !ime from 15 to 2 days or even 
from 16 days to 16 hours; 
Machine utilization: average increase of 30 per cent; 
Number of machines: examples include reductions from 31 to 6 
machines and from 80 to 12 machines. However, requirements for 
ancillary equipment - e.g. AGVs, robots etc. - are increased; 
Floor space: reductions of more than 50 per cent; 
Total production costs: reductions of 14-27 per cent; a'ld 
Operating profits: increases of J 12-310 per cent . 

As noted earlier just one of these items, material CO!t savings, can in itself justify the use 
of FMS/FMC in particular circumstances. 

91 &ro..ne et al., 1984. 

99 Child, 19n. 

100 Marti rier, 1986. 

IOI Haywood end IHHnt'I, (197Ba). 

1112 FMS Ma1azine, (July 1985>; US Dept. of C011<•rce, (July, 1985). 
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•fMS bas the potential of reducing direct material costs - that is, per unit of output - as 
well as inoirect overhead costs related to input materials. The sa~"ings in material costs are 
obtained through: 

• Higbei' yield from input material. In sheet-metal processing, for instance, 
FMS linked to CAD and CAP systam often lead to a higbei' yield for a 
given sheet of metal. By -wlying stock entry and pre-machining 
inspection, preferably computer-aided, defective input material can be 
ciet«ted and its costs debited to the suppliers; 

• Higbei' product quality following a reduction in the number of defective 
parts and products being manufactured. A defective part gives rise not to 
revenues but to losses corRSpOUding to the value added. The later in the 
manufKturing process the defect arises, the greater the loss - a loss whose 
value must be added to over-all production costs and, hence, to the prices 
of the output of non-defective goods; and 

• A reduction of material overheads and other indirect costs relating to 
materials. If a part or a product becomes defective in the course of the 
manufacturing process, it bas to be rq>laced. Besides leading to 
additional c('Sls for the administrative work involved, this also causes 
disruption in the production process. 

Defective parts can also give rise to late deliveries to customers and thereby to delays in 
cash inflow, as well as to a loss in good-will - losses which are even higher in cases where 
the defective produc.ts are not detected before being shipped to customers•. un 

(UN/ECE, 1986). 

The study by Hoffman and Rush (1988), of automation and the clothing industry 
remarked that these are exactly the criteria justifying investment in that industry. 

Two examples from the UK and Swedish experience have shown significant 
improvements in lead-times, work-in-progress, and machine utilization (Table S. I) of FMS 
contributions to improving competitiveness. HM 

Table 5.1 &nejiJs of FMS use by company SW. 

Machine 
Size or firm Lead time WIP percent utili:zation 
(no. or employees) (per cent) (per cent) (per cent) 

1-SOO -66 -66 +4S 
501-1000 -76 -63 +so 
1000+ -86 -70 +SS 
UK average (SO firms) -74 -68 +52 
Swedish average (20 firms) -69 -60 +74 

HD (Ull/ECE I 1916). 

ICM (1917a). 
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In both countries the 3plementation of FMS also appears to have improved 
competitiveness with overall productivity increases (although these could clearly not all be 
attributed to teclmological change). In the UK the average increase over .SO finm was about 
380 per cent and in Sweden 350 per cent when comparison is made directly between those areas 
where FMS bad replaced more traditional production processes. 

Figun S.l l-.am1e ilr f"lllit1 all4 mludio• of qillllilJ sprrad 1llOlk possibk bJ jlaibk 
.,_,,,,facl1Uilig. 

t 
I 

:a. .. 
:I 

0 

Source: Wyss (1985). 

Unit p~r year 

2000 

1980 

Spread 
1960 

Also much of !he above evidence supports the view that one of the most imponant 
competition criteria is quality of products, and that flexible manufacturing is capable of providing 
a significant weapon in the international competitio;i battle (Figure 5 .1). 1°' 

Five examples of the impact of FMS on individual companies now follow. The fir~t is 
the Vought Corporation in the US. 

Next we briefly highlight several applications of FMS which have impacted on five 
companies. 

"The Vou1hr coalncl was Jiven to Cinci.anali Milacron, who produced lbe workshop for 
JO million dollars; dlis seems hi1h compared wilh lbe averaie European development for 
workshops of lbe ume clau, which would COSl aboul half lbis amounl. The fipres 
required for a precise breakdown of COSls are not available, but it is possible to estimate 
lbe invealment made by Vou1ht directly wilb reasonable accuracy. Takin1 account of lbe 
Cincinnati coalribulion, lbe Iola.I cost of lhe insrallalion must have amounled lo some IS 
million dollars. 

1°' WV.•. 1085. 
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The estimited savings by the company over the entire Bl (Bomber) programme amt be 
compued with these figures. The saving envisaged was of 2S million cloUars on puts 
produced up until 1988. Allowing for the imprecision of such rapid calculalioo. the retum 
on the investment would be realized in about 3 years which, for such a luge sum and for 
m installation with such a short life expectancy (betMeo 10 and IS years), is remarkable, 
and all the more so because the workshop occupies a relatively small area of2,800~ 
metres• ... 

The second example is of the Yamasaki installation in Japan. 

"The results of operations in the workshop allowed Yamasaki to qumtify the savings. While 
it is difficult to use such data at their absolute value or with perfect precisioa. the tmdency 
is nevertheless clear. 

The palletiwion machine makes a distinct improvement in the rate of operation since 
loadiLg is carried out in mdvance of operation. This rqm:sents m improvement of 33 per 
cent in machine use as compaml with the traditional workshop. 

lndiRCt operation times for the workers are reduced by 5 per cent (a reference in this 
comparison is a modem workshop comprising NC machines). The distribution of parts 
in the assembly workshop in a strictly controlled and precise way, together with the 
constant manufacture time, allowed a reduction in assembly time of3.Sper cent. The floor 
space ""luired was reduced by two-thirds. This result is particularly spectacular, even 
though its financial consequence is indirect. 

These figures are only partial, but the main effects achieved are increased flexibilitymd 
adaptability to demand, a capacity for 24 hours' worlc per day, improved productivity, the 
possibility to produce the exact quantity of each part "'CIUired, and a reduction in the 
manufacturing cycle and in indirectly associated work. This set of objectives justified the 
overall investment in the workshop, which amounted to 4SO thousand francs in 1983 •. 107 

Three other .::xamples from the UK are as follows: 1°' 

In another anicle attention is drawn to several UK companies perceived benefits from 

·For example, in the limited CJM facility installed for the development of the replacement 
for the Metro saloon, the Rover company report major improvements such as reductions 
in lead time for machining components such as cylinder beads from 648 hours to 72, for 
camshafts from 200 to 48 hours uid for die blocks from 65 to 23 hours. 

In uiother widely-publiciud facility- the Rolls-Royce Advuteed Integrated Muiufacturing 
System - the high capital costs (some £ 4 million) of the system were offset by major 
savinis in inventory (around £ 4.S million) in the first year of operation. To this must be 
added the long-term benefits of reduced lead times, improved quality and greater 
flexibility. Another pluit, JCB Transmissions at Wexford, reports a 30 per cent increase 
in turnover and a SO per cent increase in productivity as a result of its AMT (advanced 
manufacturing technolo&y) progranune. 

Bonetto, 1988. 

lonettl, 1988. 

lu111nt end Heywood, 1988. 
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In one FMS case which we eumined, for eumple, redesign of the product led to a 
reduction in the number of opentiom (handling and JllllChining) from 47 to IS - with 
significant implications for cost and laMI time saviqs. As one manager put it, •fMs is 
goin1 to drive lhf' shop - but it's also going to drive the people who design the product u:d 
the production engineering ..• those puts have got to be Dllde on this investment if we are 
to Justify it• • 

- '\--

The DASA databaK on FMS/FMC is an extensive collection of information on the 
experience of these systems ion a large number of installations in many countries. The 
perceived benefits can be summarized as follows: .. (lbe parenthesis contains predictions of 
future trends~ 

S.2 

• Average batch size: SO to 100 (20 to SO). 
• Lead-time reduction: two to three (three to five). 
• Work-in-progress reduction: two to three (four to five). 
• Inventories reduction: two (four to five). 
• Personnel reduction: two to three (three to four). 
• Number of machines reduction: two to four (the wne). 
• Floor-space reduction: two (the same). 
• Capacity utilization increase: 1.4 (2). 
• Unit cost-reduction: 1.25 to 1.5 (2). 

The rationale for adoption is also clearly expressed ia the UN/ECE (1986) repon . 

•fMS is widely recognil.ed as being a key technology both in short- and long-term respects. 
Io the short run, enlerprises can increase their competitiveness by realizing the economic 
benefits of FMS as well as by having a production system streamlined to accommodate to 

variable marlcet demands. In the long run, FMS constitutes the groundwork for the fut.ire 
implementation of CIM•. 

This study bas illustrated both the importance of FMS and the potential benefits that companies 
can realize from the technology. At the same time, it bas been pointed out that the success of FMS 
depends primarily not on technical perfection ::.Ut rather on the care devoted to the planning and 
preparation of its implementation•. 

FMS Definitions, Configuration and Downscaling 

An FMS may be defined as follows: 

•A flexible manufacturing system (FMS) is 1111 integrated computer-controlled complex of 
numerically controlled machine tools, automated material and tool-handling devices and 
automated measuring md testing equipmect that, with a minimum of manual intervention 
and short change-over time, cm pr~ my product belonging to certain specified families 
of products within its stated capability and to a predetermined sr.hedule• .110 

When comparing systems labelled FMS which are in operation in industry, it is obvious 
that they vary considerably with respect to, for instance, machine configuration, number of 

IOl1 Tchljov, 1991. 

110 UN/ECE (1986). 
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machines controlled by the system and investment costs. For these reasons it is useful to 
distinguish between the following size categories of flexible manufacturing: 

• 

• 

• 

Flexible manufacturin& unit CFMUl, which is a one-machine system, usually a 
machining centre or a turning centre, equipped with a multi-pallet magazine, an 
automatic pallet changer or robot, and an automatic tool-changing device. The 
unit is able to operate partly unattended; 

Flexible manufacturin& ceU CFMCl, which comprises two or more machines • 
usually at least one machining centre or turning centre, multi-pallet magazines 
and automatic pallet, and tool changers for each machine. All machines, as well 
as the operations carried out by the cell, are controlled by a DNC-a>mputer; 

Flexible manufacturin& system CFMS>. which is made up of two or more FMU 
connected by an automatic transportation system (automated guided vehicles, 
computer-controlled cranes etc.) which DK>ves pallets, workpieces and tools 
between mach!nes and to and from workpiece and tool storage. The whole 
system is under the control of a DNC-a>mputer which is usually connected to a 
factory host computer. 

This study has illustrated both the imponance of FMS and the potential 
benefits that companies can realize from the technology. At the same 
time, it has been pointed out 'hat the success of FMS depends primarily 
not on technical perfection but rather on the care devoted to the 
planning and preparation of its implementation" .111 

The organizational aspects are particularly important in the context of developing 
countries: 

•1t must be recogniud that flexible systems represent a marvelous tool for 
progress, but whatever the levels of advancement, both human and technological, 
of the organizations that use them, they cannot be introduced in the absence of 
suitable methods . 

Flexible manufacturing systems represent one of the few means available to 
countries with high standards of living to compete with countries having low salary 
levels in the field of industrial manufacture. Indeed, the technology involved 
requires a human enviroNMnt that developing coumriu cannot yet provide•. 111 

To a large extent the choice of FMS/FMC configuration depends on the type, range and 
batch size of parts being handled by the FMS. One of the major splits so far has been into 
"prismatic" - that is par-.s based around cuboid shapes such as gearboxes - and "rotational" parts 
such as axles and shafts. The former are suitable for machining en advanced CNC machining 
centres whilst the latter depend on lathes and cylindrical grinding equipment; the majority of 
FMS-installations are for prismatic types, reflecting the difficulties in handling rotational parts 
and their relatively lower value. 

111 
UN/ECE, 1986. 

II: lonetu, 1988. 
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Most prismatic pans systems make use of pallet-based handling. Conveyors are used 
to move pilllets containing light weight components and those with short machining cycle times, 
whilst AGV's are used to transport heavier components. Since AGVs are slower than conveyors. 
efforts have been made to develop suitable fixtures to enable one pallet to carry several different 
components which wiil mean a longer cycle time at the machines and compemate for the speed 
disadvantage. One answer to this problem is the adoption of cube fixturing which allows several 
components with short machining times to be attached to a cube. When this is then palletized 
and pr~ented to the machine tool. machine utilization is rapidly in~. 

Most prismatic systems employ automatic pallet changers and other transfer machinery; 
many use pallet systems for tool management as well, often employing a tool-dlanging robot at 
the machine tool. All FMS in use have some form of automatic tool change and many have 
head changing ability on machine tools as well. Experience with rotational FMS is less 
developed but here the handling is usually based on conveyors and robot transfer to and from 
machine tools. 

A major problem emerges in the heavy costs usociated with multiple fixturing devices 
and jigs. An enormous amount of effort is required to ensure conformity of such equipment. 
For example, if floor to machine tables on individual machines vary there are no major 
problems. However, in an automatic feed usociated with FMS, it is essential that each piece 
of equipment is able to deliver component41 in a precise manner to the various items of 
equipment in the system. Furthermore, if the number of parts of a similar nature being put 
through the FMS is reasonably large - by this we mean 5 to 10 - it may require the 
purchase/manufacture by the user of a multiple number of relatively high cost jigs/fixtures. 

The Ingersoll Engineers (1983) following influences on configuration have been 
identified: 113 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

variety of parts to be handled - the greater the number, the more flexibility 
required of the machine tools and may require special purpose machinery. 

volume of parts to be bandied - this will influence the number of machine tools 
required. 

size of parts to be handled - and weight of parts to be handled - this will 
influence the choice of machine tools and also the design of the relevant 
worktables, shuttles and materi~s handling devices such as conveyors and robots. 

workpiece material used - this will influence the choice of tools, the horsepower 
requirements of the machines, the provisions for chip and swarf removal, the 
cooling systems and the decision to go for a multi-material FMS or a standard 
one material type as the Japanese seem to be mostly doing. 11

' 

dimensional tolerance required for the final parts - this will influence choice of 
machine tools, type of inspection equipment, tooling, tixturing and parts location 
technology. 

m lnger1oll Eneineer1, (1983). 

11' Dri1coll, 1984. 
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• product life of parts to be bandied - sbon product life will require high levels of 
flexibility in machine tools and a minimum of dedicatad tooling. 

As a consequence of the problems associated with some of the early FMS instillations, 
a growing trend towards smaller, less sophisticated and less costly FMC bas emerged. 

•from our elm analysis it is pom"ble to coaclude lbat ill the 1980s the tendency 
toward bigla tedmical complaity (TC) encowtered a DUlllber of obsl8cles 
First, the experience in FMS usage indicated lbat from the economic viewpoint 
some expensive subsystems were not viable and incrased the .-y-t.ct time. 
Sccoad, certain limits to the growth of tbe number of nwdiincs are coanected with 
hyperbolically inaasing IO~ costs •'hen the DUlllber of pieces ander
computerized coatrol incrcues. The lhird reason for TC stabiliDlioa, m even 
decrase, ii: the growth of the FMS world market. Highly sophisticated FMS could 
be invested in and llllD&pd by large c:oqmlles sufficicady experienced in bigb
t.ecb use. But in the 1980s several FMS adopters came on the market. and some 
wae relatively small c:ompaies. often subsidized from government funding. 
Having DO experience in FMS use. Ibey demanded relatively si...,le and 
inexpensive systems• .115 

These trends can be seen in a number of OECD countries. With regard to the FRG: 

Figun 5.2 Growth of ffexibk rnanufattllling alls in oremll FMS diffusion 
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Source: Bessant & Haywood (1988a). 

Even by the mid-l 980s the FMC/FMS ratio was quite high across a range of 
countries. 116 

IU TchljOY, 1991. 

116 Tcht jOY, 1991. 
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Tobi~ S.2 Sehcml Wllua of FMCIFMS ratio ill 1985 

NL l'K Fnnc:e FRG Sweden CSFR Hunpry 11 countries 
Oii •Yera&e 

3.0/1 4.011 2.4/1 2.411 6.4/l 12.7/1 2.4/l 4.611 

~ ECE (1916); 8crcmchot (1988). 

•According to Bermscbot (1988), the FMC/FMS ntio was 4.6/1 on average for 11 
countries (see Table S.2),wl the~ iacrelse of the FMC popal•tioa It the end of 
the 1980s exceeds the ID8lops increase of the FMS popullli'lll in Dutda industry by • 
r.ctor of 3.3. 

On the ocher band, indirect evidcnce. based Oii mtiooaJ SUJVeys, gives • lllllCd 
J.rger FMC/FMS ntio. For example. in the USA it racbed ~ six ad 
eight to one It the end of the 1980s. Even more st8rtliag, 8JDOlll 8PPfOxilmtdy 
200 metal-forming flexible systems, lines, md cells surveyed by JIRA (1986) for 
the Japuese industry, only 13 were defined u FMS Uout IS/I in r.ct•. (Tcbijov 
1991). 

It appears that the main FMS vendors are simplifying and standardizing them to make 
them more marketable to potential adopters.117 These tendencies are evident in both the USA 
and Japan too: remarks "The former country passed a technical complexity peak in 1986. and 
the latter in 1983. "111 There is evidence of changes in cost distribution, and a trend towards 
lower average investment costs. 

·The lllllllysis of the fourth version of the dat8 bank shows dill FMS distribution 
over investment cost is similar to the FMS distribution over technical complexity. 
More than half of 811 FMSs, where invesaments were reported. cost less tb8n US$3 
million (44 per cent in ECE, 1986). Approximately oae-quuter cost from $3 to 7 
milli.>n, md one-quarter cost more dwl $7 million (20 per cent md 36 per cent, 
respectively, in ECE, 1986)9. 11

' 

There is 81so • trend loWards standardimion: 

111 Telti jov. 

•current trends favour simpler systems, the setting-up of which do ooc praent so 
many problems. We are leavin;, the age of prototypes md entering • period of 
industrial applications, but it will take mother few yean befcn the full cycle of 
this new generation of workshops, mainly hued on standard modules, can be 
eval118red•. •» 

1111 Teltljov, 1991. 

ixi ionetto, 1987. 
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5.3 Feasibility and Introduction Aspects 

With regard to the introduction of FMS/FMC. detailed pre-imtallation work is required. 
This may take up to a two year period of feasibility studies if the wrong choice of configuration 
and operation is to be avoided. All the interfaces in an integrated approach to production need 
to be assessed. and a high level of management and workshop personnel have to be involved. 
This should include: 

• 
• 
• • 
• 
• • 

a high level project leader - preferably one of the 3 or 4 most senior persons in 
the company, and with knowledge of the industrial process; 
a top level methods expert; 
a planner with production/management expertise; 
a senior representative of the buying department with strong links to the 
equipment supply industry; 
a production planning and inventory control expert; 
a senior representative of the personnel department; 
last, but not least. a top level manufacturing engineer . 

Clearly. if such a grouping of personnel is required for implementing FMS/FMC in the 
most developed countries, considerable barriers - though not insurmountable ones - are raised 
for developing countries. 

What all countries are faced with is the task of bringing about a worlcshop that integrates 
production control, planning and automatic manufacturing systems. The workshop is organized 
around the following functions: 1~ 1 

• dynamic scheduling; 

• launching of operations; 

• production control; 

• handling control; 

• DNC; 

• tool management; 

• management of work in progress; 

• planned maintenance and statistics; 

• quality control; 

• system control; 

• information management . 

The possible changes that follow from the impact of FMS/FMC, and the integration 
required for efficient use may be summarized as follows: 122 

• • • 
• 

integration of direct and indirect jobs on the shop floor; 
increased knowledge, skills and responsibility on the shop floor; 
increased decision-making autonomy on the shop floor, possible via autonomous 
working groups rather than traditional line management; 
shallow management hierarchies, with few levels between strategic and 
operational management; 

m ICIMtto, 1988. I 
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stronger horizontal integration. mirroring tedmological capabilities (CAD/CAM, 
blurring of marketing/design/production interfaces etc); 
increasing role of operational management in short/medium-term planning and 
increasing longer-term planning activity amongst high level managl!lllellt; 
communication and coordination patterns based more on network structures than 
organizational hierarchies - again mirroring the technological capability; 
closer lints with suppliers and customers . 

As indicated above there are a wide range of criteria that need to be applied in the 
move to FMS/FMC. This involves major technological components (see Figure 5.3)-and later 
in the repon we comment further on the organizational and structural implications. 

The FMS then becomes the bean of a group of inter-linked suppon technologies. Many 
of these technologies are, as yet, imperfectly developed, e.g .• vision robotics, computer systems 
unable to ·converse· with other elements of the existing installed equipment, etc. However, these 
lints improve year by year and many of the building blocks .are expected to be in place during 
the 1990s. 

rigun S.3 Major tedurology componelllS illduded in flexible mtllUl/aauring sptans 

Source: UN/ECE (1986). 
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However. given such diffusion of the basic technology - and the infrastructure needed 
for successful implementation, a detailed analysis of each individual FMS/FMC is required. 

Here the sheer complexity of the problem faced by pot.:ntial users is revealed. In many 
instances users in the early stages of the development of full FMS failed to appreciate the 
problew faced, and many systems were incorrectly configured and us.!d. Many applications up 
to the mid-l 980s failed to achieve the economic targets set for them.123 Looking at the USA 
and the UK, they estimate that up to 75 per cent of such systems were uneconomic. However, 
more recent developments suggest that a combination of greater knowledge of FMS, and the 
use of rather lower level applications such as FMC are having a positive impact in developed 
countries. 

Utilization rates in FMS are much h~gher than in a conventional workshop: 

"The process generally takes about one-fifth of the time of dial taken for a traditional 
solution. The reduction in the manufacturing time of a part. and thus the delivery time of 
the finished product, is important in itself; the main cbal'llcteristics offeml by a flexible 
system are found in the real-time control over the time taken for each process, and thus 
the facility for immediate action in case of failure. 

The rate of utiliutioo of production machines compared with traditional machinei. is in 
the orckr of thr.?C or four times more in small or medium batch production. The 
comparison must be made for equivalent quantities of work and not for identical numbers 
of machines. It is clear dial an FMS with the same number of manufacturing units is more 
expensive than a standard system. What counts is the number of hours' work executed and 
not the means required for use•.'"' 

More recent data in the llASA database confirms higher utilization rates: 

•The most typical operational mode of FMS is as follows: three shifts a day. including one 
unmanned night shift. Of 276 machining FMSs (for whom information wu available in 
the IIASA database), 66 per cent are used during three shifts a day. 30 per cent between 
o~ and three shifts, and only nine are used for one shift a day. Of 131 FMSs 72 per cent 
are autonomous enough to be used during one shift in an unmanned mode, 21 per cent 
are used automatically for less than one shift, and S per cent are used for longer than two 
shifts• . 125 

S.4 llASA Database Findings 

Using the llASA database of 880 FMS systems worldwide he found that two groups 
dominated in their use, 

(1) transport equipment, non-electrical machinery and large electrical machinery, 
(2) electronics and instruments, 

though the first group accounted for around 90 per cent of the sample. He calculated that: 

l::J Jaikt.1111r <1986> and Voss (1916). 

1~ Bonetto, 1988. 

1~ Tchljov, 1991. 
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•m poup ODe the breakdown by sector WU 76 per call in iw:hining (mdaJ-cutting) 
proc:esscs (APP2 in Table S.l); 8 per ceat in ....w.cturing oonnwchining pr.icesses. lite 
plating. combimtioa of different processes lite awhining wl assembly (APP I); 8 per call 
in mdal forming (APPl); w1 8 per call in welding wl assembly (APP4+S). For the 
systam insfalled in group two the sbaRs differ. 24 per cent in macbining. 29 per cent in 
metal forming. ud 32 per ceat in welding wl assembly. Cluoaologically. assembly FMS 
ud pwchining-wl-usembly processes appeared much 1ata dim pure nw:hining FMS. 
but the growth rate of the assembly FMS wa higher 6- the average charing later years 
dwa it was for the irowth rate of FMS as a whole. It meas lbat the future growth of 
FMS reclmologies will be t-. ...;ed not cmly on tbe sprading of lbeir implemmtalioa in 
lnditional llicbes (mdal cuamg ud aetal forming) but on a rapid growth of new niches 
(assembly and w&cturi~). especially in electroaics aad instruments•. •JI 

By 1988 data on almost 900 S)'Stems bad been collected in the BASA database (see 
Figure 5.4) -though it is believed chat there were about 1.000 FMS ac that time. The most 
dominant individual countries were Japan, the US, t'te UK, the FRG, and France (fable 5.4). 
The then USSR was aJso a prominent user. but information on these systems was less in the 
public domain at that time. 

Tabh S.J The a~l'IJle FMS dlaraderistia 11, amu of applialtio• 

Indicators APP2 APP3 APP4+5 

Number of NC machines (NCMT) 6.9 3.9 18.0 

Number of robots (ROB) 3.1 1.7 29.0 

Technical complexity (TC) 4.4 1.9 9.4 

Operation rate (QPR) 2.7 2.3 2.4 

Number of unmanned shifts (UNM) 1.0 0.8 1.6 

Number of product variants (PV} 163.0 1138.0 88.0 

Batch size (BS) 207.0 71.0 324.0 

Investments (INV) 5.1 3.1 5.9 
Pay-back time (PDT) 3.8 3.1 3.6 

Lead-time reduction (L TR) 5.1 9.5 JO.I 
In-process-time reduction (IPT) 7.3 4.0 4.1 

Inventories reduction (INR) 3.9 NA NA 

Work-in-progress reduction (WIP) 3.7 NA NA 

Personnel reduction (PER) 4.2 1.8 4.1 

Number of machines reduction (NOM) 4.0 NA NA 

Floor-space reduction (FLS) 3.1 1.7 1.7 

Capacity utilization increase (CAP) 1.8 NA NA 

Unit-cost reduction (UCR) 1.7 2.4 2.4 

NA "" Nurn:,c, o~ observalions ii noc cnoup for avcnpa. 

~ Tchijov (1991). 

•» Tclli jov, 1991. 
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Just seven of the typical trends of results coming from FMSIFMC applications are given 
in Figures 5 .5 through 5. 7. Jn the first figure, work-in-progress (WIP) has reduced by a factor 
of five as a result of FMS and associated organizational changes. Similarly, lead-times (LT) 
have also reduced by almost the same ratio. 

Jn Figure 5.6 the number of machines (NOM) installed has reduced by about a half; 
while capacity utilization (CP) has nearly doubled. 

Figure 5.7 shows work-in-progress (WIP), personnel reduction (PER) and unit cost 
reductions (UCR), for four countries. 

Figurr S.S Trrnds in ltad-timt (LTR) and wori-in-progrrss (WIP) rtdut:tions 
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Figun 5.6 Trelllls in nlllllMr of nt11dlina mludion (NOM) and ca.pat:iJ] utilirAtion inamse 
(CAPJ 
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Figurr 5.7 Arerage WIP, PER, and UCR b1 countries 
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A full breakdown of application by country is given in Table S.4 including several East 
European countries, e.g.,Hungary and Poland and a number of newly industrializing countries, 
e.g .• India, Singapore, South Korea, and Taiwan. 

Tobit 5.4 Geographical distributio• of FMS ilulallations • , Coon try Number of FMS installed Share, per cent 

I. Austria 6 0.7 4 
11 

2. Belgium 6 0.7 

3. Bulgaria IS 1.7 

4.Canada 4 o.s 
S.CSFR 23 2.6 k 

6. Finland 12 1.4 ,-- 7. France 72 8.2 v. 
8.FRG 8S 9.7 

, 

9.GDR 30 3.4 

10. Hungary 7 0.8 

I I. India I 0.1 -;: 

12. Ireland 0.1 . 
13. Israel 2 0.2 .-

14. Italy 40 4.S : 
( ~ 

' ~ .. IS.Japan 213 24.2 ;t; 
16. Netherlands 8 0.9 'fJ. 
17. Norway I 0.1 

~\ 18. Poland s 0.6 , .. 
'~ ~ 19. Romania 0.1 

20. Singapore 0.1 

21. South Korea 4 0.5 
; 

" 
.. 

22. Spain 2 0.2 

23. Sweden 37 4.2 .. 
24. Switzerland 6 0.7 '· 2S. Taiwan 5 0.6 "·". 

26. UK 97 11.0 ~ 
27. USA 139 15.8 , 28. USSR 56 6.4 

29. Yugoslavia I 0.1 -Total East 138 15.7 s Total West 742 84.3 
Total 880 100.0 i1 

~ llASA Dacabase. t , ,, 
' 
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Dividing the information on FMS installations into three geographical groups. East 
Europe. Developed Market Economies and the USSR. gives results in Table S.S. which shows 
a variety of economic and production factors. 

The USSR bas the most complex FMS as indicated by the technical complexity (TC) 
index; bas most machining centers per FMS; and the shortest pay-back time (PDT). 

East European FMS tends to contain the most NC machine tools (NCMT); produce the 
largest number of product variants (PV); and have the shortest in-process time (IPT). 

Table S.S Data CO'lllpOrison: East Europe, DMF.s, all4 ,_ USSR 

Indicator 

M1ehining centers per FMS (MC) 

NC machines per FMS (NCM'D 

Robots per FMS (ROB) 

Technical complexity index (fC) 

Product variants (PV) 

Average batch size (BS) 

Investments, Million S (INV) 

Pay-back time, years (PBT) 

Reduction by a factor of 

Lead time (L TR) 

In-process time (WIP) 

Work-in-progress (WIP) 

Personnel (PER) 

Unit cost (UCR) 

Increase by a factor of 

Productivity (PROD) 

Capacity utilization (CAP) 

•Excluding the USSR. 
" Mainly CSFR inl&IUations. 

~ Tchijov" Shcinin (1991). 

Fa Europe9 

No.of 
cases 

45 
71 
24 
15 
S6 

41 
21" 
29" 

21 
29 
17 
31 
14 

35 

20 

Aven,e 

4.9 
8.6 
S.6 
4.8 

203.0 
382.0 

4.0 
4.8 

2.9 
3.S 
3.3 
2.3 
1.6 

2.8 
1.8 

D.ME.-. 

No.of 
cases 

469 
516 
170 
595 
437 
192 
263 
69 

82 
44 

S8 

111 
S4 

43 
59 

A•enae 

4.6 
7.2 
6.S 
4.6 

I49.0 
127.0 

S.9 
3.4 

6.3 
8.0 
S.2 
4.S 
1.7 

4.4 
1.9 

Usml 

No.of 
caws 

26 
45 
IS 
45 
31 
2S 

9 

2 

29 

9 

2 

Ayenge 

6.2 
8.3 
4.2 
s.o 

110.0 
308.0 

4.7 
3.0 

s.o 

2.7 

2.6 
1.7 

The developed market economies (for the most pan OECD countries) possess more 
robots per FMS (ROB); manufacture in the smallest batch sizes (BS); have the largest average 
investment per FMS (INV); the greatest reduction in persoMel (PER); tl.e highest productivity 
(PROD); and the highest capacity utilization. Clearly the DMEs are the countries who are 
achieving the most flexible and the highest returns from FMS. Since the basic ttehnologies 
themselves are now fairly standardized. two explanations are possible: 
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That the extent and diffusion of computer hardware and software have been 
more rapid in the West. This bas given an advantage to those countries, and only 
recently have the strategic constraints - usually as a consequence of US policy -
been lifted, giving the formally oommunist command economies open access to 
such hardware and software, provided they have funds to purchase it. 

Perhaps of equal, and maybe greater importance is the infrastructural framework 
in place. Even the market driven economies of the West have had to re-adjust 
to rapidly changing world systems in order to meet increased competition. Low 
wage developing economies, emerging NICs; and most importantly the evolving 
information technology revolution has changed perceptions. Now it is not only 
the technology that is important, but also the way in which it is used. 

S.S Cost and Proliferation 

One indication of trends in the costs of systems comes from analysis of the UK, 177 

where the year on year cost changes in the systems being installed were calculated. These show 
a quite dramatic fall in the average cost of FMS/FMC systems from 1982 to 1986. 

Table 5.6 A"ven1ge UK System Costs 1982 - 1986 

1982 = £2,453,398 n = 11 

1983 = £2,450,484 
(as a % of 1982 = 99.88" n = 19 

1984 = £2,071,653 
(as a " of 1982 = 84.34%) n = 13 

1985 = £1,685,370 
(as a % of 1982 = 69.70%) n =IS 

1986 = £1,127,887 
(as a % of 1982 = 45.98%) n = 26 

Source:: Haywood. unpublished data (1991a). 

By 1986 the cost of the average FMS/FMC had fallen to approximately 46 per cent of 
the average costs in 1982, from almost £ 2.S million to a linle over £ 1 million. 

Perhaps of equal interest is the gradual increase in applications 0'1er this period by new 
sectors. In 1982 there were applications in 8 areas. This was added to by 15 in 1983, 8 in 1984, 
7 in 1985, and 10 in 1986. By the end of 1986, 43 different Standard Industrial Cate£ories (SIC) 
at the four digit level were using FMS/FMC (Table S.7). 

Clearly the range of applications has increased rapidl~· - anJ not merely in the 
Mechanical Engineering sectors, which attract the most atteMion •n the research field. 

127 HIYWOOCI, 19791. 
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Table 5.7 FMSIFMC bJ SIC and JetU' of illtrothlttion m tire UK• 

Yar SIC Applicatioa 

1981 3SIO Motor Vehicles and Engines 
3530 Motor Vehicle Parts 
6148 Wholcsak Distribution of Vehicles 
3321 Metal Working Machine Tools 
3640 Aerospace Equipment and Repair 
3610 Shipbuilding and Repair 
327S Machinery for Woodworking/Rubber, de. 

3420 Elcctrical Lighting Equipment 
n = 11 

1983 3442 Electric Instruments &: Control Systems 
320S Boilers/Proccu Plant 
3283 Compressors and Fluid Power Equipment 
3111 Ferrow: Metal Foundries 
3169 Fmi.shcd Mt.tal Products 
3284 RefrigcrationNcniilation Equipment 
32.Sl Mining Equipment 
3289 Mechanical &. Marine Engineering 
4671 Wooden/Upholstm:d Furniture 
3!7S Footwear Machinery 

n = 19 
1984 3441 Telegraphff dephone t:quipment 

3454 Electronic Equipment 
3420 Electrical Equipment 
3244 Food/Orinkfl'obaCC'> Processing/Packaging 
3254 Construction/Earthmoving Equipment 
3261 Precision Chains 
483S Plastics Processing 
3276 Printing/Bookbinding/Paper Machinery 

n = 13 
198S 322:! Engincen Small Tools 

2479 Other Gius Products 
3251 Motor Vehicle Bodies 
3120 ForgineJPressing/Stamping 
2247 Other Non-Fenous Alloys 
3167 Domestic/Similar Mecal Utensils 
3301 Office Machinery 

n =IS 
1986 4532 Mens!Boys OutaWear 

4!i39 Other Dress Industries 
3230 Textile Machinery 
4420 Leather Goods 
3444 Components for Electrical Equipment 
3620 Railwayfframway Vehicles 
3443 RadiolElectronic Capital Goods 
2562 AdheaiveslScalants 
2478 Glass Containers 
3302 Data Processing Equipment 

n = 26 

•rt should be observed that only new SIC aP_Pl.icalions for each succeeding year are noted. For example, the yearly list 
does not include the fact that new installalions of FMSIFMC for manufacturin& Motor Vehicle Parts (SIC 3530) 
occurred in each of the five yean 1982-86, Mecal Working Machine Tools in three out c;f the five yean, etc. 

~ Haywot>d (1991a), unpublished data. 
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It is interesting that even in 1986 a range of FMS/FMC applications in 1986 in the UK 
in Clothing, Textiles and Leather goods had emerged, although no detailed information on these 
systems and their effectiveness is available. 

S.6 FMS/FMC: A Brief' Summary 

FMS appli~ions are the closest embodiments of full automation that are dealt with in 
the present repon. There are a very few full CIM complexes but these are fairly inflexible and 
manufacture a very limited range of components and use a limited range of materials. 

FMS is an answer to small batch production problems - which fail to achieve economies 
of scale - and which moves such production to a more flow-line process though, as yet, not many 
FMS are able to fully achieve true flexibility goals for which they are intended. 

The cost of full FMS is still high and several million dollars is not considered to be a 
very high price to pay for one. However, there are indications that as the technologies evolve, 
as people become more familiar with them, and as diffusion increases, cheaper, less 
sophisticated systems (or FMC) are becoming more popular. 

As with most other technologies, FMS has been installed first in the large companies in 
specific industrial sectors, e.g.,automobiles, aerospace, agricultural/eanhmoving equipment, etc. 
Early FMS were not panicularly flexible, or even economic, though systems are now becoming 
more rational due to longer periods of planning, a greater concentration on training for the 
people who run them, and more realistic goals being set. 

Users have also been made aware of the fact that there are many intangible benefits of 
FMS, e.g., raising quality levels and shortening lead times may alter customers/potential 
customers perceptions of the company and thus increase orders. 

The more tangible benefits include reducing costs, increases in equipment utilization 
rates, reduced inventory and work in progress, etc; and measures of these improvements have 
been indicated in this chapter. 

Individual company improvements have also been highlighted e.g., Yamasaki, the 
Vought Corporation, Rover cars and Rolls-Royce engines, etc. There are, however, costs 
associated with the technology, e.g.,increased training outlay, (though we subscribe to the view 
that this is not really a cost but an investment in the future). increased costs in fixtures, jigs, 
tools, greater planning, system maintenance, etc. In many instances, because of the cost of a 
system compared with a conventional workshop, this involves multiple shift working. 

Successful FMS/FMC use often entails dramatic changes in the way that companies 
operate. This may involve the breaking down of hierarchical or structural distinctions between 
jobs, the devolving of authority and responsibility back to shoptloor workers, much tighter links 
into suppliers and customers, and the adoption of a total quality approach to manufacturing. 

The main component of growth up to the mid- l 990s will be of rather simple and 
customized systems. It is likely that as more of the software, organizational and integration 
problems are resolved, that in the latter 1990s, rather more sophisticated systems will again 
emerge. 
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While machining systems will probably remain the main focus of FMS, increasingly 
attention will centre on assembly FMS which are likely to become widespread in the first decade 
of the next century. 

As noted earlier, in the UK, FMS is now diffusing broadly through industrial sectors and 
this will continue to occur as the •philosophy• Gf FMS spreads, this will be as relevant to 
clothing, textiles and footwear, as it will to engineering, furniture mating, injection moulding, 
foundries, etc. 

Increasingly the world share of FMS/FMC will spread to new users as first the NICs and 
then other developing countries - including those East European countries experiencing market 
pressures in and from the OECD countries - adopt higher levels of FMS. 

As a result of these trends. the early users of FMS, i.e., the motor vehicle, aerospace, 
machine tool industries, etc, will experience a percentage decline in world terms, but will still 
be major users of FMS. 

The level of about l,OOOFMS in 1990 can be expected to increase to around 3,SOOunits 
by the year 2000 and reach approximately 5,000 units by 2010 (fable 5.8). 

Table 5.8 FMS population forecast bJ country 

FMS populations, units Distribution, per cent 

Country 1990 2000 2010 1990 2000 2010 

Japan 370 880 1,200 30.3 25.1 24.0 
USA 230 660 1,060 18.9 18.9 21.2 
FRG 140 340 500 11.5 9.7 10.0 
UK 110 240 250 9.0 6.9 5.0 
Others 370 1,380 1,990 30.3 39.4 39.8 
Total 1,220 3,500 5,000 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Source: Tc:hijov (1991) . 

The environment for full FMS may not yet be in place in most developing countries and 
considerable efforts need to be made in improving educational and training systems at all levels, 
improvements also need to be made to logistical systems, and better access to financial resources 
needs to be achieved. 

In relevant companies and industries that a limited approach to FMS/FMC might be 
appropriate and relatively simple, FMC might prove to be the best approach, both in terms of 
economic costs and benefits, and for its learning curve and demonstration effects. 
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6. F.quipment Supplier Profile 

An attempt has been made to evaluate the role of the supplier industry. the automation 
equipment manufactures, with regard to developing countries. This was done in order to 
establish if those companies - in the developed countries - had different policies in selling to 
developing countries; what relationship existed, whether licensing took place; what problems 
existed which presented barriers to sales; what national policies existed which aided or retarded 
sal~. etc. 

A total of 295 questionnaires was distributed to suppliers (from nine OECD countries) 
that were considered to have some of the prime suppliers of new technologies. These countries, 
and the response rates are included below. 

Tabl~ 6,1 Responses to the supplur qlltslionnairr 

Country Sample Received by September 28, 1992 

Total Response Not usable Complded Complded 

responses nae(~) nle ('IP) 

UK 65 23 35.38 5 18 27.69 

USA 51 24 47.06 8 16 31.37 

Germany 61 16 26.23 3 13 21.31 

Japan 45 9 20.00 - 9 20.00 

Italy 23 7 30.43 - 7 30.43 

France 17 - 0.00 - - 0.00 

Switzerland 11 4 36.36 1 3 27.27 

Sweden 7 2 28.57 - 2 28.57 

Netherlands 15 2 13.33 - 2 13.33 

Total: 295 87 29.49 17 70 23.73 

The response rate after one round of distribution plus one reminder was almost 
30 per cent, and the useable questionnaires represented almost 24 per cent of the original 
sample. However, these rates were pulled down by a low response rate from companies in the 
Netherlands (13.3 per cent), and a zero response from companies in France. 

Leaving these two countries out the rate rose to 32.3 per cent overall and 25.8 per cent 
for useable questioMaires. 
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6.1 Sector, Type of F.quipment and Regiom Supplied 

Of the 70 respondents. 35 supplied equipment to the mechanical engineering sector. 26 
companies supplied clothing and textiles equipment. and 18 to the electronics sector (Table 6.2). 
Another group of companies primarily supplied the chemical. food/drink processing, and 
transpon sectors (between 11 and 14 companies). 

Tabh 6.2 Industrial sedor you supply to 

Sector Total UK USA Germany Japan Italy NL Sweden Switz 

Mechanical 35 8 5 9 7 2 1 0 3 
engineering 

Electronic 18 3 5 3 7 0 0 0 0 

Textiles&. 26 7 7 2 4 2 1 1 2 
Clothing 

Footwear 8 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Printing &. 6 4 1 0 I 0 0 0 0 
Publishing 

Pharmaceutical 9 4 3 0 I I 0 0 0 

Chemical 11 6 3 0 0 I 0 0 I 

Food &. Drink 14 7 4 I 0 I 0 0 1 

Transpon 13 2 4 3 4 0 0 0 0 

Furniture 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 I 

Other 16 5 3 2 2 3 0 1 0 

As will be clear from the individual country columns many of these companies supplied 
a variety of industrial sectors. For example, 18 UK companies provided information for the 
survey, but these companies supplied a total of 50 sectors; for instance one company supplied 
the mechanical engineering, printing and publishing, and food and drink processing industries. 

Although the sample is a relatively small one, it appears that Japanese (2.9), UK (2.8) 
and US (2.6) companies supply to a broad range ofsectors, while German (LS) and Italian (1.1) 
suppliers deliver to a rather more limited range. 

As Table 6.3 shows, the sample contains suppliers of a broad based group of types of 
equipment. Three groups, machines tools, computer software, and textile/clothing equipment, 
each had J 8 suppliers; with computer hardware, computer aided manufacturing (CAM), and 
computer aided design (CAD) also well represented, and in fact these may also be suppliers to 
the machine tools, or clothing and equipment industries. 
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Tobh 6.3 Protbu:ts JOll SllpplJ 

Predm tJ1'r Tolal UK USA Ger.Mr Japu Italy NL s..-. SwilZ 

Machine Toob II 3 0 s 6 2 0 0 

RoboU 10 I 2 2 4 0 0 0 

AUloal Guided Vcbidcs 4 I 0 3 0 0 0 0 

Compurcr Aided Design 12 3 s 3 I 0 0 0 

Computer A.idc:d Mfg 13 I s 4 1 I 0 1 

Compurcr H~ 14 3 3 4 2 0 0 i 

Computer Software II 3 6 s :? 0 0 1 

Prinlir.g Equipmcal 3 I 2 0 0 0 0 0 

Tcxlilc .I: Clothing Eq. II s 3 :? 4 I I 1 

foolwcar Equipmm :? I I 0 0 0 0 0 

Other Equipmcnl JS 9 11 3 4 4 :? :? 

Apan from the 10 specific categories, there were 3S compani~ covering a broad range 
of other equipment. 

Geimany was panicularly well represented in machine tools, AGVs, and the whole 
spectrum of computer specific areas, as were the USA and UK. Japan was strongly represented 
in machine tools, robots aJ1d computer hardware and software. 

There was good rtsponse from textiles and clothing equipment suppliers, with 
respondents from 8 out 'lf the 9 countries. Footwear however yielded only one reply each from 
the UK and USA. 

The regional distribution of the suppliers· markets is given in Table 6.4 

Table 6.4 Regions you sellfliunse to 

2 

1 

0 

0 

0 

1 

I 

0 

I 

0 

0 

Total UK USA Germ Jap lta NL Swed Swi 

North America 60 16 14 11 8 s 1 2 3 

Japan St 15 8 9 9 s 0 2 3 

Other OECD countries S7 17 10 12 4 7 2 2 3 

Asian countries S4 14 9 10 9 6 I 2 3 

Latin America 47 13 10 II 2 s I 2 3 

Eastern Europe 47 15 9 9 s 3 1 2 3 

Africa 39 14 7 8 0 s I 2 2 
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With regard to Africa two dear resi.dts emerge. First, Africa is the least important 
mart.ct for these companies - lagging behind Asia. Latin America and Emeru Europe. 

Second. that the UK companies. and to a lesser extent the German. American and 
Italian companies. supply relatively more to Africa than does the group as a whole. The 
Japanese companies who responded to the questionnaire do not supply at all to Africa. 

6.2 F.quipmmt Prias 

The prices charged for equipment and software were very wide ranging and. because of 
the diversity of the sample. generalizations are difficult. For that group of equipment about 
which most information is availabie - machine tools. fi..oUR:S are given in Table 6.5. Some prices 
of CAD. CAM. and computer hardware and software. with one robot example are given in Table 
6.6. 

Tabk 6.S M~ tool ptias (US$ '000)• 

Eouinment Price 

CNC single spindle 67 

CNC lathes 71-BS 

CNC machining centrc:s 71-710 

CNC milling/boring 73-423 

CNC lathes 85-310 

CNC lathes 92-106 

NC lathes 99-142 

CNC lathes 113-135 

NC single spindle 140 

CNC E.D.M. {Ram) 141-280 

CNC unspecified 142 

CNC multi-spindle 184 

CNC milling 190 

CNC unspecified 200-280 

NC lathes 248 

CNC milling 250+ 

NC double spindle 254 

CNC unspecified 330+ 

NC single spindle 340+ 

NC single spindle 420-560 

NC millin2 530 

•Convcru.d lo U.S. dollan at current cxchan1e ralcl (June 1991). 
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The 21 machine tool types represent the output of 6 machine tool companies (3 from 
Japan. and one each from the UK, Germany and Italy). Simple NC and CNC machine tools at 
the bottom end of the market, light weight and less sophisticated. can be purchased for around 
$70,000- though as can be observed from the third item in the table very large and sophisticated 
machines can cost up to $710,000. 

However, lathes, machinii1g centers, milling and boring machines, etc, can now be readily 
purchased for under $150,000,and as noted earlier these machines with NC or CNC COMrollers 
can be four times or more productive than conventional machine tools. This means in capital 
terms that conventional machines need to cost between $17,000 and $35,000 to be able to 
compete in the $70,000 to $150,000 price range of NC/CNC. 

The supplier data gives CAD in its simplest form for as little as $16,000; while software 
packages can be purchased in a range from SJ,SOO to $120,000. 

Machine controllers are available for $9,000to $15,000; and industrial computers from 
$4.000 to $100,000 in the one response received. 

Table 6.6 CAD, CAM, llanlwareliojtworr, robots (USS '000) 

CAD 16-100 

CAD S0-100 

CAD 70 

CAD 120 

110-400 

CAD/CAM (Hardware) 28 

CAD/CAM (Software) 34 

Software packages 3.S-20 

Software packages s 
Software packages 10-120 

Software packages IS-30 

Machine controllers 9-lS 

Industrial computers 4-100 

Robots (averaee orice) 71 

The one robot example is, as noted in the table, an average price so one assumes that 
approximately 60 per cent of this firms' robots are sold at or below this price of $70,000. 

The prices of numerous other items of equipment were also obtained ranging from 
Printed Circuit Board (PCB) systems from $230,000to S3SO,OOO;printing presses from $10,000 
to Sl,SOO,OOO;dyeing machinery $100.000;scanners $100,000to $120,000;process vessels $16,000 
to $45,000; inspection machines $3,000 to $25,000; unit process controls $8,000 to $25,000; and 
management information systems from SS0,000 to $250,000. This list is not exhaustive. 
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Approximately half (S0.9 per cent) of the sample oompanies increzed prices by 10 per 
cent or less between 1980 and 198S; slightly more than in 198S/8 (46.4 per cent). Including the 
11 to 25 per cent bracket the pp ,.-idened somewhat from 60.3 per cent in 1980185 to 66 per 
~ in 198S/8. There was. therefore. a tendency for prices in the latter - md sboner - period 
to increase fa.uer than in the early 1980s; just at a time when the financial problems of most 
developing countties were worsening. Since much of this technology would have required 
payment by OECD currencies. or via export credit guarantee schemes. the ability of developing 
countries to pay for these goods was worsening. 

Tllbk 6.i 0..,a ill prias 1'/JOIS ad 19'511 (pu «"') 

19IOllS 1985111 

+J-Sper cent 26.4 25.0 

+6 - 10 per cent 24.S 21.4 

+ 11 - 25 pa- cent 9.4 19.6 

+ 26 - so per cent 13.2 0.0 

+SI - 15 per cent 3.8 1.8 

Unchmged 1.S 17.9 

Unspecified increase 11.3 g_9 

Reductions 3.8 S.4 

At the other end of the scale there was at least a strengthening of the more competitive 
end of the range with almost 18 per cent of companies offering unchanged prices, or even 
reductions. In the latter case this was in one Japanese company manufacturing machining 
centers and lathes (reduced by 10 per cent 1980/S and 20 per cent 1985/8), and one USA/UK 
company manufacturing textiles/clothing equipment (by S per cent, 1980-S and 25 per cent 
1985/8 in the US; and by 40 per cent 1985/8 in the UK). 

Respondents were asked how they expected future prices of their products to change 
over a two year, then S year period. The accuracy with which these questions can be answered 
depends of coorse, on the level of planning and forward thinking in companies, i.e. medium to 
long term rather than shon. Specific features of the replies, however, are of considerable 
interest. The results are summarized in Table 6.8. 

For example, in Table 6.8 below, the 1991/3 period shows great conformity with the 
1991 /6 predictions, as far as increases up to 25 per cent are concerned. A total of 67. I per cent 
expect an increase within this range for the first period, and 69.6 per cent expect an increase 
within this range during the latter period. This is not radically different to the earlier figures 
of actual increases during 1980/5 (60.3 per cent) and 1985/8 (66.3 per cent). 

The major differences exist in the 6-25 per cent and u=ispecified increases bracket. 
There is a wide discrepancy which perhaps reflects market uncenainty. 
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Tobi~ '·' Pri« illamsa IHl/3 ud 19'1/f ~r alll) 

1991193 1991/M 

+1-S~ 28.l 20.0 

+6-10~ 3S.9 23.3 

+ll-2S~ 3.1 23.3 

+26-SO~ 0.0 17.0 

Unchanged 10.9 B.3 

Unspecified increase 18.8 20.0 

Reduction 3.1 3.3 

One of the reaso"lS for trying to establish data from suppliers was the hope of identifying 
regional variations in pricing. In the event, suppliers were quite open in saying, by a majority 
of 2 to 1. that they did differentiate by region (see Table 6.9). 

Tobi~ 6.9 Doa tM pria o/10w prodlu:t "°"by ngion? 

UK USA Germ Japan Italy NL Swed Switz Total 

yes 10 6 6 s I I 1 30 

no 2 s I 2 3 I I IS 

sometimes 6 5 6 2 3 I 2 2S 

Total 18 16 13 9 7 2 2 3 70 

Including with the ·yes• answers those who concede vanataons on occasions, some 
78.6 per cent of companies do - for various reasons - adopt differential pricing policies. Of 
these - leaving uide the last four countries, for whom the sample is small - 92 per cent of 
German companies, 89 per cent of UK, 78 per cent of Japanese, and 69 per cent of U.S. 
companies do discriminate. 

This does not necessarily imply that they are taking larger profits, since there is a variety 
off actors which may cause differences in pricing. Table 6.10 below seeks to establish why prices 
vary. 

Tobit 6.10 Why does the priu of yow product ''"' by rtgion? 

lJK USA Germany Japan Italy NL Sweden Switz Tota 
I 

Transport costs 10 7 10 6 3 I 0 I 38 

Other reasons 13 12 9 s 4 I I 3 48 
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In almost half the sample the cost of tnnspOn was the prime reason for higher costs. 
Amongst the first six countries there was remarkable conformity, ranging from 43 per cent in 
Italy to 53 per cent in Germany who put transport as the main additional cost. Only Switzerland 
and Sweden wae not in line with this - in Switzerland only I in 4 companies quoted this and 
in Sv.-eden noae. 

Of the ·odler· reasons given, agents commissions, sales and market costs, and guarantees 
etc, were the most impomnl (mentioned by 28 per cent of the sample); market competition -
and what the market will bear (23 per cent): duties, taxes. credit and insurance (16 per cent), 
and service costs/ suppon (16 per cent). See Table r..11 for a full Ii~ of causes. 

Table 6.11 Noll-tnlllSpOtt mlSOIU for pri« NtiatillllS 

Apat commissioas. sales, market eosls, etc. 

Market competition 

Service costs, support. e..g.,mginer.rs 

Duties, rues, cmdit md insuruce 

Training costs 

Local hardware. materials prices 

!:_ . -- fluctuations 

28'5 

23" 

16" 
16ii 

7" 
7" 
s~ 

82 per cent of the rationale for higher prices lies with the first four items in the list. 
Training. and local hardware/materials prices were low in importance in these companies; and 
hedging against cllanges in currency exchange rates are almost as important as either of these 
two factors. 

6.3 Trade with Developing Countries 

Of 70 companies in the sample, 8 of them did 26 to 50 per cent of their trade with 
developing countries; and 20 (28 per cent) did between 11 per cent and 50 per cent of their 
trade with such countries. This means that quite a significant number of companies are involved 
in the supply of goods to developing countries. (Table 6.12) 

Tobit 6.12 Ptrctnlllgt oflfrllk with uvtloping COIUlltWS 

UK USA Germ Jap lta NL Swed Swit Total 

I - 5~ 7 7 6 2 I I 0 I 25 

6- 10~ 5 4 2 4 0 0 I 2 18 

11 - 25~ 4 4 0 0 2 I I 0 12 

26 - so~ 0 I 3 2 2 0 0 0 8 

SI - 7S~ 2 0 I I 2 0 0 0 6 

76 - 100~ 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 1 
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Contrary to what might perhaps have been expected, i.e. a large trade with developing 
countries by the UK. only 11 per cent of the UK companies have over 26 per cent of their trade 
thus placed. 

Of the admittedly small Italian sample, S1 per cent supply over 26 per cent of the goods 
to developing countries; 33 per cent of Japanese companies and 38 per cent of German also 
"ave at least this level of trade. 

What is apparent from Table 6.13 below however, is that developing countries are 
becoming more imponant to these companies. Of the 70 companies, 32 (46 per cent) reponed 
increased trade in the I~ five years. Of these, Japan bas shown the strongest growth with 78 
per cent of companies expanding trade pcm -1986; however as Table 6.4sbows, none of this bas 
been with African countries. 

Other expanding networks have primarily been Italy +57per cent, and the USA +SCper 
cent. Germany bas, in fact reduced its share with only 4 companies showing an increase and 
5 reducing. 

Tabk 6.13 Ptranlagt dumgt o/tl'fllh with dntlopillg countries in the last S ytaTS 

UK us Germ Japan Italy NL Sweden Swit Total 
A 

DO change 6 3 2 0 0 I I 2 IS 

up 7 8 4 7 4 0 I I 32 

down 2 I s 2 I 0 0 0 II 

no answer 3 4 2 - 2 I - - 12 

Total 18 16 13 9 7 2 2 3 70 

Future developments are expected to show almost a universal increase in sales to 
developing economies. (see Table 6.14) 

Tobit 6.14 Exptt:ttd ptrttnlllgt change of tl'fllh wilh developing counJms in tht nut S years 

UK USA Germ Jap (ta NL Swed Swit Total 

no change 4 2 3 0 2 I 1 I 14 

up 10 12 6 7 2 0 I I 39 

down 0 0 2 2 I 0 0 0 s 
no answer 4 2 2 - 2 I - I 12 

Total 18 16 13 9 7 2 2 3 70 

Nearly 56 per cent of these companies expect to expand trade with a range of developing 
economies, from NICs through to Least Developed countries. Japan again leads with 78 per 
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cent. the US catching up with 75 per cent. and the UK ~erging at S6 per cent. amongst the 
major countries. 

In the light of earlier discussion on the infrastructural suppon needed to utilize new 
technologies. the question of what relatiomhips these companies had in developing countries WI.\ 

examined. This WI.\ done by enquiring about liceming, cooperation, joint ventures, etc, and the 
data is included in Table 6.IS. 

Table 6.15 

UK USA Gem Jap )ta NL Swed Swit T .... 

Selling products 13 13 II 7 6 I 2 3 56 

Licensing lo 

firms lbere 2 3 3 2 1 1 0 1 13 

Cooperation on 
project basis 
with local firms 3 3 2 0 2 0 1 2 13 

Joint ventures 
with locals 2 2 3 2 1 0 0 1 11 

Other types of 
cooperation 3 2 2 I 0 0 0 0 8 

A variety of relationships exist ranging from 80 per cent selling hardware (as against 
software. services etc.), 19 per cent licensing, 19 per cent on collaboration, 16 per cent with joint 
ventures, and 8 per cent other forms of cooperation. 

All of the sample countries had relationships that went beyond merely selling hardware 
to individual companies in the countries concerned. This is reflected by the fact that 45 of the 
70 companies do have established local links - though this varies from local agents to sales 
offices. local parts suppliers, sister companies, liaison offices, joint venture companies, etc. The 
main links are contained in Table 6.16. 

Table 6.16 Main links wall deH/oping colllltries 

Agents/distributors/dealers 

Sales offices 

Own local service/maioterwJce facilities 

Joint venture compimies 

Sister companies 

In spite of the fact that 64 per cent of the companies do have local links, these are for 
the most part merely local agents or sales offices (72 per cent). What might prove more 
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conducive to the successful adoption of such equipment would be companies having their own 
local service and maintenance, or joint ventures or sister companies. 

6.4 Dnelopiftl Countries and Supply Problelm 

The next question is of spares or maintenance problems which might be present in selling 
to developing countries. Almost 39 per cent said that it does amount to a significant problem, 
and 24 per cent did not give a reply. Only 37 per cent thought that no problem existed in this 
field but this may be due to their own sttong local presence on their part. (However as Table 
6.16sbows, only 28 per cent of companies have sales offices.) 

There are national differences however, with nearly half (44 per cent) the UK companies 
acknowledging problems; in contrast to Germany where only 15 per cent of companies express 
reservations. 

Tobit 6.17 Do devdoping colllltria J10St spedfic probla111 (spara, maintt111111ce)? 

UK USA Germ Japan Jta NL Swed Swit Total 

yes 8 s 2 2 l l l l 21 

DO s 8 s 3 3 l l 26 

sometimes 2 I 2 l 6 

DO answer 3 2 4 4 2 l l 17 

Total 18 16 13 9 7 2 2 3 70 

Although almost 40 per cent of the sample faced problems - at least part of the time -
this was not thought to lead to higher prices for developing countries, a somewhat surprising 
conclusion (see Table 6.18). 

Tobit 6.18 Dots this inYolYt higher prices for MYtloping than/or deYtloptd countries? 

UK USA Germ Jap Ila NL Swed Swit Total 

yes 6 4 3 3 1 l 18 

DO 8 10 9 s s 2 2 2 43 

sometimes 2 2 

DO answer 2 2 I I 1 7 

Total 18 16 13 9 7 2 2 3 70 

Over 60 per cent of companies responded "no" to this question, and only 28 per cent 
thought it involved higher prices on a regular or occasional basis. However, a third of the UK, 
Japanese and Swiss companies did rate it likely that they would charge higher prices. 

When uked how much higher prices would be, they responded as in Table 6.19. 
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40 per cent of the sample anticipated that problems posed by such factors as spare parts 
and maintenance might well increase prices paid by developing countries by between 6 and 10 
per cent; a further 30 per cent considered it likely to be between 11 and 25 per cent higher for 
such countries. 

Again this varied by country with one of the three Japanese companies saying over 11 
per cent; and three out cf four US companies saying over 11 per cent. 

Tobit 6.19 On awragt how much higher would pritts 'be? 

UK USA C..enn Jap Ita NL Swe Swit Total 

I - S" 2 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 3 

6 - 10" 3 I 0 2 0 0 0 I 7 

11 - 25" 0 3 0 I I 0 0 0 s 
26 - so" 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 

SI - 7S9' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

76 - 100" 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

More 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6.S Ucensing and Sales to Developing Countries 

One way in which technology can be transferred to developing countries is by the 
licensing of established products for manufacture in those countries. If, for example, the 
manufacture of machine tools became a national goal - as it did in Brazil - then considerable 
learning curve benefits and diffusion factors reinforce the local development, knowledge by the 
use of such technologies. However, the survey results show low levels of licensing to developing 
countries (see Table 6.20) 

Tobit 6.20 licensing to dtvtloping countries 

yes 18 

no 48 

no answer 14 

Only 25. 7 per cent did any licensing to developing countries, and an analysis of what 
products were licensed shows that only about a half of those would be likely to have any real 
down line benefits to those countries - such as diffusion and learning curve benefits associated 
with working with lat~t technologies and both in the product itself and the production processes 
needed to perform these tasks. 8 of the 18 companies licensed machinery manufacture, but this 
ranged from "the smallest and s·mplest machines" to CNC lathes and machining centers (one 
Japanese company). 
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Six companies licensed computer related and graphics products; but others included 
•staplers·, ·simple machine pans• (see Table 6.21). 

Tobit 6.21 Hanlwattlsoftwart littnsing• 

Dicing machines 

Food/drink procemng 

Computer related (Hw/Sw) 

M8Cbine Tools 

Textile/clothing equipment 

Footwear machinery 

Software related 

Engines 

*The total exceeds the 18 company sample because some 
companies iiccnsc a variety of products 

1 

2 

6 

4 

5 

I 

4 

I 

From the developing countries' point of view, the most useful licensing is probably that 
which promotes learning by doing and enhances skill levels. Among the licensed products 
reponed were the following, which seem particularly relevant: 

• • 
• • • 

textiles/clothing machinery; 
diesel engines; 
standard machine tools; 
computer hardware and software; 
machine tools, and computer hardware/software related systems . 

Jn fact, these all came from German companies. 

Other significant licensing included food/drinks processing c.quipment (UK and US); 
machine tools and textiles/clothing equipment (Japan); textiles/clothing equipment (Italy); and 
machine tools, computer hardware/software (Switzerland). 

A variety of reasons were advanced in order to justify not licensing. These included: 

• • • • • • • 

the products were too high technology; 
the products were too specific or too custom made; 
the low technical development of developing countries - no supponing industry; 
financial barriers, eg a lack of credit/hard currency; 
unwillingness to create local competition to own products; 
software security; 
limited demand in the region . 
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Of these factors the most often recurring ones are listed in Table 6.22 

Tobit 6.22 Reasons for not lictnsillg 

Local/regional demand for product too low 11 

High technology products/low technology infnstructure 10 

Lack of local finance 6 

Creating local competition to ourselves s 

Clearly low demand, and a high-tech product are by far the most important reasons for 
non - licensing. A vinuous circle of demand, and significantly improved infrastructure, e.g. 
education/skills, is required to induce such companies to increase their interest in licensing. 

Somewhat surprisingly, in view of the previous section on licensing, locai demand and 
the high tech nature of the product were not considered as relevant as barriers to sales. Here, 
finance related problems and import barriers accounted for 73 per cent of all the problems 
encountered. (fable 6.23) 

Over half of the companies (54 per cent) were of the opinion that financial issues were 
of crucial importance in selling to developing countries. Almost a fifth of the sample cited 
import restrictions, such as, the "law of similarity", e.g., countries such as India and Brazil who 
apply strict laws preventing competition to local industry. Three companies specifically quoted 
India and five Brazil, as being extremely difficult to sell into - and that they were disinclined to 
continue to try. 

Tablt 6.23 Main barriers to salts 

High import duties, taxes, tariffs 28 per cent 

l.aclc of foreign exchange 26 per cent 

Import restrictions 19 per cent 

Local availability of services (e.g., engineers) 7 per cent 

Others 20 per cent 

Protection of local industry creates difficulties if developing countries wish to use the 
latest equipment - and to learn from its use. For example, in Brazil up to early 1991 (the 
situation is still evolving) local machine tool companies were unable to buy the best machine 
controllers (usually Japanese and German) because of import restrictions. Meanwhile 
Argentinean companies (operating under favorable trading agreements with Brazil) were able 
to import such controllers for use on Argentinean machine tools and to sell into Brazil. While 
this was a policy designed to protect the Brazilian computer industry, it may have had a serious 
negative impact on the local machine tool industry. 
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However, overall the willingness to sell into all regions was ~uite positive (see Table 6.24 
below). Although 17.2per cent did not provide a reply, almost 56 per cent were willing to trade 
anywhere that market conditions allowed. 

Will tnde anywhere 55.1" 

Will ll.Jt tnde iD certain arms 27.1" 

No mswer 17.2" 

For Africa the responses were quite encouraging. Not one compa11y expressed the view 
that the area - or any individual country - was considered a least favoured market. 

The main areas which were viewed somewhat unfavorably were the Middle-East (since 
the survey was carried out in February - May 1991, this is perhaps a reflection of the then 
current political situation), and Eastern Europe. 

In the case of the Middle East it was the political environment which was most often 
quoted as a problem; and in Eastern Europe, the hard currency situation. 

Other countries considered to be problematic for on~ or two companies were Taiwan -
which was accused of "copying" and China - also for copyright infringements. 

6.6 Country Policies in Developing Countries 

This section examine... policies adopted by developing countries which were likely to 
encourage suppliers to sell to those countries. 

Again, perhaps not surprisingly in view of earlier findings, the financial environment was 
crucial. Half the companies cited the availability of finance, import duties, taxes and tariffs as 
the area which would most encourage them to enter developing country new markets to a 
greater extent. (Table 6.25). However, a further 35 per cent presented the view that a 
modernization of national structures, opening of markets, and political stability were prime 
requisites. 

Table 6.25 Incentives to enter tkveloping country markets 

Finance, duties, taxes, tariffs SO.Oper cent 

Modemiz.ation, open markets, stability 3S.Oper cent 

Others IS.Oper cent 

Amongst the "other" group was expansion of demand, skills availability, and 
environmental protection. 

The companies were asked what factors were most important in achieving success in 
selling irt•o developing countries. Here the results ranged over a wide area, with the major 
factor (35.8 per cent) being the availability of strong local expertise, and good agents. (Table 
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6.26). This was followed by, again. availability of finance (14.9 per cent), offering a competitive 
price for the product, and the provision of tedmically advanced design and manufacturing 
possibilities. 

Tobie 6..26 lleosollS for sala sucass 

Availability of local expertise/agmts/skills 3S.8" 

Availability of fimnce 14.9" 

Tecbnically ~ design/manufacturing ~ility 12.0" 

Quality of product 9.0" 

Expasioa of market 7.S" 

Others 7.S" 

Again local expertise and skills, collectively, emerge as important reasons for sales 
success, thus complementing the findings in the earlier discussions of developed countries 
chapters on the importance of skills and infrastructure for success in diffusion. 

6. 7 Latest or Appropriate Technologies? 

The supplier companies were also asked which type of technology they sought to sell to 
developing countries (Table 6.27). Many of the companies were unwilling to sell/license latest 
technologies for a variety of reasons, largely the same as those noted in Table 6.22. 

Tai-le 6.27 Technologies JOU seek to sellllianse to tkveloping countries 

UK USA c- ,., ... 1"L Swed Swit Tetal 

latest technologies s 3 7 3 2 1 2 1 24 

appropriate technologies 9 8 4 s 6 1 0 2 35 

,y--· 
\.. 

In general, the tendency was in favour of what were deemed to be "appropriate" 
technologies. There was a difference by country group however with almost two thirds (64 per 
cent) of sales by German companies, but only just over a quarter of sales by US companies (27.3 
per cent), and a little under two fifths (37.S per cent) of sales by Japanese companies being 
thought of as latest technologies. 

As noted earlier, the German suppliers to developing countries are willingto sell/license 
the latest technologies, and 63.6 per cent of their goods were categorized in this way. 

The reasons for opting for a largely appropriate technology approach to sales are 
contained in Table 6.28. Here again the rationale is largely focused on problems associated with 
maintenance, spares, servicing, technical back-up, and the fact the latest technologies are 
considered to be too high tech and too costly. Clearly these factors, and what the suppliers 
~nsider to be market need are the main criteria. 
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Tobh 6.28 Barmrs to latat uduwlo11 saJa 

Mainlenlnce. spans md servicing problam 37 .2 per cad 

Lick of technical t.ck-up 20.9 per cent 

Perceived market Rlqlliremmls 18.6per cent 

Tecbnology too high gnide. md too costly ll.6per cmt 

Fear of copying 7.0per cent 

Lick of logistics, e.g. ,power. communicatioo 4.7per cent 

There is a small but significant group of companies who are concerned enough about 
emerging competition through copying of latest technologies, who therefore do not sell such 
products to developing countries. 

There is also a small percentage of companies who feel that logistical problems 
associated with the need for regular and consistent supplies of electricity, and open 
communication systems are essential for the use of their latest technologies. 

With regard to both developed and developing country markets, the benefits of the 
suppliers· products were largely considered to be the same. Whiie there were marginal 
dfffer~nces these were not thought to be very important. (see Table 6.29). 

It should be noted that in the data collection in developing countries, reported later in 
this study. there was a clearly expressed preference for the latest as opposed to "appropriate" 
technologies. 

The most important benefit was improvements in productivity, with 21.4 per cent of the 
suppliers citing this amongst other factors. Second came more effective cost structures (17.9 per 
cent), i.e., reduced material costs, shortened lead-times, etc. A close third was improvements 
in quality - both in the equipment being sold, i.e., better engineered and more reliable, and in 
the ensuing product derivir.g from this (16.7 per cent), i.e., greater repeatability of a higher 
standard of product. 

Interestingly, although improved productivity was given most often by suppliers as the 
benefit of their products, there is a wide range of other proposed benefits on the basis of which 
supplier products (customer processes) are sold. Increasingly such factors as higher quality and 
reduced lead times are emerging as factors . This is much in line with the earlier findings on 
developed countries' use of new technologies. 
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Tabll 6.29 Beu.fits of ming SllplllKn prodllds 

blcrea.w.d productivity 2J.4S 

MOR effective cost stnlchln:S I7.9S 

Improved ~ md product quality I6.7S 

More efficient IDlllUfacturiag 9.SS 

Reduced lead-times 8.3S 

Market leadersbiprmcRaSed market share 6.0S 

Reduced labour costs 4.BS 

Improved ~ reliability 4.8" 

Olhefs I0.7S 

'·8 The Supplier Industry: A Brief Summary 

In general. Africa is the least favoured region for the sales of products of the companies 
contained in our sample. The Japanese companies have not exported to this region. (see Table 
6.4). 

Companies from countries with historical links with Africa, including Germany, Italy, and 
particularly the UK. area are fairly strong suppliers to Africa. In addition, however, almost half 
of the US companies exported to the region. 

Almost two-thirds of the Italian companies conduct a considerable amount of their 
current business with developing countries (Table 6.12). 

Developing countries overall are expected to become more important to the sample 
companies over the next five years (Table 6.14). The UK and US companies expect to increase 
trade with these countries quite significantly - perhaps more importantly 7 of the 9 Japanese 
companies expect to expand trade. though this is likely to be mostly with Asian developing 
countries. 

In terms of the established relationships within developing counrries, many companies 
have a rather formalized "hands-off' connection, i.e., their local representatives are agents, 
dealers, etc .• and the companies themselves have not established collaborative, joint ventures, 
or sister companies; or do not have their own branch offices (see table 6.16). 

About half of the sample companies found there were specific problems associated with 
selling to developing countries (Table 6. J7) and these usually centred on low overall demand, 
the cost of agents fees, extra sales or marketing costs. etc; on maintenance or service costs 
(Table 6.1 J). 

The main barriers to ~ellir1g or licensing to developing countries were focused upon 
these factors, plus the feeling that the products were probably of too high a technology content 
to be used effectively, or a fear of copying, or because the logistical framework was inadequate 
(Table 6.28). 
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There was comparatively little interest in licensing more advanced products for 
manufacture in developing countries; though the German companies were a strong exception 
to this general rule (see text in Section 6.5). 

The co~ .,f the goods/services supplied covered a wide range but CAD prices (software 
less than USS 3,500) ind CNC machine tools prices have now reached relatively low levels which 
place them within reach of many smaller comrames in the cleveloping countries (rabies 6.5 and 
6.6). 

However. the prices of these goods overall have been rising during the la.st five years and 
prices are expected to keep increasing at about the same pace over the next five years. 
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7. The Costs and Benefits of Automation 

Throughout chapters 2 to 6 frequent references are made to the costs and benefits of 
the use of automated technologies. It would therefore be inappropriate to simply re--state what 
has already been discussed there; even more importantly it would be inappropriate to remove 
such discussion from their proper place, i.e. in the context of the technologies they relate to. 
However. this shon chapter synthesizes the information contained in other parts of the repon. 

7.1 Robotics 

The cost of robots (using somewhat dated information) ranged from SIS,OOOin the Low
cost range. from $30,000 in the Medium-cost range, and $60.000 in the High-cost range. More 
typically -in the same three ranges costs were $20.000. $62,000, and $85,000 respectively (see 
Table 2.4). However. more recent data from the supplier survey in the preceding chapter 
indicates an average price overall of around $70,000 - which implies that perhaps 60 per cent 
of robots sold would be less then this price (see Table 6.6 and following text). 

The cost may be dependent on the number of units purchased: the cost of a $60,000 
base-price robot - assuming development cost decreases with multiple applications - can reduce 
by 3S to SB per cent. 

121 
Since many developing country companies are not of a size to purchase 

30 or 40 robots, they may be excluded from the market or have to pay a disproportionately high 
price per unit (see Table 2. 13). 

The benefits of robots are somewhat more difficult to quantify. 119 At high volumes of 
production, plant utilization may increase by 31 per cent; and at two shift low volume it would 
more then double (see Table 2. lS). 130 Machine tending costs could be reduced by 93 per cent; 
material transfer by S6 per cent; spray painting by 40 per cent; inspection by SS per cent, etc. 
(see Table 2.16). 

Examples of individual applications reveal that about 2S per cent of final assembly at 
Fiat's Cassino plant is now automated using over 400 robots; and Volkswagen at Wolfsburg 
utilizes over SOO robots to assemble its Golf and Passat cars. 

In the UK benefits generally attributed to robotics include a 66 per cent reduction in 
lead-times, wnrk-in-progress. and inventory, and greater flexibility in product changes (see Table 
2.17). 

The labour displacement characteristics of robotics can be imponant: the high 
concentration on robotics in Japan and Sweden is to a major extent due to the need to free up 
skilled labour to move to other jobs - and the still low development of sensors and grippers, 
robotics is not likely to be very imponant for developing countries at this stage. 

129 
Miller, 1989. 

129 
Miller, 1985. 

Ill> Slllth and Heyt l er, 1985. 
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7.2 CAD 

CAD costs cover a very wide range. from as little as SS,000 through to SI million. 
However. the bottom end of this market - based on personal computers - is becoming 
incr~ingly flexible, has very low cost software programmes, e.g. from $100 to S S,000, and is 
becoming much more user-friendly. PC based CAD often provides 70 per cent of the benefits 
for 20 per cent of the cost of more expensive systems. 01 

By 1985, around one-dlird of CAD was based on PCs and it was estimated that by 1990, 
90 per cent of CAD/CAM, CAE seats would be using personal or desktop computers. i:n 

CAD systems for the garment industry - now usually obtainable for iess than $40,000but 
depending on configuration - embodied all hardware and software costs, including: computer 
equipment. monitors, digitizer and plotter; with software programmes for pattern making, 
pattern digitizing, and full scale marker plotting. m 

One PC system Microsoft Windows which is an IBM PC and clones programme. bas a 
software price tag of $3,375. This brings smaller companies. including those in developing 
countries, into the computer marking age. It has been suggested that any company can have 
complete marking, gnding and plotting (including hardware) for under SIS,000.131 

The benefits can be seen from examples, such as the Swedish ASEA company reducing 
design work which previously took 3,000 hours. to 40 hcurs using CAD;m and there are 
examples of productivity increases ranging from almost a three fold increase to a twenty fold 
increase, 136 and instances of a 100 to l saving in labour time associated with modifications to 
existing designs. 137 

In relation to industries which have formed the basis of industrialization in developing 
countries, i.e .• clothing and footwear, CAD can have a significant impact on the cost of 
materials. Savings in raw materials can average S per cent - and in one instance to 9 per 
cent. 131 Since in these industries the materials used can comprise between 40 and 60 per cent 
of total costs, the savings that could accrue to developing countries could be dramatic, 
particularly if they have not developed textiles or leather industries and have to use scarce 
finances to purchase these materials from abroad . 

131 EdcJ,ii st end .lecobsson, 1988. 

m Dnign Gr.piics World, 1985. 

l3J Admm. 1988. 

131 Admm, 1988. 

m Arnold <1984), Stnker (1982), Kepi insky (1983). 

136 ICeplinsky, 1983. 

m Moff111n end Rush, 1988. 

131 Hoff111n end Rush, 1988. 
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As the supplier survey also reveals (see chapter 6). CAD and associated software can 
now be purchased across a broad range. CAD systems ranged in price from $16,000 to 
$120.000; CAD/CAM hardware for around $28,000; CAD/CAM software from around 
$34,000. Software packages ranged from $3.500 to $120,000, with three of the suppliers 
providing software packages for $10,000 or less. 

CAD seems to be an imperative requirement for developing countries. This is as a 
consequence of its relatively low cost; its skill saving rather than labour saving characteristics; 
its savings in material costs; and last - but not least - its crucial role in enabling developing 
countries to acquire their own design capabilities. 

7.3 NCMT 

NCMT technology is now long established and the relative costs in comparison with 
traditional machine tools has declined over the years. This. combined with a productivity 
capacity generally acknowledged to be of the order of four to one, means that developing 
countries with relatively high labour costs, for example. Mauritius, might well find its 
applications economically justified. 

The benefits include manufacturing in what is essentially a one-off or small batch 
environment, in a more flow-line process. Since most production is of this nature - especially 
in small to medium sized enterprises - the economic and technical benefits are considerable (see 
Figure 4.2). 

Productivity increase appears to be growing, with increases of 2 or 3 to I as early as the 
late 1970s I early 1980s.139 Later observations suggest increases of 15 to I using N.C. 
lathes. 

140 
Other findings show that although capital costs were higher for CNC lathes, the total 

cost savings associated with floor space and labour were some 40 per cent - even for single shift 
working (see Table 4.15). For two shift working savings were even higher. 48 per cent. 141 

Changes in the relative price change of NC and non-NC machines also affect the 
calculations: 

139 

140 

141 

1'1 

•Ifwe compare the prices of NC aruf non-NC machines by type [for example, NC lathes 
versus non-NC lathes (NMTBA, 1989)), lhe price ratio drops lo three or four to one for 
lathes aruf lo about three lo one for boring machines in the mid-1980s. If we also lake into 
account the higher productivity of NC machine tools (four limes greater), we are able lo 

conclude that since the mid-1980s NCMT implementation has become economically 
beneficial enough lo be justified even by conservative 'cosl minimizers'. This corresponds 
with an expansionary phase of the technology's 'life cycle'•.•..: 

As noted in chapter 4, NCMT is: 

• 

•""PP. 1982. 

Rodger, 1986. 

J11eobs1on, 1986. 

Tchi jov, 1991. 
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A technology which is skill saving, sometimes is adopted because 
of shortages of skilled labour. 143 For developing countries too, 
there are advantages to such a technology where skilled labour 
is just unavailable. 

It is not necessarily a labor replacing technology. While in 
imtances, for example the UK: it has been used as a substitute 
for labour, in developing countr.~ it may act to enlarge demand 
as a result of improvements in quality and productivity. 

(3) It is now a relatively rational capital investment choice, as noted 
above by Tchijov, in regard to its unit trade-off with several 
conventional machine tools. 

•The break-even wage for skilled workers, when the choice of CNC lathes becomes 
profitable, is fairly low, indicating that even if there is not an absolute scarcity of skilled 
labour the use of CNC lathes can be advantmgeous to investors· .144 

As with CAD, NCMT technology is imperative for successful industrial development 
strategies in developing countries. The adoption and implementation of NCMT also has very 
important learning curve and demonstration effects, as well as the economic, quality and 
productivity impacts noted above. 

7.4 FMS and FMC 

Although there are examples of FMS (pre-microprocessor control) dating back to the 
mid-1960s, it has only been in the last ten years that its full integrative, systemic impacts have 
been felt. Considered to be the first real move to computer integrated manufacturing, systems 
were expensive, sophisticated - and in many instances uneconomic. 

In the last five years much more has been learnt about how to con'igure and run them 
successfully. Both hardware and software - but especially software - has evolved at a rapid rate. 

Also as interest has grown amongst smaller companies across a wider range of 
applications; more companies have become involved, and simpler configurations of FMS and 
especially FMC have diffused - with subsequent reductions in relative costs. 

Benefits have been estimated to average: 

• • 
• • • 

143 Stnker, 1983. 

14
' Ull/ECE I 1986. 

·• 

30 per cent reduction in labour costs; 
up to IS per cent savings in materials; 
reductions of SO per cent or more in WIP and inventory; 
a 30 per cent increase in machine utilization; 
a reduction in total production costs of up to 27 per cent, etc. 145 
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Lead time reductions averaging 74 per cent and WIP reductions of 68 per cent in the 
UK; and machine utilization increases of 74 per cent have been calculated for Sweden (see 
Table S.1).146 

A particular benefit of FMS/FMC in the developed countries bas been the increase in 
the number of shifts that can be worked without increasing labour costs, i.e., by the introduction 
of an unmanned third shift. An analysis of FMS worldwide (llASA database) showed that two 
thirds were running for three shifts, and that 72 per cent of FMS were autonomous enough tr 
run during one shift in an unmanned mode. 147 

Particular examples of benefits include: 

• The Rover car company in the UK reducing cylinder bead machining 
from 648 to 72 hours; for camshafts from 200 to 48 hours; and for die 
blocks from 6S to 23 hours. 

• Rolls Royce engines recovering a £4 million capital cost in the first year 
of operation - mainly as a result of an associated inventory saving of 
£4.S million. 

• JCB Transmissions, increased turnover by 30 per cent, and increased 
productivity by SO per cent. 141 

• Yamazaki improved machine utilization of machines by 33 per cent -
from even their high levels - and reduced floor space by two-thirds. 

• And Vought Aerospace invested $10 million in an automated system 
which saved then $25 million on parts produced between 1985 and 1988. 
On traditional equipment manufacturing time would have been 200,000 
hours, this was reduced to 70,000- about one third. 1.., 

Both the costs and the benefits of FMS/FMC appear to be quite high. For developing 
countries the first may appear to be the major barrier to its use - therefore preventing the 
benefits from being obtained. However. there may well be fewer companies in the developing 
countries of the size or sophistication to use the larger/costlier systems . 

Equally, consistent and adequate power supplies, and sufficient numbers of skilled 
operators, maintenance and systems people may not be available - and the latter was a major 
problem at the early stage of development in the OECD countries. 

The full-blown FMS seen in major companies in the developed countries are not, at this 
time, applicable to developing countries - except for those with companies of sufficient scale of 
operation, with high liwels of in-house skills, and well developed supplier lints. 

146 
H1ywood Ind l1111nt, 1989. 

1'7 Tchljov, 1991. 

141 
IHllnt Ind H1ywood, 1988. 

1#1 lonetto, 1988. 
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Much more relevant are the stand-alone NCMTs with load/unload mechanisms 
autc,mated; or the simpler FMC type of configurations. Even small to medium sized 
OECD companies, with not very high levels of in-house skills, have shown considerable 
improvements in performance using such technologies. 
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8. Product and Process Dfsign 

As discussed earlier in Chapter I, industrial production can be divided analytically into 
three distinct phases: design. manufacturing and coordination.•~ In this division, design 
comprises all pre-manufacturing tasks necessary to identify, describe and prepare products for 
manufacturing as well as the identification oi the requirements for operations regarding 
materials, components and sub-assemblies for production and materials management.151 Design 
is the path through which innovation is transformed into manufacturing practice. 

From the point of view of manufacturing, design is the starting point, and is more than 
just a pre-assembly function. It is the art of product conc-.eption itself, beginning with the 
definition of the future product's objective: 

•Being concerned with the whole coherence of die product to meet its objective, the task 
of design is to integrate all the determining parameters: the nature and cbanicteristics of 
materials and components, ergonomics, quality, prices etc. This requi"'5 information 
queries, feuibility studies and up to the obtaining of prototypes ready for production. 
Design does not confine itself to the product, but it may also coocem the rdated production 
process (engineering design)9 _in 

Design can be called a kind of "discipline of industrial creation". It fulfills this function 
at several levels: 

8.1 

• "it questions the Jiractice and efficie.1cy of research (applied and 
technical); 

• it questions the whole management of the firm, its internal organization, 
communications and compartmentalization of different services; 

• leads to reassessment of the relationships of industry with its whole 
environment - users, suppliers, competitors". "3 

A Traditional View or Design 

Design is actually a twofold function which includes the design of the products to be 
produced, and the design of the manufacturing process itself. However, in the traditional 
approach, the two design functions are regarded as separate. Either the process (including the 
machinery, factory lay-out, division of tasks and the organization for subassembly delivery) has 
been designed first, and products have to be designed so that they are possible and economic 
ro manufacture in the pre-existing process. Or, products are designed independently, and the 
whole manufacturing process has to be designed according to the products' characteristics. 

uo 1C1pl i nsky, 1985. 

'" L.engdon Ind Rothwll, 1985. 

Ul A&Alert, 1985 

U3 Aiart, 1985. 
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The approach is related to the product life cycle theory. In the early phase of the life 
cycle, product design and marketing are the most dominant functions strategically. 
Manufacturing is considered to be at best strategically neutral. The ideal factory simply has no 
barriers to the introduction of a new product, and the manufacturing process can be adapted 
frequently to changes in product design. The task of manufacturing is to stay adaptable by 
retaining considerable looseness in production formats. The assumption is, that the organization 
can tolerate considerable looseness in team of efficiency, delivery time, delivery dependability, 
or even quality dependability. The organization competes on product innovations, on the basis 
of novelty in product characteristics and product performance. 

It is also assumed that the customer is willing to tolerate this looseness and that results 
such as low quality are in fact inevitable. Poor product quality and poor design quality are, in 
this early phase of the product life cycle, accepted as unavoidable. This implies that a lot of 
engineering changes are still necessary to adapt it to manufacturing and customers· requirements 
after the product has been introduced. There is very little interaction between the design 
department and non-physical manufacturing. 1"' 

When the product matures and shifts over its lifecycle the dominance shifts from product 
development to the manufacturing process. The focus of product novelty and performance 
becomes less important, while cost effectiveness and delivery performance become more crucial 
in the strategy of the firm. Product iDJY.>vation becomes not only less important, but increasingly 
difficult as the whole manufacturing system is targeted at becoming more cost effective, and 
becoming dedicated to the specific product line and thus more inflexible. The relationship 
between product design and manufacturing is still sequential but reversed in direction: 
manufacturing determines the kind and magnitude of product innovation and design changes 
that can take place. m 

As observed in the chapters on ·1eloped countries, this is precisely the direction in 
which current technologies are moving, i.e., in a systematic or "machinofacture" form which 
transforms "economics of scale" and "economics of scope" into an integrated whole. 

Companies engaged in large-scale production, e.g.,motor cars, which have required flow
line production facilities are now able to produce many thousands of variations of the same 
vehicle in a "one-off" mode. One example of this is Fiat in Turin, where one line produces two 
different models, in many hundreds of variations of engines, colours, trims, etc. At the other 
end of the scale flexible manufacturing equipment, suet. as CAD, NCMT, FMS, etc. allow very 
rapid changeovers between one-off or small batch production. Increasingly production moves 
from the two ends of the manufacturing scale shown in Figure 4.1 towards the centre, with both 
forms of production, volume and variety, benefitting. 

In the final phase of the product cycle, it was assumed, that only very minor changes in 
product design would take place. At this stage it is more a question of finding new, lower 
market echelons and cutting production costs as low as possible. In the traditional approach, 
this was usually the phase, when relocating production into low cost countries came into 
question. Thus, developing countries were "by definition" cut out of both innovative product 
design and production process design. Their role, in the global division of labour based on the 

154 v1n Dierdonck, 1990. 
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idea of product life cycle, was to produce mature products with conventional manufacturing 
technologies and organizations based on the extensive use of cheap labour. 

8.2 Changing Life Cycles and Design for Manufaduring 

The changes in markets, manufacturing technologies and business strategies discussed 
earlier put an emphasis on the integration of different spheres of the manufacturing process. 
Functional integration - to gain flexibility, better control over manufacturing operations, cost 
efficiency and rapid response to market changes - has become one of the most important 
competitive weapons in manufacturing industry. With this shift of focus, the role of design, and 
the interrelation between the two design dimensions, change radically. 

In product life cycle terms, the changes have two implications. First, life cycles are 
becoming shorter. In many sectors products become obsolete much earlier than before, though 
the reasons for this vary by sector. In the area of high technology it is above all a question of 
rapid technological change. Products are replaced by new ones, that show far better 
performance rates and are often cheaper. This is the typical case in, for example, computers 
and other advanced electronics. A personal computer is replaced by significantly more effective 
models within one or two years. In other sectors the obsolescence is often caused by issues 
more related to market tastes. Fashion changes, for example, have made the clothing industry 
life cycles very short indeed. 

The other change affecting product life cycles is diversification, e.g.,the earlier Fiat case. 
Products are more diversified than ever before, and Henry Ford's comment on his early cars 
that ·you can have any colour providing its black•, is now completely and utterly without 
application for th~ modern consumer and producer. This is caused by changes in personal tastes 
and by market segmentation. This means, that in addition to shortening the •tail" ,the product 
life cycle itself will be cut. Before really reaching the maturity phase, the product will be 
developed into many variations for different markets. The versions for various markets, again, 
are developed according to their own lines, and diversified further. 

From the product design point of view, life cycle d..:velopments mean that the need for 
product innovation and development does not really end at all. Individual product models are 
replaced by new versions before the product reaches maturity . 

Coping with thi~ kind of product life cycle anticipates a new approach to manufacturing 
and design and the integration, of these two becomes essential. The manufacturing technologies 
have to achieve increased fl~xibility, as already discussed in earlier chapters. From a design 
point of view, this means a need to design products, that are easy to diversify and develop 
further without significant changes in the production process. From the integration point of 
view, the basic question is the manufacturability of the products designed and the flexibility of 
the production process in order to meet such product changes. 

Design for manufacturing has been a central topic in business management literature in 
developed countries during the mid-1980s. 156 De:.ign for manufacturing means, that many 
significant changes have to take place within product design. Among the main points are: 

' 

• a reduction in ',the number of parts of which the product is composed; 

156 Putn1111, (1985); Whitney,, (1988>; De11n and SUSlllln, (1989). 
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• an increase in the number of standardized parts; 

• 

• 

• 

modular design which makes it ~ier to test, to build and to offer a broad 
product mix and yet to have low inventories and short delivery time; 

jigless production, i.e.,avoiding jigs and fixtures as much as possible in order to 
reduce set up times (or using jigs and fixtures with uncomplicated set-ups); 

taking into consideration the machine capabilities and the potential problems 
related to the use of certain parts or methods for assembling parts; 

• using software that helps designers to evaluate the manufacturability of the 
design. 

One conclusion is the need for increased cooperation between design, manufacture and 
other functions within the company. An example of this need in an acute form is given by this 
of a case of a company producing metal tube furniture for three market segments: (a) hospital 
furniture, (b) kitchen and canteen furniture and (c) style furniture tables, chairs, etc. for 
domestic living rooms; three product lines, that are quite different and related to different 
markets: 

•The market for hospital furniture was clwacteriu.d by low volume, project type 
production, quantities and also specifications that were customiu.d, and by short delivery 
times. In addition price could not be neglected because it was the deciding factor in 
choosing among competitive bids. The kitchen furniture segment was clwacteriu.d by high 
volume, mature standardiu.d products, production to stock and competition mainly based 
on price. The style furniture was characterir.ed by low volume, high variety, frequent design 
changes and production to stock• . 157 

The three segments suggest quite different and even conflicting sets of specifications for 
the design department. For hospital furniture, it was important for design people to understand 
the customers. For price and delivery reasons standardized components had to be used. For 
this, functional analysis was an important tool. 

For the kitchen segment, production efficiency was the main issue. Therefore value 
analysis to substitute components with cheaper ones or ones easier to manufacture was an 
important requirement, as well as working closely with vendors. 

For the style furniture market aesthetics, creativity, following fashion trends and being 
close to the market were critical. 

With so conflicting a set of requirements, the company's design department found it hard 
to understand its own role in the competitive strategy. This contributed to the "stuck in the 
middle" position of the organization and subsequent financial difficulties. 

•This case illustrates that the design department not only should understand its strategic 
role, but also that in the case of conflicting roles one might think about 'focused design' 
or1miution in analogy with the concept of a focused factory. In order for strategy 

IS7 Yll'I Ditrdonck, 1990. 
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formulation to play its integrating role. especially between manufacturing and design, it is 
critical that both have a good and non-conflicting understanding of their rote•. ui 

This again emphasizes the need for a strategic integration of functions within a company. 
Within this integration. the role of design is quite crucial. Design can be regarded as having a 
very special status as the starting point for CIM. 1

'9 This refers especially to engineering 
design. in tbis concept, the traditional roles of the two designing functions are reversed. where 
product design is largely subordinated to process design. The successful planning of a flexible 
manufacturing totality, is then the primary task giving product design either a narrow or a broad 
field to develop variations. 

This analysis is, of course. from the point of view of planning very sophisticated 
production facilities especially within the capital goods sector. The model derived for estimating 
the basic competitive advantages in various product fields, however, provides tools with which 
to evaluate the role of design. The model is based on two dimensions, the complexity of th~ 
product (high - low) and the uncertainty of the market (high - low). This yields 4 basic types 
of competitive advantages and product fields. At one end are highly complex products in 
uncertain markets (a), at the other si:;aple products with stable markets (b) two other categories 
are. simple products with uncertain markets (c), and complex products with stable markets (d) -
these are the two transitional types (fable 8.1). 

Table 8.1 Competitive advantages in various produtt artas 

Competitive advantage Product area Examples 

(a) product performance capital equipment, high aircraft, 
technology production machinery 

(b) product cost basic col1UDC'.i1ties nuts. bolts. light bulbs, 

(c) rapid response fashion articles skate boards. fashion clothing 

(d) high variety consumer durables tv-sets. personal cars 

Source: Brooks (1990). 

One interesting point is that industrial sectors are actually changing their focal points. 
For example, the share of consumer markets with high variety and rapid response demands 
seems to be growing with further segmentation in the basic commodity markets. Thus, the 
number of products in category (b) - which largely responds to the old idea of products in the 
maturity phase of the product cycle - is diminishing, while the share of products in categories 
(c) and (d) are growing. 

The focal points for business from the angle of technologi'cal development and 
applications of CAD and CIM technologies in the four product fields can be described as 
follows: 

131 v.,, Dierdonck, 1990. 

!'9 lrook1, 1990. 
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In (a) extensive use of CAD and CAE are needed to engineer a complex product 
in order to achieve high levels of performance. Versatile machinery is needed to 
cope with a wide range of small batch manufacture and rapidly changing 
schedules. 

In (b) product design is quite simple, and emplmis is on capacity planning in 
order to achieve high utilization of machinery, good process control and control 
of logistics control. Automation of production (CAD/CAM) is mainly needed 
in developing (1) high qu2lity tooling, (2) securing a stable quality of the 
products and (3) in gaining control over the whole production process. 

• In (c) emphasis is on rapid and often innovative product design and - from the 
engineering design point of view - in logistical controls. The linkages in this type 
of production quite often consist of a very wide (and even rapidly changing) 
network of firms involved in the manufacture of the same product. 

• In (d) quite sophisticated CAD for modular design of components is needed, 
with developed ~AM linkages. In production design, the trend goes towards 
more flexibility, rapid changes and a functioning production network with JIT 
organization.•«> 

The whole debate on design factors in products and processes is further extended by the 
concept of re-design. In many cases a product may have been manufactured in the same way -
or with only minor changes - for many years. Since this has been the accepted norm, 

production managers have thought •ithas always worked well this way, why change it•. This is, 
of course, a blinkered approach to manufacturing since as we have emphasized here, the linkage 
between product and process design is tightening. 

One example of this was found in Sweden, where re-design of an established product in 
order to manufacture the housing of a submersible pump by the use of a Flexible Manufacturing 
System, cut manufacturing operations by 47 per cent. 

•FMS revealed to us the importance of design for production even more than we thought 
possible. In one instance by simply evaluating the technology we reduced the number of 
operations needed from 95 to SO. It has forced our designers to design even more in 
collaboration with production, and increased the levels of knowledge in the firm• . 161 

8.3 CAD and Design in Textiles and Clothing 

The textiles and clothing industries are interesting examples from the design point of 
view. The textiles industry is, to a large extent, a technologically and organizationally rather 
stable and slowly changing process industry. It produces some final products for the consumer 
market, but the main products - yam and cloth - are mainly inputs to the clothing industry. 

New raw materials are continuously introduced to the industry, but the basic 
characteristics of the products do not change dramatkally. However, fashion changes make the 
variations in the composition of product assortment very rapid. Design and choice of the 

•«> lrook1, 1990. 

161 Heywood Ind le111nt, 1987. 
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products to be manufactured are often imposed by the user companies. These clothing 
companies define exactly what kind of yarn and cloth they want. So the textile company's own 
role in product design is often limited to adaptations of the ready made design for their 
production facilities. 

Thus. within a textiles company. engineering design is often more important than product 
design. The production processes themselves change only slowly.though incremental innovations 
that improve the speed and flexibility of the process and the quality of the products are 
continuously introduced to the industry. The design linDng new machinery capabilities and 
product requirements is important, and results in product quality that is to a larger extent 
becoming a more important competitive advantage than production costs. One of the basic 
issues is to be able to satisfy the clothing firms' product requirements. 

The clothing industry, on the other hand, is one of the most diversified industries. In 
the framework of Table 8.1, it is split into two categories, with one segment producing basic 
commodities with production costs as the main competitive advantage, and the other with 
fashionable goods with rapid response as the focal point of manufacture. In addition to these 
two segments, a third one could be added, that produces high quality clothing with 
characteristics that more closely resemble consumer durables than either basic commodities or 
fashion articles. 

Design is important for all clothing categories, but it is the basic issue especially in the 
fashion segment, and in the fashion industry particularly because design is a highly integrative 
function. It does not necessarily integrate the functions within one factory, but between a wide 
network of textiles and clothing manufacturers, even retailers and fashion houses. 

For example, intricate formal and informal links between the retailer, manufacturer, 
textiles merchant, subcontract units, and homeworkers have been found in a study of buyer
suppl ier relations (Chain A, Figure 8.1) in the UK. 1c 

In a second, more formal relationship (Chain B) flexibility of response was much more 
constrained. 

Chain A, in particular, contains the seeds of a highly integrated structure in which design 
of products and processes is crucial. Rapid links, rapid responses, and rapid changes are 
required by all the players since design is a function of all the participants. 

Jn particular, there are pressures on the smaller firms as Figure 8.2 indicates, and the 
similarity to the discussion of pressures for change and systemic manufacturing in Chapter 1, 
bears a striking resemblance to pressures in the clothing industry. 

CAD and electronic data interchange (EDI) is becoming increasingly crucial in 
developing and retaining these links and relationships. 

Thus, CAD has become a crucial tool both in facilitating the design of product variety 
and in integrating the production network. Another example on changes in the textiles sector 

162 Whitiker, M1ytf00d Ind Rush, 1989. 
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in Italy in the mid-19805163 reveals some basic themes on the role of design and CAD in the 
modern textiles and clothing industry operating in the fashion market. 

Fi1un 8.1 Comparison of supply chains 

SMALL BATCH ~---- VOLUME ___ ...,.. MEDIUM - LARGE BATCH 

Very FRqucnt STYLE CHANGE --~ lnfrequcn1 
Low - Medium QUALITY ------1~ High 
3 weeks- 3 month~ LEAD TIME---~ 3 - 18 months 

CHAIN A 

Large Multiple Retailer specialising in fast movin~ 
womcn·s fashion wear 

CHAINS 

Large Mul1iplc Rc1ailer 
(non-sc~mcnted) 

It~ ~~~~~ --------=:- --------Transcarc ~ 
~ ~~ Fabric Suppliers . 

'P 

Manufac1urcr/Wholcsaler 

DODOO DD 
Subcontracl CMT Units 

(Grurcr London) 

11\ 
Homeworkers 

Teiuile Mcrchan1 

~ 
ODDO 

Fabric Suppliers 
fUK. FRG. fr;ance. Far Eastl 

Source: Whitaker, Haywood & Rush (1989). 

~"'" <UK. USA.FRG! 

Manufac1urcr 

~ 
CMTUni1s 

Designs for fall and spring fashion were presented twice a year, in February and August. 
Designers were expected to prepare samples of fabrics in a variety of possible weaves and 
colours. Preparing samples required weeks of interaction between designers, customers and 
producers. After samples were made, firms defined the product mixes they would offer the 
marketplace. 

In this CAD is an irreplaceable tool. With it a designer could consider different weaves 
and colours before they were actually woven. Only S to 8 designs out of a hundred designs 
proposed would actually be produced. The cost of design was expected to be cut dramatically 
by CAD, but the most important advantage offered by the technology was the possibility to react 

1
" Menlchettl quoted in J1ik11Aar, 1986. 
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quickly in the marketplace. If particular designs met the approval of the fashion houses for their 
collections a firm could. using CAD. quickly make adjustments to its own offerings. 

Fifun 8.2 Mollllling prasun on S1IUlll rnanufactunrs 

Sampling Problems 

c No Discounts 

Manufacturer 

It\ 
PRESSURE FROM ltET AILEltS 

Chon lead Ti~ __ s_ma_u_e_a_ic_hc_s __ _ 

High Qualiry 

Call-off Facilities 
Sophis1ica1 
Packaging 

Source: Whitaker, Haywood & Rush (1989). 

To meet the requirements of the industry. CAD must be able to offer: 

• 
• • 
• • 

fidelity in colour reproduction; 
resolution in hard-copy generation; 
sophisticated software capable of reproducing weaving effects and providing a 
feeling for texture; 
hardware to allow processing of a large volume of data; and 
accessibility to a variety of different users . 
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By the mid 1980s the possibilities of CAD in the textiles and c!othing industries had 
improved remarkably, but the overall situation was still a little turbulent and changing rapidly: 

·cAD has not been able to deliver the wide variety of colour combinations we require, but 
I know that in the next few years we are going to have a system that will satisfy the 
demands of the industl)'. Changing the way of doing business is going to take a lot longer 
than the development of the technology. I need to create my own network of people who 
can exploit this technology ... 

My bw.iness is to get things done as fast as I can - information from the market into Prato, 
what products the customer wants, which yarn, which composition, how it will look - then 
talk to the firms in Prato. There are about 100 firms that can produce yarn; if it is a 
specialty yarn, about ten firms can do it. Depending on the specialty, it is a different firm 
each time. I have to take fecclbmck from them md send it back to Ne ,.. York, maybe with 
some modificatioos. With CAD I can greatly expand the alternatives I can propose md 
hope one is a bit! 

There is another programme undergoing experimentation in some dyeing houses in Prato. 
We are trying to apply new methods in industrial colour management based upon a better 
knowledge of the process. Using spectrophotometers for automatic \A>lour measurement, 
we can today CR'ate programs for the right recipe for finishing that are quite reliable. 
These methods have been tested by several European companies, resulting in consistent 
savings in dyestuffs. What is appealing to me, more than the savings in dyestuff, is to be 
able to make the connection of colour management with CAD. We will then be able to 
be consistent between design and manufacturing. 

I am still at a loss as to bow to create the capability to effectively exploit this technology. 
Do I need designers in New York as well as in Prato? What kind of a database do I need? 
How large must it be before it is effective? Do my suppliers have access to designs and 
patterns? If so, who? Should it be shared by everyone in Prato in a common pool, or should 
I restrict it to my own firm? Should there be a service company that provides CAD 
services to everybody? Should there be more than one such company? 

We are beginning a new epoch, and how we organize for it among ourselves is very 
important• . 1

" 

Menichetti's description gives a good overview on the complexity of designs' role in 
fashion clothing. The crucial function of CAD becomes evident as well; also the integrative 
function played by a designer working with CAD and the use of comprehensive databases 
becomes quite obvious. However, the forms of organizing these wide production networks are 
still left open. Both the role of CAD and the new forms for organizing the clothing network will 
be discussed further in Chapter 16. 

Since the mid-1980s the performance rates of CAD systems have increased remarkably 
and, as observed in Chapter 3, prices have reduced thus becoming well within the reach of 
developing countries. The concrete possibilities for using CAD in developing countries - as well 
as the supponing policy and infrastructural issues required - are discussed in more detail in the 
following chapters. 

uw ~ichetti ~ttd in J1ikU1111r, 1986. 
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9. Developed Countries: Organizational and Manpower Is.mes 

Chapters 2 to 5 disCUMed at some length the experiences, economics, and diffusion of 
four technologies, robotics (IR), computer aided <!~ign (CAD) numerically controlled machine 
tools (NCMT) and flexible manufacturing systam (FMS), as applied in developed countries. 
This has been done largely in terms of the technologies, though some of the costs and benefits, 
barriers and potentialities of these production aids were also covered. 

The considerable literature related to these technologies has also been emphasized. This 
will aid readers to follow up on the points raised: however the chapters are intended to be 
sufficiently self-contained to allow them to stand also. 

This difficulty is that the technologies themselves represent only part of the problem of 
technical change. Later sections of this report cover other factors, e.g., organizational and 
structural changes required, the manpower, the logistical framework:, the availability of financial 
resources, etc., as they apply to developing countries. The present chapter deals with three 
major issues in relation to the experience of developed countries. These are: 

(1) Methodological and structural implieations; 
(2) Supplier relationships; 
(3) Manpower, and skills issues. 

They are essential features of the infrastructure for successful technology 
implementation. 

9.1 Methodological and Structural Implications 

The full strategic implieations of automation need to be appreciated. Entering this 
technological minefield is not simply a matter of a short-term investment in one or two discrete 
items of equipment but rather a long-term philosophy involving technological and organizational 
components which need to be carefully linked to provide support for the overall business. 

In evolving a strategy for computer-integrated manufacturing there are two possible 
routes. One involves what might be called the "techno-centric" approach which i~talls islands 
of automation based on advanced technology and gradually works towards linking these into a 
fully integrated continent - the "factory of the future". Here problems are perceived as 
principally composed of financial and technological elements and the dominant belief is that if 
enough resources are thrown at the problem it will be solved. 

The second involves an "organo-centric" approach in which the process of technological 
innovation follows that of organizational adaptation. The pattern here follows roughly the 
prescription offered by Ingersoll Engineers: "simplify,integrate, computer-integrate" and implies 
an incremental approach based on low risk, high return organizational changes building up 
gradually to higher risk technological changes such as CAD/CAM and CIM. 

In many instances, particularly so it seems in the English-speaking world, the general 
approach has been the first of these, the "techno-centric", which has dominated. In the early 
I 980s, for example, the instinctive reaction to what seemed an unstoppable wave of competition 
from Japan saw many countries/companies throw money into the technology option. For 
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example, the Saturn project of General Motors. The inefficiency of early FMS applications in 
the US and UK bas been commented on. 165 

The simplification of approaches to change in production methods is needed166 and a 
more ·organo-centric• approach which allows for a first, or at least joint, concentration on 
changes in the organizational/structural and technological fields. 

One possible scenario for such change was offered earlier in Chapter 1 where it was 
suggested that moves towards a concept of the •factory of the future• should embrace all of these 
issues (see Figure 1.3). 

This would involve moves towards the adoption of new technologies within an overall 
framework of change which involves changing methods and structures. 

Methodological in the context of evolving better buyer/supplier relationships and the 
adoption of just-in- time methods in order to reduce work-in-progress and inventories; improved 
quality in order to satisfy customer demands; the adoption of group technology to improve the 
work-flow; a greater concentration on design-for-manufacture, e.g.,for too long, many companies 
have been producing goods inefficiently. and re-design along-side new technologies can be a 
powerful competitive tool. 

This one aspect of organizational change comes with the adoption of different 
approaches to the layout and methods of production. Here the influence of Japanese 
manufacturing techniques can be clearly seen, with emphasis on simplification and planning to 
achieve smooth flow through manufacturing - to make batch processing resemble flow 
production as closely as possible. The precise configuration of layout and the range of 
techniques adopted vary, but in many firms technological change involving FMS is taking place 
in parallel with programmes for quality improvement, changing supplier and purchasing policies, 
and moves towards implementing a just-in-time philosophy both in purchasing and within the 
production process as a whole. 

Similarly, structural changes which create barriers between functional jobs, together with 
horizontal hierarchies, have created inefficiencies which inhibit communications and industrial 
relations. These structural changes need to be implemented quiclcly and in tandem with the 
other two elements. 

The move to FMS and other integrated automation technologies poses strong questions 
about the traditional pattern of functional speciaJization.'67 For example, there is a need for 
the design and production functions to work together to develop products which are suitable for 
manufacture on such systems. Such a design for manufacture philosophy is of particular 
significance. 

There is a need for business systems engineers and manufacturing systems engineers, or 
put more crudely ·businessmen· with a more detailed knowledge of production and 'production 

165 Jaik~r <1916> end Voss (1986>. 

166 Ingersoll Engineers (1983> and Schonberger, 1982. 

167 Maywood end lessent, 19871. 
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people' with a more detailed knowledge of business.161 The essence of such changes is to 
encourage coordinated skills. This requires the adoption of a single systems view of the 
enterprise and the scrapping of parochial boundaries between individuals and departments, 
shortened hierarchies, and broadening stills. 

In many companies (Germany, Sweden, etc.) there are on average, only three or four 
levels of management down to the level of the shopfloor worker. This has many implications 
for border crossing between different functional specializations within management and this 
suggests that managers are better placed to have an all embracing knowledge of the products 
and processes employed within the company; a tendency made easier by the fact that graduates 
tend to be very broadly based throughout all functions of the companies, and not confined to 
the research and development or production engineering functions as tends to be the case in 
other countries, for example, in the US, UK, etc.; it is common to find six, seven or more layers 
of management. However, it is not merely the fact that there are flatter hierarchical structures 
to aid efficiency and communications, but that movement between levels is more apparent in 
the former countries. 

This trend towards flatter and less structurally functional occupations is being accelerated 
as a result of the introduction of information technology and the organizational changes that this 
brings with both vertical and horizontal movement occurring. 

Strategic change is also exertil!g pressures. While new technology and organizational 
structures are aliowing greater control and information flows in companies the devolution of 
responsibility and the use of higher levels of skill on the shopfloor has also increased the 
pressures for organizational change. 

FMS and its associated information technology gives the most senior managers a 
complete picture of the whole process from design and receipt of orders through manufacture 
and delivery. This increases pressure on middle managers who have traditionally been 
responsible for specific functional operations. Additionally, if sufficient confidence about their 
own abilities exists among senior managers it also affords the opportunity of devolving 
responsibility back to the shopfloor, in some senses standing the old Tayloristic concept of the 
division of labour on its head. 

That this kind of managerial self-confidence exists in countries with a consensus style of 
industrial relations is evident from a number of examples provided by both managers and 
shopfloor workers. 1119 In one instance established customers with urgent component 
requirements were allowed to bypass both managers and supervisors, and go straight to the 
appropriate shopfloor worker with design modifications that needed to be embodied, or to 
discuss technical or material problems, or even to introduce new and urgent orders. In another 
case operators working on an FMS who faced machining difficulties, perhaps because of 
materials problems, completely bypassed all internal and external company hierarchical 
structures and directly t~ephoned the responsible shopfloor worker in the supplying foundry to 
arrange for replacement cas~ings. This resulted in replacement components being available 
within hours rather than the days that this would have talcen by going through the formal 
procedures in an hierarchy. 

161 Pernaby, 1986. 
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Given the growing imponance of reducing stocks and work-in progress, allied to just-in
time deliveries, this degree of confidence in managerial abilities. and those of their workers, will 
increasingly become a powerful competitive weapon. 

One way of viewing the integration at all levels that are increasingly necessary is that 
provided in Figure 9.1. Here it is suggested that moves in a southerly then easterly direction 
might be implemented by companies who are not yet highly technology driven. The ideal goal.of 
course, being to end up in the south-eastern box. 

Figurr 9.1 Options on tM road to inttgl'Olion 

INCREASING 1ECHNOLOGICAL IN1EGRATION 

INCREASING 

ORGANISATIONAL 

IN1EGRATION 

Source: Haywood (1988). 

Current state of factories: 

unintegrated technology 

and organisation 

High organisational 

integration 

- the Japanese model 

High technological 

integration ( eg CIM) 

but 

unintegrated organisation 

Integrated technology 

and 

organisation 

Failure to adopt such an approach suggests a risk that, far from being a highly integrated 
"continent" of automation, the "factory of the future" may instead resemble a loose "archipelago 
of islands", poorly joined together by an ad·hoc network of bridges and ferries and suffering 
from the inefficiencies, delays and frustrations associated with such a geography. 

The UN/ECE repon of 1986 highlights five decisive elements in the adoption of FMS, 
which are just as relevant to more g~neral applications of new technology. These are: 

(1) A decision to invest in FMS should be an integral pan of a broader 
decision to adopt new organizations and managerial principles for the 
whole company. 
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(2) For the successful implementation and operati~n of FMS, it is also 
necessary to ensure the involvement of all groups of personnel within the 
company. 

(3) 

(4) 

In undertaking an investment appraisal of FMS, experience shows that 
it is difficult to measure and quantify many of the potential benefits. 

Most of the full FMS which are in operation today are tailor-made for 
the user; this results not only in unnecessarily high development costs but 
also in considerable compatibility problems when the time comes for the 
system to be expanded or linked to other systems. 

(5) Problems arising in the implementation and operation of FMS do not 
usually derive from technical deficiencies but rather from inadequate 
planning and organization. 

They note that three areas in particular should be given special attention, and at least 
the second and third of these are again of general relevance. 

• sensor technology; 
• software; and 
• communication networks. 

9.2 &..-::~ Cwntry Comparisons 

Some EC countries are clearly in a strong position to exploit flexible automation 
technologies -for example, Germany now bas a relatively high rate of use of FMS, robotics etc, 
and can build upon its position of strength as a specialist machine builder. Its ability to develop 
alternative working practices and obtain higher levels of responsiveness and flexibility will 
depend less on the question of skills availability - with around 70 per cent of the workforce 
possessing some vocational qualification the FRG is well-endowed and the union with East 
Germany will swell still further the labour supply in skilled personnel - than on managerial 
attitudes towards changes in working practices . 

Scandinavia has also demonstrated leadership in moving towards alternative models -
ever since the Volvo experiments at Kalmar in the 1960s. Recent developments suggest that on 
a broad front a new model for manufacturing organization and management is emerging which 
marries highly skilled people, looser and more flexible work arrangements, with high levels of 
advanced manufacturing technology (AMT). 

In the UK, on the other hand, as in the USA there are many barriers to change. In 
addition to the serious limitations imposed by the shortage of skills and inadequate investment 
in training, there is a strong traditional management culture which may not be capable of 
reacting fast enough to the challenge for greater flexibility and responsiveness. The dominance 
of L'1e Fordrraylor model in the UK and the US has been remarked upon elsewhere and it is 
significant to contrast this approach - which stresses a high level of functional differentiation and 
division of labour with other European approaches which embody more integrated forms. The 
concept of "Technik" as a unified view of manufacturing as a total system is one which is present 
in most continent:al European languages and culture but lacking in the UK and the USA. 
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Mechatronics is clearly not simply a collection of machines and computers but a much 
broader system including a lcey organizational component. Successful users are, above all, those 
firms which recognize this and manage such innovations as total systems. Contextual factors -
like the layout of production, the choice of products to be made, the linkages between different 
support functions, the skills and work organization of those operating the systems - all have a 
bear.DJ on how it will perform. Indeed, the benefits of FMS investment often come more from 
the organizational changes which it provokes than from the narrow set of physical equipment 
which is installed. 1111 

Second is the point that mechatronics is a conjigurational technology171 evolving and 
developing as a result of interaction between users and producers and during the long-term 
process of implementation. The centrality of organizational learning in this imple1nentation 
proc:ss needs to be recognized. 

In this respect Europe stands at something of a crossroads with regard to AMT. 
Investment in the physical elements of AMT has already been extensive but the promise offered 
by such innovations is often not fully realized. At the level of the firm there needs to be a shift 
to a longer-term strategic perspective on manufacturing, within which choices about the 
appropriate use of mechatronics technology and the design of matching orgar,izational forms can 
take place. In particular, firms need to recognize that, in the emerging manufacturing 
environment, competitive advantage will depend increasingly on knowledge and skill and on 
intensive technical cooperation and networking both with users and with suppliers. 172 

9.3 Supplier Relationships 

In fact one significantly important reason for introducing FMS, and a major reason for 
its success in Sweden, has been the relationship that exists between suppliers, customers and 
subcontractors. Long-term purchasing arrangements, economic and technical assistance, and 
frequent consultation, all establish a framework for increased production efficiency and reduced 
costs with high levels of quality. One subcontractor in Sweden had been supplying 40 different 
components to one customer for a period of at least ten years. These strong linlcs may be 
illustrated by the following quotes made by company directors in Sweden: 

•for some time now we have had strong links into a more limited number of suppliers, 
often paying ourselves for the subcontractors costs in tooling or jigs. Cooperation is the 
keyword. If someone quotes too low a price for a job we would probably query it since it 
could lead to a lower level of quality that we desire. 

Although we are a fairly small company we have 300 established customers including some 
of the largest in Sweden, e.g.,Saab, ASEA and Volvo. These have mostly been long-tenn 
relationships and I would estimate that 95 per cent of Swedish companies have such long
tenn contacts with their customers and suppliers•. 

In Sweden many small to medium-sized companies in the subcontract sector have order 
books in the region of a rolling average of twelve months - in contrast to the UK where the 

1111 Jalk..-r 1986; Tidd 1990. 

l7I Fleck, 19815. 

112 1nsant and Maywood, 1991. ' 
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norm is something under three months. 173 In one instance a Swedish subcontract company 
representative noted that they already had 75 per cent of their order book filled for the coming 
year. Such continuity allows Swedish companies to have a longer-term planning horizon and 
facilitates the use of new and more expensive equipment with the knowledge that a return on 
capital invested can be made. 

The use of new technology can also be due to the purchase of new equipment by the 
customer specifically for the use of the subcontractor. Several instances of such installations 
have been highlighted where expensive equipment had been installed for the duration of a 
contract (and was still in place after several years due to the follow-up nature of orders). 

This infrastructural support is reinforced,in many instances, by direct assistance in the 
purchase of materials at preferential prices from other suppliers to the major companies. 

All of these factors bring benefits to the subcontractor in terms of expanded time 
horizons and production possibilities; but also bring substantial benefits to the customer in the 
form of improved quality, reduced part costs and improved delivery times. 

Swedish, German and Japanese companies with their long established and collaborative 
links between major customers, producers, and subcontractors could be in a much stronger 
position than many other countries in successfully achieving such integration. The consensus 
and codetermination approaches which bring together government, management and labour, 
makes this much more likely, whether the linkages are of a computerized or of a more informal 
nature. 

9.4 Manpower and Skills Issues 

One of the major findings derived hnm extensive research into the use of automated 
technologies, is that concerning the changes in manpower and skills. There seems to be a 
general opinion that FMS and automation as a whole will lead to a gradual transformation of 
employment structures. 17

' The first observation which can be made in this respect is that 
indirect production/support work is increasing while direct work is decreasing (a shift from 
manual to mental work). This trend can be documented by both national and individual 
enterprise employment data . 

A second observation is that automation is causing changes in skill requirements both 
in existing work and, in particular, in the new jobs created. Practical skills have to be 
complemented by a higher degree of theoretical skills in science and in modern technologies. 175 

It is often stated that the new production technology requires personnel with multidisciplinary 
skills. 176 

The traditional work organization, characterized by specialization, fragmentation and 
narrowly~efined work tasks is, to a large extent, replaced with SCKalled flow-oriented work 

m Heywood Ind 8n11r1t, '0!!1a. 

114 Allerlcen M1elllnl1t, 1rn, ECE, 1984. 

1
" Allerlcen MK.',i:ilst, 1985; Ministry of 1..-.try, Swden, 1983; H1tveny et 1l., 1983. 

176 Ulf/ECE, 1986. 
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organizations where work is more broadly defined and carried out by teams of workers baviLg 
multi-disciplinary skills;177 and it was found that the use of modem technology. - and the 
efficiency with which it was used - depended very much on the skills of the people who used it. 
and the management objectives in applying the technology. 

Profound changes in the types of workers and the levels of skills they employ can be 
expected in those countries or companies wishing to make effective use of information based 
technologies such as FMS. In Sweden in those companies adopting FMS. graduate levels. for 
example. have increased from just under 3 per cent of the workforce in 1981 to approximately 
10 per cent in 1986. 

In Sweden the rationale for the use of FMS as a major competitive weapon is that a 
combination of using the latest technologies and the continual, and increasing. upgrading of 
education and skills secures increasing company market share. One example of this latter trend 
in Sweden was that while approximately 75 per cent of school leavers currently went on to 
higher education in one form or another (in the UK it is estimated to be approximately one 
third of the workforce). it was planned that this would increase to 95 per ce.nt by 1995. One 
company visited observed that already 55 per cent of its shopfloor personnel bad technical high 
school training. 

This combination of latest technologies integrated with high and increasing skill levels 
had led to an increase of 25 per cent in employment levels. in one company visited, and an 
increase of 250 per cent in productivity. In thi~ same company, women represented 40 per cent 
of the workforce, with a substantial percentage of this being women employed in skilled 
production roles. 111 

One answer to the problem of successful utilization of FMS might lie in the approaches 
long adopted in Sweden where school children begin - at the age of 13 - to be introduced to, and 
start to malce choices about, their furure employment options. At this age they vi~i: and work 
within local companies for at least one week per term to gain work experience; at 15 this 
increases to two weeks per term: and at 16 or 17 they have the opportunity to go on to a higher 
educational establishment, where they can receive a more occupationally oriented and technical 
education to provide them with the necessary skills for their future occupations . 

The use of FMS has also led to a considerable coming together of those skil!s 
traditionally defined as direct (blue collar) and indirect (white collar). With the company 
becoming more computer driven white collar workers are becoming more involved with 
shopfloor work than ever before. While there are some problems of demarcation they are a 
minor problem and are increasingly being overcome. 

One approach is to upgrade the shopfloor worker to do more organizationally and 
technically driven work, in other words to get die person with the rr.achine or manufacturing 
knowledge to acquire computer or electronic skills rather than get the more academically 
qualified to acquire machining knowledge, since generally it takes much longer to acquire 
machining skills. 

177 Ull/ECE I 1986. 

111 Heywood end lessant, 1917a. 
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Many companies -particularly in Sweden, Japan, and West Germany -have taken up the 
challenges of developing production processes that involve a strongly integrative technology and 
labour role. This follows what bas been called computer and human-integrated manufacture 
(CHIM)'" - rather than what bas mainly been concentrated upon up to now in the UK, 
computer-integrated manufacture (CIM). 

In a comprehensive survey (1200 manufacturing establishments) conducted bi-annually 
by the Policy Studies Institute (PSI) in the U .K, a distinct and increasing impact of micro
electronics technologi~ can be seen. The latest (1987) survey showed the following: 

• In the UK manufacturing as a whole, nearly two factori~ in three are 
now using micro-electronics - more than three times as many as six years 
before. One in every eight is using it in its products and three out of five 
in their production processes. 

• In 1978 barely 7 per cent of UK factories were using micro-electronics; 
now two-thirds are and there is only limited scope for further new users. 
In the course of a decade micro-electronics bas grown from being a •new· 
technology to becoming a mature one. 

• 

• 

Applications in products are concenttated almost entirely in three 
industrial sectors: electrical, electronic and instrument engineering; 
mechanical engineering, and vehicles and aircraft. 

Applications in processes are spread more widely, with particularly high 
proponions in paper and printing; food and drink; and chemicals and 
metals; and particularly low proponions in clothing and textiles. 

These were highlighted as findings of the fourth in a major series of reports examining 
the application of micro-electronics. Other factors included: 

• Automation: Complex, advanced kinds of application are still rare, but their 
use is increasing and is associated with the greatest job losses . 

• Key Skills: The most widespread obstacle, regarded as a very imponant 
difficulty by nearly half the user factories, is lack of specialist 
technical expenise. 

With regard to the need for highly skilled personnel, including engineers, they were able 
to repon that training had markedly increased, but despite having a well established university 
and polytechnic system the supply was not keeping pace with demand. 

•The number of enriaeen with relevant expertise bas been rising fast, doubling between 
1981 aad 1983, and G.>Ublin1 apin between 1983 aad 1987. In each of the four surveys the 
user factories have uid they would like still more - oa average about 40 per cent more. 
Over half of the user f1etoriea still have none of these speci•list engineers at air. 

Clearly if a developed country such as the United Kingdom is facing problems of having 
sufficient experts to cope with the demand~ of automation, developing countries may face even 

179 
NIY'fOCICI, 1988. 
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more severe problems. There is. of course. a question of scale involved here however. and a 
slowly growing automation sector in the latter countries may not put too much strain on the 
educational system. It is essential however. to be aware of the demands that will be put on the 
post-school le<lving system, particularly at the university and technical levels. 

In terms of real numbers of engineers. PSI note in their 1986 report: 

•Although not sufficiendy quickly to meet the demand. the number of engineers with the 
necesary expertise bas been rising fut - from m estimated UK total of about 26.000 in 
1981, to about 46,000in 1983 and about S2,000in 1985. The users in the 1981 survey 
reported having m avenage of 1.2 engineers per establishment when they work oa 
microelectronics applicatioos, but this bad incmlsed tom average of 6.3 by 1983 and bas 
risen further tom average of7.Sin 1985. However, because there are fewer engineers in 
the smaller establlshmeots, when the sample figures are weighted for all UK manufacturing 
the average number per establishment using microelectronics comes down to about 2.9. 

Rapid as the growth in numbers bas been, it bas at DO point come Mar to meeting the 
demand. In 1981. user establishments oa average wanted about 40 per cent more of these 
engineers than they had already, in 1983 about 40 per cent more than they bad by then, and 
in 1985 they still say they want about 40 per cent more than the even greater number than 
they have now. And DO doubt more still will be wanted in future years when additional 
establishments start using micro-electronics and when existing users extend the range and 
sophistication of their applicati~·. 

The PSI surveys contain a wealth of data on the spread of microelectronics in both 
products and processes. For processes. three tables are presented which emphasize the 
pervasiveness of micro-electronics application. The first shows applications by type of 
equipment. (fable 9.1). Applications in design were expected to increase by 236 per cent 
between 1983 and 1989 (136 per cent achieved between 1983 and 1987). 

Applications in machine or process control already stand at 71 per cent and machine 
control alone at 64 per cent. Perhaps of most interest is that centralized machine control. 
integrated process control and automated handling were expected to reach 32 per cent. 36 per 
cent and 44 per cent respectively of all companies in the sample by 1989 . 

All of the applications imply significant advances in Robotics. CAD. NCMT. and FMS -
the four technologies dealt with in earlier chapters. Given that the UK is thought likely to be 
one of the slowest adapters of automation among the OECD countries, this indicates that Jl!pan. 
the USA, Germany, etc., are likely to become even more internationally competitive - with 
subsequent implications for the international division of labour. 

Looking at changes in process applications alone, on a weighted average for all UK 
establishments, in total a clear doubling of applications emerges. (fable 9.2). 

Tobit 9.1 Type of mit~ltctronia applitalion in production processes: 
1983-1985-1987-1989 
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(/Ml'ttnlaga of all atablislululds usiltg aich type of applialtion) 

1915- 1915- 1917-

1'13 1'15 1917 
1919 1917 1917 1919 • T~ of app&rniM (expeded) (expected Ktul (eqMlded 

cllaap) ~ ~) 

' BASE 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 

Design 14 22 33 47 +10 +11 +14 4 
11 

Machine conuol (of individual 
machines) 42 S2 64 69 +2 +12 +s 

Process coatrol (of individual Wm 
or process plant) 29 39 49 S6 +2 +10 +7 

Machine or process control or bodi so 60 71 1S +l +11 +4 

Ccnualizcd machine control (of 
groups or machines) 9 14 18 32 +8 +4 +14 - lnlcgntcd process control (of 
scvcral stages or processes) 11 20 24 36 +9 +4 +12 

Ccnualizcd machine control or 
inlegrated process control or bodi IS 2S 31 47 +11 +6 +16 

Automated handling (of produc:u, 
mala'ials or c:omponenls) lS 22 29 44 +12 +7 +IS 

Automated storage s 7 10 18 +7 +3 +8 

Testing, quality control 22 JS 4S S4 +6 +10 +9 

Centralized machine control or 
inlegntcd process control or bodi 
and also design, lesting and 
automated handling 2 4 8 18 +S +4 +10 

Source: PSI (1988). 

j ~\ 
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Table 9.2 Extenl of use ofmicro-elettronics, 1981-1983-1985-1987, weighledforall UK l 
tstablislunents (column percenlages of all UK manufatturing establishments•) 

... 
Proa:g applications chanae change change 

1981 1981-1983 1983 1983-1985 1985 1983-1,85 1987 
·, ' 

BASE (unweighted) 1200 1200 1200 1200 
(weighted) 41060 37085 33145 32001 

In production almidy 18.0 +19.2 37.2 +11.4 48.6 +10.5 59.1 

Under development 2.8 -0.1 2.9 -1.1 J.8 +1.2 3.0 

Feasibility investisated S.8 -2.5 3.3 -0.1 3.2 +O.I 3.3 

Total 26.6 +16.7 43.3 +10.3 53.6 +11.7 6S.3 
~· 

• Eitcludins a&ablisbments employins less than 20 people. 

~ PSI (1988). 
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In fact the applications in production processes already reaches a level more than three 
times higher in 1987 than in 1981. 

The final Table shows the level of applications by size of company. and it confirms the 
earlier discussions in this report regarding the adoption of automation by larger firms. 
(fable 9.3). Although 68 per cent of companies already used micro-electronics in their 
processes by 1987. there is an obvious progression by firm size. In those companies employing 
between I and 19 people only 18 per cent use such technologies and 45 per cent in the 20-49 
range. With 99 per cent of firms employing more than 1,000 people the largest companies are 
almost five times more likely to use automation based technologies than the smallest companies. 

Tabh 9.3 Exteld of use of Mic~ctrollia 61 siu of Dllpioyr.eld (collllfUI peralllaga) 

Employment me 
100-'9 ~ 500-

Proc:rss applicatiom 1-1' 20-49 50-9' 499 "' IOOI- Total' Total1 

In production already 18 45 60 74 89 94 99 n 68 

Under development l 4 2 4 3 I l 2 2 

Feasibility investigated 3 4 4 3 I 0 2 2 

Toeal 21 52 66 81 93 95 99 81 72 

1 Main sample, establishments employing 20 or more people. 
: Exleoded sample, including also very small establishments employing 1-19 people. 

Source: PSI (1988). 

What are the consequences of these trends'? If we note that the extent of automated processes are 
advancing across a broad range; and that the skills requirements are rising wilh them several points emerge. 
As the UN!ECE report notes: 

.The Bureau d'informations et de previsions 6conomiques (BIPE) in fra;JCC estimates that 
over the next 10 years the use of advanced manufacturing equipment will miuire changes 
in skills and qualifications in about 2S per cent of the jobs in French industry (ECE. 1985). 
In order to adjust to these changes in employment scructure and the demand for new skills, 
individual enterprises together wilh national educational authorities must set up education 
and training systems in order to ensure the timely teaching of adequate skills to a sufficient 
number of personnel :0 industry and students at school. Frequently national educational 
syscems have built-in delay factors, in the skills mruired in industry ~I. ILO). In order 
to reduce those delays. close cooperation between industry and national educational 
authorities is called for. The needs of industry must be expre6Sed explicitly at an early 
enough scage for the educational system; to adjust to them•. 

Thus. in a rapidly changing technological environment several million people will require 
re-training to cope with those demands. 

Jn a recent review of Mechatronics (the combination of mechanical and electronics 
equipment) in Europe, it was stated that: 

•The extast to which mecbatronics can be implemetited will depend crir~lly on lhe level 
of skills available in lhe labour market and places a stron1 emphasis on trainin1. 
Occupational structures are chan1in1 considerably as a result of the introduction of FMS -
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with a seneraJ cutt.d: iD the numbers of umkilled and semi-skilled functions. such as 
to.ding. unbding. lrlDSpOrtatiaa and progreo.s chasing. A c:oasequence of the declining 
numbers of dim:t operators and the need to 1111inhin high levels of utilization and 
flexibility is lbal skill requin:ments c:Mnge. Not oaly is there a need for higher levels of 
still but also for grater breaddt and fleul>ilityto move between and KrOSS still boundaries 
(Senker 1985). Multiple stillin& at all levels is increasing in importance and the portfolio 
of relevmt mll is also changing. with iDcnaing ~s Oil preYentive llCtion ralber than 
dim:t inlavention. Oil diagnosis and problem-solving and Oil planning and 
programmin:• .•• 

--y--

In conclusion some findings of~ 1986 PSI report111 for the UK are summarized, 
covering both positive and negative features. 

The positive fearures observed are: 

{I) The massive loss of jobs some have predicted has not so far happened. 

(2) Until recently the direct displacement of jobs has been quite small in 
relation to total employment in manufacturing industry and to total 
unemployment from all causes. 

(3) Even now the average number of jobs displaced per user establishment 
is only 2 or 3 a year. 

(4) Any direct decrease in jobs in the establishments using microelectronics 
may well be offset by indirect increase in jobs elsewhere. 

(S) Such job losses as there have been seem. on the whole. to have been 
acceptable to the people in the workplaces concerned because they have 
mostly taken the form not of dismissals but of natural wastage. 

There are however, concerns for the future: 

(1) Between 1983 and 1985 the total decrease in jobs has been much greater 
than that expected by industry - three times the level in the previous two 
years. 

(2) The higher level of decrease may be explained in part by the effects of 
increasing adoption of more advanced systems, in which case further 
spread of their use may lead to further rises in the rate of decrease in 
j<lbs. 

(3) The proportion of job decreases taking the form of voluntary redundancy 
rather than natural wastage has risen sharply. 

Im laHnt Ind Neywod, 1991. 

111 
'SI, 1996. 
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(4) The small avenge decrease in the number of jobs per establishment is 
a net figure which conceals much higher gross numbers of jobs displaced 
in particular cases. 

(5) 

(6) 

The new jobs becoming available are often of different kinds and in 
different places from the old ones and are therefore not necessarily 
within the reach of those displaced from the old ones. 

Continued accept.ability of job shedding cannot be taken for granted if 
the rate of displacement continues to increase and if the background 
level of mass unemployment persists. 

In spite of the negative a;;pects of the employment effects, the repon argued for 
the adoption of new technology to maintain arr.! improve international 
competitiveness: 

•falling behind in this would only lose more jobs ro other countries which 8dc>pt the new 
tedmology more effectively•. is: 

9.S Orpnil.ational and Manpower luues: A Brief Summary 

As desirable as updating productions technology is, it cannot take place without a wide 
variety of other factors being brought into play. 

While it is possible to attach quantitative "numbers" or ·figures" to proposed new 
production systems, evidence has increasingly shown that it is the total environment in which it 
takes place that is an imponant factor in its successful use - and that these may be quite 
qualitative factors. 

Production techniques have been seen to be moving towards a more "knowledge" based 
setting; and the structures and methods coming to represent an "organo-centric" whole rather 
than a "techno-centric" one. 

Long-term strategies have to be adopted, and for some developing countries this will 
mean decades rather than a few shon years. The precedents are clear: Germany, Japan, 
Sweden, just three countries which are now successful in international terms have spent decades 
putting in place social systems which have created skilled, educated workforces capable of 
moving along consensus lines to highly developed economies. This provided the catalyst or 
"virtuous circle" for success. 

Organizations, structures and methods can be changed only on the basis of such a 
bedrock, since reliance on the old Taylorist/Fordist model is no longer feasible with 
microelectronics based information technologies. 

Changes in learning and skills are essertial and this is only possible with a fully 
developed educational system at all levels, including vocational training. 

ir: PSI, 1986. 
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Such a total concept calls for: 
• the development of coordinated skills; 
• design and re-design for manufxture; 
• a joint tedmological/orpnizational approach to change; 
• closely coordinated buyer/supplier relationships; and adoption of JIT; 
• allocating to the computer what it is best at. and to human beings what they are 

best at; etc. 

The path to CIM can be summarized as ·simplify, integrate. comruter-integrate• .10 

Another summary derives from analysis of the Japanese approach to manufaduring:11• 

(I) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 

Learn from ochers; 
JITfTQC are imperatives for improvement: 
Production people must control quality; 
Non-Japanese can use Japanese techniques; 
Simplify plant configuration - break down shop barriers; 
Labour flexibility is the key to sue~; 
Have your suppliers deliver at least once a day; 
Production managers and workers can improve systems themselves; 
Simplify and reduce, simplify and integrate. simplify anti expect results. 

113 Ingersol Ent1ineers, 1983. 

, .. Schonber .. r, 1982. 
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10. Dneloped Country Policy Imm 

Despite the commitment of OECD countries to market mechanisms, they have 
increasingly intervened over the past twenty years in suppon of their national industrial 
structures. 

Such support bas ranged from subsidies to the primary sector through to large-scale 
ir.;entives directed towards the development and diffusion of high technology sectors of the 
economy. e.g. mi~ectronics, opto electronics, etc. In the latter case in pan this is because 
!he sheer scale of developments, and the integrative nature of the trends that have occurred -
particularly over the last ten years - bas been so profound that governments have been unable 
to remain aloof. Government policies to foster automation and the electronics sector in general, 
have included pre-competitive research programmes, suppon for inter-firm cooperation, special 
government procurement policies and cooperation on a regional level to join forces while 
removing inter-regional barriers to trade to ~le companies to reach the necessary economies 
of scale. Setting of industrial standards and the active involvement of the national (or in the 
case of EC countries, the 'regional' industry) in this process has been another important field 
to strengthen competitiveness vis-l-vis third countries. In contrast to other sectors, companies 
in the electronics were in general allowed to merge and acquire other companies even though 
this appeared to run counter to officially proclaimed competition policy. Finally. so called •anti
dumping• measure:, have increasingly been used to fend off imports and protect the local 
industry. 1" 

The scale of intervention has, however, been quite different according to application and 
country. It appears that although considerable sums of money were also provided in the UK 
and USA, for example, there was rather less centralized guidance of policy than that seen in 
countries such as Japan or Germany. Again, althcugh Sweden provided some assistance to its 
infrastructure, its policies toward specific industries were much less interventionist than those 
of 1 apan and Germany. 

This chapter attempts to highlight some of the specific policy approaches taken by 
individual countries. It also discusses some of the problems, reviews sectoral issues and 
diffusion, examines some of the skins/employment issues once again, notes the need for 
changing buyer/supplier relationships, and offers tentative conclusions on the policies adopted 
by these developed countries, with additional reference to some developing country issues. 

10.1 An Introduction to Technology Policy lssutS 

Developments in micro-electronics and, in general, the information technology industries, 
have had a marked impact on industrial structures and technology policies in the OECD 
countries. As the Swedish Government Research Bill (1990) noted: 

·ne development of information technology in recent decades bas brought with it a shift 
away from a highly product-oriented society to one that is increasingly knowledge-oriented. 
This trend will be of crucial significance in the twenty-first century, heralding a revolution 
for the industrialiud nations in the first place, but eventually also for the developing 
world•. 1

" 

•• &11100, 1992. 
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This mses issues concemi."lg the framework for devdopment in both the devdoped and 
devdoping world, and the interventions that might be expa.-ted from national governments. 

'"11le role of goverDJDellt as a source of information Uld analysis of industrial developments 
bas been mhanced by lbe swlical structural chmges that have been integral to lbe pn>c:ea 
of bade cxpmsioa - e.g., the multiplication of new goods and services in lbe market as a 
result of reclmological innovation and lbe growing iDfernationaliz, through mergers Uld 
various fonm of inter-firm linbges, of product development, producticm Uld 
marteting• _ 111 

Governments may ado;>t policies geared towards support for specific technologies or 
industries. become providers of infonnation and analysis, and increasingly devdop infrutructure, 
e.g., education, communications, transpOrt, or a whole range of other policy instruments. 

•Effective govemmeut programmes have a number of commoo features despite different 
national institutional structures Uld ecooomic perfOl'IDIDCe. They include: high levels of 
out-reach (the large number of target finm which 8Ctually participate in programmes); 
relatively low levels of discrimination between applicmts so that governments do not have 
to choose specific applications Uld technologies; market-driven support of activities such 
as the provision of initial consultancy; and attention to the infrastructure (technological 
institutions, technology suppliers, consultants, and inter-firm linkages) and to investments 
in the development of human capital (skill development, tnining and education)·. 

The national industrial structwe and structuraJ relations within industry are key elements 
determining the rate of applications. Imporunt structural elements include: the presence 
of strong firms in key fields producing (electronics, machinery, metals) and using 
(automobiles, defence) advanced automation equipment; close ties in some industrial 
sectors between technology generation and industrial use, either within the same firm or 
group of firms, or through efficient sales and applications intermediaries. Furthermore, the 
relations between industrial purchasers and suppliers are increasingly important. 

Overall, there are large advantages in expanding the diffusion and application of 
microelectronics to gain competitiveness, improve productivity and efficiency, and to 
broaden product range and capabilities. Governments have a strategic role to play in 
..cuing the general economic conditions which encourage diffusion, and in some cases 
increasing information and overcoming constraints on wider applications· .111 

But such social/political/economic/technological imperatives greatly complicate issues 
related to development, even within the highly industrialized nations. 

• .. .the rate of technical change in any country and the effectiveness of companies in world 
competition in international trade in goods and services, does not depend simply on the 
scale of their research and development and other technical activities. It depends upoo the 
way in which the available resource& are managed and organized, both at the enterprise and 
at the national level. The national system of innovation may enable a country with rather 
limited resources, nevertheless, to make very rapid progress through appropriate 
combinations of imported technology and local adaptation and development. On the other 
hand, weaknesses in the national system of innovation may lead to more abundant resources 

IS7 CECD, 1990. 

t• CECD, 191W. 
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being squandcted by the pursuit of imppropriate objectives or the use of ineffective 
methods·.'· 

In the OECD countries. for example. programme.; pursued by different countries to 
diffuse new technology have tended to follow four broad approaches 

• to offset weaknesses in the economic/industrial sub-structure. i.e .• poor balance 
in industrial firm size; 

• to support the adoption of specific technology transfer between manufacturers 
and the user companies; 

• to compensate for lack of information about technologies. i.e .• to act as an 
information provider; and 

• to improve the infrastructure by providing increased levels of adequately trained 
and skilled workers at all levels - but particularly the technical. scientific and 
management levels. 

•for lhe most part governments have embarked on longer-term support programmes with 
3 to 7 year time hori:r.oos (lhe Danish, German. Swedish and UK programmes). Some 
minimum length of commitment - three to four years - appears necessary to develop 
smoothly administered programmes and to build confideoce aod reinforcing links between 
lhe diffusion agencies and industry - particularly for SMEs. But it appears desirable to 
have some constraints on programme length to prevent long-term reliance on government 
support, to create a sense of urgency and competition among firms for support, and to 
avoid becoming locked into one mode of support when technological change is rapid and 
problems and priorities change ... 

Targets: A major decision is where to target government assistance to realiu maximum 
impacts: whether by industrial sector, by size of firm, or by other criteria. Programmes in 
Denmark, France, Germany, J11p111, Portugal. Sweden and the UK gave priority to small 
aod medium-siud enterprises (SME's), aod in some cases to high poeential, technically 
oriented owner-run firms. The German programme targeted smaller firms in tecbnology
intensive machinery industries where small German firms have traditionally been highly 
competitive and where lhe challenges of new competition aod the opportunities of micro
electronics applications are most keenly felt. But larger firms and more traditional 
industries can use adaptation and modernization assistance if Ibey are slow to adopt lhe 
technologies on their own, particularly where there are structural factors inhibiting adoption 
and adaptation•. ito 

10.2 Government Support Programmes 

This section concentrates on support policies beha~ utilized in a number of OECD 
countries namely the USA, Japan, Germany, France, the UK, Sweden, and Denmark. The 
analysis draws heavily on OECD (1989 and 1990) and Roo~JCCk. (1990). 

As far as can be established, recent policies directed towards improving the 
competitiveness of firms have tende<f towards five areas: 

•• ,,_,, 1917. 

"' CECD • 1919. 
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(I) Stimulation of research by establishing closer links between instin•tes of higher 
or further education (universities, polytechnics, technical high schools) and 
scientific research centres, and the individual companies. 

(2) The development of industrial zones or science parks, in order that dissemination 
of modem techniques and ideas can occur. 

(3) Modernization processes within the firm itself, e.g., research, organizational or 
structural changes, and training and education. Very often this type of support 
lw been provided by offering tax/grant concessions to firms carrying out such 
activities. 

(4) Support for applications of particular technologies, e.g., the UK's 
Microelectronics Application Project (MAP) or the German Special Programme. 

(S) Attempts to strengthen the infrastructure via enhancement of the 
educational/skills base, etc. 

These trends are reflected in Table 10.1 which shows how eight OECD countries have 
supported the diffusion of micro-electronics. 

Tobit 10.1 Major activilits supported by national microelectronics diffusion programs 

Pl"ogramlft DYitJ Om- Fnoce Ger- Japan Por- Sweden U.wd United 
mark many' tugal Kin&- States 

dom 

I. Awareness activities: 
- general awareness J( x x x x 
- applications/demonstration projc<.11 x x x x x x 

2. Consullancy assistance x x x x x x 

3. Market identification, exploration and 
development x x 

4. Process dcvelopmcnllprocess applications 
support x x x x x x x 

S. Product development support x x x x 

6. Enabling infrasuucture/infonnation channels 
for ta:hnology transfer: 
- publicly backed k.chnology institutes x x x x x 
- cleccntralized applications centres x x x 

1. Enhance ta:hnoloe supply (upstram): 
- domer.ic k.chno 'lo supply capability x x x x 
- improve access to oreign technology supplien x 

8. Trainin& programs for: 
- k.chnicians/engineen x x x x x 
- managers x x x 
- shop-floor personnel (apprentices) 

9. Broad education programs (secondary, tertiary. 
adult education) 

10. Buie ~rch support: 
- enterpnses x x x 
- k.c_hno~p institute& x x x x x 
• unaver11t1C1 x x x 

1 Special propmmc only. 
~ OECD (1919) 
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The next section discusses individual national support programmes and section 10.4 
malces a number of general observations regarding groups of OECD countries. 

10.3 National Policies in Seven OECD Countries • 
(A) Denmark , 

Approximately Dirr 1.5 billion ($145M) was allocated over the five year period 1985-89 4 
in support for technological developmea•~ (see Table 10.2). The average sum awarded to the 969 • 
projects supported in 1985/6 was about Dirr 800,000 ($78,000). 

Tobit 10.2 Technological dtffloprunl prograna: total budget 1985-89 and funds committed 
1985-86, by type of activity 

Number of projects FIDlm committed Total budget 1985-
supported 1985-86 1985-86 89 

(million DKr) (million DKr) 

Total 9691 782.6 1S40 

Support to individual companies for 
product & process development S08 219.l S60 

. Equipment grants to universities, know-
how centres 4S 126.4 200 

\ Broad based support2 416 437.l 780 
of which 
a) Microelectronics systems R&D lOS 169.3 250 

- general R&D 63 92.3 140 
- project ESPRIT (EEC) 42 77.0 IIO 

~: b) Increasing use of 
\~ microelectronics within firms 259 231.3 47S 

- specific IT use 120 121.2 2IS 
- public awareness 25 IS.3 25 

... - demonstration 23 l 1.4 25 
- consulting assistance IS 22.9 7S 
- training 38 38.7 8S ... 
- importation of technology 38 21.8 so 

c) Other activities S2 36.S SS ·, ' 
- technology assessment IS 12.8 25 
- pilot/test projects 37 23.7 30 

1 Excluding 8fiproximately 3SO initiated consulting assistance tasks. 
2 General projects in technological institutes, joint projects by groups of firms and industry associations. 

·-
~ OECD (1989). 

;._, 

Of the total sum, roughly one third (Dkr 560M) was devoted to support to individual 
companies to develop both products and processes, and a slightly smaller sum (Dkr 475M) to 

f, support the increased diffusion of microelectronics. Ranking third in importance was support 
for R&D in microelectronics (Dkr 2SOM); equipment grants to universities or other knowledge 
centres ranking founh in importance (Dkr 200M). f 
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Assistance to individual companies provided grants worth 40 per cent of direct project. 
or 50 to 75 per cent of project risk capital. 

Since the range of industries in Denmark is not as wide as in many larger countries. the 
1985/86 assistance was somewhat more focused on a smaller range of sectors {Table 10.3). 

Fc.r~1'85 

Industrial Product 
Total UDfuad ....,._., 

loam cnllls 

UD UD 
perWlllel apmcit.n 

Food, G. ;nit, tot.cco S.4 24.8 !.2 6.8 8.3 

Textiles, cl. '.bing 2.8 s.o 2.6 0.3 0.4 

Wood, fu1r;turc 3.6 2.9 s.s 0.6 o.s 
Paper' printing 0.9 S.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 

Chemicals, plastics 4.S 3.9 22.S 24.4 

Metals, IDICbincry 16.3 14.6 24.1 43.81 42.61 

Electronics 21.9 28.3 23.2 10.9 9.6 

Software 13. 13.S 32.0 n.a. n.a. 

Other 31.62 S.1 7.4 1S.a1 14.a1 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Total value 782.6 119.S 99.6 3,217 
(million Dkr) 

1 Includes electrical 1D11Cbincry and instruments. 
2 Includes equipment gnats covering all activities. 
1 Includes small cnlerprises. 

Source: OECD (1989) . 

The outreach of the programme has been qu~te extensive with approximately 33 per cent 
of companies with more than 200 employees and around 20 per cent of companies with less than 
SO people taking part. Eighteen per cent of firms (1000 out of 5500) were directly involved in 
the Technological Development Programme developments, demonstration and joint 
programmes. 

However, barriers to effective use were extensively found among the many firms taking 
part {Table 10.-~). 

•A sipificant Dumber of firms (36 per cent of introducin1 firms, 20 pc. .'t 
hid CllCOUlllefed unexpected problems in introduction. Over onc-thr -' itb 
problems encounlefed lbeae problems in trainina staff, one-fifth hid a Ibo .... ", "' qualified 
labour and one-quarter bid oraaoiutionaJ problems. Technical problems were common 
in allDOlt two-thirds of firms with problems (see Table 10.4). In pnenl, 40 per cent of 
firms reported limitations and bottlenecks when introducina new technoloaiea. Sbottap 
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of qualified labour wm lbe overwbelming general limitmion (S7 per cart of firms). followed 
by financial problam (22 per cmtr."' 

. -y--

Tabk 10.4 Probloa tJUOIUllentl m• illtnltllldllt ww ptotbu:tioa UdutolofJ: 1986 (peTttlllagt 
of jinru rqortbf8 problau) 

Technical problems 

Delays in supplying equipmert 

Training staff 

Organizational prohlems 

Shortages of skilled labour 

Application of new materials 

Other 

Source: OECD (1989). 

64 

so 
34 

25 

22 

8 

9 

Potential users of technology who received government assistance in their efforts to 
upgrade their products and processes received help from a wide variety of sources - though by 
far the highest percentage came from the suppiiers of the equipment. 

Table 10.5 Souras of adrkt and infonnation wlun inrating in new process and produdion 
uduwloo: 1986 (percentage of fimu) 

Suppliers 

Private consultants 

In-house 

Universities. technology information centres etc. 

Technological service institutes 

Customers 

Other 

Source: OECD (1989). 

67 

28 

22 

22 

20 

4 

8 

For the rest. private consultants. in-house expertise. universities or information centres. 
and technological institutes ranked fairly evenly. 

191 GECD, 1•. 
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(B) France 

France bas always been known for its relatively strong interventionist approach in 
industrial policy (the so-ailed ·eo1bertism·)1

«? which also included technology policy. French 
public policy has been built upon two ~ic pillars. The first is support of national industry 
through grants, forced reorganiz-uion and public procurement policies; the second has been the 
development of international connections, to obrain appropriate technology. 193 Since the early 
1980s, the French have sought to provide assistance to industry through both product and 
process stimulation. (On the product support side, the ·Products Using Electronic Components 
Programme• (PUCE) was started in 1982 and by June 1986 bad received funds equal to USS 
7 .2 million (FF50 million at FF6.9 to the $)). 

The support to process innovations wu provided under the National Computer
Integrated Manufacturing Agency (ADEPA) programme. This is not a financial institution but 
a technology assistance operation, and is intended to aid - primarily - small- to medium-sized 
enterprises to modernize using computer integrated equipment and methodology. 

ADEPA provided funds of around FF 210 million in 1984/5 (just over $30 million) and 
supported 1959 systems, of which about half were in the electronic and machinery industries. 

Two major benefits (in terms of additionality) arose u a result of this support: 

(I) It brought forward in time investment that would probably eventually have been 
made; 37 per cent of the companies would have deferred the investment without 
support. 

(2) More importantly perhaps, it resulted in upgraded investment, i.e. more 
sophisticated and automated processes were introduced; 70 per cent of 
companies noted this (OECD, 1989). 

As the OECD report observes: 

"ADEPA bas two imporiaot features: the quality of technical assistance; and the flexibility 
it enjoys u a quui-public agency in implementing tecbnology transfer md managing 
govemment incentive scbea:es for SMEs. This structure, in which maaufactur~. 
consumers, tnde associations, employers, trade unions and 1overnment are repraenr.ed, 
is an effective channel of comultation between industry and government. It also bas staff 
of the neceuary calibre (professionals with a strong practical background in manufacturing 
automation), Ind • pnpnatic approach with which Co help SMEs when modemizin1 their 
technology. It has an important role to play in boosting intangible investment in trainin1, 
software, and marketing where small firms bave been weak ... 

Other measures bave also been introduced Co promote and motivare the 1rowth of venture 
capital m the area of new tecbnoloaia. More emphasis is also bein1 Jiven Co promotio1 
intaoJible investment (tnillioJ, software, marketin1) and Co the internal re-or1aoizatioa 
required Co effectively inte1rate new innovations and production proceasa into existin1 firm 
lh'Uetures•. 

lfl UNIDO, 1988b. 

1
" UNIDO, 1985. 
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Apart from these two recent support programmes, Frmce Im - as was pointed out 
earlier - a long history of support to industry. The support to the electronics industry, 
information technology and industrial automation goes back at least to 1966 with the Plan 
Calcul. A major characteristic of the Plan Calcul was the policy of supporting ·national 
champions·. The impact of the three successive •ptan Calcuts• up to 1982 was however an 
excessive support for mainframe computers to the detriment of components, peripherals and 
small computers. 191 

In the late 1970s,the Programme T6matique (telecommunications) dominated research 
activities. It was however only in the 1980s that automation integration has been pursued, 
starting with the ·Filitte Robotique• (1981) and the Machine Tool Programme (1981-1984). In 
1983,public authorities in France launched the Plan d'Action Filitte Electronique (PAFE). The 
programme covered a wide range of fields and could be regarded at the time as by far the most 
comprehensive of any European programme in this area. Within this programme, there was a 
micro-electronics plan, a plan for passive components, a PUCE (chip) programme (so that small
and medium-sized firms could introduce French electronics components into their products), a 
super-calculator plan called Marisi, an imaging plan, and finally the •productique• plan for 
modernizing industries.195 The ·p1an d' Action Filitte Electronique· bad the objective of making 
France the world's third largest electronic power after the USA and Japan. 

Overall, the;e seems to have been a certain concentration in telecommunications, 
telematics, professional electronics, medical electronics. and the space industry. For industrial 
applications, the programmes concentrated on the use of electronics in textiles, garments and 
the capital goods sector, including macbirre tools. robotics and flexible manufacturing 
equipment. 1911 

Specifically focusing in on these integrating technologies (NCMT, Robots, CAD, FMS, 
etc.) the subsidies since the mid 1970s have been quite heavy, totalling FF 7,856 million, with 
almost 60 per cent of this total going to the 1981-1984 Machine Tool Programme and the 1982-
1985 Plan Productique. It also included FFl,2000 million for the Fonds Industriel 
Modernizatwn (FIM which operated from 1982 to 1985 providing soft loans for purchasing robot 
equipment. 

France's efforts ~t tl"ae national level lost however some of their momentum towards the 
end of the 1980s. Natio. ll efforts - although remaining strong by international comparison -
have been complemented by various EC programmes in the late 1980s and 1990s. Amongst the 
various programmes which touch on electronics and automation, ESPRIT, the European 
Strategic Programme for Research and Development in Information Technologies, has been the 
most prominent one. 1" 

(C) Germany 

IN UNIDO, Survey of GoverMent Pol ic:in In lr.fol'lllltic:s, CUIUDO/IS.526), Viema 1985, p. 28. 

"' UNIDO, 1988b. 

"" UNIDO, 1988b. 

lf'l IMIDO, 1988b, p.189. 
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one might expect. Since the creation of the BMFT (the Federal Ministry for Research and 
Technology) in 1972. Germany has de facto a single office to ~ist and guide Research and 
Development in German enterprises. 191 The situation is however complicated by the activities 
of the 'Under' (prov •. es), which also play a role in fostering research in the Gem.an provinces. 
The main objective of Germany's policy in electronics bas been to attain technological 
independence by developing a strong domestic industry in specific market niches. In practice, 
public policy in Germany operates through a loose form of comultation among industry, 
government and uniom rather than through formal imtitutional arrangements. Support for 
large-, medium- and small-sized companies is a lc:ey aspect of German policy and contrasts with 
previous policies which tended to support and build up ·national champiom· .1

" At the same 
time, however, government allowed - disregarding overall tight merger control legislation -
takeovers for companies to build up their cross-sector technology bases. The most striking 
example was the merger of Daimler Benz and the defence and aerospace giant MBB. DI 

As with France. the German (pre-unification) focus has concentrated on three or four 
areas. We are concerned here with process technology utilizing micro-electronics and 
information technology rather than support for new materials or bio-technology. 

German support started at around the same time as in France. Between 1971 and 1988, 
Government subsidies in the field of micro-electronics and information technology totalled DM 
11,942 million. The largest subsidy - DM 3,00million - went to the Information Technology Plan 
which ran from 1984-1988. In addition, DM 2,700million was spent on R&D support for data 
processing between 1974 and 1982. Between !967 and 1979, Germany had three successive 
informatics plan. In 1971, it started with Data Processing Programmes; in 1974, it launched its 
first five-year plan (1974-1978) for electronic components (Elektronische Bauelemente) followed 
by a micro-electronics programme {Zeitungsplan Mikroelectronilc) from 1979-1983. In 1984, 
came the unified information technologies plan (1984-1988) and postal services, and for the 
1984-1987 period, a special programme for industrial automation {DM 530 million) was 
launched aimed at the introduction of CAD/CAM to medium-sized enterprises, the promotion 
and development of robots and the promotion and development of flexible manufacturing 
sysiems.201 

In the 1980s, the focus of the programmes shifted further towards application and 
development while pre-competitive r'!Search was left to EC programmes. At the same time, the 
overall outlays of the German government and regional governments favoured basic research 
and joint international projects, cutting back funding of commercial research. Over the 1980-
1990 period, Germany's R&D outlays rose to $55 billion or 2.9 per cent of gross national 
product, from $33 billion or 2.6 per cent of GNP.:m 

1
• UNIDO, 1988b, p. 185. 

199 UNIDO, 1985. 

DI BuafneH Week, 19901. 

»• Arnold end Guy, 1986. 

:r. l~fness Wffk, 1990b, p. 69. 
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While government bas provided substantial funds to increase modernization, it is clear 
that industry itself has responded positively to this stimulus, bringing forward investment more 
than double that provided by the state. 

One specific example of suppon is the Special Programme on the Application of Micro
electronics. This was a somewhat similar project to the UKs Micro-electronics Application 
Project (1978-84) - see section (F). 

The Special Programme had three main aims: 

• to incr~ micr~ectronic applications, both product and process b~; 
• to improve the position of the domestic components industry; 
• to stimulate the use of micr~ectronics amongst the capital goods 

manufacturers. 

The budget for the programme, 1 January 1982 __, 31 December 1984, was DM 450 
million (US$180 million at DM 2.5/$). Suppon was on a subsidy basis for 40 per cent of 
development costs and 20 per cent of associated investment. Maximum subsidy DM 800,000per 
applicant. The distribution was (DM million): 

1982 
89.2 

1983 
153.3 

1984 
127.1 

1985 
23.4 

A total of 1, 7 40 firms received grants to develop micr~ectronic applications in 2 ,340 
projects. Over 60 per cent of the target population of 5,000 firms using micro-electronics or 
considering using micro-electronics knew of the scheme.m 

Table 10.6 Summary of federal funds allocated for research, dereloprunt and applications in 
micro-eledronia and infonnation technologks 

Expenditures 

a) Special applications micro-electronics: (1982-85) 

b) Special applications components: 
Sensors/microperipherals 
CAD for ICs 
Key micro-electronic components 
Submicron technology 
New materials technology 
Integrated optical systems 

c) EDP: 
CAD for computer/software 
Computer architecture 
Knowledge processing, pattern !:cognition 

d) Software: 

e) Industrial aut<'mation: 
CAD/CAM, robots, univenil~·industry cooperation 

~ OECD (1989). 

:m OEa>, 1919. 

Expenditures 
1984-1988(million DW, 

393 

320 
90 
90 

600 
200 
90 

160 
160 
200 

n.a. 

610 
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In evaluating the success of the scheme it ~ found that it had a major impact on 
bringing forward investment both in time and increased sophistication, with most firms citing 
the assistance as crucial to their involvement. 

Almost 90 per cent of the participating firms reponed the venture to be technically 
successful - though the smaller firms faced greater funding and market problems. 

•Most finm cbought the Programme was a ~ (93 per call tbougbl 1bat •ssistmn: Md 
peid off). with firms reporting positive effects on intemal stnlctural change. improved 'R&D 
fiuncing. and positive iD1p9dS on firm finw:es wl the establisbmeat of new finm. The 
programme led to extension oftbe product nnge (23 per call), improvements in product 
quality (22 per call), wl huDOver iacrasa (13 per call)·.• 

The success of such government suppon programmes is thought to depend on four major 
ingredients: 

(1) The degree of simplicity in administering the scheme, i.e. the use of existing 
professional organisations - industrial engineers. 

(2) A very 'iimple application and approval system. 

(3) A concentration on specific industries (precision equipment, machine 
manufacturing, and industrial electronics), and on the small- to medium-sized 
enterprises. 

(4) A constant and on-going evaluation procedure. 

Government subsidies for integrating technologies also started earlier than in France, 
which is perhaps a reflection of Gennan strength and concentration in the machine tool, CAD, 
etc, industries. For example, a subsi"iy of DM 40 million was provided between 1974 and 1979 
for the development of robot technology. Between 1974 and 1988, a total of DM 2,200million 
was provided by the German Government in the form of subsidies for robotics. The two largest 
components were the BMfT Programme for Manufacturing Technology, comprising thr-.:e parts 
with total funding of DM 675 million between 1984 and 1988 and a Microperipherals 
programme making available a total of DM 865 million between 1985 and 1988 for sensors, 
intelligent components etc. 

Machine building and precision equipment are traditional mainstays of German industry 
and it is not surprising that efforts have concentrated on these areas. The Japanese challenge 
has been successfully withstood, with the German machine tool industry expanding more strongly 
than that of Japan in the 1980s ilDd defending its position as the world's second largest producer 
after Japan, witi1 a share of 24 per cent of total world exports. Between 1985 and 1.988, the 
German machine tool industry more than doub!ed its volume of business from USS 3.2 bn to 
USS6.8 bn while the Japanese industry increased its turnover by 60 per cent from USS 5.3 bn 
to USS 8.6 bn.~ This success went hand in hand with the intensification of government 
efforts to improve the supply side 

»t OECD, 1989. 

:m UNIDO, 1990b, p.139. 
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The 'Fertigungstechnit' programme launched in 1984 was designed to bolster the 
national machine building and robot industry and extensive funds have been made available for 
this programme. Its main target group consisted of small- and medium-sized firms in the 
machine building sector. 

One of the prime objectives of the 'Fertigungstecbnik' programme was to disseminate 
robots. CAD/CAM and flexible automation, though research institutes are also engaged in 
designing quality control machines for flexible production systems. 

A further CAD/CAM programme has been set up worth DM 250 million. The close 
collaboration between industry. tecbno-scientific research institutes, universities and government 
has helped to reinforce the industrial and scientific base for developing robotics.• 

The success of German support for industrial development has clearly stemmed from 
established strengths; i.e. machine tools. equipment embodying high value added, such as 
precision instruments; simple-to-administer schemes; particular types of company, specifically 
small- to medium-sized; and an established, highiy skilled workforce. working in collaboration 
with technie<d institutes and other research bodies. 

(D) Japan 

At the heart ofJapan's efforts to improve the technology basis ofJapanese industry, one 
finds the Mm. The Mm (Ministry of International Trade and Industry) was founded in 1949 
and given powers to control not only external trade, exchange rates, capital investments, and 
joint ventJres but also transfer of technology. 2117 

In the 1960s the Mm encouraged the major Japanese manufacturers to establish a joint 
research institute, The Japan Information Processing Centre, which,jointly with the Mm's own 
laboratory, established the Super High Performance Electronic Computer Development Project 
(1966-1979) funded with US$ 28 million, which laid the foundations of Japzn's success in the 
field of electronics and automation. This programme was launched in preparation for foreign 
investment liberalization, scheduled in the late 1960s.a Under the program, the government 
identified projects based on close consultation with industry, universities and national 
laboratories. The criteria for selection of projects were:D 

• a high social return; 

• inability of private enterprises to undenake such projects because of the size of 
the investment, the time lags and the high risks involved; 

• projects utilizing technologies that did not require extensive basic research; 

DI Roobeek, 1990. 

Jl11 UNIDO, 1988b, p. 179. 

llll The world Bank, 1989•. 

• Peck and T-.ira, 1976. 
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• projects to be carried out in cooperation with universities, government 
laboratories and industry. 

As early as 1956 and 1957, two laws were passed to promote the engineering industry 
and the electronics industry. In 1971, these two laws were integrated into a new law (Kidenbo) 
for promoting specific engineering and electronics industries. Special targets were the computer 
industry, integrated circuits and magnetic disk industries. 

Together MITI and the NIT (an enterprise created by the Ministry of Posts and 
Telecommunications to carry out research) have originated most major R&D programmes in 
the field of electronics, thus enabling Japanese industry to acquire state-of-the-art know-how. 
The NIT was more oriented towards specialized telecommunications applications, whilst th: 
MITI was primarily concerned with informatics. Although there was no direct financing for 
firms participating in this research, there were significant indirect subsidies by way of issuing of 
contracts.210 Thus, in 1978 orders from the NTT represented 10 per cent of Japan's total 
consumption of semiconductors. 

As with all three preceding countries - and subsequen~y Sweden and the UK - Japan 
has focused its suppon upon small- and medium-sized ent:rprises and also, mainly amongst 
larger firms, upon pre-competitive collaboration. The Mm was thus behind the setting up of 
the VLSI (Very Large-Scale Integration) Research Association, formed in 197S by the five 
largest computer manufacturers {Fujitsu, Hitachi, Mitsubishi, Nee and Toshiba, subsequently 
joined by Oki and Sharp in 1979).211 The structure of horizontally and venically integrated 
industrial groups has enabled those enterprises to follow long-term strategies even if this meant 
losses in the early years of production. De facto cross subsidization within these groups has 
been a further element of the Japanese approach, with the government helping those large 
groups by means of public procurement. 212 

Nevenheless, suppon to small- and medium-sized firms has also played a crucial role. 
Incentive schemes include fiscal suppon for conditional loans for R&D projects (around SO per 
cent of R&D cost, which must be repaid accoraing to the profit generated by the technology or 
the success of the development project.), soft loans to cover around SO per cent of costs of 
marketing new technology, etc.213 

Small- and medium-sized enterprises are extremely imponant to Japan in general and 
to the industrial sector in particular, accounting for nearly SJ per cent of manufactured exports 
and 72 per cent of employment in the manufacturing sector. Although a substantial gap in 
productivity and wages still exists between large enterprises and small- and medium-scale 
enterprises, the latter have kept up with rapid technological advances. 

"Small Uld medium enterprise policy in Japan is delivered through 111 incremental Geries 
of policy measures announced in 1eneral "laws" 111d implemented throu1h the existing 
support infrastructure. Unlike the more precisely defined policy delivery systems described 

llO UNIDO, 1988b, pp. 179 f. 

111 UNIDO, 1988b, pp. 181. 

212 ICC1111f11fon der Europillsch~ Gelltlnsch1ften, 1991, p. 19. 

211 world lri, 19891, p. 49. 
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in the European case studies, the Japanese system to re-orient small enterprises towards 
a greater use of microelectronics, particularly in production technology, opea..tes through 
a widely applied ongoing system of central government and prefectunl modcmiz.ation, 
upgnding and guidance networks, financial incentives (loans) and tuation expenditures 
(special depreciation and tu deductioos)9.214 

- --y-

Japan's prefectural governments play a major role in administering information 
programs. Regional research and testing institutions funded by the prefectural governments 
provide technical guidance and testing services, and disseminate information on new technology 
through publications for SMEs. They also sponsor meetings among SMEs from different 
business sectors to create opportunities for active technology transfer and exchange. 2" 

Table 10.7 Budget upendilura for small and nwlUma tnlttprist policy 
(general account upendiluns, billion )) 

Ministry of International Trade and Industry 

Japan Small Business Corporation 

Policies on Small Enterprises 

Training and guidance 

Modernization and upgrading 

Other systems: largely financing subsidies 

Sub-tola! 

Ministry of Finance 

Small Business Credit Insurance Corporation: 
capilal contribution 

Other 

Ministry of Labour 

Tolal 

Share in total general account outlays (per cent) 

Source: OECD (1989). 

1983 

76.3 

38.0 

7.8 

9.7 

44.5 

176.3 

55.5 

7.5 

3.4 

242.7 

0.48 

In general four types of policy are pursued in Japan: 

1984 1985 

60.3 49.5 

39.5 41.0 

9.2 10.4 

9.9 8.9 

46.9 41.2 

165.8 150.9 

51.0 43.0 

9.0 18.4 

3.4 3.8 

229.2 216.2 

0.45 0.41 

• In order to modernize industry which has failed to adopt best p:-actice 
techniques; 

• • • 
To correct imbalances in business practices; 
To encourage development and growth in the small- to medium-sized companies; 
To assist companies facing financial and investment barriers . 

ll
4 OEa>, 1989. 

:u World lank, 1989e, p. 35. ' 
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In order to provide this suppon, Japan has developed what is probably one of the most 
comprehensive programmes amon: OECD countries. Between 1975 and 1992, the government 
provided subsidies totalling 663.2 billion for micro-electronics and information technology, 
including components of Y 120 billion for the Paperless Office programme, which runs from 
1984 to 1993 and promotes the automation vf patent supply and fact finding and Y 100 billion 
for the 5th Generation Computer Project, which ran from 1982 to 1991 and under which the 
government provided 50 per cent of total cost of Y 200 billion_ It was Japan's programme to 
develop a fifth generation computer which prompted other industrialized countries to follow suit. 
Japan unveiled the plans for a fifth-generation computer system at the end of 1981.216 

The suppon provided falls into three main areas: 

• Manpower and skills infrastructure. Extensive training programmes have been 
developed. in particular for the smaller companies, and administered by the 
Japan Small Business Corporation which was founded in 1980. This provides 
training at all levels and includes both technical and organizational elements. 
The demand for such training is very heavy. 

• Special programmes aimed at the diffusion of specific technologies, such as 
Flexible Manufacturing Systems, Robotics, etc. 

• The establishment of collaborative networks concerning research developments, 
in high-cost, high-technology areas (see Tables 10.8a and 10.8b). 

One specific project which will have some bearing on some developing countries, is the 
Automated Sewing System project. Scheduled for completion in 1990, there are as yet no 
concrete details of the results. However, with a goal of reducing the time taken for sewing 
preparation, assembly, fabric handling and system management by one half, the implications 
should be very significant for developing countries. Some 28 enterprises took part in the 
programme, most of them medium-sized companies. The project was funded to the extent of 
110 billion ($67 million at 1150/$).217 

Table JO.Ba Ongoing national research and derelopmenl projects - large-scale project.v 
(million Yen) 

Project ame Total R6D hdptforFV 

Manganese module mining sysiem 
High-speed computer syslem for scientific and lechnological uses 
Automaled sewing syslem 
Advanced robot lechnology 
Observation system for earth l'CIOUl'CCI salellile-1 
New water treatment syslem 
lnieroperable database syslem 
Advanced material processing and machining syslem 

~ OECD (1989). 

1
" UNJDO, 1985 I p. 21. 

217 OECD, 1989. 

1981-91 
i98!-89 
1982-90 
1983-90 
1984-90 
1985-90 
1985-91 
1986-93 

npaidilure 
(lllimata) 

ltl7 

20,000 819 
23,000 2,947 
10,000 1,301 
20,000 2,425 
23,000 3,142 
11,800 2,123 
15,000 1,055 
IS,000 1.100 
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Table 10.Bb Completed national raearda tUUl tkvdopmenl projects - large scale projects 
(,,,;JJion Yen) 

Super high-performance 
electronic computer 
DcsulphuriDtion process 

New method of producing 
olefin 
Remotely controlled 
undersea oil drilling rig 

Sea water desalination and 
by-product recovery 

Electric car 

Comprehensive automobile 
control technology 

Pattern infonnation 
processing system 

Direct stcclmalcing 
process using high
tempcraturc reducing gas 

Olefm production from 
heavy oil 

Jct engines for aircraft 

Resources recovery 
technology 

Flexible manufacturing 
system complex provided 
with laser 

Subsca oil production 
system 

Oplical measurement and 
control system 

C 1 chemical technology 

• Phase 1. b Phase 2. 

Source: OECD (1989). 

Period (FY) 

1966-71 

1966-71 

1967-72 

1970-75 

1969-77 

1971-77 

1973-79 

1971-80 

1973-80 

1975-81 

1971-75" 
1976-8lb 

1973-75" 
1976-82b 

1977-84 

1978-84 

1979-85 

1980-86 

10.100 

2,700 

!,200 

4,500 

7,000 

5,700 

7,400 

22,100 

14,000 

14,200 

6,900 
12,900 

1,300 
11,400 

13,SOO 

15,000 

15,700 

10,500 

OutliH or project 

Large-scale computer system with super-high performance. 

i) Efficient removal of the ~ contained in the gases 
exhausted from power plants or other; 

ii) Direct removal of sulphur from heavy oil. 

Economic production of olcf111S by direct cracking of crude 
oil instead of using naphtha. 
Rcmotc-c:ontrol oil drilling rigs for under-sea use. 

Economical large-scale production of fresh water and 
economical by-product recovery technology. 

Various types of electric car to replace ordinary vehicles in 
urban areas. 

Integrated control technology with a view to relieving traffic 
congestion, reducing automobile pollution and traffic 
accidents, etc. 

Computer technology for the recognition and processing of 
pattern information such as characters, pictures, objects and 
speech. 

Direct stcclmalcing technology aims at a closed system 
which uses the heat energy from a multi-purpose, high
tcmpcraturc, gas-cooled reactor in the steel making process. 

Technology for manufacturing high-value-added olef111S 
(ethylene, propylene, etc.) using a high sulphur-content 
heavy oil fraction (asphalt), which is difficult to 
dcsulphurizc, as the raw material. 

Research and development on large-scale turbofan engine 
designed for use in commercial transport in the 1980s. 

R&:D on technical systems for the disposal of solid urban 
waste, centered on resource recycling for promoting the 
efficient utilization of resources and facilitating the smooth 
application of solid urban waste treatment. 

R&D on new, automatic, integrated production systems that 
arc flexible and provide quick through-put in the 
manufacture of small batches of machine components. 

R&:D on an efficient sy~tcm for subsea oil production which 
would be applicable to the continental shelf and slope 
surrounding Japan to deep sea oil fields. 

R&:D on an optical measurement and control system 
pcnnitting mas11ve volumes of data, includin& picture 
un&Jcs. to be measured and controlled in adverse 
environments. 

R&:D on processes for producing basic chemicals such as 
ethanol, ethylene glycol, olcfms from C1 compounds such as 
CO from natural gas, coal, etc. 

On the ~pecific integrating technologies noted for France and Germany, Japan spent 
¥63.5 billion (about $425 million) from 1974 to 1990. The largest pan of this suppon - by far -
·was that alloc.ued to the promotion and use of robotics. The Japan Robot Leasing Company, 
for example, rec~ives an annual subsidy of Y 24. 7 billion to provide loans, in particular for SME 
in order to encourage diffusion of robotics. 
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Tobit 10.lk Japaust Cooptrativt R&D Projects in So,ftwtin Ttduwlogy 

Period Projed/Organiution Objectives and 
(total yen funding)• Outcomes 

1966-1972 Japan Software Com,any Common development language and basic 
(2 billion) software for different architectures. Complete 

failure. 

1970-1982 IPA Package Effort 70 packages developed. Very limited usage. 
(10 billion) 

1971-1980 PIPS Project Pattern-information (graphics) software, mainly 
(22 billion) for Japanese language processing. Several 

products commercialized. Links with Fifth 
Generation project. 

1973-1976 Software Module Project Applications development. Little coo.'liination. 
(3 billion) Complete failure. 

1976-1981 Software Production Automated and integrated factory tool set and 
Technology Project modularization techniques for batch environment. 
(7 .S billion) 20 discrete tools finally developed by individual 

firms. 

1981-1986 Software Maintenance Interactive, UNIX-based tool set for maintenance 
Engineering Facility (SMEF) and development. Improved experience level of 
Project Japanese firms with UNIX. 
(5 billion) 

1984- TRON Project Development of a standardized architecture and 
(company funds) operating system for multiple levels and types of 

computers. Some products announced. Promising 
idea despite competition from other standards. 

1985-1989 Inoperable Database System Network to linlc work stations using OSI protocols. 
Project Improvement of interface standard'! likely. 
(l.S billion) 

1985-1989 F ASET Project Development of CASE tools for automated code 
(2.2 billion) generation from formalized specifications. 

Promising goals but limited participation. 

1985-1990 Sigma Project Development of UNIX-based support tools as well 
(25 billion) as reasable code and packages, for a national 

network. Major dissemination of existing practical 

....__ technology . 

1982-1991 Fifth Generation Computer Development of knowledge (logical-inference) 
Project processing and parallel computing hardware and 
(50 billion) software. Major long-term advances possible in 

Japanese AI capabilities. Short-term potential for 
software automation and reuse support. i;mited 
commercial applications, however, and lukewarm 
support from major companies. 

•Jn 1989currency, approximately $7 million= I billion yen. AI =artificial intelligence; CASE =computer
•i-led software engineering tools; F ASET = Formal Approach to Software Environment Technology; 
IPA =Information Processing Promotion Agency; OSI = Open Systems Interconnection; PIPS =Pattern 
Information Processing System; TRON - The Real-time Operation System Nucleus. 
~ Michael A. Cusumano, Japan's Software Factories: A Challenge to U.S. ManagEment, Oxford 
University Preas, 1991. 
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Japan's attempts to encourage the diffusion of automation techniques are summarized 
in the 1989 OECD repon: 

·m lbc small- and medium-sizal firm sectors. policies ue pmt of a loog-term general effort 
to improve their performw:e duougb guidac:e ... ldvisory services. tnining. and • series 
of investment and R&D-relaled incmlives. Support fm lbc development of technologies 
with commercial potmtW Im mlinly benefited larger finm lhrough lbc utmsive series of 
c:ooperwbve R&D projects. These iDcrase the ICIC:bnologial level of puticipating finm and 
iDcrase the stock of tedmology that is potmtially available for wide applications. 

lncmtives have been aimed at improving the stmctme of invabnenl in SMEs. to cacourage 
greater investment in more advmc:ed equipment. Investment in advanced PPDU&cftariag 
equipment (NC mac:Jainc tools. robols. CAD/CAM equipment) by SMEs is already 
reasoaahly high - Sccrdariat estimates sugat lbat it was around S..S per cad of their 
inveslmellt in mac:Jainery and equipment in FY 1984. compued with the average fm all 
finm of around 6 per cad - but over two-thirds of this is coacentrated in mac:Jainc tools. 
Govemmcot policy Im aimed at increasing investment in more advanced eq1lipmeat and 
computer-based systems. 

A number of general factors are of key importance in assisting the diffusion of advmc:ed 
manur.cturing technologies. These include: 

• Inrer-firm links between large firms IDd their sub-coatrletors, and between 
equipment suppliers and purdlasas. Large firms demand high levels of quality 
control. npid delivery.and some product development from their sub-coatrllctor. 

• 

• 

• 

(E) Sweden 

FirllJ-bued training is widespread and training is a continuing process. Tecbnical 
gntfuates tend to learn new skills on rbe job and supplement them with short 
specialiml exlemal training courses; 

The gc:neral educational levd is high, providing • highly adept and literate work 
force who can cope with new technologies; 

The investment propensity in advanced manufacturing technologies is very strong . 
Investment is primarily aimed at eosurin~ quality IDd reliability and saving skilled 
manpower resources. Firms have long-term planning horizons and see training • 
development and investmenl as essential f41Ctors underpinning competitiveness·. 

Government suppon for the diffusion of new technology in Sweden was not centralized, 
but tended to be administered by individual ministries, with the Ministry of Industry the main 
funder. 

In 1985 public sector funding of R&D amounted to some SK9.807 million with by far the 
largest part of this, SK6.232 million (64 per cent), going directly to the higher education sector 
(see Figure 10.2). Public funding (SK9.807 million) was approximately 38 per cent of total 
spending on R&D in 1985, which was down by abo.it 2 per cent (from 40 per cent) on the 
preceding year. 
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I 
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researdl 
institutes 

Private ----~ 
research 
lnSlilutes 

Resealch 
companies 

lnduslrial R&O 

FAN • Swecistl Council for Pllnning and Coordination ot Research 
STU • N8lional 8olrd far T edlnical Development 
UHA • Nation81 Bolrd of Un1va11ies Md Coleges 

Source: Dyring (J98S}. 

The State is considered to have the primary responsibility for funding basic research 
and more imponantly perhaps, the training of the research workers. 

"Tocal ceaatral 1ovemment allocations for R&D in fiscal year 1987-88 amounted to SEX: 
12,300 million. Of these, approximately SEK S,SOO million were assigned to pneral 
scicatific development, primarily university and research council funds. 
nx Raearcb Bill of 1987provided for reforms adding up to SEK J,200millioa over three 
yea.-:. over and above compensation for inflation. This means a permanent ri• of SEK SOO 
million ia lb: level of raeardl allocations. These raources are channeled primarily into 
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higher education. with the emphasis oo recruiting new generations of n:searcbers. md to 
work in certain priority areas cf resean:b • •111 

Fffurr 10.2 Total R&D in Swtkn, 1985 (social sci~nas and 1wnuuritia iR.atifatetl ollly iR 
~her etlacation), iR SEK Million 

14.719 mlsek 

1.519 

2251mfsek 

1.100mlsek 

Public 
l4ICIOr 
Instil 

6.&Umlsek 

Higher 

6.232 education 
sec:tar 
(estimated) 

Prime seclDr tunctng 
16.151 m/sek 

13.172 

Public Ulllilies, 

Ul33 
R&O lnsllluln. 
R&O c:ompenin. 
private nonprolil 
organizations 

Public actrNnistra1iooi, 
defense research. 
Olhers 

--·- - ----- --- -- - -- --- --- -- -- -- -- -- -- - ---~ ---- ---· 
1.247 mlsek 305 Foreign 

fUnding 

742 

~ Fact Sheets on Sweden (March 1989). 

211 feet Sh"'' on lwdln, March 1919. 
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The growth rate Gf R&D in Sweden under such a stimulus Im been high in comparison 
with most other OECD countries - about 11 per cent per annum during the 1980s. Rc!tD costs 

in relation to value added in the business community have 2.5 per cent compared with 2.2 per 
cent in the U.S.,2.3per cent in Germany and l.8per cent in Japan. 

·1n boch t977n8 and 1986187 -wroximately 43 per- cent of stare funding for reseln:h ad 
development wait to the 'promotiaa of general scientific development'. i.e. govcmment 
appropriations for resan:b at universities and colleges (including govemment .-ymealS to 
the health authorities uader lbe agreemcat on medical tnining). Defmce w:counted for 
lbe secoac: brzest share of same R8d> allocatioas. with around zs per- cent in boch t9n n8 
and 1986117. Defence ll&D is thus on a large scale. and to a suhstmtial extent it is 
per-formed outside lbe higher' education sector•. ?It 

R&D for defence bas been high and evec increased in importance in 1987/8, as Table 
10.9sbows. 

Tabk 10.9 R&D ftut4s ill th ttlllnll 10~,.,,,.,,, budrtt, fiscal ~ 1987-88, acconlint to 
purposa 

Gcneial scientific development 
Defense 
Energy and water supplies 
Tnnsport ar..i relecommunicati 
Industrial activities 
Workmg environment. occupelioaal health and safety 
Space activities 
Agriculture, forestry, bunting, fisheries 
Physical administration, public services 
Public administration, public serv as 
Health and medical care 
Housing environment, land-use planning 
Education 
Social welfare, social environment, social security 
Culture, media, leisure 
Research Oil the earth Uld atmosphere 

All putpo'1eS 

~ Fact Sheets oo Sweden (March 1989). 

SEKMiDion 

SS30 
3308 
643 
S02 
450 
322 
JIS 
287 
267 
220 
117 
llS 
84 
SI 
48 
30 

12.288 

Permit 

45.0 
26.9 
S.2 
4.1 
3.7 
2.6 
2.6 
2.3 
2.2 
1.8 
0.9 
0.9 
0.7 
0.4 
0.4 
0.2 

100.0 

One of the main instruments in encouraging technical advances is the National Board 
for Technical Development (STU). This plays a strategic role in industrial development 
providing: 

• long-range broad based research suppon; 
• the allocation of venrure capital; 

219 Gowrrmnt Rnearctl 1111 1999/90:90. > 
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• the provision of advisory services; 
• 111 iofonnalion source; 
• help in tedmology procurement. 

STU grants in I983/4 by type of recipient is listed in Table IO. IO. 

Tabh 10.10 S1V frruds 1913/U, "1 ndpWlll 

"*c:mlllle. Recipient No.p..m ... _... MSEK 

Universities md 
university colleges 30 202 960 

239 

Cooperative research iDstilUf.eS 21 142 

Companies with < S employees and 
individual invest«s 11 74 817 

331 

Companies with > S employees 16 108 

2S8 
National government agencies 9 61 

Development comp > S employees 7 47 209 

Sectoral organisations 6 40 174 

Total 100 674 2.988 

Source: Dyring (198S). 

The Cooperative Research Institutes (see Figure 10.1) figure prominently in STU work 
and panicularly in relation to CAD/CAM. FMS and Robotics. These institutes provide 
research. consultancy and advisory services. 

In developed countries in general the OECD (1989) h~ noted: 

•0ovenunen1 tecbnolOJY procurement is DOI aimed solely at the purchue and application 
of advanced microelectronics in industry. However the inaportsnce of electronic 
applicatiom in defence and public procurement and the role of the state ~ a demandin1 
purchuer of high pedorm111Ce equipment bu influenced the developmeot 'lf electronic
bued products and undcrwriucn invatme.rJ in advanc.ed 1n1Dufacturin1 equipmenr lo 
enable supplyin1 firms 1o meet euctina lecbaical performance requirements•. 

The extent of suppon for integrative technologies and the imponance of STU in 
administering these policies is evident from the generous government subsidies for robitics, 
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CAD/CAM and flexible automation. For example, in the four year period from 1984 to 1987, 
the Swedish Board for Technical Development (STU) spent SK 317 million on programmes in 
manufacturing techniques and CAD/CAM. 

"The 1miu proirmames in the fields of robotics md CAD/CAM/CIM are c:oordimkd by 
the S'I1J. Universities conduct lllllCh baic ..,.,iied reser.da in close roopermtioo wida 
industry. Di5Rlllination of advanced FMS equipment among medium-sized md simD 
oompmies is stroDgly encouraged bod! m the put of the Ministry of Industry md lhruugb 
STIJ-priorilies•. m 

Evidence of government commitment is also dear from i!s Information Technology 
Programme (ITP), to which a total of SK l,llOmillion was given over between 1987 and 1990, 
with the emphasis on micro-electronics, systems engineering, and the application and diffusion 
of information technology. Prior to the ITP, the government funded a NMional Micro-
Electronics Programme from 1978 to 1987, with total funding of SK ~million. This included 
extra investment in education, fundamental re--an:b, applied research and SO per cent subsidies 
on purchases by industry of new industrial development technology.%%• 

Government policy, not just in micro-electronics or I.T., is an attempt to cover a wide 
spectrum of suppon starting from the development of stills, through research subsidies, and 
government purchasing (the defence industry). Also of impo~ have been consultancy for 
small- and medium-sized enterprises, and suppon for intangi"ble assets, such as marketing, wort 
organization; and the development of human capital. 

(F) TM United Kin&dom 

In common with most other developed economies, the UK has bad a major series of 
suppon programmes for industry since the late 1970s.1bese have ranged from suppon for the 
newly emerging integrated circuit manufacturing company INMOS; through to individual suppon 
projects, such as, the Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS) scheme; to large overall 
programmes, like Alvey which was aimed at advanced technologies such as Sth generation 
computers and a direct response to similar effons undertaken by Japan. With funding of£ 200 
million, the Alvey program.'De has been very ambitious. However, since the UK has a very large 
armaments industry a great deal of the funds for the latter programme was diverted !mo military 
technology. As the Alvey programme is rather upstream of the market, promoters are in a good 
position to explain that concrete effect~ will no~ be felt immediately on the market or in British 
industry. 

First effons to assist the British industry outside the military field date back to 1956, 
when the Post Office aided the electronics industry by forming the Joim Electronic Research 
Committee to coordinate the effons made by British industry. In informatics, the public 
authorities favoured the creation of ICL and then consistently supponed it until its merger with 
STC in 1984.m 

l:ID •ooblett , 1990. 

m a.'90, 1911b, p. 117. 
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The Ministry of Industry. and bodies such as A CARD (Advisory Council on Applied 
Research and Development) and the Technology Group have been important imtrumenls of 
1-11blic industrial policy. l..aler. the Alvey Committe became the main body responsible for 
encouraging coordinating and supporting fundameml research (directed towards 5th Generation 
computing) and providing the main strategic guidelines for long-term development. :m 

The Microelectronics Application Project (MAP). mentioned earlier in the chapter. was 
launched i.'1 mid-1978 as an attempt to promoce microelecttonics in bodi produds and processes. 
The wget companies were the smaller ones with less than 200 employees. It operated by 
encouraging companies to loot at microelectronic applications by paying $4,000towards the cost 
of hiring a consultant. and by a grant of 25 per cent of development costs of any products 
involving microelectronic applications. 231 

Of the £63 million spent on the project from 1978 to 1985. 62 per cent was devoted to 
project development goals. with the remainder fairly evenly split between consultancy 
(MAPCON) 14 per cent; training 8 per cent; and raising company awareness. 11 per cent. 

MAP activities fall into four basic categories. These are: 

• 
• 
• 
• 

Increasing industrial awareness of che implications and benefits of 
microelectR'nics; 
Providing assistance for the development of training courses in microelectronics 
techniques; 
Supponing micro-electronics consultancy. Costs of independent expert advice 
on the feasibility of applying micro-electronics are subsidized; and 
Providing project development suppon to firms for applications of 
microelectronics technology. 

An initial budget in 1978 of £55 million to be spent over six years was increased to £85 
million in 1982 (USSl49 million at £0.57/S). Through to 1985 expenditures were: 

Tobie .'0.11 MAP upenllituru, 197&.1985 

Adirily 

Awucaess 

Trainin1 
Couultancy support (MAPCON) 
Project developmenr support 

Tocal 

~ OECD, 1989. 

The programme included: 

Curnna annual apenditure 
(million !l__ 

0.7 
1.3 
1.7 

11.0 

14.7 

Total expenditure 
(millaon £) 

7 
8 
9 

39 

63 

Awart~ss: These activities are designed to alert indnstry to the possibilities of microprocessors 
- both in products -::id in processes. MAP provided funds to organizations for the purpose of 

:cJ 111100, 1085, p. 35. 

1)1 111100, 1915, p. 34. 
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running seminars, workshops and conferences increasing awareness of micro-electrowcs. MAP 
aJso provides an information service. 

Trailling: This project paid up to SO per cent of die costs for developing courses conducted by 
education and training institutions (universities, polytechnics, colleges of higher and further 
education and commercial training bodies) in micro-electronics techniques. This included the 
purchase of hardware/software used in the training, staff training, etc. 

C.onsultancy: This project paid up to £2,SOO of the cost of employing outside experts to carry 
out die feasibility studies on the use of micro-electronics. Support of up to SO per cent 
(maximum £1 ,SOO) could aJso be given for follow-up studies. 

By the mid-1980s, over 7,000 applications bad been received and over 4,000 finm 
benefited from the MAPCON programme. The cost of th!s was some £10. I million. 

lnvr~nt suppon: MAP was targeted at small- to medium-sized firms, although larger firms 
could also receive support. Grants were awarded for investments embodying micro-electronics 
of up tJ 25 per cent of costs, normally between £10,000 and £125,000. 

By mid-May 1985, support for investment bad reached the following: 

Table 10.12 Project dneloprunt support 

Applications received 

Offers of support 
Projects completed 
Government funds committed 
Maximum grant size 
Median size of grants 

~OECD (1989). 

2,743 

1,431 (52 per cent of applications) 

769 
£53 million 
£125,000 
£40,000 - £50,000 

The MAP scheme was probably one of the best known in the UK and was widely used. 
As with the other countries covered in this chapter there were a number of important successes 
derived from the scheme. The main features of the scheme were: 

• • • 
• 
• 

its general diffusion to small/medium-sized firms for consultancy purposes; 
little government choice in which technologies to support; 
it was a very wide-ranging programme dealing with both products and processes, 
but dealt with through one central agency; 
of a long-run nature 1978-85 (seven years); 
as with the German equivalent (S P) it was continuously and continually assessed 
and evaluated. 

In a study of the MAP scheme conducted by the Policy Studies Institute and the Centre 
for Business Research it was found that many boards of directors, in deciding whether to invest 
the necessary additional finances in microelectronic based technologies, did so because of the 
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fact that the Government being prepared to suppon the project gave it some form of official 
·sea1 of approval'.~ 

Another success story in government suppon policy was the Flexible Manu~ 
Systems (FMSS) scheme. Launched in 1982 and running until 1986, it provided £3SM of suppon 
which wu then topped up by a further £20M in 1984. In an assessment of the scheme carried 
out by the Centre foi Business Research in 1990, a number of additionality criteria were 
adopted. 

"To the extent pomble. the malysis takes 81CXOU1lt of additioaality and internal displKement 
effects in calculating the net pins to tbe firms in the sunple. Here we provide a 
breakdown of additioaality (as iDdicared by tbe firms) within the 31 firms in our Scbeme
user sample under' tbe following atqories): 

I - wholly additional; 
2 - accelerated; 
3 - increa..'led scale; 
4-uppded; 
S - DOD-additional. 

As illustrated in Figure 10.3,it was the ·acce1eraled' category which included tbe majority 
of cases (S2 per cent). Of these, 7S per cent wac able to specify tbe degree of 
acceleration. which nnged from 3-6 months to as much as S years. Three-quarters of these 
firms. however. claimed that the projects wae brought forward by between one ud tine 
years. 

The second most frequenlly mentioned category was those projects that were •up-gnded' 
or more innovative as a result of the scheme. Within our sample, 32 per cent declared that 
without tbe gnat Ibey would have introduced some form of stlad-aloae equipment. 
Although some of these firms will also be included within tbe increased scale of investment 
category (23 per cent). all of these firms fulfilled the requirement of integrating previously 
distinct manufacturing activities and would not have done so without the encounagement 
of the Scheme. 

Sixteen per cent of tbe sample indicated that the investment was wholly additional. and only 
one firm (3 per ~t) admitted that the project was DOD-additional in any way. Alcbough 
•lldditionality' is a necessary criterion for selection under any DTI scheme. the peruntage 
llCtUally fulfillingthis re.quimnent appears to be somewhat mgher for the FMS-Scheme than 
some evaluations have found. In this evaluation the fact that the majority of the firms wae 
quite specific in lheir accelenation or the up-gradine from stand-alone to intepated 
equipment. leads us to conclude the declarations of additionality lllllde by tbe firms might 
only be slightly exaggented. • 

·1n terms of fulfilling tbe DTI's requirements that the projects must, in some way. be 
additional to what the firm would have done without the pant. the selection of projects for 
support certainly appears to meet this requimnent. 

When examined by the toeal size of projects. it wu the smallest projects (under .£200,000) 
for which acceJenation wu apin the most frequently mentioned caleeorJ - at 67 per cent. 
A similar perceataee for the cateeory of accelenation was also fouad for the smallest-sized 
ennts (up w £100,000). While it mieht be expected that erant size would correlate wilh 
toeal project size, this i1 not necasarily the case, eiveo the chance from 33 per cent to 

:DJ Northcott et el., 1985. 
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20 per CCDI ma•imum IJUls between FMS I md 2. and lbe &cl that gnats ranged from 
u low• under' £100.000to over £1 millioa •. m 

IO AddlUonallty by category* 

54 -

41-

42 -

31-

130-
0.. 

24 -

11-

12 - )I 

·-
0 

1 2 3 4 
Adclllon9lty c:mlegodes 

• S.V... tnns appear In men then one category- UIUdy lncnued Kiiie Md 
upgraded - resulllng In "*' percentages for the .. c:at9gOrles Miich 8dd 
up to more then 100%. 

Source: Rush, Hoffmann & Bessant (1990). 

The researchers also described a number of other successful outcomes of government 
policy arising from this scheme: 

• • • 
• 

it markedly affected the diffusion of the technology; 
learning by doing rose in almost all the firms in the sample (31); 
the demonstration effect to other companies was high - suppon for systems was 
conditional on open access to other interested companies; 
it stimulated the adoption and manufacture of FMS equipment in the UK supply 
industry - around 30 per cent of the installed equipment was from UK suppliers; 
and 4 of the 6 supplier firms interviewed had around 2S per cent of their sales 
from FMS related products. 

Total UK aovernment suppon for the integrated technologies alone has been quite 
extensive, and between 1978 and 1989 amounted to some £418M ($21 IM at Sl.70/£). 

Dt ltUlll, lloff~ end '"•ent, 1990. 
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·The United Kingdom cannot rely on a strong DPCbinc building industry. In contrast to its 
Ameriam and West Gamm countaputs. the British DPCbine building industry is heavily 
~toted. with six enterprises KCOUDting for over SO per cent of national output. With 
the exception of the defense sector, Britain's base for manu&cluring robots is brittle. It 
does, however, erjoy cmsiderable potmbal in the fielU of software, sensors and artificial 
intelligence. Close c:ollaboralion in tba:e fielU between universities and industry bas been 
-=lively stimulated. In the 1970s,British govemmmts mainly tried to stinaal••e innovation 
duougb general meuma. The DTI cbannels R4:D funds into various schemes such as 
CAD/CAM, CAD/MAT, CAD!TES, FMS as well as into Industrial Robotics schemes. 
These programmes, all strongly oriencated towards dissemination, were recendy grouped 
under the •support for Innovatioa• (SPI) umbrella. The British government often supplies 
ooly a relatively minor proportion (20 lO 30 per cent) of the total costs of investments in 
apital goods and RA:D·.m 

(G) The United States 

-y-

In the United States a somehow different approach is taken to micro-electronics (as to 
industrial policy in general): 

Federal Government involvement is somehow restricted to the field of military and 
aerospace. However, these two fields were strong enougn to give the US electronics industry 
the necessary support to develop in the tirst place. :m The pressing military demarad for firing 
tables or aircraft profiles was one of the origins of the progress from electromechanical 
calculators to electronic computers. The various US forces signed major contracts with several 
universities, giving an impulse to a movement which resulted in the development of ENIAC, the 
Electronic Numerical Integrator and Computer in 1946. The Department of Defense ordered 
from IBM and Burroughs in 1951 the Semi-Automatic Ground Environment or SAGE system, 
intended to protect the US from surprise aerial attack. This was at the time an enormous 
prog1 amme of USS 1.6 billion for seven years which brought a number of scientific 
breakthroughs. In 1965 the Federal Government paid out USS 200 million in contracts on 
informatics research, representing a third of all the research expenditure of the manufacturing 
sectur. ?29 

However, "the United States does not have specific Federal programmes aimed at diffusing 
and applying microelectronics widely in industry. It does, however, have a range of geoeral 
policies which are aimed at improving industrial performance, increasing the conduct of 
research and development, and promoting the transfer of Fedenally developed R&D to 
industry. Most of these policies take a simple and non-interventionist form, to enable wide 
coverage and participation and to reach the very large number of industrial and research 
participants in a large and diverse country. Direct programmes to promute advmced 
sccbnologies have been left largely to individual states where a multitude of high-technology 
procrammes luave been introduced•. %lO 

Jn many instances US policy is focused upon: tax credits; the National Aeronautic and 
Space Agency (NASA) - which provides considerable spin-off benefits to the commercial 

::n Roabffk 1990. 

Zll UNIDO, 1985, p. 14. 

1l9 UNIDO, 1988b, p. 174. 

m OfCD, 1989. 
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aircraft industry as well as the electronics industry; the addition of overhead charges (3.S to 
4 pe!' cent) to contracts to cover R&D; support for national organisations supporting the 
development and diffusion of new technologies, e.g., the National Centre for Manufacturing 
Services (NCMS), the National Technical Information Service (NllS) or the Office of 
Productivity, Technology and Innovation (OPTI), etc. 

One of the main tax incentives Im been the Research and Experimentation Tax Credit 
scheme to help companies develop new technologies. The major users of the scheme have been 
Metals and Machinery, Chemicals and Rubber, and Tramportation, Communications and 
Utilities. The Metals and Machinery sector claimed more tax credits than both of the next 
largest users together ($298 million to a collective $265 million). 

A second tax scheme was the R&D Limited Partnership, ro encourage the development 
of new technologies. Jn 1983 these represented about 2 .25 per cent of the $44 billion spent on 
R&D by pnvate companies. 

The NASA spends about SSOO million per annum on R&D of a commercially usable 
nature. While OPTI is the main charanel for effons to diffuse such technologies as FMS, in part 
it does this by a leasing or time-share basis.231 

To separate out the data is difficult, particularly because of the importance of the US 
Department of Defense and its impact on technology diffusion. The Department of Defense 
developed into a kind of American Mm which was not only responsible for military defense. 
When the progress of the Japanese ele..~ronics industry began to disturb the American 
authorities, the Department of Defense was given permission to reactivate its research activities 
by launching a number of new programmes from 1978 onwards. In 1980 it was the VHSIC 
(Very High Speed Integrated Circuit) plan for the period 198i-1987 with about USS I billion 
of projects centred on integrated circuits and processors. This plan was subsequently integrated 
into the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) or 'Star Wars' programme for which USS 25 billion 
were devoted for the 1984-1990 period. The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 
(:)ARPA) implemented at the same time another very ambitious programme, the Strategic 
Computer Programme, with USS I billion for the period 1984-1990.m 

Estimates made by Annemi~ke Roobeek233 speak of a total support for the micro 
electronics area in a narrow sense of USS J.6 billion for the 1978 to 1989 period (see Table 
10.22). She estimated that around USS 4000 billion annuaily was spent on indirect support for 
computer technology and micro-electronics. Of this USS 4 billion, the main components were 
USS 542 million for R&D of 1.25 micron chips and pilot production lines, both as part of the 
first phase of the VHSIC and as non-VHSIC activities; USS 340 million for the second phase 
of VHSJC for pilot production lines and the development of O.S micron chips; and USS 500 
million for the Department of Defense's 'n' generation computer project. Purchasing policy and 
tax conversions were also employed to encourage the production and use of technical and 
scientific equipment. 

%JI OECD, 1~89. 

m UNIDO, 198~, pp. 174·176. 

%JJ Roobffk, 1990. 
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NCMT. Robotics, CAD and FMS. The role of each of the armed forces is clear in the 
development and diffusion of these technologies. For example, the Air Forces ICAM 
programme costing $211 million between 1978 and 1985; the Navy's programme on advanced 
applications of anificial intelligence and robotics - $600 million (1984-88); and the D of D 
Mantech project costing $834 million (1980-84). 

8The United States occupies a leading position in software for CAD/CAM/CIM but its 
robot mmufacturers are coming under increasing pressure from fomgn competitors. Joint 
ventures, such as the collaboration of Geoeral Motors with lbc J..,.nese Fanuc, ue being 
set up to meet this challenge. But the American DllChine building indu.W}', an important 
supplier and user of r.>bots and CAD/CAM equipment, is losing ground (US Department 
of Commerce, 1984). For years, the industry bas faced sinking orders, hitting rock-bottom 
in November 1986 with the number of orders falling below 32 per cent. •?M 

There are, however, some signs of cooperation among US producers and private sector 
organizations outside the influence of the US Department of Defence which was nevertheless 
given government support. The defence and space programmes contributed greatly to the early 
development of the semiconductor industry, but it has been noted by the President's 
Commission on Industrial Competitiveness that this no longer pushes civilian research and 
development sufficiently.23

' Two projects launched in 1981-1982, by reason of their size, are 
a reference point concerning the change in the American mentality in this respect. One project 
was launched by the major informatics manufacturer Control Data in January 1982, and the 
other during 1981 by IBM.:!36 

The project launched by Control Data, the Micro-electronics and Computer Technology 
Corporation (MCC) is a private non-profitmaking association, the partners in this being 
:ompanies which supply research workers for a joint laboratory. The patents belong to the 
association. For the first three years only the participating companies can use them. Then 
licenses are granted and the participants share the expenses with the association. It is thus a 
"egrouping to share R&D costs which under the official anti-trust legislation could constitute 
a distortion of competition. The government has however made it clear that it would not 
impede such private sector initiatives.237 The National Cooperative Research Act of 1984 
officially gave legal status to this type of association to carry out joint research. About 40 such 
associations were registered in the 1980s.731 At the same time, government indirectly favoured 
the development of the informatics industry in general by application of anti-trust legislation to 
constrain the entry of AT&T and IBM into the merchant market. 239 

The other project, launched by IBM, res;dted in the creation in 1982 of the 
Semiconductor Research Corporation (SRC). This non-profitrnaking association has as its 

%M Berber, 1986. 

m UNIOO, 1985, p. 14. 

DI UNIOO, 1988b, p. 177. 

D? IC011111i1• • .,., der Europiil1chen Gllllel,,.ch1ften, 1991, p. 19. 

:JI UNIDO, 1988b, p. 1n. 

%J9 UlllDO, 1985, p. 15. 
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objective the coordination of research on semiconductors to be carried out in cooperation with 
universities and private laboratories. Its objective was inl~r alia to build a pilot centre capable 
of producing the 16 Mbit memory and to design a 1 Gbit memory. 

Apart from less stringent rules on competition in a number of selective cases to foster 
research while applying more stringent rules in other cases to give assistance indirectly to 
smaller producers in the field of electronics, the American •industrial policy• also concentrated 
on trade questions. US civil private sector research is indirectly gh·en an incentive of potentially 
larger profits and shoner pay back periods by opening up global high-tech markets for US 
producers. The 'Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act' of 1988 gives American authorities 
the right to press third countries on opening their home markets to US products, thereby 
threatening third countries with the closing of the US market if they do not comply with US 
demands.• 

10.4 A Developed Country Overview or Policy 

The preceding section dealt at some length with policy issues pursued by seven OECD 
countries. These reflected a considerable number of similar approaches, but also some 
significant differences, for example, the very high emphasis placed in Sweden on the role of 
higher education, compared with a somewhat lesser emphasis in the UK. 

This section gives a broader picture of trends a"Toss a variety of countries and. in so 
doing, highlights the impoilance of: 

• education, training and skills; 
• research/industry links; 
• consultancy services; 
• information promotion; 
• technology availability and suppon; 
• technology evaluation. 

As observed from the individual countries covered in 10.3 (A) to (H) above, all of these 
factors have been imponant criteria in the development of efficient and effective government 
policies. Clearly merely to have a policy on the introduction of new technologies - panicularly 
those based on micro-electronics - is not sufficient. Because of the radical nature of the 
integrative and "systemofacture" changes that have occurred during what has been called the 
"Second Industrial Revolution", all the evidence points towards a much more comprehensive 
package of initiatives to suppon industrial development. Moreover, despite the stronger 
infrastructure in most of the OECD countries, there have still been problems in many countries 
in adapting to the organizational and structural changes required. 

Skills and training are panicularly important, not only for scientific-technical and 
managerial personnel, but also shop floor personnel. Training needs include: 

• Familiarization with technological advances; 

• Technical aspects of product and process design, implementation, 
maintenance and operations; 

:!AO 1Co.i11ion dtr Europai1chen Ganeinschaften, 1991, p. 19. 
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• Organizing and managing production and other firm functions to take 
advantage of flexible manufacturing capabilities; 

• Changes in wort organization and task structures. and 
labour/management relations.>-• 

Similarly. the importance of high quality consultancy services, fe--sibility studies, advice. 
and evaluation services Im proven to be invaluable - panicularly to the small- and medium
sized companies which represent a considerable amount of output and employment. and which 
do not possess the in-house capability to conduct these thamelves. This is not to suggest that 
consultants are the only path to success, since there have t many expensive failures by 
consultants who did not understand or appreciate the problems of their clients. However. it is 
clear from the example of the use of the Verein Deutscher Ingenieure (VDI) (the German 
Engineers Association) as the focus for the administration of that country's Special Programme, 
(including the provision of consultancy and development services) that this Im been a major 
factor in its success. 

These factors were also evident in the provision of consultancy services in the UK for 
the MAP programme - the equivalent to the Special Programme: 

In Sweden, the interface between state and industry has - as noted earlier - been 
focused to a considerable extent on research inst~tutes and universities. 

•The growing cooperation between state Ind enterprise bas many facets. Emulating foreign 
examples, Sweden bas acquired a number of science parks Ind innovation centres adjoining 
higher education establishments. This brings education closer to the practitioners' everyday 
scene and research closer to applied questions. 

Many of Sweden's science parks are concerned with information technology, biotechnology 
Ind microbiology. But materials science and engineering are also being made a subject of 
this kind of cooperation. 

Various procedures have been developed for cooperation between univenities and 
enterprise. Companies can commission research from higher education establishments. 
Industry can also finance associate professorships, i.e., pay for contributions to research 
education made by qualified persons from other sectors of the community. In retum the 
higher education establishment can •1end•resean:bers to small and medium enterprises for 
limited periods•. ro 

Another element was the widespread ovailability of a growing range of technology 
options, internationally sourced, i.e.,the profusion of CAD suppliers in the late 1970s and 1980s. 
This allied to enhanced buyer/supplier relationships and the provision of expert maintenance 
of increasingly integrated technologies, e.g.,FMS, which called for rapid software development, 
was another crucial element in government policy making. 

However, given the importance of all of these factors, it is the general conditions within 
each individual country which set the framework for their development policies. The OECD 

:loll CiECD, 1999. 
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suggests that the actions of govemmems are constrained/guided by factors falling under seven 
headings. An annotated summary follows: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

11w lndllStrial Smtct1lll. For example, the existence of national •champions• in 
certain key industries, such as electronics, macbide tools, precision instruments, 
etc; linkages between these prime manufacturers and the main users; and strong 
and consistent buyer/supplier links. 

11w Markn ~ntation of Finns. In particular, their competitive environment and 
their entrepreneurial drive towards the use of microelectronics in both products 
and processes. 

Labour acceptance I Labour 1111Ukets. Here, the whole field of industrial relations 
and the development of company and country policies on conflict or consensus 
politics emerges, e.g.,the Swedish or German consultation approach, or the US, 
French, or UK conflict driven ones. The consensus models may provide a much 
stronger ~ from which to utilize new technologies. Within this category it is 
also obvious that the availability of highly skilled and motivated workers is an 
imperative for success. The existence of a high-wage culture geared towards 
producing for either a strong home market or in rich markets internationally with 
quality goods is not a barrier to success. 

(4) 11w Technological Infrastructure. Here the existence of an industrial sector well 
linked to educational, research, and consultancy services, as in Japan, Germany, 
or Sweden, is an advantage not currently enjoyed by many developing countries. 

(S) 

(6) 

(7) 

Financial and Fiscal Incentives. All of the industrial countries covered in the first 
half of this repon enjoy the luxury of well developed financial sectors, the 
existence of venture capital (some more than others). the ability to secure funds 
from international bodies (International Monetary Fund, World Bank, etc.) 
Most, if not all, offer fiscal incentives to encourage the adoption of new ideas 
and technologies, e.g.,the U.S. 

Government High Technology Programmes. It is clear, panicularly from the 
evidence compiled by Roobeek (1990), that all the OECD countries have 
developed programmes of suppon to encourage the adoption of high technology 
and R&D activities. Even the defense and aerospace activities of the US, 
Sweden and the UK have provided imponant spillover effects into the 
commercial field. 

TM Macroeconomic Setting. The size and structure of the individual economy, its 
demand, growth potential, profitability, and general health will, to a considerable 
extent, influence the policies adopted and the rate of diffusion of technology. 

As the OECD's repon notes: 

"The interaction and importance of theae general factors will determine the strateay which 
aovemments .dopl when they orient industry policies towards diffusion. These interactions 
alto determine the effectiveness of diffusion policies". w 

2AJ OECD, 1989. 
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Table 10.13 1)polov of industrial policy characteristics of seven OECD countries 
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So. what have been the post-1945 industrial policy characteristics of several of these 
countries? 

The matrix shown in Table 10.13 indicates that virtually no two countt'ies have 
adopted the same approaches. the same policies. or exist in the same social, economic and 
political framework:. Consequently. a variety of options are open to ~tentiaJ followers. Qearly 
the concept of ·contingency theory•JM is as relevant to countries as it is to organizations. 

The policy instruments that have been employed by these countries have varied though. 
in general. the awarding of grants or loans bas been the favoured medium, as shown in 
Table 10.14. 

Tobk 10.14 Gow,,,,_. poliq iastnawllls uutl to support illdustrial R&D: 1985-86 

United States 

Canada 

Japu" 

EC 

Belgium 

Denmark 
France 

Germany 

Gm:ce 

Ireland 
Italy 

Netherlands 
Portugal 

Spain 
United Kingdom 

Austria 

Finland 
Norway 

Sweden" 

Switurland 

Turkey 

Australia 

n.a. = non available. 

tu conceaioas (6S'5), gnats (3S'5) (procurement) 

graor.s (100'5) (tu coacasioas not included) 

•Consignment' subsidies (40'5), tu conc:essions (3Sli), 
grmts (2S'5), equity capital (from 1985) (2.Sli) 

grants (IOOli) 

n.a. 

grants (some rqiayable) (801i), loms (20'5) 

grants (S0'5), ~yable grants (2Sli), tu concessions 
(from 1984) (251i) 

grants (901i), tu concessions (JOii) 

grants (infrutructure development) (IOOli) 
grants (I 00 Ii) 

loans (901i), pants (JOii); programs cover mixed grants + 
loans + equity capital + contracts 

grants (SOli), loans (401i), mixed grants+loans (JOii) 

soft loans (I 00 Ii) 

grants (I 00 '5) 

grants (6Sli), mixed grants+loans (JSli) 

grants+ loans (SOli), tu concessions (from 1986) (SOli) 

grants (37.Sli), loans (40%), tu concessions (from 198S) (22.59') 
grants (I 00 Ii) 

grants (701i), loans (301i), guaranlees (I Ii), tu concessions 
ceased 1983/84 

grants (IOOli) 

D.a. 
tu concessions 

•Consignment' subsidies involveresearcb commissioned by central government from private industry 
aaociations, groups of private firms and government laboratories in national cooperative research 
projects such as lbe Lar1e-Scale Projects, or the Sth Generation Computer Project. 
Exc:ludinf technical R&D support appropriations which go to private industry as well as to 
universities and to 1overnmen1-becked institueions via the Nacional Board ofTec:bnic:al Developmenl, 
STU. 

~ OECD (1990). 

~ Child, 1977. 
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Looting at support for RM> actmbes - the building blocks of tedmologial 
advancement - the allocations by business enterprise, non-profit mating institutiom, higher 
education and government vary significantly from country to country. Icelandic enterprises 
provide only 15.4 per cent of RM>, compared with around 75 per cent in Switzerland; and 
government spomored RM> varies from a low of 4.4 per cent in Sweden to a high of 
60 per cent in New Zealand. RM> in the higher education field ranged from 11.5 per cent in 
Turkey through 13 per cent to 14 per cent in the United States, Germany, tht United Kingdom 
and Switzerland, to almost 35 per ceat in Austria (Table 10.15). 

Tabk 10.15 R&D ill tM OECD eoutriPs 61 tire Sftton ill whid it is carrial out 

Sedor- ill wbidt UD is (~ shaft) carried out 

Business Printe Gowaaaumt Hip.er 
6*rprise non-profit education 

imtitutions 

United Slates 71.1 3.0 12.3 13.6 
Japan 66.8 4.0 9.1 20.1 
FR of Germany 73.1 o.s 12.9 13.S 
France S8.7 1.0 2S.3 IS.O 
United Kingdom 63.4 3.4 20.l 13.1 
Italy S3.9 0.0 23.9 19.2 
Canada 53.2 I.I 23.3 22.4 
Netherlands S6.2 2.3 18.3 23.2 
Sweden 68.0 0.2 4.4 27.4 
Switzerland 7S.O s.o 6.0 14.0 
Australia 32.0 3.0 37.0 28.0 
Belgium 71.S 4.3 S.4 18.8 
Spain S8.0 0.0 2S.3 16.7 
Turkey 74.2 0.0 14.3 11.S 
Austria S4.8 1.9 8.4 34.9 
Norway 62.7 0.7 14.4 22.2 
Yugoslavia S4.2 0.0 26.0 19.8 
Finland 60.9 0.6 19.5 19.0 
Denmark 55.3 0.8 19.S 24.4 
New Zealand 2S.O 0.0 60.0 15.0 
Portugal 28.0 5.0 39.0 28.0 
Ireland 51.7 1.2 27.7 19.4 
Greece 2S.O 0.0 53.0 22.0 
Iceland 15.4 6.3 48.3 30.0 
OECD 68.0 3.0 14.0 15.0 

~ Swedish Government Bill (1989/90:90). 

As the Swedish Government Bill repons: 

"In the first half of the 1980s, R&D expenditure ia most OECD COW1lriea rose futer lhan 
the overall rate of economic arowth, measured in GDP terms. Averaae GDP in the OECD 
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area as a whole increased by 2.6 per cent. while R&D expenditure grew by an average of 
6 per cent. The share of GDP 8CCOUllred for by R&cD lhus increased. in some cases '"a)' 

stroagfy. Of lbe larger countries. only die UK and Canada had slow growth in research 
spendin1. 

It is commoo to regard R&D fundiq as an Un1atmotl and to compare this investment in 
knowledge with inveuments in real capital. i.e •• buik!ings and equipment. In 198S. for tbe 
OECD area as a whole. R&D expenditure corresponded to about 11 per cent of real 
capital investment. Tbe proportion bas increased in most countries. Four counaries. tbe 
FR.G. Sweden, the US and tbe UK. had particularly high ratios of 14-16 per ccnt. 
Howevu, Ibis was partly due to weak expasioo of inveument in real capital, e.specially in 
1be Unired States and Britain. Japu bas invested heavily in bolh knowledge and real 
capital. which could be taken to mean that Japu is better placed than olber countries to 
tnnslate R&D results into innovations and to take advantage of tecbniaJ advances•. 

Fifun 10.4 R&D aptndilurt in attain OECD countria as a ~rcentaie of GDP 

Swwdert 

.i.pen 

USA 

SWllzeMnd 

GenNny 

France 
UK 

Nethertands 

Belgium 

Norway 
Finland 

c:-~ =-======= _____ =., :...=:J=.I 

Denmartt ~.__-------~<I 

0 0.5 1 1.5 

Source: Swedish Government Bill (1989/90:90). 

The black portion of each bar i 
represents R&D performed In ! 
the higher eduCatlon sector 

2 2.5 3 

- . y-

Perhaps of greater interest is the allocation of support provided by government according 
to industrial sector. From Table 10.28 it is clear that expenditure on Aerospace is a major focus 
in at least three countries, the US, France, and the UK, with 76.2 per cent, 59.6 per cent and 
62.7 per cent respectively being government funded. 

However, such support is now starting to transcend national borders, and particularlv in 
certain key areas, the EC has responded to increased pressures from US defense-funded 
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projects and the Japanese 5 .>vemment•s long-term strategies guided by Ml11 by developing 
extensive technology programmes, as Table 10.17 indicates. 

Tabk 10.16 Jlllhlsttia wlUda MW wll abow IM 1UIUl/adlUiltr awtafe sllon of tMit- R&D 
,/illa•ml b1 go.enurulll (IUSI realll Jal1' aWlilabh) 

Mmilfa-. Manuflldllrinc industries (perual) ..... 1mporan1 llOIHIWlllfacturinc • bnckds a -.. 
(1') 

United States 1985" 33.2 .erospece (76.2"), electrical group (40.3") [services] 

Camda 1985" 9.0 .erospece (29.7"), instnameats (16.7") [engineering services] 

Japma 1987 1.6 ships (36.6"), petroleum refineries (S.2"), other trmsport 
(4.8") [mining, utilities] 

Belgium 1987 4.0 ships (32.7"), 8aOSp1Ce (27.9"), metal products (lS.4") 
[agriculture, engineering services] 

Denmark 1987" 6.1 trmspon (85.2"), raper & printing (20") [other services, 
communications, engineering] 

France 1987 23.6 aerospace (S9.6"), electronics & COD'.poaeots (36.7") 

Germany 1985" 12.6 other ~rt (44.4"), ships (39.S"), ferrous metals (28.3") 
(engineering, other services, utilities] 

Ireland 1986 13.8 non-ferrous mdals (S0.9"), ships (49.39'), motor vehicles 
(44.S"), wood & furniture (34.8"), ferrous (32.1 "), tnmsport 
(28.6") [agriculture, construction] 

Italy 1988 17.1 ships (42.2"), transport (41.49'), ferrous metal:> (39.39'), 
aerospace (33.7") [agriculture, construction, other services] 

Portugal 1986 2.S fabricated metal products (129'), machinery (11.29'), chemicals 
(S.S9') [mining) 

Spain 1986 10.2 aerospace (49.2%) [engineering, other services] 

UK 198S" 24.2 aerospace (62. 7 9' ), machinery (34.2 9' ), electrical, electronics & 
components (29.69') 

Austria l 98S 3.9 transport (12.19'), wood & furniture (10.29'), instruments 
(8.S":;, non-ferrous (8.39'), ferrous metals (8.29') [agriculture, 
engineering, mining) 

Finland 1987 4.4 other manufacturing (12.39'), non-ferrous metals(9.'79') [mining, 
engineerint. services) 

Iceland 1983~ 7.4 fabricated metal products (28.39'), electrical machinery (17.19') 

Norway 1987• 12.3 machinery (36.29'), electronics & compoaenrs (26.79') 
[communications, utilities, en1ineerin1 services) 

Sweden 1987 11.0 wood & furniture (48.39'), other transport (33.S9'), motor 
vehicles (16.99'), electronics & componenlS (16.29') [a1riculture, 
utilities) 

Australia 1986" S.6 aerospace (21.49'), dru1s (15.09') [utilities, enJineering services) 

• Industry total excludes •&riculture and minin1. 
~ Industry total excludes a1riculture. 
• Industry total excludes mininJ. 

~ OECD, 1990. 
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Returning to questions of employment and skills, the increuing importance of RAD and 
the adoption of new technologies, and their lint to ~loyment and skills is emphasized in a 
Swedish Government Bill. 

•According to the National Industrial Boenl's study, only the most RAD intensive firms 
IDllDlged to maintaiD their level of employment. 

11leR is a strong bend iDdicabDg that a growing share of the ind~ workforce will in 
future be employed in ~ technology sectors. 

In addition. there was a very silieable difference in productivity between companies with 
high and low levels of RAD. What is ~. over the period, firms not involved in Rid> 
activity increasingly lost ground to other compmiies, at the same time a resoun:es were 
bmsferred from low-productivity busincsces, those without Rid>, to higher--productivity 
firms, i.e., those with a high R&D intensity. Finally, the Boud studied the relatiooship 
between Rid> inrensity and export success. The data analyad sbo\Wld clearly that the 
proportion of output 8CCOUDted for by exports coveml positively with R&D intensity•. 

·1nvestment in R&D is essential to complllies wishing to maintain and strengthen their 
competitiveness and thus contribute to favourable development of the Swedish economy. 
International studies also suggest that Rid> will become increasingly i~t. since it is 
ptt.dicted that competitiveness will in future lie in a company having capabilities in several 
technologies or combined technologies, such as mechanical and electronic engineering, or 
optics and electronics•. 245 

This is strongly supponed by evidence. from the OECD which recognizes that skill 
shonages and the structural changes being undergone as a result of these new automation 
technologies are principal barriers to their introduction: 

•lo France, GennlOly and the United Kingdom, lack of expertise was rated as the most 
important problem by the majority of establishments when applying microelectronics in 
products and processes (Table 10.30). ln Austria in 1986, 78 per cent of suiveyed firms saw 
the need for higher qualifications and a different mixture of skills as one of the principal 
effects of introducing microelectronics. This had risen sharply from 48 per cent in a similar 
suivey in 1983. In Italy a suivey of thirty enterprises adopting flexible automation 
technology in 1986 found that the most important obstacles affecting diffusion were 
shortages of technological skills (70 per cent of cases - mainly shortages of design 
capabilities and skilled machine operators) and organizational problems (66 per cent of 
cases - mainly problems with production organization and programmingl..>ftwarc). 
Industrial relations issues and financial problems were oflesser importance. In Japan, over 
70 per cent of Japanese firms suiveyed in the 1982·1983period reported that difficulties in 
adtptation and changes in the substance of work were greater than in the past, and that the 
impacts of microelectronic·based technologies were increasing the importance of technicians 
and technical training•. 

•Another series of suiveys of Japanese iirms showed that almost two.thirds of industrial 
workers affected by the introduction of new automation technologies (in 12,200 
manufacturin1 establishments) saw vocational training as their most important concern. 
Twg.thirds of establishments which had problems with introduction viewed the acquisition 
of new technical skills as their most serious problem and foresaw skill sbortares u a future 
impediment to die introduction of new manufacturina technol<>JY. Over thiee~uarten of 
firms which foresaw problems when introducina office automation equipment identified the 
acquisition of new technical skills u Che most important one•. 

:145 Swdllll Gover,,_,,t 1111 1989/90:90. 
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Duralion and Funding of the Programmes* ~l.1h1\ M.1n.h 1'1'111 

mm 
• M1dlcln1/H11llh 

1. Qu1llly ol Liie 

2. lnlormillon ind 
Communlc1llon 
Technologl111 

3. lndu1lrl1I T1chnologl11 

4. Blotechnology 

5.Enerov 

1966 1969 I 1990 1991 199Z 
i ' r ' ' ) ' . ( ' ' ') l ' ' 

" • • l • ~ • , ..,, 1 "' • 'l .:i • "'!1, 1 

, ___________________________________________________________ _ 
85 mllllon Ecu 

- Raclllllon PtOIKllOll IRtvl1lon) 10 mllNon Ecu • Glllomt Analy:I• 15 mllllon Ecu RldlallOn flnlttCllOn 2U mllllon Ecu• 

I STEP/EPOCH 115 m1u1on Ec11 ••••••••••••••••••• 11 'J 1 

- DRIVE 80 mllllon Ecu DELTA 20 million Ecu -
_ AIM 20 million Ecu 

~ ·~ 

• B.C.R. 59.2 mllllonEcu -----------------------------------1 
• 11011cMol09y 1Rev111on) zo muuon Ecu _ BRIDGE 100 mllllon Ecu 1 ~ 93 

• ECLAIR 80 mlllion Ecu " -.. 1 
- FLAIR 25 mllllon Ecu i· 'I) 

- Agrlc111ture 55 mMllOn Ecu ~ s~ 

• RldlOICtlve Wiiie 7U mllllon Ecu 1 ~ 9~ 
Decom 31.5 million Ecu 1} 91 

- TELE MAN 11 mUllon Ecu 1.'. •;! 

million Ecu 

6. S. T .o.- ST 0. 80 m1111on Ecu -------------------------------------• 
7. Marine Technologl11 

8. lmJlrovemenl ol European 
SfT Cooper1llon 

""'•I nr\r.,11rh Ct.1lrr 11ol 1111..h11lr1I 

•MAST 50 mllllon Ecu •------------------•FAR 30 million Ecu ----------------------------------
cu 

• SPES .l mllhon Ecu 
La1g1·1c1111aclllt111 30 muuon Ecu 9"11'!'~"'!'!!'!"""""'!'!-"-.."""'!~----------""I 

MONITOR 22 mlllfon Ecu -oosu 
• EUROTRA 12,5 mllllon E(u VALUE 38 mllllon Ecu 10 million Ecu -

4 lllllllOn Ecu 
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Tabk JO.JI Maili lllhrudaga IUld problom ill me o/mavaedlollia 
(peralllafa o/ .,,,,,U), 1913 

--y-

Germany United 
Kinadom 

l.ack of people with expertise SS 

Problam with sortw.re IO 
High costs of developmeot 30 

General economic situation 26 

l.ack of fiDmce for development 18 
Problems with 
microprocesmrslcompooents 

9 

Problem; with sensors 9 

Higher production costs 19 

Opposition from shopfloor/unions 16 
Difficulties of communications 6 
with subcontractors or suppliers 

Opposition in management 

Opposition from other groups in 3 
firm 

Source: Northcott, et al. (I985). 

6S so 
38 I4 
34 38 
2S 4S 
23 30 

19 9 

17 II 
17 18 
I7 6 
IS 9 

6 4 
3 4 

SI S4 43 
II 27 16 
24 23 2S 
23 I9 42 
19 I7 29 

4 14 7 

8 16 I4 
IS I2 IS 
IS I4 8 
9 13 IO 

2 4 s 
2 3 4 

The Japanese experience with respect to a comprehensive programme of education and 
training, both at the genera) and the vocational levels is important. 

"The combination of a high level of general education and scientific culture with thorough 
practical training and frequent updating in industry is the basis for great flexibility and 
adapeability in the workforce. The Japanese system of indu.qriaJ training is distinguilihed 
further by its close integration with product and process innovation. The aim is to acquaint 
all those affected by technical change with the problems that are likely to arise, and give 
them some understanding of the relationship between various operations in the firm. This 
again greatly facilitates the boriz.ontal flow of information. Thus the 'systems' approach 
is inculcated at all levels of the workforce and not only at top management level. 
Obviously, the availability of a large number of good-quality professional engineers, not just 
in research and development, but in production engineering and management g~ly bas 
played a vital part in the enormous Japanese success in the impori of technology, the 
redeaign of proceasea and products, and increasingly now in autonomous innovations". 246 

Table 10.19 indicates that for the UK the problem has become worse .Jver time with 
regard to lack of skills. 

ue frHlllft, 1987. 
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Table 10.19 Mai• diifkultia of~dmlda users 
(all United Kingdom ,_.,,/~rs. per aid) 

1'81 1983 1'85 
40 39 46 

Uck of people with expertise 

High costs of development 29 29 32 

Uck of finance for development 29 30 28 
General economic situation 40 43 26 
Problems with software 12 14 13 
Problems with sensors 9 10 11 
Problems with microprocessors/components 8 7 9 

Source: Northcott (19~). 

Given these problems, even in highly developed economies, what is the answer? The 
OECD suggests an even greater effort is required, and that this will be increasingly the case. 

"Develop a more technologically skilled work force 

Goals include development and expansion of: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

A managerial cadre able to understand and capitalize on the enhanced 
production capabilities and the wide range of new products possible with 
micro-electronics applications; 

Engineering capabilities to design, install and utilize new or improved 
production processes and organizational approaches, and to design new 
products incorporating micro-electronics; 

A skilled technical and shop floor work force able to use and maintain 
new production methods, and to participate in the effective development 
and production of new and improved products; and 

Research staff in industry, research institutes and universities able to 
conduct basic and applied research and to provide training and consulting 
resources on micro-electronics and micro-electronics applications ".247 

10.S Developed Country Industrial Polides: A Summary 

New technologies, and in particular those based on microelectronics and IT, have 
increasingly been seen by developed countries as a means to increase their international 
competitiveness and to regain the initiative against low wage competition. 

w OEC:O, 1989. 
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The use of Computer Integr ..ted Manufacturing (CIM) combined with new 
organizational forms and new materials has increased dramatically in recent years. This has 
become part of the motivating force for in..."reased R&D. 

Concurrent with this have been cloSi:r links between the sub-contract and the 
user/supplier industries in general. 

Taken together these factors have pushed government policy towards a variety of 
responses: 

(1) to reduce the cost of R&D carried out by enterprises; 
(2) to share the risks associated with high R&D investment; 
(3) and by the creation and suppon for schemes d~igned to increase awareness of 

new technologies, and establish demonstration sites. 

Developing countries are ill-placed to respond to such pressure: 

·Research is an important key to economically weak nations overcoming their development 
problems. As is stressed in funding requests from such bodies as the Swedish Agency for 
Research Cooperation with Developing Countries (SAREC), the economic crisis and the 
heavier burden of debt have left the developing countries feeling increasingly compelled to 
give priority to immediate ecooomic and social needs. Recruitment of young research 
workers is slowing down and awareness about international R&D and ways of adapting it 
to local conditions is deteriorating. This inadequate research capability fundamentally 
undermines the scope for domestic control of development". 

However, it is precisely the time when investment in technology has increased pressures 
for similar changes in developing countries that the costs of investment has increased: 

·The cost of capital bas risen sharply since the latter half of the 1980s. For a variety of both 
macroeconomic reasons and international factors, these costs look set to remain high 
throughout the first half oft!-. 1990s (at least), and the financial market.<; appear to be 
moving towards a general consensus in this respect" .:!Al 

This has occurred as the debt servicing burden has reached a point where merely the 
interest on loans is taking vinuaJly the whole of the expon earnings of many developing 
countries. Also the sheer size and complexity of many of these integrated technologies requires 
their long-term planning, and a major restructuring of organization, within companies and 
industries. 

"lnvutmenr in modernization and upgraded technologies bas reshaped entire segments of 
the technological bases of several industrial branches (by the simultaneous introduction of 
new materials and computer-assisted design, for example). The increase in investment in 
innovation and modem technologies bas been a major factor in the exceptionally high levels 
of investment noted in the recent phase of the business cycle. This &rowth in investment 
and the pattern of its distribution tbtou1hout the national and international economy are 
currently providin& the main impetus behind the restructuring of manufacturin1 
industry•. u. 

M OECD, 1990. 

2" OECD, 1990. 
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However, the diffusion of certain technologies h~ resulted in certain economies of scale, 
e.g.,NCMT, and in other instances software advances and less sophisticated computer systems 
(largely based on PCs) h~ resulted in low cost CAD being available. Both these technologies -
- NCMT and CAD - are now quite viable for developing countries with the appropriate 
infrastructures. 

Figure 10.5 is a diagram which encompasses many of the features discussed in this 
chapter on government policy for technology diffusion (Figure 10.5).n1 

Figrur 10.5 Tire dorer diagram 
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This shows clearly the inter-relationship between: 

• the techno-scientific infrastructure; 
• the macro economic environment; 
• socio-institutional structures, and 
• the industrial structure 

In each of these individual countries this can be a major determining feature in 
developing the competitive capability, both in the national and international fields: 

•Not heavy funding, but a strong industrial and institutional base is therefore the key to 
successful tcclmology policy and enbanced competitive capability. A flexible automation 
programme will yield far geater competitive advantage in a country like West Germany, 
which enjoys a relatively specialimd industrial saructurc, a highly advanced teclmological and 
scientific infrastructure as well as trade unions who do not instinctively reject new 
production methods, than in a country like the Netherlaods whose machine tool industry 
is far less dcvel«>;Jed. On the other band, the Netherlands stands to reap more extensive 
inremationaJ benefits from an agricul~entated biotechnology programme than docs 
a country like Sweden. In other words: a technology programme should as far as possible 
link up with the healthy and dynamic sections of the existing industrial structure or build 
oo a certain knowledge base if it is to bear fruit. This docs not mean that new initiatives 
should not have a chance. However, there must be a receptive base for lhcsc new 
developments•. :zsi 

It is clear that although the provision of funds through grants/loans, development of 
contacts between higher education and research establishments, and industry, and other financial 
inducements have been very important in the majority of OECD countries - money alone is not 
enough. 

What has proven to be important is how the schemes have been administered, simple 
application and evaluation procedures, and selectivity of specific programmes to suppon. Most 
of these factors are presented briefly and concisely in the 1989 OECD repon: 

Table 10.20 Programme and polity approaches and prioriJy areas to promote diffusion 

• Awareness campaigns to build interest in microelectronics technology; 

• Technical and management assistance to individual finns (particularly small firms) through 
subsidiz.ed consulting, f~ibility studies, technology implementation assistance, and market 
exploration; 

• T ecbnical and research support for product development or for process improvements to individual 
firms or consortia of firms; 

• Support for market-oriented technological institutions which provide consultancy services to 
individual firms and groups of firms, training courses, and contract research services; 

• Develop capabilities of the domestic tecbnololY supply system, for example microelectronics deaip 
and applications capabilities, 10ftware development, original equipment manufacturing capabilities; 

• Trainina and development of skilled manpower, especially technical and managerial training; 

• Support applied R*llrch and applications development by university or aovemment laboratories. 

~ OECD (1989). 

lSI Roobeek, 1990. 
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11. Developing Countries: Development 1beory and Practice 

This chapter summarizes some basic development theory ideas from a number of 
sources, m and tries to see how these theories have wort2third worlded, in principle, by 
looking at the case study countries. The role of direct foreign investment is also discussed since 
this affects both development and dependency. 

11.1 Development Theory 

The basic approach to economic and technological development of less industrialized 
countries was based on the so-called modernization theory, often attributed to Rostow (1960). 
Mjoeset (1985) argues, that the theory represents the typical US view on postwar problems in 
relation to the de-colonized Third World. Every nation would run through a series of stages: 
the traditional, the preconditional, the take off and the drive to maturity, finally ending up in 
"high mass consumpti'ln', the generalized American way of life. 

The stage of growth theory was quickly opposed by scholars taking a Third World point 
of view. 2'J They argued that any kind of stage theory was futile, since the periphery had been 
influenced by the core during the whole colonial period, even in those countries where 
colonialism was informal. Even in the period of de-colonization, Third World nations were 
linked to the core through the asymmetric structure of the world market. The Third World 
supplied the core with cheap raw materials receiving advanced products in return, with the West 
reaping all the positive linkage effects. The products returned to the Third World were mainly 
luxury products and military equipment. 

In the case of machinery, both the economic one-sidedness and the low qualification of 
Third World labour forces would hamper industrialization. The only viable alternative was to 
de-link from the unequal exchange of the world economy, following the strategy of self-reliance. 

The modernization/dependency quarrel polarized the debate as one between "internal" 
and "external" determination of development. There have been, however, attempts to specify 
the combination of such different factors by emphasizing more the institutional issues related 
to development or underdevelopment . 

For ex~mple, the French regulation school accepts, on the one hand, the basic criticism 
of modernization theory. 2S4 On the other hand, the simple exogenous explanation of 
'development of underdevelopment' is rejected. It is impossible to reduce such a complex 
phenomenon as unequal development to the international division of labour as the sole 
encompassing explanatory factor. This is done for example by Froebel et al. (1977), who 
emphasize the emergence of worldwide markets for che31> labour as transpon technology 
improved and fragmentation of production processes is facilitated. The developing countries 
have not been just passive objects of the developed worlds' actions. 

It is imponant, first, to take account of the specific development phase of the global 
economy, and to scrutinize national conditions for growth and development. The upturn in 

:.5l Rostow, 1960; Mjoeset, 1985; Frink, 1979; Lipietz, 19114; etc. 

2'J Frink, 1979 •• 

2S4 Llpietz, 19114. 
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developing countries' industrialization bas been linked to the crisis of Fordism in Western 
market economies. which changed the conditions for profitable. manufacturing and activated the 
search for cheaper production locations,:?53 Lipietz also looks at discrete conditions in the 
relevant developing countries focusing on the specific relations between social forces, which 
determine domestic industrialization strategies. 

The mid 1970s economic crisis according to Lipiett was triggered off by a temporal fall 
in the rate of profits. Production and investment slowed down in the developed market 
economies. At the same time, the first oil crisis caused chaos in balance of payments relations, 
and OPEC-surpluses wer~ channelled into the Eurodollar market. Banks competed to supply 
credits to developing countries, which increased their demand for important Western industrial 
goods and increased debt burden. 

An acceleration in outward investment from developed countries occurred and 
developing countries' industrialization got a new boost. But with the second oil crisis and the 
new downturn in 1979/80, the international debt crisis bas caused a strangulation of these 
processes of industrialization, which, especially ir1 the African case and to some extent the Latin 
American case, is still continuing. The individual country groups developments are, of course 
quite different. 

The importance of a wide setting of pnlitical, cultural and specific economic factors - not 
only the socio-economic basic structures as in Lipietz' interpretation - in explaining the 
developing countries problems in reaching the "modernization" path of economic development 
is also emphasized by many other institutional economists, e.g.: 

•Institutions can have the effect of either facilitating or retarding economic growth. The choice of 
appropriate political institutions, rules and policies enhances economic growth. Moreover, by 
affecting resource mobility and the incentives for innovation and accumulation, institutions may 
induce or hinder economic efficiency in the allocation of resources and growth. Institutions affect 
growth also through their effects on expectations, social norms and preferences. Expectations are, 
of course, subjective, calling attention to the importance of perceptions and the way in which :bey 
are formed rather than only to the objective factors that are included in traditional economic 
analysis. Social norms can also play an important role in affecting the extent to which growth 
enhancing activities can lake place. For example, religious norms may either encourage or inhibit 
money lending and entrepreneurial activities. This calls attention to the role of preferences in 
institutional change and development •2'6 

Tht more institutional approach avoids the simple reductionism of most world-systems 
approaches and the basic modernization theory. Admittedly, that modernization reflects a real 
trend in the postwar Western world. But the replication of this model in the developing world 
is quite difficult. The fundamental institutional settings do not necessarily follow the rationale 
of western modernization, and on die other hand, the influence of the developed world is - on 
a rather unequal basis - affecting their economies. 

Acrually, even Rostow in his original book waters down the slogan of "self sustaining 
growth", though he provides no systematic theory that would help in explaining why this 
modernist surge came about in the West, but is being hampered in the Third World. By 

;i,, Lipleu, 1984. 

:!'6 lllbll endllupnt, 1989. 
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devising aid as a policy towards developing countries, Rostow tacitly admitted that the take off 
was no self evident process, but based on institutionalized inequality.2'7 

Developini; countries do not form a coherent group. They show very differing 
developments, and these differences cannot be explained by any one common pattern. 
Especially if the central role of institutional development is recognized, the analysis should be 
very country specific. At a more aggregate level, however, developing countries are often 
separated into four groups of countries: 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

the large Latin American countries, 
the South East Asian NICs, 
the OPEC countries, 
the least developed countries. 

Lipietz' analysis (ref; Mjoeset, 1985) covers the first two groups. Both groups of 
countries originally started out in the post-war era by relying on a strategy of import 
substitution. With the decline of developing countries' terms of trade this strategy became less 
viable. 

Other problems included a relatively short history of industrial experience and narrow 
domestic markets. Lipietz regards the import substitution strategy as no more than a caricature 
·sub-Fordism· in which neither the labour process nor the patterns of social demand are 
substantially transformed. 

As a response to these problems and the general failure of import substitution 
techniques, the Latin American countries opened their large domestic markets for more foreign 
investments while maintaining high tariff barriers. A wave of US investment followed beginning 
in the early 1960s, concentrated upon some of the standard Fordist production lines (chemicals, 
automobiles, durable consumer goods). The relatively large strata of middle classes was the 
basic economic force behind the demand for Fordist products in Latin America.251 This 
succeeded for a while, and the period between 1967 - 1973 has often been called the era of Latin 
American •economic miracles•. 

The fact that working class mass consumption still was largely restricted indicates 
continued barriers to the full emergence of Ford ism. The largest Latin American country, 
Brazil, is a good example of limited Fordism and restricted mass markets. Of the population 
of ISO million, it is assumed that only about 60 million form the real market, while the others 
are living either outside the formal economy, or whose demand is limited to the basic necessities 
of life. 

The East Asian NICs were smaller economies without attractive domestic markets, the 
Republic of Korea being the largest with a population of roughly 40 million in the late 1980s. 
Thus the countries had to rely more on export oriented industrialization, and, to attract foreign 
firms and technology, they had to offer very cheap wage labour. As a response to the developed 
countries economic crisis of the 1970s, many firms moved parts of their production to these 
countries. 

2'1 lljonet, 1985. 

2" lljonet, 1915. 
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Some scholars have claimed that the low qualification of the labour force was a problem. 
An even more important issue may be, as Lipietz points out, the high work ethic and 
motivation in the oountries - !med on patriarchy and traditional, religious norms - are the 
ultimate qualification for the type of simple Taylorist production processes then evolved in these 
countries. 

However, the success of this strategy has been focused on several specific factors with 
a very strung state supervisory role, for example, the Expon Processing Zones, and exening 
political control and strong discipline over workers. According to Lipietz the typical NIC pattern 
amounts to a ·19th century Island. in the 20th century. Neither the production process. nor the 
pattern of consumption are transformed, and a draconian Taylorist form of exploitation may 
provoke social unrest. 

Hence, both groups of countries made great efforts to increase the technological level 
of production in the 1970s, to increase wages and to subcontract the more simple production 
processes to second generation NICs. This is a trend towards what Lipietz dubs •peripheral 
Fordism": it requires a certain level of labour force qualification, but at a comparatively low 
wage. Funhermore it requires closeness to large markets. 

Our Latin American comparator country, Brazil, is a good example ofLipietz' peripheral 
Fordism: Despite having one of the largest gross national products in the world as we noted 
above, a very large proponion of the population is excluded from the market due to very low 
incomes - sufficient onJy to meet the basic shelter, food and clothing need. The mass markets 
have been created to a limited extent, and for a limited middle class, only. 

The East Asian NICs are more problematic, and Lipietz' interpretation simplifies their 
development. Again, the overall institutional set up is more complicated. The NICs have 
developed their education systems, created research institutes and been to some extent able to 
follow the Japanese development strategy based on incremental innovations, learning by doing 
and development based on continuous technological renewal, both in terms of sophisticated 
production processes and new, more high quality products. The case of the Republic of Korea 
will be discussed in more detail in Section 12.7. 

In discussing the crisis of Fordism and peripheral Fordism, Lipietz refers to the Ford 
Motor Company as the pioneering enterprise in finding new solutions for the industrial 
problems in developed countries. Economies of scale were achieved by locating plants in 
countries such as Spain and Mexico - and thus very near to the developed countries main 
markets - and negotiating a cenain ratio between suppliers to local markets and re-exports. 
This development seems to be associated with a drive towards fragile democratic experiments. 
At the same time, some of the NICs - for example the Republic of Korea - launched large state 
supponed and debt-financed investment projects in heavy industries. 

Since the late 1980s trends in the industrialized core must again be taken into account. 
The deepening crisis of Fordism in the late 1970s and problems in establishing the new micro
electronics based trajectories of development spurred increased Western protectionism against 
Third World latecomers. Western demand for crucial developed countries' exports slackened, 
monetary policies changed, and under increasing competition in home markets protectionism 
and trade barriers were erected. The skyrocketing international interest rate increased the debt 
burden of Third World countries. Expon surpluses are now scarcely sufficient to pay the 
interests on escalating debts. The situation is especially bad in the Latin American countries. 
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The approach referred to above does not offer any theory of d~velopment stages. This 
means, that - contrary to Rostow's or traditional Marxist theories - it is not implied that all 
counuies must pass through all the same stages of development. For example, all least 
developed countries do not, by any inherent law of development, have to go through all the 
phases of industrialization. Even if they have not really gone through the industrial revolution, 
they might well gain benefits from the ·information technological revolution·. It may even offer 
them new possibilities to find new development paths. 

The basic focus in Lipietz' approach is on the wage nexus, whicla emerges as the key to 
the fate of ·Fordist tendencies• in developing countries. From this point of view it is necessary 
to trace the prevailing relations of social forces, to judge whether the present structural crisis 
will produce the new institutions capable of consolidating a new coherent regime of total 
regulation in the developing countries. 

Lipietz argues that the globalization of continued neo-liberal austerity policies will create 
severe problems for countries trying to develop peripheral Fordism. Traditional Keynesianism 
is no longer a viable alternative, it is a policy rather more dependent on the postwar upturn and 
linked to the institutional framework of what he calls, monopolistic regulation. When this regime 
of regulation is no longer able to secure coherent total regulation - in a new, more flexible 
economy with less hierarchical and more networking relations between organizations - the 
corresponding policies will not work either. 

Lipietz' analysis is, in many respects simplified and one dimensional. However, he is 
right in rejecting the simple •modernization• and •dependency• views. The developing countries 
situations are more complicated. Institutional settings and technological change has also been 
given a more central and more independent place in the development discussion than is usually 
the case. The role of technology and the possibilities of a more technologically driven 
development path is outlined further by neo-evolutionary and institutional economists.,,, This 
approach will be discussed more in Section 12.3 and 12.4 in the context of technology policy 
issues and an evaluation of the case countries policies. 

11.2 Sectors and Finns in TechllCH!COllomic Developmt:nt 

Flexible automation and other new production technologies are usually discussed only 
in the context of advanced industrial countries. This is because the technologies are usually 
related to the most rapidly growing sectors of the economy, typically electronic and mechanical 
engineering. The technologies are, however, even penetrating sectors with static or declining 
markets and production volumes in the developed countries as has been noted in the first half 
of this repon. 

in these old branches the environment where new technologies are introduced is often 
very different to rapidly expanding industrial sectors. They are also sectors imponant in 
developing countries. It is through these industrial sectors, that new technologies often affect 
developing countries more than through the sectors on the edge of technological development. 

Industrial branches can be divided into three categories according to their role in 
technological development:-

::'9 Clerk end .I~, 19117. 

llllO Perez, 1916. 
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the carrier bra."lclles mating the most intensive use of the new technologies. are 
the ~ adapted to the ideal organization of production. and induce a great 
variety of investment opportunities upstream and dowmtream. They form the 
dynamic core of new technological development. 

the motive branches produce the new technologies. and maintain and deepen 
their relative cost advantages. 

the induced branches make use of the new technologies at a slower rate. Broad 
diffusion is attained only when the necessary social and institutional innovations 
have opened the way for the upswing and the generalization of the new 
technological style. 

In the context of the micro-electronics revolution. the electronics and related sectors are 
the motive branches, and metal working industries the most important carrier branches. But the 
relative supremacy of the new technological regime is spreading wider to more and more 
induced branches. 

However. it is not only the characteristics by sector which are the most important factors 
directing the possibilities of technological development. The course of change depends finally 
on the investment and production decisions of individual firms. which are the crucial actors in 
the economy. 

Thus another three-way classification is of firms which may be classified as supplier 
dominated, production intensive. and science based firms:261 

(a) 

(b) 

Supplier dominated firms are typically small and found in traditional 
manufacturing and non-manufacturing sectors. Most technology comes 
from suppliers of equipment and materials. Appropriation is mainly non
technical and in-house technological skills are weak. Few product classes 
are therefore technologically proximate or related, although some firms 
do contribute to their own process technology. and therefore have some 
technological capacity to diversify vertically upstream . 

There are two complementary and inter-linked types of produqion
intensjve firms: scale-intensive and specialized suppliers. Scale-intensive 
firms are typically producers of bulk materials through continuous 
processes, or consumer durables through mass assembly. Cost-cutting 
through the exploitation of economies of scale and learning defines the 
dominant technological trajectory so that firms are typically large. In
house production of engineering activities is essential, given that process 
technologies are complex. interdependent. difficult to operate but capable 
of continuous improvement. These production engineering activities 
make diversification vertically upstream into process equipment a 
technologically proximate activity. 

Scale-intensive firms live in symbiosis with specialized suppliers of production equipment, 
control instrumentation and (more recently) software. In such specialized suppliers, 
technological trajectories are strongly oriented towards product performance and reliability. 

211 Pevltt, 1984. 
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given the scale and interdependence of the production systems to which they contribute. 
Technological inputs come from in-house design and development activiti~- and from the 
design, development and operating experience of scale-intensive users. Since these users are also 
continuously seeking improved production technology, equipment suppliers can remain relatively 
small and specialised. Technologically related products are equipment and instrumentation 
where specialised suppliers are able to apply their existing design skills in other applications. 

(c) Science based firms are found primarily in the chemical and electrical/electronics 
sectors. Their technological trajectories are defined by the numerous and 
pervasive product-market opportunities exploitable through in-house R&D, on 
the basis of science based techniques. Successful innovative firms can grow large 
through entry into technologically relatr.J product markets. They also 
accumulate skills related to synthetic chemicals and electrically and electronically 
based consumer durables. 

According to these categorizations, textiles, clothing and footwear sectors are induced 
branches with primarily supplier dominated firms. Machine suppliers have significant influence 
on the firms' technological development, and in-house R&D is rather modest in the sectors, 
directed mainly on incremental process developments and improving cost effectiveness. Within 
these sectors, flexible, microelectronics based automation has so far changed the mode of 
activities less than for instance in mechanical engineering. 

But the situation is changing: in the traditionally quite automated textiles sector, growing 
fle~ibility is introduced into machinery; in clothing, CAD/CAM has already, since the 1970s 
changed the pre- and post-assembly phases of production significantly; and even in shoe 
manufacturing more microelectronically controlled machinery is available. 

The core of flexible automation is, however, the integration of individual activities within 
factories and firms as well as between companies as we noted in our discussion in Chapter 1. 
New organizational forms based on integrative ideas are changing traditional branches even 
without introducing much new technology. Subcontracting relations and distinct cooperative 
contracts upstream and downstream in the production chain are changing the conventional 
structures within branches. Firms are increasing their flexibility by using both flexible machinery 
and by improving the overall flexibility through keen cooperation with other firms . 

In integrating business activities organizational innovations are often more important 
than technological ones. This is highlighted by developments in the clothing industry. The 
sector was described above as an induced branch where machine suppliers dominate the 
technological development, and in-house R&D is modest, in other words as a sector lagging 
technologically behind. But from the point of view of organizational innovations, the sector has 
actually been in the leading edge in developing new flexible business organizations based on 
interfirm networks and comprehensive subcontracting linkages. The Italian company Benetton 
is often used as a paradigmatic example of the new production mode, side by side with the most 
sophisticated electronics and mechanical engineering companies using the newest production 
technologies. 

When it comes to hardware, the sector is very supplier dominated. However, the 
business organization, the ways of using technology and the incremental developments in 
machinery are developed in firms within the sector. The outcome in industrial activities are, 
then, both original and highly developed, in fact models for many other industrial sectors. From 
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this angle. the clothing industry is a very innovative sector. but with low spending on research 
and development. 

In textiles, clothing and footwear the development of production technology has. 
however. advanced at a somewhat slower pace than in many other br.mches. These industrial 
branches still rely mainly on the old comparative advantages and benefits of mass production 
technologies. and - especially in the case of clothing and footwear - on cheap labour. This 
means that the sectors in developing countries still have a little time before full automation 
becomes a major development i.1 the developed countries. 

However. as already noted in this report, automation is accelerating in these sectors. 
The central role played by organizational innovations in clothing also means, that developing 
countries have to put more emphasis on institutional behaviour and organizational practice in 
their industrial firms. 

11.3 The Case Study Sectors: Textiles, Clothing and Footwear 

The production of textiles, clothing and footwear has gradually moved from developed 
countries to developing. The most important developing country production areas in these 
sectors are in Eastern Asia, Southern Europe. Mexico and a few other Latin American 
countries. In contrast, the sectors have diminished in most developed countries through to the 
early 1980s. though as discussed further in Chapters 15 to 17, they may have passed an inflection 
point in the mid 1980s. 

For many developing countries, these sectors have been important areas of industrial 
development. For example, the rapid industrialization of Mauritius has mainly been due to the 
expansion of these sectors. so much so that a diversification strategy out of clothing has been 
envisaged as a central target in the National Development Plan: 

"Since textile and clothing have now become sensitive product areas, poiicy will be aimed 
at encouraging investment in non-textile sectors with emphasis on products and production 
processes involving more sophisticated technology. This will be reflected in the invei.1ment 
promotion strategy. Investment schemes will be introduced to encourage investment in the 
new areas of interest. For the immediate future, the sectors that have been selected for 
special incentives are leather, printing, jewellery as well as "baute couture". 2111 

This shift may also be influenced by another feature of the sectors developm~nt. When 
economic development accelerates and wages rise, the production of textiles, clothing and 
footwear - at least for mass markets - becomes less attractive. There is, thus pressure to shift 
the focus of production to other industrial sectors or to higher. more demanding value-added 
market segments with higher profit expectations. 

Developing countries' competitive advantage in these sectors has been based on low 
wages. Is this changing? Developed countries have allocated relatively large resources to 
developing both production technologies and new organizational forms to improve flexibility that 
could surmount the benefits of low wages. There are examples of success on this. In clothing, 
the Italian networking fashion companies are often mentioned. 

:116: •li"istry of Econc1111ic Plannlns Ind Develop111nt, 1988. 
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Thus it is not only a question of manufacturing technologies. but on new. segmented and 
rapidly changing markets and new production and marketing organizations as well. Could these 
changes diminish the role of developing countries as a source for cheap production for 
developed countries markets? Or could the developing countries gain new benefits by 
introducing more automated flexible technologies? The East Asian NIC countries are already 
moving in this direction. labour intensive. simple. mass production is being moved to other less 
developed countries in the area. and the NICs are automating their own production. 

The African case is. however. more problematic. The Sub-Saharan African countries 
especially have not been able - particularly in terms of exports - to benefit from the advantage 
of cheap labour. Multinational companies in these sectors have not established significant 
production in these S«tors in SSA countries. and the local firms are seldom internationally 
competitive. They have. in general not gained from the relocation of textile. clothing and 
footwear production from developed to developing countries. 

In this sense. Mauritius is a clear exception. It has. to some extent, been able to follow 
the path of the NICs in developing a rapidly growing exponing clothing industry. The Mauritian 
case is included as part of the examination of technological development of the respective 
sectors which is contained in detail in Chapters 15 to 17. 

11.4 The Role of Direct Foreign Investment 

Direct foreign investment has been a key issue in the industrialization of developing 
countries. in both positive and negative ways. It has often contributed substantially to the 
evolution of industrial structures, but it has also supponed the creation of patterns of 
dependency. 

The origins of extensive direct foreign investment go back to the early 1960s in the 
industrialized world. when rapid post-war industrial growth ran into problems of labour scarcity. 
Countries responded to the challenge of increased foreign cofl'lpetition and rising labour costs 
with different strategies. US firms responded by moving the most labour intensive phases of 
production to low wage regions. first in the United States. and later in the developing world. The 
European companies more often preferred imponing cheap labour to work in domestic 
factories. The Japanese encountered the problem somewhat later, and answered it mainly by 
automating production processes.163 

In the early 1980s some 2 million people were employed in off-shore assembly operations 
worldwide with an annual output of$ 15 billion. Off-shore assembly grew from 4 per cent of 
total US imports in the early 1960s to almost 10 per cent in the 1980s.261 Eleven developing 
countries account for 75 - 80 per cent of world off-shore assembly output primarily in the 
production of electronics goods, and three quarters of all off-shore assembly of electric and 
electronic goods is concentrated in five countries. The most imponant off-shore assembly sites 
for US firms are Mexico with over S 3 billion ( 28 per cent) followed by Malaysia's $ 1.4 billion 
(13 per cent) and Singapore's S 1.3 billion (12 per cent) worth of electrical and electronics 
goods.265 

263 Sanderson et •l., 1987. 

261 Grin.Id end fl .. , 1985. 

265 Sanderson et •l., 1987. 
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Tabl~ 11.1 Fordgn inratnunl flljlows 1983 -1988 (US$ billion) 

Year Annual a.enge 
Country/region 

1983 1984 1'85 1986 1'87 1'88 11-83 83-88 

DeveltJPed 
countries 33.5 38.6 35.7 63.6 94.5 118.8 35.3 70.2 

Devtloping 
coun!ries 10.4 12.0 13.3 13.9 23.6 25.l 13.2 17.6 

Africa 1.2 1.4 2.6 1.8 2.2 2.9 1.4 2.2 

South-West Asia 4.7 5.1 4.6 5.1 10.l 12.3 s.o 7.6 

Western Asia 0.3 0.7 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.4 3.7 0.4 

Latin America 4.0 4.7 .. !j 6.1 10.8 9.3 6.3 7.3 

Oceania 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 

Eastern Europe 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 

Total 43.9 S0.1 49.0 11.S 118.l 143.9 48.6 87.8 

African share 
of total 2.7% 2.8% S.3% 2.39' l.9% 2.0% 2.9% 2.5% 

Source: Tolentino (1990). 

Africa has, however, never been an important target for off-shore manufacturing or any 
form of direct foreign investment. The African share of all foreign investment inflows during 
the 1980s has fluctuated on the average between 2 and 5 per cent of the world total foreign 
investment. 

The targets of off-shore manufacturing may, however, be quite diverse. The 'original' 
aim was to re-import sub-assembled parts back to final assembly and markets in the States. This 
is still the dominating pattern for American corporations. The US firms locating plants in low 
wage countries are mainly the large multinationals . 

The Japanese pattern of off-shore manufacture is quite different. It has never been as 
important a strategy for companies as in the US and the targets are also different. Firms have 
located plants mainly in the low labour cost areas in nei~nbouring East Asian countries. Jn doing 
this, the firms have not applied any extensive foreign sourcing strategy. The firms often have 
only a few foreign plants. For example, Japanese plants in the Repulic of Korea are in most 
cases the only foreign establishments of these firms. 266 The large Japanese corporations, on 
the other hand, prefer establishing plants in the US and West Europe. 

The volume of Japanese foreign investments in Europe and the USA has grown 
remarkably since the late 1980s. Japanese enterprises have been acquiring both important 
corporations - such as Columbia Broadcasting Corporation, bought by Sony - or entering in joint 
ventures with Western corporations. The latter strategy has been typical in the automotive 
industry, for example, with production sites in USA and/or the EC. 

266 SMderson et 11., 1987. 
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In the Japanese case, the main target is not to re-import to Japan. Choosing foreign 
plant sites and panners in joint ventures - both in the Asian NICs and in Europe/USA - is more 
uften motivated by the desire to gain access to new markets. The strategy is supported by the 
US and EC trade policies, for example, the regulations on the local content of products sold in 
their markets. 

The European off-shore establishments (outside Europe) are still of minor scale 
compared to the US and Japan. They represent a mixture of the two strategies, with greater 
focus on the Japanese one. European firms are using off-shore manufacturing more often in 
the traditional industrial branches than in the high tech area. The operating mode is quite 
different in these cases: for example, textiles and garments manufacture in low labour cost 
countries is usually not carried out by foreign establishments of European firms, but by 
independent local subcontractors. 

With regard to current technological developments it has been suggested that these may 
alter the patterns discussed above. For example, the evolution of flexible manufacturing 
automation has generated speculation about the likelihood of capital-labour trade-offs 
significantly reshaping the development prospects of low-wage areas, redirecting future factories 
to areas of abundant, secure and low cost capital. 

Mexico has been cited as retaining its cost advantage for all volumes considered for the 
range of generally less sophisticated products currently assembled there. However, for volumes 
exceeding 310,000 units per year, US flexible assembly begins to show lower unit costs than 
manual assembly in Singapore. Transportation costs and local production are the dominant 
factors traded off against the lower wage rates.267 

Will the increased automation cut down on off-shore assembly? So far the evidence is 
contradictory. On the one hand, it has meant the return of some manufacturing to the United 
States, while on the other hand, the USS 9.5 billion value of US off-shore assembly in the 
developing countries, up from $ 6.2 billion in 1980 shows that developing countries are playing 
an increasingly important role in assembly and manufacturing of many goods including, electrical 
and electronics products. 

~ut reverse examples do exist. The main motivation for repatriation have been the 
desire to reduce inventory and transportation costs in addition to moving production closer to 
the end market in order to be more responsive to customers, and in particular, to meet delivery 
deadlines without maintaining costly inventories. 

New automation technologies introduce changes into existing capital/labour relations. 
Analysis of costs of various stages of the pre-assembly, assembly and post-assembly operations 
in the garments industry in a broad range of countries shows clearly how automation has 
influenced the international division of labour. 2111 

For a no tariff, no time cost, no robotics scenario, Jamaica ranked 1st in all three areas 
of production for the US market (see Table 11.2), China 5th in all three categories, and the US 
itself only becomes competitive in the pre-assembly stage at number 9. 

:16
7 Gr1.n1ald, 1985. 

21!1 Mody 8f1d lll••l•r I 1990. 
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No lorf/I. ao Iba cost. ao nlJolic proUdiM 

Ruk ~bly As.wmbly Post-ll.Uftllbly Cast T-. 

Jamaica Jamaica Jamaica 4.88 42 

s China China China 4.96 67 

9 us Jamaica Jamaica S.IS 47 

11 Kora Korea Kora S.21 66 

IS Korea China China S.24 n 
33 Kora Jamaica Jamaica S.44 72 

JS China Jamaica Jamaica S.44 72 

46 us China China S.S7 97 

73 us Korea Korea S.82 96 

Source: Mody and Wheeler (1990). 

However, with robotics the US clearly emerges as number 1 in pre-assembly, and none 
of the low wage countries or NICs is able to challenge them (see Table 11.3). 

Table 11.3 Women's high style printed pol Jester dress: competitive advanlage estimates 

Robotic protluction 
Rank Pre-usembly Asmnbly Post-usembly Cost Time 

us Jamaica Jamaica 5.43 38 

3 us China China 5.83 88 

11 us Korea Korea 6.12 88 

27 Jamaica Jamaica Jamai.;a 6.44 41 

31 China China China 6.SO 66 

37 us us us 6.56 IO 

49 Korea Korea Korea 6.78 66 
53 Korea China China 6.78 76 

85 Korea Jamaica Jamaica 7.02 71 

87 China Jamaica Jamaica 7.04 71 

Source: Mody and Wheeler (1990). 

In this scenario when US firms automate, developing countries may suffer the direct loss 
of jobs and revenues associated with the automated sectors and processes. For the moment 
manual assembly may be the least cost alternative in, for example Jamaica, China or Korea, but 
flexible automation technologies are gaining ground for a wide variety of products. It is 
important to recognize that the industries of the future will have difforent staffing and 
manpower requirements than did the factories of the past and that the employment generated 
by them is of quite different nature than in conventional manutacturing. 
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From this point of view, even the NI Cs face serious problems. If they fail to keep pace 
with new manufacturing technologies they risk falling behind, and in the absence of stringent 
protectionist policies, may lose domestic and expon markets to more efficient competitors. 

It should be noted that cheap labour is by no means the only imponant factor when 
thinking about multinationals relocation to off-shore assembly. Location of production sites 
involves a most complex decision making situation, since decisions for relocation are not made 
on a daily basis, and this means that changes in prevailing patterns canoot be very rapid. 

Many of the most successful multinational production sites in developing countries have 
in fact developed into rather complex entities with many tight - production. cultural and market -
contacts to the local and regional environment. This connection is not easy to sever. It does not 
seem likely that all of the multinationals production sites in the most advanced NICs would have 
remained as isolated islands of low cost labour assembly. It is more likely, that many 
connections to the local and national environment at various other levels have been established. 

Of course locational decisions also depend on governmental policies towards direct 
foreign investment in the respective countries. Policies vary. Some developing economies - for 
example Hong Kong and Singapore as raoted earlier - have been very open to multinationals, 
others have restricted foreign industrial activities to special •free zones· or within a definite 
scope of industrial branches. Most African countries have in the past been even more negative 
towards foreign production sites. Even in cases where the formal policy has not been hostile 
to foreign investment, the actual policy has made the repatriation of revenues, or acquiring 
import licenses difficult and hindered foreign investment. An important share of foreign capital 
and foreign connection has in fact been established through international development aid 
connections. 

The African situation is, however, changing rapidly. Many countries are trying to attract 
foreign capital by facilitating investment and foreign trad'! regulations and establishing tax free 
export production zones. The success of Mauritius, which has drawn praise from a variety of 
sources, including the World Bank, has served as an example in this sense, though even here 
there was a marked inability to attract the major multinationals to the country due to the small 
scale of the market. 

Some countries have also tried to link locally operating foreign firms more directly to 
national development plans, while others have counted more on the direct employment a.'ld 
multiplier effects caused by investments. Countries with modest resources and less to offer have 
less countervailing power and are not very likely to be able to set conditions on the operations 
of large foreign enterprises, if they want to attract them. 

This may imply that already the so-called second tier N!Cs - not to speak of the least 
developed countries - will have difficulties in the future in trying to attract and keep foreign 
investment in the country. For them, cheap labour may be the only asset to offer to 
multinationals. Howewr, the share of labour costs in all costs is going down in most industrial 
sectors in the developed countries. As noted earlier in the US direct labour costs represented 
less than 10 per cent of sales in most industries.• Thus the attraction value of cheap labour 
only is diminishing. In addition to this, the prevailing multinationals assembly sit~ in Africa are 
either few, or culturally isolated from the local environment. If connections to the local industrial 

2119 Ski mer, 1986. 
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environment are few. it becomes mier to relocate establishments if the present location 
countries cannot develop the comparative advantages they have to offer. 

Thus. even from the direct foreign investment point of view, there is a pressing need to 
establish basic development policies that rely less on prevailing comparative advantages. such 
as low cost labour. and which create new directions and initiatives. In this, more technology 
driven developm'!llt paths may have a lot to offer. 

11.S Development Theory and Practice: A Brief Summary 

Theories of development have broadened and deepened considerably in the last twenty 
years. 

Industrialization was regarded as the key influence on international markets and general 
economic prosperity in the developing countries in the years immediately after World Warn. 
though for a long time domestic demand was more important than exports in almost all of these 
countries. 

The growth of industrial capacity mainly started in the I %Os. During the next decade 
the phenomenon came under discussion in developed countries where it~ often seen as a 
possible rival to their industrial growth. The new developments may not have been posing really 
fundamental new problems to the world economy. but the new growth and increase in exports 
from the developing countries emerged at the wrong time. at a time of slow growth and high 
unemployment in the developed countries.?JO 

Development in the 1980s proved this to be at lmt partly trne: it bas not been so much 
a question of a general industrial take off of developing countries. but rather a clear split within 
the group. While a small group of NICs in East Asia and a few other countries have staned 
rapid industrial growth, some others - mainly African countries - have actually declined in this 
sense. 

Total industrial development. mmured by the growth of value added. has been faster 
in developing countries taken as a whole than in advanced market economies both in the J%0s 
and 1970s. The figures for the 1970s and the 1980s (fable 11.4) show that the difference in 
growth has been widening. 

Table 11.4 Growth of manufacturing Wllue adtkd bJ economic grouping (per cent) 

Period 

1970-79 

1980-89 

Developing countries 

7.3 

5.8 

~ Ballance " Sinclair (1983), 

m lel l8"Ce and Sincl1i r, 1983. 

• .,J,,, 

Planned economies 

9.6 

7.0 

Advanced market 
economies 

6.2 

3.0 
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Taking a closer look at a time series for distribution of world value added between 
different groups of countries ff able 11.5), the picture becomes clearer. The share of developing 
countries has been growing since the early 1950s, but it has mostly been a question of growth 
within a small group of most advanced countries: the 13 countries grouped here as semi· 
industrialized countries count for most of the growth, and the top 8 of the countries have in fact 
been responsib:e for about 70 per cent of the total developing countries manufacturing value 
added by 1980. 

One of the main results of this growing industrial strength of the SICs and/or NICs has 
been a re-evaluation of the concept of the ·Third World• as a common - factual and/or politico
ideological - entity. Many of the most advanced developing countries have more in common with 
the industrialized Nonh than with most African states. This distinction has also affected the 
theories of industrial development and international industrial relationships. As discussed above, 
both the general modernizaliOl theories based on neoclassical economics and Marxist inspired 
dependency theories, have been largely swept aside with the growing recognition of the 
increasing disparities between these countries.:?11 

More detailed analysis is needed, since the aggregate figures do not reveal much about 
the changes. It is always a question of concrete development in real historical settings. A lot of 
the change occurring is due to technological development and the closing of the technology gap 
between developing and developed countries. The following chapters make some illustrative 
excursions into some of the main issues in the evolution of industrialization in developing 
countries especially from the point of view of technology in development. 

Table 11.S Estimated sharts of world MV A 

1931 1948 1953 19'3 1970 1975 1978 1980 

Advanced market 
economies 61.0 72.2 72.0 77.3 73.4 67.S 66.8 6S.2 
ofwbicb: 
• old centres 41.0 S8.7 SS.2 46.1 39.6 3S.7 3S.O 33.4 
·recently 

industrializ.ed 13.8 6.S 10.4 22.9 2S.8 24.2 24.S 24.3 
- others 6.2 6.9 6.4 8.3 8.0 7.6 7.3 7.7 

Centrally planned 
economies 34.S 22.l 23.2 14.6 17.8 22.6 22.9 23.8 

Developing countries 4.5 S.1 4.8 8.1 8.8 10.0 10.3 11.0 
ofwbicb 
• SICs 3.3 4.0 3.2 5.S 6.0 7.0 7.2 1.1 

Defmitions of areas: 
- Old centres: Belgium, France, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, UK, USA, Germany/FRG. 
- Recently industrializ.ed: Greece, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Portugal. 
- SICs (semi-industrializ.ed countries): Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Egypt, Hong Kong, India, Malaysia, 

Mexico, Philippines, Singapore, Korea, Thailand, Turkey. 

~ Ballance & Sinclair (1983). 

111 Marris, 1986. 
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Industry in developing countries bas been mainly labour intensive manufacturing, but the 
product mix began to diversify significantly in the late 1970s, with some countries achieving 
notable gains in ~lectronics related products and certain other categories of non-electrical 
machinery (agricultural and textile machinery, macliine tools). The growth in these sectors bas 
been dominated by the four NICs (f aiwan, Korea. Hong Kong and Singapore). but both in 
garments and electronics some Olher countries, such as Malaysia. Philippines and Thailand, have 
made important progress as well. 

The main markets for these developing country products have been in the developed 
countries. In some product categories these countries have been vecy dependent upon retailing 
access to OECD markets, for example, Mauritian exports to the US and the EC. During the 
1970s policies in many developing countries were drafted in the direction of a wider product mix 
aimed at OECD markets. In developed countries this bas led to c:ounteractions. pressured 
especially by leading domestic firms. The consequence bas been quota limits and raised levels 
of wiffs for developing country products. It became increasingly difficult to sustain the high 
rates of export expansion, quite apart from the problems posed by technological development. 

The most important industrial sectors from the point of view of the present study. 
technological development and especially new. micro-electronically controlled manufacturing 
technologies are: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Electronics - computers. consumer electronics and semiconductors. This sector 
is at the bean of the new technological paradigm. Semiconductor assembly bas 
been one of the main fields for multinationals off-shore assemhly and in 
consumer electronics and computer:; many domestic developing COJntry firms 
have shown success. 

Machines, machine tools and other metal products, mechanical and engineering 
industry. These sectors, producing the capital goods for other sectors form -
together with some pans of electronics - the actual core of technologically 
dynamic industry which becomes a focus for learning curve benefits, and acts as 
a prime diffusion factor in spreading new technology through industry. 

Textiles and garments industry. This sector is the most typical branch for 
manufacturing based on cheap labour resources. The production technology 
shows somewhat slower change in manufacturing technologies. 

Vehicles are. so far. the manufacturing sector where advanced flexible 
automation technologies are used most widely. There is a quite extensive vehicle 
production capacity in many developing countries, and although, for example, 
cars are mainly produced for domestic markets, some NICs have shown quite 
remarkable success in exponing vehicles (for example. the Republic of Korea). 

The developments in garments and textiles are discussed in detail in Chapters IS and 
16. The other sectors will be dealt with in Chapter !8. 
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12. Developiai Countries: lndmtrial and TeclmoloCY Policy 1s.wes 

African countries have typically - regardless of their political system and ideological 
emphasis - a rather centralized system for long term policy planning. This even applies for the 
most market economy oriented case country in our study - Mauritius - with its quite 
comprehemive three year national development plans. The countries usually have national plans 
for five year periods and sometimes specific longer term development plans. In the newly 
independent Nanul>ia. the planning organization is only now being established. 

The main policy focus is on long and medium term targets. The long term policy is, 
however, only partially achieved. There are often quite drastic shifts both in focal sectors and 
targets for development from one plan to anodler. In addition to this, the five year plans are 
not always in line with either the longer term development programs or the actual short term 
policies carried out. This is documented for example by the contradictions in the Tanzanian five 
year plans and longer tenn development programs.m 

12.1 Basic Problems of Policy Makiai in African Countries 

A frequent comment on policy implementation in most countries visited was that in 
reality the governmental policy making is guided by short term considerations without deeper 
consideration of a longer time span and more su.mining development. The general rhetoric in 
plar.ning documents is often far from the reality of policy execution. 

There are two basic explanations for the weakness in the practice of long term policy 
making. Bodi themes came up constantly in discussion with policy makers in the countries 
visited: 

(I) The dependent nature of local economies and their consequent heavy integration 
in the international system. 

(2) Limited domestic resources, in terms of finances and/or human skills and 
expertise. 

To a large extent these are both facts: the economies in the countries are - to a varying 
extent, of course, - quite dependent on international capital and trade connections. In 
consequence, autonomy in local decision making is reduced and the scope for actual policy 
implementation is limited. The situation has been worsened by the deepening economic crises 
which have made it necessary for the countries to borrow ever more heavily from foreign 
countries under progressively more unfavourable terms. This has again weakened the level of 
local autonomous decision making. This means that the environment for policy making has been 
weak and has worsened over time. With limited control over the material and economic base, 
there can hardly be independent local decision making by the national governments. 

On the other hand, views on "dependency" have lately changed somewhat. Countries that 
used to be more or less hostile to foreign capital • Tanzania, for example - are becoming more 
positive regarding joint ventures or more direct types of foreign investment. In other countries 
(Kenya etc.), it is a more central problem to keep foreign investors in the country by introducing 
new policy measures making it easier to repatriate profits and making impon regulations for 
expon production more flexible. Kenya is also trying to follow the example of Mauritius by 

m MIMM, 1990. 
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establishing tax free expon producing zones. These upects in policy do not, of course, fully 
counteract the restrictions on autonomy in policy formulation. 

From the ti::clmology policy point of view the question arises as to what extent policy 
makers and planners in government appreciate that policy aimed at technological renewal can 
in fact be used as an ::istrument to achieve and consolidate autonomy in local decision making 
for economic self r~liance and national development. This theme wil! be taken under more 
detailed discussion later in the chapter. 

The unavailability of certain resources is also quite significant when considering financing 
such policies. In relation to skills, education and expertise, the picture is multifaceted. Especially 
trom the technology policy point of view, skills, technological and managerial capability are 
crucial for sustained development. In most of the countries studied, there does not appear to 
be an absolute lack of people with higher university degrees. It is more often a question of the 
composition of stills - defining what stills are really needed for tecbno-economic development. 
Also, lower levels of education may be suffering at the expense of higher levels in certain 
countries, and not only in Africa. For example, in Brazil 70 per cent of the educational budget 
goes to the university sector. 

The problems in skill composition relate to the national training and education systems, 
which are considered in detail in section 13.4. 

12.2 Industrial Po6cy and Manufaduring l>eYelopment 

Industrial development bas been central in almost all African development plans at least 
up to the early 1980s. And, of course, industrial development has been extensively examined 
in mainstream analyses and theoretical insights of the development literature. However, in 
many recent documents, the role of manufacturing has played a minor, if any, role. This applies 
especially to World Bank studies.m Even in national development plans the role of industry 
has been less emphasized lately than a decade ago. Agriculture is again being given the role of 
the sector with most potential in many developing countries. 

The total MV A of manufacturing in all Sub-Saharan Africa (Nigeria excluded) came, in 
the mid 1980s' up to the level of Indonesia, Turkey or Finland. Between 1965 and 1985 the 
ratio of MV A to GDP for countries in Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) has remained at a level of 
about 10 per cent, while it has risen from an average of 20 per cent to 30 per cent for all 
developing countries (World Bank 1988). This means that African industrial development has 
fallen back in relation to other developing countries. 

However, the decline began in the 1970s and it was only in the 1980s that the growth of 
MV A fell dramatically - in the whole SSA area to an annual average of 0.6 per cent between 
1980-1987 from an average of 4.9 per cent in the 1970s. 

There have of course been imponant differences in performance trends. From 1965 to 
1987 the combined MVA of Cameroon, COte d'Ivoire, Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria, Zambia and 
Zimbabwe rose from 31 per cent to 66 per cent of the total MV A of SSA. 27

' 

m world lri <19891 end 1989b>. 

27
' Riddell, 1990. 
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What then could be the main causes for the varying performance? Are there any clear 
policy related issues that could explain the success of a very few countries in the region? 

The predominant source for manufacturing growth in al! SSA countries has been 
domestic demand. This - as well as analyses of interlinbges between different sub-sectors:TS -
suggests thal a major factor behind growth bas been the existence of an environment conducive 

to steady expansion or growth outside the sector itself. 

However. remarkable national variances exist. In Kenya as well as in Botswana and 
Zambia the role and influence of management bas been crucial in explaining sbon-tenn success 
but a more long term faiiure to sustain industrial expansion. In Kenya the shortage of engineers 
and technicians bas been a major cause of the failure to expand the industrial ~. Yet for 
both Kenya and Zimbabwe. good production engineers in the textile sub-sector have been a 
major factor in aealing international competitiveness. 

In Kenya. and some other countries. pressures to expand the manufacturing sector too 
rapidly in spite of the inadequate domestic stills and markets and an unreliable supply of inputs 
led to an uncoordinared establishment of enterprises and a number of substantial industrial 
failures. often concealed.m 

One conclusion from all the different examples is: a complexity of factors Olber than 
broad macroeconomic policies and incentives have played a crucial role in both restructuring the 
expansion or deepening of manufacturing. and bas constrained development. 

lmpon substitution bas been a main policy target in most countries in the area. The 
main ingredients for success. where impon substitution has succeeded and even led to a more 
expon promotion type of policy focus. may be summarized as follows:m 

• • • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

rather heavy govenunent suppon for industrial promotion and expansion • 
a sustained period without balance-of-payments problems; 
a long period of overall growth and continued diversification in the rest of the 
economy; 
a fairly developed and efficiently operating supponing physical, transpon and 
financial infrastructure; 
a developed capital market; 
hi61J levels of local management and engineering skills, knowledge of production 
processes and ability to adapt machinery to local conditions; 
international confidence in the economy leading to inflows of foreign investment 
and technology; 
trade agreements which ensured relatively captive neighbouring and large 
markets for goods; 
tariffs and quantitative restrictions which provided protection to newly 
established firms; 

:~ •iddell, 1919. 

m COUllfll in end lki•r•, 19U. 

217 COU!lhl in end Jkiere, 1988. 
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In the case of Zimbabwe. success in impon-substituting industrialization was the 
convergence of many supportive elements for long periods of time. together with the ability of 
both the govemmem and manufacturers to adapt as circumstances. internal and externally 
induced. dianged. 

Of the countries studied in detail from this report. Mauritius came nearest to meeting 
these conditions. Highlighted by many u.ermtional agencies (World Bank. UNIDO) as a recent 
success story. and a model for odler African countties. Mauritius bas seen unemployment cut 
from 27 per cent in 1983 to less than 2 per cent in 1990. 

The official Per Capita Income (PCI) of USSI. m in 1989. is estimated to have risen in 
the following two years and to be approximately $2100 in 1991. At this level Mauritius bas a 
PCI approximaely the same as Brazil s which possesses a GNP in the top ten of the world. 

Much of the success of Mauritius in reducing unemployment and raising PCI bas centred 
on policies of expon promotion ralher than impon substitution. The small population does not 
give much scope for any significant increase in domestic demand. Strong growth bas occurred 
over an approximate seven year period as a result of policies to attract manufacturing industry 
to the country. 

A major contribution in this context bas been the doming industry. For eumple. 81 per 
cent of employment in the manufacturing sector in the Expon Processing Zone is in wearing 
apparel - with knitwear representing almost half of this. Mauritius is. in fact. the third largest 
exponer of knitwear in the World.2'19 

In order to improve value added. on a national basis. tbe textile industry has been 
strongly expanded recently and one highly automated company we visited was in a position to 
supply half of the textile requirement for the whole of tbe Mauritius clothing industry. 

However. most SSA countries have continued to pursue impon-substiruting 
industrialization with little success and little development bas occurred in recent years. 

Jn the mid-1980s. almost exactly half of manufacturing in SSA was concentrated in the 
food. beverages. textile and clothing branches, only 8 per cent in chemicals and 10 per cent in 
the manufacture of machinery and transpOn equipment. Little structural change has taken place 
in the post-independence period. This is also shoWI! in the "P/AC" ratio (production per 
apparent consumption. Table 12.1): in many product groups. the ratio has actually gone down 
sj'ICe the 1970s. Plenty of scope is left for funher impon substitution in the whole SSA 
area.• 

:19 9'euritiua Export Directory, 1919/90. 

- •idc»ll, 1990. 
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Tabk 12.1 Prodllttill• as a peralllaft of appartlll coullllqlliD-. 1973-75 to 1981-83, wuious 
p""'1uts 

Share of ~A countrifs Procludion/apparmt 

Selflded products in the Slllllple (per unt) aimmnpCioa (per unt) 

1'73-75 1'81-83 1'73-75 1911-83 

Milk/Cream 22 11 36 26 

Butta 74 68 82 64 

vegetable oil 99 99 110 90 

Conoa woven fabric 73 79 86 91 
Footwear 66 61 93 106 

Soap 48 71 91 90 

Cement 92 90 79 74 
Nitrogenous fertilizer 98 99 18 13 
Pbospbatic fertilizer 92 99 26 20 

PiJ Iron 96 86 10 11 

Angles, apes " sections SB 44 IS 19 

Source: Riddell (1990). 

With regards to expons, there has been an absolute decline in manufactured expons in 
fixed price terms for a majority of countries in the area, even for the above mentioned 
"successfur cases, Botswana and Mauritius being the only real exceptions. The main reason for 
this is that manufacturing industry in SSA is not internationally competitive.211 It never was -
and has become ever more high-cost over the past 20-30 years due to rising levels of protection, 
persistently overvalued exchange rates and quantitative restrictions placed on competing impons. 

Quite obvious policy conclusions from this are: priority should be given to reducing 
tariffs, eliminating quantitative restrictions and ensuring that there is a far closer alignment 
between nominal and real exchange rates. However, this is not enough. Until the mid to late 
1980s little effon was put into promoting manufacturing expons, especially to destinations 
outside SSA. The target of manufacturing was to supply goods predominantly for the domestic 
and regional markets in the attempt to replace impons and hence reduce the overall impon bill. 

This is quite true for most of the SSA countries though notable exceptions exist. Kenya, 
Zimbabwe and Mauritius have, since fhe mid 1980s, seen an expansion of non-traditional 
manufacturing expons as a result of explicit expon promotion policies and the establishment or 
extension of expon incentives. 

Botswana is another exception, its success in manufacturing exl>\)ns has been 
predomir.antly due to the overall - and open - trade and tariff policies. The same is true for 
Mauritius as well. This liberal policy does not necessarily fit well for the other SSA countries. 
In Botswana and Mauritius there has always been a 'climate' for exponing and entrepreneurship. 
Their non-traditional expons mainly comprise a small variety of goods, but not even Botswana 
has rnana&ed to break out to wider markets for manufactured expons. Less than S per cent of 

211 Riddell, 1990. 
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the non-beef manufactured exports of Botswana go outside Zimbabwe and South Africa. 
Mauritius has succeeded to a much greater extent in selling :nto developed country markets. 

Would the liberal, non-interventionist policy, recommended, for example, by the World 
Bank. create more domestic competition? Could it remove the power and control of large firms 
in particular industrial sub-sectors by encouraging competition 3nd lead to rapid expansion of 
manufactured exports? Recent cross-sectional evidence supports the view that such m approach 
would actually be counter-productive (Jebuni et al., 1988). Bitswana's experience would tend 
to confirm that a liberal trade and tariff regime is inadequate ti> induce the creation of a strong 
manufacturing sector capable of competing internationally. 

Neither the non-interventionist policy nor the ·industrialize at all costs• approach seem 
to be appropriate in the SSA countries. Industrial development can only be furthered by a type 
of intervention which is conscious of the need to have more industry and the need to encourage 
more efficient industry. One test for this growing efficiency is a growth in the number of 
internationally competitive products manufactured. 

There is a need for a more complex ~e of policies aimed at raising productive 
efficiency, into which a set of broad macroeconomic policies need to be placed. A package of 
factors which would include a number of directly interventionist initiatives, might include the 
following: more appropriate machinery, better management capabilities and techniques;·· 
expanded research and technological capabilities, i~novative ways of increasing labour 
productivity, systematic attempts to enter new non-domestic markets with higher quality 
products packaged more attractively, attempts to reduce comparative transport disadvantages 
and the provision or extension of expon credit guarantees and facilities to minimize foreign
exchange risks.~ 

The experiences from policies towards manufacturing from at least Kenya and Zimbabwe 
(as well as Botswana and Zambia) in the 1990s point to the following.213 

• factors other than price play a major role in determining the extrem ~ variations 
in efficiency occurring within different industrial sub-sectors, in panicular the 
role of management, machine design and engineering skills play a critical role in 
explaining these differences; 

• sustained manufactured exports require far more than shon-run cost advantages; 

• management and machinery choice questions are vital to the creation of viable 
industries; 

• sheltered regional markets can assist the drive to create efficient manufacturing 
units; 

• the development of manufacturing depends critically upon the presence and 
promotion of an adequate base of domestic skills; 

2l'l Clulkln, 1919; IJIUDO, 1919; Riddell, 1990. 
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sustained impon substitution and the development of linkages between sub
sectors of manufacturing and between manufacturing and other productive 
sectors are unlikely to be developed without recourse to specific incentives and 
industrial promotion activities which need at least naedium-term financing; 

a liberal trade regime is not a sufficient condition for efficient manufacturing 
production. 

To this list of criteria can be added that of quality. In an increuingly competitive world 
the role of quality in products bas increased and will continue to increase in imponance. In 
order to maintain or improve exports to odler countries. particularly the developed world, 
quality of products will rant at least beside price factors. 

For example. Mauritius exports the vast majority of its manufactured goods to the 
European Community or the United States. One way it can increase the value of its exports is 
by moving up-market into ·haute couture· clothing. Both policy makers and companies are 
aware of this and making the necessary adjustments. 

It has been suggested that African countries should actually reject both the old impon 
substitution approach to industrialization as well as the market determined expon oriented 
approach in favour of a three-pronged approach to industrialization. Policies to promote the 
expansion of non-traditional manufactured exports, and a more systematic approach to further 
impon substitution. need to be implemented in conjunction with policies which seek to raise the 
efficiency of existing manufacturing enterprises. Such an approach would need to be sensitive 
to market signals. but not shunning either the explicit promotion of industry or interventionist 
policies to enhance the expansion of manufacturing industry and the furthering of inter-linkages 
with other sub-sectors of the economy. 211 

This kind of policy, one that seeks deliberately to expand rather than to lead to the 
contraction of the industrial base provides a far more politically attractive future than those 
promoted by the international institutes in the 1980s. There is no doubt that the World Banks 
policies for industry in SSA have met with stiff resistance in many countries, thus raising the 
question of their feasibility. For example in Nigeria, Kenya and Zimbabwe opposition to 
industrial policies based on openness and liberalization has either delayed or led to the watering 
down of such policies and proposals. 

In the kind of policy described above, foreign aid resources could play an imponant pan 
in assisting the promotion, expansion and restructuring of the manufacturing sector. Examples 
could include the following:llS 

• funding and perhaps helping to execute sectoral and firm-based studies of 
inefficiencies, panicularly of intra-firm differences; 

• helping to establish training assistance programs for manufacturing; 

• assisting in expanding the technical skills base of the sector; 
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• identifying weaknesses in management and entrepreneurial skills and providing 
both stop-gap replacement and the training of indigenous staff; 

• 

• 

providing help in building up a domestic competence to assess reinvestment 
needs and appropriate machinery purchase; 

assisting in promoting and sustaining manufacturing expon progrmm including 
pinpointing gaps in product range, product quality and packaging; 

• monitoring current and anticipated trends in world trade in manufactures; 

• encouraging the more rapid inflow of appropriate private foreign investment into 
the manufacturing sector in SSA. 

In addition to these specific industrial policy measures, financial and trade policies are 
imponant for industrial development. In the case srudy countries, the interviewed policy 
makers' complaint focused constantly on problems related to import and expon regulation, and 
foreign currency allocation and payment arrangements. Impon regulation on many necessary 
intermediate goods, raw materials and modem machinery proved out to be especially 
problematic in Kenya. For example in respect of computers, the problem relates back to the 
outdated UNCT AD classifications of trading goods, on which the national impon restrictions 
and customs regulations are based. Computers and much other equipment necessary for 
modem production are classified within categories with very high impon tariffs. 

12.3 Technology Policy Objectives in Developing Countries 

The experience of industrial development in the 1980s and conclusions on policy 
discussed above quite often pointed towards technology related issues. A deeper look at 
technology policy objectives and measures is therefore necessary. 

It has been suggested that policy makers, panicularly in the poorer developing countries, 
frequently do not recognize the crucial role of technology in the development process. Even 
when policy statements attesting to its imponance have been issued, they are often not backed 
up by the political commitment necessary to see that the policies are implemented effective! y . 
Existing institutions for science and technology policy are too often either ineffectual or are 
biased in their activities more towards basic scientific than technological problems. In the latter 
case there seem to be an assumption that the development of technology will somehow 
automatically follow from that of science.296 

Of course, many developing country governments are totally concerned with the short 
term problems of trying to manage the economy under conditions of severe resource constraints. 
Thus the development of technology policy has, understandably, received little attention. 
However, it is a mistake to believe that the severity of the crisis has no effect on technological 
questions. For example, the lack of foreign exchange restricts some governments' ability to 
1mpon essential inputs, intermediate goods and spare parts. Because of the lack of these inputs, 

216 Hoffmn, 1986. 
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capacity is underutilized and many plants are virtually closed down. Plus, plants have been 
established a number of years ago and do not incorporate very sophisticated technologies . .., 

In many cases the spares and intermediate goods necessary to run the plant could have 
been produced locally. If past policies bad been directed towards the systematic development 
of a capability among local firms and the producer enterprise itself to supply spare parts and 
inputs, the effects of the crisis would arguably have been somewhat mitigated. Thus what seems 
to be a problem caused by lack of financial resources is due to the failure of government and 
managers responsible for industrial develcpment to effectively accumulate human and 
technological resources. 

Government policies towards technology transfer may often be focused on increasing 
their productive capacity as cheaply and quiclcly as possible, with little effort put into acquiring 
technological capacity along with the productive capacity. Recipient firms obtain the hardware 
and some operator training but rarely acquire the underlying know-bow and expertise required 
to improve and adapt the imported techniques. Many problems arise as a result of this failure 
to use the technology transfer process as a learning mechanism. 

Also, the performance efficiency of an imported plant often declines over time - whereas 
in developed countries the performance efficiencies normally increase. The difference between 
the two situations is caused almost entirely by the lack of an indigenous, in-plant technical 
change capacity. By not striving to maximize the learning component of the transfer process, 
the countries are missing enormous opportunities to develop technical change related 
capabilities to improve the efficiency of eAisting plants. In addition to this, they are also losing 
the possibility of participating in design and engineering, in the local fabrication of plant and 
equipment and often, particularly in the poorer countries, to develop managerial capabilities. 

What is particularly important here is the failure to develop a "design-consciousness". 
Without this many companies - and countries - will remain as "screwdriver" based, ie. they will 
not create own products, but will assemble or perhaps license goods designed in the developed 
countries, with consequent implications for less value-added earnings on products. 

The importance of design and re-design was noted in chapter 8. An example from 
Mauritius may highlight the importance of these factors: 

A structural engineering company was awarded a contract in Mauritius. They had the 
fabrication capabilities, but the torques and stresses implicit in the final constructions were 
beyond their design capabilities. 

A French engineering company carried out the design work and took a large fee for 
doing so. By the time the project was completed, the consultancy fee - together with the labour 
and material costs - had taken up almost the whole contract fee. What had been a potentially 
lucrative contract now merely broke even. 

The point of this story is that with a relatively low cost CAD system and appropriate 
software package - together with a skilled operator - the project could havf' been highly 
profitable for the company. Not only this, but with such a system in place this could create 
demand for the company as the service they provide increases overall demand and profiubility. 

:.? Hoff111n, 1986. 
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Governments in some developing countries have adopted a great variety of technology 
related policy m~ures in their efforts to industrialize. It is hard to draw any simple 
conclusions or argue for straightforward causal relations between the actual development and 
the prevailing policy. Only in a few developing countries have industrial and technology policies 
been clearly formulated and documented. This seeim to be particularly true regarding the 
introduction and diffusion of new technology into the countries. The more coherent policy 
efforts. which are anyway few. concentrate on the development of the electronics St:Ctor and to 
a lesser extent on the use of computers or on the information technology sector. Singapore. 
Malaysia and India have. however. made some efforts in this field. 

It is perhaps only in some of the most successful newly industrialized economies - the 
East Asian NICs and a few Latin American countries - where the governments have formulated 
long range programs to support technological development. 

The technology policy approaches used in development can he categorized into four 
types (Table 12.2).211 The policies adopted in African countries does not fit too well with any 
of the categories. They mainly appear to follow the technology dependency type. even though 
the formal targets are more in line with the technological self-reliance type. In many respects. 
factual policy measures are in practice a mix of laissez faire and dependency types. 

Table 12.2 National patUrns oftecluwlov developmenl policies in developing colllllria 

Typ' of pan'"' Imitative learning Technological self- Technological Laissez-faire type 
lype reliance type dcpcndcncy type 

Coanrms Korea, Taiwan, India, China Some Latin Resource abundant 
(Jaran> American, Hong developing 

Kong, Singapore countria 

T'chnology Imitation Indigenous Joint ventures No typical modes 

acq•isilion """'' development 

Focas of Active learning for Acquiring in-ho:JSC Gradual No distinctive policy 
''chnologil:al qforts intcmalization or technical capability enhancement of 

acquired technology local capability and 
indcpcndence 

Moti1" of Import substitutior Indigenous supply Utilizing foreign Nothing particular 
d,v,lopnalnt It export incrcuc, for local needs, self technology 

high learning supporting 
motivation nationalism 

Rok of Go"'"'"""' Regulation of Active promotion of Bureaucratic Laissez faire 
imports, active buic It applied industry regulation 

industrial policy " research 
intervention 

Probkms Lacie of raw Low •peed or early Brain drain It heavy No comparative 
'nco11nt,,ed ma:erial lechnology lechnological forcip1 dependency cd1e 

It technical core development 

~ Lee Cl al. (1988). 

:Ill Lee et al., 1988. 
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In a developing country context, technology policy bu to have quite different objectives 
than in the developed countries. The possible methods available for technological development 
are summarized in table 12.3. In countries such u the East African case countries, technological 
development is mainly taking place through imported technology - international technology 
transfer - and incremental domestic innovations. The role of formal technology transfer is 
usually seen u crucial; joint ventures are perhaps not as central u in more industrialized 
countries. However, in the African context the widespread actions of various donor countries 
and companies often resemble a joint venture, where the representatives of the recipient firm 
and the donor tackle the development problems in cooperation. 

Table 12.3 Methods ofteduwloo demopment aWlilable in developing countries 

Pnformuof 
technology 
d~lopmDll 

Joint venture 

Local firm 

-

Mtthod of technology d~lopmDll 

Technology acquisition through establishment of joint 
venture 

Adoption of Formal Licensing-in 
foreign technology transfer 

Purchasing technology (technology 
transfer) OEM production 

Non-formal Subcontracting 
transfer 

Purchasing of capital 
good 

Imitation 

Indigenous R&D 

Source: Lee et al. (1988). 

Origin of 
reso11rca 

Outside 
resources of 
firm 

Inside resources 
of firm 

In a setting like this, the main policy targets are to manage the technology transfer 
process efficiently and to usimilate the technologies imported - through more formal transfer 
or through the actions of donors - successfully into the existing structures in a way that could 
contribute to a sustainable, dynamic technological and economic development. 

The three primary objectives for technology policy in East Africa have been given u: 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 

management of the international technology transfer process; 
execution and management of technical change; 
acquisition and accumulation of technological and managerial capability. 219 

The management of the international technology transfer process is of considerable 
importance. The process involves a number of closely related processes from the international 
search for possible technologies to the actual implementation of the new technological system. 
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For example, the system to be tramferred has to consist of both physical (machinery, 
equipment) and human (skills, experience) sides of the technology. The latter is crucial for the 
local technological and managerial capabilities. The technologies acquired from abroad also 
have to be appropriate to the recipient economy - appropriate in terms of market size, product 
type, resource use, etc. 

These aspects highlight the i;hases preceding the definite choice of the technology to be 
transferred: a detailed international search for. identification and examination of the possible 
technologies, and alternative sources for them. 

The next phase consists of negotiating and bargaining with the chosen suppliers. It is not 
only a question of acquiring the technologies on the best possible financial terms, but also to the 
minimization of restrictive clauses and other negative aspects often associated with technology 
transfer contracts. Substantial supportive services should be included in the contracts as well. 

In the final phase the new technological systems have to be relocated and implemented 
into the existing production systems. This is a complex and time consuming process, ranging 
from the physical movement of the new technologies to the actual start up of the new facilities, 
This includes a set of operations from labour force training to various incremental innovations 
within the factory and elsewhere in the firm needed to adapt the new technologies and the 
organization into one another. 

Here the locaJ availability of supplier support is a central factor. This can take the form 
of engineers from the supplier company, or locaJ engineers trained to maintain and repair the 
equipment that is being installed. 

Similarly, the availability of spares and components for the equipment is a crucial factor. 
In every country visited there were examples encountered of delays running into months in 
repairing vital pieces of production equipment. 

Sometimes these delays were consequent upon equipment supplier incompetence or lack 
of interest, sometimes due to the costs of buying the necessary replacement part, or the charges 
for bringing engineers from the suppliers - almost always one of the developed countries. 
Sometimes the problem was due to the bureaucracy involved in simply moving parts/components 
through the respective country's customs system. In such cases, a vital part was delivered within 
days by the equipment supplier. but it then took weeks if not months to clear through customs 
procedures and bureaucracy. 

The second major objective of technology policy is the execution and management of 
technical change on initially imported production techniques. To be productive, the new systems 
have to be integrated within the production structures of the importing economy. A crucial 
aspect of this assimilation process is the performance of various technicaJ changes on the 
original designs of the imported systems. This usually takes place as incremental technical 
changes, for example, by a series of modifications and alterations. 

Through these changes the technicaJ system will become better adapted to the prevailing 
conditions - skills, material inputs available, market structures etc. - of the recipient economy. 
As an outcome, the efficiency and productivity of the technical systems will be improved. 

Over a long time span, the accumulation of incremental technical change improves the 
overall performance of the production system; in terms of steady improvements of labour and 
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machine productivity. energy and material usage, reduction of downtime and wastage rates. In 
addition and complementary to international technology transfer. this kind of technical change 
is another important way to improve production technology and production efficiency. 
productivity and competitiveness. Execution and management of incremental technical change 
is thus a primary objective of technology policies iD developed countries. 

Efficient management of both the technology transfer process and domestic technical 
change depends on relevant technological and managerial capabilities in the importing country. 
The acquisition and accumulation of these capabilities should be a tey technology policy 
objective in the less developed African countries. The technological and managerial capabilities 
needed in this context can be divided into three main categories: investment. production and 
innovation capabilities. l'IO 

Investment capability includes: 

(a) project management i.e. the ability to organize - and to oversee - the activities 
involved in establishing and expanding major production facilities; 

(b) project engineering i.e. the :-.ilility to provide and synthesize information needed 
to make technology operational in a panicular context; 

(c) the ability to coordinate and supervise hardware and software suppliers and civil 
construction contractors; 

(d) a capability for embodying technology in physical capital - abilities f .,r site 
clearing ond preparation, construction. plant erection and the manufacture of 
machinery and equipment; 

(e) start up capabilities - capabilities for staff training, achievement of planned 
efficiency levels etc. 

Production capability consists of production management and production engineering. 
The former includes the ability to oversee and improve on the operations of established facilities 
and later the ability to obtain and act o: information required to optimize operations. 

Innovation capabilities are relevant for creating and carrying out new technical 
possibilities through to economic practice. This covers the whole area from invention and 
innovation to subsequent alterations and improvements, modifications and adoption of the 
production system. 

Technological capability lies at the heart of successful technological -and hence industrial 
and economic - developmenl. It is through mastery of the technical basis of production that 
many of the increases in production efficiency arise. However, the accumulation of 
technological capabilities is far from automatic or costless. Capabilities accumulate through 
experience, experimentation, conscious efforts and allocation of money and people to solve 
technological problems. 291 The methods used to acquire technological capabilities are many, 
and a dynamic capability for development can only arise from a multiple mixture of various 

:zia> Dltll.n ec el., 1987. 

291 Dlhlmn ec el., 1987. 
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methods such as institutionalized education, formalized traming progrzms. leaming-by-OOing. 
technological apprenticeship programs. learning-by-researching and reverse qineering. m 

In the a>ntext of a c:ountty. die three broad tecbnology policy obj~ - management 
tedmology transfer. management of technical change and accumulation capabilities - have to be 
adapted to the local conditions. This pre-supposes lhe monitoring of basic tedmological and 
managerial prot>;ems. action programs to solve them. and a relevant institutional set up to carry 
out and execute the tasks. 

12.4 Technology Policy in the Cw Countries 

Technology policy as an independent policy is radler new - more or less a product of the 
laie 1960s - even in devdoped countries. Thus it is not surprising that in most Afrian countries 
explicit technology policy is of a very recent origin. 1be importance of tedmology bas, however. 
been noted in various documents in East African COUDlries. For example, a Kenyan government 

document states: 

.Science - tecbDology provide Ille knowledge wilb wbich to idealify devdopmeal 
opportllllities and to increase growth ndes by mm., capiral md labour more 
productive•. m 

The role of science and technology is characterized in a rather similar fashion in the first 
five year plan of Zimbabwe. and in a Tanzanian government document on Science and 
Technology policy: 

"The medium term objective is to develop and sh'mgthc:a m ~ scientific ud 
tccbnological c:apability, in terms of human raoun:es, institutioas, intormatioa collection 
and djqemjnatioo. This endogenous scientific and 1edmologK:al cap9bility will coasritute 
the basis for the •ttainwnt of long term devclopmenl objectives of scicace and 
tccbnology •. lN 

•A realistic Science and Technology policy for Tumnia tbeRfore, must, above all. reflect 
the key role lbat science md tcdmology will play in bringing about rapid social and 
ecoaomic development and subsequent realization of self-reliance. futdiermore, a realistic 
science and reclmology policy must also DOC lose sight of the fact tbal both agricultural and 
industrial developmear are very important sectors in the socio-economic devclopmeat of 
a nation and tbal the state of iadustriaJization lad productivity in agricul~ are a good 
indication of the level of bolb leebnoloaical and economic development•. m 

Many steps towards formulating a policy in rdation to acquisition, use, and development 
of science and technology for economic and social development have been taken. The countries 
have all established their national councils for Science and Technology policy or mrresponding 
bodies. The organizations have formulated the official targeu and institutional frameworks for 
technology policy. Various research institutes have been established in all the countries. Plenty 

l9'l lell , 1914. 

m llep.bl le of Kenya, 1916 

2N llep.bl le of ZI..._, 1916. 

295 united llep.blle of Tenz.,ia, 1985. 
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of flaws cm. however. be foond in the policies: they do not cover the basic objectives of 
development technology policy. 

The main criticisms of East African technology policies - based on official documents of 
technology policy institutions - can be summarized in five main issues:296 

(1) Technological needs and problems in the economy are discussed inadequately. 
A logical starting point for formulating policy is the identification of the 
technological problems the economy faces. However, the factual 
tecbno-economic problems have not been mocitored in tile technology policy 
documents. or it bas been done on a very superficial level only. 

Even in a country like Zimbabwe, where the needs for teclmological renewal have been 
studied, the results of the studies have not been used for policy and planning purposes. The 
need for technology policy was usually based on truisms about the importance of technology, on 
very general macro i:conomic considerations and on broad sectoral objectives. 

(2) The linkage between technology and development is understood poorly and the 
theory on the relations between technology and development on which 
technology policies in these countries are based is particularly weak.297 

Criticism of Kenyan policy can be well generalized to the other East African countries. 
The policy documents have no informed discussion on the main sources of technology, on 
technology transfer and development, on the role of technology in economic development or on 
what needs to be done in order to efficiently manage the process of technology transfer. There 
are no considerations of the need for developing skills, expertise, and institutions. No discussion 
whatsoever is carried out about what might happen to the imponed technical systems after they 
have been installed, or on the effects of technical changes on improved manufacturing 
performance, e.g. on unit costs, product quality or production reliability. All of these are factors 
which, as we saw in the earlier chapter on developed country policies, were imponant for 
technological success. 

The assumptions of prevailing macro economic theory are a partial explanation for this. 
The economic policies in East African countries are based on conventional economic thought 
which gives technology a very limited role. It does not offer any tools for a deeper analysis of 
technology in society. Thus recognition of the high importance of technology for development 
takes the form of rather superficial statements based on a very vague understanding of 
technological development.1'"' This should come as no surprise, since even developed countries 
have only relatively recently focused attention on technical change as a prime mover of 
economic development. 

(3) No clear priorities have been developed for technology policy objectives. In 
addition to the ad hoc manner in conceiving policy objectives, there is also an 
obvious lack of a clear sequence of the objectives outlined. This is especially 
evident in the Tanzanian case: both general and sectoral objectives are simply 

296 
ICoim., 1990; MlMHI, 1990; Mla11a ll'ld Sheya, 1990; .IUU, 1990 and ,, .... et al •• 1991. 

297 
Ml IWa, 1990. 

291 J.,.., 1991 and Mlawa, 1990. 
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listed without any order of importance, as targets of equal weight.• In a 
country with scarce resoun:es prioritizing objectives would be even more 
necessary than in more affluent countries. 

Programs for concrete action are missing. imed on poor morutonng of 
technological problems, vague theory and unclear, unsequenced policy objectives 
mean it is not ~y to formulate clear action programs. Technology policies in 
Kenya. Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe have been descn"bed as badly 
operationalized with no real action programs generated. 3111 Policy documents 
concentrate on broad swements like 'there is a need to control the technology 
transfer' with no concrete implications on why and bow to do it. 

For example, when discussing the priorities and action programs for technology transfer, 
the basic Tanzanian technology policy document simply states: 

·aovenuncnt may. from time to time, identify IDd notify such areas of national priority in 
respect of which procedures would be simplified to ensure timely mcquisition of the required 
technology•. JOI 

The lack of an action program limits the usefulness of the policy documents and puts 
into question the feuibility operationability of technology policy. 

(5) The institutional structure is inappropriate. Many institutions for Science and 
Technology policy have in fact been established in East Africa during the last two 
decades. However, because of the poor understanding of the linkage betwe-.m 
technology and development, the institutional structures are unsatisfactory. 

The following weaknesses became evident from the interviews with researchers and 
policy makers in Kenya, Tanzania, Zimbabwe, Ethiopia, Namibia and Mauritius. The findings 
are supponed by the observations of Mlawa (1990) and Juma et al. (1991): 

(a) There are too many scientific institutions in relation to the technological ones. 
This institutional set up reflects a more general bias of East African science, 
techll(llogy and research policies. Too little concern is given to serious 
technological study, technical training and education, while more basic scientific 
research and higher scientific education is given priority in allocating scarce 
resources. As noted earlier this is also true for Brazil. 

The scientific bias on research is contradictory to the logic of technological 
development in the East African countries where most technological 
development takes place through minor changes and incremental innovations. 
This does not benefit from highly specialized talents and basic research. It needs 
considerably more general technical assistance, basic technical capabilities, and 
the overall mastery of all the technical and economic aspects of the production 
process. The problem is accentuated by the educational systems emphasis more 

l99 llllawa and Sfleya, 1990. 

JOO 1111 ..... 1990. 

:JOI United .. p.blfc: of Tanzania, 1915. 
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on general ans than tecbnical stills. The educabMui issues will be discussed in 
more detail in chapter 13. 

The reality of these problems were confirmed by the case ~ visited. 
Their technological problems were by no means of a scientific or theoretical 
nature. They were mostly lacting the everyday capabilities for tedmology and 
production management and engineering nngi!lg from shop floor to higher 
management. These tinds of activities need a diffen:m set of supponive 
institutions than those currently existing in most Eastern African countties. 

(b) The research imtitutes often deal with issues lbal have very limite.1 rdevmce to 
the technology policy problems of the country. In most Tanzanian research 
institutions it bas been noted that: 

·An enormous UDOUDt of scientific knowledge - mostly .bout behaviour of insects. 
mimals. pba1s etc. - bas been gmemed. Yet lbc tnDsfonmlion of such plmt 
and animal eatomologial scientific k:nowledgc and infonmlioa bas not been • 
major a:incem of 111111y such local 'teclmology development• instilUlioas•.:.: 

The point made herr.. is that even very basic research in biological and narural sciences 
could tie turned into technological practice. Biotechnology deveiopments could actually offtr 
a wide area of applications to the African countries. Biolecbnology is more knowledge than 
capital intensive, and the African countries have an impressive nature supplying the genetic and 
other biological raw materials. The possibilities of biotechnological development for Africa 
although of extreme interest and offering tremendous possibilities is not a subject of this study, 
but is discussed in detail by, for example, Juma (1989). 

(c) The focus of activities in most technology policy institutions seems to be on 
controlling activities. For example, the Tanzanian National Centre for 
Technology Transfer, a recently established institution, has as its broad objective 
to monitor and control international technology transfer. The need to handle the 
transfer process is urgent, but the objectives of the Centre are almost solely 
bureaucratic efforts such as controlling, venting and registering transfer contracts. 
However, what efficient management of the transfer process needs is the 
development of relevant skills and expertise for the efficient handling of the 
various tasks and decisions at all the stages within the complex transfer process, 
not the creation of bureaucratic institutions to scrutinize transactions. The poor 
results of creating centralized administrative institutions to manage the problems 
of international technology transfer have already been well documented e.g. in 
the Latin American context. 303 

(d) The objectives of institutions often overlap: there is no coordination, nor ckar 
division of tasks, nor cooperative directives for the organizations, which leads to 
a waste of resources. For example, the main function of most "technology 
development institutions" in Tanzania seems to be to carry out and coordinate 
scientific research work and provide consultancy and advice to the Government 
on maners related to industrial development and management. The objectives 
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of the institutions are. as a rule, ck:scribed very broadly and no real division of 
tasks exists. 

This problem bas been noticed in some official policy doaunents. For eumple. the 
Zambian devdopmenl plan stales: 

'"The raean:b f\mdiag 11111 ~ anmsemmt duoaglt individual ministries of 
Govemmeal ex ~ of iDdiYidml pm1ISl*I orgminticm without rdamce to 
ovaaU utional raardt ..Uc:mts. Us led to uncoordimted Dlllioul ~ lldivity .... 
In some cases, especially in lbe nual sector, dlis Im led to~ duplialioa of effort 
IDd spread of limited resowces•. • 

The shortcomings of East African technology policies bave been summarized as follows: 
if the theory of science, technology and devdopment is weak. technology policy based on the 
theory cannol be expected to be anything ocher than unclear, ad hoc, and thus difficult to 
operationalize. Science and technology policy bas usually too high and too scientific targets, it 
is irrelevanr to real economic and social problems and the conversion of research results into 
economic reality has not been thoroughly thought through. 305 

Technology policy seems to be considered in a rather subordinate role in the countries 
under study. In spite of all the emphasis in official documents on the importance of technology, 
the actual economic policy seems to ignore technology. It is usually seen more as a creator of 
unemployment than a possible generator of devdopment and economic renewal. In some 
countries, more policy measures against than for technological development may have been 
introduced. The strict impon regulations and high tariffs on computer bardw•e imposed by 
Kenya are good examples of this. The attitude originates from misconceptions on the effects 
and possibilities of computer technology, and basically, on poor understanding of the role of 
technology in economic development. 

Perhaps the one exception to this is Mauritius. Policies towards new technology are 
generally favourable in both government and company circles; in terms of encouraging its 
adoption via new companies and within existing companies. 

However, even here there are problems. For example, although wishing to encourage 
the entry of new high technology industry in Mauritius, there are few examples of specific 
suppon programs, either in terms of diffusion of knowledge about technologies, e.g. CAD, 
NCMT, or specific purchase sulJPOn programs. 

A policy of establishing a ·dropsin· site which would contain several CAD system.~ or 
several NCMT, for a demonstration of their potential might reap significant gains in terms of 
upgrading their diffusion. 

Such a site could be an ·off the high street• one in the capital Pon Louis, or Curepipe. 
Given that the island is a small one, distance would not be a major factor preventing people 
from visiting; and it is possible that the suppliers of such equipment would provide the 
equipment free or on-loan if they saw the potential for future sales. The lauer could, 
incidentally, also form the basis of an approach to suppliers by the educational institutions of 
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African countries, since this method of securing new technology is quite widespread in developed 
countries. 

12.S 1be Need for a Systemic Technoloey Policy 

The resources of East African countries are very scarce. This means that they have to 
identify a few systemic technology policy measures that can be used to stimulate and promote 
the development of indigenous technological capability and to manage efficiently the 
international technology transfer and adaptation process. Such measures are policy interventions 
which have the capacity to achieve systemic gains by reorganizing the economic system as well 
as the institutional set up with minimal investment. administrative requirements, staff and 
infrastructure. 

The main factors behind systemic technology policy measures are information flow, 
technical content and institutional networking. This kind of approach differs from more 
conventional policy formulation strategies in the sense that it utilizes the synergistic links 
between sectors. It is a systems approach instead of relying on linear causal relations.Di 

Technology policy formulation has to be closely linked to prevailing trends in 
international techno-economic development and the related institutional arrangements. The 
current emphasis on technology as a tool for international competitiveness makes it increasingly 
difficult for most African countries to acquire emerging technologies. Although some of the 
experiences of other countries may be relevant to Africa, it is important to place these in the 
context of emerging design trends and institutional arrangements relating to access to technology 
and the related information. 

Conventional technology policy formulation has been characterized by the enactment or 
publication of distinct laws or policy papers. The situation is changing, and policy formulation 
has to become more a dynamic process guided by continuous review, analysis and research 
conducted by a wide range of institutions. The process requires continuous research and 
monitoring of both national and international trends in technology. 

Table 12.4provides a checklist of policy measures used in different countries to facilitate 
technological development. The feasibility of these measures depends largely on the current 
technological level of the country, existing institutional arrangements and their flexibility, and 
on the internal capacity to implement such policies. Not all measures identified on the list are 
transferable to the African context. For example, measures related to direct financial assistance 
for R&D may not be suitable, especially given the curren! pressure on the African countries to 
reduce their public expenditure and rationalize public sector operations. Though as we saw in 
chapter JO this type of support was large, and growing, in the developed countries. 

One of the main problems of technology policy in Africa is the absence of experience 
in this field. The checklist of policy options is too long, and therefore a country usually has to 
start with a few policy measures likely to stimulate supplementary initiatives in related areas. 
In this respect, a few policy measures which are linked to the local generation of technological 
and managerial capability would be a vital starting point. In addition, supplementary measures 
need to be introduced to deal with the external environment, especially in the case of 
international technology transfer. 

JOI! For • •r• detailed di1cw1ion, '" Juu, 1990 and Jiau et el., 1991. 
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Table 12.4 

Procurement 

International trade 

Public enterprise 

Scientific and technical 

Edu~ai.iun 

Information 

Financial 

Taxation 

Legal and regulatory 

Political 

Public services 

External relations 

International relations 

~ Juma d al. (1990). 
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Central and local government purchases and contracts, public 
corporations, R&D contracts, prototype purcb~. setting 
design criteria. choice of priority for technologies 

Trade agreements, technology acquisition agreements, tariffs, 
foreign exchange regulations, expon compensation, impon 
subsidies, licensing 

Innovation by publicly owned industries. setting up of new 
industries, pioneering use of new techniques by public 
corporations. panicipating in private enterprises 

Research laboratories. suppon of research associations, learned 
societies. professional associations. research grants 

General education. universities. technical education. retraining 

Information networks and centres. libraries. advisory and 
consulting services. databases. technology monitoring, liaison 
services. public awareness 

Grants. loans. subsidies, financial sharing arrangements. venture 
capital. provis~;.1n of equipment. buildings or services. loan 
guarantees. duty and customs remissions. expon credits 

Company. personal. indirect and payroll taxation, tax 
allowances. tax exempti<m for private foundations 

Patents. utility models. plant breeders rights. environmental and 
health regulations. contractual arrangements. conventions. 
inspectorates. monopoly regulations 

Planning. regional policies. honours or awards for innovation. 
encouragement of mergers or consonia. public consultation. 
creation of new institutions, sening up of research funds. 
initiating legal reforms 

Purchases. maintenance, superv1s10n and innovation in health 
service. public building, construction, transport, telecommunica
tions, infrastructure 

External aid. technical assistance, local and external training 

Sales organizations, trade and diplomatic missions (science and 
technology attaches). technical cooperation, research 
representatives 

This approach is based on the view that the introduction of a systemic policy measure 
may redirect the entire institutional terrain towards a more technology driven development and 
enable the economy to adjust to new technological imperatives. The problem is how to 
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determine the effectiveness of the policy interventions. The following are some possible 
criteria:m 

(I) 

(2) 

The intervention must be associated with guaranteed or regularly available 
financial resources. 

Resources should not be associated with strict guidelines on returm and profit 
rates. 

(3) The administrative requirements of the policy measures must be simple and easy 
to translate into technical criteria. 

(4) The systemic policy measure must link with a wide range of other 
complementary policy measures. 

Public procurement, foreign exchange management, financing local research, intellectual 
property protection and institutional collaboration have been identified as the main fields to 
start developing a systemic rolicy a~m~ :JOI Me.a!ures for technological capability 
development, all the way from capabilities for developing technology policy formulation to the 
shop floor capabilities of actual technology implementation and operation should be given very 
high priority. 309 

To give a wider view of possibilities for a systemic, long-term approach to technology 
policy, the following subsections highlight the main themes to technology policy in Japan and the 
Republic of Korea. 

12.6 Systemic Technology Policy: the Japanese Example 

Japan and the East Asian NICs are usually taken as examples of a successful, technology 
driven path from underdeveloped to industrialized countries. In the Japanese case - which has 
to a large extent served as a model to the NICs - the most important features are the long 
historical perspective, the central role of government, specific firm organization, and various 
other social (often education-related) innovations. 3io 

The historical perspective is crucially important. Features, that are usually related to the 
Japanese technology and industrial policy of the 1970s were actually there already in the early 
decades of the 20th century: government aiming actively towards industrial m00ernization, 
education seen as a key factor in this, a focus on international transfer of technology and further 
development of imponed technology, keen cooperation between government and large 
corporations, etc. 

The role of government, centred in the role of the Ministry for International Trade and 
Industry (Mm), is a second important point: 
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·The not-so-invisible guiding band of Mm shaped the long-term pettcm of structural 
change in the Japanese economy md this influence wu largely exerted on the basis of 
judgement about the future direction of technical cbaoge md the relative importance of 
various technologies. The centnl point of interest is that in the immediate post-war period, 
after an inteme debate, Japan specifically rejected a long-term development strategy hued 
on mditiooal theory of comparative advantage•. 111 

. y--

This decision wu critical in steering Japan to the technology driven path of development. 

•Some of these advisors (of MITI) were engineers who bad been drawn by the wu into the 
management of public affairs. They were the last people to allow themselves to be guided 
by the half-light of economic theory. Their instinct wu to find a solution for Japan's post
war difficulties on the supply side, in eobmced teclmical efficiency and innovations in 
production. They thought in dynamic terms. Their policies were designr.d to furnish the 
drive md to raise the finance for an economy that might be c:reated rather than simply to 
make the best use of the resources tbe:n possessecr. 312 

Thus MITI started considering a very long term technology policy decades before its 
western counterparts. MITI saw the promotion of the most advanced technologies with the 
widest possible long term world market potentiaJ u one of its key functions. Technological 
development wu largely bued on reverse engineering - assimilating and improving upon 
imponed technology. This involved trying to manufacture a product similar to one already 
available on the world market but without direct foreign investment or transfer of blue-prints 
for product and process design. The method had several major consequences for the Japanese 
system of innovation: 

•(I) Japanese management, engineers and workers grew ICCUStomed to thinking of the 
entire production process as a system and of thinking in an integrated way about product 
design and process design. This capability to redesign an entire production system bas been 
identified as one of the major sources of Japanese competitive success in industries as 
diverse as shipbuilding, automobiles IDd colour television. 

(2) Japanese engineers and managers grew ICCUStomed to the idea of using the factory as 
a laboratory. The work of the R&D department was very closely related to the work of 
production engineers and process control, and was often almost indistinguishable. The 
whole enterprise was involved in a learning md development process and many ideas for 
improving the system came from the shopfloor. 

(3) Reverse engineering in such industries as automobiles and machine tools also involved 
an intimate dialogue between the firm responsible for usembling lllc1 marketing the final 
product and numerous suppliers of components, sub-assemblies, castings, materials and so 
forth. The habits, attitudes and relationships engendered during this prolonged, joint 
learning process did much to facilitate the high degree of cooperation with subcontrletors 
which finds expression, for example, in the •just-in-time• sylfem. 

(4) The emphasis on high quality of products which is a characteristic of Japaeae 
technology policy also owed much to the experience of reverse engineering. In the 1950s, 
the tint rroduction models, whether iD automobiles, 1V Ida or machine tools, were often 
of relatively poor quality. A determined effort to overoome these defects led to a 
widespread accepcance of such social innovations as •quatitycin:les• (oriJiaally an American 
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innovation) md to the development of greatly improved techniques of quality control not 

simply at the end of the production nm but at every sf.lge. including all components from 
subcootnictors•. 111 

Comparing the Japanese method of technology transfer to the methods used on the one 
hand in the Soviet Union. and on the other hand in many developing countries, the Soviet 
Union was also engaged in large scale development based on imported technology and reverse 
engineering. However, much of the responsibility for diffusion and development rested with 
central organizations and institutes. Thus, much of the •technological learning process· took 
place in the central institutes rather than at enterprise level, and acute problems were 
experienced in the transfer of technology from the specialized R&D institutes to factory level 
management. 

In developing countries, technology is very often transferred either through subsidiaries 
of multinational corporations or by importing •tum-key· plants designed and constructed by 
foreign contractors. Neither of these methods is likely to result in a process of technology 
accumulation in the relatively passive recipient enterprise. 

The third central feature, is the specific firm organization with large conglomerates and 
vertically integrated groups of companies. This 'Keiretsu' firm organization has a specially 
important role particularly in relation to technology, finance of long term investment, and world 
marketing strategies and networks. 

•from the standpoint of the firm. by forming or joining a group, it can economize on the 
transaction ~.s that it would have incurred if the transaction bad been done through the 
market. and at the same time. it can avoid the scale diseconomies or control loss which 
would have occurred if it bad expanded internally and performed that transaction within the 
firm• .1

" 

The final, but not least important feature of the Japanese innovation system, is the 
education and training related social innovations. It is not only a question of highly qualified 
research and development personnel - although the number of university trained electrical 
engineers was already higher in Japan than in the USA by 1973m - but of an overall high skill 
level of labour, based on thorough basic education and continuous further training and 
education. 

There are two remarkable features in the Japanese education and training systems: first, 
the absolute number of young people acquiring secondary and higher levels of education is 
among the highest in the world. Second, the scale and quality of industrial training carried out 
mainly at enterprise level is high. The second feature goes back to the efforts of assimilating 
foreign technology. For this purpose, some large Japanese firms had extensive high level 
technical training already before the First World War. In general,: 

•The combination of a high level of general education and scientific culture with thorough 
practical training and frequent up-dating in industry is the batis for flexibility and 
adaptability in the work-force and high-quality standards. The Japanese system of industrial 
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training is distinguished further by its close integratioo with product mid process innovation. 
The aim is to .:quaint those affected by technical clwage with the problam that an: likely 
to vise, mid give them some understanding of the relationship ~ various operatioos 
in the fi!'ID. This again greatly facilitates the horizontal flow of information. Thus the 
•systeim• approKb is inculcated 81 all levels of the work-force and not only 81 top 
management level•. 11

' 

\ -

The story of Japanese innovation policy highlights the key features of a systemic 
approach to technological development means: long term targeted development based on 
capability building, learning by doing and motivated commiunent by all the actors involved, from 
workers in the simplest shop tasks to top management. It requires a coordinated policy on both 
governmental and enterprise level, but the firms are always the final decision making and 
respore-ible parties. At the governmental policy level, it also means the replacement of 
deve!'lpment based on self-evident C-naturar) 'comparative advant~es· with more demanding 
long term development targets based on comparative advantages created by capability building. 

12.7 NICs on the Japanese Path: the example of the Republic or Korea 

The policies for technological development in East Asian NICs (Republic of Korea, 
Taiwan Province, Hong Kong, Singapore) are far from straightforward copies of the Japanese 
pattern, and there are many fundamental differences. None of them bas such a long term, 
uniform policy as Japan. Even the basic conditions differ. For example, unlike Japan, only the 
Republic oi Korea with a population of over 40 million has been able to rely on domestic 
markets. The case of industrial and technological development in the Republic of Korea can 
be taken a4i an illustrative example of the NICs technology policies. 

The Republic of Korea is considered by some analysts as the only one among the East 
Asian NICs that has the manufacturing base to produce high value added products sufficient to 
sustain high growth rates during the 1990s (Rushing & Brown, 1986). So far, its industrial 
performance has been quite outstanding. In 1953, agriculture produced some 47 per cent and 
manufacturing under 9 per cent of the GNP. In 1981 the comparable figures were 16 and 30 
per cent. 

The structural shift is evident in terw.3 of labour force as well. In two decades, the share 
of agriculture was halved and the industrial share grew from 9 per cent to 20 per cent (Table 
12.5). 

Table 12.5 11ie breakdown of labour forte bttween agricullure and manufacture in the 
Republic of Korea in 1960antl1982 

Year 

1960 

1982 

~ Rushin& "Brown (1986). 

316 Fr....,,, 1981. 

Agriculture 

66 per cent 

33 per cent 

Labour force in 

Manufadure 

9 per cent 

20 per cent 
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The manufacturing sector has also gone through a transformation: the contribution of 
heavy and chemical industries to total industrial output, 23 per cent between 1953 and 1955, was 
29 per cent from 1960 to 1962 and 42 per cent from 1974 to 1976. The share of the engineering 
industry in manufacturing value added (fable 12.6) bas risen from under 11 per cent in 1960 
to over 25 per cent in 1982.317 

The figures on exports are even more impressive. In the early sixties, the ratio of 
exports to GNP was only 4 per cent. Twenty years later the ratio had risen to 40 per cent. This 
means that the growth of exports attained an average rate of 35 per cent a year from 1962 to 
1982. During the same period, the share of manufactured goods in exports rose from under 20 
per cent to over 90 per cent. 

Table 12.6 Tiie share of engiMering settor of the Komm 11U11U1fad1Uing 
Uulustry MV.4, 1960-1982 

Year Share, per cent 

1960 10.7 
1963 10.2 
1966 14.3 
1969 14_0 

1975 16.3 
1979 24.2 
1982 25.3 

Source: Jacobsson (1986). 

1he background to industrialization in Korea 

Until 1945 Korea was a part of the Japanese Empire. One effect of this was to 
introduce modern administration, monetary, railway and education systems. By 1945 about 25 
per cent of the population had acquired som= formal education. 

Between 1910 and 1940 manufacturing output increased on average by 10 per cent per 
year, and the composition of manufacturing output also changed - light industry (food and 
textiles) declined as a proportion of the total from 72 per cent to 45 per cent between 1926 and 
1939. Exports became important, with about 2/3 of manufacturing output exported, mostly to 
the rest of the empire. 

In 1940 there were about a quarter of million Koreans employed in factories, another 
couple of million Koreans living in Japan and possibly another million in mainly industrial 
occupations in Manchuria. In fact - Korea seems not to be a particularly •new· industrial 
country. 

When the war ended, the old business and technical class in Korea either went to Japan 
or was deprived of their positions in society. Korea lost external markets and raw material 
imports through the collapse of the imperial trading system. Heavy industry and mining 
remained in the North part « 'ii.; country while the Southern administration inherited two 

317 Jacoblton, 1986. 
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thirds of the population, nearly half the arable land, 70 per cent of rice growing ~ and much 
of the light industrial capacity. 

After the Korean war the crippled Republic of Korea economy was supponed only by 
massive United States military and civil aid, as well as tight economic controls including 
protection against imports. The years between 1961 and 1979 were characterized by the 
·economic miracle• and an increasing export orientation - which was partly due to decreasing 
United States aid. Export was not an alternative to import substitution. In 1973 the 
Government introduced the Heavy Industry, and Chemicals Plans. 

Since 1979 the government bas drawn back from its strategy of creating a heavy industry 
base - which had created a set of uneconomic industries - and was obliged to begin measures 
of liberalization. It was partly an attempt to open the country to American imports in return 
for retaining access to US markets. Pruning was now aimed at concentrating resources on a few 
key heavy industries (which, however, were not chosen by simple deductions of comparative 
advantages). The economy bad become much more complex than a couple of decades earlier, 
and it was no longer susceptible to the crude imperatives of public policy. 311 Also the 
substantial business class evolved during these decades were unwilling to accept governments 
unilateral definitions of the nation's interest. The building of an independent national economy 
- albeit, of a special export~riented kind - now had to give way to an increase in the integration 
with the world economy. 

11u! developmem of single industrial seaors in the Fepublic of Korea 

(a) Shipbuilding 

In the early 1970s government policies focused on the shipbuilding industry. The 
aggressive and optimistic plans could not be realized because of the oil crisis. By the early 1980s, 
the shipbuilding industry was in severe difficulties, though these have now been largely 
overcome. The most important shipbuilders are Hyundai, Daewoo, Samsung and Korean 
Shipbuilding. 

In 1986Japan built 5.87million tons of the cotal of7.95million tons of new ships in the 
world. According to more recent statistics. (The Association of Japanese Ship Exporters, 1991) 
the Republic of Korea overtook Japan in the first quarter of 1987 m: the largest shipbuilder in 
the world, receiving orders for 1.04 million tons. while Japan's were for 0.91 millions. The 
Japanese share of world ship orders (in total 3.44mt) was 26.Sper cent, while the Korean share 
reached 30.2 per cent. 

In spite of this success, employment has been substantially reduced with a total of 20,000 
persons having been displaced in the Korean shipyards. More reductions are anticipated. This 
indicates that technological advances in the production process as wcll as continual 
organizational adaptation has occurred. Particularly so, since the scope of activities in the main 
shipyards has been further widened, with operations outside shipbuilding, e.g., building ·oil 
boring rigs•, steel constructions, and nuclear power stations. 

311 Nerrt1, 1916. 
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(b) . .futomobile manufacture 

Automobiles have been the latest and most spectacular achievement of Korean export 
industries. Even as late as 1986, there were doubts about the possibilities of Korean car exports: 

• Asthe (automobile) marltet never opmded as rapidly as hoped. And exporting was more 
difficult tbm expected. This left the industry in a tight position that was unlikely to 
improve much before the end of the 1980s·.119 

A recent forecast draws a very different picture: Korean annual vehicle sales are 
expected to rise to 3.4 millions in 2010, from the levd of 9TI,OOO in 1990. The growth rate is 
higher than in any other country. This would raise the national vehicle fleet from 3,2 milliom 
in 1990 to 24,8 milliom in 2010.331 

Thus, the domestic market is estimated as increasing the deman:I for Korean made cars 
dramatically. In the late 1980s exports were far more significant. In 1986 Hyundai exported 
160,000 "Excer cars to the United States.:m Three years earlier Korean car exports to the US 
reached a total of 65 cars. At that time, the Republic of Korea was the 20th on the list of world 
car manufacturers behind, for example, Argentina, Spain and Poland. 

Already by 1984 Hyundai had introduced the "Pony" into L'1e Canadian market and 
80,000 of them were sold in the first year. It immediately ovenook the Japanese in car sales 
figures and jumped to the top of the list of imported cars. 322 

For 1987, the export expectatiom of Hyundai were 330,000 of their total output of 
610,000cars. In total the Korean car manufacturers expected to export some 680,000cars, two
thirds of their total production. m 

The plam released by the five key auto firms in the second half of 1988 point to an 
expamion in vehicle production capacity from the late 1988 level of I. 7 million units to around 
3.4 million units in 1993 - a doubling of capacity in just five years. Hyundai is planning an 
increase of 47 per cent, which would give it about 42 p~ cent of Korea's total output by 1993. 
Daewoo foresees an expamion which would more than treble the capacity, giving it also about 
42 per cent of total South Korean car manufactures. 324 

Hyundai started car making in Korea 19 years ago by assembling cars for Ford. When 
the company wanted to start the manufacture of domestically designed car types Ford canceled 
the cooperation. The Japanese company Mitsubishi came in as a new partner, started to 

119 woronoff, 1986. 

no The world Vehicle Market, 1991. 

121 Nelsingln SenoMt, 19.7.1987. 

m ln1ln00rlwtiset, za.1.87. 

:J%J Nel1ir11in SenoNt, 19.7.1987. 

324 O'lrlen, 1989. 
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subcontract JWU, and also became a co-owner with a 7 .S per cent share of the mainly family 
owned company. 

Two odler car ma.'lufactun:rs, Daewoo and Kia. are also aiming at foreign markets. Their 
expon strategies are quite different to Hyundai's. While Hyundai bas built its own sales 
organizations and is marketing the cars under the company name, Daewoo and Kia are focusing 
on joint operations with American companies. Daewoo is partly owned by General Motors, and 
its "LeMan" cars will also be sold in the US as Pontiacs. Kia is cooperating with Ford (with a 
10 per cent share) and using the Ford sales organization for its ·Festiva" cars. 

Daewoo's strategy may be the most successful in opposing the protectionist measures 
taken by the US government. Hyundai, on the other band, is trying to cope by building an 
assembly factory in Canada. The factory scheduled full capacity output in 1991 with a capacity 
of 100,000 cars annually for the North American market. Hyundai is also considering direct 
investment in the USA. 

Daewoo, Hyundai and Kia - which are conglomerates operating in many fields from 
shipbuilding to electronics - are extremely imponant for the Korean economy, with their car 
manufacturing divisions alone accounting for a quarter of the country's GNP. Their car exports 
are also responsible for a first time ever expon surplus in the Korean economy. The Korean 
surplus in trade with the US was SS.7 billion in the first three quarters of 1986. 

Trade with Japan, however, was almost as much in deficit as the trade with US was a 
surplus. The Korean trade deficit was US$4.6 billion with Japan. Technologically the Korean 
car industry is quite dependent on Japan. Japanese finns are also the most imponant parts 
suppliers for Korean car manufacturers. Conversely, Japan has kept its market strictly closed 
to Korean cars - only at the beginning of 1991 was a Korean manufactured vehicle, a US 
licensed military Jeep, imponed to Japan. Since the late 1970s there has been a shift towards 
US components, partly because of the US trade regulations. 

The Korean car manufacturers have not been at the leading edge of production 
technology. In 1987 the president of Hyundai corporation, Chung Se Yung, admitted that their 
car manufacturing technology is "not at the level of Honda". But an executive of the car 
factories, H.B. Suh added, that "from the US automobile industry Hyundai has, however, nothing 
to learn any more".ns From the early 1990s on, there has been little to learn from the 
Japanese either, and Hyundai's success has continued. 

During the 1980s the Korean car manufacturers did not target the European markets 
at all. Since 1990 the situation has changed, and Hyundai especially has been aggressively 
marketing personal cars, now domestically designed models, to the European market. They are 
hitting the market segments held so far by Japanese cars, but with clearly lower market prices. 

(c) Electronics 

The Korean "electronics revolution" has been quite extensive, too. Korean companies 
have plunged into the semiconductor business with assistance from United States companies 
be.cause Japanese firms refused to cooperate. There are many interesting examples of tech
nological development. For example, the textile company, Kolon International Corporation, 

ns Neltlngln SlnOlllt, 19.7.1917. 
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staned making TVs and other consumer electronics, and then added cooperation with Fanuc 
by staning a joint robot-making company in 1983. 

Government plans up to 1986foresaw a mt in~ of high technology industries. R&D 
investments rose rapidly; and Korea is also seeking membership of the OECD. In Daeduck 
Science Town 11 resec.rch institutes have been established employing 3,(J()() researchers. The 
Korea Advanced Institute for Science and Technology (KAIST) has 1500 researchers. KAIST 
is carrying out R&D projects for example !'l the fields of electronics and industrial automation. 

Efforts to develop technology are mainly carried out by local capital, since foreign 
investors have become more cautious after labour discontent in the early 1980s, with many 
foreign companies leaving the country. This is particularly true ofJapanese companies who feel 
threatened by Korean competition.326 

(d) Industrial automation 

As Tables 12.7 and 12.8show Korea shows a very much higher penetration of NCMTs, 
CAD and robots than many other developing countries with similar industrial development, 
though it falls behind the OECD countries. The relatively low figure of industrial robots in 
Table 18.7, however, reveals that the industrial structure in the early 1980s was rather labour 
intensive. 

Table 12.7 Approximate stock of electronkally controlhd capilal goods in some countries, 
1981-1983 (unils) 

Country Ta:bnology 

CAD NCMTs Robots 

Argentina 10 3SO 

Bnzil IS 834 so 
FR of Germany 37S 4:?,SOO 4,800 

India 28 378 20 

Korea 33 1,344 JS 

Sweden 208 S,100 1,8SO 

UK 620 2S,OOO 1,753 

USA 6,600 10:?,000 8,000 

~ Edqvist IL Jacobsson (198S). 

The indicators in Table 12.8 show that the Republic of Korea is at a level more clearly 
in line with some developed countries, both in the diffusion of CAD and NCMTs. 

The diffusion of CAD is very high in the Republic of Korea, with its use mainly being 
seen as a means of catching up with the industrialized countries. The breakdown of CAD use 
by sector is given in Table 12.9. 

n. Jwww. 1986. 
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Table 12.B A• iltdicator of the U.UllSiq o/mt of tkttrollkallJ collllvlhtl capital goods-th 
IUlllllHr of rapetti.r ttdulolofits tlivibd bJ IM J!Olue oddal in tM 11111driM'1 allll 
tnuupolt tquipfwlll uttor ill 1980 (ill 1975 prica) - ill so.u colllllria 

Coaatry TedallOlau 

CAD NCMTs Rabats 

Argentina 3 103 
Bnzil 67 4 

FR of Germany 6 6SI 74 
India 8 111 6 

Kol'Q 38 804 21 
Sweden 33 809 293 
UK 32 1,302 91 

USA 47 729 S1 

Source: Edqvist 6c. Jacobsson (1985). 

Tobit 12.9 Antis of application of CAD in the Rtpublie of Kono in August 19114 

Ara SJ*ms Companies 

No. per cat No. per ceat 

Shipbuilding 14 22 7 IS 

Mechanical 12 19 10 21 
Electronics 11 17 10 21 
Construction 4 6 3 6 
Plant Engineering IS 24 10 21 
Other (archit, educ etc.) 7 11 7 IS 

Total 63 99 47 99 

Source: Edqvist 6c. Jacobsson (198S) . 

In spite of the rather good educational system in the Republic of Korea, there is a 
shortage of skilled personnel, in particular of experienced designers and draughtsmen which has 
retarded the diffusion of robots especially. Robots are still mainly substitutes for unskilled or 
semi-skilled labour, which is a further factor slowing the diffusion. Application problems have 
often been quite severe and local engineering capability does not yet exist to solve commora 
application problems. External help from suppliers is often difficult to obtain when dealing with 
imported apparatus. 

(e) The Korean machine tool industry 

In 1982 there were 91 firms registered as metalcutting machine tool makers in the 
Republic of Korea. Most of them were very small, and firms with less than 200 employees 
accounted for 43 per cent of the gross output in 1982. The sector employs about 15,000 
workers. m Domestic production consists of more than SO types of machine tools (parts 
included): NC and CNC lathes, machining centres, automatic de-burring and tapping machines, 

Jl7 .IKClbllon, 1916. 
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grinding machines. horizontal boring and milling machines. and precision electrical discharge 
machines. 

Up to the mid·l970s the industry was fairly small an:I expons were insignificant. In the 
late 1970s. the industry went through a period of explosive growth. Production rose from US$ 
5.2 million in 1971 to USS 178.4 million in 1984; and only 17 per cent of the total value 
produad was exponed. In 1988 the production figures were up to USS 597 million, but value 
of domestic demand was actually llRlch higher. 321 Thus the fast growth of machine tool 
production bas been based on the rapidly growing domestic marteu. 

In 1988, the domestic demand for machine tools in South Korea was USS 1189 million. 
That is clearly more than in other developing countries ·twice as much as. for example, in Brazil 
- but still below the OECD countries, corresponding to about 31 per cent of the Italian and 47 
per cent of the German demand. The ratios have, however, changed rapidly. In 1984 Korean 
relative levels were only 21 per cent of th~ Italian and 36 per cent of the German. m 

The first NC machines were produad by Wacbon Machinery Worb Company in 19n. 
Programs for NC devices and the relay circuits for control devices were developed in 
cooperation with the Korean Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIS1). Since 
then, the production and demand for CNC bas grown dramatically. no Demand was expected 
to grow to about 490 units by 1988. That would mean a doubling of the market in comparison 
with 1984. In 1989, however, the stock of NCMTs was still very small, only about 10 per cent 
of the level in Italy, Germany or the UK.n1 

Table 12.10 Production, trruk and me o/th local nuuitt/or CNC lathes in Korea, 
1981-1984 (units) 

Year Share or CNC machines in lathe 

Production Exports Imports Consumption Total inv. 
(per cent) 

1981 84 46 26 64 37.7 
1982 222 138 18 102 21.2 
1983 233 65 47 214 28.6 
1984 268 127 107 248 41.4 

~ Jacobuon (1986). 

The growth since 1984 has been significant. In 1988 Korean NCMT production reached 
2119 units. 

:m UNIDO, 1990b. 

m UNIDO, 1990b. 

no JKobllon, 1988. 

DI UNIDO, 1990b. 
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•Alta' tbe micl-1980s. lbe nwchine tool iDduslry expadecf nipidly aided by lbe Govrmment 
1on,c-f1:rm dcvdopment pa.a. From 1986to 1989.tbe Koran industry expanded drmmially 
ad the iDc:rease of investmeat by~ iadusb* provoked a surge of ID'Chine tool 
CClilSllmptioa while tbe increase iD ~ led to an inaased demwl for t.ctory 
mcOOY'ioa. ne domestic prodHctioo was insufficient to keep up with tbe surge of demwl 
wt imports have represmted SO per c:ml of appuent COILSUqitjm in 1988 (30 per ceal in 
tbe late seventies)•. m 

In 1985 there were five firms producing CNC lathes in Korea. They were Daewoo 
Heavy Industries Ltd., Tongil C.o., Wbachon Machinery Works Co., Kia Machine Tool Co., and 
Korea Heavy Industries Ltd. m 

In mid-1980 the government provided funds to promote the purch~ of domestically
produced machines. The government program was designed to spur investment in plant and 
equipment on the pan of the machinery industry. The government initially allocated $88.9 
million of general national i&_.estment funds, plus $49.3 million for small- and medium-sized 
firms, and S6S,8 million went to industrial banks for their machinery funds. Another $164.6 
million was added later to the program. 

In 1981 the government provided a number of incentives to spur investment in machinery 
including tax credits. R&cD assistance, grants and low cost financing. The Korean governments 
targets for the metalworking machine tool industry in 1986 included production value added at 
$950 million and expons - including metal forming machinery - totalling SSSO million, or 57 .9 
per cent of production. 60 per cent of the machine tools currently in use in the Republic of 
Korea are domestically produced. 

Explaining the development 

In the first ph~ of accelerated expon production in the 1960s the theory of comparative 
advantage appeared a plausible explanation of the process. Up to the present it might also be 
applicable to a major pan of Korea's expons: textiles, garments, partly electronics. But the most 
spectacular successes (shipbuilding, steel, and manufactures of steel) are mostly the result of 
comparative advantages created by governmental decisions and policies, not by free market 
forces. 

In sum: while the backbone of expon performance of Korea might be attributable to a 
genuine comparative advantage, the second generation of growth industries seemed more likely 
to be the products of government policy. There were problems in both respects. Lower-cost 
producers affected the basic expons; in less then a decade, China expanded its garment expons 
so swiftly that it became the fourth largest exponer among developing countries. Koreans have 
estimated that Chinese wages are 30 per cent to 40 per cent below the Korean level. Also, the 
new industries directly affected old-established sectors of production in the industrialized 
countries, evoking protectionism in the richest markets. 

m l"llDO, 1990d. 

m US, 1985. 
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The main reasons usually given for Korean economic and technological development can 
be grouped under four beadings::n. 

• • • 
• 
(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

low wages; 
governmental policy; 
US aid or 
investments of multinational corporations . 

Low wages? Since low wages are general in developing countries, the Republic 
of Korea's advantage is limited. Korean wages were not the lowest in the world 
at the beginning of their fast growth period, and they have increased faster than 
in lllOSt developing countries - in real terms by over 7 per cent per year since the 
sixties. However in automobile manufacturing, for imtance, the wage level in the 
Republic of Korea is obviously considerably below the Japanese level, which bas 
given them a real relative advantage in relation to Japan in competition on the 
American markets. ru 

The interaction of government policy with social factors: a high propensity to 
work and save? Th! government created a "free trade" regime for exports. This, 
with incentives, labour policy, and an exchange rate which much of the time 
reduced the price of exports and made imports relatively expensive. The 
Republic of Korea has subsidi:.ed exports and redistributed income domestically 
in order to cheapen exports in a way that might be called "artificial". However, 
the timing does not completely fit this explanation. Export expansion began in 
1959 whereas the policy changes to export growth occurred later. The Republic 
of Korea did not pursue simple export promotion, and to this day it uses import 
substitution as a tactic of forcing industrial growth. 

US aid? US civil aid was very important ; .. the financing of the infrastructure 
and education. However, the accelerated growth came later and was partly the 
result of attempts to cope with declining US aid. It may have been a necessary 
condition of development, but not the entire one. However, as we have 
continually emphasized in this report, education and skills and the infrastructure 
have been crucial to international competition and the time lag may be 
commensurate with long-term change in these areas. 

(4) Investment by MNCs? In fact, the Republic of Korea is not a notable recipient 
of foreign investment. Foreign investment as a ratio of GNP between 1972 and 
1976 in Korea was 5.5,in Brazil 9.6,Colombia 10.6,Taiwan 6.2and Turkey 10.5. 
The volume of foreign investment does not correlate with the scale of exports -
in 1980, Brazil with the largest volume of foreign investment had exports of 
$9.2 billion, the Republic of Korea $19.2 billion. 

FurtherlllOre, foreign investment followed accelerated growth rather than preceding it. 
The largest foreign investors by nationality were Japanese companies (with 61 per cent of the 
total in 1978, 48 per cent in 1984); and their entry came after the normalization of Korean
Japanese relations between the two countries in 1965. There were many small- and medium-

334 Harris, 19116. 
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sized companies for whom one Korean plant was the sole overseas investment of inward 
investment. and usually these were operated jointly with a Korean partner. The large MNCs 
were rather limited in this context. In the 1970s and 1980s Korean companies seemed to be 
replacing some of the largest Japanese operations in the field of electronic goods. Investors 
from outside the Republic of Korea actually came after growth began and were heavily 
concentrated in particular fields. 

The pioneers in the first half of the sixties were Koreans. In other sectors of key export 
producti"n at differe."lt times - ships. footwear, iron and steel, metal manufacturing. non-metallic 
minerals. rubber goods, precision instruments, wigs.plywood -there were no foreign companies 
involved. 336 

It is quite obvious that all the abGve explanations played some role. but none of them 
was the effective cause on its own. There was an interaction between a peculiar and temporary 
set of conditions in Korea and new phases in the external environment: the Republic of Korea 
was not manipulated from outside. but did exploit changing opportunities. 

The •take oW to sustained growth and international importance was not based on any 
•natural• comparative advantage, even if the advantages were exploited. A key factor in the 
development model has been, as in Japan. the creation and development of new. dynamic 
advantages. defined as targets by governmental policy and induced by various policy options. 
measures and even more straightforward administrative directives. In this, a long term 
development of capabilities and learning from imported foreign technology have been crucial 
factors. An important background factor enabling the developm'!llt path has been the national 
educational and training system. which largely resembles the Japanese model. US financial aid 
has also enhanced the development of the educational system. 

There are also other important features in the institutional set up contributing to the 
Korean success. Large conglomerates are the backbone of the economy; the pattern resembles 
the Japanese Keiretsu-system. but the conglomerates are often both tighter as organizations, and 
more directed by governmental regulations and directives. 

12.8 Mauritius on the NICs' Path? 

Both the Japanese and Korean examples emphasize the importance of long term 
systemic policy based on capability building. There are, however, some background features 
facilitating the formulation of long term policies, that are important in the NICs but not present 
in most developing countries. Common features among the developing countries that have had 
some success in industrial development (the NICS, India. Brazil), in contrast to African and 
other less successful developing countries. may be summarized as follows: 337 

(I) All these countries share a Jong-standing culture associated with writing and 
printing. 

(2) They all have a scientific past at the interface of traditional methods and 
European science. some:imes with a scientific heritage that is much older than 
European science. 

336 Woronoff, 1986. 

:m SelCllOn, 1990. 
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Unlike most ocher ex-colonies they have all been industrialized to some extent 
for almost a century, and have bad the apparatus for advanced training, backed 
by a long tradition of scientific and technical exchanges with research institutions 
in the industrialized countries. 

In one way or another they all operate some son of stai.e capitalism, and the 
government at the highest level has long been aware of the role of science and 
education in development. 

(5) In their education and research effon they all show a determination to break 
free from their dependence upon the industrialized countries. 

The shared features shown above reveal the imponance of time and conhnuaty in 
building the academic and industrial institutions capable of creating the conditions for learning, 
and capability building, necessary in developing relative technological autonomy. Thus systemic 
technology policy is not only technology policy, it is more a long term comprehensive policy for 
technology driven development. 

In the African environment, Mauritius has often been compared to the NICs. Indeed, 
in many respects the success of the island resembles the East Asian development. Similarities 
can be summarized as follows:331 

(a) economic take off has been fuelled by a favourable conjunction of circumstances 
and events; 

(b) the societies have been socially and politically reasonably stable; 

(c) there has been a consensus among political and economic elites on an outward
looking, expon-driven macroeconomic approach to development. 

The favourable conditions in the case of Mauritius are represented, for example by its 
status as the first associate member of the EEC, which has resulted among other things in a 
highly favourable guaranteed price for the main expon product, sugar. As a very small country, 
Mauritius is not seen as a notable economic competitor in the global market by any of the 
developed countries. 

Socially and politically Mauritius has not been absolutely stable. but the situation has 
been far more balanced than on the African continent generally. The island has been inhabited 
only from colonial times and then by very different ethnic groups. The political stability arises 
from a rather long parliamentary and democratic tradition on the island, which has also resulted 
in a rather consensual view on development targets. 

One additional difference to African nations in general is the rather comprehensive and 
effective educational system in Mauritius. It has been derived as a combination of positive 
elements of both the British and the French systems inherited from the previous colonial 
powers. 

But there are clear differences between Mauritius and the NICs as well. Development 
in Mauritius is based more than in any of the NICs on foreign capital and activities in the EPZs. 

331 Kearney, 1990. 
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The rapidly expanding sectors are also tedmologically rather mature, and narrow. There are not 
many linkages from the EPZ located exporting firms to the core of the local economy, which is 
still mainly based on sugar products. In spite of the rather effective educational policy, the 
research, innovation and tedmology policies are modest in relation to the NJCs. Development 
on the island has not yet been based on ideas of technology driven development which are 
central in the NJCs. It could be argued that the future development of Mauritius is critically 
dependent on the country's ability to steer towards a more research and technology oriented 
development path. 

12.9 DeYelopin& Coontry Policies: A Brief Summary 

Building up a systemic, long term technology policy is by no means an easy task. From 
the African countries point of view, the..! are almost too many gaps. The creation of a more 
technology driven development path has to be started from au analysis of targets, possibilities 
and resources available. This is always a country specific task. But some general conclusions 
on the possible measures to be taken can be drctwn from the policies adopted in the 
industrialized countries (see chapter 10) and the experiences of long term policy built up in 
Japan and the ~t Asian NICs. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

There is a need to reorganize a variety of public technology policy institutions. 
They should be dealing with tasks more relevant to local economic and 
technological development and this should be done in more intense cooperation 
with individual firms and other economic actors. This implies more cooperation 
between universities, research institutes and firms. Common projects with 
concrete development targets where all types of institutions are involved are 
often the best form for cooperation. It is also imponant that all participating 
organizations have their own interests built into the project. 

There is a specific need to spread information on the use and possibilities of 
new technologies. This could be done through, for example, establishing specific 
"information technology centres" with differing targets, e.g.,CAD centres. There 
are many possible alternative ways to organize this kind of centre, but it is 
important that they are in close contact and cooperation with educational and 
training institutes as well as with firms . 

Companies need direct aid in getting information on production technology 
developments and making technology acquisition decisions. This could be 
arranged for example through sectoral research inslitutes, branch organizations 
or parastatal holding companie6 by employing personnel specialized in 
information gathering and creating contacts to sources of technological 
information abroad. The specialists should carry ou: contract tasks to individual 
firms, help them both in creating contacts to technology suppliers and in 
technology contract issues. 

Quite similar aid is needed by firms in technology assimilation and adoption 
matters. In this case, however, the need is for highly specialized knowledge on 
production technolo::a and for long term support, which starts long before the 
actual implementation of new technologies and continues until the new systems 
have been totally incorporated into the everyday activities of the firm. This kind 
of aid may, in many African cases, be only available through foreign donors. 
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(5) Even more general awareness programmes on the effects and possibilities of 
technological development are needed. They should be associated with an open 
and wide social discussion on the themes of technological development. 

(6) Companies also need more direct financial aid in technology acquisition this 
means facilitating regulations on foreign currency in production technology 
matters. New production technologies are, however, means to make the economy 
more effective and productive and thus creating new possibilities for economic 
growth and increased exports. 

It is not only a question of easier access to foreign currency for buying new production 
machinery; as important is the need to make customs procedures less complicated, less 
bureaucratic, and faster. 

(7) For capability building it is important, that local firms are deeply involved in 
every technology transfer case, even when foreign donors are completely 
responsible for the process. Technologies imponed should be •appropriate• in 
at least three senses: they should fit to the existing production processes in the 
recipient organization, they should raise the technologic31 level of the 
organization and serve as a basis for capability building, learning and funher 
technological development, and, third, they should suppon the macro level 
national development targets. The last topic may often include, for example, the 
target of diminishing the variety of machine types and makes in the country. 
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13. Developing Countries Infrastructure mues 

Both the discussion on technology policy above and the experience from developed 
countries stress the imponance of infrastructure for technological development. The importance 
of logistical systems on the one hand. and human skills on the other, are critical for 
developments in manufacturing technologies. Logistical infrutructures are physical conditions 
for setting up modern production facilities, and human stills are critical factors for using them. 
Four main concerns on infrastructure are the following: 

(a) the physical infrastructure for communication (road, rail, air and sea 
communication); 

(b) energy and water supply; 
(c) telecommunication networks; 
(d) education and training systems. 

In the following, these issues are discussed largely in relation to findings in the African 
case study countries. 

13.1 Physical Communication 

Physical communication is more or less a basic condition for all economic and industrial 
development, but there is need for a more sophisticated physical infrastructure when more 
developed production technologies and production organizations are adopted. For example, 
frequent airline services become more imponant with t!ghter connections to productive networks 
abroad and the growing imponance of exports. And when more complex production structures 
and technologies are used, more accuracy will generally be needed in such transportation 
systems. 

In interviews in the case countries, physical communication networks were very seldom 
mentioned as a major problem. This is, of course, relative to the technological and 
organizational level in the firms visited. The fact that road networks satisfy current needs does 
not mean that the same networks would be good enough for firms operating within more tightly 
linked productive networks or companies with very regular contacts abroad. 

Road transport is not without its problems. Even though the roads in all the case 
countries - perhaps with the exception of Ethiopia and Tanzania - are quite reasonable, 
transportation is often not possible. The reasons for this are more in the realm of technology 
and industrial policy, i.e.,there are not enough trucks and lorries, and the existing ones are often 
unusable bec.suse of a lack of spare parts and flaws in the service and maintenance 
organizations. These were aspects that became especially obvious in Ethiopia, Tanzania and 
Zimbabwe. 

In these countries the problems in road transport have created large horizontally and 
venically integrated productio11 facilities. This is counter to the visible trend to the undevel.->ped 
countries economy of smaller. less hierarchically connected small firms and operational units 
with more flexible network types of interconnections. Thus the transport conditions may, in the 
long run, become an obstacle for developing more modem firm structures or other ecouomic 
institutions needed for a flexible economy. 

Railroads have been of considerable importance especially for countries without their 
own seaports. These also pose problems, but again it is not 5t1 much a question of the rail 
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networks as such. but of the transport equipment. There is not enough capacity. and the 
equipment available is quite often unusable. again because of a lack of spare parts and poor 
maintenance. Rail transport problems were mentioned especially in Zimbabwe and Tanzania. 
In Tanzania there were quite considerable problems on the Tanzania - Zambia railway 
(I'AZARA). which is Zambia's main export route. Sea and air transport were not mentioned 
as a problem in these two countries. 

Also in regard to transport issues. the small island of Mauritius is a clear exception. 
There is an extensive road network. some 1.880 kilometres of bitumenized road representing a 
road density of 1 kmlkm2

• including 33 km of motorway with further expansion planned.D9 

There is no railway system in Mauritius. The only previous rail Jines were those used 
to transport sugar cane from the fields to the processing factories. However. the government 
has considered investing in a monorail system linking the major towns to ease a growing road 
congestion problem. e.g.,an estimated total of IOS.OOOvehicles by 1990. Mauritius currently bas 
one internationa! airport in the south of the island. which is served by IS airlines with over 144 
flights per week. )ID Cargo traffic grew by almost 220 per cent between 1984 and 1987. and was 
forecast to grow from 6,000tons in 1984 to 25,000tons in 1990. Plans are advanced witb regard 
to a second airport in the north of the island. This would help to cope both with the increasing 
airfreight and the growth of tourism (193,000 arrivals in 1990)."1 

The island has one main harbour with three deep water quays. one moori1•g dolphin. 
a fishing port and one of the largest bulk sugar terminals in the world. )ll Some 600 ships per 
year, averaging 15,000 tons use these facilities. An estimated 2.8 million tons of cargo was 
envisaged by 1990 with 10 per cent beini containerized_,.. 

Mauritius is a positive exception when it comes to the condition of physical transport 
among our case countries. This is partly due to the small size of the country and the close 
proximity of townships and production sites. 

Namibia bas few transport problems. but has the general handicap that it is far from 
most markets. 

Generaliy it may be concluded, with regard to physical transport, that there is a lot to 
do in developing road and railroad networks in the case countries, but the main problems are 
on supplying sufficient and satisfactory transport equipment for both road and rail transport. 
This again, is partly a question of finance and import tariffs - to ease the import of new 
equipment - and partly a maintenance problem. 

,,. Europe Ynrbooll:, 1990. 

:Mil O'lriM, 1919. 

,., '"lobe, 1991. 

:w2 letlonel Devel....,t Pleri, 1991· 1990. 

U3 O'lriM, 1990. 
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International tnnspon problems were less related to e.quipment than to import/expon 
regulations. long waiting times in customs and the large quantity of goods which disappear from. 
for example. pon warehouses_ 

13.2 £nav and Water Supply 

Energy and water supplies are baic infrastrueblre needs as well. Water supply was 
seldom a problem with the exception of a few local cases - and mainly during the dry season -
when some textile mills with fairly high requirements bad occ.ional problems with water supply. 
In Zimbabwe rationing of water supply caused some problems. Water is not over abundant in 
Mauritius either, where the situation may become more critical if industry continues to expand. 
This is also true of the comparator country Brazil. 

However. from the point of view of more automatic production technology. water supply 
is not an area of specific concern and the needs are not likely to change remarkably with more 
devel~ technologies. An exception may be Narmbia. where water is often in sbon supply. 
Marble mine ~ a highly automated cutting system. The cutting machine is water cooled and 
because of sbonage. the water is re--cycled. 

Energy - electricity - Sl;pply seems to be a more critical problem and even an obstacle 
for automation technologies. Generally. a steady flow of electricity is especially imponant for 
all process technologies used in textiles or paper mills. In addition. all electronically controlled 
machinery may suffer badly from fluctuating energy. Cuts in supply may cause severe losses in 
terms of machine utilization rate, in some cases even in information loss, and in damaged 
equipment should the power fall below cenain critical levels. 

Interviews revealed that fluctuations and cuts in energy supply were especially 
problematic in Tanzania. In many regions supply cuts were daily causing imponant reductions 
in capacity utilization. The need for their own electricity generation facilities to offset the cuts 
was high, but these kind of arrangements were not possible for most companies. Highly 
automated machinery is practically impossible to use without a relatively stable supply of 
electricity. For further automation. the supply of electricity is one of the main obstacles in the 
physical infrastructure. Electricity supply in Namibia is good. with occasional surges in the 
municipal supply in Windhoek:. This may also be true for Brazil, where due to the current 
national economic problems further development work on hydro-electric schemes was stopped 
recently. 

13.3 Telecommunication 

Telecommunication networks are growing in imponance. They constitute the basic 'life 
lines' of modern production technology, from intra-factory connections to international 
networkine linkages. The state of telephone networks varied highly in the r.ase countries. While 
Ethiopia and Mauritius - Namibia too - seem to have only minor problems with 
telecommunications, Tanzania and Zimbabwe had rather severe ones. The wont was the 
Tanzanian situation. where telephone lines out of order was almost more a rule than an 
exception. 

Poor international contacts are often created by non-automated telephone centres and 
sometime& by bureaucratic procedures for malcine the calls. 
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While international networking was very good in Mauritius and Bruil, it was quite often 
very difficult to establish a telephone link with other towns - or regions. 

The problems in keeping telecommunication networks working quite often relates to 
unavailable technical stills and bad maintenance. This was the experience from companies 
interviewed in both Kenya and Tanzania: the repairing of a broken line often takes an extremely 
long time. Now. when the telecommunication networks are slowly being modernized, it is quite 
important to establish corresponding maintenance organizations with stilled technicians. 

Unproblematic telecommunications are a basic condition for the wide use of more 
sophisticated technologies which require fluent communication. The main problems in keeping 
the telecommunication order again relates back to more basic industrial, technological and stills 
pohcies: there is a need for more modern telecommunication equipment, a system to produce 
maintenance stills and a workable maintenance and repair organization. 

13.4 F.ducatioo and Traini&11 

The importance of productive stills, managerial and technical capability and other 
dimensions of human capital have been highlighted consistendy, both in earlier chapters 
concerning technological development and developed countries policies, and above in the 
chapter on technology policy. From the angle of flexible automation the labour force stills are 
at !east as important as the technologies themselves. 

Acquiring the relevant skills for technological development is, as discussed above, a 
complicated matter. The roots are in the national education system and the curricula. However, 
the theoretical and basic qualifications. while necessary. are not sufficient in themselves. Most 
skills needed are of a more practical nature and highly specific in re!ation to the technology, 
organization and firm in question. To acquire these skills there is a need for specific training 
courses. apprenticeships, and learning by doing. 

It is quite evident that skill problems are among the most important obstacles for more 
sophisticated production technologies in our case study countries. Even now, when technologies 
in use. on average. were far from the leading edge. there was actually quite a consensus among 
industrialists as well as policy makers and researchers on the lack of relevant stills in all the 
countries studied. The lack of relevant skills - and even, the ability to use the skills in fact 
supplied. e.g.,by equipment manufacturers or aid givers - ranges from shop floor technicians to 
all levels of management. The only instances of companies with only minor skill problems. were 
companies that had themselves arranged comprehensive training programs - often including 
periods of study abroad - for all levels of manpower. 

Table 13.I gives information on the background of basic production skill problems in the 
African countries. The volume of secondary education in Africa lags far behind the European 
countries. For example, in Kenya only about 10 per cent of primary school leavers obtain any 
post-secondary educati\>n, and Kenya is a country with a far better secondary education system 
than most other African countries. Attendance at secondary education has also grown 
remarkably in Zimbabwe since independence in 1980. 
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Table 13.1 1711 lllllllber of studellls ill setollllary educatioa 111111 the sllare of secollllaty Ncational 
edlicati8• iii folll' CtJSe tolllrlria 

Ysr Mauritius Kmya Tamania Zimbabwe 

(•) (b) (•) (b) (•) (b) (•) (b) 

1975 65.1 1.6 241.0 2.3 62.0 0.0 68.7 1.9 

1980 81.9 0_3 428.0 2.0 78.7 0.0 74.7 1.0 

1985 72.6 1.2 457.8 1.7 92.9 0.0 481.7 0.0 

1986 70.7 1.4 479.9 1.3 102.2 0.0 537.1 0.0 

1987 71.9 1.2 544.7 1.0 584.0 1.9 

1988 73.3 1.3 563.4 1.6 640.7 1.7 

(a) Number of students in secondary education, in thousand. 
(b) Share of students in vocational secondary education, percent. 

~ UNESCO (1989). 

The education system is most highly developed in Mauritius. Education is free at all 
levels; and an overall level of literacy of 85 per cent exists - for the under 30s it is a remarkable 
95 per cent, compared with between 30 and 70 per cent in other African countries,... 

Primary school enrolment stood at 89 per cent and secondary school enrolment at 45 per 
cent in 1987.34.5 Currently, there are places for 1300 students at the University of Mauritius 
which has expanded rapidly in recent years (iess than 400 students in 1988 when university 
education still had to be paid for). The average enrolment rates for African countries have been 
below 70 per cent in primary and about 23 per cent in secondary education. Jt6 

Between 3 per cent and 4 per cent of Mauritius Gross National Product is devoted to 
the educational sector; though there are a considerable number of private schools which indicate 
that the total public and private investment in education might be almost double this figure. In 
the educational field, Mauritius seems to be following the example of East Asian NICs in 
emphasizing both high quality primary education for all and broad opponunities for - free -
fu:'ther education. There still remains, however, problems in vocational education since too little 
focus has, in the past, been laid on expanding and raising the quality of vocational education in 
the country. Although the government staned its first "Industrial Trade Training Centre" in 1969 
(with ILO support) there was a feeling they had not been the major success hoped for, and in 
the late 1980s a new "Industrial and Vocational Training Board" was added. In order to develop 
a clearer industrial training strategy, a study was carried out by Bheenick and Hanoomanjee 

3'4 UNIDO, 1989b. 

:MS World lri, 1989b. 

~ UNESCO, 1919b. 
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(1988). A new and comprehensive educational and training initiative was proposed which, if 
successful, may solve any remaining skills problems in Mauritius (see Figure 13.1). 

Tanzania ha~ achieved considerable success in providing basic services for its population. 
This applies to education L ·ell and an estimated 20 per cent of the national budget is currently 
allocated to education. X7 

Primary education is compulsory and in principle free. Although education in Tanzania 
is controlled by the state, there are also some private schools, mainly at the secondary level, 
established according to conditions issued by the Ministry of Education. Even university 
education is free, with only a charge levied for board and lodging (World Bank 1989c). 
However, the overall level of university education is not very high. There are only 2 universities 
with slightly less than 3,500 students in total.,.. 

Adult - male - literacy is on a high level in Tanzania in comparison to the African 
average of 49 per cent. The figures for Tanzania in the early 1980s range, depending on the 
statistics used, between 62 per cent and 83 per cent. 349 

However, due to the economic crisis and lack: of resources, primary school enrolment has 
shown tendencies to decline. It stood at 69 per cent in 1984, and declined to 66 per cent 1987, 
only slightly above the African average of that year (EJU, 1990i). As a proportion of the school 
age population, the total enrolment at primary and secondary schools, taken together, increased 
from 27 per cent in 1970 to 58 per cent by 1981, but then declined to 43 per cent in 1986. 330 

One explanation for this is, that the real per capita expenditure on education has been 
reduced by one third since the mid 1970s. Funding deficiencies are the greatest in the case of 
teaching materials and maintenance of furniture and buildings.3

" 

Among the major issues facing education in Tanzania are the quality of education and 
the pressures to increase the low transition rate from primary to secondary education (only 5.2 
per cent in 1985, about one third of :.iie average African rate). On the other hand the costs of 
university education ar\! very high. As an outcome of this, the teacher/student ratio is excellent, 
I :3, better than twice the Sub-Saharan average.m One consequence of this education policy 
has been that the output of qualified engineers is quite high. Many, however, work in public 
administration and not in the manufacturing sector. At the same time, technological skill 
deficiencies on the factory level are pressing. Generally there seems to be a relatively wide gap 
between highly qualified Tanzanians on the one side and the technological level of the mainly 
unskilled or semi-skilled workforce of many enterprises on the other. 

347 Tlnunia, 1990. 

341 PCGlobe, 1991. 

349 UlllOO, 198911; Tanzania, 1990; EIU, 19901. 

330 T1nzania, 1990. 

351 world lank, 1989c. 

m World lank, 19891:!. 
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Bodi in Zimbabwe and Namibia the aJult literacy rate is also above the African average 
- approximately 76 per cent and 73 per cr.nt, respectively. Zimbabwe has one university with 
almost 8,000 students, while Namibia has three very small university institutions with altogether 
roughly SOO students.m 

The Ethiopian literacy rate is extremely low, only S pu cent. About 3.9per cent of GNP 
is spend in education, and there are 22 universities with 18,SOOstudents. With 59 per cent, the 
Kenyan literacy rate is a little above the African average. There are 4 universities with about 
10, 000 students in Kenya. 

However, the main problem of the education systems in the Sub-Saharan African 
countries may not be the overall volume of education or even the size of secondary education. 
Column (b) in Table 13.1 shows, from the point of view of industrial development, the real 
problems. Secondary education is almost completely of a general "arts and sciences" nature and 
the share of vocationally oriented education has not reached 3 per cent in any of the countries. 
This is extremely low. The corresponding share is radicci:y higher in the developed countries: 
about 36 per cent in Germany, 24 per cent in France, al"'ut 14 - 17 per cent in Japan. Even in 
the United Kingdom, which has served as the model for the education systems in most case 
study countries - and where formal vocational education is modest - the share is about 9 per 
cent. In the Republic of Korea, a country largely following the Japanese development path, the 
share has been between 16 per cent and 20 per cent in the !980s. 

In African countries, the vocational content in primary education is also very limited. The 
curricula in primary schools leads to examinations that in tum are designed to select the few 
persons lucky enough to obtain secondary education. Education in primary schools generally 
leads the pupils to expect white collar jobs. This does not serve as a preparation for life which 
the majority of children will actually live as adults. 

The educational systems in African countries have generally been inherited from the 
previous colonial powers, usually Britain or France. Although some countries have made 
attempts to reform these systems, little has in fact been done: 

•The school systems remain European-oriented, with the focus still on competitive 
examinations. In former Anglophobe Africa some school systems still write English 
certificate examinations, and where local examining boards have been established they are 
mere carbon copies of these British systems, such as the West African Examination 
Council, or the now defunct East African Examination Council. The curricula continues to 
stress the skills required by the bureaucratic sector while the desperately needed vocational 
and technical skills receive insufficient attention. Educational systems of the colonial days 
survive virtually intact. Few if any attempts have been made to develop full scale re
socializ.ation programs•.,,. 

There are explanations for this. In colonial times, vocational training was at the centre 
of the primary school curriculum. This was heavily opposed by Africans, motivated by the view 
that such curriculum was designed to provide inferior education for Africans to hamper their 
political advancement. This attitude prevails even today, though perhaps more motivated by 
social class structure than by racial sentiments. The elites tend to oppose vocational reforms 

"3 PCGlobe, 1991. 

JS. Slf~, 1990. 
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at least so far as their children are concerned - this is little different to their model in England 
where private education for those children whose parents can afford it, still pay for their 
children's education in the belief (probably correct) that this will ensure their place in the upper 
echelons of society. For non-elites, on the other hand, sending children to school is a major 
investment. They do not see much sense in them learning practical skills that could as well be 
taught at home, they expect that education will lead to salaried jobs. So actually no social group 
is really backing educational reforms geared towards more vocationally oriented systems. 

This means that vocational education in the East African countries is mainly provided 
by the large companies with enough capital - and foreign finances - to do this. The situation is 
most unsatisfactory, in most developed countries raising the level of vocational secondary 
education is one of the central concerns associated with developing manufacturing technologies 
and technological change generally. 

In response to the need, the vocational content of primary education has been increased. 
In the new Kenyan "8- 4 - 4" (primary - secondary - tertiary) system the new eighth year of 
primary education is more vocationally oriented. The other reason for the one year lengthening 
is, that primary school leavers have been too young for working life, which has lead to a very 
high number of unemployed and often socially disoriented youth. 

Criticism of vocational training in primary schools is based on fears that the teaching of 
basic skills will become hampered and no practical skills will really be learned. It is argued that 
the assumption of pre-vocational skills taught at primary level would improve the employability 
of school-leavers has never been tested.3

" However, interviews with Kenyan industrialists do 
not confirm this. As a rule they emphasized that standard seven year leavers are not recruited 
any more, because they are too young and not very well oriented towards work or the vocational 
training supplied within the companies. The eight year primary education is, to a growing 
extent, becoming a basic condition for employment in the industrial sector. 

The volume of vocational education has also been extended in Kenya. Presently there 
are IS governmentally maintained national technical secondary schools, 3 self help technical 
secondary schools, 35 schools with industrial education programs offering carpentry and metal 
work, 130 schools offering agriculture, 35 business and 106 home science education. 

However, experience from these schools has not been very good, according to one source 
with employability after school leaving not much improved and these schools even being seen 
as unwise investments. But such criterion would have to be examined in more detail. 356 The 
interviews with industrialists and policy makers in Kenya seem to point to the quality of training 
and teaching in the institutions. 

Especially because of the lack of a trained workforce, graduates from technical schools 
are usually employed in supervisory positions. As such, they are expected to be qualified as 
foremen and for other supervisory tasks. However, experience on the abilities of these 
graduates has not been very positive. Examples from two Kenyan textile and clothing factories 
show that newcomers from schools were quite incapable of supervisory jobs without very 
detailed supervision and guidance themselves. They were very knowledgeable about the 

m llf"'9, 1990. 

356 SI f"'9, 1990. 
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practical aspects of actual work, and might have been good practical trainers for the small-scale 
rural textile/clothing industry, but not at all for supervising large-scale manufacturing. 

As a comequence of the above, large companies often put technical school graduates in 
the same categories with primary or general secondary school leavers. This means that they 
have to be trained to their tasks from the beginning. 

The same three main problem fields which exist in secondary education are also relevant 
in university and other higher education institutes: 

(1) a laclc of finance to provide university education generally; 
(2) faculty structure biased towards arts and basic sciences at the expense of 

technology; 
(3) limited relevance of qualifications learned in relation to the needs in economy. 

The total supply of higher education is quite modest. Even in the best case the number 
of teniary students in 100,000 inhabitants is far behind the average level of 2,000 to 3,000 in 
European developed countries - or in East Asian NICs where the ratios are on the same level 
(fable 13.2). In Tanzania and Namibia the situation is much worse with the ratio reaching only 
21 and 2, respectively. 

Table 13.2 Tiil number o/ttttiary stutknls per 100,000 inhabitants and IM number ofunivtrsitJ 
stutknts abroad in jive African countries 

Country Number of tertiary students per 

Zimbabwe 

Mauritius 

Keo ya 

Ethiopia 

Tanzania 

Namibia 

•Source: The Economist (1990). 
~Source: UNESCO (1991). 

100,000 inhabitants8 

396 

149 

107 

66 

21 

2 

Number of university students 
abroad' 

2.225 

2,250 

6,619 

7,967 

2,165 

To obtain a comprehensive picture of the extension of teniary studies, the number of 
students abroad should be added to the number of domestic students. Figures here are on a 
level quite typical to (non East Asian) developing countries in general, and much lower than 
figures in OECD countries. Column 2 is somewhat under estimated, since information from the 
Soviet Union is missing. The Soviet Union has traditionally been an importaut supplier of 
education to developing countries. 

However, the total amount of university graduates is not necessarily too low. For 
example in Kenya, there is evtn some unemployment of university graduates. The structure of 
education varies a lot by country, but generally the share of engineering is quite low, especially 
bearing in mind the total numb~r of students. Even in Kenya, where the share is highest, 
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shortages in the supply of engineers was constantly mentioned as a problem and a constraint for 
technological development in the companies interviewed. And as will be recalled from earlier 
chapters, a shortage of engineers, techn!cians, etc, is as big a problem in the developed countries 
as it is for the developing ones. 

The basic problem, however, is in the content of education and the skills learned. The 
most common problem related to personnel and the work force in general which were 
mentioned by firms interviewed in all the countries visited, were skills for management, both for 
technical and business management. It became perfectly clear, that graduates from university 
had very limited capabilities for management positions, from supervisory tasks to department 
heads. It took a long time for companies to train graduates in good business practice. 

Tabh 13.3 Thin/ ltva students ill.five African colUllria, 198611987 (per cent) 

FM!ld of study 

Business 

Natural sciences 

Mathematics & computers 

Engineering 

Trade, craft, 
industrial prognum 

Other areas 

Total number of students 

Source: UNESCO (1989). 

Ethiopia 
(1989) 

24.7 

7.1 

2.8 
10.3 

1.S 

S3.6 

33,486 

Kenya 
(1989) 

S.8 

9.6 

0.1 

4.0 
0.4 

80.1 

22,840 

Mauritius 
(1989) 

28.0 

2.S 

s.o 
11.2 

S3.3 

2,179 

Tamania 
{1987) 

7.1 

3.0 

0.2 
10.9 

24.7 

S4.1 

6,071 

Zim
babwe 
(1989) 

10.6 

2.0 

0.3 

S.3 

o.s 

81.3 

SS,047 

With the information available, it is quite difficult to evaluate the underlying problems. 
It seems at least partly to be a question of the nature of university studies in the countries. 
Universities are rather isolated, cooperation with private companies is rare, and students get 
very limited business practice. 

13.5 Manpower and Labour Policies 

Manpower questions, generally, seem to be the mai:-i concern in the East African 
countries. Mauritius is the only one of the case countries, where unemployment is not a central 
policy concern. 

For the other African countries, the creation of new jobs has been formuiated as a main 
target for industrial and economic policy. The direct implications of this aim are a heavy 
emphasis on very labolOr-intensive production methods, negative attitudes to all t~hnologies 
expected to diminish the need for human labour, and a wage policy supporting the comparative 
advantage of cheap labour. In this kind of a labour policy concept, human labour is seen more 
as a mass tl1an a specific resource. Policy outlines like this, however, also cause problems. 

For example, difficulties in management were discussed above in the context of the 
educational system. They have a background in the more general manpower policy setting as 
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well. The problems of organization and management in Sub-Saharan African and other 
countries on the same level have been summarized as follows: 

•Any kind of a 'scientific'apprmch to management is t.cting; cU.gnosis and &ctual analysis 
are largely absent; decisions are taken on the basis of bunches and intuition; ~ 
information oo which to base the decision-making process is not available; responsibility 
and 8Utbority are heavily ceotralizld; both in small and large private establishment, with a 
slightly reduced degree of caitraliDtion in the latter, where there is some delegation, it is 
based less on merit than on coasiderations on family, ethnicity, caste and class; there is a 
premium on obedience and ritual rather than a critical judgement; the myth of a "powerful• 
person who is credited with the ability to achieve results in situations where others cannot, 
still persists. In contrast to private establishments, public sector enterprises show a good 
deal of delegation of responsibility, but without .:companying delegation of authority; 
middle managers shy away from accepting responsibility and exerting real authority for fear 
of being pcnaliud if they make mistakes. The impersoaality of public sector and state 
organiDtions inhibits the fostering of personal loyalty to one's work, colleagues and 
institution•."' 

This criticism may be rather too sweeping - and exceptions exist, of course - but the 
interviews in firms and with researchers in the case study countries largely suppon his 
considerations. Even for a highly qualified university graduate it may be difficult to change the 
rules within the existing, largely traditional enterprise cultures. Thus the critique on education 
may only be partially targeted, the actual practices in firms may suffocate attempts to use 
modem management skills, and the existing organizational structures and behaviours within 
firms may pose the real obstacles fu1 developing management practices. 

This leads to the Oiganization, management, skills and other manpower related issues. 
They are core areas of success in modem manufacturing. Introducing highly automated 
machinery may tum out to be counterproductive if these are not correspondingly taken care of. 
In the case study countries, many individual enterprises were fo:.ind where the training of the 
labour force and the building up of efficient management and organizations had been seriously 
considered. These types of companies had an infrastructure that could be adapted for 
production with more advanced technologies. 

These few examples represented, however, only a minority of the leading edge of the 
most aware companies and there are plenty of opposite examples. As a rule, firms that had 
fewer contacts with developed country firms or aid projects also seemed to be less advanced in 
this respect. The main problem is that there are only very few conscious public policy measures, 
awareness campaigns or development programs, aimed at aiding firms in organizational renewal, 
management development and other problems related to the manpower aspects of technological 
change. 

One central lesson from introducing advanced production technologies in developed 
countries is the importance of labour involvement and motivation, as noted in earlier chapters. 
Successful implementation of highly sophisticated technology is in most cases highly dependant 
on a motivated work force, from shop floor to top management. 

In African companies visited, lack of motivation was often mentioned as a main reason 
behind low labour productivity. A set of reasons can be found behind this belief, and some of 
these are directly policy related. 

"' 1t1.,.v1n, 1990. 
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The manpower and labour market systems in most case countries - especially in Tanzania 
and Ethiopia - are very regulated. It is difficult to introduce any sanctions or incentive schemes. 
For example, in Tanzania bonus system:; cannot be introduced without a special government 
permit. 

Even when applied, the benefits ar.! minor: in general bonuses are linked to higher 
production volumes, which again are more dependent on raw material supplies, energy inflows, 
and machine maintenance, than on the direct contribution of production workers. On the other 
hand, it is almost impossible to fire an unproductive worker. 

The main reason for low labour productivity and lack of motivation can, however. be 
found in the wage nexus. In the whole region, wages are generally below the subsistence 
minimum. Workers and their families simply cannot survive on the wages paid alone. This 
seemed to be true for shop floor workers and higher managers. The outcome of too low wages 
is that people have to have other sources of income. This may take the form of other work, 
either on the labour market or as small-scale family farming, the informal sector, or 
straightforward corruption. 

Whatever the extra income may be, the consequence is that an important share of a 
persons energy. interest and involvement is aimed on things other than his official work. The 
second source of income may need more concern, because it usually is less regular and less self 
evident than the secure salary job. Even basic interest in, motivation towards, c;r respect for, 
a job that does not give the minimum income needed in daily life cannot be very high. 

In some countries firms can solve the problem by simply paying higher wages. This was 
the case, for example in Kenya and Zimbabwe, where a few companies mentioned lesser 
motivation problems due to wages above average. Another thing usually referred to as raising 
the level of motivation and involvement was training. Companies investing more in training 
their labour force expressed less motivation and productivity related problems. The problem 
is more difficult in countries like Tanzania where firms have very little freedom of decision 
making in this respect. Salaries are set centrally and considerable bureaucratic operations are 
needed to make an exception. 

Welfare problems are also related to this, for example the poor level of social security. 
In a traditional society, social security was actually provided by family, village and tribal systems 
and within the immediate living environment. In the present African reality, this is much less 
the case. The traditional COMections are broken to a growing extent, and people cannot rely on 
old family/tribal coMections as much as they did, especially in an urban environment. This 
raises the need of governmentally provided social security to a new level. 

It is not only or in the first instance a question of social equality or human rights factors. 
The examples of Japan and the NICs showed that successful technological and economic 
development is also dependent on social and political stability and to consensual decision 
making. These caMot be achieved in countries, where social inequality is unduly present, and 
causing potential reasons for unrest. Studies on national iMovation systems and long-term 
economic growth also show that success in economic and technological development very often 
goes hand in hand with a more even spread of social and economic welfare, and social equality. 
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13.6 Developing Country Infrastructure: A Brief Summary 

The main conclusions on infrutructure development arising from the case company visits 
and literature discussions are: 

Physical and ttltcommunicalion issues 

Functioning physical and telecommunication infrutructures are among the basic 
conditions for technological development. In this respect, there is much to do in the case 
countries. These problems have usually been recognized as well, and it is more a question of 
money than will to develop them. 

From the automation point of view, the necessity for a reliable electricity supply must 
be emphasized. This is obligatory for a wider spread of any kind of more advanced, electronics 
based technologies. Computers and sophisticated production machinery can be damaged by 
interruptions and fluctuations in power supply. Only large firms are capable of overcoming the 
problems of, for example, voltage fluctuations in electricity by company internal arrangements. 
Smaller firms are completely at the mercy of the public supply system. 

Up to date working telecommunication systems are at least as important. Here the need 
for centrally provided systems is self evident for large firms as well. BuildinJ up a reliable 
telecommunication network with a possibility to further enlargements and a rapid diffusion of 
telephone apparatus should be a primary infrastructure building task. 

Educa1ion and training 

Even though education systems in most African countries have expanded remarkably 
during the years of independence, the systems as a rule, are not up to the requirements of 
modern industry. There are too few institutions for vocational education, the vocational content 
in the curricula is generally too low, and the facilities for teaching technology are not adequate. 
Higher education, though often quite extensive, is focused in general on "arts and sciences" 
subjects not giving entirely satisfactory qualifications for graduates aiming towards industrial 
management or research positions. 

Thus there is a need to: 

(a) considerably expand the system for vocational education in the most imponant 
fields of economy in the case study countries. 

(b) update the technical facilities for teaching, especially for teaching computer 
related subjects. The general level of computer literacy - even familiarity with 
computers - is all too low to meet the needs of modern economy; and trainers 
are often poorly qualified. 

(c) to narrow the gap between industry and educational institutions. This could be 
done for e1;ample by introducing elements Jf the central European dual 
education ~ystem to vocational education. Jn this case students would be 
alternating between school and factory; practical training would be given in the 
factory and theoretical teaching explaining the things learned by doing in the 
school. This is in fact already being done within many large firms, but there is 
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a need to introduce similar arrangements into the formal vocational education 
system. 

Even higher education should be linked better with practice. This means that, 
for example, university students for management and technology should spend 
more time in industrial firms during their study. In order to learn in practice 
about new production and management methods, the students should also be 
able to spend some time abroad in advanced companies. This, again, is already 
done by the most aware African companies, but there is a much wider need for 
spreading knowledge about industrial changes to the future management and 
technical personnel in the countries. 

(e) The training furnished by companies is quite extensive in most case countries, 
in fact it is often the only vocational education available. With developing the 
general educational system, the intra-firm training should a) be linked better and 
more tightly to the general education system, b) be geared more towards a 
system of further education. 

While intra-firm training is actually possible only for large firms, there should be more 
publicly aided systems for training the personnel of small firms. This could be done by either 
opening the training institutes of large firms to other companies, or by establishing cooperative 
training centres financed by various companies with public aid. This kind of training centre 
could operate, for example, in the context of and using the facilities of the technology 
demonstration centres proposed in the previous chapter. This kind of model - based on 
cooperation b~een public authorities, local companies and technology suppliers - has proved 
to be rather successful, for example, in Sweden. 

Manpower and labour policy 

There are many difficulties with the basic manpower policies in the countries. In spite 
of the very high priority of employment in policy documents, the policies are not necessarily the 
best possible ones for reaching this target. For example, the extensive fear of labour replacing 
technology may, in many cases, lead to the complete obsolescence of industrial branches and 
exclusion of them from international markets. This is certainly a danger when cheap labour is 
no longer the main competitive weapon and the quality standards demanded on the market can 
only be assured by technologically more developed production facilities. 

Especially the reluctance to utilize computers, which is evident in some countries, may 
tum out to be harmful from the employment point of view. The experience from developed 
countries shows that computers have, through the reorganization of economic structures and job 
practices, in fact created more new jobs than destroyed. Their ability to facilitate operations and 
open new economic opportunities exceeds the negative effects, though wholly new industries 
or occupations may be created (see for example Chapter 1), implying significant structural 
adaptation. 

From the manpower oolicy point of view, the main conclusions are: 

(a) Individual firms shoulct have more freedom to decide at the company level on 
wages, incentives and sanctions, and other issues related to the use of manpower. 
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Firms should be supponed and encouraged towards manpower development. 
both in terms of training and organizational development. The motivation of the 
labour force depends not only on economic incentives. but u well on work 
content and still related issues. Experience from developed countries shows that 
in general. motivation to and involvement with work increases with the growth 
of freedom and decision mating over one's own work. High motivation 
correlates also with stills; people with a thorough mutery of their task are more 
motivated than people uncertain about their abilities with the job. 

Some of the large firms visited during the project understood these matters quite well. 
The possibilities for more advanced manpower - and organizational - development were, 
however. limited, partly because of governmental regulations, partly because of economic 
constraints, and partly because of narrow managerial stills, knowledge and experience on 
possible alternative ways in manpower development. 

One of the buic policy tasks. therefore, is to spread more information on the possible 
benefits of manpower development and new organizational forms. This, in turn. requires more 
information gathering, research work and creation of contacts to companies in developed 
countries that could serve u examples in this respect. 

(c) A general increue in the wage level to raise living standards and create domestic 
demaad is needed. This can. however, only take place hand in hand with an 
overall growth in productivity. The productivity. in tum, can be increued by a 
general raising in the technological and operational standards of the economy. 
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14. The Case Study Countries 

A number of issues are examined in this repon. in connection with both developed and 
developing countries. However, special attention has been given to Ethiopia, Ken~ Tanzania, 
Zimbabwe. Nanul>ia and Mauritius with Brazil as a comparator. 

The African case study countries are all from the Sub-Saharan region and, with the 
exception of Namibia, in Eastern Africa. The countries have, however, quite different 
backgrounds and histories of economic development, but are generally - in terms of economic 
structure and market status - fairly comparable. Perhaps the one exception is Mauritius which 
is geographically isolated from the African continent. It is also a small country, both in tenns 
of population and area. Economically it is the obvious African success story of the late 1980s. 
In this sense it is an interesting comparator to the other African countries who have faced 
growing economic difficulties during the same decade. 

Namibia is a slightly problematic case country. It is a country with a very large land 
area. small population. and recent independence. The implication of the first two aspectS is that 
the economy is small in many terms, and regionally decentralized. Because of the latter aspect 
data concerning Namibia is fairly sketchy. This makes it quite difficult to include the country 
in statistical comparisons. Because of the fact that Namibia achieved independence only 
recently, both the economy and the administrative structures are only now being formulated, and 
development policies are not yet clearly drawn. 

Ethiopia poses different types of difficulties. The country has been involved in a civil 
war since the late 1980s. This badly affected the performance of the economy. With the end 
of the war in the summer of 1991, there was a change of government and drastic alterations in 
the policies and the economic system of the country may be expected. 

Mauritius is taken as a specific example of successful expon oriented policy. The Lomt! 
Convention and various other general issues relevant from the point of view of exponing from 
developing countries are discussed in the context of Mauritius. 

Kenya is regarded as the most developed country on the East African continent, and the 
country shows interesting long-term development trends with periods of both success and failure. 
The country has applied rather regulated, impon substitution oriented trade policies in the past, 
but these policies are undergoing change. 

Tanzania, Kenya's neighbour is one of the poorest in the world, which previously adopted 
very strict socialist policies. The policies are, however, changing rapidly and the country shows 
some interesting recent developments. 

An overview of the countrie.c: is given in Table 14.1, which presents some of the main 
economic indicators. 

Zimbabwe has one of the most imponant and diversified manufacturing sectors in 
Africa, with considerable expon success also. The manufacturing base is however in need of 
refurbishment and technological upgrading. 
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Table 14.l Cue study countries: Main economic indicators, 1990 

COUNTRY ~ Population Urbanir.atiollJ Total GDP GDP/ 
'OOOkm ('000) por oenl of curr Mill capQ 

population USS curr USS 

Ethiopia 1,222 50,970 12.7 6,038.7 Ill 

Kenya 580 24,030 23.0 l,77U 365 

Mauri&iue l.16 1,070 42.3 2,415.4 2323 

Namibia 124 1,780 56.1 1,112.2 1057 

Uni&ed Republic 945 25,630 31.4 2,542.4 99 
of Tanzania 

Zimll.bwe 391 9,370 27.l 5,322.3 561 

Brazil 1,512 150,310 76.l 473,696.6 3750 

Source: UNIDO Databue 

I) 1989, except for Nunibia, for which no export data are availablfl. 
2) World Bank, Social lndicaton of Development 1990 
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MVA MVA/capa MVA/ODP 
curr Mill curr USS (per CCIII) 
USS 

642.0 13 10.6 

161.I 36 9.1 

472.4 441 19.0 

76.6 43 u 
104.I 4 4.1 

1,403.6 150 26.4 

154,435.2 1027 32.6 
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10.2 17.1 

25.5 111.4 
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14.1 Kenya 

Kenya is an East African country with an area of 582,646 km2
, a population of 

approximately 24 million and an annual population growth rate 4 per cent. (REG Dat.abase). 
Since independence in 1963 Kenya's economic performance bas been quite good, especially i • 
comparison to neighbouring countries, though the high population growth bas partly eaten away 
the fruits of this development. 

Manufacturing industries account for only about 12 per cent to 13 per cent of GDP. but 
the sector bas been quite dynamic and is a major contributor to the country's economic 
performance. With a GDP per capita of nearly 370 USS (1990) Kenya is on the upper end of 
the low income developing countries and is considered to be the most industrially developed 
country in East Africa. 

In the first three development plans (1964 - 1978) the Kenyan industrialization strategy 
was based on an impon substitution policy. The results were a rather encouraging rate "f 
growth, broad diversification. and an increasingly inward looking manufacturing sector with 
decreasing expon volumes since 1973. In the third development plan it was declared that: 

•Sustained industrializ.ation depends on the ability of mmubcturing enterprises to maintain 
internationally competitive costs and quality. While temporary proeection may be required 
by industries with high initial costs and inexperienced personnel, those that would need 
permanent protection are a drain on the economy. Enterprises that can compete only 
within a protected market do not have much scope for expansion•. 39 

In spite of this the impon substitution strategy was not changed, partly because of the 
boom in coffee and tea prices in the world market. However. the fourth development plan 
(1979-1983) made a cautious shift from impon substitution to expon promotion policy and 
mentioned amongst the objectives was •to reduce protective barriers enjoyed by industries under 
the pretext of ir.fant industr J arguments•. m The fifth development plan incorporated a 
number of economic reform measures lWOCiated with IMF programmes such as curtailment of 
public expenditure, up-grading of the interest structure, tightening of monetary policy, greater 
surveillance of public enterprises, impon liberalization and increases in agricultural producer 
prices . 

After a decline in GDP growth to the level of 1.5 per cent in the early 1980s, the overall 
economic policy change proved to be successful, and growth rates climbed to around 6-7 per cent 
in the latter half of the decade. This is a level far ahead of most other Sub-Saharan countries. 
The policy emphasis of the early 1990s, according to the sixth development plan, is to further 
suppon diversified expon growth and to give the private sector a greater role in the economy. 

In spite of the relatively good economic performance, technology policy has played only 
a minor role in Kenya. For example, a technoloiical capability and industrial skills index of 
developing countries estimating the skill intensiveness of engineering products, ranks Kenya in 
61st place out of 79 countries. Kenya is thus not only behind countries such as Hong Kong, 
Brazil and Mexico, but also behind Tanzania, Mozambique, Zimbabwe and the Central African 
Republic. And, according to the same index, Kenya has not progressed technologically as fut 

l5a Gover1111nt of Kenym, 1974. 

351 
UNIDO, 1911. 
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as many other developing countries.• On the odter band, Kenya does produce her own cars 
and despite high tariffs Kenya has already started to play ·a leading role in Sub-Saharan 
computing• .161 

The Government has specified the following •core industries" that are considered 
essential fur the formation of a sttong and sustainable industrial base in Kenya: 

• metallurgical industries centred around iron and steel production to provide a 
wide range of materials required by the engineering industry; 

• a capital goods industry for the production of a wide range of machine and hand 
tools for use in the industrial and agricultural sectors including spares for the 
manufacture of machine tools and dies; 

• chemical and biotechnological industries to provide fertilizers, pesticides, 
industrial process chemicals and packaging materials; 

• pharmaceutical industries; 
• local resource based industries, especially those using wastes and by-products as 

well as agro-industries, including the processing of oilseeds, coffee, tea, 
pyreduum, sugar, grains, bides and skim and dairy products; and 

• telecommunications and information processing industries including the assembly 
of microcomputers and telecommunications equipment. 362 

These industries are seen as vital in forging the necessary linkages between the industrial, 
agricultural and communications sectors, and the Government is - according to the National 
Development Plan - willing to take finl' measures in the form of various incentives designed to 
promote their development. 

The actual structure of the manufacturing sector in Kenya is currently quite different. 
Table 14.2 shows the structure of industrial output. 

Table 14.2 TM ftnu:tlltt of indllstrial settors in Ken,a in 1987, per uni of output 

Food procasin1 
Beverage and lobecco 
Textiles and ckthing 
Leather and foocwear 
Wood and piper 

Plastics and pbanmceuticals 
Basic chemicals 
r..emeot and 11ass 
Iron and If.eel 
Electrical and transport 

~ Ministry of Plannin1 and Natioaal Development (1989). 

HO IJIUDO, 1990c. 

HI MO, 9 April 1990. 

H
2 

Ministry of Plenntnt and lettonel Devel~t. 

Shaft or output <w cent> 
59.1 
7.8 
7.6 
J.4 
3.3 
3.2 
2.7 
0.2 
9.0 
5.1 
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The food processing sector mates up the bulk of manufacturing activities in !Cenya. Food 
processing, beverages and tobacco account for more than two-thirds of all manufacturing 
activities, followed by iron and steel (9 per cent) and textiles and clothing together with leather 
and footwear (9 rer cent). 

It is interesting that in the sixth national devdopment plan the growth rate of industrial 
output from 1987 to 1993 has been projected at 6. 7 per cent per annum - and the rate is the 
same for each sub-sector. This indicates, that although core industries to receive special support 
have been identified, no structural change is expected to occur. 

The unemployment rate is about 13 per cent and without an annual employment increase 
of 3.4 per cent, the projections foresee an unemployment rate of around 20 per cent by the year 
2000. This means, that the Government has put a heavy emphasis on job craion and on the 
use of labour intensive methods. One implication is that automation in Kenya can only be 
justified on the grounds of increased quality and increased competitiv~ness which will eventually 
lead to more productive employmem within the manufacturing sector. 

Erpons and "Olk policy 

The total export/GDP ratio for Kenya amounts to just 11.2 per cent (1988). but more 
than 45 per cent of those total export earnings are accounted for by just two agricultural 
products, coffee and tea. :m 

The largest export market for Kenya (1989) has been the EC (43.9 per cent) and within 
the EC it has been the UK (19.5 per cent) followed by Germany (8.7 per cent).* According 
to other sources, the share of the EC (1988) is closer to 48 per cent; followed by African 
countries (26 per cent). the USA (5 per cent). Japan (1.5 per cent). Within Africa, the largest 
market has been the PTA zone (nearly 19 per cent) whereby Uganda accounted for 9 per cent 
of total exports, followed by Tanzania with 2.6 per cent. 365 

Most exports to the EC are still agricultural products, mainly coffee and tea (Central 
Bureau of Statistics, 1989). Exports of manufacturing goods have been quite negligible, with the 
exception of refined petroleum which represents the majority of manufacturing exports. For 
example, only 3.7 per cent of the total output of textiles and clothing was exported in 1985.366 

fsut Kenya's manufacturing exports are not only relatively small, they have been declining 
for some time. An analysis of the sources of growth of the Kenyan manufacturing sector 
(covering the years 1976 to 1984) shows that out of 19 sub-sectors of manufacturing only four 
(beverages and tobacco, non-electrical mac:1inery, plastic products and clothing) have not seen 
negative growth rates in exports of manufactured goods. For example, exports of machinery & 
transport equipment declined from 40 million USS in 1980 to 14 million USS (1984) before 
increasing again to 24 million USS by 1987 (World Bank, 1988a). Growth of the manufacturing 

383 
IMF, 1990a. 

384 EIU, 1990d. 

385 Central lureau of Statl1tic1, 1919. 

Jee UlllOO, 1918. 
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sector bas thus in the past resulted from import substitution and from an increase in the 
do~ic demand but not from manufacturing exports. 3&7 

Generally the Government of Kenya bas started to change the trade policies away from 
the formerly strong emphasis on import substitution towards a more liberal trade regime. The 
Natior.al Development Plan (1989-1993) e.g.,states: 

"The industrial ad commercial sectors combined have witnessed fast growth. This 
imprc:aive perfunmDce resulted from the industrial st: ltegy of import substitution propped 
up by high protective tariff walls ad wlmjnistrative controls .dopted at IDdependmce This 
strategy bas resulted in considerable lowering of the country's depeodence on imported 
consumer pxls. Tbe next pM5c of our industrialization will be spearladed by a strategy 
of export promotion of COllSUIDel' ad intermediate aoods while at the ame time laying the 
hue for the eventual production of captal goods 

ad 

The current import policy bued oa high tariffs and quantitative restriction typified by 
import licensing ad foreign exchange rationing is too restrictive to allow for competition. 
Government will therefore continue during the Pim period to make a cmnprebensive 
review of the Tariff stlUCtUre with a vift' to l~g tariff rates generally ad to achieve 
equitable levels of effective proleCtioa •.,. 

Impon duties are an imponant source of government income in Kenya. Of total 
government income, impon duties accounted for 16.5 per cent of the total government income 
in 1987/88. If sales taxes on imports are added, the share increases to 29.2 per cent.3611 

Prior to the 1988/89 Budget, there wPre 23 different tariff categories rangin0 from 10 
per cent to 170 per cent plus a number i;~ specific duties and a duty free category.m The top 
rate was then reduced to 135 per cent. For example, the import duties for an average PC were 
at the level of 120 per cent in 1990), while components and spare parts were subject to a 35 per 
cent levy. 371 

The amendments to Customs Tariffs, announced by the Minister of Finance in his 
budgetary address to Parliament in July 1990, were the following: 

)87 

lei 

3811 

J70 

• Import duty on raw material, intermediate goods and spare parts will fall 
for the second year by 5 per cent; 

• The top rate of 135 per cent on dutiable items will be replaced by a top 
rate of 100 per cent; 

UNIDO, 19U. 

Ministry of Plennlng Ind N1tlOl'llll Develop1111nt, 1989. 

Central lureau of St1tl1tic1, 1989. 

Mlnl1try of Plennlng Ind Netlonal Develop111nt, 1989. 

371 Nll'lllMlll, 1990. 
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• Tariffs will replace quantitative restrictiom on a range of products; 

• Rates of import duty according to whether items are assembled or kit 
fonn will be rationalised; 

• 

• 

To encourage reforestation. duty on imported pulp wood falls from 20 to 
IOper cent; 

To encourage exports. import duty on a number of imm with export 
potential will be reduced (e.g .• raw skim and bides); 

• Amendment to encourage the local manufacture of spare parts for 
vehicles; 

• Duty exemption on industrial machinery will be raised from KSb 5 
million to KSb 20 million. 372 

In addition to import tariffs there have been various non-tariff trade barriers. It is a 
government intention to replace the non-tariff trade barrier system in the long run with custom 
tariffs. The import liceming system bas already been modified and the number of goods which 
can be imported more or less automatically was increased from 803 items to 1121 items between 
1984 and 1987. 373 Nevertheless, the deterioration of the current account and the severe 
foreign exchange sbonage that Kenya was experiencing in early 1991. will not lead to an 
abolition of the existing system in the very near future.374 

Foreign invemnenr 

In the past, Kenya was known for its relatively liberal foreign investment policy. That 
competitive advantage bas. however. over the years lost some of its former significance as other 
African countries have also started to follow the example of Kenya. Therefore Kenya has 
recently undertaken several changes in order to regain and increase its competitive edge in 
attracting more foreign investm:nt. 

The legal framework for foreign investments are the Foreign Investment Act and the 
Investment Protection Guaractee Act. According to these acts. foreign investors enjoy the right 
to repatriate both the capital invested and all profits or dividends. In Jrder to increase the 
safety of foreign investment even further. Kenya has recently become a signatory to the 
Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency. which is affiliated to the World Bank.315 

However. the repatriation of profits often encounters long delays which tend to reduce 
the overall profitability and attractiveness of foreign investment projects in Kenya. Previously, 
investors even had to deposit their profits in low interest frozen accounts while awaiting foreign 
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exchange, sometimes for years. Now they are permitted to invest in deposit accounts at market 
imerest rates. m 

Due to this change in policy, direct investment after having fallen from the late 1970s 
to the mid 1980s incr~ again from a low of USS 3.9 million in 1984 to USS 68.8 million by 
1988.377 However, the absolute level of direct investment is still rather modest. In addition, 
in the past decade the number of US multinationals with invesunent in Kenya bas balved.371 

UK firms top the list of foreign investment with ;mets of about USS 1,600 million followed by 
the USA, Germany, France, Italy and Japan.319 

As it is the Government's declared imention to make foreign investment more attractive 
in the future, one of the measures taken will be to speed up the alll'Cation of foreign exchange 
for the purpose of profit repatriation.• Curremly the repatriation of dividends can take up 
to two years.311 Delays in repatriations of profits and dividends are to be cut to one year.312 

The Kenyan Association of Manufacturers calls, however, for the establishment of a system 
througb which allocations for the payment of dividends and repatriated profits should be made 
possible within 6 months . ., 

In the past the incentives to foreign investment consisted mainly of tariff protection, 
input price controls, duty drawbacks, investment subsidization, access to domestic credit, one 
step licensing and sanctioning, etc.314 However, some of the typical incentives for Kenya, such 
as tariff protection or input price controls, are likely to lose their importance as Kenya is moving 
towards a more liberal trade policy and towards the abolition of the system of price controls. 
Although the corporate tax rate w3S reduced in 1991 from 42.S per cent to 40 per cent it is still 
relatively high. On the other hand, with the new legislation, which defines the withholding tax 
(15 per cent on dividends and 10 per cent on interest earned) as a "final tax", the overall tax 
burden has indeed declined.~ Nevertheless, the incentive (especially for transnational 
companies) remains to transfer profits abroad by selling at low and buying at high prices from 
other foreign subsidiaries. 
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With the creation of the Investment Promotion Centre in 1988 the time required for 
clearing new investment requests is claimed to have been reduced from several months to just 
two weeks.316 

The two latest schemes to promote investment and export capabilities are the 
Manufacturing Under Bond Scheme and the Export Processing Zones (EPZs) Scheme. 

The scheme was worked out in 1987/88 and allows for the import of inputs (equipment 
and raw materials) free of duty as well as the local purchase of inputs free of sales taxes 
provided the eligible production facility is licensed entirely for export produ-:tion. 317 

The major objective of the scheme is to stimulate industrial growth by g1v10g 
manufacturers incentives to produce for export rather than to limit themselves to producing 
solely for the domestic market. 

Up to May 1990, however, only 3 companies were actually fully operating under the 
'Manufacturing under Bond' scheme (Fine Garments Kenya, Hercules Mills and Brother Shirts) 
and only 7 companies by the end of September 1990.311 A total of 23 companies (with a 
potential to create some 2,900 jobs) have so far been approved as satisfying the conditions laid 
down by the authorities out of a total of 41 firms that have been attracted by the scheme.• 
Among the companies approved have been garment manufacturers such as Yuken Textile 
Industry and Kyu Garments as well as automobile manufacturers like General Motors Kenya 
or Associated Vehicle Assemblers.l'JO Still, actual operations for many companies has not 
started yet and some firms have even become reluctant to enter the operating phase in the near 
future. 

The high expectations for the Manufacturing Under Bond scheme do not seem to have 
been realized so far. The main detem.nts have been bureaucratic delays and high fees, but also 
the wait and see attitude of many companies which have been more interested in the e;verall 
even more favourable "Export Processing Zone" scheme which was expected to take off by June 
1991. 

The creation of an "Export Processing Zone" (EPZ) scheme was announced in the 
National Development Plan (1989-1993). An EPZ comprises an area, either near an airport or 
a seaport provided with various physical, communications and service facilities and customs 
offices. The entire production from the zone remains strictly for the export market. Jn the 
initial phase, EPZs have been planned near Nairobi's Jomo Kenyatta International Airport and 
near the Port of Mombasa.391 A third EPZ will be sited at Athi River. Water supply and 
other amenities have already been made available for the planned sites with the assistance of 
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the World Bank's International Development Association (IDA).m So, investors :.visbing to 
set up shop under the EPZs will have virtually all tbe important infrastructure ready for them. 
These include factory premises. electricity. water and telephone lines. They will only need to 
pay the rent.313 

Investors under the EPZs must manufacture goods only Ior expon. If a lccal firm wants 
to purchase goods from any of the three zones, it will have to apply for an import licence and 
a foreign-exchange allocation to •0npon• the goods.3111 

Investors in the EPZ will be exempt from exchange controls, certain taxes and fees. 
Among the incentives being offered to EPZ developers are: 

• a duty and tax-free access to inputs; 

• a 100 per ceot write-off of investment costs;395 

• a 10-year tax holiday and thereafter only a 25 per cent income tax for the 
following IO years;• 

• non-resident investors are to be exempted from withholding tax on dividends for 
the first ten years;57 

• tax accounts for the investors in the zones are to be maintained in foreign 
currency, with the consent of the Central Bank of Kenya and the Commissioner 
of Income Tax;• 

• and what seems to be t"ven more interesting, operators have the right to keep the 
foreign exchange generated from the sales of their products. m 

The operational phase of the EPZ scheme was expected to begin in June 1991. The 
number of applications as of Oct. 1990 was about ten. Among them is a popular international 
sewing and knitting equipment company which is at present represented locally by agents. 
However, as of Oct. 1990, the bill to start the EPZ scheme had not yet been debated in 
parliament. 
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14.2 Tamania 

Tanzania has a population of about 26 million and an area of 945,000 km2
; annual 

population growth is 3.4 per cent. 

Tanzania is classified as one of the least developed countries and economic development 
has been slow. After the 1967 Arusha Declaration, Tanzania followed a policy of socialism and 
self-reliance which led to widespread nationalization and inward looting economic policies in 
the early 1970s.400 The industrial sector became dominated by mixed companies in which the 
Government had a majority shareholding. Many other companies were owned through the 
National Development Corporation in close cooperation with the Ministry of Industries and 
Trade. Rigid systems to control prices, wages, investments, and foreign trade as well as an 
administrative system of allocation of foreign exchange were introduced. 401 

The Second Five-Year Plan (1969-1974) also proved to be too optimistic (Carroll. 1990c). 
However, the situation became worse after the oil price shock of 1973 and the severe food grain 
crises which followed the 1974nS drought. 

The economic situation worsened so drastically between 1979 and 1982 that the Fourth 
National Development Plan had to be replaced by a National Economic Survival Programme 
in 1981. The balance of payments problem became so acute by early 1982 that the Government 
announced that all new development projects which were due to start in 1982/83 had to be 
suspended. 

In 1982 a structural adjustment programme (SAP) was announced. This three year 
programme was prepared jointly by the Ministry of Planning and Economic Affairs and a team 
of World Dant advisers. It aimed to stimulate the a>roductive sectors, to curtail unproductive 
development schemes and government spending and to relax price controls. The World Bank's 
structural adjustment loan package was contingent on agreement with the IMF.402 

An agreement with the IMF was reached only in 1986 and a policy of economic 
liberalization was started. A new three-year Economic Recovery Programme (ERP) was 
launched in the budget of June 1986. The programme was closely allied to the IMF agreement 
and associated with new aid arrangements agreed with the World Bank.403 

The ERP provided for further downw.rd adjustment of the exchange rate as well as 
further producer price rises, the adoption of tighter fiscal and monetary targets ~ well as a 
timetable for progressive reduction in price and distribution controls.~ The programme 
aimed to achieve an average annual growth rate of GDP of 4.S per cent. As in the past, this 
target was also over-ambitious. But with an improvement of GDP growth rates to + 3 .6per cent 
in 1986 and +3.9per cent in the years 1987 to 1989, the difference between target and actual 
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,.rowth rates bas been relatively low . ., According to other sources. the GDP growth rate even 
achieved 4.4 per Cf'.nt in 1989 and before the Gulf crisis growth of GDP was projected of 4.5 per 
cent for 1990.406 

The Fifth Five Year Development Plan, launched in 1989, aims at an annual growth rate 
of 6 per cent by 1992193.407 Infrastructure improvements - roads. schools, hospitals - and 
agriculture are the priority areas. The target is to decrease the major bottlenecks to the 
development of Tanzania. Furthermore. the Government bas announced its intention to 
liberalize the marketing and distn'bution of inputs for the three major crops: cotton, coffee and 
cashew m.-ts. 

Parastatal companies are another major topic. Between 1 %6 and 1988 the number of 
parastatals grew from 43 to 410. The 1988 World Bank report on parastatals concluded that 54 
per cent of all the activities performed by these organizations in the industrial sector were 
extremely unproductive in that they even produced negative value added when imports were 
valued at world market prices. 0 The Government is oow planning to close down those 
unprofitable parastatals having no chance for rehabilitation. - A privatization programme for 
the parastatal sector is also being considered."0 

In the past. Tanzania's development policy was based on industrial development through 
parastatals. However, the industrial capacities created proved to be heavy users of foreign 
exchange due to the high import content. This policy turned out to be detrimental to the 
manufacturing sector itself. The MV A/capita in constant 1980 US$ has actually decreased from 
US$ 29.05 in 1975 to USS 17.26 in 1989, and an estimated USS 9.66 in 1990 and the share of 
manufacturing industry in GDP declined from 10.2 per cent in 1975 to 3.9 per cent in 1990 
(REG database). 

An overall overvalued exchange rate combined with high tariffs (on consumer goods) and 
impon controls was considered to be helpful to the (mostly state owned) manufacturing 
industries to protect their domestic market, and to impon cheap capital goods. 

The foreign exchange allocation mechanism (executed by the Bank of Tanzania) actually 
favoured imports of capital goods and led to significant capacity expansions. This took place. 
however, often without the corresponding recurrent inputs for utilization of the capacities. This 
policy therefore often entailed the creation of unused excess capacities.'11 
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With manufacturing hardly contn'buting to foreign exdwlge income and agriculture 
actually reducing its foreign exdwlge income, the foreign exdwlge crises had to worsen. 
Although the manufacturing sector (i.e. the parasW.als) was advantaged in the overall foreign 
exchange allocation mechanism, the lower amount of total foreign exchange available put a 
heavy strain on the manufacturing sector also, and impeded it fr"m growing. 

Since the Economic Recovery programme in 1986, the Government bas pursued a new 
economic policy. The Government successfully tried to break out of the vicious circle by putting 
the macro-economic signals right again. However, the Government is still coofronted with the 
more difficult ~k of rehabilitating the industrial sector to an internationally competitive level 
again. 412 In this micro-economic context, the renewal and development of production 
technologies could play a significant role. 

Although manufacturing industry bas lost some of its former importance in development 
strategy and direct state involvement, the chances of successful development of the 
manufacturing sector seem to be better now than in the recent past. With the pool of foreign 
exchange increasing again after the rise in agricultural producer prices and the consequent 
increase in agricultural production, and increased domestic revenues due to the devaluations in 
the past years. Also the capability of industry to receive the necessary imported inputs increased 
and contributed to an again rising GDP in the second half of the 1980s. 413 

In terms of priorities within the industrial sector, the answer bas been given by 
Tanzania's Basic Industry Strategy, which was first stated in the second five year p:an (1969-
1974). It became Tanzania's long-term industrial strategy. The main types of activities 
emphasized were: 

(a) 

(b) 

Activities that produce for the basic needs of the 1114JOrity of the people (textiles. 
clothing, footwear, food processing, building materials, materials and facilities to 
meet the requirements of health, education and training, transportation and 
water supply) 

Activities which use domestic resources to produce intermediate and capital 
inputs to other activities, e.g. industries like iron and steel, industrial chemicals, 
metal and engineering, paper, leather, construction and electricity.••• 

Structural development in the industrial sector was planned in favour of iron and steel, 
and related industries such as coal, phosphates, pulp and paper.'" 

The revealed preferences of Government in terms of foreign exchange allocation are 
given in Table 14.3 and may be compared with the general statements of structural development. 
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Ttlbk 14.3 Foq• a~e llllot:aOo• ill tJw ..,,,,,/odfu'illl actor, 1986111 (per alll) 

Food. ~ lollecco 

Textila, c1o1binc md lmbel

Chemicals md petrol 

P..,er md printin& 
Noa-mecallic miDe..i proc1uc1s 
Mdals,nwhinery,cquipmmt 

Olbers 

Toral 

~ UNIDO (1989c). 

Allocation for 
iEiClli I till iapua 

lS.S 

11-2 

26_S 

3.8 

4_6 

30.3 

8.1 

100.0 

(USS 148.7millioa) 

ADoaltiom for 
.... hilitation SbareinMVA 
irnm ts 

17.3 33.S 

14.2 19.7 

13.2 7.0 

4.4 3.4 

6.7 lS.6 

14.2 21.0 

30.0 

100.0 100.0 

(US$ 67 .s million) 

The Government bas favoured in foreign exchange allocation the metal, machinery and 
equipment industries, as well as the chemicals and petrol industry. On the other band, the food 
and beverage industry, the textile, footwear and leather industry and the non-metallic mineral 
products industries were allocated proportionally less foreign exchange than would have 
corresponded to their MV A contribution. 

This suucture is basically in line with the impon intensities of different industries. 
Nevertheless, the foreign exchange allocations for investment and rehabilitation for the textile, 
leather and footwear industry seem to indicate, that the government did not consider the textile, 
footwear and leather industry to have top priority - although their share is approximately 40 per 
cent of total employment in manufacturing. 

The 1981-86 plan shifted emphasis away from industrialization, and the 1988/89 to 1992 
development plan has placed greater attention on the infrutructure and agriculture. Many of 
the previously proposed industrial projects were shelved, and industrial policy bas been targeted 
on raising output in priority sectors, particularly in the agro-industrial sector. 

In the Economic Recovery Programme (1986/1989) one of the objectives was to increase 
capacity utilization in industry throug11 the allocation of scarce foreign exchange to priority 
sectors and firms. To be considered as a priority, an enterprise's activity would have to make 
a contribution towards at least one of the four objectives: 

• 

• 

• 

increase the availability of consumers goods whose scarcity acts as a disincentive 
for productive activities, and bas demoralizing effects on the population as a 
whole (soap, textiles, shoes, food and beverages are prime examples of such 
consumer goods); 

increase the supply of intermediate inputs and raw materials, in suppon of 
agricultural production, transponation or manufacturing of kt!)' consumer goods, 
as described above; 

eenerate expon earnings; 
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• generate additicnal public sector revenue. Beer. soft drinks and cigarettes are 
prime examples of activities contn"buting to this objective. 

Another priority bu been given to industrial rehabilitation. ' 16 The industrial 
rehabilitation programme aimed at comprehensive repairs and replacements of equipment to 
restore production capacity of priority enterprises. In addition. the rehabilitation programme 
sought to provide recurrent input requirements. including raw materials. spare parts and 
components to key enterprises in order to restore their capacity utilization. Specific targets were 
set for some incentive good industries. industries producing intermediate inputs and raw 
materials. and those generating revenue for government. ' 11 

Expons and trade policies 

Past inward looking policies have created biues against exports. Overvalued exchange 
rate and high tariffs strongly protected the local market; price controls for industrial production 
enabled firms to make profits - or at least to survive - on existing low levels of efficiency and 
capacity utilization rates (10 per cent-20 per cent in some cues).411 

The parutatal sector in particular bu been heavily protected, both from foreign 
competition through the impon licensing and foreign exchange allocation practices, and from 
domestic competition through exclusive rights to operate in certain fields. Thus firms operated 
in an environment which did not provide them with any incentives to improve efficiency. The 
result wu that expon revenues decreued from over 22 per cent of GDP (1970-1973) to arour.d 
4 per cent by 1983. ' 1

' 

Changes in economic policy since the mid 1980s - several devaluations, reduction of the 
role of the National Price Commission. introduction of new impon funding schemes - led once 
again to a significant increue in total exports (from 4 per cent of GDP in 1983 to 17.4per cent 
of GDP by 1989). However, not only exports increased strongly, imports also rose tremendously: 
from 12.8 per cent of GDP in 1983 to 54.2 per cent of GDP by 1989.°' 

In 1989, total exports amounted to USS 0.4 billion compared with imports of USS 1.2 
billion (EIU. 1990i). So, only one third of imports bu been covered by exports. For the 
manufacturing sector, the impon coverage ratio is even lower. In 1984 roughly one sixth of 
purchues of raw materials, spares and capital inputs were covered by manufacturing exports. 01 

The expon of manufactured products hu not been an imponant issue in Tanzanian 
policy for many years. Exports of manufactured products wu not a major topic in the first 
(1964-1969) or second Five-Year Development Plan (1969-1974). During the Third Five Year 
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Development Plan (197S-1981). in which the Basic Industries Strategy was adopted. the primary 
objective of manufacturing industry was to cater for the domestic market. in accordance with 
import-snbscitution industrialization principles. In this sense, the policy pursued bas also~ 
successful. The share of comumer goods in total imports decreased from 49 per cent in 1960, 
to 14 per cent by 1980 and to 7 per cent by 1986, before rising again to 17 per cent in 1987 after 
the introduction of the economic policy changes. G2 

According to the Economic Surveys. the share of manufacturing exports declined from 
levels above 20 per cent in the 1970s to 13.7per cent by 1981. Up to 1986 this share fell to 8per 
cent due to the lack of foreign exchange and subsequent low capacity utilization rates; however. 
from 1986 up to 1989 after the introduction of an export retention scheme and several 
devaluations, manufacturing exports recovered again quite significantly. Approximately a 
quaner of all exports are now of manufacturing origin, including pettoleum exports.czs 

The largest ex!1<)rt markets are the EC (with Germany IS. 7 per cent, UK 8_8 per cent, 
Italy S.3 per cent and the Netherlands 4.S per cent), USA 11.6 per cent, Singapore 6.S per cent 
and Japan 4.S per cent. In terms of imports, the main trading partners have also been the EC 
(with UK 11.7 per cent, Italy 9.S per cent, Germany 8.9 per cent and the Netherlands 3.9 per 
cent), followed by Japan 9.6per cent, Iran 6.1 per cent. and Sweden 3.3 per cent.'°' 

Generally the Government bas staned to liberalize foreign trade s!nce the mid 1980s. 
In 1988/89 the Government decided to restructure the customs till iffs in order to improve 
incentives for industries, and facilitate the imports of essential commodities. In line with this 
the Government reduced the variety of categories used in the customs tariff from twenty to 
seven as follows: 

• 0 per cent for basic and essential items, for example medicines, educational 
materials, tractors and tractor spares. agricultural hoes and fertilizers; 

• IS per cent for vital industrial and mining madtinery and plants; 

• 20 per cent for capital goods, such as boilers, cranes, ships etc.; 

• 2S per cent for intermediate goods and spare parts; 

• 40 per cent for consumer goods and general food stuffs; 

• JOO per cent for luxury consumption goods.m 

According to the Economist Intelligence Unit, customs tariffs are 30per cent for 
most intermediate and capital goods and (JO per cent for most consumer goods. In 
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addition, most imports are subject to sales taxes of up to SO pee cem plus import 
duty.0 

In July 1990, the government announced a further reduction in customs tariffs, by which 
the maximum rate of customs duties was reduced from 100 per cent to 60 per cent.m 

Tanzania bu been long known for its extensive non-tariff trade barriers - quantitative 
impon controls and restricted foreign exchange allocations. However, with the introduction of 
new schemes, such as the Open General Licence scheme (OGL). Tanzania bas moved away 
from the restrictive trade and foreign exchange regime towards a stronger market oriented 
system.43 

Fortign in'W!stment 

Many enterprises were nationalized after the Arusha Declarations, and foreign 
investment wu not favoured by the Government of Tanzania for many years. Private foreign 
investment bas been permitted in certain sectors, but only on the basis of joi."lt ventures with ' 
state enterprise. The foreign investors were mainly to supply technology and management.C29 
In practice, the economic environment and fear of further nationalizations impeded Tanzania 
from becoming a favoured investment site of foreign companies. Due to the existing 
uncertainties, many foreign companies left Tanzania in the late 1970s. Very tibflt central bank 
control on inflows ar.d outflows further reduced the attractiveness of Tanzania.4.111 

In 1990 the Government passed the National Investment Promotion and Protection Act 
which aims at reviving private investment u pan of the programme to liberalize the economy. 
A range of new invesunent incentives, especially for foreign investors, was introduced. 
Particularly encouraged are investments that boost expon earnings, transfer technology or 
reduce imports. 01 A one stop investment promotion centre bas been set up which tries to 
eliminate many bureaucratic burdles.02 The code restates the constitutional position that no 
property can be nationalized without compensation433 and adds that Tanzania will join the 
International Centre for the Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) u well as the World 
Bank's Multilateral Invesunent Guarantee Agency (MIGA).°' 
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Now the policy is that foreign invesrors can invest on their own. or enter joim ventures 
with government Of public emerprises. They can also emer inro pannerships with odler privale 
investors, local or foreign. Among the incentives for approved investments are: 

• • • 

• 

aux bolic!ay on profits for up to S years; 
with corponlion ta thereafter at SO per cent ndler than SS per cent; 
a ux holiday on dividends and royalties for technology tramfers for up to S 
years, with reduced withholding UX thereafter, (the witbbolding UX OD dividends 
is reduced from 20 per cent to 10 per cent for non-residenlS); 
remission of iaJiport d.ries and sales ta on equipment and spare 
pans.at 

A major prolllem tt.maining k overseas investors is the fact dull the code does not spell 
out a dear policy on dividend rmUwuces. because ofTaounia's balance of payment problems. 
However. the code does permit dial up to SO per cent of foreign exchange earned by a company 
could be used for overseas re1nittances unless those SO per cent are used up for imports. at 

Priority areas for foreign invesunent also include mamifacturing. Howeva. sectors such 
as iron and steel, machine-tool manufacture, chemical fertilizers and airlines are to remain in 
s:ate hands. Only investors with a special concession may be allowed to enter those fields. 
Further. amwnents, banking and insurance, transport and utilities ar. among the sectors where 
partial government or other public investment is still required. Also some smaller-scale 
activities, such as travel agencies and car-hire services, manufactures of office equipment and 
leadler goods for domestic consumption. are dosed to foreigners unless they intend to invest 
more than USS 250,000.m 

Tanzania is also creating a free trade zone on the shores of Lake Tanganyika. in the 
Kigoma region on the common border with Zaire and Burundi. The aim of the !cheme is to 
increase regional cooperation between the three countries. Under the scheme fir:.ns from the 
three countries would - inl~r alia - open bonded warehouses in the area and store goods for re
export."' 

14.3 Mauritius 

Mauritius has a population of about I.I million and an area of 1,860 bn2. The industrial 
sector was very small up to the 1970s concentrating on import substitution of basic consumer 
products such as food, beverages, tobacco. metal products. paints and board for furniture, 
footwear and clothing; and sugar was by far the most important export earner,'°' The import 
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substitution strategy launched in the early 1960s formed the ba~is of an early growth of 
Mauritius· manufacturing s~or. -

In the mid-l 970s, the decline in the price of sugar led to a dramatic turnaround in the 
country"s terms of trade and a deterioration in the balance of payments. The difficulties were 
further worsened by the expansionary ~ policy adopted to try to stabilize the demand side 
of the domestic economy. The result of this was a rapid ~ in Mauritian debt, an increase 
in inflation and a deceleration of output and export growtb.441 On average GDP grew in real 
terms by just 2.2 per cent p.a. in the period 1975-1980 and could hardly compensate for the 
growth rate of population. 442 

The Export Processing Zone (EPZ) scheme was introduced in 1971, but a successful 
overall export-oriented development strategy was only pursued post-1978, after the programme 
of stabilization and structural adjustment, heavily supported by the IMF and IBRD (through 
structural adjustment lending). The policy induded 21JPropriate policies in the area of exchange 
rates (devaluation), tax rates (lowering income tax rates on companies), wage policy (wage 
restraint), fiscal policy (reduction in overall fiscal deficit, reduction of subsidies destined for the 
local market), trade policy (reduction of the overall level of protection regarding import 
substituting-manufacturing by eliminating quantitative import restrictions), price policy (reducing 
price controls). The target was to give incentives to local entrepreneurs to engage themselves 
more in export activities and to increase direct foreign investment for exporting purposes.443 

The government launched a labour-intensive, export oriented strategy within the EPZs 
in the manufacturing industry that. together with sugar and tourism, represented the driving 
forces of development in Mauritius. Behind the need to increase exports was the fear of 
widespread unemployment ~ by a rapidly growing labour force. 

During the period immediately after structural adjustment started (1979-1873), the 
growth in real GDP reached an annual average of 5.3 per cent. Between 1983 and 1988, the 
GDP growth amounted to an annual rate of 6.8 per cent. 

The engine of that growth was definitely the industrial sector with an annual growth of 
12.2 per cent between 1983 and 1988, and especially industry in the Export Processing Zone -
an annual growth of 27.8 per cent during the period. The share of the industrial sector 
increased from 25.9 per cent in 1980 to 33.2 per cent in 1988, which is a remarkably high 
percentage for a developing country. -

With this strong economic performance, Mauritius was able to reduce the unemployment 
rate from well over 20 per cent before 1983 to around 4 per cent by 1988; and double the per 
capita incorr.e to almost 2,000 USS in 1988. With this Mauritius is far ahead of most of its 
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neighbours. Simultaneously the balance of payments which bad shown a deficit of almost 4 per 
cent of GDP in 1982 turned into a surplus of almost 4 per cent in 1987."' 

The concentration of exports from the clothing and textiles industries, and the 
dependence on North American and EC markets (9S per cent of all EPZ exports) make the 
long-term success of the EPZ strategy fragile. This concentration of manufacturing in a few 
products and expon markets underlines the continued vulnerahility of Mauritius' economy 
despite its tremendous success in the 1980s.-

The 1988-1990 development plan, comiuued to pursue the same overall development 
strategy as its predecessors. However, a greater emphasis bas now been placed on 
diversification of the industrial base and of upgrading the quality of expon itam. In this 
developing manufacturing technology is in a central role, while the employment creation aspect 
has lost some of its former imponance because of the tight labour market and the overall 
reduction in population growth.~ 

The emphasis on diversification of industrial output arises from the concentration of 
EPZ exports in knitwear &. garments (85 per cent of all EPZ exports in 1987).-

The policy guidelines for the manufacturing sector in the 1988~1990 National 
Development Plan were stated as follows: 

445 

""" 
447 

"13.16. Protectionism and locrascd Competition: The pnneat and knitwear sectors of 
the rextile industry are among the easiest llCtivities for new entrants. Although tbe threat 
to Mauritius is not immediare, some of its main markets may be tempted to introduce 
protectionist measures in the future, and as more suppliers from other developing countries 
increase their output. Recent bilateral agreements, specifying limits on knitwear and 
gannent sales, concluded with the US and Canada, following a too rapid rise in exports to 
these co-mtries only serve to highlight the vulnerability of the EPZ to proCectionist 
pressures. 

13.17. To circumvent quantitative restrictions, which are usually specified in physical units, it is 
necessary to move •up-market• (upgrading quality) maximising the value added content and the unit 
value of items exported to quota markets, and to enter new markets not subject to severe 
quantitative restrictions . 

13.18. locrased competition from other developin1 countries will also require the industry to 
develop the ability to respond rapidly and adapt to cmergin1 market opportunities with quality 
products, competitive prices and reliable delivery schedules. This will, in tum, praupposc a higher 
delflle of .,,ecialization and productivity incrase through the diffusion of new technologies•.~ 

Ministry of Econc111ic Pl8nnlne and Develop111nt, 1989. 

Ministry of Econc111ic Pl8nnlne and Develop111nt, 19U. 
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Within the EPZ sector, however, th~ diversification strategy out of textiles and clothing, 
and into new priority areas were descnl>ed in the National Development Plan as follows: 

• 13.31. Since textile md clodUng have now become semitive product areas, policy will he 
aimed at encoungiag iJnoatmmt in DOO-latiJe sectors wicb ~sjs Oil products md 
production proccsscs involvinrmore ~ tecbnology. This will he rdlectal in lbe 
invatmcat promotion strategy. Incentive scbemes will he inboduad to encourage 
iDvatmcat in lbe new areas of interest. For lbe immediate futaft. lbe sectors lbal have 
been selected for special incmtives are lealbec, printing, jewdlery •:» well as "baule 
~·. Other areas to he c:oasidcml for- atensioa of special incentives will be 
elcctroaics, light eagineering, precisioa-agineering, plastic processing, mould md die 
mKing md toys•."' 

This diversification strategy bas been ~ in the latest programme for Human 
Resources Development 1~1993 by the Ministry of Economic Planning and Development: 

and: 

"The io..--reasing coacmmtioa of the EPZ in the production md aports of textiles md 
waring mppuel is a cause for- concern. These two activities together account for 73 per 
ceot of the toeal number of firms in the EPZ, 91 per ceot of the toeal employment in the 
EPZ md for 81 per ceot of the toeal value of EPZ aports•. 

•Productioa of a narrow range of manufacbmd goods at cbe lowest end of the production 
process md for a few mukets must give way to a whole gamut of new products wilb higher 
v.Jue-tldded for a wider range of mutets. High-tech industries in information processing, 
communications IDd possibly electronics bold coasiderable scope for sust•ining lbe growth 
and development of Mauritius•. 451 

In spite of the explicidy stated policy for diversification, no fiscal incentives have yet been 
offered to entrepreneutS to diversify out of textiles and garments. The ,~·.emment 
diversification policy has been restricted to the Mauritius Expon Development anJ Investment 
Authority (MEDIA) which is now discouraging requests concerning new in,•estmerjts in wearing 
apparel, while steering investment into other sectors such as leather and footwear, jewellery, 
toys, electronics, priming and plastics.cn 

The progress of the diversification policy pursued by the government has been relatively 
modest. Over the three years to 1989, total employment in the clothing and textile industry rose 
by 17.2 per cent, its share of total EPZ employment, however, declined from 91.4 per cent in 
1986to 89.6per cent in 1989. The industries which most notably increased their shares of total 
EPZ employment were the food, the leather and the jewellery industries. So, diversification is 
taking place in the EPZ, but rather slowly . .,, 

The exceptional labour market conditions put Mauritius in a quite different situation in 
comparison to the other case study countries. Since the end of 1987, there has been practically 
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full employment in the country and the empbuis is moving away from quantitative to qualitative 
job creation, including better training, thereby enabling industries to move up-market. The 
National Development Plan states: 

"The oountry•s comparative IKMnlage is ggdually shifting away from unskilled labour
intmsive Dmlufactures to ra.tively still-intensive and also moderately apital-intmsive 
industries. This likely evolution points to the need for the EPZ to annct more 
sopllisticared and high« productivity industries to replace lb.'ISe wbic:h depend too much 
on low wages for lbeir success·. 4't 

The reuoning is carried further in the Programme for Human Resources Development 
(1990-93): 

·11 is becoming increasingly evident that to increase output per belld, in a situation where 
unemployment bas fallen near to the frictional level and where there is mounting wage 
pressure. requires some re-oric:atation in industrial strategy to de-empbEz.e labour
intensity. A shift towards more sophisbcated tecbaiq1iC5 of production is taking place. It 
is important to easme that ~ movement towards a more capital-intensive and ski.11-
intensive pattem of production be eccelentecr. cu 

The 1990/91 budget tries to improve the quality of both labour and capital factors. In 
order to improve the quality of labour supply, spending on manpower ttaining and education 
hu been increased by SO per cent in the budget. New courses will be run by the local university, 
while a series of training programmes are to be run by the planning ministry.'56 The 
educational issues in Mauritius are discussed further in Chapter 16. 

The minister also announced additional facilities to help the EPZ. Interest on cri=dit to 
the EPZ is being reduced to 13 per cent"7, while the normal lending rate amounts to 18 per 
cent."' The Development Bank of Mauritius bu started a scheme for the concessional 
financing of machinery and equipment to modernize the textile firms."' 

The general wage level in Mauritius is still much lower than in developed countries, but 
it is already relatively high ir. comparison to many African and Asian countries.• In 1989, 
wage increues led to a drop in the number of firms and people employed in the EPZ, especially 
in the textile and clothing industry. After that, the government imposed a 10 per cent pay rise 
limit for 1990, just compensating for the expected inflation rate.461 The wage ceiling helped: 
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employment in the clothing and textile industry - which fell by 1.6 per cent in 1988/89 - rose by 
a little under 1 per cent in 1989/90.c: 

A ceiling on pay rises can - at best - ltdp to stabilize the economy in the short term only. 
In the medium term the upgrading of skills and production facilities - as indicated in the 
National Development Plan and the 1990-1993 Human Resources Development Programme -
is the only feasible solution for the future industrial development of Mauritius. 

Expons and trade policy 

In 1988, the Export Processing Zones accounted for 59 per cent of the total of Mauritian 
exports. Of the remaining, the share of sugar was 33 per cent, with 8 per cent for tea and other 
non - Export Processing Zone exports. 

However, it should be noted that while the value added to manufactured products in 
EPZs was only 20 to 30 per cent, for sugar products it is around 80 per cent. 

The breakdown of EPZ exports is presented in Table 14.4. 

Table 14.4 TM main exports from tM Mauritian EPZ sector, 1986 - 1988 
(Rupees millionJ 

Main exports 1986 1987 1,88 

Textile yam aod thread 101 138 180 
Clothing 4,012 S,407 6,446 
Canned tuna 97 100 173 
Watches and clocks 246 337 563 
Optical goods 90 90 88 
Precious stones 172 18S 302 
Toys and sporting goods 51 78 8S 
Jewellery 62 65 69 
Other 94 167 273 

Total EPZ exports 4,9Sl 6,561 8,179 
- as per cent of total Mauritian 52.6 SS.I 59.0 

exports 

Source: EIU (1990b). 

As noted above, the main export markets for Mauritius are tt.e EC and North America. 
Regional trade is insignificant, even though the country is a member in both PT A (Preferential 
Trade Area of Eastern and Southern Africa) and the IOC (Indian Ocean Commission). The 
latter organization comprises Madagascar, Seychelles, Comoros, Reunim' and Mauritius. 

The textiles and clothing sector has benefited strongl~ from ~he preferential treatment 
that Mauritius has received from the EC. By the Lom~ Co;wention, Mauritius as an ACP 
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country bu quite free access for its exports to the EC market. a privilege which is denied to all 
other large textile and clothing exponers. 463 

Mauritius and W Loml Convtntion 

Article 168(1) of the Foorth ACP/EEC (Lome') Convention signed in December 1989 
(and lasting for 10 years) swes that: 

·Products originabng in the ACP states shall be imported inlo the Community free of 
customs duties and clwges having equivalent effect•. 

Funher. article 169(1) declares: 

"Tbe Community shall oot 8f!Ply lo imports of products originating in the ACP states my 
qumtitative restrictions or measures having equivalent effect•. 

The major exceptions to that rute of free access are products covered by the Common 
Agricultural Policy (CAP) of the EEC. However, the CAP does not apply to textiles. Th~ 
Convention thus gives Mauritius a considerable advantage over non-ACP r.1embers such as Hong 
Kong or the Republic of Korea, since the exports of those main competitor.; are subject to a 17 
per cent duty on entry into the EEC in addition to some quantitative restrictic-ns. 461 

Nevertheless, two provisions have proven to be a potential hindrance to ACP exports and 
long-term planning and therefore also to Mauritius' garments exports, the so-called rules of 
origin and the safeguard clause. The safeguard clause states: 

·should application of this chapter [Trade Cooperation) result in serious disturbances in a 
sector of the economy of the Community or of one or more of the member states, or 
jeopardize their external finaocial stability then the Community may take, or may authoriz.e 
the member state concerned lo take safeguard measures•. (Fourth ACP-EEC Convention, 
1990). 

The target of the safeguard clause is to protect the EEC from a large or sudden increase 
in ACP imports of any products. The fact that the EC has - up to now - never actually invoked 
the safeguard clause does not imply that Mauritius is safe from protectionist actions by the EC. 
Under Lorn~ II, for example, Mauritius agreed to voluntary expon restraints for fear of invoking 
the safeguard clause . .., Indeed, the ACP states have been warned by one EC member state 
not to concentrate their textile exports in sectors which are known to be sensitive. This is in 
spite of the fact that the ACP countries together account for less than 1 per cent of total EEC 
imports of clothing and textiles.• 

The purpose of the rules of origin is to prevent trade diversion from non-ACP countries 
to the EEC through ACP states. The Fourth Lom~ Convention defines products as originating 
from an ACP state if they are produced from inputs wholly produced in ACP state(s), or if the 
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products are produced from imported inputs which have undergone sufficient working or 
processing: 

•Some non-origimting IDllerials are consideetl to be sufficiaidy worked or processed when 
the product obtained is cwufied in • heading which is different from those in which all the 
noo-<>riginating materials used in its llllllu&cture are c~fied. The ex~on ... •heading• 
u..ced ••• shall mean the headings (four-digi: codes) used in the Nomenclabuc which makes 
up the HarmoniJJed Commodity Description md Coding system•. (Fourth ACP-EEC 
Convention, 1990). 

This general rule, that a reclassification is sufficient, applies only to products not 
explicitly mentioned in Annex Il of Protocol 1. The Annex covers many garment categories Oike 
man made staple fibres, yam, woven fabrics, carpets, embroidery, textile fabrics, knitted or 
crocheted fabrics, anicles of apparel and clothing accessories, footwear, etc.), for which, specific 
and quite complex rules are applied. For example, for some categories the import content may 
not exceed 40 or 50 per cent, or special materials have to be processed and so on. 

A few central points from the rules of origin: 

• First, all ACP states are considered as being one territory (Art_ 6(1))_ So 
imports from any other ACP country do not endanger the status of 
origin. 

• 

• 

In order to determine whether goods originate in an ACP state, it is not 
necessary to estabiish whether the electrical power, fuel, plant and 
equipment or machines and tools used to obtain such goods (or any other 
good that does not enter into the final product) originates in a third ( = 
non->\CP, non-EEC) country (Art_ 4). 

Non-originating materials may be used in the manufacture of a given 
product. provided their total value does not exceed 10 per cent of the ex
work price of the final product (Art. 5). 467 

The rules of origin have created some difficulties for Mauritian garment exponers. Given 
the scarcity of local inputs, the rules put - de facto - constraints on garment producers to buy 
their major inputs from either other ACP countries (relatively seldom) or directly from the EEC 
(more often), or else to transform the inputs sufficiently to satisfy the Lorn~ rules. 

The knitwear inaustry is a good example. The rules of origin are satisfied, when both 
the yarn and the sweaters are manufactured in Mauritius, even though the wool is imported. 
Garments do not satisfy the rules of origin if they are made from imponed textile fabrics, but 
do if they are made from imported yarn transformed into fabric in an ACP state. It is also 
possible to impon the yarn from any other ACP state or the EEC and have the final product 
counted as originating in Mauritius. This has been done even though the raw materials could 
have been imponed more cheaply from Far East producers than from European or ACP 
producers.* 
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In the ~ of the US market, Mauritius has mainly benefited from the existing quota 
system. Under this system. a foreign country can only be called to bilateral negotiations with 
the USA, once the country's export amounts to 1 per cent or more of total US imports in the 
respective category of clothing. Until this, trade is unrestricted.• For a long time, Mauritius 
could thus increase its exports whereas its Asian competitors had to enter into bilateral 
negotiations. 

However, with the growth of Mauritius' exports to the US, the US Government has 
increasingly imposed quotas on Mauritian exports. By agreement year 1987/88, some 29 
categories of wearing apparel had come under quotas compared with 10 categories 3 years 
earlier. 

Trade Policy 

Mauritius is pursuing a relatively liberal trade policy. The National Development Plan, 
e.g., states; 

• 13.28 Reform of the Trade Regime: To reduce protection IUld encourage efficiency in 
the industrial sector, Government will pursue its programme of gndual reform of the tariff 
structure, initiated since 1986 md aimed at reducing over a period of time, the maximum 
tanff level of imported products. A barmoaU.ed system of customs tariff bas already been 
introduced. Further ratioaaliDlioa of the stnlCture of the tariff regime will be llCbieved 
through the merging of fiscal duties md import surcharges md reducing the number of 
tariff brackets•. 410 

In 1987, impon wiffs were reduced significantly and import controls were more or less 
abolished. Fiscal duty on •tow priority• imports varies between 10 and over 200per cent. 
Preferential duties ..re levied on goods from the EC, the USA and Commonwealth 
countries. ' 11 

Special advantages are offered to inputs supporting the diversification strategy in the 
EPZ sector. For example, inputs of raw materials and machinery are free of duty if all goods 
are exponed.m Also companies holding Export or Development Certificates are exempted 
from import duties on their imported inputs and capital goods.'73 

It is the government's stated objective to further reduce the level of protection in order 
to increase the efficiency of the industrial sector, however, the government is highly dependent 
upon international trade taxes for budget financing; about 48 per cent of total budget receipts 
are derived from import duties.'7' Thus, only minor steps towards further liberalization can 
be expected in the near future. 
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When it comes to the non-tariff trade barriers, Mauritius abolished almost all 
quantiWive import restrictions in 1984-85."' One interesting side effect of this abolition was 
the immediate growth of Government revenues. Government receipts from import duties 
in~ by more than 26 per cent from 1984185 to 1985/86. On average, government income 
out of import duties even continued to increase despite the reduction of import tariffs by an 
annual average of 20 per cent between 1985/86 and 1989/90.Qi 

In early 1990, the government announced further ~ aimed at simplifying the 
import and export activities of EPZ firms. The firms now receive an import permit renewable 
every six months rather than needing to apply for a permit for each import order.477 

Foreign inve~nt 

The promotion of foreipi invesanent has been a top priority in the industrial policy of 
Mauritius for many years. Overall foreign direct investment increased from USS 1.6 million in 
1983 to USS '/.4million in 1986, and to USS 25.6million in 1989.411 

With the change in emphasis from basic employment creation to diversification of the 
industrial base, the policy targets regarding foreign invesnnent has also changed. Now increased 
technology transfer is at the top of the list. 479 As mentioned earlier, MEDIA is now 
discouraging requests concerning new investments in wearing apparel, while stee1 ing investments 
into other sectors. 4IO 

Companies holding Development Certificates (DCs) are exempted from import duties 
on their imported inputs and capital goods. Dividends paid by such companies are exempted 
from income tax for a period of 10 years. A nominal rate of only 15 per cent corporation tax 
is payable by these companies and profits can be repatriated freely.•1 

Enterprises setting up factories in the EPZ to sell their entire output outside Mauritius 
have since 1971 been eligible for Export Enterprise Certificates. Companies holding such 
certificates were granted a tax holiday on retained earnings for 10 years with a possible 
extension to 20 years, tax-free dividends in any S consecutive years and exemption of duty for 
imports of machinery and equipment. In addition, electricity and water have been supplied at 
cost.412 There was recently a slight relaxing of the total export rule, and, for example, a small 
proportion of the knitwear output can now be sold in Mauritius. 
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In 1980 the corporate tax holiday facility was extended but on a declining basis for a 
further IO years. In 1981 the complementary Export Service Zones Act extended similar tax 
incentives to firms providing services. 

In 1985. a new scheme was introduced, whereby firms established under the ilr~ 
incentive scheme were given the option of: 

(I) paying either corpon£e tax at the flat rale of IS per cent over the whole life of 
the company or; 

(2) instead being granted a period of tax holidays followed by a JS per cent tax rate. 

Under the new scheme (I). dividends are tax free for a period of 10 years as from 
production day. imtead of just 5 years under (2).413 

Otaer benefits offered to EPZ firms include free repatriation of profits, liberal wort 
permits for specialist expattiate staff, and expon financing at preferential rates.• 

The main boost to foreign investment in the EP'L for textile and clothing came in the 
mid-I 980s, after investors from Hong Kong bad discovered the advantages of Mauritius. The 
possibilities of escaping EC tariffs and US quotas. the existence of a stilled local labour force 
and the approach of Hong Kong's union with China in 1997 made Mauritius an interesting 
investment site. Mauritius benefited from the inflow of Hong Kong capital, from the technical 
know-how brought in by the Hong Kong entrepreneurs. and from the ready markets which they 
had already cultivated. 

An added attraction for entrepreneurs from Hong Kong. Singapore and odler East Asian 
countries was the presence of an indigenous Chinese community (around 2 per cent of the tolal 
population). which facilitated the stan of manufacturing activities . ., Other major foreign 
investors came from India, France. South Africa, Germany, the Netherlands and Singapore. But 
still more than 4S per cent of the capital invested and more than half the firms are under 
Mauritian control (to a significant extent under Franco-Mauritian control).• 

This influx of foreign capital, investment and technology also significantly increased the 
overall value add~ of the EPZs as well as the vertical integration of the Mauritian textile cl 
garments sector. 

14.4 Ethiopia 

Ethiopia is the country with the longest history of independence in the East African 
region. The country has a population of almost SJ million and an area of l ,222,000krn2 (REG 
Database). From 1974 to 1991 the country pursued a strictly socialist policy. Economic 
development during that period was characterized by high military expenditures, low agricultural 
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productivity. a narrow industrial ~. shortages of stilled manpower and a weak 
infrastruaure . ., 

Ethiopia is also clauified as a least developed country. It bad a GNP per bead of USS 
120 in 1988. h bas also faced at lem three camuopbic famines during a disntrous decade. 

Manufacturing contributed 12.6 per cent of GDP in 1987188. 1be value of industrial 
production by sector is presented in Table 14.5. Public enterprise account for over 90 per cent 
of manufacturiMg value added and output but are undergoing major changes. bodl in tenm of 
increased autonomy and also privatization.• 

Tobk 1'.S V..,_ ofiltlllatrial p'°""'6io• ill &JUopia, 1913 -1917 
(,.;Jlio• Birr"' 1911m priasJ 

~(pa' 

SedM' 1'13 ... HIS 1916 1'17 cal) 

Food 447 37S 439 469 447 22.6 

Beverages 19) 207 317 327 3Sl 17.I 

Tobacco SI 62 19 IOI IOI S.S 

Texliles Ii: clocbin& 341 344 3S3 376 407 20.6 

l.ca!hcr- and shoes 120 131 167 Ill 209 10.6 

Wood 2S 27 13 14 14 0.1 

Ccmcnt 33 :?I SI 71 74 3.7 

Paper Ii: Priding 69 IO 91 92 103 S.2 

Chemicals 9: 99 109 103 133 6.1 

Metals 106 112 127 120 129 6.S 

Total 1.414 1,472 1.763 1.161 1,974 100.0 

Source: EIU (1990a). 

Industrial expansion has been heavily emphasized in development plans. Almost half of 
the planned Birr 32 billion investment in the ten year plan were for 216 industrial projects, with 
a quaner of them improvements to existing enterprises. lmpon substitution was focused upon 
machinery and tran.~pon equipment. industrial inputs and semi-finished products. Manufactured 
products are for the domestic markets. The only industrial products exponed to any extent are 
sugar. semi-processed hides, skins. leather work and oilseed products. 

Growth in the manufacturing sector declined from around 6 per cent in the late 1970s 
to just over 3 per cent a decade later. This has OCC'Urred in spite of the high investment 
expenditures since the late 1970s in new manufacturing projects in the public sector. 

417 EIU, 1990h. 

"' l.lllDO, 1991b. 
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However, some sectors have shown a much higher growth. Output of processed food 
bas increased ammally by 4.9 per cent. but lealber and footwear bas been the fastest growing 
suf>.seaor with an annual growth of 11.1 per cent. -

S~ the mid-1980s nwufacturing received a considerable boost from a number of new 
~. including the 300,000 tons per year Mugber cemenl fac:rory (financed by rbe former 
Gemlan Democratic Republic), die Kombolcba textile factory with 20 million m2 fabric capacity 
(financed by Italy. the former German Democratic Republic and Czecboslovatia) and the 
Nantedl tractor factory with an initial production of 1.oootractors. ~ in 198S (financed 
by rbe former USSR). Other recent major projeds include Czech financed breweries at Harar 
and Bedele. and rbe edible oil worts • Bahr Dar (again with finance from die former German 
Democratic Republic); and lbere are plans for a mea packing factory. more textile plms and 
flour mills, and for a pipe assembly plant. Italy Im also provided USS S7 million in mixed credit 
towards the industrial spare pans and band tools factory at Abti.• 

Exports tllld rrlllh policy 

Ethiopia bas bad a substantial ttade deficit for many yem. From 1979-BS export 
earnings SQgnated, with slurp falls in 198S (20 per cent), as the drought conditions affected 
output and in 1987, (22 per cent), iS the emphasis on Wnine reiief caused diversion of transport 
facilities into food aid distribution. In 1986, however, rbe government was able to take some 
advantage of the boom in coffee prices, reaping remarkable gains on the external accounts. 
Coffee normally accounts for about (;() per cem of foreign exchange earnings. This rose to 72 
per cem in I 98S/86, when world coffee prices were high and the drought had reduced output 
from other agricultural sub-sectors. The principal manufactured expons in 1989 were hides and 
skins, textile products, sugar and molasses, pepper extracts, and finished leadler and leadler 
products. Manufactures total exports ( 1986187) and 7 .4 per cent of industrial production (1988). 

The direction of trade has actually shown few changes since 1974. The USA was 
Ethiopia's main market, importing the largest share of the country's arabica coffee expt:>ns until 
1985/86, when it was overtaken by West Germany. There are extensive annual fluctuations in 
coffee sales to other countries. The USSR provides substantial non-military impons, although 
Italy was the principal source of impons in 1988. 

The government has kept a tight control on foreign exchange, with strict currency 
restrictions and sparing allocations of impon licences. Impon controls, pan of the austerity 
~ures to mobilize all domestic resources for drought relief, were introduced in February 
1985. They included a ban on all non-essential imports, including textiles and private cars, and 
suspension of all new private construction. 

The restrictions were relaxed a little at the end of 1985, as reserves built up. Private 
businessmen were allowed to raise capital on the local market. By October 1989 the govenunent 
had further relaxed its controls by allowing the impon of cars and permitting foreign 
manufacturers and imponers to maintain a representative in Ethiopia. However, licensing 
impons remained strict. 

'" world lank, 1990c. 
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1be government JS mcreasing ils effons to amact foreign finance. and a new joim 
venrure oode was announced in January 1983. lb?s offered concessiom on tax, customs duties 
and repattiaion of dividends. However. it limited foreign participalion to 49 per c:ent and 2S 
years. This was revised in 1984 and Cunha concessions were made, with exemption from duty 
OD capital goods, corponlion tax for five years and income tax for foreign staff. All restrictiom 
OD profit repattiaion were removed, and die possibility of majority foreign participalion was 
allowed. 

A joint veublre for a lubricalion blending plant. announced in June 1988. with four 
Western oil coq>anies togedler holding a 49 per cent share was die first result of die new 
regubtions. Since 198S. loc.al business people have been allowed to raise up to Birr 2 million OD 

the local market, and import machinery valued a Birr 9 million.* 

1be government Im taken steps to facilitare greater privale sector participalion in lhe 
industrial sector. New invesnnenr codes announced in 1989 and May 1990 have removed most 
of the legislative and procedural hurdles to private investmenl in small-scale industty. The 
government bas also sought to attract foreign investment through a refinement of ils 1983 Joint 
Venrure Code. As of July 1989. the government dropped die requirement Iha it should be a 
majority shareholder in any joint venture and allows the partner to negoliate the duration of lhe 
agreement. In addition. an institutional framework bas been established to facilitate applications 
by prospective foreign partners.« 

14.S 7.imbabwe 

Zimbabwe bas a population of slightly under 11 million and an area of 390.SSO tm2
• lbe 

country achieved independence in 1980. 

The AED Special Repon on the economic development of Zimbabwe states: 

9Tbe combined effects of world recession, prolonged drought and indecisive economic 
pWming have badly bit Zimbabwe's economy in the lac JO years, the country's first decade 
of self-rule. The result was uneven, mainly sluggish economic growth rates, tmJging from 
a impressive i0.7per cent growth in real terms at iDdcpendeoce in J980to 4.9per cent 
lac year. 

In 1988, it scarted to recover apin, registering a growth rate of 6.3 per ccat in real terms. On 
average, Zimbabwe's economy grew by a slugiisb 3.2 per cent over the put decade, far below targets __ ..,, 

The country has a rather well developed and diversified manufacturing sector, 
prosperous commercial farming. varied mineral resources and relatively good infrastructure. 
The country's economy is far more developed than those of all of its neighbours, South Africa 
excluded. The manufacturing base is rather strong with over 183 000 people employed in 

'
11 
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it in 1988. The manufacturing industries have accowaed for more than a quarter of GDP 
since about 1970.494 

1be most imporWlt sectors within manufacturing are food. tobacco and beverages 
together Yiidl textiles and clodling (Table 14.6). 

One deresting point is WOJtained in tbe fifth column in Table 14.6. i.e. tbe change in 
output per employee by sector. While tbe scurce does not reveal wbedler lhe figures are 
deflated or oot. and so it is not possible to evalmte absolute change in labour productivity, 
the relaive figures reveal dial in lhe drinl: and tobacco, banspM equipmenl and decttical 
products industries lhe OUlpUt per bead bas grown at a nte dearly above the avenge. 1be 
worst pafonnance is shown by lhe metal industries, while the textile and c:locbing industries 
are also below the avenge. 

The largest firms in manufacturing have bmlOVers above ZS 100 million. Many of the 
largest corporations are subsidiaries of UK or South African companies. The largest single 
company is lhe Delta Corporation - owned one third by the stare with South African Breweries 
holding anocber third of the shares - with a nunover of ZS 49S million. The company 
dominares the beer and soft drink industry but also bas interests in retailing, furniture and 
bolds (EIU, 1990m). 

Tobk 14.6 Nd output of 1M1U1/odluiltf ""'1sttfa IUld worhn a.ploJed iii Zbrlbabw, 
1980IUld1987 

Ndoulpul A•enseNUlllblrot Oulput/ 
(ZS million) maployea employee 

('•> .,. 1"7 ·- 1'87 1• 1'87 

Food SOS.3 1S81.0 24.0 27.6 21,054 S7,283 

Drink and tobecco 160.8 871.7 12.4 12.0 12,968 72,642 

Tatila 2S4.7 686.3 17.4 22.0 14,603 31,19S 

Clochin& and footwear 143.3 479.1 19.1 19.1 7,S03 21,484 

Wood cit furniture 82.2 19S.9 13.S 9.8 S,9S7 19,990 

Paper and printin1 114.4 327.8 7.6 9.0 lS,053 36,422 

Chemicals 33S.3 1371.S 11.6 17.S 28,905 78,371 

Non-mdallic minerals 62.0 219.4 7.1 8.1 8,732 27,086 

Mdal industries, of which 613.4 1380.6 44.6 41.4 13,7S3 33,348 

-buic 281.3 491.9 IS.O lS.2 18,7S3 32,362 

- mdal products 210.0 496.4 20.0 lS.6 10,SOO 31,821 

- eJectricaJ 63.9 14S.4 S.3 4.2 12,057 34,619 

• lnnsport equipment S8.2 241.6 4.3 6.3 13,S3S 38,349 

Odien 30.S 36.7 3.2 1.6 9,S37 22,938 

TocaJ 2301.3 71SO.O 160.8 171.3 14,312 41,740 

~ United Nations, IDdustrial Statistics Yearbook, Vol I. 

494 EIU, 199Clll. 
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The state-owned Zimbabwe Iron and Steel Corporalion (ZISCO). is by far the largest 
steel mill in Southern Africa. Apart from Ibis the state ~ not play a very dominant role. 
although it Im a rumber of minority and a few majority sbareboldings, mainly through the 
Industrial Development Corporation (IDC). One of the govenunenlS policy targets bas been 
to increase Sl.ille ~--ipation in the manufacturing sector. This Im taken place lbrougb direct 
purchases into existing privare sector corponlions. indirectly through me. and by taking equity 
states in new joint ventures. One of the most imporum joint ventures was Iha with Heinz, in 
which the state toot 49 per cent share in an investmenr which involved the takeover of die local 
Olivine lndustriel (EIU. 1990m). 

Mamafacturing bas a long tradition in Zimbabwe, with KYeral finm already established 
in die early years of Ibis CenlUry. and the steel and cotton industries were established in the 
state sector in the 1930s. Between 196S and 1982 the number of industrial produdS 
manufactured in the country increased from tiOO to over 6000, as manufacturing flourished under 
extreme protection. The protective approach bas to a large extent survived in the independent 
Zimbabwe. The newer industries are. however, according to World Bank studies, considerably 
not so ineffective than might be expected (EIU. i990m). 

The basic metal and metal product industries received die bulk cf investment allocation 
during the time of the Unilateral Declaration of Independence (1965 - 1980). Most of die 
recent growth bas, however, come from the textiles and clodling, food, and chemical sectors. The 
metals sector is still producing just above the 1980 levd, though showing signs of upturn in 1989 
(fable 14.7). 

Generally industrial output is very varied, covering almost all areas except high 
technology. An exceptionally high proponion of consumption, 96 per cent in 1984, is of locally 
produced goods (EIU, 1990m). 

Tobit 14.7 lllllu of'llllllUl/acluring produdio• in Zimbabwt 1984-1989 (1980 = 100) 

Sedor Weis...- 1"4 1'85 1'86 1987 1'81 1989 1990 

Food 135 119.4 113.6 125.6 131.2 129.7 131.3 144.1 

Drink & tobecco 104 86.4 94.8 95.6 107.0 117.3 112.1 129.9 

Textiles 101 124.1 175.0 169.1 196.2 202.7 211.7 216.6 

Clodaing & footwear 72 99.9 111.5 73.0 119.5 120.2 144.5 145.1 

Wood & fumitu" 44 81.6 82.4 49.1 80.9 95.3 84.8 89.9 

Paper & printing 61 95.0 111.7 100.8 119.2 121.4 129.6 136.6 

Chemicals 125 112.2 121.8 97.6 119.3 130.8 144.4 158.8 

Noa-metallic 37 99.0 104.7 129.9 140.6 104.7 152.2 161.2 
minerals 

Metals & melal 288 89.4 100.5 93.1 95.1 100.4 107.3 111.4 
products 

Transport eq111pment 21 114.7 96.6 51.1 83.8 103.6 148.7 147.6 

Odien 12 S0.9 64.2 40.8 60.3 74.1 85.9 44.7 

Tocal 1000.2 100.7 112.2 llS.4 118.1 123.9 130.9 138.1 
a BUed oa ad ourpul values m 1980. 
Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, Quarierly Economic and statistical Review, Vol. 12, No. 2, June 1991 
~ EIU (1990m). 
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The tramport equipment secb>r is relatively small but very significanl. because it 
illustrates very graphically the industrial capabilities of Zimbabwe. 1be branch covm motor 
vebide auembly and repair. which in fact includes the design and construction of vebides 
(drivers and tructs especially) suited for conditiom in the region. Railway equipment is also 
importam; Zimbabwe Im successful manufadure of rolling stock (goods. weapom and pmsenger 
coaches) . ., 

Expon and trade poli~ 

Manufacturing exports have grown quite well during the la 1980s. The trade deficit 
of the early 1980s bad been turned into a gro~ surplus in 1987. and the depreciation of the 
Zimbabwe dollar Im helped in this (EIU. 1996~). The most important export products are 
mineraJs and ocher raw materials, (Table 14.8). 

lbe most important target COUDlries for Zimbabwe's exports are the UK. Germany, 
South Africa and the USA (Table 14.9). The share of South Africa bas gone down, but is still 
important. 

The most important countties exporting to Zimbabwe have been South Africa, still with 
a share over 20 per cent in 1987, the UK with a share of about IO per cent and the USA a little 
less. The UK bas not succeeded in recapblring the market shares held before Zimbabwe 
achieved independence and bas lost shares bolh to the USA and other EC countries. 

Tobie 14.B Maht upons fro• ZUUabw, 1982 """ 1990 (ZS) 

Product 1912 1"8 

Tobecco 194.700 834,99S 
Feno-alloys n:ioo 379,S49 
Cotton lint S2,800 211,743 
Nickel 4S.SOO 246.308 
Asbestos 60,900 
Iron & steel 41,200 
Textiles & clodliog 13,100 
Supr S2,300 
Meat 7,100 
Copper 21,700 
Coffee 14,700 
Tea 622,900 2,030,942 
TocaJ (incl. ochers) 947,600 3,614,271 

~ CSO Stass Flab 

'" UlllDO, 1917. 
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&potts to: 1981 1990 1990 Pu cent 

UK 6.9 394,919 10.9 

FRG 8.3 426.120 h.8 
Soulh Africa 22.6 lll.667 8.9 ,..,.. 2.1 198.484 S.S 
Ndberlads 1S4.963 4.3 

Ohers S9.4 2.163.4S4 S9.9 

TOlal 100.0 3.614.271 100.0 

Foreign trade in Zimbabwe is heavily regulated. Practically all imports and exports 
require permits. The import control system allocates foreign exchange to importers in relation 
to overall export earnings. There are four types of import authorizations: 

• lmpons of a number of raw materials and essential items not produced locally are 
covered by an open general import licence (OGIL), i.e. no specific licence is required. 

• 

• 

• 

lmpons of agricultural items and processed foods require a permit issued by the ministry 
of agrkalture with seasonal restrictions applying. 

lmpons of coffee, maize, sorghum. soya beans and wheat may only be made by the grain 
and coffee marketing boards or by others with their authorization, again subject to 
possible seasonal restrictions. 

lmpons of all other goods are subjects to global import licences being issued after, for 
example, applications have been decided by an interdepartmental committee. -

Import duties are assessed on an ad valorem basis and can be up to 40 per cent. Many 
goods attract a 20 per cent surcharge . .,, This system is under review, and the import licensing 
system will, in the long run, be replaced to a large extent with a tiered tariff structure. 
Restrictions on some imports were lifted in October 1990 and further products will be moved 
on to the open list in time. For example, since October 1990 some essential products used in 
packaging, textiles (e.g. dyes) and cement production may now be imported freely.• 

Simultaneously with facilitating imports, access to foreign currency has also been made 
easier. The strict price controls are also now undergoing a process of liberalization. 

•H Afrtc1 An1lysi1, 22 J161e 1990. . ., 
Afrlc1 Anllysls, 22 J161e 1990. 

•H Afrlcen lialnn1, llOV. 1990. 
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The role of foreign investment is more centnJ in Zimbabwe than in most other ~ 
African countries. 1be share of foreign capital bas. however. not grown to any great extent 
lately. To attract more investment into the COUDlry. the government bas introduced new 
regulatiom facilitating foreign investment and repattiation of profits. 1be new regulations apply 
to: 

•&port oriented ~ wbicb expxt at leat 7S per c:mt of their total output or in which 
the pn;ect Im a .-ybeclc period of not more Iba line years and is able to earn, over five 
years, double the foreign ucbange releft.wd by the govanmeat for its requin:mmts of 
imported IW'hinay, equipment ad other capilal gooc1s·.-

According to the new regulations, a 100 per cent fureign owned and funded company 
may repatriate 100 per cent of its net after tax profits, if it meets the aiteria of an expon 
oriented project. A joint venture with at least 30 per cent of local panicipation will have the 
level of dividend remittability determined along the same lines. After S years the company will 
be able to remit dividends to the foreign shareholder to the extent of 100 per cent.• 

The Zimbabwe Investment Centre, established in 1989, reports significant interest from 
foreign companies in investing, especially in the mining and manufacturing sectors. 

14.6 Namibia 

Namibia is located in South West Africa and gained independence from South African 
rule only in March 1990. It is a very sparsely populated cocntry, with just over 1.5 million 
people living in an area of 824,290bn2

• 

The economy is heavily dependent on the mmmg industry for the extraction and 
processing of minerals for expon. Mining accounts for almost 40 per cent of GDP, agriculture 
and fisheries 10 - IS per cent. The share of manufacturing is low, under S per cent. The 
mineral resources are exceptionally rich: Namibia is the fourth largest exponer of non-fuel 
minerals in Africa and the world's fifth largest producer of uranium. Alluvial diamond deposits 
are among the richest in the world, and it is a primary source for gem-quality diamonds.»1 

It is Africa's fourth largest non-fuels mineral producer and leading gem-quality diamond 
producer, accounting for 30 per cent of world output. It has the world's larges uranium mine 
and some of the largest-known tin and lithium resources. It is Africa's second largest producer 
of lead, third largest of cadmium and fourth largest of zine and copper. »:z 

4ff 
AEO, llCMlllber 1990. 
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AEO , llOYllltler 1990 • 
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Table 14.10 Real growtla of GDP by sector iii Na.ibia, 1985-1990 

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 
.. 

Agriculture 43.0 -10.S 40.1 22.9 -19.S 41.1 

Industty -2.8 S.9 -2.0 1.3 -4.S ~.3 

Manufacturing -3.2 1.0 LS 1.3 4.2 S.l 

Comtruction o.s -14.1 3.4 2.1 -S.8 -9.2 

Commerce 1.1 2.4 3.S 4.0 3.0 1.3 

Transport and 0.3 S.4 2.1 -0.4 10.4 s.o 
communications 

Others -S.6 S.6 -1.0 -8.S 14.9 -0.9 

Source: UNIDO, REG Database 

Food and other agro-related industries are the most important manufacturing sub 
sectors. They are also priority areas for public policy. There are not any clear development 
targets for industry yet; however, policy makers interviewed often mentioned the importance of 
import substitution. Industry is private and based on small- to medium-sized companies. The 
state is involved mainly in infrastructure related issues such as the production of electricity. 
Foreign investment has not had any major role to play, though South African investments have 
been - and are still to some extent - quite important. Foreign investment is governed by the 
Foreign Investment Act, which also established an Investment Centre. "1J 

Generally the economy is still quite dependent on South Africa, though linkages to other 
countries are gaining more significance. Industrial exports are negligible. 

The country has a relatively well developed physicaJ infrastructure. The small population 
and community structure of small locaJities - for example, the capital city Windhoek has roughly 
120,000 inhabitants, the next largest town less than 20,000. Domestic demand is very modest 
and cannot be expected to grow markedly. Because of long distances, transport becomes a very 
important issue. Water supply is a criticaJ issue in some areas. The social infrastructures, for 
example, the systems for education and health care, are not well developed and need further 
enhancement. 

Until 1990 the country was under South African rule, and both the economy and the 
institutional infrastructure are inherited from that period. New institutions, administrative 
patterns and policy guidelines are only now being developed. No long-term development policy 
has been formulated yet. 

The importance of the mining industry is not only as a dominant export earner. It also 
integrates a considerable level of manufacturing type activity in the form of processing, as well 
as significant activity in technologicaJ adpation and skill upgrading. 
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14.7 Brazil 

Brazil is the largest country in Latin American with an area of 8.5 million km2
; a huge 

country with enormous natural resources. About 30 per cent of the land area is l!Sed for 
agricultural purposes and approximately two thirds is covered by forests. In mineral resources, 
Brazil is panicularly rich in iron ore, bauxite, manganese, coal, zinc and chrome. 

No less th4dl eleven cities have populations exceeding a million, of which Sao Paulo (IO 
million) and Rio de Janeiro (5. 6 million) are the largest. The capital city Brasilia bas a 
population of some 1.5 million. Approximately 75 per cent of the population lives in urban 
localities, often in very poor slum conditions. 

The total population is over ISO millior1'§ - more than all of our African case countries 
counted together and three times as big as the largest of them (Ethiopia with a population of 
roughly SO million). This creates considerable internal market possibilities. Generally, the 
population and natural resources together give the country a development potential on a 
considerably higher level than in ~ur African case study countries. 

The possibilities for creating huge domestic markets and realizing the development 
potential are, however, limited by income inequality perhaps greater than in any other of the 
newly industrialising economies. It is evaluated, that about 60 per cent of the population is 
living outside the modem economy, and the real domestic market consists of about 60 million 
people living in the relatively affluent areas in the coastal areas, particularly Sao Paolo State and 
Rio. (EIU, 1990/91). 

In the late 1980s, the Gross National Product (GNP) was almost US$ 340 !>illion - the 
eighth largest economy within the market economies block - giving a Per Capita Income (PCI) 
of about US$ 2245; at the time GNP was increasing at an annual rate of 2,9 per cent. 

However, the economy is suffering from very high rates of inflation and under the 
burden of a huge national debt. The balance of trade in goods and services in 1%7 was some 
US$ 4,134 million in deficit. 

The literacv rate is around 78 per cent and 3.3 per cent of GNP was devoted to 
education. However, we were informed during the research visit, that 70 per cent of the 
education budg~ was allocated to universities arad other tertiary education. The primary and 
secondary education sector are substantially deprived, and, as a result, about 90 per cent of 
children are dropping out of education at the age of 10 (EIU, 1990/91). 

After 20 years of military rule the country reverted to a democratic political system in 
1985. This may still be classed as a transitional state; during the field visit we obtained the 
impression amongst many industrialists that there was a nostalgia for the more stable and 
centrally-directed - though less democratic - pre-1985 insdtutions. 

Democracy has brought greater industrial uncertainty and employment and investment 
were both significantly down in 1989 and 1990, as companies awaited the unfolding of economic 
plans of the newly (1989) installed Collor government. 

Prior to this the economy had grown by 5 per cent in 1984 and 8.3per cent and 7.5per 
cent in the two following years, then going down to 3,6 in 1987 and nil in 1988. 
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The origim of GDP by sector shows that industry ~ a major element of inco[lle at 
39.5per cent in 1988 but that real growth rates had declined profoundly dropping from 11.7 in 
1986 to a figure of -3.2 in 1988 (fable 14.9). 

Table 14.9 Rtal growtla of GDP bJ sedor in Bnail, 1985 -1990 (peT aid) 

Sector 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 

Agriculture 9.8 -8.1 14.9 -.03 3.9 1.8 
Indumy 8.7 II.I 0.9 -3.2 1.6 2.2 

Mmu&cturiag 8.4 11.2 1.0 -3.4 1.8 2.S 

Construction 10.3 8.3 3.3 6.2 4.1 4.1 
Commerce 7.8 8.1 2.6 -2.8 l.S -.07 
Transport md 9.8 13.6 6.0 S.8 3.1 3.1 
Communication 

Others 6.2 8.9 2.6 1.6 7.4 1.4 

Sou~: REG Database 

The agricultural sector represents a significant proportion of export income for Brazil. 
It accounted for 65 - 70 per cent of the value of exports in the 1970s, and was still over 40per 
cent in 1988 and 1989. The sector has, however, been denied funds from government; as we 
have seen in several other countries covered by this study. 

The country is the largest producer of coffee, the second largest producer of sugar (about 
70 per cent of which is processed to alcohol, powering 94 per cent of Brazil cars and light 
vehicles), and the second largest producer of soya. The latter was claimed to be produced at 
lower cost than in the largest producer, the USA, but was considered somewhat uncompetitive 
due to the high costs of transport within B:azil, e.g., by road/rail to Santos, from where it was 
shipped. 

In the manufacturing sector, the mid-l 980s boom was founded on expanding domestic 
consumption rather than export driven. There was rapid expansion in sales of both capital goods 
and consumer durables; with the mechanical engineering sector growing by 10. l per cent in 1985 
and 2l.4per cent in 1986 \Table 14.10). 

The automobile sector grew from almost 460,000 cars in 1985 to 734,000 in 1989. 
However, total output of all vehicles in 1989, a little over one million, meant the industry was 
only then getting back to the levels of the late 1970s. 

The informatics industry has grown rapidly in the 1980s, and is based on both rapid 
domestic growth and exports, with profits in the sector totalling US$ 5.1 billion in 1989, an 
increase of 15 per cent on 1988. The industry bu been protected by the governments Special 
Informatics Secretariat (SEJ), which will continue to exercise control until 1994 (EIU 1990/91). 

In 1987 there were l,675,040km of roads in use, of which only 8 per cent were paved. 
The railway system has become increasingly inadequate, with only 6.7 per cent electrified by 
1983; in fact freight carried ,•eclined by 4: per cent betwt".en 1977 and 1983 (EIU 1990/91). 
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The main pon handled 280 m tons of freight in 1982; though the inland water ways 
linking the interior to the ports are Ndly underutilized. The air transponation system is 
extemive with nearly 30 major airports in use. served by three major national airlines and 
numerous smaller airlines. largely restricted to domestic routes. 

Tobit 14.10 lllllmtrial protbu:till•;,,, Btd, 1985 - 1989, per alll OlllUlal 1tal growth 

Sedor 1'85 l"' 1'87 1'81 1'89 

Total malUlfacturing sector 8.4 11.3 1.0 -3.4 3.0 

Capital goods 12.2 21.6 -1.8 -2.1 0.4 

Intermediate goods 7.2 8.S 1.1 -2.1 2.6 

Coostructiao goods 9.2 11.0 0.2 -3.S 3.7 

Durable goods IS.I 20.4 -S.4 0.7 2.4 

Non-durables 7.9 8.8 1.6 -4.S 4.0 

Major indllStria 

Chemicals 6.S 1.6 S.4 -3.0 -0.3 

Metallurgical 7.0 11.9 o.s -3.3 S.3 

Mecbaniad 10.1 21.7 4.1 -8.6 4.4 

Foodstuffs 0.1 0.1 7.0 -2.4 1.3 

Vehicles 11.7 12.S -10.1 9.1 -2.8 

Source: EIU (1990/91). 

In terms of communication networks, although there were around 11 million telephones 
installed by 1987 (about I per 13.6 members of the population) it was often difficult to contact 
other major cities. The international exchanges were found to be much more efficient. 

Expon and trade policies and foreign investment 

From the early 1980s up to 1990 there has been a strong impon substitution direction 
given to the Brazilian economy; and the national structure of manufacturing can be seen to be 
highly oligopolistic with 200 companies accounting for 75 per cent of exports. However, the new 
Collor government has tried to ease many of the barriers to imports in an attempt to make 
indigenous producers more price conscious and competitive, and protection now plays a minor 
role. 

Between them the US and the EC accounted for over 54 per cent of exports and 42 per 
cent of imports in 1989, the first figure being slightly up in 1988 (53 per cent) and the latter 
slightly down (43 per cent). 

Brazil's national debt has been one of the largest in tht world and was some USS 115 
billion at the end of 1989, with the public sector being responsible for about 90 per cent of this. 

Inward investment has been strongly encouraged for most of the post-1950 period, with 
the US as the prime investor (about a third of the total). 
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14.8 The Field Work Research 

The field research consisted of a two week trip to each of the case study countries. The 
original target was to visit and interview the representatives of approximately 20 
firms/organizations in each country. This target wu not reached in any of the countries, mainly 
because of problems in practical arrangements. 

The original criteria for choosing the target organizations (representativeness, central 
role in national development. interesting technological developments) could not always be met. 
Because of time 1;mits, geographical proximity and easy access (no waiting times) of the target 
organizations became crucial criteria. Eagerness to cooperate was another central one. Practical 
criteria varied from one country to another - and depended in many cases on the personal 
contacts of the local experts - so the interviews cannot be taken as a representative sample. 
However, together with published information and work-io-p!()gress reports from other research 
work on the same field, they add considerably to the picture of technological development in the 
case study countries. 

The original intention was to make about one third of the visits to companies in the case 
study sectors, one third to firms in other industrial sectors and one third to policy and research 
organizations. Table 14.11 shows, that this target was reached quite well: out of a total of 105 
interviews, 39 were to textiles, clothing and footwear companies, 30 to other industrial firms and 
36 to private consultants, policy make1s, and research and development institutes. 

Table 14.11 Fkld inleniews bJ country and by sector 

Sector 
Country 

Zimbabwe Namibia Mauritius Ethiopia Kenya Taazaaia 

Textiles 6 1 1 3 3 6 
Clothing 0 4 2 1 0 
Footwear 3 0 2 0 1 

Electronics 1 0 1 0 
Metal goods 1 2 0 1 

Printing 1 1 0 0 
Food & drink 2 I 2 0 0 

Others" 1 3 0 1 0 0 
Consultants 0 0 0 3 0 
Policy makers 2 3 4 6 4 1 

Research 0 1 1 4 3 

Total 17 16 16 16 16 13 

• Othcn include &anneries, an office equipment manufacturer and a freight company. 

Brazil 

2 
1 

1 

2 

1 

0 
0 
0 
2 

11 

Total 

22 

9 

8 

6 
7 

s 
7 

s 
4 

20 

12 
105 

The interviews with representatives of industrial firms were made with the help 
structured questionnaires, with questions both on the technical and economic development 
the company and on the more general infrastructure and policy related issues. 
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Usually It.ere were more than one person amwering on behalf of the company. 
However. even if there were quite a number of respondents in some companies. not all 
questiom were always amwered. For example, sometimes the figures on economic performance 
were kept confidential, sometimes the respondents just did not know them and did not have 
access to the sources of information. In some cases, questiom on the tedmologicaJ level of 
production processes were not answered correctly. because the respondents did not really know 
about the machinery. This was the <Ze in, for example, when enquiring about 
microelecttonicaJly conttolled machinery in textiles mills. The firms seemed to have, which was 
proved by visits to the production sites, often more microelectronicaJly conttolled machinery 
than the factory/technical managers could - or wanted to - talk about. 

The interviews with policy makers and researchers were made with the help of a 
structured questio".naire a well. The interviews were, however, usually carried out more freely, 
concentrating on the topics the respondent was specialised in. Additional material was gathered 
from local daily newspapers and through informal interviews and discussions with both local 
people and people working in international organizations located in the countries. 
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IS. The Tmile Industry 

The textile industry encompasses the production of yam. fabric (primarily for use in 
apparel) and finished goods such as bedding, carpets and industrial textiles. It uses both natural 
(cotton, linen, wool) and synthetic (chemical, oil lmed) fibres as raw materials. Textile 
manufacturing is an old, established industry, and the starting point for the industrial revolution 
in the 18th century. For national economic development everywhere, the textiles industry - as 
a producer of basic necessities - bas been fairly important. From the late 1970s on the share 
of developing countries has risen considerably in the world market showing a 5.9times growth 
from 1973 to 1988 compared with a 3.2 growth in OECD countries.'°' 

Textile manufacturing is a continuous process industry of reasonably standardized 
products, which makes it relatively capital and raw material intensive. For a long time. 
technological development in the sector bas been mainly incremental. There has been slow 
~olution with no radical leaps but a stable growth in productivity. Programmable automation 
is not assumed to have radical impacts either. However, micro-electronics have been introduced 
widely into individual machines to achieve more automation, flexibility and solid quality. 
Computer technologies are also used for overall manufacturing control purposes, thus integrating 
the production process further. 

IS.I Textiles in a Global Market 

Of the three main case study sectors (textiles, clothing and footwear), the value of global 
markets in textiles is the highest. However, the value of world trade in textiles 1s increasing 
slower than that of clothing. In 1980 the value of world trade in clothing was equivalent to 73 
per cent of the trade in textiles; in 1988 the corresponding figure was already over 96 per cent. 
World market prices of clothing have increased more than that of textiles, partly because of 
higher increases in ma:1ufacturing value added in clothing, and partly because of more.process 
rationalization in textiles. 

The share of developed market economies in the world trade of textiles has decreased 
gradually, from 70 per cent in 1980 to 58.8 per cent in 1988. This decrease was, however, only 
partly due to the good performance of developing countries, whose share rose from 21.9per cent 
to 28 per cent. Almost as important was the growth of exports from planned economies, from 
8.1 per cent to 13.2 per cent (fable IS.I) 

Table 15.1 Global exports in textiles 1973 -1988 (USS 1000 million) 

Country 1roup Year 

1973 1976 197, 1'82 1'85 1988 

OECD 17.3 22.1 35.2 34.1 35.3 54.6 

Developing 4.4 6.4 10.7 11.6 13.8 26.0 

World toeal 23.4 30.7 SO.I Sl.O 54.1 92.9 

Source: GAIT (various years). 

,.,. 
Cline, 1987. 
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The future development of world trade in textiles depends on many factors. 
Technological change. which is discussed in detail in the following section. is one of them. It 
is also connected to developments in the clothing industry. to changes of global market demand. 
and to ( ~ strategies applied by large clodting enterprises. 

Future development may. however. be more technologically directed in textiles than. for 
example. in clothing. Textile products are more uniform. the quality of products is of crucial 
importance - and quality is &Zy to measure consistently. Further integration of production -
both within a textile mill and upstream in the production chain to the clothing industry - is also 
possible with l'lOdern automation technologies. The fact that profit margins in textiles are 
clearly lower than in clothing. or in manufacturing industry on average.m puts heavy pressure 
on the need to introduce best practice machinery and organization. 

15.2 TedanoloPatl Developments 

Technological development in the textile industry bas been considerable during the whole 
period since the end of the Second World War. The most radical innovations have taken place 
within raw materials. In addition to the introduction of new synthetic fibres. the production 
processes have also gone through major changes. both through new machinery. new production 
control technology and new architectural mill design. Production machinery development has. 
however. been primarily incremental. Textile manufacture is already a basically automatic 
process technology. In this kind of industry. the microelectronics revolution has not caused as 
deep changes as in batch production industries. Recent developments have occurred especially 
in overall mills control. integration of factory departments. higher and more stable product 
quality. and increasing flexibility of production. 

For example, US figures on labour productivity growth for textiles show a long time 
growth over both the clothing industry and US manufacturing on average. They also indicate 
the significance of continuous technological development (Table 15.2). 

Tablt 15.2 Growth of labour productivity in US: tutilts, dothing and manufacturing, 
1961 - 1985 (annual ptrunlagt) 

1961 - 72 
1973 - 8S 

~ Cline (1987). 

Textiles 

4.88 
3.71 

Clothing 

1.28 
2.7S 

Manufacturing 

3.Sl 
2.90 

Unlike the clothing industry. the textile sector is dominated by large oompanies. This 
is partly because of the nature of the production process and the cost structure of production. 
This is true for both developed and developing countries, where the large prastatals often make 
up the majority of the sector. 

Because of the incremental nature of technological change, developing countries have 
been able to follow the technological evolution at least to some extent. Investment in modern 
textiles technology in developing countries is often impeded more by the Jack of finance than 
by technology related problems. 

'°' Cline, 1987. 
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Up to the late 19SOs textile manufacturers would order their machines, and upon 
installation would introduce some degree of change reflecting the proprietary technology of the 
mill. The changes would relate to maciline setting, gears, shapes of cams, drafting aprons, and 
other devices. They were based on the company concept of what was the best engineering 
practice for the mill. Thus, technological drvelopment was largely contingent on the mill 
proprietary technology, based on learning by doing and the long time mill experience gathered. 

This made it rather difficult for new entrepreneurs and countries to enter the 
business.• In the mid 1960s the basic machinery development process bad changed, and 
machinery innovations became available primarily on a merchant basis. A major factor 
precipitating this shift was technological innovation stemming from many scientific disciplines 
in various fields, which made it more or less impossible for one firm to have the requisite skills 
in all of them. By then any firm could actually purchase any one of the major types of 
equipment. The concept of internal machine innovation now played a minimal role in the 
development of modem textile machinery. Thus even developing countries could have access 
to the same technology level as developed countries. 

The main innovations in textile manufacturing between 1950 and 1990 consist of new 
automatic bale feeders, aerofeed systems, bighdraft spinning, texturization, shuttleless looms, 
needlepunch machines, transfer printing, rotary screen printing and the introduction of more 
computer integration into manufacture. These led to the following improvements: 

(a) New machinery and methods were introduced, resulting in improved material 
handling within the mill; 

(b) New yarn spinning methods were created resulting in increased labour 
productivity and a reduction in the number of sequential processing steps; 

(c) New types of looms with higher speed and improved fabric quality were made 
available; 

(d) New dyeing, printing and finishing equipment was introduced to improve the 
surface appearance of fabrics; 

(e) New methods of carpet manufacture were created, including needle punch; 

(t) Automation of machinery functions, machine self-diagnostics, machine self
correction from deviations, textile design along with colouring, and the 
interlinking of processes were developed and commercialized."" 

As noted in the printing industry example in Chapter I, a similar trend of integration 
of what were once discrete parts of the textile process is taking place. 

In spinning, technological change with significant effects on both productivity, product 
quality and production flexibility has occurred in all phases of production. In the following, the 

!06 UlllDO, 1990b. 

'°" Ull I DO, 1990b. 
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most important developments of the key machinery for sbon staple spinning - for spinning 
cotton and cotton lite synthetic materials - are descn"bed in more detail.'°' 

The output of blending and feeding raw material has increased from 200 pounds of fibre 
per hour in 1945 to 1,320 pounds in 1987. The developments of output in various spinning 
processes is summarized in Table IS.3. During the same period. however. the price of one 
machine has gone up from USSl,369 to USS103,448, and is expected to double by the year 2000. 
The ISi fold increase in cost is much larger than the productivity increase, even if price 
adjustments are made for inflation. The increases in cost in various phases of spinning are 
summarized in Table IS.4. The real benefits from blending and feeding automation is, that it 
gives the opponunity to blend various raw materials on a large volume basis. New tecbnology 
has contributed to an improved blending process. 

Aero feed pickers have replaced manual transpon laps and increased productivity 
significantly with a relatively small investment. In the African case study factories many 
manually fed systems were still in use. 

Tabll JS.J Main teduwlogkal thvtlopnients in wuious phases of slum staph-spinning and their 
effects on output, seletted Jtan 1945 -1990 

Output (pound/hour) Chante (per md) 

1945 1955 1"2 19'9 1975 1987 2000 45-62 69-87 

Blender 200 200 200 200 5SO 1320 2200 0 560 

Picker 382 382 382 382 0 100 

Cards 7 8 JO J8 SS 88 JS4 43 389 

Drawings JOO 400 800 800 273 S74 874 700 -28 
(feet/m) 

Lapping J50 J90 500 500 484 836 99C 233 67 

Combing 28 33 4S so S1 110 J32 6J J20 

Roving 

warp• I.OJ I.IS I.SJ l.7S 2 2 2 SJ J4 

filling" 0.70 0.80 1.06 1.30 S2 100 

Spinning 

warp• 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.0S S8 -I 
filling" 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 o.os SI 41 

•pound/spindle/hour. 
~ UNIDO (1990b). 

Jn cards there has been more than a twelve-fold increase in productivity between 1945 
and 1987. and another significant increase is expected by the year 2000. But the prices have also 
increased: it is anticipated that the nominal price of cotton card will reach USS172,414 by the 
year 2000, while it was only US$103,448 in 1987.!C» 

SOI llllDO, 1990b. 

• llllDO, 1990b. 
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Drawing and tapping provide the meam of blending the card slivers in preparation for 
the next proa:ss. Both types of machine have experienced significant increases in productivity 
and investment costs. Output per hour and investment costs are expected to increase further, 
through to the year 2000 (see Table 15.4) 

Tobit 15.4 MOU. udmolofiml dndoprulds ill RUious pluua of slum stapk-spiuiltg 11114 tMir 
tJ/tds o• costs per output llllit, stht:Ud ,,.n 1945·1990 

Cost/unit ~ 1000) Cbanp(per 
cent) 

1945 1955 19'2 1"' 1'75 1'87 2000 4H2 6'-17 

Blender 1.4 2.1 3.9 4.S 34.S 103.4 206.9 183 2199 

Picker 7.7 14.6 19.S 153 0 

Cards 2.2 s.o 6.0 69.4 103.4 172.4 171 ISO 

Drawings 3.2 17.2 Sl.7 103.4 0 1516 

Lapping s.o 9.6 11.S 14.0 69.0 124.1 172.4 132 787 

Combing 3.8 9.9 13.3 14.S 86.2 137.9 172.4 253 851 

Roving 8.5 12.2 20.2 26.4 117.2 124.1 310.3 139 370 

Spinning 4.9 11.6 18.6 21.S 61.6 79.S 149.0 281 270 

Source: UNIDO (1990b). 

The objective of combing is to separate within the fibre mass the longer fibres from the 
shorter ones, thus lea.,ing a processed mass of fibre that contains a preselected minimum length 
of fibre. The end result of this sequence is that the yarn made out of this material will be more 
uniform, stronger and finer than an equivalent yarn made on the carded system. Even though 
the basic combing process has not changed, productivity and investments have increased. 
Productivity has increased because of the input of a greater lap weight and increased machine 
speed. 

The major changes that have taken place within the spinning department have occurred 
on the spinning frame itself and involve two production parameters. Through high-draft 
spinning, and the development of new spinning methods particularly the type exemplified by 
open end spinning, the 0-E frame. The impact of these changes has been to reduce the 
required number of pre-spinning steps, such as stubbing, and to limit in most cases the need for 
roving, to only one step instead of several as before. This again is a reflection of trends in 
integration of previously discrete functions we noted in Chapter 1. 

In addition, the newer frames run at much higher spindle speed, with further increases 
expected by the year 2000. In spinning, the number of spindles per operator has also risen 
considerably - from 3,000 in 1945 to 5,500 in 1969 and is expected to rise to 12,000 in 2000 (see 
Table 15.S). 

In long-staple spinning for wool and wool-like synthetic fibres developments have been 
slightly slower. However, the speeds for the two key processes have increased by about 
75 per cent from 1,030 to 1,800 revolutions per minute for rover and from 4,300 to 9,500 
( + 121 per cent) for spir ning. These costs have increased as well: the price for a single spinning 
frame with 204 spindles with automatic doffing was around USS 351,000 in 1989. 
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Tobit lS.S Moilt udutolo,u:al u'MoprMllls ill Mlioas pllasa of slum stapk-qiJulillg IUftl tMiT 
affec:ts o• worlload ptr 0ptl'lllor, sekt:Utl ]airs 1945 - 1990 

Work load/operator Growth(per 
ant) 

1945 1'55 1"2 l"' 1'75 1'87 2000 4S.Q ~ 

Blender 10 10 10 14 2 2 2 0 -86 

Picker 6 6 6 6 0 100 

Canis 36 64 88 SS 24 16 12 144 -71 

Drawings 40 32 28 38 14 6 4 -30 -84 

Combing 36 64 80 80 80 80 80 !22 0 
Roving 240 384 480 480 310 360 soo 100 -2S 

Spinning 

wup" 2 2.6 6 6.S 1.8 2.2 12 200 -76 

filling" 3 4 s s.s 1.8 2.2 12 67 ~ 

• iooo spindles per operator. 
Source: UNIDO (1990b). 

Texturizing is a heat treatment process needed to obtain elasticity for synthetic filament 
fibres. There are two main technologies - the air-jet method and the false twist method - which 
have both developed notably in terms of speed, from approximately 250 metres of fibre per 
minute in 1973 to more than 1,000 metres a minute in 1989.''0 In addition to increases in 
productivity, the newer texturizing machines produce higher quality yarns. 

In weaving, the traditional shuttle looms have gradually been replaced by shuttleless 
looms, which provide higher speed and improve fabric quality (see Table 15.6). Productivity, 
expressed in terms of loom speed in picks per minute, has increased from 185 to 900 picks per 
minute, and this is expected to rise to l,OOObythe year 2000.'11 A corresponding development 
has taken place in the width of the fabric. The new looms also permit better product quality 
especially through greater yam and woven fabric flexibility . 

In all, innovations in various phases of textile manufacturing, entail trade-offs between 
productivity, product flexibility and quality. More recently these have lessened, and the industry 
has obtained both higher productivity, and higher product flexibility and quality. Within yam 
manufacturing, for example, ring spinning provides the greatest product flexibility, but is less 
productive than other yam-forming systems. The newer spinning systems, especially rotor and 
air-jet spinning, are able to produce a large number of yam counts, at good quality and high 
speed, suitable for most applications in knitting and weaving. 

In weaving there are three major types of shuttleless looms and each features some form 
of product specialization. Air·jet looms are primarily used on plain fabrics, and rapier and 
projectile looms can weave more complicated types of fabrics, such as colour stripes and designs. 
They can use both cotton, wool, synthetic, and many other types of yam. 

SIG UlllDO, 1990b. 

Sii UlllDO, 1990b. 
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Tobit 15.6 Maia tkwloprrullls ill waving udulolov 111111 tMir tf/ttts o• ptr/ol'fllllnct, 
stktttd Jttlrs 1945 - 1989 IUltl p10fedio• to 2000 

Shuttle locm 
Sbuttldess air-jet loom 

Processi .. uriahle X2- type X3- type 

1'45 1962 1975 1989 2000 

Speed, weft insertion 1,860 2,300 
Speed, pick/min. 185 212 210 900 1,000 
Cloth width, inch 39 47.S 68 130 142 
Cost/unit 700 2,000 8,SOO 40,000 S0,000 
Workload 
looms/weaver 60 100 120 19 30 
looms/fixer 60 100 100 

source: ONIDO (19906). 

Generally we find that imponant technological developments have taken place in all 
phases of textile manufacrure. Conve~ely to many other industrial sectors, the prices of new 
production facilities have typically increased more than the straightforward machine productivity 
figures. This is partly caused by the characteristics of textile machinery: electronic control 
components - which are becoming cheaper - are gaining in importance, but the core of textiles 
machiraery still lies in sophisticated, and ex!)ensive, high precision mechanics. 

In addition to productivity gains there are, however, other superior features embodied 
in the new machinery. Above all they are more flexible and can maintain higher product quality. 
This makes investment in new production facilities quite imperative even for developing 
countries. In the world market, quality and reliability of delivery are all the more imponant 
features. In this sense, modern machinery is without equal in performance, and there is no real 
trade off between labour and capital, or between old and new machinery. 

lS.3 Textiles in Developing Countries 

As noted in Section 15 .1, the share of developing countries in total world textile trade 
has constantly grown. A time series of textiles exports from developed and developing market 
economies between 1970 and 1985 is shown in Table 15.7. 

In the late 1980s however, textile exports from developed countries have actually 
increased more than from developing countries (Figure 15. I). This indicates that some 
inflection point may have been reached in the early/mid 1980s, showing a reversal in the decline 
commented upon by Hoffman and Rush (1988). While the exports of developing countries may 
still be increasing more rapidly than those of developed countries, a new technology boost may 
have been achieved in the latter countries - similar to that noted in Chapter 1 regarding the 
printing industry in the UK. 

The textile industry has, as a rule, been important in the initial stages of industrialization 
of developing countries. Nevertheless, the imponance of the sector usually diminishes with 
further development. Still in 1973 textiles accounted for almost one third of all developing 
country exports, but by 1986 this had decreased to about 10 per cent (Figure 15.2). 

Textile exports from developing countries have mainly come from a few NICs. The 
picture is, however, changing and the coa·e of production is moving from the East Asian NI Cs 
to the second tier of the ASEAN four and some other lower wage Asian countries. 
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Tabk 15.1 Tutilt upotts fro• derrloped and derrlopillg nuultt tconomia 1910 - 1985 

World trade Exports or dneloped market Exports or deTelopina market 
economies economies 

Yar 
US$ billion US$ biDioa percent or USS billioa percent or 

world trade world trade 

1970 6.44 4.09 62 1.36 21 

1973 12.S9 6.92 SS 3.82 31 

1974 14.97 8.0S S3 4.n 32 

197S 16.73 9.00 S4 S.40 32 

1976 20.62 10.08 so 7.87 38.S 

19n 23.SO 11.80 so 8.70 37 

1978 28.33 14.44 SI 10.42 37.S 

1979 34.37 17.83 S2 12.3S 3S.S 

1980 40.21 20.60 so 14.67 36.S 

1981 41.10 19.10 46 16.86 41 

1982 40.02 18.09 4S 16.8S 42 

1983 40.37 17.79 44 17.39 43 

1984 4S.87 18.70 41 21.90 48 

1985 49.42 19.49 39 24.92 so.s 

Source: UNIDO (1990b). 

Figurr 15.1 Tutilt uportsfrom de•tloping and dtl'tloped count/Us 1963 -1981 
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This is panly due to the increase in wages in the NICs. During the 1980s, the Republic 
of Korea and Taiwan Province topped the list - and Singapore was fourth - of highest relative 
growth of labour costs (Figure IS.3). 

Fipn 15.2 Tutila shan of total 11U11U1/aduring aports, thvtloping and thvdoped tolllllria, 
1973-1989. 
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Figure 15.3 Growth in textiles labour costs 1980 - 1990, JO top countries 
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Source: UNIDO dalabuc. 
There is still a clear relative advantage in labour costs in the developing countries. For 

example, in Thailand, Malaysia, !>bilippines and India labour costs are at a level of less than 10 • per cent of the US labour costs, while Swedish and Swiss labour costs are almost double the US -~ , .. - figures (fable 15.8) . 

Table 15.B Labour cost by COIUll'1 ill tutila ilulllStfJ, 1980 -1990 4 
ll 

Ratio ~ 1990 Country 1"8 rank 1989 rank 1980 rank 1990~ 

192 Switzerland 19.23 1 14.58 2 9.6S s 99.3 
187 Sweden 18.70 2 14.60 1 10.43 4 79.3 
183 Denmark 18.35 3 14.00 3 9.00 7 101.2 - 178 Belgium 17.BS 4 13.42 7 11.82 1 Sl.O 
178 Holland 17.84 s 14.06 4 .i.68 2 52.7 
164 West Germany 16.46 6 13.17 8 10.65 3 54.6 
163 Norway 16.37 7 13.62 6 9.62 6 70.2 
161 Italy 16.13 8 13.03 9 9.12 8 76.9 
157 Austria IS.70 9 12.45 10 6.42 10 144.S 
144 Finland 14.44 10 11.79 12 S.62 14 156.9 
139 Japan 13.96 11 13.98 s 4.35 17 220.9 
128 Canada 12.83 12 11.79 11 6.25 12 105.3 
127 France 12.74 I3 9.82 I3 8.57 9 48.7 

'\ 103 Australia 10.34 I4 9.33 IS 
I02 UK 10.20 IS 8.18 I6 S.1S I3 77.4 
IOO USA I0.02 16 9.71 14 6.37 11 57.3 
91 Ireland 9.1.S I7 6.94 17 S.I3 I6 78.4 

~~ 
83 East Germany 8.28 I8 

''S.' 
77 Spain 7.69 19 S.65 I8 4.90 I7 56.9 

~ 71 lsnel 7.09 20 
58 Greece .S.85 2I 4.32 19 4.03 18 4.S.2 
46 Taiwan 4.56 22 3.56 20 1.26 26 261.9 

... 32 South Korea 3.22 23 2.87 21 0.78 33 312.8 
30 Hong Kong 3.0S 24 2.44 22 I.9I 21 59.1 
28 Singapore 2.83 2S 0.94 3I 201.l 
28 Tunisia 2.82 26 2.37 23 1.13 27 149.6 
27 Portugal 2.75 27 2.03 2S 1.68 24 63.7 
22 Mexico 2.2I 28 2.11 24 3.IO 20 -?.8.7 
20 Brazil I.97 29 1.78 27 l.S1 2S ~.s 

I9 Unaguay I.86 30 I.78 26 1.76 22 .S.7 
18 Turkey I.82 3I I.27 30 0.9S 30 91.6 
I7 Colombia I.71 32 I.71 28 1.76 23 -2.8 

·~-' 
I6 South Africa I.S1 33 Ci.69 37 
I4 Ar patina 1.42 34 I.42 29 3.33 19 -57.4 
I4 Venezuela 1.39 3S I.26 31 S.63 IS -75.3 
13 Morocco 1.28 36 I.10 33 0.8S 32 S0.6 
12 Hunpry 1.24 37 
12 Pena 1.23 38 1.13 3Z 1.11 28 10.8 • ! 

9 Syria 0.94 39 0.86 34 0.96 29 -2.J 
9 Thailand 0.92 40 ,. 68 38 0.33 39 178.8 

coo: 11\•""' 
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Ratio 
Chang~ 
1988-

1998 c-aq 1"8 nnk 1989 nnk 1980 nnk 1"8., 
9 Ethiopia 0.87 41 0.78 36 
9 Malaysia 0.86 42 0.82 35 
1 IDdia 0.72 43 0.65 39 0.60 35 20.0 
1 Philippines 0.61 44 0.64 40 0.43 36 55.8 
6 Kenya 0.63 45 0.54 41 
s Egypt 0.45 46 0.45 42 0.39 37 lS.4 
4 PU:istm 0.39 47 0.37 44 0.34 38 14.7 
4 ClUna 0.37 48 0.40 43 
3 Tmzania 0.32 49 
3 Nigeria 0.30 so 0.26 46 
2 Indonesia 0.25 SI 0.23 47 0.63 34 -60.3 
2 Sri I..anb 0.24 52 0.26 45 0.16 40 so.o 

Ratio: USA 1990 = 100 
Rank: 1 = highest, 52 = lowest 
Source: Textile Horizons (March 1991). 

The implications of labour costs are, however, not self evident. For example, in the late 
1980s Italy has been the most successful OECD country both in textiles production and exports 
in spite of the high - 60 per cent above the US level and rising - level of labour costs. Other 
things seem to have grown in relative importance. Among these are technological and 
organizational factors providing more flexibility and ensuring fast and reliable delivery of 
products with stable and high quality. The relative importance of flexible linkages within the 
production chain and contacts to the markets, which to a growing extent are divided into many 
segments with diverging demand patterns has increased. 

Textile industries in a numbei ,f developing countries have closed the technological gap 
with developed countries quite rapidly. This is shown by investment figures in new machinery: 
In 1988, Asian countries invested USS 7 billion in textile machinery, over 46 per cent of world 
investment; and almost twice as muc!l as West European countries (Figure 15.4). This 
investment pattern suggests, that many developing countries in Asia are putting considerable 
emphasis on the modernization of their textile industry, which in tum will incre-.ase pressure on 
African countries. 

Figure 15.4 Expenditure in ttxtih ma.chinery by regitm in 1988 

Africo (t.H) 
.---r-.-~ North Americo (10.5•) 

Asio (•6.3•) 

West Europe (26. 1') 

Source: UNIDO (1990b). 
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World total investment in spinning machinery was USS2.8 billion, in weaving machinery 
USS2.5 billion and in spare pans, supplies and other equipment about US$9.4 billion. A greater 
proportion of the investment was in spinning rather than weaving equipment (Table 15.9). This 
shows, that the world textiles industry is emphasizing the modernization of yarn making capacity 
more than fabric making. 

Table 15.9 Shan ofiawstlUnt;,, spiuilag as a share of total iawstJunt in tutile 1lllldlilu1J 
bJ region in 1988 

Africa 

North America 

South America 

Asia 

West Europe 

CMEA 

World total 

Source: UNIDO (1990b). 

Sime of spn.nq in tot.I textile machinery 
inYestmelds {per emf) 

62.7 

60.6 

58.2 

48.7 

57.1 

49.6 

52.8 

The highest share of investment in spinning machinery (as a share of total investment 
in textile equipment) is in Africa. Experience in the six African case countries confirms that this 
is a crucial area: for example in Tanzania, one of the basic problems for the whole textiles and 
clothing sector was the low quality of yam. The modernization of spinning is without doubt a 
vital starting point for technological renewal. 

Table IS.JO lnl'estmenJ in spinning machinery in 1988 bJ region and machine type 

Type ol maMinery Value of 

llf«ion short staple (per long staple (per 0-E rotors (per 
in•estment (USS 

t•> cent) cent) cent) 

Africa 62.8 lS.4 21.9 92,430 

North America 24.4 6.2 69.S 316,020 

South America 50.4 20.7 28.9 138,844 

Asia 48.1 33.4 18.5 1,379,362 

West Europe 27.2 50.0 22.8 745,784 

CMEA 6.0 54.2 41.5 146,199 

World total 38.4 34.5 27.4 2,818,~38 

~ UNIDO (1990b). 

The breakdown ofspinning investment into different types of machinery, however, shows 
that African investments are biased towards shon staple spinning; over 60 per cent in 
comparison to world expenditures of under 40 per cent on this type of spinning frame. This 
suggests that Africa is placing too much emphasis on this type of equipment. Even though there 
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are many types of techoological improvements in the shon-staple spinning, new investment 
should be directed more toward the 0-E rotor frame, which offers much higher productivity, an 
equivalent quality of output, and more flexibility of raw material use and product types.'12 

Table 15.11 In~nt in wearing equipment ill 1988 by region and madlint tJpt 

Africa 

North America 

South America 

Asia 

West Europe 

CMEA 

World total 

Source: UNIDO (1990b). 

Loom type 

sbuttleless (per shuttle (per cent) 
cent) 

88.4 11.6 

98.4 1.6 

91.2 8.8 

74.2 25.8 

99.9 0.1 

99.9 0.1 

84.4 15.7 

Value of inffStment 
(USS 1000) 

5,S016 

205,461 

99,668 

1,454,724 

560,390 

148,406 

2,523,215 

African figures for investment in weaving equipment are quite low: roughly a 2 per cent 
share of total world investments (Table 15.11). The more modem - faster and more flexible -
shunleless looms are, however, clearly emphasized. The vast majority of all investment comes 
from Asia, with an emphasis on more old fashioned shuttle looms. This may be because of the 
enormous domestic need for textiles. Therefore the need for very large production figures is 
more urgent than the need for flexibility or especially high expon quality. 

Table 15.12 Investments in spinning and wearing machinery in relation to other textile equipment 
(spare parts, other machitury and equipment) by region in 1988 

Region Spinning and weaving Spare parts and other 
machinery (per cent) equipment (per cent) 

Africa 51.8 48.2 

North America 32.6 67.4 

South America 46.5 S3.5 

Asia 40.3 59.1 
West Europe 33.l 66.9 

CMEA 16.3 83.7 

World total 35.2 64.8 

~ UNIDO (1990b). 

512 UNIDO, 1990b. 
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15.4 The Textile Industry in the Case Study Countries 

The textile industry is imponant in all the African case study countries, but the textiles 
share of total manufacturing output varies from under S per cent in Kenya to almost 2S per cent 
in Tanzania. Zimbabwe is the most important producer with a net output of US$96 million in 
1988, followed by Kenya with growing production volumes since the mid 1980s. Ethiopian 
production Im remained at a quite constant level since the late 1970s, through to the escalating 
civil war a decade later. Tan1211ian production Im fluctuated, while Mauritius, with rather 
modest total volumes in comparison to the other larger countries, has expanded production 
""Olumes quite extensively since the late 1970s (Figure lS.S). 

Figun 15.5 Gross outplll of tutila Uulustria ill the jive Aftit:an mse eolllllria 1975 - 1987, 
eonsllUll 1980 USS 
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Source: UNJDO database. 

The textiles industry is important in all the countries also in terms of manufacturing 
value added. The textiles share of total industrial MV A varies between 7 per cent (Mauritius) 
and 22 per cent (Zimbabwe). The ratio of MVA to gross output has been clearly highest in 
Zimbabwe, and lowest in Tanzania. Thus, of the case countries, it is Zimbabwe where the 
textilca industry has generated both relatively and absolutely most additional earnings. The ratio 
of MV A to gross output has been declining in most countrica, and it has been declining 
capecially rapidly in Tanzania (Table 15.13). 
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Table 15.13 ~ratio of MVA to gross output ill tM tutile ilulust'1 in jive Afriaui a:se 
colllllria, bdwe11 1975 - 1981 ~r alll) 

Year Zimbabwe Kenya T•mam Etbiopi8 Mamitim • 
1975 31.1 25.1 26.1 40.1 36.0 

t t 1976 33.4 27.8 31.9 36.1 38.6 

1977 32.7 27.8 31.4 33.8 19.8 4 
1 

1978 34.6 27.8 63.8 43.5 31.9 

1979 35.4 27.9 54.0 35.6 32.9 

1980 37.1 27.8 41.2 S3.0 28.5 

1981 43.2 27.8 30.2 46.0 30.4 

1982 73.4 27.8 22.0 43.3 27.0 

1983 88.9 28.2 27.2 37.8 25.7 - 1984 86.6 27.8 21.8 34.1 26.8 -~ 

1985 68.1 27.8 15.4 33.0 24.7 

1986 78.3 31.l 10.2 31.5 26.9 

1987 74.9 19.5 7.6 30.1 29.3 

Source: UNIDO database. 

As an employer the sector is even more important. The overall employment level has 
been growing in most countries up to the late 1980s, with the exception of Tanzania where the 

~ 
\ numbers employed in textiles has fallen slightly since the early 1980s (fable lS.14). . 

_. 
""\ 

i:J; 
Table 15.14 Employment in tutile indust'1 (321) in African case colllllries, 1975 -1981 " 

~' 
Year Zimbabwe Keny• Tanzani8 Ethiopia Mauritim \~ 
197S 13,929 12,716 17,846 22,599 992 

1976 lS,413 13,644 17,349 24,843 2,208 

1977 1S,S09 14,816 23,295 27,554 2,190 

1978 IS,023 18,217 30,713 28,645 1,947 
' 1979 IS,964 20,080 28,579 28,510 2,117 

'· 1980 17,373 19,660 33,359 29,305 2,154 .. 
1981 20,417 21,853 33,197 30,012 2,156 ~ 
1982 20,789 22,728 28,160 31,604 2,882 , 1983 20,607 21,513 32,335 32,206 1,848 

1984 21,200 21,891 30,114 36,389 2,064 

1985 20,500 25,817 29,387 38,208 2,396 
.._, 

1986 21,156 2S,3SO 28,497 40,118 3,258 ~ 1987 21,833 26,160 '?9,722 42,123 4,146 lt 
I 

~ UNIDO database. 

l; 'l 

The productivity of labour - measured as MV A per employee - in the sector varied in 
the late I 980s between USS7,723 (1987) in Zimbabwe and USSl,998 in Ethiopia. The r 
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productivity figures have clearly fluctuated in Mauritius, grown slightly in Kenya and Tanzania 
and been on a steady low level in Ethiopia (Figure 15.6) 

Figun 15.6 Groa olllpllt Pl' 0¥ioJft ia IM tutile illlllatly, S Afriaui tme colllltria, 
1975 -1981, COllSlald 1980 USS 
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Source: UNIDO database. 

The figures by gross output per employee in value terms might only tell us something 
about increuing wage levels. Figure 15.7, however, shows that this is not so. Generally the 
share of salaries of gross output has fluctuated in all the countries within a margin of 2 - 4 SAC 
per cent. Mauritius was the exception, where the share has declined from about 23 per cent in 
1975 to about 8 per cent in 1985. However, in Mauritius the textiles sector flas modernized 
rapidly and fewer people are involved in production with increased output. 

Most countries - with the exception of Mauritius - have not been very successful in 
exponin& textile products. Production is mainly for the iocal market and for the needs of 
domestic clothing manufacturing. The export figures have actually declined in most countries. 
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Fifun 15.7 Tiu slran ofsalllria o/IM ...i. of gross outplll in tatile in4ustry ill 5 Afriaua 
mlllllria, 1975 - 1986 
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Source: UNIOO database. 

The importance of the textiles sector, however, exceeds these statistics. On the one hand, 
the sector provides the main raw materials for the clothing industry. Thus product quality and 
quantity is crucial for the development of the clothing industry. On the other hand the industry 
is, in all tbe countries, mainly based on cotton, which makes it an important customer for 
domestic cotton farming - except in Mauritius, which relies entirely on imports for its natural 
fibres. In all, the textiles industry has strong backward and forward linkages, building up 
productive networks with other manufacturing industries such as ginneries, filament extruders, 
mechanical engineering and furniture manufacturing. 

Textile industries in all the cue countries are traditionally based on cotton - and to a 
much less extent on wool - but a long-term shift towards using more synthetic fibres has 
occurred since the 1970s. In Kenya especially, most mills, even those that had exclusively woven 
cotton fabrics, now increasingly produce. cotton/synthetic blended fabrics. The shift has been 
stimulated partly because of a decrease in local cotton growing, and partly because of insufficient 
impon licences granted by the government, the Cotton Lint and Seed Marketing Board. 

The national profiles of textile industries differ considerably between the cue countries, 
both in performance, technological level and firm structure. Zimbabwe and Kenya have been 
the countries longest involved and the most successful in the industry; while Mauritius has shown 
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a very rapid development during the I~ decade. The Tanzanian textile industry has been 
declining quite seriously over a longer time span. and the Namibian textiles industry is still 
rather modest. 

In all countries. an important share of the textiles industry consists of integrated mills. 
In some cases the companies have even combined textiles with clothing within the same factory. 
The role of large firms is important in all countries as well, and parastatal ones are central in 
Tanzania and Ethiopia. and to some extent in Kenya as well. Jn Mauritius the sector is 
dominated by smaller. often foreign financed private finns. 

In Kenya most textile finns are either owned by large finance and development 
institutions. such as Industrial Development Bank and ICDC. or by private Kenyans. The share 
of foreign capital is not high, even though the non-Governmental sector is mostly owned by 
Asian-Kenyans with quite often equity shares held by overseas Asians. The role of Indians is 
central even in p~s. Even if the top management is manned by Africans. technical 
managers are often expatriate Indians. or in some cases Europeans. The private finns have also 
employed many textile technicians from India for engineering expertise (UNIDO, 1990b). 

The Kenyan textile industry is diverse, rotust and fairly mature. The industry bas been 
highly protected. In 1986 its effective rate of protection for polyester yarn and diverse fabrics 
ranged between 72 and 93 per cent. The capacity utilization rate bas been rather high in the 
African context. usually over 80 per cent. In 1986 there were 14 fully integrated factories from 
fibre blowing through fabric finishing. However. during the 1980s, the Kenyan textile industry 
has declined in terms of exports. Between 1980 and 1987 the export figures fell from USS6.l to 
USS3.3 million. This has been blamed on the inefficiency of local companies.'13 

Kenya has easy access to the EC market for textiles and garments. This has attracted 
Asian investors prevented from expanding in their own countries by import quotas under the 
Multifibre Agreement - a similar development to that in Mauritius. They often manufacture 
garments in Kenya using fabrics from their own countries. If local factories were able to sell 
fabrics and yam to these new factories. the possibilities for the Kenyan textile industry would 
improve substantially."' The prospects of attracting more foreign investors to the country. 
however. depends largely on the policy problems discussed earlier in Chapter 12. 

The technological level of Kenyan textile firms is quite diverse. According to the World 
Bank, both in spinning and weaving: 

·Kenyan fimu display superior technological mascery, wilh levels creditably near world best
ptaetice levels•. (World Bank, 1987). 

This statement could well be true. as far as the most advanced private firms are 
concerned. The practical situation is - at least when it comes to the majority of parastatal 
companies - not as good. Here technologies are not very modem and the factories are not run 
at optimal levels. Technical and managerial problems of the Kenyan industry are discussed later 
in the chapter. 

Sil Cough! fn, 1986. 

SI• IJllDO, 1990b. 
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In Zimbabwe, the basic situation of the textiles industry resembles very much the Kenyan 
situation. However, the role of foreign capital is slightly more imponant in the Zimbabwean 
textiles sector in so far as the level of technology is concerned. Technical and managerial 
problems, on the other hand, play a less significant role. The problems are mostly with respect 
to the availahility of inputs, and of spare parts not produced in Zimbabwe. The most notable 
textile mills are either parastatals or pans of multinational groups. There are some imponant 
private, domestic industrial groups in the sector. Technologically Zimbabwean textile mills seem 
to be more modem and automated than companies in some other case countries. There have 
been many imponant rehabilitation and investment projects in the country during the late 1980s, 
continuing into the 1990s. 

The supply of cotton bas been quite abundant in the country. During the 1980s, an 
average 00 per cent of the crop was exponed, which implied the possibility of funber growth of 
domestic cotton based industry. The situation bas, however, deteriorated. In the late 1980s 
cotton crops have declined. This has been partly caused by weather conditions and diseases, but 
the main reason is a decrease in the area planted. Lack of rain has been another cause. As in 
Kenya, the price guaranteed by the central body responsible for buying and selling cotton, the 
Cotton Marketing Board, has been too low and farmers have moved to more profitable crops. 
The area planted in 1989/90 was not much more than half of the record planted area in 1984/85 
(EW, 1990b). 

In Tanzania the textiles industry is given a high priority in governmental plans and 
economic recovery programs, and is seen both as an imponant basic industry, and as a sector 
with strong development potential. It is an essential sector from the point of view of the whole 
industrial sector; since textiles and clothing together comprise 22.8 per cent of establishments 
in manufacturing industry, 34.2 per cent of employment, 22.7 per cent of gross output; and 24.5 
per cent of capital formation . .m 

Generating all the basic economic benefits are largely attached to the roles expected 
from the sector. According to the planning documents, the textiles sector should promote: 

• clothing the people; 
• saving and generating foreign currency; 
• generating employment; 
• providing a source of investible surplus; 
• pro010tion of the economy through wide linkages; 
• generating income. 

The sector mainly consists of rather basic manufacturing - spinning and weaving - with 
a rather low share of high value added anicles, such as made up textiles - even though the share 
of knitting is increasing.'" There has been very little expon success, and exponing is mainly 
restricted to goods that are not the main textile products: knitted fabrics, and semi-processed 
products such as yarn and grey cloth. The share of expons has, however risen slowly since the 
mid 1980s, with the privace sector exponing a higher share of its products than the public sector. 

1be sector is split into two quite different segments: the private sector consists mainly 
of rather small companies that account for the majority of employment, while the 

'" Valk, 1990. 

'
16 Valk, 1990. 
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governmentally owned sector consists of very iarge companies with the majority share of 
installed capacity. 

Technologically the sector is very diverse and often very old. The machinery used 
originates from various countries, and even the new installations show a great variety of 
suppliers. The supplying companies are often chosen by aid donor countries and not by the firm 
where the new equipment will be installed. 

In Ethiopia, the technological and economic level of textile mills also varies substantially. 
Many factories are old, run inefficiently and at a low rate of capacity utilization. Machinery is 
often outdated, or broken, and out of order because of a lack of spare parts. The civil war bas 
further exacerbated the situation. However, Ethiopia also bas the most automated, sophisticated 
and modern textile mills of all the cue countries: the Awassa Textile Mill. 

The Awassa Textile Mill (located in Awassa 100 kilometres from Addis Ababa) started 
full-scale production in 1989, 12 years after introduction of the original concept and three years 
after the approval of the project. The Italian built factory can produce 11.1 million m2 of woven 
I 00 per cent cotton articles. and perform dyeing, printing and other finishing wks for 
25 million m2 of cotton/polyester articles produced elsewhere per annum.'11 The factory 
employs approximately 1,200 people. If it bad convemional technology it is estimated that it 
would need three times as many workers. 

The factory is very highly automated - the factory manager estimated a 90 per cent level 
of automation - and all technologies are up to date. There is a spinning department with 24,288 
spindles and a weaving department with 124 sbutdeless rapier looms. In addition to automatic 
production machinery starting from automatic placers, there is, for example, automatic 
inspection for the evenness of yarn; a PC hued production planning and control system; PCs 
for managerial automation and NCMTs for maimenance and repair in the workshop. The 
finishing department will be, according to present plans, automated within two years. 

Awusa is a good cue of the benefits of automation as well. The most imponanr effects 
were, according to the factory manager, an increase in the machine utilization rate, better and 
more even product quality, generally better productivity, increased company turnover and 
shoner lead times. The automation also improved overall production control and resulted in 
a greater speed of output. All inputs are being used more effectively and there are more 
product options. Working conditions have also improved markedly. 

Training the workforce has been imponant in establishing the new factory. For example, 
90 secondary graduates were trained for 6 months for maintenance wlcs; 302 machine operators 
were trained for a 3 month period. 43 technical and production personnel were trained in Italy. 
Additional operators and other personnel will be cominuously trained. 200,000 birhams was 
spent on training. 

What is significant is that the factory managers also repon a very high level of both 
labour productivity and motivation. The main problems faced are connected with unreliable 
supply and delivery of raw materials not with the use of modern technology. 
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Obtaining spare pans is a problem as well, and the company has to hold a one year 
advance stock of spares. Because of this, the production manager could not envisage any more 
modem interfirm relations, and any JIT organization would not work. 

Like that of other Ethiopian companies, the economic organization of the company is 
very rigid being owned by the National Textile Corporation which takes care of, for example, 
sales of products; the factory does not have independent outside business relations. 

The factory is, in the Ethiopian context, used also as a demonstration centre for new 
textiles technology. Its experiences are spread to others through training. For example, workers 
of the new Arbaminch mill under construction are trained at the Awassa facilities. 

15.S Textiles Problam in the Case Study Countries 

The situation in textile industries and firms, of course, variPd considerably in the 
countries visited, however, some common features exist. In the following discussion, the main 
problems are dis~ed under six headings: 

• infrastructure; 
• training and education; 
• financial and trade policy; 
• raw materials, intermediates and spare pans; 
• firm organization; 
• specific technology problems. 

(a) Infrastructure 

Many problems go back to basic infrastructural shortcomings in the countries. We have 
dealt with many of these aspects already in Chapter 13. From the firms' point of view, defects 
in the physical infrastructures - water supply, roads and railroads for physical transport - are 
inconvenient, but not critical. The most vital physical infrastructure problems were defects in 
electricity supply and inadequate telecommunications networks. These may become major 
barriers to future technological development. In Tanzania especially, cuts in eleclficity supply 
were among the main reasons for low capacity utilization . 

Generally weak infrastructure means that the acting firms have to supply the basic needs 
for themselves. They have to overcome the physical infrastructure defects, for example, by 
locating the plant in a region with above average connections or creating special arrangements 
in transport. Taking care of these concerns involve costs, and thus reduces the competitiveness 
of the firm. 

If we think about more modern production relationships such as JIT (Just in time 
production), the physical transportation barriers may become critical for establishing efficient 
cooperative company networks which we have seen are becoming increasingly important in the 
OECD countries. In the case countries transportation problems have supported the 
establishment of integrated mills with fewer outside transport needs. Generally, from the point 
of view of textile firms in the case countries, physical infrastructure has not posed major 
problems. The only severe problems have occurred in electricity supply, and partly with national 
telecommunication facilities. 
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(b) Training and Nucation 

More imponant than the physical infrastructure concerm are education and training 
~. the supply of human stills and capabilities. The education and training syst~ in the 
respective countries are not normally capable of supplying companies with sufficient vocationally 
skilled workers or with capable managers. In this respect, Mauritius seems to be a major 
exception with, as noted earlier. high levels of literacy and panicipation rates at all levels of 
education. In Zimbabwe there is a very high level of unemployed labour with post-secondary 
education but no vocational specialization. 

In addition to the probl~ in the system for basic education. there are only very limited 
resources for supplementary training of the workforce. Additional training of the workforce 
becomes all the DK>re imponant in developing technologies, and in developed countries this kind 
of vocational adult education is expanding rapidly. There are lots of examples of various 
arrangements and organizational forms for adult education and training that could be applied 
to a much wider extent than presently. even in the context of developing areas such as our 
African case countries. 

For surmounting training problems the large successful textiles companies in the case 
countries. as a rule, bad very extensive training arrangements for the whole workforce, ranging 
from basic vocatiGnal training for newcomers to arrangements for further education in institutes 
abroad. Shon-term training was often arranged in cooperation with equipment suppliers. 

Taking care of training at the firm level is costly and from the firms' point of view often 
less beneficial. In many cases, it has been said that large firms practically serve as suppliers of 
skilled workers for the whole sector. After training in a large company, workers are skilled and 
in high demand in the small firms that cannot afford to train th~elves, but may be able to pay 
higher wages. This was especially evident in the textile industry, where, in most countries 
visited, the large firms are actually the sole trainers. 

Lacking managerial skills seem to be critical in many companies. As one repon states 
on the Kenyan textile companies: 

•Many firms, especially parutatals, have very weak upper management and miss easy, 
immediate opportunities to reduce costs or increase production and sales. Most managers -
public or private - do DOC understand and use the concept of marginal costs, and, hence, 

forego the chance to use compartmentaliud pricing to capture new domestic or export 
markets•. (UNIDO, 1990b). 

This view was confirmed by visits to many companies, and not only in Kenya but all case 
countries. Managerial capabilities are limited, and not only at the highest levels. The middle 
management in some countries was blamed, both by people interviewed in the textile firms, and 
by consultants and researchers, for being quite incapable of organizing, delegating and managing 
the actual production process. Mauritius, is perhaps an exception. Management probl~ - as 
discussed already in more detail in Chapter 12 - are partly due to the curricula within the 
education system, panly to company cultures. 

(c) Trade and financial policies 

Trade policies pose various problems. Most of them are related to imponing and 
.ftponing. Customs regulations and taxes to be paid on imponed spare pans, intermediates and 
raw materials are a problem and an extra cost as such, buc the bureaucratic procedures are 
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usuaily more obstructive for business activities. The tedious import practices mean that the 
inputs needed often have to be ordered months before the actual need and foreign exchange is 
wasted by accumulating stocks of spare parts. 

This puts additional pressure on the company planning departments which are not always 
very capable of long time planning. Many cases were mentioned where the needed inputs were 
ordered too late - for example spare parts after the machine had broken - and caused longer 
down-time of individual machines or whole departments. The operation of a whole factory 
could be interrupted, with delayed deliveries of critical imported raw materials. 

Allocation of foreign currency is another problem in many countries. This came up as 
vital in Tanzanian parastatal companies, that bad very limited possibilities of obtaining foreign 
currency, even for purchasing the necessary inputs. Obtaining currency for needs of minor 
urgency - such as subscribing to technological journals or visiting international exhibitions on 
process technology development - were usually out of the question. Similar problems were 
present even in countries like Kenya. Obtaining foreign currency was especially difficult for 
small firms who were not involved in the export trade. 

Generally, financing operations was a major problem in all the case countries except 
Mauritius. Most companies suffered from a continuous shortage of working capital, and there 
was as a rule less capital available for machinery/equipment investments than the firms would 
have likea to invest. This was most evident in the textile industry, where the investment costs 
are highest of the three sectors studied. 

Financial markets are not fully developed in all case countries, though in Mauritius a 
considerable liberalization of financial institutions was accruing and credit with major financial 
institutions, e.g. the World Bank was high. Kenya and Zimbabwe and Mauritius have their own 
equity markets. Domestic intuest rates are generally high in most African countries and the 
possibilities of obtaining loans on better rates are limited. Foreign loans are little better but 
difficult to acquire by highly indebted countries. 

One way of obtaining more capital to finance operations would be by establishing joint 
ventures with foreign companies. This is generally favoured in the case countries policies, but 
joint ventures were not very common in the textile industry - with the exception of Indian equity 
share holding in many companies established by Asian Africans. The particular benefit attained 
from joint ventures is access to foreign production networks and other linkages abroad. These 
were widely used at least by the Kenyan companies with Indian connections, and in Mauritius; 
in both cases the linkages were utilized for obtaining information on market and technology 
developments, and for training the workforce. 

Problems in repatriating profits have been a general hindrance to foreign investment in 
most case countries. However, repatriation has gradually been facilitated. Foreign investment 
is encouraged by various arrangements simplifying imponing for expon production and by tax 
free production zones. In Kenya, the so called "Manufacturing Under Bond" for facilitating 
imports for expon production has not attracted many producers so far. 

In contrast, the Mauritius Expon Processing Zone has been a success in attracting 
foreign investors - also in the textiles industry - and has thus brought foreign capital into the 
country. The Zone is acting as an example for other countries, and Kenya is planning to 
establish a corresponding tax free processing zone within a year or two . ... 
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Wage policy poses additional probl~. The wages are not too high - the highest share 
of wages of gross output in the late 1980s (in Tanzania) was about 15 per cent. The labour costs 
of the Tanzanian textile industry were only about 3 per cent of the US labour costs in 1989. or 
less than 7 per cent of the Taiwanese costs. The corresponding figures for Kenya were 6 per 
cent (USA) and 13 per cent (Taiwan); and 9 per cent (USA) and 20 per cent (Taiwan) for 
Ethiopia. 

Wages in general are very low. and so is productivity and this bas been discussed in more 
detail in Chapter 12. The consequence of below subsistence level salaries in the textile industry 
are similar to other sectors. neither shop floor workers nor managers are motivated to work. 
They need all extra energy to think about supplementary meam of earning a livelihood. Also 
there are no functioning incentive schemes for workers to increase output. 

(d) Raw materials, intermediates and spare pans 

Basic raw materials are not very problematic for textile industries in most case countries. 
The industries are primarily based on cotton, and domestic cotton production covers the main 
needs. For example. Tanzanian cotton, which is of especially high quality, is exponed to other 
countries, despite Tanzania having an extensive domestic textile industry. 

The situation is more problematic in Kenya. Domestic cotton production bas fallen 
despite strong growth of the textile industry. Kenyan cotton is also of lower quality, with shoner 
fibres than, for example Tanzanian cotton. The main reasons for falling production has been 
the declininf price paid to the farmern, and long delays in paying farmers; in addition to the low 
yh~!d~. ~"'!;kh further depress the profitability of cotton growing for farmers. These reasons have 
caused many farmers to stop growing cotton and move to more profitable crops. 

The main reason for this is, again, in the realm of public policy of cotton pricing and the 
bureaucratic procedures in actuating the transactions. The cotton is brought from farmers and 
sold to firms by a public monopoly, the Cotton Lint and Seed Marketing Board, The monopoly 
sets the prices, and pays them to the farmers with over a years' delay. Despite shortages, the 
CLSMB has only recently imported cotton and then only to a very limited extent: 

·1n response to complaints from textile manufacturers, the government began in early 1989 
to require manufacturers to submit a joint request for imports through the Textile 
Manufacturers Association. Still, the requests are delayed both by the association, the 
CLSMB which must give a letter of no-objection, and the import-licensing and foreign
excbange authorities. The result: factories still do not get enough cotton•. ' 11 

The availability of other raw materials and intermediates, such as synthetic materials, 
dyes and other chemicals is in most countries limited by access to foreign exchange. 

This is true in respect of spare parts as well. Textile machinery is completely of foreign 
origin. Spare parts have to be imported, and firms face the same import regulations again. 
Attempts to overcome the problem by domestic and in-house spare parts manufacturing have 
been made, but domestic engineering firms are not usually capable of manufacturing spare parts 
for textile machinery . 
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In Mauritius, there is no domestic cotton production. This means that the basic raw 
material has to be imported, which of course, adds to the overall costs of the industry. This has 
not, however, affected the success of the Mauritian textiles and clothing industry in any respect. 

(e) Firm organization 

The parastatal companies in the case countries are usually owned by developing and 
financing organizations, or specific holding companies. For example, in Tanzania the Tanzanian 
Textiles Corporation (fEXCO) owns 14 major companies together employing more than 25,000 
people. The organization is problematic, while all important decision making incluJing financial 
needs are in the final instance made in the holding company. There is a very similar system 
with the National Textiles Corporation (NTC) at the core in Ethiopia. 

The holding company is actually exercising dpt~ieJ control of the companies. On the 
other hand, the actual suppon given to them appears to be very limited. Interviews with 
TEXCO owned companies revealed that the holding company could not, for example, give the 
firms the most elementary aid or supervision in matters related to acquiring new machinery. 
The firms, with no contacts to suppliers and without financial possibilities to visit foreign 
exhibitions - not granted by the holding company - had to make the actual investment decisions 
themselves. The holding company only granted finance for the investment. 

This kind of umbrella organization for individual firms could be useful and finance 
saving, but only if their main purpose is to aid the companies in practical matters like training 
the workforce, obtaining and spreading information on technological development, and 
~tablishing facilities for cooperative use (such as CAD systems for textile printing design). 

When it comes to the internal organization of companies, the main problems were often 
located in the repair and maintenance department. The successful companies could act as 
demonstration examples in this respect: In textile mills which did not have any notable problems 
with maintenance and capacity utilization, maintenance was a focal area. They had systematic 
preventive maintenance programs, maintenance and repair decentralized by department, 
centralized workshops for manufacturing minor spare parts, and a centralized maintenance 
group for the infrastructural engineering issues (steam and power supply, etc). The most 
vulnerable parts in machinery were changed regularly according to a pre!Jlanned program, and 
spare parts were ordered in time to keep a sufficient stock of these. 

In some cases, maintenance was one of the few functions within the company that was 
computerized. For example, in a Tanzanian textile mill information on every machine was on 
computer and all the spare parts were listed in the computer, so that up-to-date data on the 
:;tatus of each machine was accessible at all times. 

At the other end of the scale companies were found with no preventive maintenance and 
no stock of spare parts. The result was that the capacity utilization rate of these companies was 
extremely low - between 10 per cent and 20 per cent even stated officially - while the best 
companies reached rates of over 90 per cent; in some departments practically 100 per cent. 

Another critical function in a textile mill is quality control. Both the quality of the yam 
and that of the fabric has to be checked in relation to many parameters (such as strength, 
elasticity, colour. fabric structure), and laboratory equipment is needed for most of these 
inspections. Quality has to be checked regularly because all changes in raw materials and within 
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the process may affect the quality. In order to avoid producing stocks of defective products, a 
swift feedback from quality inspection is required. 

Not all the textile companies visited, however, bad their own laboratories. For example, 
in Tanzania many parastatal companies bad to send samples of their products to the Tanzanian 
Bureau of Standards for inspection. The firms got rewlts back after a few weeks. If the quality 
was inferior, the firm might have produced inferior products for weeks without knowing it. 

An opposite case was found in Kenya, the quality was inspected continuously with in
department laboratories providing immediate feedback. In this case, the amount of defective 
production was diminished to a minimum. For this, up-tCHlate laboratory facilities are essential. 

(/) Technology 

The technological level in companies was very diverse, from factories with machinery of 
1940s or 1950s vintages installed in the 1960s with only minor investments during the following 
quarter of a century, to very modern and automatic up-to-date machinery. The inconsistencies 
often relate to individual factories, which may have significant imbalances between departments. 

In every country almost all firms expressed an eagerness to acquire new machinery. How 
'appropriate' or 'high technology' machinery they were hoping for was usually related to the 
technology in use. Companies with very labour intensive and old technology were quite nervous 
about more radical leaps. The main reason for not wanting the most up-to-date machinery w1· 
the need to retrain the workforce and the fear that maintenance service would not be capable 
of repairing the more automated machinery. Also governmental regulations often tend to 
discourage automating. For examp~e in Tanzania, the official labour market policies that are 
making it practically impossible to c'1ismiss workers are a rather effective additional reason not 
to proceed too rapidly in automating. 

It was interestbg, however, that even the most old fashioned factory visited in Tanzania, 
expressed the wish to modernize some of their smaller departments with the most up to date 
technology. 

Second-hand technology was usually not favoured. In some countries, such as Kenya and 
Zimbabwe, there is an official policy against importing secor.d-hand technologies/equipment. 
Most firm representatives interviewed were also against buying second-hand technology, not so 
much of fears that the technology would be obsolete, but because of the risks involved. But in 
some cases attractive opportunities are lost because of this general policy. 

There is no established market for second-hand machinery, so the prices are quite 
random. The actual condition of used machinery is difficult to evaluate, and the relocation of 
machinery from the previous site to a new one may cause both unforeseen practical problems 
and additional costs. The warranties are usually worse than with new ma-;hinery, and the supply 
of spare parts, maintenance, and training support is generally worse than with new machinery 
brought from an established supplier. 

The mor~ ~"'!need and more complex the technoloay in question is, the more risks are 
involved in acquiri•f ;eond-hand machinery. Buying second-hand usually only comes into play 
when a company is twyin& machinery it is already familiar with. It is also favourable if the 
machinery is supplied by a company already familiar to the buyer, and preferably in a long time 
·&operative relationship. This would ensure suppon with eventual problems. There were textile 
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firms, for example in Zimbabwe, that favoured investment in second-hand technologies in 
situatiom like this. 

One technology related problem was the immeme variety of machinery types in 
companies. The diversity makes maintenance and having domestic stocks of spare parts much 
more difficult. A difficult issue is that foreign donors tend to favour their own suppliers, which 
further increases the variation in machinery. This is a problem both at '-"Ompany and national 
level. 

Tramferring textiles technology seemed to be, as a rule, rather uncomplicated in 
comparison to other more rapidly changing technologies. In most cases, it is only a question of 
incremental developments, where the basic operatiom remain fundamentally unchanged, even 
though the individual machinery may be much more advanced. Often it is only a question of 
growing degrees of automation, more capacity, more reliability, and more stable quality in 
products. 

In the case companies visited, the renewals were usually made in small stages, one 
department at a time. And at least in the most developed companies, the investments were 
accompanied with simultaneous training of the workforce. 

15.6 The Textiles Industry: A Brief Summary 

In the long run, global textiles production has gradually shifted from developed to a few 
developing countries. The trend is not as cle.ir any more as it was during the 1%0s/1970s. 
There are technological and market related issues that emphasize the proximity to consumer 
markets and/or end users. The segmentation of demand structures and th~ rapidly fluctuating 
fashiom in the developed countries' garments market also accentuate the need of flexibility 
within textiles production. 

Technology has a part to play in this development. Deve!opments in textile technologies 
have mainly been incremental. However, gaim from the developments in terms of quality, 
productivity, speed, reliability and flexibility of production have been comiderable. This is a fact 
that developing countries are obliged to face, if trying to compete in the textiles field. There 
are few alternatives to technological development when international performance standards are 
set by possibilities offered by up-to-date technologies. for example, many quality standards are 
very difficult to reach without modem automated machinery and corresponding laboratory 
facilities. 

Textiles are among the most important industrial branches in all the African case 
countries. However, the countries have not done so well in the industry during the 1980s. The 
countries have been especially ur.successful in exponing. The role of African countries has been 
marginal in the global textiles trade. 

In this respect, Mauritius is a clear exception. There, however, the emphasis of the 
industry is on clothing (knitwear) manufacture and the basic textiles sector is actually quite 
small. The case of Mauritius will be di~ed in more detail in Chapter 16. 

Tecbnologic:idly the majority of the textiles firms in the case countries are backward and 
noc operated at the best practice level. But contrary, examples can be found in every case 
country. There arlo} firms with the most up-to-date, highly automated production technologies ... 
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showing outstanding performance in every business fidd. These examples demonstrate that it 
is quite possible to reach the top level in textiles manufacturing in the African countries. 

The few cases of excellence also reveal that difficulties in modernizing industrial 
technologies and busine!s practices are compliated. The obstacles the exemplary firms have 
faced in their modemiz2tion process also 9J10Se the fact lhat there are problems and defects 
al all spheres and levels of the political, economic and social systems in the countries that 
hamper tecbno-economic renewal. The problems are panly caused by international 
devdopments and bistoriCill settings, but a notable share also results from internal policies and 
practices. 

Most of the difficulties textiles companies are facing are common to all industri31 activity 
in the countries. Some features are sector specific. From the point of view of technological 
renewal of the textiles industries, the most important wgets for policy renewal al governmental, 
sectoral and firm levd are: 

(a) At the governmental policy level the strict and complicated import regulations 
are among the things seriously hindering the renewal of production technologies. 
Financial and monetary policies complicate the situation further. It is usually 
very difficult to oblain loans al reasonable interest rates, not to mention venture 
capital. This, of course, is partly due to the countries' high levd of indebtedness. 
In most cue countries firms are also facing serious difficulties in obtaining 
foreign exchange for their investment. This even applies to companies earning 
foreign exchange through exports. 

Many infrastructural policies are inadequate from the point of view of modernizing 
textiles industries. For example educational and training policies do not support the industry, 
while there is practically no vocational education for the industry in any of the countries. 

(b) At the sectoral level firms especially need information on technological (and 
market) developments, support for technology choice and cooperation in learning 
the new technologies. Only the largest companies, usually with foreign owners, 
partners, or other substantial linkages abroad, are free of this need. The sectoral 
research institutions and sectoral organizations (holding companies, industrial 
associations etc.) in the countries do not seem to be capable Clf supplying this 
kind of support. 

(c) At the company level technological renewal has often been, in the long run, quite 
haphazard. Typical textiles factories in the case countries are amazing collections 
of machinery originating from several decades and countless suppliers. New 
:nvestments are primarily carried out when foreign currency for the purpose is 
g:anted, not according to a long-term investment plan. 

Renewals a id rehabilitations financed and organized by foreign donors are more planned 
and Iona-term oriented. Often, however, the local basic conditions are not talcen enough into 
account, and the fruits of renewal are lost within a few years after the completion of the project. 

.~ 

Elementary considerations in renewing textiles factories in the case countries are: 

• building up within the factory the physical and human infrastructures that are 
missing from the countries generally; 
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• starting restructuring from overall production control and general factory lay-out 
and working through all departments in the factory; 

• 

• 

in a textiles factory it is usually reasonable to renew one department at a time 
under the criteria above, but with the integrity oi the whole factory in mind. The 
integrity ~ is especially important in a fundamentally continuous process 
flow type of technology such as textiles; 

the basic functions and structures in the factory organization should be taken 
into account long before the actual technological renewal. These include for 
example repair and maintenance, quality control, supply and delivery of raw 
materials, management information systems, business and financial 
administration, Che supply of a trained workforce and/or training of the 
workforce, and, finally but not least important, the organization of work with the 
new machinery; 

• continuity, long-term development targets and using the transferred foreign 
technology as a learning basis and a basis for future development are key themes 
in the company level technological renewal . 
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16. The Clotbin& Industry 

In developed countries, the clothing industry bas long been dwacterized as a declining 
indusuy with significant reductiom in employment, diminishing or slow growth of output and 
poor export perfonnanc:~. From a global point of view the production of clothes bas gradually 
been moving to developing countries. 

In the 1960s the clothing indusuy ICCOUDled foe about 8 per cent of tolal manufacturing 
employment in the OECD area, in the late 1980s the corresponding figure ~ 3 - 4 per cent. 
This is usually explained by increased productivity and the low wage costs of new producers in 
developing countries. Since the production process is very labour intensive, labour costs are 
seen to be a decisive factor in determining international comparative advantages. 

There are, however, some industrial countries (Italy, France), where the clothing industry 
has shown relatively strong growth until recent years. This illustrates that labour costs alone do 
not determine the imemational competitiveness of the clodling sector. There are m addition 
a number of demand side factors related to product differentiation, rapidly changing consumer 
Wtes, fluctuations in fashion, etc. that can bring about a specific competitive edge. 

The demand side factor together with the possibilities posed by micro-electronic 
technologies and automation of production processes have been seen from the developed 
countries poim of view as an opportunity to change the course of global development in clothing. 
These developments could, by improving productivity and production flexibility, compensate for 
the huge differences in wage costs. New production concepts and organizational innovations are 
factors further promoting tlle creation of new competitive advantages for developed countries, 
especially in the fashion markets. 

The clothing industry is by oo means regarded as a technologically progressive one. 
Research and development costs in the industry are among the lowest within the whole 
manufacturing sector. However, some clothing firms - such as the Italian Benetton company -
have actually been raised as paradigmatic examples of the new, flexible production mode. On 
the other band, a lot of artisanal clothing production based on very traditional production 
methods and wk divisions, still exists. On the whole this means that the global clothing industry 
is actually more diversified than before, and there are also more differentiated markets."' 

16.1 Clothing in a Global Market 

During the 1970s the pattern ofinternational trade in clothing changed dramatically. The 
share of world exports held by developed market economies fell from more than 60 per cent in 
1970 to under 40 per cent by the mid-1980s (table 16.1). This was to a large extent due to 
rapidly increasing exports from developing countries and - to a lesser extent - from centrally 
planned economies. At the same time, as the advanced market economies lost their export 
market share, the output volumes and employment in the clothing sector decreased considerably. 
When looking at the industrialized countries as a whole, the clothing sector has gone through 
an extensive restructuring process. 

519 ICHvlo, 1991. 
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Tobk 16.1 Wotlll dotJWar uports 1970 - 1985 by torudrJ gro,,,,s 

Year World trade Expom ol de9doped Exports ol deYelopins mamt 
market ea.Jlllils eaJR•G 

IS billion IS billion peruntol ISbillioa peruntol 
worldlnldt wurtdlnldt 

1970 6.44 4.09 62 1.36 21 

1973 12.S9 6.92 SS 3.82 31 

1974 14.97 8.0S SJ 4.77 32 

197S 16.73 9.00 S4 S.40 32 

1976 20.62 10.08 so 7.87 38.S 

1977 23.SO 11.80 so 8.70 37 

1978 28.33 14.44 SI 10.42 37.S 

1979 34.37 17.83 S2 12.3S 3S.S 

1980 40.21 20.60 so 14.67 35.S 

1981 41.10 19.10 46 16.86 41 

1982 40.02 18.09 4S 16.SS 42 

1983 40.37 17.79 44 17.39 43 

1984 4S.87 18.70 41 21.90 48 

198S 49.42 19.49 39 24.92 so.s 
Source: Vuori & Yli-Anttib (1988). 

However, GATI statistics up to 1988, with a slightly different country classification, show 
that the growth of developing countries relative share has actually stagnated (fable 16.2). In 
1985 the developing countries share of world clothing exports was 45.5 per cent (USS 22.0 
million out of the world 48.4 million), and 3 years later 45.4 per cent. During that period, only 
the East European countries increased their share in clothing exports. 

Tablt 16.2 Clothing uports 1973 -1988, colUllry groups (USS billion) 

Country sroup Year 

1973 1976 1979 1912 1985 1981 

OECD 7.0 IO.I 17.7 18.1 20.6 36.4 

Developing 3.8 8.1 13.6 17.4 22.0 40.6 

World total 12.6 20.6 35.4 41.l 48.4 89.S 

Source: GATT, various years. 

During the late 1980s clothing production has actually recovered in many developed 
countries, e.g. in the EC-area the output volume rose by some 10 per cent, though it is still 
clearly lower than in the early 1970s. It is however, too early to conclude whether there is a 
turning point in the trend. There are some transitory factors which have had a bearing on the 
improved performance of European clothing industries: 

•• (1) The considerable appreciation of the US dollar against the European currencies 
until early 1985 weakened the competitiveness of many South East Asian 
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countries which bad largdy fixed their currencies to the dollar. 1be same 
mechanism in fact acted the other way round in the early 1970s. 

There was an investment peat in European textile and clothing industries around 
1983-84 which strengthened their con.,etitive position. Furthermore. the Multi 
Fibre Agreement (MF A) was renewed and extended in 1983 so that it was more 
restrictive regarding the imports of the most sensitive producas to West 
European countries. 

At the same time as the industrial countries saw a continuous decline in their dodling 
production, employment and exports, the devdoping countries expanded their production as an 
importam element of their industrialization strategies. 1be share of world clothing trade bdd 
by devdoping market economies increased from 21 !>ef cent in 1970 to more than SO per cent 
in the mid 1980s. This is explained not only by low wage costs but also by the nablre of clothing 
technology. So far the technology bas been easy to transfer from one country to another and 
the adoption of even the newest technological applications bas been fairly rapid. The situation 
may. however. change with more integrated and complex production technologies. 

If we take a loot at production figures. it is worth noting that the major share - over 70 
per cent - of global clothing production is still bdd by the developed countries. Thus exports 
are of greater imponance for devdoping countries than for industrialized countries, which have 
so far been able to keep a substantial part of their home markets through protectionism and 
product specialization. 

Tabk 16.J Bmlldllwn of d«hilag plfHhu:tion and world population 
(alllrvllJ plaluwl tcononda ududd) 

Year 

1953 

1970 
1985 

92 

80 

71 

32 

27 

21 

8 68 

~ Vuori &c Yli-AnUila (1988). 

20 

29 

73 

79 

Clothing firms and policy maters in industrial countries have responded to the growing 
impon penetra~ion by the developing countries with two basic reactions: with growing demands 
for increased protectionism; and with efforts to improve productivity by means of innovations 
and micro-electronics based technologies. The applications of new technology have been seen 
as an opportunity for developed countries to revitalize clothing manufacture. This has led "' a 
growth in R&D activities in many developed countries. 

This suggests that the diffusion of new process technologies will play an important role 
in the clothing industry in the near future. If this results in clearly diminishing the comparative 
advantages of low cost labour, the position of the less developed countries especially may worsen 
since micro-electronics-based systemic technoloaies are much more difficult to transfer and 
adapt to the existing production structures than conventional technologies . 
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16.2 Tec:bnolockal ~ 

In the past. technological change in the doming industry Im been slow. In sewing. which 
is the vital stage in the production process. techniques have not basically changed since the 
sewing machine was introduced over a hundred years ago. The production process is still highly 
labour intensive. The basic rea.wn for this is the mrure of production. where two-dimemional, 
soft or limp materials are subjected to a series of individual handling and assembly procesMS, 
to become a product Iba fits a three dimemional human body. The production process is 
complex with hundreds of operations. even in die cue of nlher simple products. 

The manufacture of clodling is tightly connected to the textiles industry and its sales 
network (Figure 16.1). The textiles industry supplies the basic raw malerials (fabric, or yam to 
knitwear manufacturers). and the ready mMk products are then disttl'buted through the sales 
network. 

Spinning Symhetics 

Fabric Producer 

o::.:..: Dyeing I Fi ·s11· --~----_;---______ __,--_. . IIU mg 

..__Accessories ___ · _ _:----1b Produca 

I 
Wholesaler 

Retailer 

Source: Whitaker. Haywood & Rush (1989). 

Some processes upstream of the clothes manufacturing industry or some particular 
clothes have been adapted to more capital intensive methods, but the process as a whole 
remains largely disjointed. However, though mainly incremental, changes in technologies have 
already changed the narure of the production process. But this is not a question of technology 
alone; the changes in the structure of the industry and the global market are at least as 
imponam. To1ether these evolutions - not to speak of the more radical technological 
innovations are expected to change global advantages, and thus the competitive possibilities of 
dJeloping countries as well. 
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The main phases of clodling manufacture are: 

(1) the pre-production stages (design. pattern making. gnding. nesting. marting and 
cutting); 

(2) the aauaJ production process (sewing. membly of the product); 
(3) and the finishing opentiom f smpection. prming and packaging). 

There are technological development in all of the phases, the most important, however. 
in pre-production, as we noted in the printing industry. However. the changes have been quite 
incremental, and the basic innovatiom all go back to the 1970s (Table 16.4). The technologies 
are discussed in more detail in the following chapters. The description is mainly based on 
Hoffman and Rush (1988). Rush and Soete (1984) and Kasvio (1991). 

Tobk 16.4 Major udullllofkal iluul'IOtio• iii tM Wotltl dotlWaf ill4mtt1 iii tM 1910s 

TedlnolosJ 

Computa Aided 
lnlenletive Graphics 

Numerically 
Controlled Cutting 
Devices 

Laser Cutting 

Pre-programmed 
dedicated sewing 
mtdlinel, 
pre-prognunmed 
convertible units, 
operator 
propunmable 
sewing IDICbinea 

lmu:£l: Rulll A SOCI& (1914). 

Computers are used by 
management for sales malysis 
ud forecasting, process iDvadory 
and Mllkftow management 

la lbe production process 
computer aided design equipment 
is applied to grading IDd matking 
operations resulting in incrased 
fabric utiliDtion 

Numerical control equipment 
directs devices through their 
operations with improved product 
quality md higher cutting speed 
Oinked to CAD) 

Computer Aided laser cutting 
systems cuts single ply fabric at 
high speeds with high JICCUf'ICY, 
mlucing material losses 

Automatically sew various 
components such u eolian, cuffs 
ud pockets. High productivity 
gains but limited to sub-ulembly 
operations 

Diffusion 

Widesprad use of computers 
expected. Moq software willbccome 
available for the product engineer, 
cut planning ud productioo schedule 
creation. Will be linked to real time 
applications 

The use of computers in pettem 
gnding and muter making will 
c:oatinue to grow npidly. Use of 
systems is likely to spread to small
ud medium-size firms. 

Will continue to diffuse within 
mainly larger firms which are 
prepared to ceatraliz.e cutting 
f.:ilities. 

Used to a very limited degree in 
cutting men's suits ud interlinings. 
High capital costs and technical 
difficulties limiting cuttin1 depth will 
restrict use until development of 
continuous spreading and cutting 
from roll. 

Diffusion limited primarily to large 
firms with long nms ud llable 
fubions. Operator prosrammable 
unita for more general purpose will 
increase flexibility and diffuse even 
to medium-5ized firms. 
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(a) Dtsign 

The design of clothes can he a very human capital intensive process, and the greater the 
fashion content in a given design the more complex and varied are the factors involved. At the 
one end of the scale, there is the designing of standard clothing items, where the fashion content 
is close to zero; the designing share in this case amounts to no more than a technical description 
of standardized inputs. At the other end of the scale is ·1u1u1e coutun•, where creative and 
highly individual designing activities can account for a comiderable share of the final sales price. 
It is in this field that the use of CAD systems has greatly incrmed the productivity of individual 
designers. Designing with a light pen on a screen in full colour poses fewer limitations than 
designing on a piece of paper with the use of coloured drawing utensils. This system provides 
a wide range of structuring and patterning optiom, thus considerably shonening the trial and 
error process (during which creative mistakes may be made) before completion of the design. 
This simplifies the setting up of a fashion collection for the usual reason because quick additiom 
can easily be made by modifications carried out in the computer system on those fashion items 
which are proving to be more popular. 

The system has even greater potential, since the on-screen, full-colour patterned cloth 
can be off-printed in the pre-selected width to ensure that the visual conception corresponds 
with the fabric itself, which is two-dimensional. Similarly, the colour and material input 
demands can be sent off on-line to the respective producers of these intermediary inputs so that 
they can examine the technical feasibili~ as well as price, production and delivery specifications 
of the input demands. Hence, almost the entire time-consuming and human capital-intensive 
range of activities located in front of the pre-assembl::; process can be enormously simplified and 
accelerated through CAD. 

A limitation of CAD is, that it does net offer the possibility of immediate simulated on
screen three dimensional presentation of material movements. The reason for this is the nature 
of clothing: its fit depends on the kind of material used, its thickness, the pattern employed and 
fashion demands. For instance, while even PC-based CAD systems can easily portray a snug
fining cotton t-shirt on a computer-formed individual, they cannot portray a iong flowing dress, 
incorporating different types of materials, patterns and cut. There are too many individual 
parameters involved in the latter case. The problem is oot however, crucial, since skilled 
designers know how the materials will behave. Of course, this means that designers must still 
have the basic material knowledge and CAD systems do not necessarily decrease the skills 
needed, they just increase the productivity and add new possibilities to variety in products. 

One vital contribution of CAD interfaced with telecommunication networks is the 
possibility of separating human-capital intensive activities from the location where the purely 
labour-intensive production zctivities can take place, without sacrificing necessary information 
linkages. It is easy to link, for example, design studios in Europe with manufacturing operations 
in the Far East. Given that the labour intensive core of the clothing manufacturing process has 
so far remained largely unaffected by the introduction of micro-electronics, a micro-electronic 
revolution could accelerate the migration of clothing industries to low labour cost areas. 
Assuming other factors to be equal, this migration would involve moves from one country to 
another, or more likely, one continent to another, as the cost of telecommunications world-wide 
satellite is only marginally more expensive than that within continents. As noted earlier, one 
example of this was the Mattel company transmitting data on clothing design to Indonesia for 
manufacture at isolated sites. However, there are also problems associated with production at 
sites which are geographically isolated, e.g.,time scales for delivery, fashion changes, etc . •• 
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However. in addition to transportation costs. which have always been a factor preventing 
lhe move to low-cost production locations. whelher within a country or abroad, access to 
qualitatively acceptable inputs may also act as a brake on moves to olher continents. There are 
those who believe tbal lhe long standing lints between the textile and clothing industries are 
vital to ensure that lhe demands of quality-minded customers for up-market products can be 
met. Nevertheless. Ibis argument may be less valid for lhe wide rangt,; of medium-priced 
products, where textile producers in developing countries are approaching lhe standards of 
industrialized countries. 

Finally, as noted in Chapter 3, CAD systems are becoming more powerful, and prices 
are coming down. There are several systelm on the market which include plotting for a price 
under USS 40,000, and software for CAD systems even sell for under USS 4,000. This meam 
that Ibey are quite within reach of smaller companies as well as for finm in developing 
countries. 

(b) Parrtrn making 

Pattern making involves transforming a finished design for a three-dimensional piece of 
clothing into twcHlimensional cloth segments which, when reproduced, can be assembled to 
produce any number of copies of the original one-off pattern. Two basic functions must be 
fulfilled. First, the pattern structure must not detract from the original design. Second, lhe 
pattern structure must be such that it can be adapted to the time and cost constraints of the 
production process. Highly paid, skilled personnel are employed to ensure that both these 
functions are fulfilled, and so far they have only been panially assisted by computers. 

Dividing a clothing product into a number of parts, which after assembly fit into the 
overall design, requires knowledge about the many properties of cloth and the way it can be 
combined with the same or other types of cloth to fit a human body. The structure of the 
material, the type of patterns printed on it, and the other design specifications (e.g. type of 
pockets, number of fasteners) all represent demands that still are often best fulfilled by skilled 
workers. However, CAD systems can be used efficiently for breaking down a piece of clothing 
into manageable components more effectively. This is quite easy with somewhat standardized 
products, but there are still difficulties associated with tasks where optical and sensory attributes 
must be taken into consideration . 

Once a pattern has been created for a specific piece of clothing the downstream 
production specifications have to be met. This involves defining each production step needed 
to assemble the individual parts into the final product and estimating the ensuing production 
costs. Because the lead-time for new fashions is quite shon. there are time constraints which 
exclude the introduction of major capital equipment for restructuring purposes. Since the 
technical capabilities of specific equipment are well known and both the sequence and demands 
of certain steps are either dictated by nature of the product or have evolved out of past 
experience this task, given a computer-based production planning system. can be reduced to 
malting estimates whenever there are gaps. 

The output of all these calculations is a set of figures on the material, labour and capital 
costs of production. plus the time frame needed to produce a given amount of output. Similarly. 
this set of figures is used to draw up the production schedules and map ou! material flows from 
the incoming fabric to the outgoing packaged final product. The more standardized the 
individual steps are, the greater the impact of technology in this area can be expected to be. The 

·tma11 size of the firms has so far limited the spread of computer assistance in production 
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structuring. Given me similarity of production processes in clothing factories, there is obviously 
room for inter-firm production planning services, as practiced in the US, if an overall attempt 
is being made to improve the competitiveness of the national industry. 

(c) Grading. Msting and marking 

CAD systems ensure a very high level of automation in most stages of pattern making. 
Similarly they are used for calculating the necessary allowance for salvages, ~. hems etc. 
Grading, whereby different-sized patterm are produced from an initial-size pattern to 
correspond to the entire range of standard sizes, is a similar procedure. Therefore CAD 
systems permit vinually imtantaneous grading for any market specific size specifications. The 
once tedious and time-consuming process of grading each new piece is now reduced to a 
computer software package, including st..:-dard grading factors which can be adjusted accordingly 
to individual firm or fashion parameters. 

The pre-assembly lay-out process is the final step before the actual fabric is put together. 
At this point the graded patterns are arranged, nested, in such a manner on a master pattern 
sheet (marker) that they cover as much of the fabric as possible. Whereas conventionally each 
and every piece of a pattern had to be hand placed, nested and marked on a pattern sheet, CAD 
systems allow the structuring of an entire marker up to for example 144 inches wide and 99 
metres long. Nesting will be accomplished - in an interactive process - in over 30 per cent less 
time than before, with an average 5 per cent reduction in material losses and up to a 9 per cent 
saving in one case noted. '2D To make optimum use of the system, the nesting pattern is often 
run on an automatic mode overnight with the interactive adjustment occurring during normal 
working hours. 

Since material costs account for a major share of the final product price (40 - 60 per 
cent) and fabric wastage has little re-usable value, this aspect is quite important in improving 
competitiveness. Computer systems not onJy assist the operation in moving around the 
individual pattern pieces, nesting them and creating multiples of given nesting structures across 
the width or length of the marker, they also provide tolerance checks on the distance to be 
maintained between individual pieces and the cutting system specifications. Suc.'l checks ensure 
that costly mistakes are not made in trying to squeeze as many pattern segments as possible out 
of the fabric by nesting them closer than cutting tolerances allow. 

Labour costs for phases of grading, nestling and marking are onJy a small fraction of 
total labour costs, and reducing labour inputs has not actually been a major criterion for 
acquiring CAD/CAM systems. High levels of absenteeism, labour turnover, and the increasing 
difficulties involved in attracting qualified and experienced graders and markers were frequently 
mentioned as important factors in the decision to introduce the technology. 521 The main 
benefits are in material savings and increased flexibili~;,. as noted earlier. 

The benefits are, however, not easy to achieve. The introduction and efficient use of a 
CAD system requires users to affect fairly sweeping chariges in the organization of production 
and its mode of operation. New routines and new tas~.; are required. The established design 
and pre-assembly activities need to be changed entirely. 

n> Noffmn Ind ltuah (1988) • 
•• 

'
21 llUlh Ind Noff11111 (1986). 
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(d) Cutting 

With the cutting process, the actual fabric enters the pre-assembly stage in the clothing 
production process. It is delivered on rolls of discrete widths of between 36 and 88 inches. The 
fabric is then unrolled, inspected for flaws, cut into specified lengths as dictated by the marker, 
precisely laid out and stacked in what is called a lay. The number of iabric layers in the lay is 
mainly dictated by the type of cutting equipment and type of the fabric. The marker off-printed 
by the CAD/CAM is placed on top of a lay for a given production run, or rather the marker 
information in the system is interfaced directly with the cutting system. 

Until the 1950s, the cutting process, the most highly skilled activity in the manufacture 
of garments, bad been subject to virtually no technical change. Manually operated shears were 
replaced by electric shears and the band-held electrically powered recipm.:ating knife only in the 
1960s and early 1970s. During the mid-to-late 1970s, the pace of innovation in cutting 
technology began to increase dramatically. Innovations included bot wires, plasma streams, 
water jets and laser beams. These techniques have enjoyed some limited commercial acceptance 
but they have all been effectively superseded in the market place by NC-controlled syst~. 
These rely on a mechanical knife to cut the fabric. 

The most sophisticated system was developed by Gerber, which is also a major supplier 
of CAD syst~. The Gerber computerized system receives digitized marker data on pattern 
pieces and shapes and placement from computer tapes prepared by the CAD system. A high 
speed reciprocating knife is directed by computer through material held flat by means of a 
vacuum system. The blade cuts through the fabric into a series of plastic bristles upon which 
the material rests. All cutting movements are possible without removing the blade from the 
fabric, although the blade is lifted for self-sharpening and to begin new cut lines. This technology 
has become the dominant automated system on the market today. 

Already Gerber cutter models from the late 1970s could cut cloth at a rate of 200 inches 
a minute to a height of 288 plies, thus it is possible to cut 600 men's suits, 200 dozen shirts, 450 
dozen bras or 2400 pairs of trousers in a hour. This has meant a radical decrease of labour 
needs in the cutting room with, from the early 1980s, labour costs reductions of SO - 60 per cent 
being documented . .5zi The price of such systems is also reducing, and new one-ply or low-ply 
cutters are available for prices as low as USS 75,000. Since 1989 prices have dropped 
significantly, since newcomers have entered the market, and Gerber's own prices have declined 
by about one third in the two years up to 1991. 

(e) Sewing 

The core production process in clothing manufacture, sewing, has developed only slowly 
technologically. By the 1960s, the control of industrial sewing machines was based on an often 
complicated mixture of electro-mechanical systems, hydraulics, pneumatics and fluidics. The 
systems were overwhelmingly mechanical in nature and with many moving parts. Towards the 
end of the decade, suppliers began to replace some elements of these systems with simple solid
state devices and hard-wired circuitry although no attempt was made to extend the use of 
electronics to the full range of the machines produced. 

These efforts represented the first foray by those firms into the electiOnic age and were 
typical of the approach adopted by equipment companies in the other sectors trying to learn to 

' 22 Hoffmn n Rush (1988>. 
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use the new solid state technology. The changeover to electronics, both within the companies 
dnd across the industry proceeded very slowly and unevenly. First attempts with numerical 
control technology were made in the early 1970s, and by the mid 1970s three basic types of 
machine control applications emerged . .m 

The first category are machines in which dedicated microprocessors and NC control units 
are used to control the operation of specialized work stations carrying out small parts assembly, 
or repetitive sewing. Operators usually do no more than load the work pieces, initiate the 
sequence and unload completed parts. Programming is usually performed away from the 
machine. Typical applications involve run stitching for small parts, collar and cuff assembly, shirt 
front and sleeve assembly, belt loop attachment and pocket welting. 

The second type of micro-electronics application relates to pre-programmable convertible 
machines. These are modified conventional sewing machines that are convertible to different 
sewing tasks by the use of pre-programmable data input devices. The operators tasks are similar 
to dedicated machines. Programming may be done on a separated digitized unit, or on one that 
is attached to the sewing machine and has a direct input. No translation of the design into a 
machine-readable form is required. The range of design changes that these machines can 
accommodate may be quite large, and both decorative and functional stitching can be performed 
in a sequential fashion. 

The third, most advanced, type is the operator-programmable sewing machine. The 
software in this type makes it highly flexible and adaptive to real operating conditions. The 
degree of integration between hardware and software is much higher in this type of machine, 
and the control units carry out a much wider range of functions than the control units used on 
other automated machines. The machines are easy to program; after setting the machine 
controls in a teach/learn position the operator first carries out the required operation by 
manually guiding the work piece under the needle head and programs the various machine 
functions required to perform the operation. The operator's instructions are converted by the 
machine into an optimum sewing programme that can be repeated perfectly on every work 
piece. After the programming is completed, the machine takes over all or most of the operator's 
functions except for guiding the material. These systems are mainly suitable for a range of small 
parts assembly activities such as top stitching collars and cuffs, and pocket setting. 

Technical change in sewing machine technology has been primarily incremental and 
concentrated on three features: 

• increased speed of operation; 
• the development of work aids to facilitate materials handling; 
• the mechanization of small parts assembly via the introduction of dedicated 

machines. 

Micro-electronics is used for incremental innovation in a way typical for most industries 
beginning to exploit the technology. It enables an industry previously based on mechanical 
engineering to introduce an unfamiliar technology at relatively low risk and begin to learn about 
its potential relative to the panicular problems of their industry. In this respect, the clothing 
industry is very similar to others. The biggest difference is that t.he application of 
microelectronics to assembly technology has pmceeded more slowly than in other industries . 

•• 
S::J Hoff1111n encl Rush ( 1988). 
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Even however. incremental evolutions have considerable effects OD labour productivity. 
Cues from the early 1980s of impacts of various typeS of machinery on labour productivity are 
given in table 16.S. 

Kind of-. hi• ..... operatiaa Tneol product (a) (b) 

I. DediCflUJIJ madti11a 

Au.ch belt loops Men•s &: lldies• jans .so .... 
An.cit belt loops Men•sjems 60 .... 
Collar " bllld stitch Men·s shirts 36 41 
Collar " bllld stitch 11oys· shirts 48 SI 
Buaon boles Men•s suits 7S S7 
Small puts nm stitch l.alies' blouses S9 38 
Embroidery l.alics' blouses 74 7S 

2. Programmable conwrtible madWta 
Pocket setting Jems S4 6S 
Cuff top stitch Ladies' blouses so 6S 
Hip pocket stitch Cbildren's jam 72 70 
Decorative tabs Sports dlirts S6 S7 
Shirt fronts Men•s shirts S9 S7 

J. Programmable COllVf!lflional madlina 

Collar stitch Men's shirts 40 •••• 
Cuff stitch Children's shirts 18 •••• 
Hip pocket set Lidie&' jeans 46 a.a. 
Shirt pocket set Mea·s lbirt 22 •••• 
Pattern sewm, Albletic &boea 140 a.a . 

<•> Increue in Labour productivity: Reduction in Scaadard Allowed mmuiea per opendioa (per cent). 
(b) Reduction in toCal b.bour com (per cent). 

~ Hof'fmlll &: Rush (1988). 

The same authors also report OD reduced training times (Table 16.6) when micro
electronically controlled sewing machines are used. With odlerwise as up-to-date but not micro
electronically controlled machinery there were notably less savings in training time, as a rule 
under IC per cent.n. 

'21 lloffmlft Ind lu.11 (1911). 
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Table 16.6 Reductio• ill~ costs ofm.a "-to IM uu of .mwltttmlOk ~Ill ill 
Mriltf 

Collar md bmd .a.ch 

Hip pocket set 

Collar stitch 

Small puts RID stitch 

Small puts RID stitch 

Attach decorative tabs 

Button hole md bunon .a.ch 

Right bud shirt fronts 

Collar md bad .a.ch 

Jams pocket set 

Design embroidery 

Source: Hoffmm & Rush (1986). 

60 peF ceal reductioa in tnining time 

40 peF ceal reduction in tnining time 

30 peF cml reduction in lnining time 

From 12-IS weeks to 3-4 weeks 

SO-10 peF cmt reduction Oii training time depending Oii task 

Traiaiag time RJduced by 90 peF cent by employing 
opentors wbo are unskilled iDStad of stilled. 

39 peF ceaa reduction in training time 

20 peF ceal reduction in training time 

Reduction in lraining costs of 93 peF ceal 

Ruluction in training costs of 70 peF cent 

Reduction in training costs of 90 peF cent 

Innovations to be expected in the future may include sewing robots and further 
sophistication of NC controlled sewing machines, and more automation in conveyor systems. 
In addition to the technical innovations, many organizational innovations are expected within 
sewing. Some of these are discussed in detail in section 16.3. A growth in multi-shift production 
is expected, in panicular because of accelerating machinery prices. 

(/) Finishing 

Downstream in the clothing production process, technological innovations have been 
limited to pressing, and, to some extent, repairing rejects from the inspec:tion process. 
Inspection, pressing and packaging - the finishing process - is all the more important the higher 
the value of the final product. It is the key interface between the reputation of a company and 
the production process. Money saved at this stage leading to lower-quality output will be fed 
back to the company via decreasing demand and lower prices. Obviously at this point in the 
process a compromise has to be made between thoroughness and speed. However, if the 
production process is functioning correctJy, the number of rejects will be small and the 
production line output will not end in a bottleneck. An indication of an increase in rejects 
means that certain parts of the process are not tracking. Then the primary task is to pick up 
the reason for this in the process itself. 

Pressing units have been devised which are highly automated and ensure a high-quality 
finish. Although these machines are expensive, they are proving their worth not only by 
speeding up the process but also by being able to rectify certain types of garment defecu, and 
they are spreadins rapidly in developed countries. 

(g) The spread of MW ttchnologtes in developed countries 

·• Even in developed countries, new automation technologies have only spread to i wider 
use in the clochin1 industry durins the lace 1980s. This is tru' especially for the act.Jal 
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production technologies; the pre-assembly stages, financial, managerial and administrative 
functions bad been comruterized earlier. 

lbis is partly due to the firm structure in the sector. For example, in Germany (West), 
almost half of clothing companies employed SO or less people, and only 10 per cent of 
companies bad more than SOO employees. lbe spread of production automation Im, so far, 
been slower in small firms that are usually also operating in more labour intemive, design ~ 
segments of the industry with higher needs of production flexibility. With further technological 
development the situation may change. 

lbe spread of the main new technologies in Germany (West) are presented in table 16. 7. 
It is noticeable that by the year 1987 a few firms bad actually introduced automatic sewing 
technologies; only 6 per cent bad introduced flexible sewing units, 8 per cent sequential 
automation, and 14 per cent full cycle automation. lbe rates of diffusion by 1990 were expected 
to be much higher; 38 per cent, 20 per cent and 39 per cent respectively. Even more interesting 
is that 2S to 40 percent of the firms proclaimed that they do not need any automatic sewing. 

Tllbk 16.1 1'le ;,,,pm.lllatia• o/uw uduwlogia ill IM dothinr ilulustry ill Ge17111111J 
(fo~r Ftikffll Republk ill 1987 (per aldJ 

Tedmolou 

A11toma1ion of prodllCtion 
Full cycle automation 
Sequential automation 
Flexible sewing units 
Autolmlic cutting 
Automatic tnmsport 

Comp111muuion of Protbtaion 

CAD 

Pauem making/ping 

Autolmlic llOring 

Managing of ordeR 

Production pWmin1 
Production musapnenl 

Payroll work 

IDfonmtioa for manapmea1 and 
OD produclion procas 

Other innowuions 

Er10DC>lllie deaip of workplace 

Pick-ups, l&acbn, robocs, 
automatic baadlin1 

Olber new lecbaolopea, e.1.: 
1luin1. weldin1, mouldina. 
3~imeuioaal leWin1 

~ Gebbert (1990) . 

... 

Implemented by 1917 

14 
8 
6 

14 
3 

12 
23 
25 

so 
36 

26 
40 

22 

27 
19 

4 

W'aUbeimr- Not needed 
by I 

39 32 
20 40 
38 25 
48 26 
21 so 

31 31 
33 26 

27 27 
24 10 
39 12 
43 17 
31 13 

35 17 

35 21 
18 32 

30 42 
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The source does oot give any considerations to the background factors and possible 
r~ns for th•s. It is most likely, that firms with no automation needs are small and producing 
very small batches. In this segment the relative benefits of automatic cmembly technologies are 
still less evident than in more mass market oriented sectors. With further development of 
flexible sewing automation, however, the situation may change. The firms with no apparent 
automation need may, on the other band, also be the ones that have been in the process of 
relocating production to low wage countries. 

Sewing automation was, however, put quite high on the list of expected key areas of 
technological development in the German clothing industry. Only production planning and 
management got a higher response rate. 

Table 16.8 ~t:Ud u1 arras/orapplkatio• o/uw uduwlogia iii IM nut tluu 1ears by Wat 
Gemran clothing jimu ill 1987 (ptr «Ill) 

Area of tedmology per cell of 
ranns 

Production planning and management S4.4 

Cutting so.o 
Sewing so.o 
Designing 47.S 

Cutpattem-makiog 45.6 

Managing of Orders 40.4 

Dispatching 37.0 

Pressing 23.7 

Administrating 23.7 

Scoring of completed garments 22.0 

Quality control of fabrics 20.2 

Scoring of fabrics 16.0 

Transporting 14.9 

t:ioishing 14.0 

Preparing 13.2 

~ Gebbert (1990). 

16.3 Work Orpniution and Training 

The technical innovations described above do not, as such, have significant effects on the 
modes of manpower use, or on the content of individual tasks in clothing firms. The greatest 
changes so far have been in the initial stages of the manufacturing process. There the 
introduction of computerized planning has to some extent obscured the traditional division of 
labour between designer and master-tailor. In the cutting process, automation has relegated the 
once highly regarded and well-paid profession of cutter to the level of an operator."' 

In the assembly of clothing automatic sewing devices have in some instances reduced the 
work of the production seam.~tress to feeding ready-cut sections into a machine and removing 
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the finished article at the other end. Automatic conveyor systam. again. may have reduced the 
degree of cooperation among workers as articles are passed from one stage to the next in the 
process. In basic outline the wort of. for example. the seamstress or- the production line 
remains more er·~ unchanged. a relatively sbon-span. fast-pace task carried out by relatively 
unskilled and low-paid labour. compared in the developed countries mainly of women.DI 

Since the 1970s the efforts to evolve new modes of work organization have been 
intensified throughout the developed world. In the initial stages the main motive was to secure 
the availability of manpower. The object was to re-model wort tasks in the industry in order 
to constitute more meaningful entities and to reduce health risks common in monotonous 
production line work. This was the point of departure. among other things, for the so-called 
humanization programme for work in West Germany. In the German programme. the most 
extensive individual development project concerned the clothing industry. m 

In the clothing sector humanization meant mainly adopting arrangements already familiar 
in other sectors. like rotati<>n of tasks. extension of assignments. self-regulating work groups and 
so on. During the 1980s, however. the emphasis in development efforts shifted. and now 
companies have concentrated their efforts on reorganizing working life into more general 
flexibility strategies caused by changes in the market. The traditional modes of work 
organization have proved to be too cumbersome. for instance. production line workers 
accustomed to performing one particular stage may be relatively reluctant to adapt themselves 
to constantly changing tasks. 571 

Table 16.6 listed some clear cut savings in training time and costs related to sewing 
automation. Generally the effects of technological and organizational changes on training needs 
are not that simple. New forms of work organization and task division especially. imply new 
training needs. For example, German firms highlighted many areas as important for training 
in the 1987 survey (fable 16.9). 

Table 16.9 Relative importance ofilulustrial training subjects in the Gennan dothing industry in 
1987 

Important subjects ror industrial traini111 For white collar For blue collar 
worken(per workers 

-------------------------cen......,t) ____ ""'(per~ cent) 
Wide basic education 
Training for job performance 
Training for incre..ised flexibility 
Training in machinery know bow 
Training in-house circulation of goods 
Training in production planning systems 
Training in electronic data processing 
Training in information and communication techniques 
Traininr in guality performance 

~ Gebbert (1990). 

'
16 ICHvio C1988). 

.... m Aktlonaprotr-, 1980, ref. ICHvio C1988) • 

,,. ICffvio (1988). 

41 39 

39 
14 
39 
68 
43 
32 

41 
74 
40 
9 
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11 
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The need for training for flexibility and quality performance are clearly the most 
imponant issues mentioned for production workers. For white collar workers the most 
imponant needs are more directly computer oriented. Training in data processing and 
information and communications techniques are marted as the most imponant needs. 

From the developing countries point of view the new training needs make applications 
of modern production technologies rather more complicated. While skill requirements with new 
machinery might generally be lower than with old, they are definitely different. Familiarity with 
computerized technologies becomes a basic qualification. 

This is an evident barrier to the diffusion of new technologies in developing countries. 
Computer literacy and familiarity with new technologies are not generated by the education 
systems or by the everyday living environment. In developed countries, people become 
accustomed to the use of computers in childhood; computerized technologies become items of 
the everyday culture and natural working tools. 

In developing countries this may have to be taUl;J•C more formally. And often not before 
it is related to the actual work. The postponed familiarization with new technologies not only 
hampers the thorough learning of the new basic qualifications, it also restricts the more 
innovative ways of organizing the use of new technologies which should be based on an 
exhaustive proficiency of the new machinery and other devices. 

There are no general solutions applicable to the needs of the clothing industry as yet. 
One relatively extensive strategj is dividing the assembly sections into smaller units in which 
each worker takes responsibility for two or more phases of the work and where the make-up 
process is thus clearly curtailed. This model is not suitable for all types of companies. In some 
cases the use of small work groups has been abandoned after the experimental stage, and 
different firms have been obliged to seek solutions appropriate to their own particular 
circumstances. 529 

Since the mid 1980s the pattern of organizational development activity has assumed a 
greater diversity. Technological changes have furnished enterprises with a variety of alternatives. 
In addition to the adoption of small group manufacture, the installation of computer-aided 
conveyor systems offers new possibilities for automation with the computer ensuring a balanced 
work load on various work stations and dispensing orders as their rP.Spective urgency requires. 
There are also increasing efforts to apply JIT (Just In time) approaches to the needs of the 
clothing industry. This means, for example, attempting to reduce intermediate stocks to a 
minimum, changing from batch production to the manufacture of individual articles, and shifting 
quality-promoting activities covering the entire production organization to individual 
workers.'30 

16.4 Fiam Organb.ation 

In clothing industries in developed countries, innovations in firm organization are often 
much more important than technological innovations. The most characteristic feature in these 
changes is the creation of firm networks, tightly interconnected groups of firms involved in 
common business. In this concept, the old division of labour between commercial firms, 

' 29 1C11vlo (1988) • •• 
' 30 Mil lnen (1986). 
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manufacturing farms and artisanal production is often split and new combinations of functions 
are created. The key themes are common design, decentralized but coordinaled production, 
continuous and rapid feedback from market changes leading within the flexible production 
organization to rapid changes in the variety of products. 

The core of the network - the coordinating centre - may be a commercial firm marketing 
products under its own trade mart. but using both outside designers and producers. It may be 
a company focused on design, producing everything outside and marketing the products through 
independent retail networks. It may also be a manufacturing firm using various outside 
designers and retailers. 

The Italian Benetton is the text book example of the new organizational mode. It lw 
also served as an example to many clothing companies in developed countries. Companies like 
this have been central in the resurgence of the OECD clothing industries. 

Benetton is basically a family firm, originally designing and manufacturing knitwear at 
home, and selling them to outside retailers. Thus the background is in an organizational form 
preceding the industrial manufacture of cloths. With growth the crucial inventions in the firm 
were organizational, combining the ancient forms of cloth making to the factory system and the 
newest technologies within a network organization. 

Typical for the Benetton production mode is that the firm itself is concentrated on 
designing the products, acquiring materials and on the most capital intensive phases of the 
manufacturing, such as knitting, dyeing and printing. Sewing is performed in many subcontractor 
firms. In the mid 1980s Benetton had about 300 subcontractors employing about IS,OOOpeople, 
while the Benetton company directly employed less than 2000 persons. The subcontractor 
network is rather stable, with an annual change of only about S-6 per cent. The basic criteria 
for subcontractors are quality and reliability in delivery.531 

The retailing system is an original Benetton invention. It is a special form of informally 
regulated franchising system. Retailers that sell Benetton's products do not pay royalties, but 
are rigidly controlled. They cannot sell other makes of clothing, and even the locations of the 
shops are decided by Benetton. The shop design is also common: 

·111c typical Benetton shop is standardi:ud. This allows for a centrally determined 
'opcimi:ud' lay-out for the display of goods and the selling system. In a Benetton shop it 
is the colours, the window display and the open shelves tlw strike you most, as they are 
designed to do by the now famous arcbilects Afra and Tobia Scarpa. The organizational 
and labour costs are much lower than in other typical clothing shops. Another advantage, 
a1&0 in terms of space, is the absence of warehousinJ, indeed all the items are displayed on 
the sets of shelves. The abseuce of warehousing i11 linked to the use of information 
lechnolo,y and to the flexibility of the whole productive cycle. Benetton's commercial 
&trateJY is to stay ahead of competitors in costs, and thus in prices; both in Italy and abroad 
Benetton imposes the price of each iteni on the retailers•.m 

The development of Benetton to what it is currently did not take place overnight. The 
company was established in 1951 and the first factory staned in 196S. The path to success was 

SJI ICHYI O ( 1991) • 
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m leh••i <1990>. 
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paved with continuous innovations in products. processes and above all. organization.m The 
development of the company bas been divided into four pb~: 

In the first phase (1965 - 1970) the dominant features were: 

(a) 

(b) 

the introduction of incremental in-house innovations in machinery through minor 
but effective changes in ordinary second-band machines bought in the market. 

the building up of the Benetton's particular retailmg system, which acted as a 
major resource for the general growth of the firm. 

(c) special attention towards a product differentiation strategy with the introduction 
of light colours in casual and sports fashion. 

Thus. in this phase the development was based on tacit knowledge on the production 
process and on the ability to link innovations to a systemic view, interlinking design, production 
and distribution. 

In the second phase (1970 - 1977) the firms growth did not involve any major 
innovations. During that period, the firm developed its operations through learning by doing, 
using, and failing. 

In the third phase (1977 -1982) the new feature was the introduction of process 
innovations aimed at a higher level of automation in the most capital intensive production 
processes (cutting, knitting and dyeing). This phase was characterized by the acquisition of new 
technology, supplied externally by machine producers. 

In the fourth phase (1982 - ) typica! features are a wider use of new information 
technologies: the building up of an information network connecting productive and commercial 
activities, applying CAD and new automated warehouses. In the information system, the shops 
are the "antennae" of the firm. They are in weekly contact with the head office, reporting 
takings and detailed sales. In the headquarters information is used for three basic functions: 

(a) 
(b) 
(c) 

collecting orders from shops; 
storing detailed orders by shops for use in long-term planning, and 
financial accounting. 

Benetton is not - has never even tried to be - a producer of actual fashion articles. It is 
more oriented to the mass market of youthful, leisure time clothing (Kasvio, 1991). The firm has 
succeeded in conquering the market with the above described combination of product. process 
and organizational innovations. To these should be added very aggressive (in some cases 
controversial) marketing and advertising. 

16.S Clothing in Developing Countries 

The developments of clothing exports was discussed earlier in Chapter 16.1. The relative 
importance of clothing exports for developing countries has, however, declined. The share of 
clothing exports of all manufacturing exports has decreased since the late 1970s (Table 16.10). 
Conversely, clothing's share of developed country exports has slightly but steadily increased since 
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1982. This may, again, be an indication of a change in the trend, caused by changes in market 
patterns and developments in production technologies. 

Tabh 16.10 11te slllltt of dotlWlt aports of total aports ill "lllllilt co1111111110ups 

Country C,.,.. 
1'73 1'7' 

Year (per ant) 

1979 1912 1'85 1911 

OECD 2.4 2.1 2.3 2.1 2.2 2.3 

Developing lS.8 14.7 lS.7 lS.4 14.S 13.4 

World total 3.6 3.S 3.7 3.9 4.1 4.4 

Source: GAIT, various years. 

The earlier general remarks on the imponance of textiles production (Chapter 15) 
largely apply to the clothing industry as well. It has been a very imponant sector for initial 
industrialization of developing countries. The growth of the sector has been partly facilitated 
by the relatively simple production technology, that has been reasonably easy to transfer and 
adapt to the traditional, pre-existing cloth making. Still the vast majority of clothing firms in 
Africa are very small, largely handicraft producers. 

As a labour intensive sector, the clothing industry has also been a relatively easy sector 
for basic import substitution policies. If markets are protected from foreign competition, a 
rather stable demand for domestic cloth production is ensured. This has been the usual pattern 
in most African countries. 

The jump to export promotion is more difficult, and has in fact, succeeded in only a few 
developing countries. Table 16.11 s?\ows, that the vast majority of low wage country imports to 
the OECD area comes from Asia, and from only a few countries at that. Imports to the 
European OECD countries are notably imports from the (Southern) European peripheries and 
Eastern Europe, in addition to a few Asian NICs. (Though the latter are the major suppliers.) 

The African export performance to OECD countries is especially low, though the figures 
have grown from a 1970 level of almost nil, to a 1987 figure close to the Latin American level. 
The number of countries responsible for the growth are nevertheless quite limited. The most 
imponant OECD importer of African clothing has been France, and the most important source 
countries are apparently Mauritius (alone responsible for about 15 per cent of African clothing 
exports) and other countries in Francophone Africa (Table 16.12). 
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Tabh 16.11 OotJdlli ;,,,pons to USA, Japu alfll OECD fro- wuious arras ill 1970, 
1980""" 1987 

Ynu Exports to 

USA Japan Europe 

million million million 
Imports rrom USS c'=! USS = USS (per 

ant) 

1970 
European periphery 8 l.2 0 0.0 90 
East Europe 9 l.3 10 lS.9 188 

Africa 0 0.0 0 0.0 s 
Latin America 54 7.8 0 0.0 2 
Asia 616 89.S 52 82.5 434 

Low wage total1 688 54.2 63 69.2 713 
Total imports 1,269 91 3,294 

1980 
European periphery 26 0.4 1 0.1 1,728 
East Europe 92 l.5 3 0.3 l,6Sl 
Africa 13 0.2 0 0.0 668 
Latin America 639 10.3 2 0.2 203 
Asia 5,4S2 87.6 1,098 99.S 6,160 

Low wage total1 6,223 89.6 1,104 71.8 10,647 
Total imports 6,943 1,537 25,133 

1987 
European periphery 426 2.2 2 0.1 S,3S4 
East Europe 272 1.4 0 0.0 2,677 
Africa 184 0.9 0 0.0 1,752 
Latin America 1,934 9.8 3 0.1 208 
Asia 16,86S 8S.6 3,929 99.8 11,134 

Low wage total1 19,700 89.1 3,937 84.2 21,384 
Total im~rts 22,116 4,674 42,902 

1 The lharc of low wap areas of IOlal imporu. The lharcs of individual areas arc 'oun&cd from the low wa1c area IOlal. 
~ WortmaM (1990). 

Table 16.12 Clothing imports to soJM European OECD countries from Africa 1970, 
1980 and 1987 

Country 

UK 
Germany 

France 
The rest of OECD Europe 

OECD Europe total 

Source: WOIUMM (1990). 

Value or dothina imports from Africa (million USS) 

1970 1980 1987 

0 

4 

183 

188 

5 
208 

236 

219 

668 

76 

481 

854 

341 

1752 

12.6 
26.4 
0.7 
0.3 

60.9 
21.6 

16.2 
lS.S 
6.3 
l.9 

S7.9 
42.4 

2S.O 
12.5 
8.2 
l.O 

52.1 
49.8 
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16.6 Clothiq in the Case Study Countries 

Clothing is a reasonably imponant sector in most African countries. The countries were, 
however, producing garments mainly for domestic consumption, and the sector is not as 
imponant as textiles, neid1er in tenns of production nor employment. /~frican countries have 
not become an imponant source area for international clothing companies, and very few African 
companies have, as mentioned above, bad success in e.'tporting. 

In this respect, Mauritius is an exception (and Zimbabwe to a lesser extent). Mauritius 
is the only Sub-Saharan African country with important clothing exports. The evolution of 
exports from Mauritius are presented in Table 16.13. 

Table 16.13 Clothing upotts from Maaritius 1985 - 1989 

Vear 

198S 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 

million rupees 

2S48 
40SI 
SS87 
65S9 
7148 

Clothing exports 
miUioa USS 

170 
270 
372 
437 
4n 

Source: Mauritius Annual Digest of Statistics (1989). 

&rowtb rate (per 

+S9 
+39 
+17 
+9 

Cloth~ sban of 
total apos:ts 

(percent) 

38.4 
44.7 
48.6 
48.7 
47.S 

It can be seen however, that despite healthy growth rates these have steadily declined 
(calculated on value), though in 1989 the value of exports was almost three times greater than 
in 1985. 

The Mauritian clodling industry is in an entirely different size group than the other case 
countries. It employs more than the Kenyan, Tanzanian, Zimbabwean and Ethiopian clothing 
industries put together (Table 16.14). It is also of a very different type; while the clothing 
industry in most African countries is dominated by manufactures of sewn clothes, the industry 
in Mauritius is producing mainly knitwear. 

Tobit 16.14 Employment in dothing industry (322) 1975 -1987, African cast study countries 

... 

Vgr 

197S 

1976 

19TI 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1984 

198S 

Zimb!bwr 

14,S87 

14,023 

12,406 

11,765 

13,061 

14,624 

16,127 

16,530 

1,,783 

14,800 

IS,300 

1986 15,3n 

~ 15.4S4 : ONibO dli&baae. 

Kmu 

4,284 

4,78S 

4,911 

5,011 

S,308 

5,320 

6,686 

6,652 

6,813 

7,(X'1 

7,682 

8,CHO 

8.2SO 

Tanynif Ethiopia Mauritius 

4,080 1,216 7,S74 

3,966 1,201 11,484 

3,S36 1,243 13,757 

4,914 1,313 14,280 

4,694 2,107 lS,144 

4,358 2,148 16,298 

4,116 2,293 18,718 

4,134 2,459 19,395 

3,890 2,587 21,324 

3,907 3,139 29,186 

3,22S 3,390 48,044 

4,936 3,661 61,552 

5.019 3.9S3 74.526 
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The cli>tbing sector is an important employer in Zimbabwe and Kenya as well as in 
Mauritius. In Tanzania and Ethiopia the sector is quite modest, especially in comparison to the 
textiles industries, and in Namibia it is even smaller. 

A time series on the clothing gross output reveals the rapid growth of Mauritian industry 
since 1984 (Figure 16.2). The growth of Kenyan production bas also been significant in the late 
1980s, while figures for Zimbabwe show fluctuations. 

Fiflll't 16.2 Gross olllput o/IM dothing ilulastty in IMS Aftiaui case colllltria 1975-1987, 
constant 1980 USS. 

•OO 

350 ,_ 

300 ,_ 

.. 
Ill 250 :> -
0.-.. ., . 
Cll c 
-o 200 -c= 
Cl :I ........ 
• c 150 0 -
u 

100 -

50 ~ 

0 ~ ~ ~ . 
1975 1977 1979 1981 1983 1915 1987 

1976 19711 1980 19112 198• 1986 
Year 

~Zimbabwe ~ Kenyo ~ Tonzonia ~Ethiopia lSS] Mouritius 

Source: UNIDO database. 

A typical feature for the case countries is, that the clothing industry is clearly less 
important than textiles, both in terms of output and employment. Here again, Mauritius is an 
exception: textiles production is very modest in relation to clothing which employs a major share 
of the whole labour force of the island. 

The ratio of MV A to gross output has been highest in Ethiopia, where the industry is 
however quite small. The ratio is very low in Ta .. -ania (Table 16.lS). 

The pr:oductivity of labour - measured as gross output per employee - in the sector has 
varied between around USS S,000 in Mauritius and Ethiopia and a rough USS 10,000 in 
Zi.fbabwe. In ~II countries, productivity figures seem to have been rather stable (Figure 16.3). 
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Tobh 16.15 The ratio of MVA to gross output in dothing industry in/our African case counJria, 
bdwen 1975 - 1987 ~,. ant) 

Year Zimbabwe Tamania Ethiopia Mamitim 

197S 
1976 
1977 

1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 

1984 
1985 

1986 
1987 

~ Uaido dalabue. 

S2.0 

46.0 

40.2 

41.2 

39.3 

44.8 

35.0 

30.2 

36.l 

45.4 

41.8 

66.6 

44.2 

14.2 

70.5 

66.3 

S5.0 

26.2 

21.1 

16.2 

14.4 

19.4 

13.7 

7.2 
4.5 

3.3 

18.3 

21.3 

29.0 

25.1 

19.1 

25.6 

51.1 

60.3 

87.7 

72.1 

69.3 

66.7 

64.2 

Figurr 16.3 Gross output per employee in dothing industry, 5 African case countries, 
1975 - 1987, constant 1980 US$. 
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The share of wages of gross output bas also remained quite stable. The share of salaries 
is, and bas been, dearly highest in Zimbabwe, 30 per cent to ISO per cent above the ocher 
countries (Figure 16.4). Mauritius comes next, while the nlio bas been quite low in the odle!' 
countries. In comparison to the textiles industry, the share of salaries is roughly on the same 
level as in the textiles industry. This is monisbing, when the clothing indl1Stty is generally 
comiden:d to be more labour intensive. 

Ffptt 16.4 11w slwr o/mloria oftlw ""'-of rroa olllpllt ill dotJWer i""""'1ill5 Aftiaui 
OHlllllia, 1915-1"6. 
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The differences in wages between developed and developing counuies are extreme. In 
1988 the level of average hourly wages costs including social oosts in the clothing indusuy were 
almost 16 ECUs in Norway, above 13 in Switzerland and above 10 in Denmark, Italy and the 
Federal Republic of Germany, while the figure in the European periphery, in Greece, wu below 
3 ECUs."' 'Jbe African wage costs are far, far below this. But, as shown above with the 
Italian case, it is not only the wage costs that count. 

In all the case counuies, the clothing industry is dominated by rather small companies. 
The few large complexes integrating textiles and clothing within one company are exceptions to 
this. An important share of production is still very traditional, manual production of an anisanal 
nature. Uniforms, other official and basic clothing take a rather imponant share of the 
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production in all the case countties (except Mauritius. again). A factory. wbidl would be the 
largest clothing factory in the countty wn being set up in Nanubia for the production of 
uniforms at the time of the field research. 

The sector is most advanced in Mauritius. It is also very important for the economy of 
the countty. The Mauritian indusuy is completely apart ormec:. and the dominating products 
are knitwear. Finm are ndler small, and many are owned by foreigners, mainly Asian 
enttepreneurS; and are loaled U.. the Export Processing Zone. Multinational or other larger 
international companies do not play a major role in the Mauritian clothing industry. 

The industry has been one of the basic sectors of industrial development in the counuy. 
Recently the Government of Mauritius has acrually been trying to discourage ndler 1han 
er.courage ~ clothing enttepreneurs from establishing in the EPZ. There is a conscious effort 
by the government to shift industrial devdopment to other sectors. When it comes to 
developing the clothing industry. the government bas ambitions of introducing more productive 
and labour saving technologies in the industty, since the supply of labour is becoming scarce; and 
it wisba the industry to move further up-market into bJute-couture. 

Kenya and Zimbabwe are two other countries with a longer tradition in the clothing 
industry. and who have also bad some success in exports. The exports are usually based on 
foreign design and orders. and the role of domestic design is rather modest. m In Edtiopia and 
Tanzania the clothing industry is quite modest, with very few expons and with quite traditional 
product lines. The Namibian industry is small and still in the initial plme of developmem. 
There are only two or three qualified designers in the country. 

16.7 Clothinc Problam in the Cue Stucly Countries 

In all the countries the basic problems in the clothing industry were very similar to those 
faced by the textiles industry. The different suuctural, technological and organizational na:ure 
of garment manufacturing, however, changes the emphasis of these problems. Also the overall 
situation in clothing industries and firms varied notably in the countries visited. 

In many cases. the textiles industry produced the basic problems for the clothing industry. 
In Tanzania, the yarn and textiles produced by local manufacturers were often of inferior quality. 
The same problem was occasionally met in Kenya. but primarily because of the low. sbon-fibre 
quality of domestically grown cotton. In Mauritius the modest size of the domestic textiles 
industry has been a problem for a long time. however, this is changing with the rapidly growing 
Jocal textiles industry. 

Infrastructure 

Problems with infrastructure issues were quite similar to the textiles industries. 
Interruptions in energy supply were however, less critical for clothing factories. This is true, 
even to a larger extent, regarding the water supply. Transpon and telecommunication problems 
exist, in much the same way as in textiles with poorly maintained roads and vehicles, 
considerable distances to be covered; and poo:- national telecommunications links - often worse 
than their international links . 
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There are very few vocational training i)(mibilities for the clodling industries supplied 
from outside the companies. though the situation is less problematic than in the textiles inc!ustty. 
Most tasks especially in doth msembly are ndler simple. and the training needed is modest. 
The training is mainly arranged by firms themselves as on-tbe-job training in lhe small ones, and 
as more organized courses in the larger companies. 

Wdb further tedmologica) developmenls in the sector tbe inadequate qualifiatiom of 
the workforce are likely to be more problematic. This is also true in relation to more 
demanding organizational structures. 1be shortages of sblls may binder ibe production ifbigb 
quality products or die inttoductioo of more flexible production organizations with broader task 
definitions. Insufficient stills for quality products were especially mentioned as a barrier for the 
industry's development in Kenya. 

FUllllldal and tratk policy 

The financial and trade problems mentioned by the textiles industries were valid for lhe 
clothing industry as well. though here trade barriers came up as more problematic. For example, 
a small Tanzanian clodling factory lost its promising SWt up in the US market because of US 
trade barriers. The loss was not final, but the company bad to create contacts with new 
partners. and change the product line lhus losing a fuli year of exports. In Nanu'bia. competition 
from South African producers is mentioned as the greatest problem. 

On the other hand, imponed used clothing is a major competitor to the domestic appar.!I 
industry. In this respect. the Kenyan example reveals that even a total ban on imponing used 
clothes bas not helped since they will be smuggled in. Second-hand European and American 
clothes have, in fact. caused quite considerable troubles for the domestic clodling industries in 
countries in Sub-Saharan Africa. 

Raw materials, inrermediale good~ and spare pans 

Problems with raw materials. intermediates and spare parts are again quite similar to 
the textiles industry. Because of the nature of the machinery in the industry, spare part problems 
are. however, not that crucial. Machines are rather simple, and often easier to repair. 

Less intermediate goods are also used. and the raw material troubles go back to the 
problems within the textiles industries. The quality and delivery of textiles was often 
problematic, and in fact a key issue considering the further development of clothing industries 
in the countries. 

Firm orgallization 

111e clothing firms have less problems with the big parastatal holding company 
organizations than the textiles firms. Most firms are small and independent. A large share of 
the firms are very traditional and producing mainly manual, artisanal products. However, the 
Italian example above shows that it i~ quite possible to combine basically artisanal, traditional 
apparel manufacture and factory production under a common network concept of business and 
renew it with the help of state of the art technologies . 
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If we think about the possibilities of these new, more flexible and nerwort type of firm 
organizaions. firms in our case coumies seem to be quite far from that. The problems go back 
to the infr.uuctunl issues and to the nlher traditional W&~ of business administnlion in die 
companies. 1be managemem stills - as in textiles - are not very sophisticated, and die 
developmaa of the Italian type of systemic netWOrk is above all conditioned by managerial stills 
and insight. 

Problems with tedmology were less than in the textiles industry. The tedmologies in use 
were mainly quite traditional, but there were also more sopbisticared special purpose sewing 
machines, ele. used in the firms. Mauritian knitting production WIS quite developed 
tedmologically. In general in these c:ountties, the wide variety of machinery - boch in terms of 
age and supplier - posed difficulties in relation to operator aRI maintenance stills. 

Knowledge of technological development and new machinery availability was not. 
generally, very good. This implies. as in the case of textiles, Che need for a more centtalized 
system supporting diffusion of information on technological development in the industry. 

Technological developments in the clothing industry have not l:?een very rapid. The 
automation of the main function, assembly of clocbing mainly by sewing, has proven to be very 
difficult. The role of manual labour is still crucial. In global trade, however, the long time trend 
seems to be breaking down. The share of OECD countries in production and exports is no 
longer diminishing at the rare it used to. This change bas been caused by a combination of 
technological, managerial and organizational innovation, linked to changes in market demanJ, 
which together are outweighing the relative advantage of cheap labour. 

Some of the developing countries, that started as cheap labour producers, are moving 
along with the new development trajectory, e.g.,Hong Kong.DI Simple mass production, still 
based on cost advantages, is moving away from them to countries with even lower l~r costs. 

The African countries have never been important in the global clothing trc.(fe. In the 
case countries, the clothing industry is generally not as imponant as the textiles industry and the 
development of the industry bas been rather modest. 

Mauritius is an exception among the case countries. There the clothing industry has 
clearly been more important than textiles - even though the main product, knitwear, is in many 
res~ nearer to the textiles industry than other types of dothing manufacture. 

The Mauritian clothing industry is a clearcut success !tory of the late 1980s. The case 
of Mauritius is, however, h•dly generalizable to the average African conditions. The country's 
succt:SS lw been due to many circumstances, which are unlikely to be reproduced in the other 
case study countries. 

The islands development path shows the virtues of a rather liberal policy, and a 
government more concerned with economic development than political control of the population. 
Mauritius has often been compared to the East Asian NICs, but a basic difference remains: the 
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development on the island bas not in any sense been strictly tedmology driven. It bas been 
based quite directly on the existing c:ompanlive advmlJges. cheap iabour. a rather fortmme 
relationship with the United Kingdom and France, and ils anractiveness to OUISide, in many 
instances Asian sources. Nevcnbdess. in the long run the focus may change. Already there is 
a teen imerest in advanced automation. and govmunent bas put a lot of emphasis on 
educational clevdorment. which has been a comerstone in the NICs long-term policy. 

Export Proce.uing Zones are the core of the Mauritian success story. This kind of tax 
free production area bas already been shown to be successful in other East Asian countties. the 
People's Republic of China included. They could quite well be wonh trying in the COUlext of 
the African mainland. Kenya is already iDUoducing one export processing zone, after a less 
successful attempt with anodler system reducing the tax burden of and facilitating the customs 
procedures for firms manufacturing for exports only_ 

However. it should be noted that since the EPZs have been sua:essful in anracting 
companies and finance mro Mauritius. full employment bas resulted in a much higher per capita 
income and labour costs are becoming somedling of a problem. 

Mauritius now intends to try to attract industries other t'aan textiles, dothing ml 
fo<Mwear companies into the EPZs to raise value added; and also to expand into the services 
markets - perhaps through the provision of software translation services. 

Mauritians. in general. speak several languages including English. French and Creole. 
or/and Indian language (Bhojpuri. Hindi, Tamil. Urdu) or a Chinese language. This offers them 
a further still in international operations. 

Generally. the basic problems hindering the development of the dothing industry in the 
case countries are quite similar to the problems faced by the textiles industry. Technological 
developments are. however, not as crucial as in textiles. The production processes are rather 
simple, and not very expensive, making it easier u. modernize by replacing existing machinery 
with more sophisticated ones. 

The main problems are not technological, but economic, managerial and still related. 
lbe possibilities of expanding clothing manufacture and exports are condition.?d by the renewal 
of business strategies and increasing the quality of products. lbe most important technologies 
in this are perhaps not the most iiUtomatic 1ewing machines. but CAD facilities - and, after that, 
probably (in larger firms especially) more acromation in cutting and other pre-assembly phases 
of productior. 

The introduction of CAD would aJOve all serve the development of own designs, which 
are very modest in an the case countries - ~cept Mauritius. again. The need for a CAD 
capability w~ also mentioned most often by the firms visited. 
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17. The Footwear lmlusby 

Global production of footwear grew by 4.1 per cent between 1983 and 1987 reaching 
about 9.7billion pairs. and is 1$limated to increme to 11 billion pairs by the year 2000. SI per 
cent of this production is manufaaured in Asia. 18 per cent in East Europe and 12.S per cent 
in West Europe. 9 per cent in South America and 6.S per an in Cemral and North 
America. sn 

Developing countries. which accoumed for about half of the world's footwear output in 
1983, increased their share to 61.4 per cent in 1987. Cllina. Taiwan Pro~ Brazil. the 
Republic of Korea. India, Mexico. lbailand. Indonesia. Portugal and Columbia were among the 
countties that increased their production of footwear during that period. In contrast. output fell 
significamly in the USA. Italy, Spain. Japan. and France; the UK and West Germany showed 
smaller reductions.m 

The value of world footwear exports were about USS 20 billion. The largest exporter 
was Italy. which togedler with Taiwan Province. the Republic of Korea and Brazil accounted for 
almost 6S per cent of row world footwear exports in 1987. The shares of the three non
Europeai. countries mentioned above has risen rapidly. 

From 1978 to 1987 several other developing countries. most notably China. lbailand and 
Indonesia. showed high export growth rates from low initial bases. A shift of high volume, low
cost footwear manufacturing from Korea to Thailand and Indonesia has made these two 
countries imponant new sources of footwear from Asia. They have also gained from the 
Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) wilh the EC, which are not available to Taiwan 
Province, the Republic of Korea. Hong Kong and Singapore. 

African countries have not been imponant producers or exponers of footwear. 
Production is mainly for the domestic or regional markets, and the sector bas declined in recent 
years. 

17.1 Technological DeYelopmmts 

Technological development has been relatively slow, evolutionary and incremental in the 
footwear sector. There have been few significant technological breakthroughs and their diffusion 
appears to take a long :ime. The machinery is quite standardized and even very old machines 
are still in productive use. The vast majority of machinery is of a rather simple mechanical type; 
and usually the automation level is modest and relates to standalone machines and functions of 
die production process only. Very little microelectronically controlled machinery is in 
manufacturing use at this time, though technological innovations have occurred, for example in 
cutting, closing and in bottom stock preparation. 

The estimated value of global production of shoemaking machinery is USS 80.J million, 
of which Italy is thought to account for around 60 per cent. The other major shoemaking 
machinery countries are Germany and the UK. It is estimated that shoemaking companies 
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spend anmaally about 2 per cent of their turnover on new shoemaking equipment.m The main 
sources of various types of sboemating tecbnologies are presented in Table 17. L 

Tdk 17.1 

Italy 

Germany 

us 

Switzerland 

UK 

France 

Czechoslovakia 

Spain 

Finland 

Source: ILO (I915b). 

Type of technology 

All types of tanning and shoe madtineey. Drwm. Semi-automatic 
luting and bottoming tract. 

All types of tannifJg and shoe machinery. Drwm. Tunnel driers. 
Sewing machines. The Levaau process. Spraying machines. Chemicals 
and dyestuffs. Effluent treabnenl. 

Computer controlled sewing machines. Shoemaking, particularly lasting 
machinery. Chemicals and dyestuffs. Hide processors. CAD/CAM 
systems. 

Computer controlled tannery systems. Stretching and vaaium dyeing 
machines. Dyestuffs. 

Computer Jinked bide evaluation systems. Shoe tracking. 
Computerized stitching performance evaluation systems. Shoe pattern 
and leather evaluation. Dedicated work handlers. Computer 
applications to shoe making. Tanning and shoe making machinery. 
Chemicals and dyestuffs. Leather measurement machinery. 

Through-feed electronic ~:..surement machines. Semi-automatic 
lasting and bottoming ~acts. 

Vibration slaters. Shoe mochinery. 

Tanning machinery. Hide processors. 

Auto-toggling machines. Drying systems. 

Globally there is a continuous move of shoemaking towards the lowest labour cost 
countries and areas with adequate infrastructures for production and international trade in 
shoes. Thus, the Republic of Korea and Taiwan Province are moving towards higher value 
production and new shoemaking plants are rapidly being opened up in China, Indonesia and 
Thailand. This means an expanding market for footwear technology and a generally growing and 
buoyant derr..md for new shoemalcing machinery. The higher cost countries tend to invest in 
the most sophisticated equipment, but with the need to respond quickly to the challenge, 
producers in East Europe and Asia are considering the purchase of such equipment as well. 
This trend applies equally to CAD, which can translate new shoo designs into production in a 
matter of hours. 

Investment in new mach;nery has generally been hamP"ed by the nature of the raw 
materials, small batch production, the absence of standardization of products, the i;revalence of 
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small artisan m:I medium-sized coqmies with an insufficient capit~ bae and low investment 
capacity. overcapacity. sbrinting marteu in industrialized coumnes. trade barriers. and the 
relatively low number of machine-tool suppliers for whom the indusuy constitutes a 
compantivdy small market that does not warrant DRlc'J outlay OD research and 
devdopment. -

The sector is one of the least resarcb and devdopment illlensive of all manufacluring 
industries. It bas little co.act with and draws little inspiration from resarcb centres. 
universities and management development imtitutes. It bas also been observed that the stilled 
manpower necessary to operate. programme and maintain complex automated machinery is 
seldom available in this sector.'" 

Table 17.2 

Pre-production 
engineering 
(better materials 
utilization) 

Oosing 

Overheads 

Developments 
1990-1995 

~ ILO (191!;b). 

CAD 
CAM: I~. moulds, cutting. 
computerized pattern grading 

Automatic machines. Pick and 
place handling. Real time 
recording from factory floor. 
Microcomputer work scheduling 
and transpOnation 

Computerized management 
information. Process control and 
monitoring development 

Robotics 
FMS (automatic sole 
attachment) 

Micro-computerized pattern 
assessment, pattern grading and 
shoe casting. Guidelines and 
training developments. 

Automatic machines. 
Efficiently set closing machines. 
Micro-computer worksche.duling 
and transportation. 

Micro-computer based 
management information and 
control. Process control and 
monitoring developments. 

The main fields of computer use art· still in CAD and management systems. The main 
developments in process technologies occurred during the 1980s and are summarized in Table 
17.2 and discussed in more detail in the following sections. 

The following description of the process of footwear manufacturing, and technological 
change within it is based mainly on ILO (198Sa. b and c), Hadjimichael (1990) and UNJDO 
(1990b). 

J40 UUDO, 1915b • •• 
S.I ILO, 191Sb. 
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(a) Design 

Design involves determining the shape of the last, the appearance of the upper, the type 
of the sole, the height and shape of the heel, the material of the upper, and in ess:nce. the 
construction of the shoe. CAD facilitates the process of design. In the initial design operation, 
the last is numerically defined by ·digitizing. its surface. This is turned into a two-dimensional 
surface, which is displayed on the computer screen. A footwear designer can create a new 
design pattern on the two-dimensional surface which can easily be modified on the screen. The 
two-dimensional image can also be converted into a three-dimensional view that can be studied 
from any angle. Finally the designer can also experiment with colour by using digitized colour 
books to superimpose coloured patterns on the original design. 

The next stage in design is grading. This involves production of patterns for all the 
different sizes and widths in which the panicular style of footwear will be manufactured. 
Whereas manual grading by specialists could require several weeks, with CAD patterns can be 
produced within hours and with a greater accuracy. Data on the new shoe's specifications are 
stored in the computer. This data can be used for costing and production patterns. The 
computer can also develop programmes for laser or water jet--cutting - thus achieving material 
savings of about 3 per cent - automatic or computer-controlied stitching, wortflow and 
management schedules. 

(b) Management systems 

Computer based management systems for footwear include, in addition to standard 
accounting and administrative programmes, leather measurement systems, computer 
programmes for calculating costs of production - using data bases for piecework prices -
components and materials stock control systems, production scheduling, and finished stock 
control systems. 

Such systems have been developed commercially for large companies; and the Shoe and 
Allied Trades Research Association (SATRA) in the UK has produced scaled-down systems for 
personal computers that can be used even by very small companies. One example of such a 
programme is a diagnostic system that compares the performance of one operator with another 
and evaluates the relative efficiency of each operator's machine use. Another system is the 
SA TRASUM, a material-management system for footwear uppers that can assess material 
utilization to predict the costs of malting uppers. SATRATRACK is a microcomputer-controlled 
work handling system that was first used in the stitching room of a shoe factory in Nort.'iampton, 
UK. The adoption of this system resulted in an increase in productivity and a large reduction 
in work-in-progress.5'2 

(c) Cuning 

There are several types of cutting machines for cutting patterns: automatic lasers, water 
and knife cutters and computer-controlled cutting presses. Cutting machines can interface with 
computerized grading, and in this way patterns stored in the computer can be recalled and sent 
to the cutting machines. As an alternative, enterprises known as service bureaux can be set up 
to perform cutting and pattern grading for manufacturers who either cannot afford or prefer not 
to assume the cost of such capital outlays. 
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(d) Qosin1 

The closing - stitching together of the parts - of the shoe uppers is lbe most labour 
intensive plme in shoe manufacturing and lbe most resist.ant to technical change due to the 
three-dimemional shape of the shoe. The work content ranges from skiving, folding, cementing, 
hole punching, eyeletting, pattern sewing and printing, to ~ling the '!>ieces and stitching 
them together. Significant technical changes include the development of ftmer and automated 
or computerized tnmfer between workstations, improvement in non-automated machines, 
development of edge-folding machines, oomputerized stitcbers and computer-based training 
systmm for workers. 

Stitching machine speeds have increased as a result of technical advances in the steel for 
needles, oil feed systmm, motor operation, needle positioning, under-bed trimmers and baclc 
tracking. The main new advances are in miaocomputer controlled profile stitching. 

Operations include major functional stitching, such as vamping (attachment of the vamp 
or front part of the shoe's upper to the quaner or back part), as well as fancy design stitching. 
These machines stitch automatically and rapidly with plug-in modules that contain stitching 
patterns. The modules, technically identical to erasable-programmable-1ead-only-memory 
(EPROM) cards, can be programmed directly on the machine. An operator loads the wort 
pieces, punches a button, 1nd the EPROM card carries out an operation automatically for a 
whole range of footwear sizes. 

Computer stitching in vamping reduces unit labour requirements and improves the 
quality of the product through greater accuracy and consistency. In contrast, older conventional 
processes of vamping are very labour intensive. It is estimated that computer stitching used for 
long production runs results in a productivity increase of at least 2S per cent. However, the 
machines are not efficient for sbon production runs because of the costs involved. 

In certain plants, a mechanic with a high sr..hool education plus some additional 
mathematics can qualify for a programming position after 2 to 3 montm of instruction. 
Maintenance of the machines requires only a modest knowledge of electronics. Some machines 
contain built-in systems that self-diagnose most operational problems. Microcomputers may also 
be used as an aid for training sewing machine operators. They can record and analyze the 
operator's precise movements and be a guide to improved operations. 

Interactive teaching/learning was highlighted byTC2
, the American Apparel Technology 

Center. Such training for sewing machine mechanics can cover a wide rangt of categories: 

• • • • • • 

feed timing; 
pressure foot alignment; 
hook shaft position; 
check spring position and tension; 
tension assemhly; 
snubber position, etc . 

In order to obtain the maximum efficiency from such technology operators need to able 
to: programme the machines and use control panels; be aware of oiling, cleaning, threading 
situations, etc. Interactive videos are claimed to be able to improve learning to such an extent 

.,.that it takes (JO per cent less training then comparable classroom instruction. 
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Initially closing technology was used for decorative stitching, primarily by manufacturers 
of Western-style boots. Now computer-lmed machines for functional and fancy stitching ;:re 

used by finm of all sizes. In fact, computerized control of functional stitching bas begun to be 
used by a broad base of manufacturing. lncreued use is expected in the next 5 to 10 years as 
new machines are developed with improved accuracy and stitch quality. 

Fibre optics are being developed that will observe individual stitch lengths and ·adjust the 
next stitches aa.'10matically. This would emble the upper to be produced without variation, 1 

problem that currently binders the introduction of automation. 

(~) Bonom sol~ preparation 

Bottom sole preparation is usually subcontracted to specialty finm that can achieve 
major economies of scale since soles are relatively standardized and not subject to fashion 
changes. Soles, known as moulded unit bottoms, are purchased b~· shoe manufacturers and 
glued to the uppel'S, thereby eiiminating labour that would be required in the shoe factory. 
About one-quarter of the shoes made in the US contain such unit bottoms. However, if the 
volume of production is large enough, shoe manufacturers will still cut soles in-hO'..iSe. 

(/)Making 

New technology has had the greatest impact on the making process. Making occurs 
when the uppers are pullea over the last and attached to the insoles and the sole and heel are 
attached. The latest techoological developments have been in the roughing and the lasting 
processes. 

The roughing process consists of scouring the margin area of the fitted shoe upper with 
a rough brush, usually wire, to provide a good base to which glue can adhere. The traditional 
and still most common method is manual. This relies on the operator's good hand-eye 
coordination. Another method is to shape the shoe on a metal template. The upper is then 
roughed with a wire brush that follows the outline of the template . 

The latest technology involve! the use of numerically controlled upper roughing 
machines. The shoe bottom properties are digitized, which involves sec>Jring some 2& points 
corresponding to the outline of the shoe's bottom. The NC machine automatically makes the 
calculations to direct a wire brush in the roughing of right and left shoes in all shoe sizes. 

The NC machine is an improvement over both the manual method and the automatic 
machine that uses templates. One advantage is in it'> ability to operate on a wider range of shoe 
types. Another is the greater speed in shifting from one shoe style to another. Better quality 
of roughing can also improve the process of sole attachment. Unii. labour requirements are 
slightly lower for NC roughing machines - shoes can be damaged in the manual process if an 
operator holds a shoe incorrectly when applying the rotating brush. Also the operator can work 
on other jobs after the machine is set in motion. An operator with limited job experience can 
quickly learn to use the NC machine. Although the maintenance of the NC machine is not 
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simple. a digital readout screen indicates the site of operational problems. The number of upper 
roughing machines is expected to rise in the next few years. 

Forepart pulling and lasting machines with microcomputer control more precise lasting 
for the rrocess of stretching the upper over the last and gluing it to an insole. In addition to 
detennioing sizes and position automatically. with these machines it is p<mible to adjust rapidly 
to various shoe style adjustments. which greatly improves the efficiency of the lasting operation. 
For example. when shifting from one shoe fast to another, downtime is reduced because the 
many machine changes are accomplished by the computer programme. Unit labour and skill 
requirements are greatly reduced as well. 

Programming for these machines can be mastered after about one week of instruction. 
Maintenance technicians can also be trained in a matter of weeks. This microcomputer
controlled machine is relatively expensive but is likely to be considered cost effective by large 
and medium-sized firms that expect to remain competitive with imports from low labour cost 
countries. 

Gluing a sole to t'Je upper pan of a shoe is still labour intensive, but automatic 
adjusunents on some sole-laying presses substantially improves the uniformity of production. 
An operator, after receiving uppers and soles with glue already applied. uses heat to reactivate 
the glue and then spots the soles to the uppers temporarily. In the newer sole-laying rresses,the 
operator uses a self-adjusting pad box that automaticaJJy determines the contour of cl shoe's 
bottom and a toe-and-heel rest that auton:.?tically adjusts for heel height. This ensures that the 
lasted shoe is held in an accurate position. 

After the Joading and initial adjustment, the operator starts up a high-pressure cycle to 
secure the permanent attachment of the sole to the shoe bottom. While unit labour 
requirements are not reduced significantly by this machine, less operator skill is required and 
the quality of output is improved. On a traditional machine, that is without the automatic 
adjustment, an operator may break the last when high pressure is applied, or may fail to achieve 
precise adhesion of the shoe's pans. 

An injection moulding machine automatically moulds a shoe bottom from thermoplastic 
polyuret.'iane and fuses it to the upper pan of the shoe. It is considerably less labour intensive 
than the major alternative processes of cutting, stitching, or gluing. Also training costs 
associated with injection moulding are relatively low. Oniy modest skills are required to operate 
the machines. Two operators with little mechanical experience can operate a machine with 12 
or 18 stations to load or unload. They periodically examine units of production so as to 
minimize the number of defective pans that may occur because of an occasional error in the 
process. The optional feature of automatic loading further eliminates labour requirements. It 
is expected, that computerized moulding machines will diffuse for use in large and medium-size 
shoe manufacturing firms. 

(g) Finishing and raw marerials 

Finishing involves examining tile shoes, correcting minor faults, and spraying colour if 
necessary. Little technical change has taken place in this area. 

In the type of raw materials used in the construction of footwear there have been 
.f>untless techMlogical improvements. These include new materials for the uppers, new insole 
or lining fabrics, new threads, adhesives and glues. Manufacturers of athletic footwear, for 
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example, ·.£·e constantly searching for materials beyond the standard materials. Some of the 
industry believe that material used in current space exploration could mate athletic shoes lighter 
and more breathable. 

17.2 Technological Change and TrainiOK Needs 

Technological developments, though rather slow and not revolutionary, are however, 
changing the skill needs in the industry. Some operations are being de-skilled, particularly in 
departments dealing with patterns, cutting and stitching, while increased skills are rec;uired 
especially in departments concerned with management information, management control and 
pre--production planning. 

As a result of an increased dema00 for better quality materials and products, more 
detailed technical specifications are required and used. In many industrialized countries, shoes 
&re sold by large retail enterprises who wish to sell high quality products to a more 
discriminating public. 

Fashion is becoming an increasingly important factor in styling and manufacture of a 
greater number of produ~. and is no longer merely conditioned by seasonal changes. Longer 
production runs are becoming less common and enterprises and workers have to be more 
flexible, adaptable and versatile. Changes in colours and textures and changes in the work 
content of products are having a particularly marked effect on cutting and sewing departments. 

The existing level of technology, the effects of market demands, fashion and economic 
and social policies are major influences on the demand for manpower. In developing countries 
a major area for training is that of small artisans, who are often found in rural areas and have 
little or no education. They also have limited or no access to machinery and equipment. Direct 
assistance and access to equipment and provision of management skills in purchasing, marketing 
and finance are the features of common facility centres established in some countries, such as 
India. 

An ILO summary of manpower surveys reveals, that in nearly all countries the training 
of technicians and supervisors is considered a major priority.'" All the changes mentioned 
above require new and better skills in functional management, such as the organization and 
control of workers, human relations, quality control, marketing, and financial planning and cost 
control. However, there is still a priority need to train sewing-machinists, a traditionally difficult 
sector. Because of the slow introduction of new technology in this area, this training need is 
likely to remain or increase. 

The quality of the training staff, which includes instructors and trainers who have direct 
contact with trainees, is a major factor in successful vocational .raining. These people require 
abilities in both theoretical and practical skills associated with technology and must also be able 
to pass on their skills and knowledge to trainees by practical demonstrations and clear 
explanation. In many developing countries, instructors and trainers require sound initial and 
further training not only in technology of the industry, but also in instructional techniques and 
teaching methods. Even in industrialized countries, trainers need updating since much of their 
knowledge does not cover computerization and automation. In such circumstances, an 
interchange of information and visits to training and research institutes and enterprises at home 
and abroad form an essential part of the training programmes for these staff . 

... 
544 ILO, 1985c. 
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17.3 Orpnizatiooal lnnontions 

In the global footwear market and production, there ? ~e changes taking place that are 
somewhat similar to the devdopments within the clothing industry. Markets are more 
segmented than before, and there are specific fashion related, youthful mass markets that are 
characteristic to the clothing industry too. lbis is especially true regarding the market for 
leisure and athletic footwear. The companies manufacturing spon shoes are typical examples 
of the new. globally spread production networks within the footwear industry. Within these 
networks, devdoping countries, Sub-Saharan Africa included, have a special place, panicularly, 
if they can tie themselves to ; major name, such u Reebok, Adidu, etc, though this calls for 
the ability to produce high quality on a consistent basis. 

The expansion of the footwear industry in devdoping countries is primarily based on low 
labour costs. Average wages in the footwear industry are among the lowest in manufacturing 
industry. Nevertbdess, in the devdoped countries, labour accounts for a significant percentage 
of total cost, compared with devdoping countries, and the costs of maintaining work-in-progress 
and inventories are higher in the latter countries. Given such a breakdown. a traditional 
footwear factory in a devdoped country may find it difficult to compete on production costs with 
low-wage newly industrialized and less devdoped countries for the time being. 

Although low cost countries will continue to have a comparative advantage in production 
for some time, they \Viii need to consider the use of modern, more automatic production and 
information technologies. The reuons are buically the same u in the textiles and clothing 
industries: modern machinery can secure better and more even quality. productivity is higher 
and control over the whole production process becomes more efficient. 

Thus, technological iru.ovation represents both a threat and an opponunity for 
developing country suppliers. The threat comes from the possibility that in the long run, when 
computer integrated manufacturing becoming a reality, mass producers in industrial countries 
could gain a competitive advantage over current developing country producers. Also, to the 
extent that the new production technologies give producers in industrial countries an edge in 
quality and in timely delivery, devdoping countries could be at risk of losing market shares in 
developed countries, panicularly in the high-value segments . 

Adopting the latest micro-electronic technologies, however, is not the most imponant 
way developing country firms can maintain or increue their competitiveness. The success of 
footwear companies in all countries depends mostly on adjusting production organization and 
incrwing responsiveness to market changes. Such organizational changes will be critical for 
smaller firms, panicularly because automated methods are not usually conducive to small-scale 
production and frequent changes in design. 

Production reorganization should mainly aim at reducing work-in-process through: 

• improving access to raw materials, 
• improving quality control, 
• improving inventory control and production scheduling, 
• providing training for both manag\:lllent and staff. 

Footwear manufacturers in many developing countries rely on low-quality, local raw 
.l11aterials, which relegates these firms to the low end of the expon market if they are capable 
of exponing at all. Unavailability of raw materials is often connected with high duties or 
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restncttons on imported inputs - for both direct and indirect exporters - and inadequate 
development of local industries linked to footwear. Liberalizing the importation of inputs for 
export production will be critical for developing countries, ifthey are to compete internationally, 
in the way the NIC exporters have succeeded. Lowering duties on imported materials would 
also force domestic suppliers to improve the quality of their products. Further, leather footwear 
manufacturers need to establish stable and effective supply networks. 

In view of strong international competition in footwear markets, especially in the low
value segments, developing country firms need to invest in training for their management and 
operators. Design, production and marketing skills embodied in their workers would also allow 
thesr firms to produce better quality foomear. 

17 .4 1be Footwear Industry in Developing Countries 

As mentioned at the beginning of the chapter. the Republic of Korea, Taiwan and Brazil 
together with Italy account for about two thirds of the total world footwear exports. As Tahle 
17 .3 shows, the growth of exports from both Taiwan and Korea has been growing steadily since 
the late 19fi0s. In both countries, it is clearly a question of production for export. The share of 
production exported in 1984 was 90 per cent for Taiwan and 70 per cent for Korea. (Levy, 
1990). 

Table 17.3 Footwear uportsfrom Korea and Taiwan 1969-1986 (US$ million) 

Taiwan 
Year Upon Export/ rirm Upon Fll"lllS Export/ 

r ..... 

1969 10 10 1S 0.1 

1970 18 "° 10s o.s 
1971 so 9 S.6 69 178 0.4 

1972 62 9 6.9 lOS 243 0.4 

1973 109 11 9.9 186 284 0.7 

1974 182 13 14.0 190 288 0.7 

197S 200 16 12.S 258 30S 0.8 

1976 417 18 23.2 541 33S 1.6 

1977 SIS 19 27.1 6S2 503 1.3 

1978 726 19 38.2 771 541 1.4 

1979 16S 20 38.2 945 563 1.7 

1980 904 2S 36.l 1-411 582 2.4 

1981 1049 34 30.9 1"44 708 2.0 

1982 1182 41 28.8 1463 760 1.9 

1983 1270 so 2S.4 1886 884 2.1 

1984 1398 SB 24.1 2270 1057 2.1 

1985 IS71 68 23.1 2301 11-40 2.0 

1986 2109 83 2S.-4 

~ Levy (1990). 

.... It is interesting that in both the Republic of Korea and Taiwan Pro.-ince, export oriented 
footwear production was originated by a Japanese r.ompany. In both cases, the same company 
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(Mitsubishi) located production aimed for the US market on the countries in question. In 
Korea the initial products manufactured were rubber footwear, in Taiwan Province plutic 
sandals. In both cases. production oen diversified to other sectors, n.ost notably to athletic 
footwear. The diversification was much broader in Taiwan Province, where the share of athletic 
footwear in 198S was 27.5 per cent. and 75.3 per cent in the Republic of Korea."' 

The development patterns in the two countries have been quite different. In Taiwan 
Province, production was based on a network of small firms with many subcontracting relations, 
wb;le Korean production was concentrated on a few large factories. The Korean production 
mode is, however, changing towards a more network type of organization. since the average 
value of exports per firm Im been declining since the late 1970s (Table 17.3). 

The differences are interesting, because they reveal some background factors of the 
respective countries' development conditions and policies. Taiwan Province bad, to start with, 
better education levels, more experience in commercial activities, more developed domestic 
markets and a policy preferring small scale activities. s. 

The Republic of Korea, as mentioned already in Chapter II, has been a much more 
centrally governed and a more hierarchical society. The economy has been organized in large 
vertically integrated companies. With all the features present in Taiwan Province missing, it was 
easier to organize the rapidly growing footwear production within the large conglomerates with 
less division of labour and less economic transactions between independent agents. 

However, with continuing growth of production and with both learning by doing and 
institutional development in the country, less hierarch~cal business relations based on 
subcontracting and network lir.kages have developed.'47 Even policies have changed in a 
direction less favourable to the very large companies.,,.. 

One of the lessons from comparing the two NICs is that there are different institutional 
conditions that can lead to growth and industrial development. In the case of frutwear, the 
trends for development in both countries, however, point towards the development models 
familiar from the developed countries and discussed in the chapter on the clothing industry. 
There is a change towards less hierarchical relations, stronger subcontracting linkages and more 
flexible organizations that are able to react more rapidly to market changes . 

17 .S The Footwear Industry in the Case Study Countries 

Internationally the African case study countries are not important as footwe.ar 
manufacturers. Even in domestic terms, the footwear sector is not an imponant employer in 
any of the countries. 

Employment figures have fluctuated during the period 1975 - 87, but over the whole 
period, employment has grown in all countries: between 10 and 20 per cent in Zimbabwe and 

'°"' Levy, 1990. 
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Kenya. roughly a third in Tanzania and over SO per cent in both Ethiopia and Mauritius (Table 
17.4). In the two latter countries this means an average yearly employment growth of about S 
per cent, However. in the case of Mauritius this was from a very low base, and the sector still 
only empioyed 660 people in 1987. 

Table 11.4 Enlploprielll U./ootwar U.fi~ African countria, 1975-1987 

Yar Zimbabwe Kmta Tanzania Ethiopia Mauritius 

197S 4.134 1,672 2,803 1,688 430 

1977 3.9S9 1,781 2.3S7 1,730 491 

1979 3,819 2.123 3,194 2,148 4SO 

1981 S,124 2,160 3,328 2.471 442 

1983 S,081 2,289 3.533 2.504 512 

198S s.200 l,988 3,712 2,550 S07 

1987 4.692 1,980 3,760 2.701 660 

Soun:e: UNIDO datablse. 

This growth in employment does not necessarily indicate economic success. The 
manufacturing value added per employee has actually declined in all countries other than 
Mauritius and Zimbabwe (Figure 17.1). Even in Mauritius the ratio shows a declining tendency 
since the early 1980s. In Tanzania the level of the MVA/employee ratio is low, and the decline 
has been dramatic. In Kenya and Ethiopia the decline has been slower and more stable. 

Figun 17.l Manufacturing value added (MVA.) in constant 1980 USS per employee in the 
footwear industry in five African countries 
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The productivity of labour - measured as gross output per employee - in the sector bu 
been very low and declining in Tanzania (Figure I 7 .2). Figures for Zimbabwe have fluctualed, 
but show an increasing tendency during the late 1980s. The Ethiopian figures show an even 
more explicit growth ever since the late 1970s. Kenyan figures are flumiating, but on a radlcr 
high level, higher than Mauritius. 

Ffran 11.2 Gross output per aip/oJU in the /ootrmu indust,,, 5 African mu stullJ collllltia, 
1975 -1987, collSlallt 1980 USS. 
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Source: UNIDO Database. 

In footwear, the share of salaries in gross output has been on a clearly higher l~el in 
Zimbabwe than in the other countries. This is actually caused by a high wage level. Jn the local 
firms visited in Zimbabwe the wages were described as being exceptionally higher in the 
footwear industry than in the textiles and clothing industries. Even there, relative to developed 
countries, the labour cost level is still extremely low. In Zimbabwe the share has also risen 
considerably during the period 1975 - 1986. Just the opposite has happened in Ethiopia and 
Kenya. The Kenyan share of salaries is very low. 

Generally, the level of activity in the footwear industry was rather low in all countries, 
and there are only a few important companies remaining in the sector. In Kenya, although there 
were over 30 shoe manufacturers in the country, one major company dominates the industry, 
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and the sector was facing considerable probleDL'§."' The situation was quite similar, but 
perhaps even worse, in Tanzania with one large parastataJ company and a few smaller private 
ones. The sector is dominated by one large company in Zimbabwe as well. The Mauritian 
footwear industry was modest and comisted of a few small companies and one larger company 
employing about 2SO people. Narm"bia Im one small company producmg band made desert 
boocs, and one other boot-mating company. 

lifan 17.J Solaria as a s"ltan of ,,.a olllpllt ill IM footwmr """'*1 ill fi.e Aftiaui mlllflria 

salaries/ gross output 
teotwear l,.dustry, 1975-86, 5 countri.s 
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The sector in the area is dominated by one company, the Canadian headquartered 
multinational Bata Shoe Company. Bata has factories in Kenya, Zimbabwe and Mauritius. The 
Bata companies are all the largest and most important in the respective countries. The Bata 
market share, for example in Zimbabwe is, according to the general manager, about 80 per cent. 
In Kenya, Bata employs over 2,000people and has a production capacity of 9.S million pairs per 
year, while the next largest, Tigers Shoes has barely 100 employees and a capacity of 240,000 
per yw.5'0 The company also had a factory in Tanzania, which was later nationalized and is 
now operating as a parastatal firm. 

,., Afrtc:1n lultnn1, April 1990 • •• 
5'0 AfrlC:ln lullnHI, Aprt l 1990. I 
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Very little footwear is exported from any of the countries. Even the Mauritian industry 
is producing for the domestic market only. The only exceptions are the Data companies in 
Kenya and Zimbabwe, who are producing athletic footwear (Adidu) for developed country 
markets. The Kenyan Bara is exporting approximately half a million pairs annually. 551 

Technologically the factories were mostly traditional. Small firms visited did not have 
any automated machinery. and machines were in some ~ bought second-band. The factories 
owned by multinationals bad more up-to-date, in some ~ numerically controlled machinery, 
for example in lasting, engineering moulds and ~ionally in sticking and sewing. Computers 
were also used for administrative purposes and stock control. CAD was not yet used by any of 
the companies visited, but most of the larger companies bad either planned or hoped to be able 
to acquire a CAD system in the near future. In Zimbabwe, smaller companies were 
investigating the possibilities of using a CAD system located in the Leather Institute in 
Bulawayo through te:minals. 

All companies visited bad high expectations of automation. They believed, that more 
automated machinery would help tbt~ especially in raising the quality of products, and save in 
the use of all inputs, plus general gains in productivity. All companies were interested in buying 
more up-to-date machinery. CAD especially was mentioned by almost every company visited, 
even in cases where the firm in question did not - yet at I~ - design the products they 
manufactured. 

17.6 Footwear Problam in the Case Study Countries 

The general problems in the footwear sector were very similar to the textiles and clothing 
industries: troubles of varying degrees with the basic infrastructures (energy, communications, 
telecommunications); a limited supply of skilled manpower for operating and maintaining 
equipment, and management tasks; difficulties with import regulations for inputs and spare 
parts; and obtaining foreign exchange. All these were discussed at length in Chapters 15 and 
16, and apply equally to the footwear industry. 

The companies visited did not mention any specific technology related problems. Except, 
of course, the generally outdated machine sto<"ks and substantial need of better equipment. So 
far technological changes have been slow, and no major problems have occurred. Some 
companies, however, feared skill related problems with the introduction of modern machinery. 

There were also some problems specific to the footwear industry, with the supply of raw 
materials being one of them. For example, in Zimbabwe, there was a shortage of leather, 
because of increased exports of leather by tanneries. The small size of the footwear and related 
industries also caused problems. It was not possible to use subcontractors, and companies often 
had to invest in machinery dth very little use. For example, a small footwear manufacturer in 
Zimbabwe had to invest in a plastic injection machine in order to make 150 pairs a day. The 
capacity of the machine allows production figures over 12 times higher. 

Similar problems were faced by the companies visited in relation to many other business 
functions as well. The thin local firm structure allows little subcontracting and forces the 
companies towards a higher level of integration and endogenization of supportive functions. It 
was very common for larger footwear firms in the area to have, for example, tanneries 
integrated into the factory. 

SSI AfriCSI lulinn1, April 1990. 
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Factories were often manufacturing shoes from a wide range of raw -materials: leather, 
canvas, plutic and rubber may all have been used in the same factory. This significantly 
complicates both the planning of the factory lay-out and logistics, and control over the everyday 
production process. 

Generally the footwear sector seeim to be facing problems in the ~ study countries. 
They have not been able to increase exports, and domestic markets lre not expanding notably. 
Further, in domestic markets, imponed shoes - for the mass market from Asia and from Italy 
to the quality market - are often superior competitors. A Kenyan manufacturer even argued 
that if the domestic market was completely opened to imports, all local manufa..'"lllrers would be 
wiped out from the industry, mainly because of poor productivity and low quality. The notion 
from a Zimbabwe company, that they can't really compete with the Asian countries with the 
technology and cost structures they have new. supports this pessimistic view. 

Problems of entering expon markets wt:re faced, for example, by a large Tanzanian shoe 
company. The company tried to enter dte field of higher quality ~oes. but the attempt failed 
because of a lack of skills and unsuitable machinery. Now, so argued the factory manager, they 
have trained the labour force, but the company is badly in debt and there is no possibility of 
obtaining foreign exchange for the investment. Especially so when the capacity utilization rate 
of the factory is barely 10 per cent. Generally the productivity levels in the firms are low, 
production machinery outdated a_'ld the production organization rather rigid and hiecarcllical. 

17.7 The Footwear Industry: A Brief Summary 

Production technologies in the footwear industry have developed quite slowly. The 
incremental innovations are, however, quite important from the productivity, quality and 
materials use points of views. Imponant developments have also taken place within firm 
organizations and firm strategies, and on the organization of the markets. 

A few developing countries - the Republic of Korea, Taiwan Province and Brazil - have 
increased and developed their production rapidly and are now, along with Italy, the most 
imponant footwear exponers in the world. This development is not so much based on superior 
technology as on company organization and superior network performance. The Taiwanese and 
Korean examples show that development towards becoming an imponant exponer is a long 
process of institutional, technological and economic build up. In this process cheap labour is not 
the most decisive factor. Domestic capability development and external linkages to buyers are 
among the crucial conditions for development. 

The African countries have so far not been able to cope with these developments. 
Footwear industries in the case countries are minor with insignificant exports only. The 
examples from the firms manufacturing athletic shoes in Kenya and Zimbabwe, however, show 
that it is not at all impossible to manufacture high quality products in these countries. The 
hand-made desen shoes in Namibia seem also to have found a niche. 

Nevertheless, many imponant preconditions are missing. To create them, the 
infra:;tructure developments suggested in previous chapters are quite necessary. In addition to 
this, firms in the sector need suppon in acquiring new production technologies and changing the 
organization of production. 

The need to subcontract supponive functions is also quite central. It is very 
u"nproductive to have to perform in-house all phases of the manufacturina process. Some 
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functions are only needed in the making of a minor share of products only. If these mks cannot 
be subcontracted, the company has to invest in machinery that will be constantly underutilized. 

Probl~ related to subcontracting and other inter-firm linkages were, of course, present 
also in the other sectors Sllldied. They are often, however, more important in the footwear 
sector, where the production process comprises many very different technical phases with 
dissimilar machinery. The Korean and Taiwanese examples all!O show that expamion on the 
world market depends to a large extent on the ability to build up local agglomerations with rich 
interfirm linkages. 
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18. Other Seeton 

As noted in Chapter 14, electronics, mechanical engineering - especially machinery and 
machine tools - textiles and garments, as well as transport vehicles are often taken as key sectors 
in developing countries' economic progression. Some basic process industries - such as the 
chemical and petrochemical sectors and perhaps pulp and paper - could be added to these. 
However. the latter have not been dealt with in the present study which bas in general, been 
cor. ~entrated upon the automation of batch production technologies. 

Textiles and clothing are usually - in addition to the food and drink processing industries 
- the sectors employing the majority of the industrial labour force in developing countries. These 
sectors have been studied in detail in Chapters IS and 16. 

The electronics industries provide the key resources for industrial automation. But they 
have also been one uf the main fields for multinational corporations global sourcing operations, 
and thus been very important as .i springboard for the NICs take off to rapid economic growth. 

The engineering industry, especially machine tools and machinery are basic industrial 
sectors through which new technologies are often introduced to manufacturing. In addition to 
supplying other industries with capital goods, they also build up the skill basis for running (and 
maintaining) many other industries. 

Thirdly, vehicle manufacturing is a sector that can be used foa· testing whether the 
industrial structure is capable of a more complex form of manufacturing, which involves several 
backward and forward linkages to sub-contractors. Vehicles are composite and complex 
products that entail both mature, basic manufacturing techniques and the most sophisticated new 
technologies. Vehicle production is also the sector where new, flexible manufacturing 
technologies so far have gained the most widespread use in developed countries. 

These three sectors have not been very important in the past in most of the African case 
study countries, and therefore ti.e discussion in sections 18.1 - 18.3 is focused on the situation 
in NI Cs and developing countries more generally. Data from Brazil is widely discussed in the 
context of these sections . 

The African case countries possibilities for developing these industries is also related to 
the more general developments. In section 18.4,a few other industrial sectors that have been 
important in the case countries in the past and which were covered by the field work are also 
briefly discussed. 

18.l Electronics 

The electronks complex is the heart of the new technological system. It is also on the 
way to becoming the single most important sector in the world economy. It has been predicted 
that the electronics industry and its products will be the most important carrier of technological 
change in many developing countries in the short to medium term. Its importance is based on 
many factors. 

•• 

•fint, electronic conJUmer productl are already affecting consumer patterns even in the 
poorest countriea. Microcomputen offer enormous ICOpe for immediate applications which 
could yield substantial social benefit . 

• 
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Second. Ibis sector - because of the pervasive cbanicter of micro-electronics - will 
increuingly come to play a role in economic development U:in to dW attnlluted to the 
capital goods sectot. 

Third, electronics rdated skills will have wide applialbility throughnut the ecooomy first to 
adapt imported process and product tec:baologies to local conditions, and eventually to 
develop indigeoous technologies. They are. for example. necesary for a successful 
implemeat8tion of industrial automltion techniques. So, lbe greatest opportunities for 
developing countries to eater new mubts seem to be in electronics proc1ucts•. 552 

The role played by developing countries as exporters of electronics produ'-15 bas already 
been prominent. The annual growth rate of developing countries• exports in seven categories 
of electronics products exceeds the growth rate of world exports by more than two - three times. 
Hong Kong. Singapore and the Republic of Korea are exceptionally strong in virtually every 
product category. Taiwan Province, Malaysia, the Philippines, Mexico and Brazil form the next 
most important group. 

The African countries have, however, been almost completely excluded from 
developments so far. Even production for domestic markets is very modest, with the countries 
performances varying considerably in different electronics product groups. Electronics is also 
one of the fields where the possible opening of trade with post-apartheid South Africa may well 
shatter the existing status quo. The country has far better resources and possibilities for more 
advanced electronics production than most countries in Sub-Saharan Africa. 

Semiconductors 

Semiconductors are at the core of new electronics. The growth of global semiconductor 
production has been rapid - between 20 and 35 per cent annually - up to the late 1980s, since 
when the growth figures have been much more modest (fable 18.1). 

Tobit 18.1 World production of stmiconduaors, 1986-1991 (USS million) 

I ten 1986 1'87 1'88 1'89 19'0 1991 

Discrete semiconductors 7,190 8,085 10,420 10,620 10,725 11,260 

Integrated circuits 27,570 33,815 46,290 47,850 45,800 S0,600 

Total 34,760 41,900 56,710 58,470 S6,S2S 61,860 

Growth from previous year 20.4~ 20.5~ 35.3~ 3.1 '5 -3.3~ 9.4~ 

~ UNIDO (1990b). 

Initially semiconductor assembly was the main field of multinationals operations 
particularly in South East Asian NICS and Latin American countries, especiaily Mexico. 
Developments up to the end of the 1970s are summarized in Table 18.2, with most of me 
investments being made by US firms. 

m lloffmn, 1916. 
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Tobit 18.2 17lt tkmoprntnl of offshore inJ7Ulllle1" ilr wuious Tlainl World locations 
b1 .ajor Japanat, Unitttl Slata IUltl Wtsttna Elll'opta11 senticon:bu:tor jU'rL·, 
1971 -1979 (llUlllbtr of prodlu:tio• silts) 

CouatrJ group 1971 1974 1976 1'79 

The 4 Asian NICS 19 27 32 36 

Other Asian ~2 1~17 18-19 2S 

Mexico 0 0 12 13 

Other Latin American ~2 3 B 13 

Mcdit.crrancan Area 0 0 ~s s 

Other Asian: Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand, lodor.csia. 
Other Latin American: Barbados, Brazil, El Salvador, Puerto Rico. 
Source: Ernst (l 9BS). 

Offshore assembly largely began in 1962, and direct foreign investment in new IC 
production facilities in developing countries has actually slowed down considerably since the 
mid- l 970s. For newly developing countries, the traditional way of entering export markets via 
final stage assembly under multinational control appears to be closing. Multinationals have 
created regional production, testing and distribution centres, especially in the Republic of Korea, 
Singapore, Taiwan Province, Brazil and Mexico; and opportunities for other countries seem to 
be contracting. 

The development of US offshore semiconductor production by region by the early 1980s 
is shown in Table l8.3. The focus has been primarily in Asia, but a locational shift from the 4 
NICs and towards other Asian countries is apparent since the late 1970s. 

Tobit 18.3 Maritt shares of the principal aporttrs of semiconductor devices brought inlo the 
Unittd States wukr tarif/iJans 806.30 and 807.00, 1969 -1983 (ptr cent) 

llflion/Country 19'9 1973 1976 

Mexico 22 19 

Other Latin American I 0 

Europe 14 7 

Asia, total 61 72 

- Japan 2 

- The 4 NICs S9 6S 

- Other Asian 0 7 

Total v11lue of 806/807 imports 
(USS millioo) 127 413 

Dt.finitioo of re1ions: 
Other Latin American: El Salvador, Haiti, Barbados, Antilles, Brazil. 
Ocher Asian: Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand, Indonesia. 
~ Flamm (1985) . 
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In the semiconductor industry. .he barriers to entry may now be too high for new 
entrants, since start up investment costs are already very high. Chip manufacturers must stay 
near the forefront of product technology or dse rapidly lose their market share. Therefore, the 
required level of R&D may also be beyond the capabilities of most developing countries, since 
a large number of well trained and highly specialized scientists, technicians and electronics 
engineers are required. Even developed countries, such as the UK, France, and Italy have no -
or very little - semiconductor production. 

The trend toward rapidly moving technological frontiers, a regional concentration of 
MNC investmP.nt and expanding national capabilities within the NICs ve evident in the 
semiconductor industry, and almost exactly parallel developments in the machine tool and 
clothing industries.m Smaller developing countries, especially in Africa, are in danger of being 
permanently excluded from gaining access to the most rapidly growing parts of electronics 
markets. 

From a policy perspective this makes the development of national component design 
capability essential, sin;e the key to exploiting the technology's application flexibility will rest on 
having the ability to design circuits. In many countries even production for domestic markets 
may not be feasible. 

The presen: conditions governing entry into the integrated circuit market differ 
significantly from those of consumer electronics, software and computers. For these sectors 
have common characteristics:"' 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Because of the rapid diffusion of m~cro-electronics within the electronics 
complex, a very wide variety of product niches are emerging with characteristics 
which could allow much greater participation of developing country firms; 

The successful exploitation of these product niches depends much more on 
product design C41!''lbilities than on process technology; 

In spite of the MNCs major role, small units enjoy distinct advantages in 
responding to or anticipating specific and/or changing market demands in many 
product categories; 

For a number of products, efficient scales of production are quite low - domestic 
market opportunities can be much more easily exploited to nurture the 
development of small firms without forcing them to move to expon markets too 
directly. 

The main question for the future is whether or not the trends of technical change that 
are dominant in the semicondactor industry will expand to other segments of the electronics 
complex. Or is there emerging, also within the semiconductor area, a sphere of "appropriate 
technology" suitable for developing countries to produce circuits to be used in their own 
products? 

... "' Noffmn, 1986 • 
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Data on development during the 1980s shows a concentration of production on fewer 
premises. Proximity to markets seems to be a more important criteria for location than the 
traditional relative advantage of cheap labour. For example. in the mid 1980s there were very 
few Japanese overseas production sites of electronic components outside the few neighbouring 
~t Asian Countries and main market areas in Europe and North America (Table 18.4). 

The ·cutting edge• of the electronics industry is therefore the domain of a handful of 
large enterprises, predominantly in the USA and Japan. The world market shares (for all 
components) of these two countries were 45 per cent and 34 per cent, respectively, in 1989. In 
general, Japanese firms dominate the DRAM market, while United States firms dominate the 
microprocessor market. Firms from the Republic of Korea have however made considerable 
gains and are now estimated to have 15 per cent of the world DRAM market."" 

Tobit 18.4 Owrstas tltt:tronic component and devkt produt:tion fadlitits of Japanat 
corporations, 1986 

•• 

Country or area 

North America 

USA 

Canada 

Western Europe 

Germany 

UK 
Spain 

Ireland 
Belgium 

Fl'IDce 

Italy 
Others 

Total 

Taiwan 

Korea 
Singapore 
Malaysia 

Brazil 

Hong Kong 

Mexico 

China 

Thailand 

Philippines 

Indonesia 

Number of Facilities 

33 

31 

2 

21 

7 

6 

2 
2 
2 
I 

1 

183 

62 

42 

30 

14 

13 

7 

7 
3 

2 

2 

237 

~ Electronic Industries Auociation of Japu, 1988, ref. UNIDO (1990b). 

'" IJlllDO, 1992. 
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Cons~r Electronics 

As in semiconductors, multinational corporations involvement in offshore assembly for 
export was a crucial element in the initial expamion of the consumer electronics industry in 
Asia. (lbe multinationals sourcing strategies have already been discussed in some detail in 
Chapter 11). Developing 00t1ntries have mainly been successful exporters in low technology 
products whose manufacture entails only limited local linkages. A number of countries have, 
however. succeeded in developing a strong local industry in certain mature products where 
design has standardized and process changes are of an incremental nature. Even in Thailand 
where most components are imported, there were seven large TV &: radio assemblers already 
in the early 1980s . .il6 

The emergence of Asian countries as the dominant world source of consumer electronics 
products was the principal feature of tile industry during the 1970s and the 1980s. This 
persuaded many others to attempt to follow the same path, however, where the intended 
objective is an export market in more sophisticated products, a whole new set of difficulties has 
arisen. This suggests that some form of mutually beneficial cooperation with the MNCs will be 
necessary. When international competitiveness is increasingly determined by factors other than 
low wages, considerable barriers to entry for new entrants are likely to exist. Even in the 
successful producer countries employment has not grown as fast as production and exports. 

In South East Asia dependence on Japanese MNCs either for product design know how 
or for components is strong. Japanese firms are quite reluctant to provide product and process 
technology, preferring to reserve production of these products for their domestic facilities where 
they can quickly exploit scale economies to achieve market dominance. This can cause 
problems: 

•1n the past Japanese producers directed their attention lo Asian countries as a place for 
overseas production but there is now a move lo divert investment lo developed countries 
in North America and Europe. No substantial expansion beyond the current fairly active 
situation is expected•."' 

Other sources point out that Japan has not been active in setting up assembly plants in 
the neighbouring South East Asian NICs. It is mainly the small- and medium-sized Japanese 
companies, who only have one or two foreign plants, that have set up assembly plants, for 
example, in Korea. These plants are also mainly producing for the domestic markets in the host 
country. 

Technologically, consumer electronic products contain a high share of advanced micro
electronics, both in basically old (radio, TV) and new (cellular phones, cd players. digital cassette 
recorders) products. The development of new product models is rapid and a high share of 
development costs is needed. This in addition to the intense international competition and 
pressures to cut production costs has actually cut small manufacturers out of the field. New 
domestic manufacturers in developing countries have very limited possibilities to enter consumer 
electronics production, even for import substitution. This is accentuated by the fact, that for 
example the European manufacture of TV sets and other consumer electronics has concentrated 

•• ' 56 NGff_,,, 1986 • 
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very rapidly, and there are only three or four important producers left on the market by the 
early 1990s. 

Production processes are being rapidly automated. In many phases of the p~ the 
role of manual labour is still central, but diminishing because of automatic assembly based on 
robotics, new types of integrated circuits and more automatic test facilities. These are all 
aspects reducing the comparative advantages of cheap labour. For example in most African 
countries, the existing consumer electronics production - usually in plants owned l>y 
multinationals - is mainly iSSelllbling rather simple, mature, even obsolete products with low 
prices for the local and regional market. The relative. advantages are based on cheap, manual 
production facilities and low transpon costs because of proximity to the market. 

The prospects for the growing demand of comumer electronics are, however, high, even 
in the less developed countries. While proximity to market is important - both because of low 
delivery costs and access to information in changing demand structures - more consumer 
electronics production is likely to be established in the countries. 

In the African case this means, that some additional multinational assembly and 
production is liable to be established in the continent. The location of sites will depend on the 
ability of the country's infrastructure to suppon the activities with sub contractors, skilled labour, 
reliable communication networks and a good geographical location in relation to the regional 
market. 

Computers 

The computer industry is still largely dominated by US and Japanese firms. Rapidly 
growing small firms have emerged with the introduction of microcomputers and high growth 
rates have led many established firms from other parts of the electronics complex to enter the 
market. This has led to inteme competition in an already fierce and crowded market. 

Personal computers are, however, extremely important for industrial development in 
developing countries. They are multi-purpose basic tools for modern technologk.al systems. Also 
manufacturing technologies can be widely developed with the help of personal computers, for 
example, the use of PC-based CAD systems in the clothing industry. They will involve the 
increasing domestic and commercial use of 'stand alo:ie units', which can integrate systems via 
local area networks and these r.an funher merge via the tying of domestic terminals to 
subscription based interactive information systems. 

The production of computers, peripherals and rela~ed components for expon has grown 
quite rapidly in some developing countries. The sourcing strategies of foreign firms and expon 
activities of local firms mean that NICs have already become important forces in the world 
computer market. 

However, there may be new threat on the horizon. This is based on the decreasing 
importance of labour costs and growing role of logistics and proximity to market. The purchase 
of the largest computer manufacturer in the Nordic countries, the Finnish Nokia Data, by the 
Japanese owned, British headquartered computer company ICL is a good example of this. 
Earli1:r the company used to acquire PCs mainly from the Taiwanese ACER, but is now 
emptjasizing the importance of producing the goods in proximity to the market. As Mr. Peter 
Bonfield, the executive director of ICL, commented on the high labour costs in Finland and 
s"weden, where most of Nokia Data production is located: 
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•Logistics are more impoNnt than labour costs. When 1*iur costs in manur.cturing the 
bardwue ~ only belween 3 and S ps cent. they c!o not count. The East Asian counlries 
relative lldvantage in labour costs is cay to c:oq>"'sate, for eumple. by intensifying 
COIDpL'llCllt purchases. When volumes supplied grow, it is cay to negotiate on 3 - S ps 
cent exba reductions on prices•."" 

Some countries have also safeguarded their computer manufacture by imposing 
protective policies for the domestic industry. For example Brazil and Mexico have used a 
•martet reserve• strategy with some success. But problam have occurred, too; domestic PCs 
are often produced with very high costs. This meam that in the long run the industry becomes 
a burden to the economy. In addition to this, they are seldom of a quality comparable to 
international norms, e.g. Japanese, US or European PCs. 

However, even in very large developing countries like Brazil, it is also an extremely fwd 
task to shift domestic stan-up firms toward a self-sustaining growth path. In doing this, there 
should be a significant increase in domestic supply of components and local innovation. Such 
efforts are obstructed - in addition to skill related problam - for example, by the aggressive 
responses from foreign firms barred from what they see as extremely lucrative markets. 

In Africa, the manufacture of computers bas been quite modest so far, though in the 
Sub-Saharan region, at least in Cameroon, COte d'Ivoire, Kenya, Nigeria and Zimbabwe some 
assembly plants do exist. Cote d'Ivoire assembles PCs in conjunction with a Taiwanese 
company; and a Cameroon company started PC assembly in 1988, and now assembles IBM 
clones with 80386 processors. 

In Kenya, in spite of very high impon duties - 120 per cent on an average PC and 3S per 
cent on components and spare parts -computer sales have developed rapidly. In 19895,000PCs 
were sold in Kenya, most of which were industry standard 286 machines. About a half of these 
came from Taiwan. The industry estimates a sectoral growth of nearly 40 per cent annually."' 

There are also various firms assembling computers in Kenya. Kenya Microcomputers 
Ltd. is assembling IBM clones called Neptune; and the Micropower company is imponing kits 
and assen:bling them for the local market and for expon. • 

In Zimbabwe, Transafrica Computer Services is manufacturing computers and LAN 
stations; CF Tulley Associates and Plessey Zimbabwe are involved in a joint venture to assemble 
clones, with the aim of producing 600 units a year."1 In all, African production volumes seem 
to be rather low which does not imply high economic efficiency. 

Generally, as with consumer electronics Md developing countries, the same largely 
applies to the future of personal compuier manufacture as well. The basic products, although 
developing new models rapidly, are by now rather mature. The prospects for growth in demand 

S5I Teknllkka & Talous, 20.6.1991. 

"' AEO, 9 April 1990. 
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are high, however, because of the need to use computers in a wide variety of industrial and 
business activities. 

This makes growth in assembly of computers expedient also in African countries, even 
if the computers ~led would not always be at the absolute edge of technological 
development. With the growth of the regional market, it also becomes more lucrative for 
multinational companies to locate production there. The location of production within the 
continent will, again, depend on the infrastructure, inputs and logistical framework the countty 
can furnish the possible manufacturers with. 

Signs of multinationals growing interest are already to be seen. For example, Nigeria 
may become an important producer for computer related equipment if the US investment 
project in UPS ;mnufacture in Lagos begins. S6l 

Computer software 

Software may be even more important than the manufacture of computer hardware, at 
least in regard to expon prospects. Software costs are rising in the developed countries and 
demand is increasing enormously. Throughout the developed countries there is a growing 
shonage of trained software personnel. For developing countries themselves software 
development is essential for without a software capability there can be no real indigenous 
electronics or mechatronics production capacity in the country, nor can the country go very far 
in adapting available systems to its specific needs. 

Many developing countries face a considerable local need for computing systems, and 
systems that are available are often not suitable for local needs. One illustrative example of 
overcoming the problem is as follows: in Argentina a few skilled ex-employees of IBM, NCR 
and Burroughs set up their own firm to supply highly •location specific• sets of software packages 
to the banking community. Later they moved into designing and assembling both peripherals 
and microcomputer systems for a wider domestic market. '6J 

The development of applications capability may be one of the best and most cost
effective ways through which even smaller and poorer developing countries can begin to build 
up a capacity in electronics and other modern technologies. This capability is crucial in 
introducing all kinds of advanced industrial automation techniques into the manufacturing 
processes. In panicular the software capability will in fact determine a country's ability to 
develop an independent capacity in electronics and other modern technologies. 

The prospects for developing countries exponing software and computer services to the 
developed countries have been assessed as good, because:"' 
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• A large demand for products and services is outstripping the supply capacity of 
the industry in the advanced countries. 
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• The highly fragmented markets for products means that there are many market 
niches where small firms can gain entry provided they have a reliable product. 

• 

• 

The still barriers to entry are not very high, if the basic education in the field is 
taken care of. 

Capital costs are low as well. 

In developing countries unit costs of software development can be 3 - 10 times below that 
of developed countries. But, there are countervailing trends as well: 

• A variety of programming tools are being developed and this will lead to 
substantial cost reductions in developed countries. 

• Developing countries software exports are almost all tied to the operations of 
multinational corporations which subcontract only relatively simple processing 
tasks to their offshore locations. There are though also possible benefits from 
this entry route, such as subcontracting may provide a springboard - as with 
hardware - which NIC firms can use to launch their independent capacity. 

• A distance problem is present, but can be overcome with telecommunications 
or subsidiaries in the main markets. This is already happening, e.g. in Silicon 
Valley. 

• Copyright problems are becoming very central in the industry. Computer 
software is easy to copy and spread illegally. 

A World Bank study on the opportunities of software production for newly industrializing 
economies (NIEs) concludes: 

•For NIE finm seeking to penetrate the international software market, the experience 
gained in the processes carried out in the software cycle, the tangible products that are 
produc:cd, Ind the settings in which software is used md maintained will become 
increasingly important. Without some engineering 'discipline' during the system 
devdopmeat process that ensures a coasisceat, practical approach to system devdopmeat 
on projects, 1D1118JCmeDt will probebly not be able to effectively coatroJ the development 
effort Ind to llCClnlely assess prorras. But this experience is not pined ovmlipt. It is 
not unusual, for example, for finm to have to wait at least three years beftn broed 
or11DiDtioaal treads are avail.t>le from software metrics. This is wby a long-term 
maapmeot commitment to undenlanding lllld managing software development ~ 
effectivdy will be required of NIE firms•."' 

In addition to the topics mentioned above, a good supply of thoroughly computer 
literate and well educated labour is a basic condition for internationally important software 
production. This indicates, that African countries are not likely to be in the front line, when 
multinationals are seeking new sourcing locations for software. A UNIOO repon on computers 
in African states: 

•Jn Africa the skilled labour force needed for a succaaful software industry is not available, 
apart from the abeeace of other aecaury flC10n. There is however a common feelin1, 
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that if African countries are to mU:e a start in the informatics fields. they sbould do so first 
in software, because the capital equipmr.nt costs are Iowa- than in other industries and 
because there may be domestic market opportunities for .software to meet African 
conditions •. -

So far software production in Sub-Saharan Africa (South Africa excluded) mainly consist 
of imponing software packages and tailoring them to local conditions. Even the market need 
is focusing on applications of standard spreadsheet and database packages. This, in tum, opens 
up markets for small oomputer service firms supporting the use of standards software. The 
UNIDO repon continues: 

"The opportunities in African as in other counlries may derive from 8Pl>lying the pmcbge 
to special ~ situatiom, providing a mis.hue of design. development and advisory 

. • Jf7 servaces • 

Computer services are already an imponant growth area in many African countries. For 
example in Botswana, there are at least ten major companies offering consultancy, supply, repair, 
usembly and training. In COte d'Ivoire there are about 20 computer service companies, and 
competition is teen. The largest of them, Cieria, h~ an annual turnover of (JOO million francs 
CF A. In Zimbabwe, business applications for PCs are done by the Micropac company in 
Harare. The company also h~ a support network for the programmes in Zambia and 
Malawi.• 

In all, some remarkable growth in software is certainly to be expected in African 
countries. As a labour imensive industry with low capital needs it offers in the long run, rather 
good prospects for countries with a large labour force. A growth in domestic software 
production is also inevitable for the future development of the coumries. 

18.l Machine Tools 

In many developing countries and especially in the NICs the capital goods sector h~ 
been a cemral target area for governmental policy and suppon measures. Production of capital 
goods, in particular machine tools, is often regarded ~ the backbone of a nation's industrial 
structure. This seems to have been a fact for many developing COt.smries' successes in gaining 
notable industrial strength.• Machine tool consumption is also often used ~ a measure of 
industrialization. Some developing countries have achieved remarkable results in machine and 
machine tools manufacture. 

The Sector is also of great importance for the development and diffusion of modern 
automation technologies in developing countries. In particular, when a country is targeting, for 
example, the production of advanced electronics or meta: products, it obviously needs an up-to
date machine tools industry. The sector not only supplies the economy with the needed 
machinery but also with the skills necessary in the installation and maintenance of imported 
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machinery. An up-to-date machine tool industry is also needed for the adoption of more 
complex imponed flexible automation systems. 

However. it is not always sensible to try to produce domestically all the capital 
equipment necessary. The mate or impon decision is quite important when thinking about 
national strategies of industrial development. It may often be a more successful strategy to 
impon most of its modern technology, and have its own iJroduction only to such m extent. that 
adoption, maintenance and incremental development of imponed equipment succeeds with little 
extra effon. From the capability development point of view some domestic industry is, however, 
quite indispensable. 

On the other band, the sector itself is an important user of flexible automation 
technologies. In many developing countries the same multi-sector corporations - with a core in 
the engineering industry - are often responsible for most production of, and use of. flexible 
automation. They are, as a consequence, bodl learning by doing. and diffusing the building 
blocks of technological development which we discussed at length in the earlier chapters. Again 
we reiterate that even when discussing such discrete items of technology as NCMTs, CAD etc., 
these are as applicable in clothing. textiles and footwear as they are in the metal working 
industries. 

The USA dominated the world machine tool industry for over a century. Even in 1967 
it accounted for 34 per cent of world production and 31 per cent of world consumption. The 
situation has changed drastically since, and in the late 1980s the US share of production was 
only 6.4 per cent and 11 per cent of consumption. SJO The single most imponant feature behind 
this change has been the swift rise to dominance of the Japanese. The main reasons for this 
have been:m 

... 

• Major domestic users of machine tools such as the automobile industry 
undertook an intensive innovative effon to develop these tools for their own use. 

• 

• 

Producers set out to capture scale economies in machine tool production based 
on the extensive use of automation technologies and via product standardization 
so that unit costs were considerably reduced. 

The Japanese identified panicular market niches at the lower end of the 
cost/complexity scale and designed superior products to fill these niches. 

• The producers established an extensive world wide network for marlceting and 
after sale service which served to cultivate demand among users normally ignored 
by ocher firms. Now the Japanese network covers over 130 overseas locations. 

• Japanese machine tool producers established close design lints with si1ppliers of 
CNC units and due to the scale of their production were able to reap substantial 
unit savings in purchasing the machine controllers by buying in built - achieving 
unit reductions of 3S per cent. 

,,., UIJDO, 1990b • 
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The last point is the most important - the CNC unit accounts for about 25 per cent of 
total costs, so this gave an important boost to their price competitiveness compared with 
conventional producers who manufacture machine tools in small batches. 

The production of machine tools is heavily concentrated in the industric.lized cuuntries 
with around 70 per cent of world production (fable 18.S). The shares of country groups have 
remained alniost uncb.mged in the late 1980s. The production of machine tools within the group 
of developing countries alone is considerably domin:ted by the share of the four Em Asian 
NICs; this has constantly risen, from an approximate 44 ~ \;~ in 1985 to over 59 per cent in 
1988. If this is added to the figures of the odler develo.,ing ccuntries explicitly mentioned, the 
production of macbi~ tools in less developed countries is seen to be near zero. This applies 
especially to Africa; the only African country mention. "1 on the list of 34 most important 
machine tool manufacturers being South Africa. 

Table 18.S Worlil 1IUldliM tool protludiD• 1985 -1988. FiFe kalliilf dndopetl colllllria tUlll 
major tkrdopillf t:OlllllrJ pl'fNluars (US$ miilio•) 

Coun1ry:ua 1'85 1• 1987 1918 

Japan S,316.7 6,872.2 6,419.4 8,643.3 

FR Germany 3,168.6 S,ISS.4 6,402.6 8,633.3 

USSR 3,03S.8 3,671.0 3,976.3 4,SOO.O 

Italy l,IIS.S l,623.3 2,23S.2 1,803.6 

USA 2,727.8 2,747.9 2,S8S.O 2,440.0 

China 341.2 363.7 632.S 731.6 

Brazil 26S.O 370.0 S7S.S 448.9 

India 24S.I 269.8 277.7 272.0 

Mexico 18.0 16.S 21.4 18.0 

Taiwim Province 278.2 366.6 S77.8 69S.2 

Republic of Korea 17S.O 333.S S30.9 S97.I 

Singaptn 37.0 34.4 3S.0 37.0 

Hon1 Kon1 l.S 1.3 1.4 l.S 

NICs toJdber 491.7 73S.8 l,14S.I 1,330.8 

Developed countries IS,393.2 20,774.S 22,76S.6 26,62S.9 

Developin1 countries l,ll2.7 l,S22.I 2,184.S 2,242.8 

Planned economies• S,464.9 6,S94.0 8,131.4 9,178.7 

World toeaJ 21,970.8 28,890.6 33,081.S 38,047.4 

Perantage Shara 

Developed countries 70.1 71.9 68.8 70.0 

Developin1 countries S.J S.3 6.6 S.9 

Plmned economies• 24.9 22.8 24.6 24.1 

Nlc.1Developin1 countries 44.2 48.3 S2.4 S9.3 

• Plaaned economia: includin1 Cbina. Noc all countriea an lisecd, e.1.,Soutb Afric.a . .. 
~ UNIDO (1990b). 
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When it comes to the consumption of machine tools, the situation is not much different. 
The wne five countries top the list, and the same developing countries show good 
performances. In the case of consumption, the share of developed countries bas actually 
inc:rezed during the 1980s. And again the group of developing cowmies is domi.:med by the 
four East Asian NICs that account for almost (JO per cent of total developing country machine 
tool consumption. The machine tool consumption figures reflect, even more than data on 
production, the level of general industrial development. The African performance is again 
completely absent. The only country on the continent mentioned among the 36 most important 
machine tool users is South Africa, and even it falls clearly behind countries such as Hungary, 
Denmark and Finland. 

With regard to numerically controlled machine tools, the use of NC and CNC tools in 
the developing countries bas grown rapidly. but mainly in the NICs. In the Republic of Korea 
the share of CNC ladles in total ladle investment grew from 2.4 per cent in 1m n8 to 34 per 
cent in 1981182; and in Taiwan Province the respective shares were 7 per cent in 1mn8 and 
20 per cent in 1981182 (Table 18.6). On the ocher band, the overall diffusion of NC machines 
in developing countries is still very modest. In Argentina. for example, NC tools accounted for 
only 6-9 per cent of capital good imponed between 1978 - 1982 and NC ladies accounted for 
38 per cent of all imponed ladies. 

Table l &.6 Wol'ld 1lllldWu tool eo11Slllllptio•. 17le top fire countria ""4 IM most illlpottant 
tkrdopillg eollllllia (USS 111illio11) 

Country/uea 1'81 1"7 1'81 

USSR 3,7Sl.O S,303.2 S,990.0 
JipM S,232.7 3,649.1 S,686.8 
USA S,32S.9 3,967.2 3,SSO.O 
FR Germany 2,S4S.O 4,001.4 3,843.7 
Italy 1,260.1 1,7S3.0 2,181.S 

China S32.0 1,033.S l,ISl.6 

Brazil 418.9 601.S 4S3.0 
India 216.2 389.6 383.0 
Mexico 327.9 247.4 2SS.S 
Taiwan Province 191.9 412.7 S89.9 
Republic of Kora 452.8 919.S 1,109.1 
Sinpporc 101.9 95.0 97.0 
Hons Kon1 70.4 15.0 
NICs rOJdber 746.6 1,5S7.6 1,871.0 

Developed counlries 16,341.7 19,089.1 22,29S.3 
Developin1 countries 1,827.3 3,041.2 3,187.7 
Planned c.conomies 6,802.S 8,764.7 9,7Sl.O 
World loCaJ 24,971.S 30,895.0 3S,234.0 
Pn-«111oge Shara 

Developed couatria 89.3 61.8 S.3 
Developia1 countries 7.3 9.8 9.0 
Plaaaed ec.oaomia 27.2 28.4 27.7 
NIC./Developin1 countries 40.9 Sl.2 58.7 

• Planned ecoaomia: includin1 China. Noc all countries ue lileed, e1. South Africa 

.ll§mug;, UNIDO (19909). 
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Table l 8. 7 Stoel of NCMTs in SOBW colllltria, thollSIUlll IUlia 

Country ·- Ital 1912 1'83 1985 1'8'7 ·- 1'89 .,,.. 
USA 103 222 240 ' USSR 21 6S 110 

~ 

1 Japm 23 85 100 

Ilaly 11 SS 100 4 

FR Genmny 2S 6S 100 11 

UK 26 4S 69 80 

Fnmce 10 20 3S 60 

Korea 2.7 s.o 1.S 
Taiwan 1.2 2.8 6.3 

Brazil 1.0 2.0 4.2 S.8 

Sinpporc 0.1 0.7 1.8 

Mexico 1.3 

Argentina 0.4 o.s 0.8 

Colombia 0.1 

India 1.2 

Source: UNIDO (1990a). 

Brazil is an interesting case of the growth of NCMT production. NC production was 
staned in 1975 by the leading national producer of machine tools. After that, subsidiaries of 
German companies also started production, whereby they adapted NC control units to 
conventional machinery. Table 18.8shows the development of NCMT production, imports and 

~\ 
stocks from 1979 to 1989. Domestic production has been supponed by heavy impon restrictions. 

\~ Table 18.8 NCMT production, imports and stock in Brazil, 1979-1989 (units) 

... Year Production Imports Total Stock 
Import 

coefl"'ICient 

1979 110 274 384 384 71.4" 

1980 172 306 478 86:. 64.0" 

1981 69 SS 124 986 44.4" 

1982 120 30 ISO 1136 20.0" 

1983 ISO 30 180 1316 16.7" 

1984 IS3 S3 206 1S22 25.7" 

J98S 413 60 473 199S 12.7" ·-
1986 833 180 1013 3008 17.8" 

1987 1018 ISO 1168 4176 12.8" 

1988 742 a.a. a.a. 4918 a.a. 

1989 IOS2 o.a. a.a. 5910 a.a. 

~ Tauile It Erber (1991). 
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After quality problems tluring the 1970s and early 1980s, now local users consider the 
quality of domestically produced NCMTs as satisfactory and are satisfied with the technical 
assistance received:m 

·such fllctors coupled to the nmtery of design skills, md the reduction in prices indicate 
that a strong learning process is under way in the Brazilian CNC indusby. Given the short 
life of the policy md the pervasiveness of high price differentials to imports, which includes 
products that are not under the market reserve policy, to indict the latter on the ti.sis of 
CNC costs is lw.ardous•. 

Of the case study countries, the only machine tool production is in Tanzania, at the 
Kilimanjaro Machine Tools factory. It is dependent on imported casting. Any imponant 
manufacture of NCMTs does not seem to be likely in the near future in Sub-Saharan Africa. 
This is because notable production of NCMTs is rarely possible without established manufacture 
of conventional ir.achine tools. Produ~•· .• 1 of modern machine tools is, typically, based on 
sophisticated automated and flexible production processes that demand highly skilled labour, 
advanced user-producer relations, and relatively developed market structures. In addition to 
reliable high precision mechanics, NCMT production requires qualified knowledge and mastery 
of electronics. 

18.3 Motor Yehidfs 

Vehicle production has so far been the foremost sector in using flexible manufacturing 
technologies. A large share of world FMS are installed in car factories or factories 
manufacturing car parts, noted earlier, and although their share in world FMS installations will 
decline, they will remain heavy users of the technology. They may also present the best material 
for comparing the nationally and culturally specific approaches to the idea of flexible 
manufacturing. For example, American, European and Japanese car manufacturers have rather 
different work organizations; they have also adopted flexible manufacturing technologies with 
differing expectations and based on different types of investment calculations. 

Even the targets of flexibility differ, as was illustrated in Chapter S. Also the 
relationships of production organization 2J1d production technology in implementing flexibility 
are not at all the same in, for example, the USA, Japan and in diverse European countries. 
Where the Japanese most often begin with rethinking the organization and implementing 
technology within a new organizational structure, it is often the other way around in the UK and 
US: first - to install new machinery, second - to educate the workforce, third - to introdui.:e 
changes in the production organization when the system runs into difficulties. 

Historically the car industry has also been a very important sector from the point of view 
of induc:trialization. The leading industrialized country governments probably now view vehicle 
product1m1 with four main motives (apart from the original one of making profits):'" 

... 

• to create employment on a large scale; 

• to establish industrial complexes which could stimulate the growth of many 
ancillary industries, especially in heavy industry and metal working; 

m Teulle end Erber • 

,.,., O'lrlen, 1990. 
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• to introduce product, process and managerial technologies that could diffuse to 
the rest of the eoonomy; 

• to mobilize private sector industrial investment into supplying the vehicle 
industry and providing after sales and distnl>ution services for it_ (O'Brien, 1990). 

These have also been the goals in developing countries when trying to establish car 
industries as well - in addition to the straightforward import substirution and more prestige 
related intentions. The success, however, depends on the sophistication of production and the 
ability of the country's industry to provide components for car manufacture. If all components 
are imported, even the import substitution benefits remain modest. 

There is a quite notable production of vehicl~ - of both trucks and cars - in many 
developing countries. Developments started in the 1950s, when the largest Latin American 
countries began car manufacturing and assembly. Since the 1960s, direct foreign investments 
have grown while multinational companies became more interested in locating assembly in 
developing countries. US companies have concentrated especially on Brazil and Mexico. 

Since the early 1980s developing country car manufacture has increased particularly in 
the Asian countries. Table 18.9shows that the Asian developing c.ountries share of world motor 
vehicle production has more than quadrupled in seven years, from 0.6to 2.8per cent. The table 
also shows, that the African share of car manufacture has been minimal, and has been 
decreasing. 

Tobit 18.9 Dtvtloping counlry involvtmtnt in world motor vthidt production 1970-1987 
(ptr Ctnl) 

Year World Total Latin America DeYdoping Asia Africa 

1970 100 2.2 0.4 0.10 

1976 100 3.6 0.3 0.06 

1980 100 3.8 0.6 o.os 
1987 100 3.2 2.8 

Source: O'Brien (1990). 

A closer look at the countries in car manufacture confirms that several countries have 
important production scales. Two producers come above all others for volume: Brazil and the 
Republic of Korea. The overall vehicle production is clearly highest in Brazil, but the Republic 
of Korea is ahead of others in passenger car production with 77 per cent of total output (nearly 
1 million) being personal cars. The growth has also been most rapid in Korea increasing nearly 
sevenfold in 7 years. 

The share of local content in production also reveals the degree of sophistication of the 
industry. Jn this respect, only three countries have reached a level of production which involves 
a local content of 90 per cent (Argentina and Brazil) or over (the Republic of Korea, 9S per 
cent). In the next group we have Mexico, India, Taiwan and Thailand with a local content 
ltetween SO and 6S per cent. In Kenya the low share (JS - 2S per cent) mean~ that up to 1990 
the country was most likely producing only the simplest components, and almost solely 
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assembling the vehicles. The local content figures are, however, partly misleading because the 
national definitions vary. 57

' 

The number of car models manufactured is also revealing concerning the size and 
sophistication of the industry. The number of different passenger car models in many countries 
is very high, while production volumes for each model remain very low. For example, in 
Indonesia there were 162,630 vehicles manufactured in 1986, widi 20.8 per cent of the output 
being pmenger cars. With 110 different models produced this implies that the average annual 
production of each model is less than 400 units. A daily production of roughly one car per 
model is hardly likely to be efficient or productive even for the most advanced flexible 
production organizations and technologies, which Indonesia does not have. 

With respect to the African car industry: 

•The production levels md the sophistication of manufacture in those African countries 
where some activity takes place me both far lower than in Latin America or Asia. The 
biggest producer in Africa is Nigeria yet its outpl•t is extremely smal! when compared with 
either the agg1Cple of all developing countries or with the si7.e of the country's own 
population. Egypt is a minor manufacturer despite the long-standing nature of the 
country's involvement in the sector. As of now, production levels me far below that 
necessary to satisfy the requirements of scale economy and there scam to be but little 
chance that matters will improve in the future. It is therefore quite clear, that Africa is 
many years away from challenging the position of Latin American or Asian nations and, in 
fact, the gap is widening rather than narrowing•. 575 

For example, the Kenyan car industry is producing very small volumes. It is also worth 
noting, that the share of personal cars is very low. In 1988, there were less than 2000 personal 
cars manufactured in Kenya, which is all too low a figure for efficient production. In general 
it is uncompetitive in character. 5111 

•The contribution to the national income (val~ added) is actually negative. Industry 
spokesmen have blamt.d the problem on a commercial policy which favours imported 
vehicles and it is indeed trut: that the rates of duty on imported commercial vehicles have 
been set deliberately low in order to keep costs down for transport users, but the 
fundamental problem is that in spite of massive protection on the finished product, 
assembly of passenger cars in Kenya is so inefficient that imports cost Jess than domestically 
assembled vehicles. In any rationalization of Kenya's industrial sector that takes place 
under the shift to an export led strategy, the passenger car assembly industry will be one 
of the most vulnerable•. 

The industry has faced major problems already. For example, in 1989 the Mombasa 
based Associated Vehicle assemblers closed its Peugeot assembly line because of a shortage of 
impon licenses and 'oreign exchange. As a result, production from the factory - the country's 
largest - was expected to drop by 20 per cent. 

'" O'lrten, 1990. 

•• '
75 O'lrten, 1990 • 

'
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EIU, 1986b. 
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In spite of all these problems, Keaya is planning to stan production of locally designed 
cars. and even for exports: 

•Kenya also plans to start its own car industry following the successful production of three 
vehicles with local technology by the University of Nairobi. A company is to be formed 
with Mitsubishi owning S per cent of shares and providing international marketing outlets. 
Production is for 3,000cars initially. Lind for a manufacturing and assembly plant bu 
been set aside at Athi River. 

The 4 cylinder, 1300cc vehicles were produced at a cost of Ksb 160,000 ($7,000) in close 
collaboration with the l«>W railway industry after President Moi challenged the University to come 
up with ID economicaliy viable car for Kenya. 

Other production dc!ails have not been made available but University Vice Chancellor Professor 
Phillip Mbithi insisted that only Kenyan components were used• .m 

Bearing in mind the share of local content in Kenyan car assembly and the overall 
problems in the country's vehicle industry, the plan does not - especially not with the target of 
using local components only - sound very reali:;cic. 

18.4 Other Sectors: A Brief Summary 

The sectors reviewed in this chapter are the ones usually seen as most important - and 
typical - for developing countries aiming for more ambitious development: electronics. machine 
tools and vehicles. The East Asian NICs and some larger Latin American countries have given 
an important place to these sectors in their economic development. 

The African case countries have not yet made much progress in these fields, neither in 
terms of exponing, or in terms of technological develorment. To the extent that such industries 
exist, they remain as suppliers for the domestic market. 

The reasons for this seem to accumulo.tte from a series of interrelated factors: a shon 
industrial history, thin local and regional markets, weak infrastructure - especially in terms of 
skills and capabilities - to support the industries, and public policies too hesitant and indecisive 
without clear long-term development targets. All this in addition to the problems of 
continuously facing msufficient financing. 

There are however possibilities to improve the situation in all of the sectors. The 
possibilities seem perhaps most promising in electronics, which in the present situation may also 
be the most important sector, and especially in software development. 

While the growth of domestic demand is likely to increase both in consumer electronics 
and computers, local assembly/manufacture in Africa also becomes more lucrative for 
multinationals. This is supponed by the multinationals production strategies increasingly 
focusing on globally segmented but locally integrated production networks, where manufacturing 
is located in proximity to the market. 

Especially in electronics, the domestic industry is largely dependent on foreign firms -
at least on " licensing basis - while the basic product development is all too expensive and 
difficult in these product areas. However, as noted in Chapter 6, there are problems associated 

sn Afrtc1n lustnes1, May 1990. 
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with licensing ~ts with developed countries. The supplier survey revealed only one 
country where firms were willing to license high technology products at all extensively -
Germany. 

In future development, the role of infra.uructure and supply of local subcontractors 
becomes decisive. In policy terms this means that the African countries have a lot of work to 
do to develop ~ic social and economic infra.uructures, if they intend to entice more foreign 
capital into sectors of modern industrial development. 

Capability development is the key theme in creating the ~is for growth in both 
electronics and other modern manufacturing industries. Creating capabilities for modern, 
tedmologically sophisticated manufacture, in tum, is not an euy mt. It requires both formal 
education and training, and especially extensive learning by doing. The possibilities for learning 
by doing are, again, limited as far as the local industrial structures are very thin, outdated 
and/or not oriented towards tedmological development. 

In this respect, however, most of the case countries are progressing, both in terms of 
facilitating the operatiom of foreign capital and in developing the local capabilities. The latter 
task is more difficult, and takes more time. 
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19. Condusiom and Po&cy Optiom 

In a sense, all countries are d~-eloping. The questiom posed by industrial automation 
are where on the scale of development a country appears and how long the infra.structure and 
the countries industries have been active in a development sense. 

The United Kingdom and the Netherlands were two of the earliest countries to exploit 
manufadures as a basis for wealth creation and both have been surpassed by an increasing 
number of countries, e.g., the USA, Japan, Germany, etc. 

All three of the latter countries achieved their success - over a very long period of time -
by building powerful infrastructures with highly developed educational, social and logistical 

underpinning. All developwg countries should be aware of the degree of effun and time that 
lay behind this trend towards world competitive success. 

This repon has tried to highlight both the developed countries effons in encouraging the 
upgrading of production processes, and to draw out some of the implications of this for 
developing countries - including an assessment of the existing situation in the case study 
countries. 

This final chapter attempts to pull together the underlying themes which are felt to be 
wonhy of consideration by industrialists, researchers, educationalists and policy makers in 
developing countries, and in panicular, in the case study African countries. 

Five broad themes are covered: 

(I) The techoological/organizational/structural interface and the integrative trends 
from a "macbioofacture" to a "systemic" form of industrial organization. 

(2) The findings on the implications of four manufacturing techoologies, CAD, 
Robotics, NCMT & FMS. 

(3) Developed country policies to suppon modernization and competitiveness. 

(4) Some policy options for consideration within developing countries, and also by 
developmer:t agencies wishing. 

(S) Some concluding considerations on the present technological level, future 
development possibilities and needs of automation in the three sectors - the 
textiles, clothing and footwear industries - srJdied in the African case study 
countries. 

19.1 Industrial Adaptation 

The earlier chapters of this repon showed that the advent of the computer, and 
information technology in general, has created a radical transformation of production 
possibilities which has provided the opponunity to integrate manufacturing processes in a way 
no earlier technologies have offered. 

The ability to link the whole process of a company's activities from design, through 
~terials processing, manufacture, packaging and transfer, has increased dramatically. But it 
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is still not much further advanced than its infancy. Its potential in manufacturing currently 
appears unlimited. 

Early warnings about automlliQn were too almnist and the proposers were clearly 
unaware of the time. cost. and learning ~ of its diffusion. In fact. comrary to these early 
expectaions. the computer and its allied developments (particularly in consumer durables 
manufacture) have created employment and wealth. 1be United Kingdom gives one eumple: 

.Between 1983 md 1985 tbc roe.I decrease in jobs bas been much graila" ..... lbat 
expected by industry - tine times tbc level in die pn;vious two years. The lligber level of 
decreae nay be explained in put by tbc effects of iDaasing adoption of more edvmced 
systems. in wbicb aisc further sprad of lbeir use nay lad to further rises in tbc nte of 
decreae in jobs... The new jobs llecomi., awiWi1e ~ often of diffaena kinds lllld in 
diffaaat plKeS from tbc old oaes md ~ lbeRfi:JR not aecemaily wi1bin tbc reada of 
dame displaced from the old oaes. 

These coasidenliom do DOI imply lbat tbc rist of worse uaemploymt problam meas 
lbat the .-e of adoption of new ~ sboald be mcounged to slKtm off. On tbc 
c:oauuy. tbc potential bmefils of increased productivity ~ n:a1 lllld need to be exploited 
if we~ to main,.in md improve our iatermtioall compditiwacss. Falling behind in Ibis 
would only lose more jobs to ocher- COUDlries wbicb IKlc>pt tbc new lecbnology more 
effectively•. S1I 

This is the crux of the problem for in an increasingly accessible world no country can 
remain indifferent to change or competition. This is why technologies discussed in this report 
are as important to the developing world as to the developed. 

As observed in Chapter I, there have been two pressures for change in companies, 
internal and external. However, boch have at their root an attempt to increase responsiveness 
to changing customer needs, and to increase ability to cope with demands for short lead-times, 
high quality. increased customization and competitive prices. 

Only by an evolution towards a simplified structural set-up, e.g., reduced functional and 
hierarchical barriers; allied to organizational adaptation, e.g., just-in-time production, total 
quality control, design for manufacture, closer supplier links; and with the use of new 
technologies, e.g., CAD, Robotics, FMS, can modem industry compete internationally (see 
Figure 1.3). 

The "systemic" nature of infonnation technology based on the microchip is permeating 
throuiJI aJI aspects and functions of companies (see Figures 1.4 and I .S). Chapter 8 examined 
the design and redesign trends which are part of this newly integrated system and it was 
emphasized that without creating a vigorous design function developing countries may be 
increasingly consigned to the role of providing low value added goods or agricultural/raw 
materials supplies. This is because in traditional product cycle theories it was assumed dial only 
very minor changes in product design would take place in the marure phase of a product, and 
in this context this was the point al which re!ocation to low cost countries would occur. Now 
there is a danger that the product will go through rapid and constant change facilitated by 
flexible production processes and CAD options . 

... 
m •ortllcou et el., 19116. 
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From a design viewpoint this implies a need to design products that are euy to alter 
without significant process changes; while the flexibility of the production process bas to be - and 
is being - extended. 

As a result of this integrative trend industries are being transformed from •sumet to 
"sunrise• industries. The pre-press function of the printing industry was given as an example 
(see Olapter I, Figure 1.6 and Table I.I). 

Chapter 9 extended this discussion of organizational and manpower issues somewhat and 
suggested that some combination of teclmological and organizational adaptation was essential 
to current manufacturing efficiency (see Figure 9.1). 

This contaim profound implications for national education, stills, and training 
institutions. Only with a highly educated, stilled and managerially enlightened environment can 
these two trends be brought together. 

Automation as a whole will lead to a gradual transformation of employment structures; 
and there will be consequent changes in still requirements both in existing jobs and industries, 
but in particular in the new jobs and industries being created. This calls for considerable analysis 
and planning in developing countries, and perhaps the development of not merely a skilled 
workforce, but a multiskilled one. 

The imponance of these issues was noted at various points in this repon, but panicularly 
in Chapter 9, where the "knowledge• base of new production techniques was discussed, together 
with the ·organo-centric" rather than "tecbno-centric· nature of these. 

It is this knowledge base which provides the "vinuous circle" of success which has been 
observed in Germany and Sweden and more recently in Japan and the Republic of Korea. 

Such an integrated and total concept of industrial adaptation requires: 

• the development of coordinated skills; 
• design and redesign for manufacture; 
• a joint technological/organizational approach to change; 
• closely coordinated buyer/supplier relations, and the adoption of JIT; and 
• allocating to the computer what it is good at, and leaving the innovative, creative, 

and flexible actio1L~ to the human being. 

19.2 Technology 

The focus on some of the new technologies which has been used in this repon may, at 
first sight, be thought to be not too relevant, e.g.,Robotics or Flexible Manufacturing Systems. 
However, if developments in manufacturing processes in the developed world are progressing 
in these directions they bear significant implications for developing countries, i.e.,can the latter 
catch up or even maintain their positions if technological developments are changing 
comparative advantages, and the international division of labour? 

Similarly, our emphasis in explicit discussion has focused upon mechanical engineering, 
when perhaps it might be considered less imponant to developing countries than textiles, 
clothing, footwear, food processing, raw materials or agricultural produce. However, implicit 
wtthin our arguments is that these are technologies of much broader application, and we have 
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sought to highlight this throughout die report. for example. in~ S.Sand in particular Table 
S.1. 

Raw materials. agriculture and basic low value-added products are a traditional form of 
developmml and advanbge - and tbat these can. and do. provide stepping stones for further 
development. However. these are enough. At some poinl COUlllries must transcmd lbese modes 
of development and manufacture producls witb bigb quality c:ma-:teristics, perhaps aimed • 
niche markets. bul cerWnly based upon long-tam, well dtougbt-out policies of development. 

It is for this reawn that we offered for considention four relatively new but signifiant 
automation technologies. As noted earlier. which have an iDlegnlive or systemic impact which 
trmscends each of them on their own. 1be sum of die four tedmologies is far greata' than each 
part. 

Robotics 

In the context of developed country use, this is still relatively unsophisticated. expensive 
and lowlyutilized. How much more difficult for developing COUDlries must this be then? Since 
this is a technology which is largely labour replacing. it is probably the least relevant of the four 
technologies from a developing country perspective. 

Besides being expensive. robotics requires considerable computational power. sensors are 
not highly developed yet, there are few interface standards. off-line languages cannot exploit 
CAD databases, and positional accuracy can be somewhat off. 

Again, the technology has been applied in fairly specific industrial sectors, e.g .• motor 
vehicles, mechanical engineering and, in general, in fairly large companies, neither of which is 
a panicular strength in developing countries in Africa except for a small number of exceptions. 

Of all of the technologies covered in this repon. this is probably the most relevant option 
for African countries for a variety of reasons. 

In Chapter 3 it was observed that the cost of both hardware and software bad reduced 
relatively - and in the case of the latter it was now possible to buy packages for application in 
textiles, clothing and footwear that were extremely cheap, e.g .• section 3.2 noted complete 
systems available for under SIS,000. 

However, by application in the basic development industries, textiles. clothing. footwear, 
etc .• the learning-by-doing. demonstration effects, and diffusion impacts would spread across 
industrial sectors, and the engineering, construction and many other industries would benefit -
if they have not already made a start with the technology themselves. 

•• 

Some of the benefits of the technology include: 

• • • • • 

savin1s in material costs - up to 9 per cent; 
increased productivity - up to 20 to I ; 
replacing scarce labour skills; 
maintains competitive position vis-l-vis developed countries; 
increases user countries design/redesien capability . 
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NCMT 

As with CAD. and in close associalion with it, NCMT bas now become a l'3lional 
investmem decision for even low-to-medium wage countries, (see Tables 14,6, l4,l7a and 
14. l1b). In a direct comparison with traditional machine tools, NCMT tm become a logical 
choice. even in relatively low wage COUDtties such as ArgeMina. 

Examples of productivity ~ achieved by NCMT COq>ared with convenlional 
machine tools indiale that die former is - on avenge - around 3 to 4 times more producti~-e; 
instances of improvanems up to lS to 1 have been suggested (see Section 4,S), 

The nlionale for NCMT is based not merely on economic considenlions, however. for 
it also affords lbe opportunity to change from what is essentially one-off or small barcb 
production into a more flow-line process, thus improving machine utilization; and also enhances 
quality and die repeabbility of Ibis. 

Interestingly die main user branches in developed countries also indiates dJJl their 
applicability in devdoping COUDtties could be considerable. 

• miscellaneous machinery, e.g.,job-sbops; 
• metalworking machinery; 
• general industrial machinery, e.g.,pumps. compressors, etc. 

All of these might offer opportunities for fairly small-scale production to be engaged 
upon. Also as noted in Japan, sales of NCMT to small firms ( < 300 employees) bad risen by 
a factor of almost 21 between 1970 and 1981. 

in: 
The technology bas now reached the mature stage of its life cycle and Ibis has resulted 

• • • • 

reduced costs 
increased productivity 
greater knowledge 
simpler equipment, etc • 

As noted for CAD. NCMT is imperative for industrial development; and that in 
conjunction widl CAD it forms die basis for a significant improvement in performance. This is 
as true for the clolhing and footwear industries as it would be for die mechanical engineering 
sector. The result - given the appropriate infrastructures and a skilled labour face - would be 
higher quality products, produced more rapidly, at lower cost, and using local design capabilities. 

Hopefully it would also lead to a broader industrial structure in an expanding range of 
industries. 

FMSIFMC 

Of the four technologies covered in the text FMS/FMC is the most complex, and is the 
most systemic since it can incorporate NCMT and robotics, and in pan be driven by CAD. It 
is the nearest staee to full CIM, dlough FMS/FMC ranges from simple cells costing less than 
\S00,000 to fully integrated systems driven by sophisticated host computers. and costing tens of 
millions of dollars. I 
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The raiomie for the tedmology is a logical extension of many of the requirema.rs noted 
above in the NCMT section, e.g .• to improve production flexibility. reduce lead-times. etc. In 
addition it offers system operations ciuring an munanned third shift. reduces physical machining 
~ (4 machines in an FMS normally replace about 16 conventioaal machines). and can be 
twlly inlegnled with pre-machining functiom. e.g .• ma1erials and tools planning. etc. 

ne benefics of FMS/FMC have been shown to include: 

• • • • • 

labour savings of 30 per cent or more; 
IDllerial savings of 13 per cent to IS per cent; 
inYentory and wort-in-progress reductions of SO per cent+; 
lead time reductions avenging 40 per cent; 
increased machine utilization of 30 per cent or more. etc . 

Problems associated with the tedmology may include the sheer cost of the more 
sopbistialed systems, the need for multistilled personnel to operate and majn1J1jn it. an incnze 
in the number of programmers and systems engineers needed. etc. 

However, indications are tbal a the technology isslowlymaturing and greater knowledge 
is .iccumulating. systems are becoming simplified. and l~ costly (see Section S.S). 

Also that the range of applicable industries is expanding a seen in Table S.7. where 
systems are now installed in the UK in leather goods. cloching. plastics. forging. footwear. glass 
products. food and drink processing. furniture, and office machinery; a well u in the original 
heavy users. e.g .• aerospace, mowr vehicles, mining equipment. etc. 

Chapter S also noted the extent to which the effective use of FMSIFMC wu often 
dependent on a radical shift in the way production wu organized and the structures that were 
in place to facilitate this. It is feasible that in appropriate sized companies in Africa. a limited 
approach to the use of FMC. in panicular. might prove the best approach both in terms of 
economic costs and benefits - and that significant benefits - in a learning and demonstration 
sense might be forthcoming. 

19.3 Dneloped Country TechnolocJ Policy 

In order to be able to identify technology policy in the developed countries, seven 
countries were examined in some detail: the USA, Japan, Germany. France, the UK. Sweden 
and Denmark. 

Clearly there were considerable similarities in approach but with some interesting 
variations on a theme depending on which country wu being studied. However, in this final 
chapter we. in general, use just 4 of these countries in order to focus in on somewhat different 
approaches. The decailed analysis of all 7 countries is contained in Chapter 10. 

Siwdtn 

Sweden placed a very high emphasis upon channelling support for new technologies - and 
innovation in general - into the higher education system, and a series of cooperative institutes. 
In this way they sought to provide strong links between education and industry, and the 
cooperative research institutes . 
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Although the Swedish go~ avoided a centtalmd system and support was 
administered by individual ministries, the stale altitude was tb2l al base its most important 
function was to fund basic resmdl - but more importantly. to provide the training for bodl 
research workers and the general public al large. 

lbe main agency for providing government support was the National Board for Science 
and Technology (SllJ). 1be importance of this agency in tenm of automalion projects can be 
seen in Table 10.17. and the extem of the respomibility for robotic, CAD/CAM and flexible 
autom:llion developments since the early 1970s. 

Policy covers a broad spectrum of support starting with the development of stills, 
research subsidies, consultancy services for small- and medium-sized ederprises. marketing and 
wort organization. and the development of human capital. 

lbis approach bolds some possibilities for African countties but important parts of the 
whole would be missing. For example. while developing lints between academia and industry 
is higbly desirable. it is doubtful if sufficient higher education or research institutes involved with 
t~chnoloty development exist in most of these countties. 

Similarly. it is doubtful if sufficient funding exists to put a strong emphasis on basic 
research and to provide the necessary training for workers and up-grade education and skills 
overall. At this stage therefore. the latter appears to be the most essential of the two. 

From the Swedish approach. therefore. the development of education and stills, the 
provision of consultancy services for small- to medium-sized enterprises. and help with 
marketing and wort organization changes. appear to be the most appealing approaches for 
African countries - and probably at somewhat lower costs than some of the other approaches. 
e.g .• funding of basic research. 

There are considerable similarities in aspects of policies for supporting technology 
development in the United Kingdom, France and Germany. Policies adopted by one of these 
three countries very often become a model for the other two. 

In general approaches towards developing automation technologies based on micro
electronics and information technology in all three countries began in the early or mid 1970s; 
and largely focused on data processing in the early stages (see Tables 10.8, I0.19 and 10.6), but 
also quietly root on board robotics. CAD/CAM, etc. 

However. in all three countries attention rapidly switched from support for innovation 
to support for applications and diffusion in products, but more particularly in processes. For 
example. in Germany 60 per cent of support programmes were oriented towards applications 
by 1983. 

The German programmes present industry with an outline of the framework for trends, 
and companies are expected to develop concrete and coherent approaches to utilization. 
Enlightened self-interest in German companies often means therefore, that government •pump
priming• of industry brings forward a response in which the multiplier effect of government 
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funding is quite comiderable. For ~e. the Miboelettronit ll programme which provided 
DM 4.50 million of mte raoney brought forward DM I billion of industrial investment.,.,, 

The effect of government funding in France is perhaps a little less certain since it bas 
been claimed th• some of these funds are actually used to off.set losses suffered by st.ate owned 
enterprises.• Similarly. in the United Kingdom the ~ion given is tbar government funds 
are often a substitute for companies funds and lhat wluntarism is not strongly pursued. 
However. the additionality criteria from die UK's FMS supsut scheme was quite high with S2 
per cen1 ~f companies claiming accelented ~ and 32 per cent claiming the adoption of 
an ·up-gndec1· or more innovaive system. 311 

The advantages of German suppon schemes Im been that they have generally been: 

• administered simply. usually through existing professional organisariom. e.g., 
industrial engineers; 

• have a very simple application and approval system; 
• concentrate on specific industries, and/or on small- to medium-sized enterprises; 
• undergo oomtant evaluation procedures. 

A further advantage has been that support Im been directed to exactly those areas in 
which Germany has been industrially strong in lhe past, e.g.,macbine tools, precision equipment, 
etc., and in lhe specialist small/medium-sized firms. Concentration bas therefore been focused 
upon established strengths, and on its established highly skilled workforce, working in 
oollaboration with technical institutes and other research bodies. 

The UK on the other hand, has found that a considerable amount of its support for 
industry has fed indirectly into its main strengths which have been aerospace and the defence 
sector. 

The UK's approach has also been fourfold, aiming to: 

• increue industrial awareness of micro-electronics; 
• provide assistance with training; 
• support consultancy services; 
• provide project development support to firms. 

Taking the Micro-electronics Applications Programme (over USS 100 million between 
1978 and 198S - see Table 10.20), this was probably the most widely known programme amongst 
UK industrialists and its success was derived from a number of factors quite similar to the 
German instances: 

• consultancy for small/medium-sized enterprises; 
• little government choice in which technologies to support; 
• wide ranging - both products and processes; 
• of a long-run nature (7 years); 
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• continual assessment of the participants. 

A number of options for African countries emerge from this overview of the three main 
European industrial countries, though. as with Sweden, several of these would not be effectJve 
in a current African situation. 

It is clear that in all these countries the focus bas been placed upon applications of new 
technologies and not on their basic research or development. this would appear to provide a 
basic model for d~eloping countries. 

The German model provides companies with an outline for development - as did the UK 
MAP and FMS support programmes within which individual firms need to respond, no 
government action can force a response. In Germany employers and employees tend to respond 
quickly and positively to this kind of stimulus. Will African countries with, up to recently, their 
rather cenually directed economies find as good a voluntarist response. and do they have the 
managerial a!ld workshop skills to do so? Perhaps what will be required is a quite rapid change 
in national policies towards new tedmology, the greater liberalizing of individual production 
units, and a greatly expanded educational - both formal and vocational - sector. 

Both the German and UK programmes have been founded on: simplicity of application; 
constant evaluation by specialists; simple administration; small/medium-sized firm emphasis; and 
provision of consultancy services. 

The sums of money provided have been substantial hut not prohibitively high, and 
elements of this approach do recommend themselves for consideration by policy makers in 
Africa; particularly if those countries can apply them to areas of industry in which they have an 
existing strength. 

United States 

The United Swes support for technology policy is somewhat atypical of all the other 
countries covered in this volume - it is also perhaps of least interest to developing countries, 
including African ones. 

Central government suppon has been focused upon general policies and not on 
applications or diffusion of micro-electronics - as we saw was the case in Europe. Instead it 
seeks to increase R&D or promote the transfer of R&D developed in the Federal sector -
largely through the aerospace or defence industries - into the commercial sector. 

The main focus of this policy is on Wt credits to companies carrying out R&D; the 
addition of overhead charges (up to 4 per cent) to cover the costs of R&D; suppon for national 
organisations involved in technological developments; etc. 

While the total sums provided by the Federal government in the US have exceeded those 
in almost all other countries, it is estimated that around S 4,000 million annually is spent on 
indirect suppon for computer science and tecbnology.sn It is difficult to see where any of this 
could provide a model for African countries, since they do not possess the national defence 
organisations or research institutes on the scale of NASA, or have the level of advanced 
tec.'mological developments which benefit from the US Federal government aid . 
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Japan 

Japan bas one of the longest standing and most comprehensive technology policy 
programmes in the developed world. With the establishment of MITI in tt.e late 1940s, 
technology became a central focus of development, largely as a comequence of the employment 
of engineers as senior members of the organization (see section 12.6). 

In fact Japanese support for industry was evident some years before that found in 
Europe or America, in 1966 with development of a super high-performance computer 
programme (see Table 10.13b). 

These programmes were facilitated by the close linb forged between government and 
the large Japanese corporations (the Keiratsu); and a major function of most programmes bas 
been their long-term nature. 

Implementation of automation in Japan has been summarized as follows: 

•lbe Japanese are the pioneers par excellence of flexible automation. This is not due to 
superior robot or related technology. but to faster implementation of the new production 
techniques becked up by new organimioaal methods•. m 

This highlights the importance of the dual approach to production, i.e., the combining 
of technological and organizational change. 

The Japanese have concentrated on four general types of policy objective: 

• to modernize industry which has failed to adopt best practice techniques 
• to correct imbalances in business practices 
• to encourage development and growth in small- to medium-sized enterprises 
• to assist companies facing financial/investment barriers. 

The support provided in order to perform these tasks is intended: 

(I) To develop the manpower and skills infrastructure. In this they have developed 
extensive training programmes and these have b~n largely administered by the 
Japan Small Business Corporation (founded in 1980). The demand for !-iUch 
training is very heavy. 

(2) The creation of special support programmes aimed at diffusing new technologies. 
e.g.,robots, FMS. 

(3) The establishment of collaborative networks for research in high-tech areas. 

A Developed Country Overview 

Overall almost all of these countries have provided substantial funds to support a variety 
of technology policies. Quite a number focus in upon national strengths which are not apparent 
in many developing countries, - and perhaps least of all in many African countries. However, 
the policies pursued do hold some options for the case study countries. 

,., lloobeek, 1990. 
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Among the policy options that could be considered are: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Support for the provision of information and advisory services regarding specific 
technologies. Of these, it wu noted in earlier chapters (2-6) that in both 
economic and technical terms CAD and NCMT are technologies appropriate for 
diffusion. 

Support for consultancy services and feasibility studies regarding appropriate 
technologies. 

Support for the purchase of, at a minimum demonstration site where those 
technologies can be seen in action, and people can gain bands-on experience. If 
possible, providing that funds become available, either internally or through 
funding agencies, for their diffusion through the appropriate industrial sectors 
should also be catered for. Application support was st•ong in almost all of the 
developed countries covered. 

(d) To provide, as far as possible, a long-term programme of support in order to 
eliminate uncertainty on the pan of industrialists, though not so long that they 
create dependence on the pan of companies. 

(e) To encourage inter-fim? collaboration both in an engineering sense and in a 
modem buyer/supplier sense. In addition to this to help create stronger links 
between educational and technology research institutes, and the bodies they are 
intended to serve, i.e., manufacturing industry. 

(t) 

(g) 

Help in organizational adaptation. In many companies visited in the case study 
countries, management expertise was weak and based on traditional structures. 
The whole system of managerial control and organizational structures needs to 
be modernized by less hierarchical or functional activities; and by the adoption 
of JIT, TQC, etc. 

A considerably greater concentration on education, skills and training at all levels. 
There is clear evidence from the experiences of the developed countries, that this 
has proven to be the starting point for a "virtuous circle of success" in a 
development context. 

A combination of some of the above non-technological factors can often provide many 
of the benefits attributed to the use of new technology, e.g.,shorter lead-times; improved quality; 
reduced costs; better machine utilization; etc. It may also provide the economic advantages and 
performance that can be the bedrock for investment in best practice equipment. 

19.4 Developing Countries Policy 

The basic industrial policy approach in many African countries has had import 
substitution as a main target. There has also been an expectation of competitive comparative 
advantage based on cheap labour. In this setting, it is assumed that import substitution - in 
contrast to export promotion - is a less demanding target, a strategy, in which a country can rely 
on a less sophisticated industrial base, providing some basic conditions are guaranteed, e.g., 
heavy protection of domestic industries from foreign competition by impon regulations and 
~iffs, have usually been the most popular supportive pr'" · 'lptions. 
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Export promotion strategy bas been seen u the next step in this development. It is 
assumed that export promotion requires a more developed and productive industry to be 
competitive on the global market. In the African context, this next step is often something of 
a mirage since domestic industries lagging behind international standards in performance are 
safeguarded behind protective barriers. In most ~. where export promotion bu been 
adopted u a Wget the strategy bu usually been ~ on the same competitive advantage u 
import substitution. cheap labour. 

One of the conclusions from global approaches is that all industrial strategies - if the 
target is to continue industrial activity in the long run - have to be hued on the idea of 
continuous development. This development bu to be in terms of productivity. effectiveness, 
efficiency and quality. Prolonged protective barriers are in fact not a blessing to the economy. 
but a burden. This bu already been noticed in many African countries - for example in Kenya 
an1 Tanzania - where several large parutatal companies are under scrutiny. e.g .• to be 
rehabilitated or abolished. 

Economists have named the contemporary era of technological change (the main 
developments of which. especially in terms of production technologies, are described in Chapters 
1-7) the microelectronics revolution.• This technological revolution is changing the buic lines 
of ~echnological and economic evolution on a scale comparable to the industrial revolution. 

Many developing countries have hardly been touched by this industrial revolution. 
Industries, especially in Africa, were originally established u latecomer appendices to the 
developed countries industries, mainly process~ng foodstuffs for the European market or 
providing raw materials .. More generally, the developing countries were often manufacturing 
quite simple goods to satisfy the demand of the lower echelons of the developed countries 
market. In most Su~-Saharan African countries, industry is highly vulnerable. After some 
promising developments in the 1970s, many i~·1stries have in fact regressed. 

For example, manufacturing exports have declined in fixed price terms in the majority 
of Sub-Saharan African countries, Botswana and Mauritius being the only real exceptions. The 
main reuon behind this is the poor international competitiveness of the countries. The cost 
level bu oontinuously risen during the put 20 - 30 years because of rising levels of protection, 
overvalued exchange rates and quantitative restrictions placed on - both competitive and 
compl~mer.tary - imports. 

Thus, there is a pressing need for comprehensive industrial development policies. 
Experiences from countries with above average success in manufacturing in the Sub-Saharan 
region at leut point to some guidelines for policy options: 

.... 

• price factors are not the only, not even the major issues behind success: 
management, design and engineering skills often play a more critical role in 
explaining differences in performance. Even more generally, the development 
of manufacturing depends critically upon the presence and promotion of 
adequate skills; 

• sustained manufactured exporting do not succeed by looking only at short-run 
cost advantages; 
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• questions related to management and machinery-choice are of critical importance 
in creating vital industries; 

• 

• 

sheltered. but not too protected. regional markets can assist in creating efficient 
manufacturing units. Thus a very liberal regime is not a sufficient condition for 
efficient manufacturing production; 

the role of product quality has increased, and is to a growing extent ranked 
above price factors in market competition. 

In the present situation the African countries cannct afford to be left out of technological 
development. In the contemporary global economy, with industries being restructured along the 
new lines of technological and organizational best practice, there is not much space for 
industries trying to grow along traditional lines. The new trajectories of development are based 
on the possibilities embodied in micro-electronics, new modes of firm organization and new 
features in market demand. 

However, the Sub-Saharan countries industrial development policies are still mainly 
based on very traditional lines of argument. The role of technological development is discussed 
only superficially, and actual policy is more concerned with issues of short-term employment and 
not with sustainable long-term development (see Chapter 12). 

A general conclusion from the discussion above is: a rigid import regulation policy is 
more harmful than beneficial to the industry, even if import substitution should be the prevailing 
strategy. Thus a reduction in import tariffs and an elimination of quantitative restrictions should 
be considered. 

In addition to this, there is a very pressing need to increase productivity. For this, more 
complex policy measures are required. These might include the following: new machinery that 
is more up-to-date and appropriate than the present stock of machinery, better management 
capabilities and techniques, expanded research and technological capabilities, innovative ways 
to increase labour productivity through organizational revival, systematic attempts to enter new 
non-domestic markets with higher quality products packagea more attractively, attempts to 
reduce comparative transport disadvantages and the provision or extension of export credit 
guarantees and facilities to minimize foreign exchange risks . 

In this context, a policy promoting the expansion of manufactured exports and an import 
substitution policy should be linked with each other, but in the context of policies which give 
priority to raising the level of efficiency of existing manufacturing firms. Sensitivity to market 
signals - a basic issue in export promotion - is required, but there is also a need for more 
interventionist policies to strengthen the expansion of manufacturing industry and support the 
creation of inter-linkages with the other sub-sectors of the economy. 

When increasing productivity and efficiency are taken as the main targets of industrial 
development, technology policy becomes a core issue of industrial policy. 

Techr.ology Policy 

In a developing country context, only a few of the most successful newly industrialized 
economies - the East Asian NICs and a few Latin American countries - have formulated long 
r~ge programmes to support technological development. 
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In developing countries, technology policy has quite different objectives from those in 
the developed countries. The role of technology transfer is crucial, and the main policy targets 
are to manage the technology transfer process efficiently and to omimilate the technologies 
imported into the existing structures in a way that could contnl>ute to a sustainable, dynamic 
technological and economic development. In this, the main policy areas are: 

(J) management of the imemational technology transfer process; 

(2) execution and management of technical change; 

(3) acquisition and accumulation of technological and managerial capability. 

The management of international technology transfe.r process involves a number of 
closely related processes, from the intemationa! search for possible technologies to the actual 
implementation of the new technological system. 

Over time, the accumulation of incremental technical change improves the overall 
performance of the originally transferred production system: in terms of steady improvements 
to labour and machine productivity, energy and material usage; reduction of downtime and 
wastage rates. 

The experience from developed countries reveals that the more complicated the 
production technologies installed are, the more minor modifications, alterations and adjustments 
in the technology as well as experience in operation is needed, before the best practice level is 
reached. In the cue of FMS this often takes years after the installation. Thus, in technology 
transfer the recipient organization bas to be capable of developing further the acquired 
technology. In this, local capability development is a crucial condition for continuous and 
accumulating technological change. There was little indication that the ability to do this existed 
in most companies visited. In fact, quite often the reverse occurred - systems became less 
efficient."' 

In the context of an individual country, the technology policy objectives, rnanagemem of 
technology transfer or technical change and accumulation capabilities - have to be adapted to 
the local conditions. This has been done rather poorly in most of the cue countries - and in 
Sub-Saharan Africa generally. Both the imerviews with industrialist and policy makers, as well 
as African researchers reveal that in technology policy documents, the factual technological 
needs and problems in the economy have not been monitored at all, or on a very superficial 
level only. And the linkage between technology and development is poorly understood. 

As was described in Chapter 12, technology policy in many developing countries lacks 
detailed analysis of requirements, of the role of technology, of how it is to be mutered. Nor 
is the impact on manufacturing performance appreciated. Policy statements tend to be very 
general, and this institutional structure is inappropriate, with a bias towards scientific 
resolutions, while the needs of companies are very precise and practical ones. The need is for 
a more systemic technology policy, one in which the role of technology in the manufacturing 
sector as a whole is properly understood, and one in which specific measures are directed 
towards enhancing that role. 

,., lell, 1914. 
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In creating t~logy driveo approaches to economic development. the Japanese 
experience is imtructive. The Japanese innovation and technology policy highlights the key 
features of a systemic approach to technological development: long-term targeted development 
~ on capability building. learning by doing and motivated commitment by all the actors 
involved. from workers in the simplest shop tasks to top management. It requires a coordinated 
policy on bolh governmental and enterprise level, but the firms are always the final decision 
making and respon.~ible parties. At the governmental policy level. it also meam the replacement 
of development ~ on self-evident C-naturar) 'comparative advantages• with more demanding 
long-term development targets ~ on comparative advantages created by capability building. 

The Republic of Korean case is a concrete example of a local adjustment to the Japanese 
model in a developing country context. In the 1960s accelerated Korean expon production wz 
mainly~ on conventional comparative advantages (cheap labour. supply of raw materials). 
But the later. most spectacular successes in shipbuilding. steel, and manufacture of steel are 
mostly comparative advantages created by governmental decisions and policies - largely following 
the Japanese model, but with more direct governmental administration - not by free market 
forces. 

A key factor in the development model was, as in Japan, the creation and development 
of new. dynamic advantages. defined as targets by governmental policy and induced by various 
policy options. measures and even more straightforward administrative directives. In this, a 
long-term development of capabilities and learning from imponed foreign technology have been 
crucial factors. An imponant background factor enabling the development path has been the 
national educational and training system. 

In more concrete terms. a few options on technology policy can be taken up from our 
experiences in the case countries. 

• 

• 

• 

... 

There is a need to reorganize a var~c:ty of public technology policy institutions . 
They should be dealing with tasks more relevant to the local economic and 
technological development and this should be done in more intense coo;>eration 
with individual firms and other economic actors. This implies more cooperation 
between universities. research institutes and firms . 

There is a specific need to spread information on the use and possibilities of 
new technologies. This could be done through, for example, establishing specific 
'information technology centres' with differing targets, e.g.,CAD centres. There 
are many possible alternative forms in which this kind of centre could be 
organized, but it is imponant that they are in close contact and cooperation with 
educational and training institutes as well as with firm~ This kind of information 
technology centre has proved to be rather successful in developed countries. 

Companies need direct aid in getting information on production technology 
developments and making technology acquisition decisions. This could be 
arranged for example through sectoral research institutes, branch organizations 
or parastatal holding companies employing persoMel specialized in information 
gathering, and creating contacts to sources of technological information abroad. 
The specialists should carry out contract tasks to individuai firms, to help them 
both in creating contacts to technology suppliers and in technology contract 
issues . 
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Quite similar aid is needed by firms in technology zsimilation and adoption 
matters. In this cue, however, the need is for highly specialized knowledge on 
production technologies and for long-term mpport. which SW1S before the actual 
implementllion of new tldmologies and c:ontUmes unb1 the new systelm Im 
been totally incolponled into the everyday activities of the firm. This kind of 
aid may, in many African cases, be only available 1brougb foreign donors. 

Even more general awareness programmes on 1he effeds and possibilities of 
tecbnological developmellt are needed. 1bey should be associated with an open 
and wide social discussion OD the themes of tedmological development. 

• Companies also need more direct financial aid in technology acquisition. This 
means facilit.aling the regulation on foreign currency in production technology 
matters. New production technologies are, however, means to mate the economy 
more effective and productive and thus creating new possibilities for economic 
growth and increased exports. The need to mate customs procedures less 
complicated and less bureaucratic is as important. 

• For capability building it is imponant that local firms be deeply involved in every 
technology transfer cue, even when foreign donors are completely responsible 
for the process. Technologies imponed should be 'appropriate' in at least three 
senses: they should fit the existing production processes in the recipient 
organization, they should raise the technological level of the organization and 
serve as a basis for capability building, learning and further technological 
development, and, third, they sliould support the macro level national 
development targets. The last topic may often include, for example, the target 
of diminishing the variety of machine types and makes in the country. 

Ulucation and training 

Capability building as a basic condition for dynamic and sustaining technological 
development is crucial. In this, the role of the educational system is critical. As noted earlier, 
in countries such as Japan or the Republic of Korea there bas been a long-ierm emphasis on 
developing wide and uJH<Hlate skill bases . 

In most African countries education has been expanded considerably during the years 
of independence, but the systems as a rule are not up to the requirements of modern industry. 
There are too few ir.stitutions for vocational education, the vocational content in the curricula 
is generally too low, and the facilities for teaching technology are not adequate. Higher 
education, though often quite extensive, is focused in general on 'arts and sciences' subjects not 
giving entirely satisfactory qualifications for graduates aiming towards industrial management 
or research positions. It also tends to still be driven by norms set by previous colonial powers, 
e.g., Great Britain, France, etc. 

•• 

Thus there is a need to: 

• 

• 

Considerably expand the system for vocational education in the most important 
fields of the economy. 

To up date the technical facilities for teaching, espec!ally for teaching computer 
related subjects. The general level of computer literacy - even familiarity with 
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computers - is all too low to meet the needs of the modem economy; and 
trainers are often poorly qu:tlified. 

To narrow the gap between industry and educational instttubOns. This could be 
done for example by introducing elements of the Central European dual 
education system to vocational education. In this case students would alternate 
between school and factory; practkal training would be given in the factory and 
theoretical teaching explaining the things learned by doing in the school. 

• University students involved in management and technology studies should spend 
more time in industrial firms during their study - as should, in general, all 
students. They should also be given the opportunity to learn at first hand about 
leading edge developments from ttaining abroad wherever possible. 

• Intra-firm training is actually possible only for large firms. Thus there should be 
more publicly aided systems for training the personnel of small firms. This could 
be done by either opening the training institutes of large firms to other 
companies, or by establishing cooperative training centres financed by various 
companies with public aid. This kind of training centre could operate, for 
example, in the context of and using the facilities of the technology 
demonstration centres proposed in the previous chapter. This kind of model -
based on cooperation between public authorities, local companies and technology 
suppliers - has proved to be rather successful, for example, in Sweden. 

19.S The Case Study Sectors 

The three sectors studied, textiles, clothing and footwear are all quite important in the 
six African case study countries. They are also industries where the micro-electronics based 
automation has not yet caused any major changes. However, signs of changes in the global 
market environment, current technological developments and new enterprise strategies in the 
developed countries are evident. 

The textiles industry is, both in terms of employment and output, the most important of 
the industries in all case countries except Mauritius . 

Production processes in the textiles industry are characterized by mainly incremental but 
continuous technological changes. The introduction of microelectronics into the control 
operations of textile machinery has significantly increased both productivity, effectiveness, 
reliability and flexibility in the industry. 

The basic nature of the industry has not, however, changed much. It is a capital 
intensive industry with a prolonged development trend towards further automation. The relative 
importance of labour costs is diminishing, while the price of modern production equipment is 
rising rapidly - conversely to many other industrial sectors - as noted in Chapter IS. A real 
trade off between labour liiDd capital in the industry exists only in auxiliary functions, such as in 
the preparatory and finishing phases of manufacturing. 

The textiles industry is, out of the three sectors studied, the most technology driven. The 
basic products are quite standardized and not changing dramatically. The role of manufacturing 
P,erlormance is highly important, thus there is less room for technological indifference for the 
i~ternational standards of product quality and company performance are set by the output set 
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by best practice equipment. Consequently, if a developing country firm intends to reach 
international competitivencu, it does not have many alternalives. Cominuous development cf 
production technology and further automation is a necessity, in order to reach better product 
quality and overall performance rates. 

The actual situation of the textile industries in lbe case study countries was quite diverse. 
Some factories bad the majority of machinery dating from 20 to 30 years ago, and ocher 
factories bad die most up-tO-date equipmmt. 

Many firms faced problem because of low capacity utilizaion rates, and lbe quality of 
produdS was not up to international swldards. It was, however, significant that firms showing 
first elm performance are found in virtually every country. These are firms that bad bodl ~ 
to-date - and continuously developing -production technology, high quality products and quite 
well functioning organizations. 

From the point of view of future technological development and automalion of lbe 
textiles industries in the African case study countries, these successful firms could well be used 
as examples of excellence for the other companies. 

The clothing industries were far less imponam in the case study countries than textiles, 
both in terms of output and employment. In this respect Mauritius was an exception because 
it had a very large clothing industry, mainly producing knitwear from imponed raw materials 
for develored country markets. 

The clothing industry is less production technology driven than textiles. Product design 
and market considerations are more important. It is also a much more segmented industry with 
very differentiated products - in terms of materials, designs and production requirements - for 
a variety of markets. 

Considerable technological developments have occurred in the industry, but the 
developments mainly concern the design and pre-production stages of production. Automation 
of the main manufacturing function, membly of the cloth by sewing, has only developed 
partially and slowly. 

The clothing industries in the case study countries, with the exception of Mauritius, 
seemed to be facing more problems than textiles. The difficulties of the industries were not 
primarily technological. In some countries, the problems were partly caused by the textiles 
sector producing yarn and cloth of uneven quality and with unreliable deliveries. Further, 
competition of foreign garments has affected demand on domestic markets. Exports have 
succeeded to a very limited extent only. 

The difficulties in exports are related to low quality, but even more essentially to design 
factors, firm strategies and international COMections. In the global clothing trade, tight 
interlinlcages between manufacturing firms, designers and retailing firms are crucial. The new 
global networks of clothing were discussed in Chapter 16 through the Italian examples. 

In this development, new information technologies play a decisive role. The firm 
networks are held togeth~r with common databases and frequent telecommunication, through 
which e.g. the CAD-made designs are communicated throughout the producing units . 
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In addition to CAD. automated pattern mating. grading. marting and cutting are the 
most widely spread automation technologies in the clocbing industry. Their main benefiu are 
savings in aaw marerials. and increased productivity. These technologies wue not used mudl 
in the case study counuy firms on the African continenl visited. Bearing in mind the 
intemalional developments, the global tightening of competition and relatively decrezing role 
of labour costs. it is very necessary for them to introduce these technologies in the near future. 

The foolwear sector is. of the dm:e industries studied the least automated and die most 
labour intensive. Paradoxically it was also the sector facing the most serious problems. Only 
a few firms in the case study countries wue operating profitably. and they were mostly plants 
of multinational corporations. There wue problems with supply of raw materials, quality of 
products. uncompetitiveness in relation to imported shoes and overall productivity of 
manufacturing. 

Global developments in footwear are quite similar to developments in clodling. Rapidly 
reacting firm networks are gaining in importance in relation to large shoe plants. This bas. 
actually also been noted by some of the African companies. e.g. the Kenyan Bata Shoe company 
is using small companies as subcontractors to manufacture smaller series. 

Generally die main problems faced by companies in all of die dlree industrial sectors 
were. however. more policy and infrastructure related. These issues have already been 
summarized earlier. The companies bad problems especially with impon duties and regulations, 
restricted finances - availability of foreign currency above all - telecommunications and Jabour 
skills, panicularly managerial skills on all levels of supervision and administration. 

From the study of the three sectors it seems that there is actually an inverse relationship 
between labour intensity and company performance. The more automated the firm was, the 
fewer performance problems it had. This, of course, is assuming that the basic infrastructure 
and business functions of the firm were well managed. 
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